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Part I. Models 
Chapter 1 A sociolinguistlc model and three hypotheses 
1.1 Introduction 
Languages change, and so do dialects. The change of a linguistic system, 
whether a language or dialect, may increase its structural distance to other 
languages or dialects. It may even lead to diminishing mutual comprehensibili-
ty. Dialect levelling never does. This study is on dialect levelling, the 
process as a result of which structural variation is reduced. 
In all relevant branches of linguistics efforts so far have mainly been 
directed at some aspect of linguistic variation or change. Very little 
attention has been paid to the reduction of variation, that is, to dialect 
levelling. Processes of dialect levelling have hardly been investigated. 
In this chapter we will develop a model of the reduction of structural 
variation. This model is developed on the basis of insights from three of the 
branches of linguistics that in some way or another deal with linguistic 
variation and change: historical linguistics, dialectology and sociolinguis-
tics. As will be seen, our model is oriented most of all towards the sociolin-
guistlc side. 
Linguistic variation and change as well as dialect levelling have both 
internal linguistic and extralinguistic aspects. The sociolinguistlc model that 
will be developed in this chapter relates dialect levelling to extralinguistic 
and linguistic dimensions. 
With respect to processes of change and levelling, the questions that are 
probably most important are the following: how do these processes proceed and 
why do they occur at specific points in the grammar and not in others? It will 
be argued that extralinguistic factors can usually merely account for the 
question how, and only in combination with linguistic considerations. A model 
which seems to allow explanations and predictions regarding the structural 
linguistic paths of certain processes of change and levelling will be presented 
in chapter 2. 
The phonological model that will be sketched in Ch. 2 is based on existing 
(generative) theories. In contrast to the sociolinguistlc model of dialect 
levelling, we did not develop it ourselves. Just like the sociolinguistlc 
model, the phonological model will be applied to the investigation central in 
this study. With respect to processes of dialect levelling, the phonological 
model is in a way part of our sociolinguistlc model. In Ch. 2 we will explain 
our conception of the relationship between the two models. 
2 Ch. li A BoclolingulecLc sodai and thraa hypothfteea 
1.2 The study of language change 
According to Bloomfield (1933: Ch. 1 passim), the systematic, scientific 
study of language started with the attempts by the Neogrammarians and their 
immediate predecessors to reconstruct and explain the historical relationships 
between the early Indo-European languages and their development. It was found 
that in those developments sound change played a central role. The discovery of 
significant amounts of apparent or real counter-evidence ('residual forms') 
against the Neogrammarian assumption that sound change was regular and 
exceptionless led to the development of dialectology. One of the most important 
differences between this discipline and the Neogrammarian tradition is the fact 
that extralinguistic matters play an explicit role in dialectology. In this 
respect, sociolinguistics can be seen as a continuation of the anti-Neogrammar-
ian method. However, in several other respects, conceptually as well as 
methodologically, there have been important disruptions. 
In the present section, these three phases of linguistic thought will be 
briefly sketched and compared with each other with regard to their approach to 
language change. The aim of this short comparative survey is twofold: first, we 
wish to demarcate the notions of linguistic change and dialect levelling, and 
second, we wish to develop the fundamental tools for a heuristic, empirically 
testable model of dialect levelling. The definition of the notion of dialect 
levelling will then be refined in section 1.3 and the model will be developed 
in section 1.4. 
1.2.1 The Neogrammarian approach 
Historical linguistics is concerned in part with the reconstruction of past 
stages of a language. The oldest methods used to this end (external comparison 
and internal reconstruction) were developed and refined mainly by several 
generations of nineteenth century German scholars, a certain branch -to use an 
appropriate designation- of whom called themselves 'Junggrammatiker', Neogram-
marians. 
An important working principle in historical linguistics in general demands 
that linguistic change first and foremost is explained by system-internal 
causes. In accordance with this principle, ideally an autonomous structural 
impulse for the change is looked for (Mougeon et al. 1985: 472). Both starting-
point and approach here will be illustrated by way of Bloomfield's model. 
As a twentieth century American scholar and founding father of the New World 
variety of structuralism, Bloomfield did of course not 'belong to' the 
Neogrammarian school. Nevertheless, his orientation and approach to language 
change can be considered as Neogrammarian par excellence1. 
1. Cf. Koefoed i Schultlnk 1978i 83-88. Many of Bloomfield'» other Insights were way ahead of his tina, 
though he has bean seriously misinterpretad, not in the least by certain sociollnguists. 
Ch. Il A aoclolinguiatic aod·! And ehr·· hypothe«·· 3 
Bloomfield distinguished change in a restricted sense from borrowing. 
Language change in the strict sense has a language-internal origin. It can take 
the form of either sound change or analogical change, which is of a morpholo-
gical nature, or semantic change. In this model the latter type of change may 
occur in lexical items. When a change is not achieved autonomously, that is, 
when it does not have an internal origin, it can, in the Neogrammarian and in 
Bloomfield's perspective, either stem from another language or "from within the 
same speech area" ('dialect borrowing' - p. 444). Analogical change and 
borrowing are termed 'innovations' (393). 
Bloomfield by far paid most attention to changes he called phonetic but 
which turn out to be phonological changes, viz. those that 'led to some 
alteration in the structure of the language* (367), either conditional or 
complete. In the latter case the change concerns the segment inventory. The 
general direction of sound change is towards an articulatory simplification 
(370). This is the very core of the Neogrammarian position: sound change is a 
merely mechanical, physiologically induced2, phenomenon. Therefore it is 
supposed to operate blindly, allowing no exceptions. For this reason the notion 
'sound law' (German 'Lautgesetz') was introduced. 
For forms that apparently constitute counterexamples to the postulate that 
sound change is exceptionless, the notion 'residual forms' is used. With 
respect to residual forms, Bloomfield re-opened the debate with the opponents 
of the Neogrammarian position, one of whom was Schuchardt. According to 
Bloomfield (1933: 355 ff.) the opponents opt for 'sporadic sound-change'. 
However, the Neogrammarians always left the door open for "factors of linguis-
tic change other than sound-change" (360). One of these factors is borrowing, 
which many anti-Neogrammarians erroneously saw as evidence for irregular sound 
change; 'students of dialect geography are especially given to this confusion" 
(1933: 361). Other Neogrammarian explanations of residual forms are analogy and 
the operation of competing rules. An important difference between the processes 
of analogy and (mechanical) sound change is that the former, as a product of 
deliberate cognitive operations, does not escape the speakers' consciousness3. 
Phonological change that is gradual, temporarily or permanently resulting in 
residual forms, can in the Neogrammarian view have only two possible causes. It 
can either be the language internal diffusion of a borrowed trait or it results 
from the sudden disappearance of conditioning factors in the course of or after 
the process. 
2. For «.g. Hermann Paul 18801 58-60, phonological changa raaolta from changa· In cha non-dlecreca Idiolect 
phonology, which in torn rabule from a apecific paycho-aotoric procesa. 
3. On analogy aa an iapacua for aoand changa, a·· Kiparaky 1972i 206-13. 
4 Ch. 11 A »ocloLioguiatie model and thr«a hypothaees 
1.2.2 The dialectological view 
Only few processes of linguistic change that have been completed appear to 
be completely exceptionless. Within a speech area one can usually find dialects 
that did not undergo a certain historical change. Therefore, dialects can be 
seen "as testimony - and as the perpetuation of past societal structures" 
(Veinhold 1988: 199 - my translation, FH). This view on dialects as living 
fossils goes back to comparative philology. The reverse also occurs, i.e. a 
dialect or group of dialects having undergone a certain change, which did not 
affect other varieties, e.g. the standard language. In sum, a historical change 
does not necessarily reach full geographical spread throughout an entire speech 
community. Moreover, within the grannnar and lexicon of a single dialect regular 
and exceptional ('residual') forms can often be found to exist side by side. 
In short, both the extensive and the intensive diffusion of linguistic 
change may be incomplete. Dialectological research has made clear that the 
alleged exceptionlessness of sound change usually does not imply 'unifor­
mity**, although it does not exclude consistency in principle. 
Like historical linguistics, dialectology is concerned with the results of 
past processes of change. However, the object of dialectology is not a 
diachronic description or the comparison of several historical phases of a 
language, but a description of synchronic dialectal diversity. Variation across 
dialects typically results from extensive numbers of exceptions to some process 
of linguistic change. Dialect-geography concentrates on the interdialectal, 
spatial diffusion of historical changes. To this branch of linguistics we owe 
the insight that isoglosses are the synchronic reflection of the geographical 
diffusion of processes of change (or rather dialect borrowing, as Bloomfield 
1933: 480 warns). According to the Russian Germanist Schirmunski, a central 
task of dialectology is to read the chronology of regular articulatory shifts 
from their spatial, geographical coexistence (1930: 188 - my translation, FH). 
Methodologically this is only legitimate if some important conditions are 
fulfilled (see e.g. Anderson 1973: 82-83). 
Like historical linguistics, dialectology implicitly assumes linguistic 
systems to be homogeneous, which is clearly manifested in the fact that most 
research is based on the production of one or a few informants for every 
variety. As far as dialect-internal heterogeneity (i.e. incomplete intensive 
spread) is concerned, in dialectology the word is usually central. It is a 
widely held conviction that individual words may resist certain sound changes 
4. Some HnguietB even want ao far as Co claim chat In lingulaclc changa regularity ia aecondary (cf. Koefoed 
i Schultink 1978! 92 on Hermann). Cf. "Sound lawa ara che macie rulea of the lingulaclc Heather" (Morf, 
quoted in Bach 1950: 78 - my translation, FH). A concise, though far from impartial, sketch of the hiatory of 
'excaptionleaanasa' in 19th century German linguiscics ia provided by Wenker's disciple Wrede (1919: В ff.). 
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in order to 'prevent' homophonic clash5. In other cases a sound change becomes 
lezlcallzed. This orientation led to extremities like Jaberg's dictum 'In 
Wirklichkeit hat jedes Wort seine besondere Geschichte', In reality each word 
has its own particular history (my translation, FH). 
One of the great merits of dialectology has been that it has provided a 
robust body of empirical evidence that shows that the archetypical Neogrammar-
ian conceptualization of linguistic change is rather one-sided. Sound laws 
cannot always be considered as inevitable laws of nature, whose only starting 
point are countless 'infinitesimal unconscious steps' (translation in Wein-
reich, Labov & Herzog 196Θ: 119). According to Coseriu (1958: III.4.3.2 6 ) , 
most of these minimal changes remain within the norm, do not obtain any 
functional value, and do not spread. To the extent that sound law-like changes 
have taken place, they are no longer considered as mechanical devices, but 
merely as historical statements ('historische Feststellungen" Paul 1880: 68 -
my translation, FH), implying regularity, not generality. 
Findings of historical linguistics and dialectology led to the insight that 
a process of language change, whatever its origin, that is not completed in 
some respect results in variation between and/or within varieties. 
1.2.3 The sociolinguietic perspective 
With respect to the observability of processes of language change, Bloom-
field (1933) was pessimistic. He was convinced that only analogical change and 
borrowing can be observed to some extent. This pessimism is shared by Coseriu, 
but not by Labov. 
Since Labov (1966) demonstrated that linguistic variation can be a 
synchronic slice of a process of change in progress, it is clear that variation 
has an immanent historical-linguistic interest. So whereas the efforts of 
historical linguistics and dialectology made clear that processes of language 
change that are not completed in some respect result in variation, 
sociolinguietic investigations of the Labovian type show that synchronic 
variation may be a phase in linguistic change. This insight meant the end of 
the Saussurian dichotomy between synchrony and diachrony. The method applied, 
referred to as the apparent time approach, consists of a quantitative compari­
son of the language use of speakers of different age groups. Under certain 
5. Coeerln 19381 IV.A.2.2 critically evaluataa this conception, obaarvlng that honopbony (m) uaually only 
becomea troubleaome whan both words belong to the sana eemantical field, and (b) may eventually be reaolved 
through particular ensuing changes. 
6. To enable соврагіаопа with the original and with other editiona, in refarenoes to Coseriu 1958, the 
chapter and section will be aantioned instesd of the page nuaber. 
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conditions (to which we will return in Ch. 4), it enables one to svnchronicallv 
investigate language change7. 
Sociolinguistic attention is concentrated on heterogeneity within linguistic 
systems. The limitation of research to intra-systemic variation in 
sociolinguistics should be explained first and foremost as a reaction against 
the explicit idealization that is typical of the generative approach of 
language as a homogeneous system. However, in contrast to what many sociolin-
guists seem to think, in generative theory idealization is a methodological 
tool, not a conviction - witness for instance Lightfoot (1982: 89): "It is 
usual in the natural sciences to idealize and to ignore many things that are 
tentatively regarded as irrelevant at some stage of inquiry. Any particular 
idealization may turn out to be unfruitful or misleading, but to refuse to 
idealize, to refuse to emphasize certain things, is to limit oneself to natural 
history and data collection" e. 
The merit of sociolinguistics is not that it stressed the fact that 
linguistic systems are heterogeneous, but consists of the development of 
techniques that reveal order in the heterogeneity. The application of these 
techniques and methods led to insights such as the fact that today's 
heterogeneity may tomorrow (so to speak) turn out to have been change in 
progress, although instances of relatively stable variation also occur. 
The sociolinguistic orientation towards intra-systemic variation may be seen 
in the light of the coming of age of sociolinguistics as a discipline. 
Weinreich's (1953) attention was directed towards the possible structural 
consequences of language contact. In a way research in this vein elaborates on 
the notion of borrowing, which mainly served as a 'dump category' in the 
Neogrammarian and Bloomfieldian model of language change. The incorporation of 
the 'multilayer* concept (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog 1968: 162 ff.) functioned 
as the hinge at the door which opened to a model for intra-systemic variation. 
The multilayer concept goes back to the Prague School linguist Mathesius' 
strictly synchronic approach to "Wortschichten verschiedenen Ursprungs" (1934: 
399), lexical layers of different origins. Such layers are often marked to 
varying extents by phonological and morphological characteristics. The notion 
layers or strata has diachronic connotations; at the same time it suggests 
vertical differentiation and paradigmatic organization. The step from studying 
lexical strata to phonological and morphological style levels easily led to a 
view of "language as a differentiated system" (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog 1968: 
150). Many quantitative sociolinguistic studies that have since been carried 
7. A eketch of the 'apparent tima' method and, more generally, of the main principles of quantitative 
aoclollnguistlc research can already be found In Bloomfleld 1933: 365, 394. 
S. Cf. Botha 197βι ΙΊ3·, Chomsky 1980: 25-26. 
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out have increased the insight into the nature of the possible relationship 
between language-internal variation and processes of (usually sound) change. 
1.2.4 Differences in orientation and method between the three approaches to 
linguistic change 
In a number of ways, the three traditions of linguistic research sketched so 
far are variations on a basic theme. At the same time, it seems as though there 
has been a development from the Neogrammarian school in historical linguistics 
via the dialectological to the Labovian sociolinguistic approach to linguistic 
change. This development can, however, only be properly understood in the light 
of a number of important changes in view and methodology that took place along 
the way. 
Whereas attention in historical linguistics is focused on the language 
system, either in its diachronic development or in its historical relation to 
other systems, sociolinguistics studies language use. Hence, historical 
linguistics, like dialectology, investigates the products of past change in the 
'langue'. Sociolinguistics, on the other hand, investigates the process of 
change in 'parole'. Paramount in the differentiation is which aspect of the 
change is examined: whereas historical linguists most often limit their study 
to the results of intensive generality, dialectological attention is focused on 
the areal reflection of extensive generality. Sociolinguists typically study 
both the extensive and intensive generalization of change in progress in a 
given speech community, usually a city or village. 
Apart from fundamental differences in orientation, there are also basic 
differences in methodology. These differences concern aspects like 
- the nature of the data (written or oral, elicited or spontaneous) 
- the ways in which the material is collected ('armchair-method' or 'tape 
recorder-method', recording one, a few, or a larger number of speakers), and 
- the types of analysis (e.g. are quantitative, statistical approaches 
possible?). 
Moreover, the fact that historical linguists often try to follow large numbers 
of changes in outline over a long period of time, whereas sociolinguists 
usually investigate a comparatively small amount of change in great detail 
(Aitchison 1981: 32) affects not only the research questions, but also the type 
of conclusions and inferences that are possible. 
1.2.5 Shifting views on language and language change 
In the existing "evolutionary approaches to human language typology and 
change", Thomas Markey (1986: 16-17) distinguishes the following three 
"explanatorily adequate basic epistemologies: 
β 
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I. People (as communicative beasts) do things to language systems [ ] 
II. Languages qua systems do things to people. (The Whorf-Sapir Hypotheses). 
III. Languages qua systems have a life of their own apart from people'. 
The first frame of explanation can be termed the materialistic position, as 
opposed to position II, which is idealistic in nature. This latter position may 
make people deliberately change aspects of their language use with the aim and 
conviction that this may cause other people to change their ideologies. For 
instance, in her 1981 book, Aitchison "sometimes used she instead of the 
conventional he, in order to help conquer the all-pervading sexism which exists 
in the English language' (12). Position III, finally, can be labelled the 
biologistic view9. 
There may be a rough parallel between Markey's typology and the dimension in 
the spread of linguistic change one chooses to study. In connection with the 
diffusion of change at least three dimensions should be distinguished: the 
individual speaker, the speech community and the linguistic system. 
In their view on language change, proponents of the Neogrammarian method as 
well as a few dialectologlsts (like Lessiak, cf. Wiesinger 1983a: 13-15) are 
representatives of position III, in which language is seen as a 'living 
organism'. August Schleicher, one of the immediate predecessors of the 
Neogrammarian school, is said to have been the first to use this metaphor. This 
view can be found throughout the history of the study of linguistic change 
until today. Typical of the biologistic view is the conviction that, after a 
change has taken place, to maintain a certain structural equilibrium languages 
tend to rebuild patterns through processes of 'therapeutic change'. Structural 
imbalance may even be precluded; to this end, languages go through processes of 
'prophylactic change'. In the tradition of the biologistic view on language "it 
is frequently claimed that change shows a general directionality, that 
languages are gradually becoming less marked, that they are showing greater 
'typological consistency', or that isomorphism between form and meaning 
decreases', summarizes Lightfoot (1987: 152). 
Hugo Schuchardt can be considered as one of the first scholars who, in his 
life-long debate with the Neogrammarians, explicitly rejected the biologistic 
view on language and language change in favour of a 'materialistic' position. 
In his view, language is not an organism but a function, a social product10. A 
similar position is taken by Coseriu. According to Coseriu, those who ascribe 
to language an existence exterior to the individual endorse the concept of 
immediate and non-continuous change, which in his view is incorrect. In the 
recent literature, a rather crude materialistic position seems to be taken by 
LePage & Tabouret-Keller, witness statements such as: 'We should constantly 
9. Giving axplanationa of type III nay have the result that one la considered by Labov 1972a: 264-70 to b« a 
linguist of "the 'asocial' group"! taking position 1 may have the result that one is regarded aa a nember of 
"the 'social' group" of Ungulata. 
10. Breviari 74, 310 - ny tranalation, FH. 
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remind ourselves that languages do not do things; people do things, languages 
are abstractions from what people do' (1985: 188). 
Milder, compromise positions in between the biologistic and the materialis-
tic ones can also be found. Sapir regards sound change as a 'consumated drift 
that sets in at a psychologically exposed point and worms its way through a 
gamut of psychologically analogous forms' (quoted in Aitchison 1981: 89), hence 
partly caused by language-internal tendencies, and partly speaker-made. Meillet 
distinguished 'changement proprement linguistique', structurally induced 
change, from 'changement par adoption', motivated by prestige factors (Swiggers 
1985). Markey himself (1986: 17) accepts position III as primary and position I 
as its corrective corollary. Although he classifies 'the Labovians' as taking 
position I, their spiritual leader certainly does not exclude internal factors 
like, for example, Martinetian 'chain reaction changes'. According to Labov, it 
is common for structural and sociolinguistic pressures to act in systematic 
tandem. However, 'it can no longer be seriously argued that the linguist must 
limit his explanations of change to the mutual influences of linguistic 
elements defined by cognitive function, nor can it be argued that a changing 
linguistic system is autonomous in any serious sense* (1972a: 181). 
Of course, this superficial sketch does not allow far-reaching conclusions 
regarding changes in the framework lying behind the several successive 
approaches to linguistic change. Nevertheless we cannot escape from the 
impression that a shift has taken place from a rather strict biologistic 
position in Neogrammarian historical linguistics to a mainly, though not 
exclusively, materialistic view in quantitative sociolinguistic studies of 
linguistic change11. This shift in view on language and language change is one 
of the aspects of the 'scientific revolution' in linguistics (Halle 1985), in 
which the reconstruction of the historical evolution of the Indo-European 
cluster gave way to the study of each individual language as a functioning 
system. 
1.3 The lack of studies of dialect levelling 
1.3.1 Language loss, dialect loss and dialect levelling 
According to the nineteenth century Sanskritist and comparativist Max 
Millier, the history of the Aryan languages was nothing but a gradual process of 
decay (Altchlson's 1981: 19, quoting Jespersen's translation). Müller's opinion 
was based on the gradual, but massive deflection of most Indo-European 
languages. The idea that the western languages were suffering from decay 
11. Di*l«ctologr cannot gsnaralljr be fit into any of theaa position«. Chaadwrs & Trudglll 1980i 17, 125-26 
akateh tba historical background of the 'athaoratlcal' orientation of dialectology. 
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existed long before Oswald Spengler expressed his pessimistic visions of the 
decline of the occidental culture. 
The conviction that irreversible processes of dialect loss are occurring is 
to an important extent ideological in origin, according to Mattheier (1986). 
This conviction undoubtedly formed an important impetus for the large-scale 
dialect-geographical projects that were undertaken from the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century onwards in Europe and America. For the Dutch language area 
in this respect mention should be made of the questionnaires by the Geogra-
phical Society (1879, 1895), Willems (around 1886), Schrijnen, Van Ginneken & 
Verboeten (SGV 1914) and the 'Reeks Nederlandse Dialektatlassen' (Series of 
Dutch Dialect Atlases). Since the late sixties of this century at Nijmegen 
University dictionaries are being compiled of the Brabant and Limburg dialects, 
whereas the Flemish counterpart is being prepared at the University of Gent 
(Belgium). Mention should also be made of the 'Dialectenbureau', the present-
day P.J. Meertensinstituut, in Amsterdam, founded by Kloeke. These and similar 
undertakings are a clear indication of the conserving function that 
dialectology attributed to itself in the face of the putative future erosion of 
dialectal variation. This attitude may seem a bit exaggerated, but it is not 
unwarranted. There are countless scientific and informal observations of 
dialect forms falling into disuse. In addition, dialects are usually not 
codified or standardized (i.e. there are no officially accepted norms of 
grammar or pronunciation, and no dictionaries for general use). Moreover, as a 
rule they are merely oral varieties. Functionally, they are limited both 
situationally and geographically. This relative lack of codification and 
extension, in combination with the fact that they are mostly low-prestige 
varieties, result in the fact that dialects occupy a relatively weak position 
vis-à-vis the national standard language(s)12. Dialects nowadays should 
generally be placed on the left side of the 'vitality'-scale: language death -
language loss - language maintenance - language revival (Hagen & MUnstermann 
1985: 65-66 - my translation, FH; cf. Markey's 1986: 3ff. 'morbidity scaling'). 
Dialect loss often goes hand in hand with a shift to (a variety of) the 
standard language. It must therefore be considered as a case of what -in the 
sociology of language- is called 'language suicide', which "occurs when the old 
and the new language are similar1' - as opposed to 'language murder', which may 
take place 'when they are dissimilar' (Aitchison 1981: 221). Such a process of 
functional replacement can, of course, only proceed via the speakers of the 
language involved and is therefore a socio-psychological or sociological 
process13. Except for the shift to another variety (usually the standard, and 
12. Of conree, thia characterization la (a) an abatraction and (b) appropriate aolely for dialects In the 
western-European and Northem-Amerlcan context! the notion 'dialect' is used here in the current 'culturo-
centric' (WOLck 1978: 215) meaning. It should on linguistic grounds be distinguished from mere accent, being 
a llnguiatic variety that diaplaye etructural peculierities in more than one component (cf. Chambers t 
Trudgill 1980: 5). 
13. Gal 1978a,b; 1979 presented many interesting findings from a study of language shift in a bilingual rural 
conmunity. On language ehift as a cause of language death sea Klose 1984: 69-72. 
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In any case a more standard-like variety) by an Increasing number of speakers 
In an Increasing number of domains and situations, the process of dialect lose 
also has structural consequences. With respect to the rise and spread of 
standard languages, Bloomfleld (1933: 485) distinguished "the conversion of 
Individuals and families to standard speech" from 'the gradual assimilation of 
lesser dialects". 
Likewise, dialect loss is here looked upon as the gradual abandonment by 
groups of speakers of dialectal elements or structures (dialect levelling) as 
well as functions which the dialect used to fulfil (dialect shift). This 
definition distinguishes dialect loss from language attrition in the Freedlan 
(1982: 1) sense in two ways. First, dialect loss, as opposed to language death, 
does not necessarily wipe out the dialect as a whole, but affects parts of the 
system, which results in a reduction of the structural distance between the 
dialect and other varieties. Second, in order to separate dialect loss from 
competence loss within the individual (usually central in patholinguistics, 
applied linguistics and the study of second language acquisition), it will be 
referred to as gradual deterioration of the community grammar. Dialect loss 
thus negatively affects both the structural autonomy (through the decrease of 
the number of dialect features) and the functional autonomy of the dialect 
involved. Structural dialect loss or dialect levelling, then, is a process 
which reduces the number of features separating a dialect from other varieties, 
including the socially more prestigious standard language. 
1.3.2 Research on the structural consequences of language contact 
Historical linguistics and dialectology have taught us that a not fully 
completed process of language change (in the broad sense, i.e. including the 
spread of borrowed elements or rules) leaves behind intra- or inter-systemic 
variation. Intra-systemic variation, on the other hand, can lead to or be a 
phase in a process of linguistic change, as several sociolinguistic investiga-
tions have made clear. Dialect levelling is the process which reduces struc-
tural variation. 
As a contact phenomenon, dialect levelling should be considered to be a type 
of dialect borrowing in the Bloomfleldlan sense. This separates it from 
language change in the strict meaning, i.e. change that is motivated by 
internal tendencies, as is the case for sound change and analogical change. If 
one wants to regard it as a type of linguistic change, then at best it is a 
specific case of linguistic change (in the broad sense of the word) that may 
occur in a specific sort of contact situation. Levelling is a highly specific 
case of linguistic change at least for two reasons. First, it is not necessa-
rily linguistically motivated, and second, by definition it comes down to the 
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reduction of structural variation; the change therefore invariably goes in one 
specific direction14. 
Research into processes of dialect levelling fits into the older15 tradi­
tion of language contact studies concerning the possible structural conse­
quences of language contact over a long period of time, like borrowing, 
interference, interlinguistic convergence (e.g. 'Sprachbund' or linguistic 
area) and the emergence of contact varieties, especially pidgins casu quo 
creole languages16. Equally, in the semi-permanent contact between contiguous 
dialects (to which the standard variety should increasingly be counted), 
variants and varieties may remain or evolve that as far as geographical 
extension is concerned, surpass the merely local level. Consider, for instance, 
the geographically-not-eo-limited lexical variants described in Hartweg (1983). 
Structurally such newly evolving or resistant older variants are often 
intermediate in nature. 
Like other contact phenomena, dialect levelling should therefore be located 
on an ernie, rather than an etic level. As was pointed out above, the ultimate 
locus of the process is not the individual speaker but the grammar, not some 
type of competence but the 'langue*. Of course, before it finally affects the 
linguistic system, thus reaching its (provisional) endpoint, it necessarily 
passes through the speakers' 'paroles'. 
1.3.3 The notion of dialect levelling in the literature 
The notion of dialect levelling is not new. It is more or less equivalent to 
the German 'Ausgleich', used specifically with respect to levelling of the 
differences between dialects, casu quo 'Abbau', which is levelling on the 
dialect - standard language level17. To dialectologists like Wrede (see e.g. 
1919: 10-13) and Frings, dialect levelling on the one hand and dialect mixing, 
'Mischung', on the other, were the key mechanisme that destroy regularity and 
the alleged exceptionlessness of sound laws. 
Bloomfield (1933) used the term dialect levelling with respect to dialect 
borrowing, implicitly distinguishing the short-term process of accommodation 
between speakers from the long-term process of levelling (between varieties), 
and the social from the geographical dimension. On the geographical dimension, 
levelling may disrupt the regularity that is the result of the application of 
sound laws. It operates in waves, but may leave behind relic forms, especially 
14. An abstract, formalized representation of the process can be found In Hlnakena 1986c! 166-87. 
15. More recent types of language contact studies are generally concerned with lenguaga use (e.g. code-
switching) rather than with Ita long-term effects on the llngulatlc system. 
16. Cf. Haugen 1950 for a typology of lexical borrowing and Its possible phonological and morphological 
concomitants; Ualnrelch 1953 on Interference; Jakobson 1931, Emenau 1956, Bynon 1983: 244-53, Chambers ί 
TrudglU 1980: 184-88, Comrle 1981: 197-203 on linguistic areas; Muy slum 1979, 1980 on a specific contact 
variety; Blckerton 1975, among many others, on creole languages. 
17. Cf. Wrede 1919l 11-13| Schlrmunskl 1930: 172, 176) Relffensteln 1976l 337, 344-45; Relffeneteln 1980: 97-
98; Mattheler 1986. 
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in toponyms, according to Bloomfield. On page 418 the notion is also used to 
refer to the result of an internal process of regularizing analogical change. 
Weinreich (1954: 396) uses the term in connection with standardization, and 
Dlllard (1972: 200) uses it to refer to 'the process of eliminating prominent 
stereotypable features of difference between dialects. This process regularly 
takes place when speakers of different dialects come into contact, such as in 
migration.' 
According to Rristensen 6 Thelander (1984) levelling occurs between 
dialects, although in the Scandinavian context a necessary precondition for the 
process was the establishment of national standard languages. Still, 'local 
dialects are seldom influenced directly by the standard language, but rather by 
regional varieties of it" (224). With respect to the locus of the levelling 
process itself, in their paper the two possibilities '1) the speech of an 
individual changes over time, 2) speech changes from generation to generation" 
(226), are reconciled in one model (235-36). The basics of this model are 
Baileyan, assuming graduality in all relevant dimensions. The degree of 
resistance to levelling of dialect features turns out to be positively 
correlated with their geographical spread. This correlation is relatively 
strong for the dialect spoken in the northern Swedish community of Burträsk 
(see also Thelander 1982: 72 ff.), but rather weak in the Danish data. This 
leads the authors to speculate that levelling moves from a situation of total 
dependence between, i.e. cooccurrence of, linguistic variables (bilinguaiism or 
bidialectalism) to one of absolute independence, in which each variable 
constitutes a variation pattern of its own. 
In Mougeon et al. (1985) the term levelling has two meanings. It is used in 
the sense of simplification, or system internal levelling, and in the sense of 
'reduction [...] of structural dissimilarities between languages in contact', 
of which 'interference and convergence are really two manifestations' (480). 
Trudgill (1986: 98-99) defines levelling as 'the reduction or attrition of 
marked variants". Markedness here refers to the geographical or social position 
of the variants involved. In both respects it is equivalent to marginal - cf. 
also the assertion that levelling "involves the loss of marked and/or minority 
variants' (126). The notion has been used in exactly the same sense by 
Schlobinski (1987: 156-57). Levelling, according to Trudgill, is 'likely to be 
of Importance in most new-dialect formation contexts.' Trudgill's book has been 
indispensable to the present study; therefore we will dedicate a separate 
subsection to it (§ 1.3.5 below). 
Thomason & Kaufman (1988: 30), finally, accept what they see as the 
traditional meaning of the notion of dialect levelling, namely 'change toward 
greater similarity of dialects'. They reject more constrained definitions, 
especially linguistically constrained meanings like "change toward a less 
marked overall system'. The authors adduce some evidence to show that the 
process is just as likely to result in a gain in markedness. 
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1.3.4 Fencing off the notion of dialect levelling fгена related concepts 
One of the aims of section 1.2 was to demarcate the scope of the notions of 
dialect levelling and linguistic change. In section 1.3 so far we have dealt 
with, among other things, the relationship between dialect levelling and other 
notions such as language loss, death and attrition, and dialect loss and shift. 
In order to further demarcate the notion of dialect levelling, an attempt will 
be made to negatively define it vis-à-vis six more or less related terms. Our 
sketch and discussion of those terms must be short, and can therefore be hardly 
more than skin deep. 
The term reduction is used to refer to the "actual loss of some part of a 
language without resulting complication of another component to make up for 
that loss11 (Schmidt's 1985: 395 paraphrase of Trudgill 1976). Mougeon et al. 
(1985) use it in the same sense: the decline of linguistic means, of "the 
referential or non-referential potential of a language" (MUhlhSusler in Siegel 
1985: 358 and in Markey 1981: 27). The latter author mentions impoverishment as 
a synonym. 
Simplification can be defined as increasing regularity. There are two 
comparable ways to attain this: one is to increase morphophonemic regularity, 
which can for example be obtained by making paradigms more symmetrical. This 
may lead to less opacity. The other is to increase the regularity, hence the 
predictability of the correspondence between content and expression, resulting 
in greater morphological and lexical transparency (MUhlhBusler after Trudgill 
1986: 103). Simplification may occur where linguistic structure is not optimal, 
as is the case in irregularities, infrequent forms etc. (Mougeon et al. 1985: 
474). The degree to which it occurs "may be influenced by lingua franca usage 
and by language death". Simplification is "a result of imperfect accommo-
dation" , especially of long-term accommodation in the language use of adults 
(Trudgill 1986: 107, 147, 161). According to Markey (1981: 27), simplification 
results in increased naturalness and less markedness. 
As should be clear from these quotations and paraphrases, the notions 
reduction and simplification describe language-internal developments without 
reference to causes or determinants. Dialect levelling, as a contact phenome-
non, may (Hagen & MUnstermann 1985: 79) but need not result in reduction or 
simplification. Nor is it necessarily limited to the morphological or lexical 
components, as is the case with simplification, particularly in MUhlhäusler's 
perspective. 
The notion of convergence has been used in two related meanings. In the 
socio-psychological one, it refers to what can happen linguistically when 
speakers adapt "to the speech of others to reduce differences" (Siegel 1985: 
367). As such, it is a type of accommodation (modification), namely the 
opposite of divergence, which is the exploitation and making quantitatively 
more salient of differences (Mougeon et al. 1985: 479). Convergence and 
divergence are the opposites of non-accommodation in Giles' model. In contact 
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linguistics, the term convergence is sometimes used to refer to the process in 
which dissimilar languages or linguistic varieties become more similar. The 
most famous example is probably the Kupwar case described by Gumperz & Wilson 
1971. (Mougeon et al. 1965: 457 use the term in this meaning as well.) One can 
imagine this to be a long-term effect of interspeaker accommodation. 
Unlike convergence, dialect levelling in the sense used in this study (a) is 
not only a performance phenomenon, but (b) also refers to what ultimately 
happens at the level of the 'langue', and (c) though in the long-term meaning 
it comes down to dissimilar varieties growing more similar, it does not 
necessarily come about by mutually or one-sidedly taking over of characteris-
tics of the other variety. 
Weinreich's (1953: 1) original definition of interference is: "Those 
instances of deviation from the norma of either language which occur in the 
speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more than one 
language, i.e. as a result of language contact". According to Mougeon et al. 
(1985: 480) interference 'differs from convergence in that it produces a new 
usage or qualitative change'. Like interference, dialect levelling is a contact 
phenomenon. However, it cannot be considered to be a type of interference in 
the Weinreichian sense, since (a) it is not a concomitant of bilingualism, and 
(b) it is not merely a performance phenomenon. Dialect levelling need not 
produce a new usage, but it may very well result in qualitative changes. 
Koinéization. unlike dialect levelling, "involves the mixing of features of 
[...] different dialects, and leads to a new, compromise dialect". It results 
'from integration or unification of the speakers of the varieties in contact" 
(Siegel 1985: 365, 369). Clearly, dialect levelling cannot be identified with 
koinéization. First, dialect levelling does not merely take place in the space 
in between dialects; it may also occur on the dialect-standard language level. 
Second, its end product cannot be equated with that of koinéization, a koiné 
being the structurally stabilized and sociologically more or less standardized 
product of heavy intermixture. Usually it functions as a lingua franca. 
Finally, dialect levelling is different from decreolizatlon (Bickerton 
1975). A whole cluster of differences stems from the fact that the socio-
cultural settings of both processes are nearly incomparable. Linguistically, 
there are two essential differences: first, the historical relationship between 
a basilect and its acrolect differs from that between a dialect and the related 
standard language. Whereas in most cases the acrolect is one of the ancestors 
of the basilect, a dialect and the related standard language are usually 
(roughly speaking) siblings. Second, whereas decreolizatlon is by definition a 
movement in the direction of the acrolect, dialect levelling need not necessa-
rily be a development in the direction of the standard language. As has already 
been pointed out, it may take place on both the interdialectal and the dialect-
standard language level. 
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We conclude that the notion of dialect levelling can be satisfactorily 
distinguished from related concepts. As we saw in § 1.3.3 above, the notion 
dialect levelling itself is not unknown in dialectology and contact lin­
guistics, although it is probably impossible to find two authors who use the 
term in exactly the same sense. Bloomfield supplied a number of valuable 
considerations, and Kristensen & Thelander developed a (partly empirically-
based) abstract dynamic model. Nevertheless many questions still remain 
unanswered. In section 1.4 a soclolinguistlc model will be developed from which 
three hypotheses will be derived that are central in the investigation to be 
described in chapters 4 to 12. First, however, we will devote some attention to 
Trudgill's book Dialects in contact, published in 1986. 
1.3.5 Trudgill's model of accommodation and levelling in situations of 
dialects in contact 
As was discussed in general terms in section 1.2, historical linguistics, 
dialectology and quantitative sociolinguistics are concerned with the emer­
gence, and especially the distribution and spread of variation in linguistic 
and extralinguistic space. The present study concentrates on the opposite 
phenomenon: the reduction of variation existing within and between varieties. 
To our knowledge, Trudgill (1986) is the most recent and most elaborate 
study of the possible structural consequences of a situation of dialect 
contact, including levelling. It is the first attempt to develop an integrated 
(social-psychological, sociolinguistic, dialectological) scenario for the 
mutual influence dialects may have upon one another in a situation of contact. 
The integration of different approaches gives the model a certain explanatory 
potential. For these reasons and because of its importance to the present 
study, the work deserves special attention. In this subsection, Trudgill's 
scenario will be briefly sketched and critically analysed. In the following 
section the model guiding the present study will then be presented as an 
improved alternative. 
According to Trudgill (1986: 11, 37 1 8 ) , accommodation between individual 
speakers of different dialects takes place with respect to features that are 
salient, displaying phonetic or surface phonemic contrasts between the 
dialects. As in Giles' theory, the accommodation may take the form of the 
reduction of differences or even the adoption of features from the dialect of 
the interlocutor. The order in which different features are affected by 
accommodation is possibly fixed to a significant degree. 
"If a speaker accommodates frequently enough to a particular accent or 
dialect [ . .. ] then the accommodation may in time become permanent", provided 
attitudes are favourable. "When a speaker employs a new feature in the absence 
IS. See aleo Chambere I Trudgill 1980: 8Ί-86. 
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of speakers of the variety originally containing this feature" (40), as an 'act 
of identity' with these people, the accommodation becomes stabilized. This is a 
necessary condition for the diffusion of features in the contact situation. In 
this process, again mostly limited to salient features (43-53), geographical 
(distance) and demographic (population size) factors play a role1'. Especially 
in the dialect use of adults (28-37, 161), the accommodation constituting such 
interdialect convergence need not be complete. The result may be 
(a) quantitative variation between the 'old' and the 'new' variants (cf. 
Bloomfield's "fluctuation in the frequency of forms", 1933: Ch. 22), or 
(b) the 'new' variant occurring in some words, but not in others, i.e. a 
lexically diffuse incidence; this process is termed 'transfer' and its product 
'mixed dialect', or 
(c) intermediate, phonetically approximate forms; the resulting variety is 
called 'fudged dialect' (57-62)20. 
Phonetically intermediate forms are a type of 'interdialect forms'; another 
type is hyperdialectalism. This, however, is the result of divergence rather 
than some sort of convergence (62-78). 
Contact between dialects may lead to "an enormous amount of linguistic 
variability in the early stages' (107). In this situation 'koinéization' may 
take place, "variant reduction [...] during the focusing period in the growth 
of [a new] dialect' (99). This focusing period will also be characterized by 
intermediate forms. Koinéization, which is a process of 'reduction', is a 
combination of levelling and simplification. As may be clear already (Trud-
gill's definitions of both terms were given in the preceding subsections), in 
this model levelling occurs between dialects, whereas simplification is a 
process taking place within a single dialect. However, not all variation of the 
phase preceding the koinéization is reduced. The remaining variation, i.e. the 
"forms that are not removed during koinéization [.··] will tend to be re-
assigned according to certain patterns" (110). This 'reallocation' can cause 
variants to take on a specialized linguistic (allophonic) or extralinguistic 
(social, stylistic, geographical) function (110-26). 
This completes a rough description of Trudgill's model. Some critical notes 
are in order here. The first concerns the notion of 'salience'. It is quite 
remarkable that salience is sometimes used as an explanation for accommodation 
(and diffusion c.q. reduction - e.g. 45) and sometimes to explain why accommo-
dation does not take place (125, 159). In other cases it is simply not possible 
to say whether a feature is salient or not (47-51). The problem is in short 
that it is probably impossible to give an intersubjective operationalization of 
this notion. The criterion as such as well as its impracticability strongly 
19. Cf. tb« 'gravity model' praaentad la СЬавЬата t Trudglll 19801 196-204 and Bloomfield'a 'danalty of 
ccmmunicatlon" (1933l 46-47, 326-28, 340-45 and, implleitly, 481). 
20. Aa already noted by Altehlaon 1988: 138 and Rickford 19901 269, throughout the book Trudgill's 
perapectlva ia mainly Halted to the eound covponenta. 
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reminds one of Schirmunski's (1930: 118ff.) distinction between 'primary' 
dialect features (those very susceptible to change or loss) and 'secondary' 
dialect features (those relatively resistant). Here primary dialect features 
are the 'am stärksten auffallenden' (most strongly salient) as against the 
secondary ones, which are the "weniger auffallenden" (less salient). Though the 
idea is attractive and other, derived criteria are mentioned, Schirmunski has 
done nothing to prevent his critics21 from accusing him for having introduced 
a basically non-empirical proposal. A typology of the many criteria that have 
been proposed (merely in German dialectology) in relation with the primary vs. 
secondary distinction since Schirmunski introduced his ideas, as well as three 
possible operationalizations are presented in Hinskens (1986a). The criterion 
that seems most comprehensive and certainly deserves further investigation is 
geographical spread. 
The second note concerns terminology. There seems no reason why the notion 
of levelling should be restricted to the reduction of interdialectal variation 
alone. It cannot be maintained that the intra-systemic effects of contact with 
another dialect (including, of course, the standard language) always amount to 
simplification. 
Independent arguments in favour of the first claim derive from the examples 
Trudgill gives in the sections on levelling and simplification (98-107). The 
simplification of the morphophonemic alternations between velar and palatal 
consonants in the modern Hoyanger dialect of Norwegian constitutes levelling 
not only of intrasystemic variation but at the same time of the variation that 
existed between this dialect and non-Western Norwegian varieties. The same 
holds for the loss of the allomorphy rule in the same dialect in the "post-
posed feminine definite article" (104). As regards the four or five aspects of 
Trinidad Hindi presented as cases of simplification (107), to the extent that 
they are consequences of contact with languages that do not have the charac-
teristics described (like English), they might equally well be considered as 
cases of levelling in the sense in which Trudgill uses this notion. It would be 
better to assume that levelling can affect both inter- and intra-systemic 
variation and, intra-systemically, may or may not result in simplification. 
Of less importance but still confusing is the fact that it is not clear 
whether the notion of koinéization covers levelling and simplification alone 
(106, 107, 126) or mixing, levelling and simplification (127). 
The third objection concerns the fact that the term 'naturalness' is used 
throughout the study without definition. For unknown reasons, the closely 
related notion 'markedness' is not used in its original, linguistic sense. 
This, however, can hardly be held against Trudgill in the first place; rather, 
it is typical of a branch of ('developmental') linguistics22. 
21. Trost 19661 LBfflor 1974; milder critical positions have bean taken by Ralffansteln 1976, 1980 and 
Matthelor 1980a. 
22. Cf. Scheutz' 1985a: 39-41 criticism of Balley*8 umnarked, marked, overmarked labelling. 
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The final major weakness in Trudgill's scenario concerne his conception of 
the relationship between reallocation and accommodation. The honesty and 
modesty with which he admits that not all questions regarding the scenario can 
be answered yet (e.g. 78-81) make his proposals the more convincing. But the 
'problems' pointed out on pages 125-26 do not exist. A more consistent view may 
be that there is a general 'fear' among language users of variation, of formal 
differences without a related semantical difference (or a grammatical dif-
ference in the case of certain function words). This tendency is known as the 
Uumboldtian or 'one-meaning-one-fonn' principle. In order to get rid of 
variation (which is more than abundant in a situation of dialects in contact), 
two strategies are generally available. One is to simply throw away -so to 
speak- one variant (Markey's 1986: 12 'alternant dumping'), which is what 
happens in the cases of levelling and simplification. The other remedy consists 
of allowing for structural variation in such a way that the coexistence of the 
forms involved is semantically disfunctional, by attaching an extra connota-
tional or structural (e.g. allophony) function to one of them. After the 
process of reallocation a difference in 'meaning' does exist. 
The latter strategy can be seen illustrated by way of Labov's (1972a: 251) 
'vases' example: 'The oscillation of socially marked pronunciations of vase led 
one informant to say, 'These small ones are my [veziz] but these big ones are 
my [vaziz].'". Another example of the second strategy is supplied by an 
informant for the present investigation. The Dutch word 'blad' can be used to 
refer to 'leaf' (of a tree) or to 'table-leaf'. When prompted to produce the 
dialect variant of the plural form, the informant (inf. 38) hesitated between 
the correct form /blau/ and a hyperdialectal, umlauted make-shift variant 
/ble:R/. Not knowing which one to choose, he probably thought to find the 
solution to this non-problem by asking the interviewer which of these meanings 
was intended in this case. He finally separated the hyperdialectal form for the 
meaning 'leaves', implying that the other, 'original' form /blau/ means 'table-
leaves'. Of course, a variant that has undergone this second strategy may in a 
later phase still undergo the first strategy, alternant dumping. 
So it seems that after all there is no reason to doubt the value of the 
accommodation model simply because "certain variants are not levelled out'. 
Trudgill's scenario is evidently most useful, despite the fact that it needs 
to be refined on several points. In the remainder of this first chapter the 
model underlying our study will be presented; the number of essential dif-
ferences with Trudgill's model is relatively small. In our modest opinion, 
however, they are important enough to label it an alternative model. 
1.4 Developing a sociolinguistic model of dialect levelling. Introduction 
The historical transition from an agrarian to an industrial society 
triggered a number of cultural changes which indirectly and gradually had a 
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tremendous effect on the position of the dialects. Among the cultural changes 
are increased literacy, improved means of transportation (leading to commuting 
and increased general mobility), and increased massiveness in society. These 
changes generally made 'the world' smaller and thus, in combination with 
resulting demographic reshufflings, brought non-contiguous dialects (including 
the standard variety) into contact with one another. Many rural communities 
were slowly absorbed into the towns, which caused the dialect slowly to lose 
its natural habitat. 
These developments in turn brought about important changes to the dialect in 
the consciousness of its speakers. Only one or two generations ago for the 
majority of people the dialect was self-evidently the mother tongue and after 
childhood practically remained the one and only tongue. Nowadays it is 
increasingly pushed towards a special position. Many recent investigations23 
show that dialect speaking in general increasingly becomes the 'marked option'. 
Van Hout & MUnstermann 198Θ is only one of the many recent studies showing 
-amongst other things- that it is more and more unusual for parents to choose 
the dialect as the language of primary socialization of their children. In all 
of these studies "parents and children" invariably turns out to be the most 
instable domain of dialect use. So, as a chief input code in language acquisi­
tion the dialect is losing ground in favour of the standard language. It may 
very well be the case that this has its effect upon the active part the child 
itself takes in its socialization, thus weakening the dialect's position as an 
intake code as well. 
In sum, both on a macro- and on a micro-scale the dialect is losing ground. 
This is, very briefly, the functional side of the process of dialect loss, for 
which we reserved the notion of dialect shift. 
1.4.1 Inter- and intra-systemic variation 
As for the linguistic side of the process of dialect loss, the notion of 
dialect levelling was introduced to refer to the reduction of structural 
variation in general. Hence, in contrast to Trudgill (1986), we use the notion 
in connection with the reduction of both inter- and intra-systemic variation. 
Moreover, and again in contrast to Trudgill, we assume that intra-systemically 
levelling may or may not involve simplification. 
The distinction between intra- and inter-systemic variation is one not 
usually made in sociolinguistics, which thereby neglects a factor that may be 
important in 'explaining' quantitative variation in dialect use. Admittedly, it 
is often almost impossible to strictly distinguish both types of variation. 
There seem to be only few instances of inter-systemic variation (a feature 
distinguishing dialect X from dialect Y) that do not show intra-systemic 
23. Sea Van Bout i HUnetermann 1988, Cucchiarini t Hlnskana 1988, Blnakana 1991 for raferencea. 
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variation, either lexically or in frequency of use of the dialect feature or 
both. 
Likewise, it can be very difficult to establish whether a linguistic change 
is the result of internal forces or of contact alone: 'interlingual influence 
is far from easy to prove when there are (and there usually are) competing 
internal explanations for the suspected cases of transfer" (Mougeon et al. 
1985: 457). Markey (1981: 25) claims that sociolinguistics ('glottometry') 
cannot determine whether a certain linguistic change is the consequence of 
intermixture or of 'internal natural change' and Givón (1979: 5) goes so far as 
to claim that the only language that can be considered to be a 'non-contact-
language' is Universal Grammar. According to Weinreich, Labov & Herzog (1968: 
184), it is impossible and undesirable to insist on making the distinction 
between internally and externally motivated change; the theory of language 
change "stands to gain by considering every dialect as transitional. 
Consequently, there is no need to distinguish between intradialectal change and 
mixture of (jointly available) dialects." 
We define intra-systemic levelling as the reduction of internal variation, 
i.e. variation on strictly linguistic dimensions. The notion intra-systemic 
levelling thus includes Trudgill's simplification, whereas inter-systemic 
levelling is equivalent to Trudgill's levelling. Clear instances of both types 
of dialect levelling were brought to light, for instance, in Klepsch' 
diachronic study of sound changes in the city dialect of Nürnberg (Rowley 1990: 
206-208). 
1.4.2 Dialect levelling is a two-dimensional process. Hypothesis I 
Although there is hardly any literature on dialect levelling as such, 
especially German dialectology and sociolinguistics have produced a con-
siderable number of useful insights. This is a fortunate condition, also 
because, as far as the dialect situation is concerned, our research area (and 
the Dutch language area in general) bears more resemblance to the German-
speaking world than to the anglophone one, let alone the Anglo-American part. 
In developing a sociolinguistic model of the process of dialect levelling we 
will of course profit from these German findings. Some results of a survey of 
this literature will be considered here. 
First of all, we will pay attention to the inter-systemic dimension of the 
process of structural dialect loss. As a consequence of dialect levelling, a 
"sub-standard or, in the favorable case, [...] provincially colored standard" 
may emerge (Bloomfleld 1933: 485). The more common it becomes to use such a 
partly de-dialectalized variety, the more it loses its makeshift character. 
Gradually it may grow into an 'Umgangssprache' (lit. vernacular), to use a 
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notion from German dialectology24. 'Umgangssprache' can be loosely charac­
terized as a regional variety of the standard language, possessing or at least 
developing a set of vague norms. We will leave aside the many problems 
regarding the meaning of this shifty notion. Instead we will very briefly 
concentrate on the process that may lead to its development. 
Mattheier (ІЭвЗЬі 1460) uses the notion 'Dialektverfall', dialect decay, 
with respect to the abandonment of dialect variants in favour of standard 
variants. The loss of dialect features often leads to a structural approxi­
mation of the dialect to the standard variety. However, this is not necessarily 
the case, as becomes particularly clear from findings by Thinnes (1981i 331). 
Thinnes described cases where the loss of a dialectal nasalization rule results 
in formerly transparent correspondences between dialect and standard language 
becoming opaque (my terminology, FH). 
Levelling in the space between dialect and standard language is not the 
whole story. What is more, it may very well be the case that this kind of 
levelling is generally a more recent form, the other and probably older form 
being interdialectal levelling (cf. J. Goossens 1986: 259-61). Terracher's 
famous 1914 study of the dialects of the region of Angoulême (France) brought 
to light that 'l'agent destructeur de la morphologie des patois n'est pas le 
français, mais les pariere limitrophes" (Pop 1950: 106). 
Hence levelling is not always equivalent to standardization. It may even 
result in the emergence of a koiné in the form of a regional dialect charac-
terized by supralocal dialect variants25. In any case, levelling in the 
interdialectal space leads to a yielding of local rural dialects to more 
regional ones (Clyne 1984: 43-60). To the extent that the number of variants 
from the older local dialects is being reduced in favour of greater uniformity, 
this process may be considered as a special type of standardization ('Quasi-
Standardizierung' - Stellmacher 1984). This mechanism may account for the fact 
that certain phonological traits distinguishing the 'standard' German spoken in 
Austria from that spoken in Germany "are by no means being levelled out" 
(Seidelmann 1988: 122 - my translation, FH). Levelling in the interdialectal 
space can therefore be considered as a process of focusing of formerly diffuse 
varieties. 
In this connection, Paardekooper 1950 is relatively atypical, first because 
the author is one of the relatively few non-German authors to write about these 
topics, second because he is better known as a grammarian in the Netherlands 
and Belgium. Still, his article concerning language in boarding schools, 
24. Sea Ingulf Radtke 1973 and Muneke 1983, among many othara. Villenyna 19S7 introdncad cba Labal 'ragionala 
ongangataal ' with respect to a partly da-dialeetalized type of Flaolah. 
25. Welnralch 19541 396. Sea also Dressier 1972: 222 and Hartweg 1983: 1326. Here Wlllemyna' 1987 label 
'getranslltereard dialect' Is relevant. Tha notion 'koinâ' le used here In much the ваше sense as In Dlllard 
1972: 300 - cf. 5 1.3.3 above. For the sake of terminological transparency we will henceforth avoid using 
notions like koin4ization. 
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despite lts rather poor empirical basis, is very interesting for our purposes. 
It presents the results of a small study of several types of accommodation in 
the dialect use of pupils of boarding schools and seminaries in the Dutch 
province of Limburg. In this province dialectal diversification is traditional­
ly relatively large. The accommodation in the dialect use of these pupils, who 
come from several regions in the province, is shown to take on three forms. (Of 
course, accommodation is not the same thing as levelling, but, as Trudgill 19Θ6 
quite convincingly argued, it can be its short-term preamble; we will return to 
this issue in § 1.4.4.) First and foremost, accommodation consists of avoiding 
features that are felt to be too typical of the speaker's place or region of 
origin (34, 36). One could say, that under the given circumstances the use of 
such features would constitute a brute divergence. Another strategy is the use 
of standard language variants (З ). One might term this the neutral 'third 
language' option. The third type of accommodation is the use of variants from 
other dialect varieties than one's own (35-37). This last strategy can be 
considered as the positive counterpart of the first one. The results of the 
investigation carried out in the southeast Limburg village of Ubach over Worms 
described in Hinskens (1983, 1985a) pointed in very much the same direction as 
Paardekooper's small-scale study. 
Adoption of variants of other dialects rather than of the standard variety 
in the course of a process of interdialectal levelling was demonstrated in 
Ramge's (1982) dialect-geographical study for certain phonological and lexical 
phenomena. In the small-scale sociolinguistic investigation presented by Dewulf 
et al. (1981: 58) at least one instance was found where speakers of a largely 
East-Flemish dialect adopted a phonological characteristic of neighbouring 
West-Flemish dialects which does not occur in the standard language. 
The development of regional dialects need not only consist of the struc­
tural-linguistic dismantling of local dialects and the areal diffusion of 
features existing in neighbouring dialects. In this process even new variables 
may develop, as is the case in a long-drawn zone in the centre of the German 
language area. In this zone the so-called 'Ich-laut', Ici, has a palato-
alveolar variant. Both articulatorily and perceptually this variant is very 
close to /ƒ/, the main difference between both variants therefore being the 
feature [strident]. The phenomenon has been described by Grosse (1964: 343; 
1970: 374) and Herrgen (1986). The new variant does not have historical roots 
in any single local dialect. It may very well be a feature of an emerging 
areally-bound substandard; this impression is supported by Herrgen'β finding 
that the use of the palato-alveolar variant underlies social evaluation. 
undoubtedly, the development of new dialect features is a rare manifestation 
of dialect levelling. On the other hand, from findings for a range of different 
dialects in Western-Europe it appears that there is much more to the levelling 
process than the reduction of structural variation on the dialect - standard 
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axis. The overall impression that the possible developments with respect to the 
direction of processes of dialect levelling give, lead to 
HYPOTHESIS I 
dialect levelling affects variation on the dialect-standard language 
dimension as well as variation across dialects 
1.4.3 Dialect levelling proceeds gradually. Hypothesis II 
The Neogrammarian model of linguistic change has been attacked for its being 
one-sidedly linguistic. Traditional dialectology is quite the opposite of 
Neogrammarian historical linguistics, in the most extreme cases losing itself 
in a strictly descriptive, almost a-linguistic atomism (cf. Van Hout 1980: 8, 
10; Markey 1981: 23; 1986: 14; Scheutz 1987: 1608). 
A realistic model of dialect levelling should capture both extralinguistic 
and linguistic details. Such a model might orient itself towards existing 
conceptions of and approaches to language change and combine the best of the 
Neogrammarian, dialectological and sociolinguistic worlds, so to speak. 
Dialectological research has led to the insight that the structural 
differentiation between dialects is usually26 geographically gradual, iso-
glosses or transition zones marking the outer edges of the areas through which 
past changes pervaded before they got frozen. The idea of change taking place 
in geographical waves, possibly jumping from town to town, is familiar to 
dialectologists. It has also proven fruitful in cultural anthropology 
(Herekovits 1955: 468 ff.). The 'age-and-area hypothesis* concerning cultural 
innovations states that peripheral regions may maintain features that were once 
restricted to the centre, but meanwhile became old-fashioned there. 
Quantitative sociolinguistic research of language change resulted amongst 
other things in the insights that (1) change in progress may be visible 
synchronically in the distribution of the new feature amongst age groups, and 
(2) the use of a new feature may be conditioned by macro-social variables as 
well as by characteristics of the 'situational' context of the speech event. In 
short, linguistic change is often gradual and continuous in time and in social 
dimensions. 
The gradualness of linguistic change in structural respects is implied in De 
Saussure's postulate "le principe d'altération se fonde sur le principe de 
continuité" 27. 
26. But not always. Van Reenen 19Θ7 and Taeldeman 1987 describe the geographical reflections of historical 
linguistic developments that took place in the extreme north of the French language area and in Flanders 
respectively. In both areas both gradual and abrupt phonological transitions are found. Generally, for 
certain types of change, especially in grammar and lexicon, it is almost impossible to occur structurally 
gradual. Cf. Uainrelch, Labov t Herzog 1968: 106. 
27. As quoted by Coseriu 19581 III.5.1. 
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In Bailey's (1973) model, language change, and particularly the diffusion of 
a linguistic innovation, proceeds gradually on linguistic and extralinguistic 
(social, geographical) dimensions. Linguistically, markedness is the guiding 
factor. Structurally as well as in geographical and social space, language 
change takes place in wave-like patterns. In sum, "all change proceeds by 
stages ranked along continua" (Markey 1981: 5). 
In this vein, though not relying on markedness as a linguistic measuring-
stick, Eckert (1985) showed that the diffusion of *a > [o] in southern France 
proceeds in waves, morphologically and phonologically as well as geographical-
ly. In his state-of-the-art paper on studies of sound change, Scheutz (1987: 
1612) concludes that the process spreads through a multi-dimensional space in 
wave-like patterns. 
From these and similar findings, it seems that dialect levelling, the 
process in which features typical of a specific dialect fall into disuse, 
should not be assumed to be abrupt in any respect. After all, 'natura non facit 
saltus'. We will study our model of dialect levelling by testing 
HYPOTHESIS II 
dialect levelling is gradual in linguistic as well as in extralinguistic 
respects 
Our model portrays the process of dialect levelling as the opposite of the 
diffusion of linguistic innovations in Bailey's view. We claim that dialect 
levelling is gradual not only in the time dimension, but also geographically 
and structurally. 
In our conception of dialect levelling, gradualness does not necessarily 
imply that speakers are unaware of the process (cf. Hinskens 1985b: 132), as is 
the case in Paul's psycho-phonetic theory of sound change. Nor does gradualness 
imply that the process should be statistically linear in any respect. After 
all, the diffusion of linguistic change, which in a way is the opposite of 
dialect levelling, has quite often been observed to proceed via the curvi-
linear pattern known as S-curve (for which Aitchison 1981: 97 used the 
illuminating label 'slow-quick-quick-slow pattern"). 
We assume dialect levelling to be gradual on the linguistic dimension. Thus, 
we claim that, on linguistic grounds, the process can in principle be expected 
to affect certain elements or structures before it affects others. In other 
words, dialect levelling is structurally directional. We will return to this 
aspect in Ch. 2. 
With regard to extralinguistic aspects, attention should not be limited to 
time; it should also take into account geographical space. A model of dialect 
levelling cannot afford to neglect dialect-geographical factors. Generally 
speaking, the 'density of communication' (Bloomfield 1933) between speakers 
increases with decreasing geographical distance. Therefore one would expect 
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dialect levelling to increase with decreasing geographical distance between 
varieties. Structural convergence between spatially contiguous linguistic 
systems even occurs in languages of totally different families and grammatical 
types, as was shown by Gumperz & Wilson (1971); further evidence is provided by 
the Balkan linguistic area, for instance ('Sprachbund' - see § 1.3.2 above). 
We will test the idea on a geographically smaller scale by studying the 
effect of the areal distribution of dialect features on the levelling process. 
As argued in connection with Trudgill's 'salience' and Schirmunski'в distinc­
tion between 'primary' and 'secondary' dialect features (§ 1.3.5 above), the 
relative areal spread of a dialect feature -other things being equal- may be a 
good predictor of its susceptibility c.q. resistance to loss or accommodation. 
This assumption is firmly supported by findings by Thelander for the dialect 
of the northern Swedish community of BurtrHsk: the use of 12 morphophonemic and 
morphological dialect features by the youngest speakers in his sample patterned 
into two clusters ('macrovariables'). Seven of these variables were used by the 
< 20 age group far more frequently than by the older speakers, whereas the use 
of the five features forming the second cluster showed a decrease in apparent 
time. This difference turned out to correlate positively with a dialect-
geographical one, leading Thelander to conclude that "the most powerful basis 
for determining the vitality of a dialect variant in present-day Burträsk would 
seem to be its geographical dispersion in northern Sweden" (1982: 72; cf. also 
1980). Dewulf et al. (1981: 61 - cf. § 1.4.2 above) similarly found that the 
change of the segments they studied was influenced by the distance of the 
relevant isogloss: the smaller the distance, the larger the amount of 
variation, casu quo change. 
In sum, the proportion of use and the resistance to levelling of a dialect 
feature may well be linked to its spatial dispersion28. From the point of view 
of the dialect levelled out, the areal dispersion of a feature -again, other 
things being equal- may be an important factor in its degree of resistance to 
levelling. 
1.4.4 Dialect levelling is foreshadowed in acconmodation. Hypothesis III 
In Bloomfield's view, dialect levelling starts as a social process, 
motivated by prestige in the first place. For that time, Bloomfield reached a 
most remarkable degree of socio-psychological nuance in his description of the 
onset of the process: 'Every person belongs to more than one minor speech-
group; a group is influenced by the persons who, along some other line of 
division, belong to a dominant class. [...] The humble person is not imitated; 
the lord or leader is a model to most of those who hear him. In conversation 
with him, the common man avoids giving offense or cause for ridicule; he 
suppresses such of his habits as might seem peculiar, and tries to ingratiate 
28. Cf. eleo J. Goosoen« 1986 paeelm, Hinskene 1986«: 146| 19в6Ьі 64; 1986c: 194-95. 
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himself by talking as he hears. Having conversed with the great, he himself may 
become a model In his own group for those who have not had that privilege. 
Every speaker le a mediator between various groups." This is what Labov later 
called 'change from above' 29. 
As the new speech forms stabilize and spread over wider and wider areas in 
the manner of widening circles (Bloomfield 1933: 477, 480), the process extends 
itself to become dialect levelling. Where the levelling process comes to an 
end, it leaves behind an isogloss. Linguistic differences within a dialect area 
are due either to a lack of mediatory speakers or to absorption of a foreign 
area, but most probably to 'Imperfect leveling" (478, 481). 
In short, in Bloomfield's conception of the process of dialect levelling, 
there is a continuum ranging from social, face-to-face to large-scale geo­
graphical levelling - as in Trudgill's (1986) elaborated model summarized in 
§ 1.3.5 above. 
Like Bloomfield and Trudgill, we are convinced that the process of dialect 
levelling starts as the interactionally motivated phenomenon of linguistic 
accommodation. (We also hinted at this relationship in § 1.4.2 above.) 
Accommodation can be circumscribed as the mutual 'tuning up' of behaviour 
between interactors. In sociolinguistics the notion is used most of the time in 
its narrow, positive meaning: convergence, resulting in 'interactional 
synchrony*. A rather common interpretation of the synchronizing of behaviourial 
traits of interactors is summarized in the notion of 'reduction of dissonance' 
(see Van der Plank 1985: 37-38 for references). In some situations it seems 
more than wise to reduce linguistic dissonance as much as possible. One of the 
speakers who participated in the present investigation told us about a football 
match in the national league between a regional team and the team of a big city 
in the western part of the country which he and some of his friends had 
attended: 
"and we [were] also talking Dutch [i.e. the standard variety - FH], 
because I said to myself: you'd better speak Dutch rather than dialect, 
because otherwise you might get beaten up* 
(inf. 38 - my translation, FH). 
Linguistic accommodation, whether interactional synchrony or not, can be looked 
upon from the perspective of the functions of language use. Partly on the basis 
of BUhler's 'Organon-Modell', Jakobson (I960: 214-17) distinguished the 
referential function, the overt message of an utterance, from functions 
relating to the participants in the interaction and their relationship. This 
second type consists of 
29. Bloomfield'e (1933i 476-77, also 403) nodal can be criticized for being one-sidedly oriented toward» 
prestige as an iapetua for the adoption of speech forme, thus showing the same bias thet Lebov'a conception 
hes been accuaed of ι viewing society ее (what in sociology hes been labelled) a ' harwny-model '. 
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- emotive or expressive functions (relating to the addresser), 
- conative functions (relating to the addressee, e.g. vocative, imperative) and 
- phatic functions (relating to the contact itself and the situation). 
These three functions serve the covert message of an utterance30. The phatic 
functions are central in accommodation. 
Bell (1984) demonstrated that it is not only the addressee that a speaker 
can accommodate to. Reanalysis of data from other investigations as well as 
Bell's own research findings show that speakers may also accommodate to so-
called 'third persons': to auditors and even to overhearers. Remarkably, the 
"effect of each audience member on a speaker's style design is graded according 
to role distance". In other words, the degree of accommodation decreases the 
further away the 'audience' is, thusi addressee > auditor > overhearer (160, 
163-67, 170-78). Even more remarkable is Bell's finding that speakers can be 
shown to accommodate to 'referees', a group of people that a speaker may like 
to identify with but who are not present, and are therefore an abstract 
audience type. Such behaviour results in divergence from the present audience 
and towards the speech of absent referees (Bell 1984: 197). In this connection, 
Bell asks "does all linguistic divergence result from referee design?", which 
is an interesting hypothesis. 
Here we can point out the link Trudgill makes between situational accommoda-
tion and the structural convergence across dialects that is brought about by 
the adoption and spread of dialect features. The first and most important step 
in this transition is taken once a speaker starts employing a new feature in 
the absence of speakers of the dialect originally containing that feature 
(Trudgill 1986: 40). 
Thanks to the work of Bell and Trudgill, the continuum from accommodation to 
dialect levelling that Bloomfield conceived has found empirical support to a 
certain extent. Bell's 'responsive' style matching, i.e. the accommodation by 
an individual speaker to a more or less distant audience, can be the short-term 
form of what in the long run may become 'initiative style-shifting'. This is a 
necessary step in the adoption of a new feature by an entire dialect or the 
abandonment of an old feature typical of that dialect. We will attempt to 
explore this scenario by testing 
HYPOTHESIS III 
the long-term process of dialect levelling is foreshadowed in accommoda-
tion in dialect use 
30. Jakobson also distinguished metalinguistic functions, explicitly relating to tha coda and the way it ie 
being used, but these seem less relevant here. 
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In other words, the interactional, hence short-term phenomenon of accommodation 
in speech towards people with a different dialect background may lead to the 
structural focusing process of dialect levelling. 
As we said, accommodation and dialect levelling consist of either the 
adoption of new features or the abandonment of older ones. The first type may 
result in an expansion of the features in geographical space, the second one 
may have the reverse effect. From the point of view that linguistic systems 
have a life of their own apart from people (see J 1.2.5 above), the adoption by 
a dialect of an exogenous feature as well as the giving up of older features 
would probably be interpreted as an 'adaptive change' (Markey 1986: 18), which 
is more or less forced by the contact situation. 
One of the shortcomings of the Labovian approach to language variation is 
that short-term, interactional constraints are not adequately taken into 
account. In the 'classical' Labovian model, language variation is related to 
variables of a macro-social or demographic nature, to variables that do not 
change (e.g. sex; year of birth, central in the apparent time-approach) or at 
best very slowly (e.g. socio-economical background). It is not convincingly 
related to variables31 of a micro-social kind, i.e. to features of the 
interactional situation like the linguistic background of the interlocutor or 
other audience members. One reason for this shortcoming may be the fact that 
intra-systemic variation is central in this approach. This orientation may have 
caused a certain disregard for contact phenomena, whether long-term or short-
term in nature. 
As yet, Trudgill's model seems to be the only one in which an interactional-
ly determined type of language behaviour is related to structural processes 
such as dialect levelling. Likewise, in our conception dialect levelling is 
foreshadowed in interactionally motivated variation, in accommodation towards 
the dialect background of the audience. This accommodation serves to reduce 
linguistic dissonance; we therefore expect gradually differing extents of 
accommodation in dialect use depending on the dialect variety spoken by 
audience members - other things being equal. 
1.5 Sunmary and perspective 
Our definition of the notion of dialect levelling is a stipulative rather 
than a descriptive one, in the sense that it is an agreement or convention on 
what we mean by that notion (Van den Toorn 1978: 89). The reason why we resort 
to a stipulative definition is that the essence of the phenomenon referred to 
by dialect levelling is still unknown. 
The present investigation intends to improve this situation. In this first 
chapter we have attempted to form an image of this unknown phenomenon in terms 
31. Of cour··, 'etyl·' cftnnot b· coneLd«red as an Lndepandent varlabL· ρ τ ·β. It L· no «ondar tbat tba 
original Labovian atyle concapc hae bean etrongLy criticized. 
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of what we do know. In other words, we have attempted to develop a model of 
dialect levelling. This part of our study should therefore be seen as 
explorative. Of course, we limit ourselves to a few of what we think are the 
most relevant characteristics of the phenomenon (Van den Toorn 197Θ: 92, 98; 
Altmann & GrotJahn 1987: 1027). 
From our model three hypotheses were derived regarding the supposedly most 
relevant features of the process of dialect levelling. These hypotheses, and 
hence our model, will be made empirically testable (Ch. 4). As we saw in 
section 1.3, the notion of dialect levelling is not new. To our knowledge, 
however, the question of how the process of dialect levelling can be studied on 
the basis of synchronic data has not so far been addressed. Our approach to 
this issue will also be presented in Ch. 4. After having tested this model 
(Che. 6 to 11), we may be in a position to sketch the contours of a theory of 
dialect levelling (Ch. 12). 
Chapter 2 The phonological model 
2.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we defined dialect levelling as the reduction of 
structural variation, whether between different dialects or within a single 
dialect. Aspects of the reduction of inter-systemic variation are addressed by 
hypotheses I (dialect levelling is a two-dimensional process) and III (dialect 
levelling is foreshadowed in accommodation). Another aspect of the reduction of 
inter-systemic variation is referred to in the part of hypothesis II that says 
that levelling proceeds gradually in geographical space1. The levelling of 
intra-systemic variation is addressed by the part of hypothesis II that says 
that the process is gradual in structural respects. The intra-systemic, 
structural aspect will be central in this chapter. 
Ve will concentrate on recent insights into the syllable as a phonological 
constituent (sections 2.3 and 2.4). Given the abundance of relevant recent 
literature and in view of the fact that the phonological model is only a 
subcomponent of our sociolinguistic model, we have not attempted to incorporate 
the latest positions in the theoretical discussion. We will settle for what is 
by now more or less generally accepted in generative, especially nonlinear, 
phonology. Of at least equal importance are 
- the considerations that led us to incorporate the phonological model (section 
2.2), and 
- the considerations regarding the place of this model in our study (section 
2.5). With respect to the latter, we will also try to assess the possible 
relevance of insights into processes of dialect levelling to phonological 
theory. 
In the course of section 2.2 a number of concepts will be discussed which 
are Important in this study. They include 'probabilistic explanation', a notion 
which plays a crucial role in some now classic sociolinguistic approaches to 
language variation, 'multicausality', and 'formal explanations' in linguistics. 
2.2 Explanation in general and explanations for linguistic change 
2.2.1 Two typologies 
In the first chapter we established that a process of linguistic change that 
is not completed on some dimension leaves behind structural variation between 
and/or within varieties. Synchronic variation can, in turn, lead to or be a 
phase in a process of linguistic change. Dialect levelling is the process of 
reduction of structural variation. 
1. In ••ction 4.1 we will elaborate on the relatlonahlp betwtan the latter claim and hypothaals I. 
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The question may arise where the new variant in a process of linguistic 
change comes from if not from another linguistic system through borrowing. What 
is the origin or cause of the change that gives rise to variation? Why does a 
process of linguistic change or dialect levelling occur at certain points in 
the grammar and not at others? Questions of this kind seldom play a role in 
dialectology and sociolinguistics. 
This can be illustrated on the basis of Aitchison's (1981: Ch. 7) discussion 
of three types of sociollnguistic explanation of linguistic change. Two of them 
are straightforwardly external and one is slightly more internal in nature. 
"Fashion and random fluctuation", the first external one, is rejected as non-
explanatory. The second external explanation type is 'foreign bodies". In this 
connection the author discusses substratal influence (showing how it may lead 
to hypercorrection), linguistic areas and borrowing. However, Aitchison 
restricts her treatment of these phenomena to what Bloomfield would have called 
cultural and intimate borrowing, i.e. borrowing from another language. In this 
connection explanations are essentially extralinguistic: they derive from the 
contact situation and the relative status of both language communities. 
Borrowing of lexical items may be culturally motivated in that the speakers of 
the borrowing language simply did not know the item and the language therefore 
did not have a word to refer to it (use of the term borrowing may be inappro­
priate in this case; Muysken 1980 speaks of 'adlexification'). Bloomfield's 
'dialect borrowing' and its possible causes escaped Aitchison's attention. 
The third sociollnguistic explanation discussed by Aitchison, 'need and 
function*, can be considered an internal one insofar as it refers to instances 
where a language system is enriched through the exploitation of items and 
procedures that were already present in the language, as in the case of 
(1) Henry downed a pint of beer (p.125) 
However, the impetus for changes of this type, expressive need, is external, 
which leads the author to state that the three extralinguistic factors 
mentioned are accelerating agents rather than causes of change. They just 
'exploit a weak point or potential imbalance in the system which might have 
been left unexploited" (127). The suggestion is unmistakable: 'true' explana­
tions of the actuation of linguistic change are to be sought language-inter-
nally. 
What, however, is a 'true' explanation? In Bullock & Stallybrass (1982: 222-
223) the following seven types of explanation are distinguished: 
1. A deductive (or deductive nomological) explanation takes on the general 
format of a syllogism in which a conclusion or explanandum С is logically drawn 
from combining an initial condition I with the premises or explanans E. The 
latter very frequently express generalizations or laws (L). 
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2. In the case of a probabilistic explanation the conclusion from I and L to С 
is not inescapable, but more or lees probable. 
3. Causal explanations "are simply a special case of deductive explanations, 
possibly with the relevant laws left out, either because they are too well 
known, or else because it is not yet known what they are." 
4. Functional explanations answer questions of the type 'What is X for?'. They 
should not be considered as an explanation of why X exists. 
5. Purposive explanations refer to "mental events or states", e.g. a person's 
alms, fears, preferences, needs etc. 
6. Teleologica! explanations are either functional or purposive in nature. 
7. Genetic explanations "consist of more-or-less lengthy accounts of a sequence 
of events leading up to the occurrence of the fact to be explained." Often they 
are combinations of several of the above-mentioned explanation types. 
With respect to language variation and related phenomena such as change and 
levelling we would like to find absolute, hence deductive or causal, or at 
least probabilistic explanations (cf. Botha 197B: 179-88). Aspects of language 
use, like the choice of specific variants or code-switching, may at least 
partly be provided with purposive explanations. 
According to the behaviourist Bloomfield (1933: 388), there are no general, 
universal explanations for sound change. M. Harris (1982: 7, 13) likewise 
thinks that in principle sound change is probably inexplicable and, more 
generally, that "we do not know why disequilibrium is introduced into the 
system". The majority of linguists, however, does not appear to be that modest 
or pessimistic. 
We will now consider some general themes that can be distinguished in the 
multitude of factors that have been proposed as explanations for processes of 
language change in several branches of linguistics. For each theme we will 
briefly discuss a few typical explanatory factors. For each factor we may then 
try to establish its status as an explanation. 
Generally speaking, three major explanatory thematic frameworks can be 
distinguished with respect to language change: the structuralistic, the 
'functionallstic' and the formal. 
Trying to establish the distributional conditions under which a change takes 
place, which leads at best to a genetic explanation, is rather typical of the 
structuralistic approach. Other explanatory principles which may be charac­
terized as structuralistic are the functional load (or yield) of an opposition 
prior to the change2 and the putative tendency to equalize and maximize 
distances between segments and/or to achieve symmetry in phonological space. 
Redundancy, due e.g. to paradigmatic necessity vs. syntagmatic abundance, and 
the dynamic interdependence of agreeing and opposing elements (Coseriu 1958: 
IV.4.4., 4.5) are other, teleologica! explanations following from the position 
2. Tor critic«! тааатк* concerning this axplanation aaa Bloomflald 1933t 387-88. 
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which can generally be typified with Meillet's dictum "la langue est un système 
où tout se tient". The same can be said of Sapir'в drift, the tendency of a 
linguistic system to change as a result of structural imbalance (cf. Thomason & 
Kaufman 1988: 9). 
The designation ' functlonalistic ' is used here in an even wider sense than 
is usually the case. It is used to refer to approaches that view language as a 
communicative tool. Among the positions taken, some are downright utilitarian, 
such as the appeal to 'the ever changing and conflicting needs of their users' 
(Martinet, quoted in Coseriu 1958: III.5.1). This standpoint is so general that 
it can hardly be seen as an explanation; Coseriu takes it even further by 
explicitly rejecting the concept of a factual explanation with respect to 
linguistic change. All explanations he discusses (some of which were indicated 
above) he considers to be mere conditions. 
A functlonalistic approach that seems to have substance is LUdtke's (1986) 
model in which language system and language use form a "circuit cybernétique". 
In LUdtke's view, oral communication is a constant source of imperceptible 
mutilations of the norms3, because of the several aims of a speaker: maximal 
effectiveness is to be reached with minimal effort in the shortest time 
possible. The mutual incompatibility of these 'optimisations" (which determine 
the target of linguistic change - Mattheier 1984b: 331) poses a continuous 
threat to the linguistic system. As a consequence, several of its components 
are under different pressures permanently. This explanatory model can be 
classified as teleologica!. 
More or less in line with this view are explanatory factors such as speech 
tempo (Dressier 1972) and psycho-physical phenomena like ease of articulation, 
inertia, rhythm and the 'ideo-dynamic law' (Weijnen 1971: 4-8). These explana-
tions may candidate for the label probabilistic. In the sphere of codification 
and literacy one finds occasional instances of spelling pronunciation (see e.g. 
Weijnen 1971: 3). This seems to be an explanation of the causal type, which in 
general is rare in connection with linguistic change. 
As a relevant factor in processes of linguistic change, the frequency of use 
of elements and structures (Lambert & Moore's 1986: 180 'real life frequency'), 
interacts with structural factors like the linguistic component. This factor 
seems to be an explanation of the probabilistic type. 
Formal explanations, specifically in generative theory, are characteristi-
cally restricted to the forms, structures and rule machinery underlying actual 
language use and to the metagrammar that is assumed to govern the way grammars 
work. The designation of this paradigm should be related to De Saussure's 
definition of language as "une forme, non une substance'. With the notion 
'forme' De Saussure referred to the structure of the relations holding between 
linguistic elements (Siertsema 1980: 196-98). The metagrammar which generative 
theory hypothesizes is assumed 
Э. Cf. Paul's modal of sound change, referred to In footnote 2 to $ 1.2.1. 
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- to be biologically programmed, and 
to manifest Itself in a necessarily abstract way as the common core of 
natural languages. 
The metagrammar, usually referred to as Universal Grammar, can be seen as a 
kind of decision tree, whose nodes are called parameters. Every single language 
can be uniquely defined as a specific constellation of choices made for the 
respective parameters. A large part of the grammar of a particular language, 
i.e. of a specific bundle of parametrizations, is not directly reflected in the 
surface structures that it allows. 
The decision tree representing Universal Grammar is built in such a way that 
it reflects an essential trait of natural language, namely modularity. This 
notion is used to refer to the fact that the different parts of grammar 
(syntax, morphology, phonology, etc.), though interrelated4, are internally 
autonomous to a certain degree. Redundancy seems to be a surface by-product of 
this organization type. The internal organization of the linguistic components 
of a language can therefore be considered independently of the rest of the 
grammar, although only to a certain degree, for certain instances of linguistic 
change can be interpreted as resulting from "the interaction of several general 
rules from different parts of the grammar" (Ebert 1986: 464). In this view, 
change can be a side-effect of the modular organization of language, which may 
make it possible for abstract principles to interact. This is a genetic 
explanation. 
One of the most articulate formal models of diachronic relevance focuses on 
language acquisition and Universal Grammar. According to this model, linguistic 
change may be a consequence of the pressure that is constantly being exerted by 
Universal Grammar upon points of tension within the grammar of a specific 
language (i.e. formal vs. substantive powers). This pressure may become so high 
that in the process of language acquisition intake may eventually differ from 
the actual input on the points of tension. This involves a process of 
reanalysis and reorganization, laying the ground for a differing grammar. In 
the extreme case this mechanism of language change may go as far as parameter 
change3. As an explanation this specific model most probably does not exceed 
the teleologica! level. 
The rough classification: structuralistic - 'functionalistic* - formal 
explanations sketched above is provisory, not in the last place because it is 
not always possible to pinpoint a certain explanation type to just one of these 
categories. Also, many authors do not keep to one explanatory thematic 
framework only. There is one theoretical current (which evolved from the 
generative theory in the seventies) that is rather typical in this respect. One 
4. Cf. tb· atmcturalletic viev on languAg· ae · ayetn of ayeteaa. 
5. ТЫ.» nod·! of languaga changa ha β twan developed by Lightfoot 19821 1987, aaong othara. Cf. Ebert 1986! 
46«. 
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of its main points of disagreement with generative theory is its rather strict 
orientation towards surface phenomena and the partial or absolute refusal to go 
underneath: this is the 'natural' approach. The designation 'natural' stems 
from the fact that many of the phenomena of interest are claimed to have a 
relatively high frequency of occurrence and to be plausible. 'Natural' 
phenomena are considered to be universal; the relative naturalness of elements 
and structures is reflected in their order of acquisition, and natural rules 
are claimed to be unidirectional and essentially language-independent (after 
Muhr 1981: 25-26). In the sphere of morphophonology and morphology naturalness 
parallels the relative transparency and iconicity6 of encoding. The reverse of 
naturalness, markedness, serves as the central explanatory device, "the dynamic 
device that regulates change" (Markey 1981: 5) in that "the course of a natural 
development proceeds from marked to less marked" (Markey MS: 3 - my trans­
lation, FH). 
The rationale behind the 'naturalness' stream is recognizably functional-
istic in that specific parts of a language are evaluated as "instruments more 
or less apt for serving their function" (Dressier 1986: 531). There is also a 
varying dose of structuralism in the natural view on language. The only real 
point in common with the generative theory is the mentalistic position. 
According to Dressier, natural explanations and predictions "can be only 
probabilistic ('frequency') predictions". 
At the cross-roads of the formal framework and functionalistic views one can 
find standpoints such as those developed in Kiparsky (1972). He argues that 
formal explanations are not always sufficient; therefore "we have to add to the 
theory substantive conditions which pertain not to the form of grammars [...] 
but to their output" (195). However, to prove that functional factors are at 
work, it should first of all be shown that substantive aspects of these 
conditions "are constant from language to language" (198). Once functional 
conditions have been grammaticalized, they may start to "interact and conflict 
not only with each other, but with formal generality" (1972: 224). Muysken 
(1978) can be considered as a small-scale elaboration of Kiparsky's proposal 
for certain syntactic phenomena. Explanations of this type are of the genetic, 
or at best teleologica! level. 
The tension between requirements of cognition and the perception of language 
use on the one hand and production on the other may be a source of linguistic 
change. The so-called 'double articulation' of natural language, i.e. the 
coexistence of a morpho-syntactic and a phonological-prosodic dimension7, 
imposes two usually non-congruent hierarchies of domains for the application of 
rules upon an utterance. The fact that both hierarchies have their own, 
6. Dreaaler 19вб( 528; Mayerthaler 1968 (-1961). The recourse to naturalneaa la noe limitad to the declared 
advocates of the approach; It can also be found In e.g. Glvón 1979, Altchlaon 1981: 130 and Gilbert 1985. 
7. Martinet, eunmarlzed In Buasmann 1983: 601. See also Bynon 1983: 24, Nespor t Vogel 1986t 2. 
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possibly conflicting, requirements may, for instance, lead to lexical 
reanalysis. Compare the following forms from creolized French8: 
(2) zwazo 'bird' < les ft oiseaux - [le. $ zwa $ zo] 'the birds' or 
des ét oiseaux - [de. $ zwa $ zo] 'birds' 
nom 'man' < un tt homme - ambisyllabic [n] 'a man' 
In these and similar cases, the 'double articulation', which is cognate to the 
modular organization of grammar stressed in formal theories, may constitute a 
causal explanation. However, it is difficult to tell whether this 'cross-roads' 
factor can generally be seen as a probabilistic or only as a genetic explana-
tion of linguistic change. 
2.2.2 Looking for tendencies. A conclusion 
It would be illuminating to find a clear correlation between what we 
labelled thematic frameworks on the one hand and the seven types of explanation 
distinguished in the philosophy of science on the other. Unfortunately, 
however, a survey of a part of the literature, some of which was discussed 
above, has not revealed noteworthy tendencies of this kind. What it did bring 
to light was what seems to be a tendency of another kind. 
Generally speaking, structuralistic and formal explanations for language 
change are akin to the position which views languages as having "a life of 
their own apart from people" (Markey 1986: 16-17; cf. § 1.2.5 above). This 
biologistic view on language exists to a much lesser extent in explanations 
derived from approaches at the cross-roads of formal and functionalistic 
frameworks. Such explanations typically bridge the biologistic position and the 
materialistic one that 'people (as communicative beasts) do things to language 
systems'. This holds for 'double articulation' too, and also, though to a much 
lesser extent, for 'natural' explanations. In the latter case, and even more so 
in functionalistic explanations, the materialistic position dominates. 
In view of the abundance of more or less specific explanations of several 
types, one can only conclude that language is permanently subject to all sorts 
of forces, pulling and pushing it in different directions. Linguistic change is 
therefore generally to be considered as a 'multicausalitv' phenomenon (Dressier 
1986: 520). It seems wise of Aitchison (1981: 128) to stress that she uses the 
word 'cause' 'in the common sense of 'partial cause". Analogously, Trudgill 
(1986: 154-61) argues for 'multiple causation' with respect to so-called 
Canadian Raising of the diphthongs /ai/ and /au/ before voiceless obstruents. 
8. Data froa Goodman 1974, after Koaioad 1978: 43. 
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Consequently, for specific cases of linguistic change, or dialect levelling 
for that matter, single linguistic or extralinguistic factors can provide at 
best highly probable explanations. 
2.2.3 Explaining and predicting linguistic change in dialectology and 
sociolinguistics 
The inventory of possibly relevant single explanatory factors, especially in 
the case of phonological change, plus the conceivable interactions of these 
factors, can be quite large. Moreover, it is difficult to imagine that all 
relevant factors and the possible interactions between them would be stable. 
Therefore language history resembles chaos in the modem physical sense. This 
makes it difficult and in not a few cases probably fundamentally impossible to 
identify a certain cause (cf. KoeIman8 1979: 56). 
This insight, reflected in Jaberg's often cited claim that in reality each 
word has its own particular history (§ 1.2.2 above), led to an almost complete 
explanatory and theoretical resignation in dialectology and sociolinguistics9. 
However, there seems no a priori reason for sociolinguistics to be mainly a 
method, or set of techniques. If one intends to be "not merely a sociologist 
looking at language, [... one's] work must be based on linguistic theory, not 
merely on manipulations of language data" (DeCamp 1970: 157-56). In the same 
paper, DeCamp states: "The history of sociolinguistics, including dialectology, 
is largely a series of technological innovations" (156), and in Muysken'β 
(1984) opinion fourteen years later the situation had not changed much. 
Theories to explain the origin(s) of change have been elaborated neither in 
sociolinguistics nor in dialectology, and where they have, have not gained 
ground. It must, however, be noted that a certain imbalance between theory and 
data appears to be a characteristic of present-day linguistics in general. In 
some branches it frequently seems almost only data that count, at the expense 
of theoretical reflection, whereas other branches are top-heavy on the 
theoretical side, sometimes relying on little, or even only anecdotal empirical 
evidence. 
Returning to the question of explaining linguistic change, it should be 
noted that so far in this chapter we have been considering only the origin. 
Apart from 
- the origin ('actuation'), 
in connection with linguistic change at least two other aspects can be 
distinguished: 
- the dissemination or spread in structural ('transition'), stylistic, social 
and geographical space ('embedding'), and 
- the evaluation of the new variant in the community of speakers. 
9. Compare Marks; 198І1 24, 25| J. Barris 198S: 228. 
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Except for 'innovation ex nihilo' and borrowing, Coseriu (1958: Ch. Ili 
sections 3 and 4) mentions four types of causes for the actuation of linguistic 
change. All four are structural in nature. Similarly, Grosse (1982: 309, cf. 
also Grosse & Neubert 1982: 183-84) ascribes the onset of linguistic change to 
structural relations - and its dissemination and evaluation to social pro­
cesses. In Coseriu's view the 'adoption', i.e. the dissemination of an 
innovation through the language and the speech community, is the essence of 
linguistic change - as it was for Hermann Paul (1880: 63). 
In the Neogrammarian school of historical linguistics considerably more 
attention was paid to the 'actuation riddle' than in later years in 
dialectology and sociolinguistics, where it is mainly the spread of change that 
is studied. Especially sociolinguists seldom if ever consider the onset of 
processes of linguistic change (cf. Bickerton 1975: 184; MoosmUller 1987: 69-
70). Admittedly, "it can be difficult to distinguish diffusion from independent 
creation and to determine the true direction of change" 10, but sociolinguists 
hardly ever give it a try. However, one does not have to be a linguistic jack-
of-all-trades to detect how formal principles often explain internally 
motivated processes of change that give rise to the structural variation, since 
vigorous theories are already available. 
In a sociolinguistic investigation that pays attention to the why and how of 
the emergence of structural variation, the philosophical type or level of the 
explanation(s) need not bother us in the first place. And of course, the 
explanation does not have to be post-hoc; to a fully-fledged theory the 
question whether it is used to explain or to predict is relatively immaterial, 
and hardly more than one of time perspective. 
In line with the second hypothesis derived from our sociolinguistic model, 
we will investigate the significance of extrallngulstlc as well as linguistic 
factors to processes of dialect levelling. The main reason for this is the fact 
that such processes come about through dialect use, which in turn is for a 
major part determined by linguistic factors. Like every empirical model, our 
model of dialect levelling should enable us to make predictions - also 
regarding the intra-systemic route of the process. 
It is our intention to implement theoretical insights regarding the syllable 
as a phonological constituent in our investigation. We will use this model both 
to explain the raison d'etre of relevant dialect features and to predict the 
structural path of processes of dialect levelling. 
10. Rickford 1990: 273. Cf. i 1.4.1 іЪо ». 
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2.3 The phonological model 
2.3.1 Introductions the modular organization of phonology 
The linguistic theory guiding much of this investigation is the generative 
paradigm, specifically more recent phonological models of the syllable. In our 
view, one of the most convincing aspects of the generative theory is the 
assumption that the structure of human language reflects the structure of the 
human mind. To be more precise, the assumption is more general in that it 
claims that the structure of human language reflects the possibilities of both 
the mental and the physical organs involved in language use, even though these 
are not always mirrored in linguistic surface structure. 
The model of generative phonology rests upon what may be called an 'item, 
arrangement and process' model. In this approach an item (a segment or a 
morpheme) or a well-formed arrangement of items undergoes a series of phono-
logical, morphological and prosodie processes on its way to acquiring its 
surface, phonetic form. This general format, specifically the distinction 
between underlying and surface form, has not met any serious challenge since it 
was proposed in 1968 by Chomsky and Halle in The sound pattern of English. 
commonly abbreviated as SPE. Many other things did change, however. 
Most of the changes in the field can be characterized as elaborations and 
modifications. As a result, more recent phonological models propose a division 
of labour among a small set of mutually related modules, 'a set of interacting 
subsystems, each governed by its own principles" (Nespor & Vogel 1986: 1). 
Broadly speaking, the study of several aspects of the item has led to the 
development of the so-called nonlinear approaches, whereas processes are the 
research object of what has become known as lexical phonology. In nonlinear 
phonology the item is regarded as a multidimensional structure. Attention is 
focused on the lexical representation of an item and the several successive 
shapes it takes as a consequence of the processes it undergoes. At the same 
time these representational aspects account for the way the processes operate. 
In this twin connection, segmental as well as sub- and suprasegmental aspects 
are studied. The derivational 'path', i.e. the processes as such and the 
intertwining of phonological, morphological and syntactic rules is studied in 
lexical phonology. 
The modular organization of phonology is typical of the generative view on 
grammar in general. In this view, modularity is an important characteristic of 
the human language faculty. 
2.3.2 Lexical and prosodie phonology 
The designation lexical phonology indicates that the derivation of (dif-
ferent aspects of) sound structure is no longer seen as taking place in one 
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separate, 'late' component of the grammar. Phonological derivation is nowadays 
generally conceived as divided over two components. 
In the earliest, lexical component, lexical representations may undergo 
morphological operations. These representations are retrieved from a list 
containing all underived lexical items plus their phonological, grammatical and 
semantical idiosyncrasies. The phonological characteristics include the sound-
shape, that is, the segmental make-up. In addition, in conformity with the 
'lexicalist hypothesis', the list contains morphologically complex words which 
behave in an unpredictable way. 
Apart from the list, the lexicon contains the complete inventory of word 
formation rules (Booij 1981ι 102). Once retrieved from the list, the lexical 
representations may undergo morphological operations. Morphological operations 
interact with the lexical or cyclic phonological rules. Some models also allow 
for a non-cyclic set of lexical rules, the so-called postcyclic phonological 
rules11. 
The output of the lexical component (or 'word grammar' - Booij 1981: 102), 
passes through the syntactic and phonological components. In the phonological 
component, the postlexical rules operate, resulting in the phonetic string. In 
other words, the output of the syntactic component is interpreted phono-
logically, i.e. 'translated' into sound. 
Some proposals explicitly distinguish lexical and postlexical strata; the 
domain of application of every phonological rule is specified in terms of 
strata. Instead of these strata, Booij & Rubach (1987) distinguish cyclic and 
postcyclic lexical, as well as postlexical blocks of rules. However this may 
be, the distinction between lexical and postlexical phenomena can be inter­
preted as a partial rehabilitation of the division between morphophonology and 
phonology (Wester & Wetzels 1986: 94). 
Postlexical rules operate on words or units bigger than the word, and are 
independent of morpheme structure. It is not uncommon for postlexical rules to 
be variable; at the same time, variable phonological rules often apply 
postlexically. The domain of application of especially postlexical rules 
frequently consists of prosodie rather than syntactic units. Prosodie cate­
gories form a hierarchy. This hierarchy includes the syllable, the foot, the 
phonological word, the clitic group, the phonological phrase and the 
intonatlonal phrase. Prosodie categories do not overlap; lower categories form 
the constituents of the one that immediately dominates them. Cf. (3) below. 
11. Van der Holst t Sadth 19β5ι S| thl· modal m s fanbar elmborstsd bj Booij к Rnbseh 1987. 
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(3) utterance 
/ \ 
intonat. phrase 
/ \ 
phonol. phrase 
/ \ 
clitic group 
/ \ 
phonol. word 
/ \ 
foot 
/ \ 
syll. syll. 
There is some disagreement as to whether the 'clitic group' should be distin-
guished as a separate prosodie level; we will return to this in section 8.4. 
The key task of prosodie phonology is to transform morpho-syntactic 
structure into prosodie categories (by means of a small set of mapping rules -
Nespor & Vogel 1986t 301). The resulting prosodie categories form the purely 
phonological domains of application of phonological rules, especially though 
not exclusively of postlexical ones. 
So, whereas lexical phonology deals with the organization of processes, 
especially with the intertwining of phonological and morphological rules, 
prosodie phonology is concerned with the demarcation of the domain of applica-
tion of phonological process. 
2.3.3 Autosegmental phonology 
While lexical phonology is geared to the rule system and the "interaction 
between the phonological system and other modules of grammar" (Gussmann 1988: 
233), the nonlinear branch of generative phonology concentrates upon aspects of 
phonological representation. There are two fields of interest in nonlinear 
phonology, each of which is central in a separate ' sub-branch'j they focus on 
segment-internal and segment-external structure, respectively (Van der Hulst & 
Van Lit 1987: 165). The activities in these sub-branches are generally seen 
partly as correcting, partly as complementing Chomsky & Halle's standard 
theory, which has been characterized as 'atomistic' (Berendsen et al. 1984: 87, 
91) for its almost exclusive concentration upon segments and, particularly, 
distinctive features. 
Segment-internal structure is central in autosegmental phonology. The 
'early' theoretical concept of the linear organization of phonological 
segments, represented as a sequence of matrices containing unordered sets of 
binary features, has been severely undermined. In the modern view, if, in a 
language or language variety, individual feature values are shared by several 
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contiguous segments, those features may be considered as functionally autono­
mous
12
, hence as autosegments. In a formal representation, a value for an 
autosegment descends from its autosegmental 'tier'. In such a representation, 
autosegmental tiers may be associated with the abstract skeleton of so-called 
timing slots; these skeletal positions are represented symbolically by Xs or by 
abstract Cs and Vs. The association is not necessarily of a one-to-one 
character, as was the case in the older approach, through the so-called 
Bijectivity Constraint13. Rather, an autosegment may have wide scope, namely 
when it is associated with more than one timing slot, through a mechanism 
called spreading - see (4a) 
(4a) autosegment F assigns feature value [+F] 
/ \ 
to timing positions X X 
or it may have narrow scope, namely when a timing slot is associated with more 
than one value for that autosegment, as in (4b) 
(4b) [+F] [-F] 
\ / 
X 
Well-formedness precludes, however, the crossing of association lines. 
An autosegmental approach provides elegant solutions to matters that 
constituted problems to older views. A classic one was the question whether or 
not diphthongs and affricates should be considered as one or, rather, as two 
segments. In older models several solutions were proposed for the fact that the 
behaviour of such segments14 can point into either direction. For instance, 
Booij (1981: 32-34) provided the three diphthongs of standard Dutch with the 
features [-,+high; +,-mid]. For affricates a feature [fdelayed release] was 
used13. The relative autonomy of features in the autosegmental approach, in 
combination with the principle that there is not necessarily a one-to-one 
relationship between the autosegments and the skeletal positions, solves the 
questions regarding diphthongs and affricates, or regarding complex segments 
generally. In connection with affricates, Halle 6 Clements (1983: 14) propose 
that "one way of expressing the fact that these sounds behave as single 
segments with regard to the distributional rules of English even though they 
are phonetically complex is to represent the feature 'continuant', which 
12. Tbl« Inalght can alio tw found in Firth (Slartsna 1980: 208) and othar lingotata of tha 'London aehool'. 
13. Poaar, aa aimaarilad in Sazar t Uatiala 19861 1 ff.| Wostar t Wetzala 19861 93. 
14. Гог German aoaa of tba problems regarding diphthong« vara aunarlzad by Van Laaaan Kloaka 1982: 16-18. 
15. E.g. in Scbana 1973: 28-29, and for Ml in Ganan in Van Laaaan Kloaka 19821 «2-45. A abort diacuasion 
of tha affricata problem can be found in Ufase 1986: 3-4, amongst othara. 
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distinguishes stops from fricatives, on a single tier'. In this case from the 
continuant tier, the features [+cont] and [-cont] respectively are associated 
with one single position on the skeletal 'CV' or 'X' tier. Visually16: 
(5) stop: fricative: affricate: 
continuant tier -c +c -c +c 
I I \ / 
skeletal tier X X X 
I I I 
other features t ƒ tj 
V 
s ts 
The other features which descend from 'phonetic' tiers form part of the so-
called segmental tier. They constitute the melodic dimension, which refers to 
segment quality. The features on the segmental tier are associated with the 
timing slots of the affricates through just one value. Other complex segments, 
as e.g. so-called prenasallzed stops of the type /mb/ and /rjk/, not uncommon in 
certain African languages (e.g. in the name 'Joshua Nkomo'). can be represented 
likewise. Diphthongs as well as long segments are represented similarly; long 
vowels as well as geminate consonants occupy two timing positions17. In 
autosegmental phonology 'long* segments have two timing positions, both linked 
to the same melodic content. In such an approach, features like [long] are 
superfluous. 
The representations in (5) are simplified; the features on the melodic tier, 
which are associated with a timing slot on the skeletal tier, do not 'enter' 
the representation as a bundle of mutually unorganized characteristics. 
Clements (1985) proposed to treat the universal inventory of features as 
hierarchically ordered via mediatory articulatory 'class tiers'. Hence not all 
autosegments are directly associated with the skeletal tier. In Clements' 
proposal it is no longer the case "that any two features characterizing a 
segment are as closely (or as distantly) related as any two others." Rather, 
features are structured into hierarchically organized units. A major distinc­
tion is that between laryngeal and supralaryngeal features; among the former 
are features such as [+/-voice], whereas the latter contain manner and place 
features. In more recent proposals, for instance, there is a place 'node' which 
branches minimally into [labial], [coronal] and [dorsal], each of which in turn 
dominates a small cluster of specific features. 
The grouping together of sets of features makes it possible for them "to 
behave as a functional unit with regard to rules of deletion, assimilation, and 
16. Adapted version of Halle ί Clemente 1963: 14. 
17. Ια more recent models long segments on the one hand and diphthongs and complex segments on the other are 
represented differently (cf. e.g. Wetzels 1990: 140-41). We will not consider those proposals here. 
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so forth" (Clemente 1985: 1, 3), in short with regard to processes for which it 
is rather common to affect more than one specific feature. It will be clear 
that Clements' proposal meets the objection from the sociolinguistic quarter 
that working with (mutually unordered) distinctive features divides phono­
logical space into as many independent dimensions, thus hampering the descrip­
tion of connected changes in the periphery of the vowel trapezium (Weinreich, 
Labov & Herzog 1968: 149, paraphrased in Muhr 1981: 22). As features enter a 
phonological representation organized under class tiers, in the autosegmental 
model phonological processes can be treated in terms of several levels or 
tiers, each of which may independently undergo rules (Smith 1980: 94). 
As will be clear by now, phonological representations are no longer treated 
as flat, unidimensional strings of segments and boundary symbols18, hence the 
designation 'nonlinear' or 'multilinear'. Apart from the organization of 
features, there are also other topics of discussion in the autosegmental 
approach19. One is whether or not timing units are inherently differentiated 
as Vs and Ce. Another question concerns rules. Although autosegmental theory is 
not only a matter of representations, in the sense that several rule types can 
be seen as specific constellations of primitive operations like dissociation, 
reassociation, spreading and the like, some efforts are directed at eliminating 
what is known as the transformational rule format (Sezer & Wetzels 1986: 7). 
Also the binary character of the features, to give another example, is no 
longer as self-evident as it seemed in SPE. In the context of underspecifica-
tion theory, some features are unary rather than binary (cf. also Ewen & Van 
der Hulst 1987), a rehabilitation of the privative opposition of Prague School 
phonology. Other features may be multi-valued. On the basis of their value for 
a certain non-primitive, multi-valued feature, segments can be seen as 
hierarchically organized within the syllable. In section 2.4 we will return to 
this issue. Representations in which syllables and morphemes are placed on 
separate tiers make important parts of the aforementioned 'double articulation' 
of language insightful and manageable. In such representations the skeletal 
tier of timing slots 'constitutes the interface between the (morpho)syntactic 
hierarchical structure and a phonological hierarchical structure. [···] 
Autosegmental association can in principle be bound to any domain that the 
theory defines" (Van der Hulst 6 Smith 1985: 6, 10), whether this domain is 
phonologically or morpho-syntactically defined. 
16. Aa If they had "the fora of linear concatanationa of phonevaa, in mich the вам eenee that written 
Englieh conaiate of concatenationa of lattars", aa Halle Ь Clemente 1983: 11 expreaa it. Grauatlcal boundary 
ayvbola, a device need in SPE, are no longer needed. 
19. See e.g. Veater fc Wetaela 1986: 101-102 for a brief overview of current research topice in both branches 
of nonlinear phonology. 
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2.3 .4 Metrical phonology 
Segment-external aspects of sound structure are the subject of metrical 
phonology. Relevant are among other things syllable weight and related prosodie 
phenomena such as foot formation and stress (at the word level), rhythm and 
intonation (at higher grammatical and prosodie levels). In older generative 
approaches, stress constituted a multi-valued feature, but its 
configurationally determined character was not captured. A higher-level 
prosodie phenomenon like intonation did not receive substantial attention. This 
situation has changed profoundly. 
The relationships between the several metrical phenomena, i.e. between those 
parts of the phonological constituent structure that are based on prominence, 
have also been proven to be best treated nonlinearly. Metrical constituent 
structure is nowadays seen as hierarchically organized. Each level in the 
hierarchy can be described by way of so-called metrical trees, which are binary 
branching. Whatever the level, within each single constituent, one daughter is 
relatively strong with respect to her sister: 
(6a) /\ or (b) /\ 
S W W S 
Left-node dominance, as in (6a), or right-node dominance, (6b), is one of the 
handful of parameters20 with which, it is claimed, each of the multitude of 
stress assignment systems in natural languages can be defined. 
The relationship between linear and metrical phonology can be illuminated by 
comparing it to the relationship between the parsing in grammatical categories 
of all single words in a sentence and the syntactic analysis of that sentence, 
respectively (Berendsen et al. 19B4: 91-92). 
2.3.5 Relationships between the autosegmental and metrical subsystems 
In the research practice the two types of nonlinear phonology are frequently 
interrelated. The overall model of phonological representation usually 
encompasses information of both the autosegmental and the metrical type. The 
skeleton of timing positions, which forms the basic dimension, indicates the 
quantitative characteristics of segments, whereas on the melodic dimension 
segment quality is stored. On the prosodie dimension, finally, matters like 
syllabification, stress and intonation are represented. 
20. The auctor InteLlectualla of an important part of this framework la Bruce Hayes. Brief introductory 
summaries can be found in e.g. Halle i Clements 1983l 16-21 and Zonneveld 1986: 343. 
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Two diphthongs of the St. Kitts-Hevis creole language 
As a simple illustration of the interrelatedness of quantitative, quali­
tative and relative prosodie properties of segments, let us consider our 
solution to two specific problems Trudgill (1986: 89-90) raised but did not 
solve. These problems concern developments in the vocalism of the English-based 
creole system spoken on the islands St. Kitts and Nevis in the Caribbean, to 
the southeast of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. For the English diphthongs 
(or diphthongal glides) /ei/, as in RP face, and /ou/, as in RP boat, the 
continua are21: 
(7) continuum basilect mesolect acrolect RP 
ie ее ei 
ie il ei 
ea ее ei 
uo oo ou 
uo uu ou 
oa oo ou 
The questions Trudgill was unable to answer are: why are the acrolectal c.q. 
mesolectal (Trudgill: 'intermediate') variants not ¿1 and uu c.q. ea and oa? Of 
course, incidentally factors like the avoidance of 'homonymie clash' (Trudgill 
1986: 90) may have been at work, but the fact that homonymy would have resulted 
only in a few cases indicates that such an explanation can at best be seconda-
ry-
Our answers to both questions are identical and relate to prominence. In the 
RP diphthongal variants the most prominent segmental part is the first one 
('falling diphthongs'), viz. e, c.q. .o. This explains why the acrolectal 
variants are ее and oo rather than ii and uu. Conversely, the most prominent 
segment in the basilectal diphthongs22 is again the first one. This is why it 
is again not the first segment that is unstable in the development from 
basilectal to mesolectal variants (hence not ea c.q. oa), but the relatively 
unstressed second one (resulting in ie. c.q. uo). Quantitatively each segment 
remains stable throughout the continuum, i.e. the timing structure is 
preserved. Also, the relative prominence of the melodies associated with the 
two timing slots underlying each of these segments remains stable. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
la 
ia 
la 
ua 
ua 
ua 
21 > Tmucrlptlon aymbol· aa uead by Trudgill) che acheaatical repreeentation waa vada by the present author. 
22. AaiUMlng that in the baailect they are falling dlphthonga aa well, on which point Trudgill 1986 providea 
no Information. 
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Tone and pitch accent 
The analysis of the various tone systems found in natural languages reveals 
a range of possibilities regarding the relationship between specific phenomena 
in several phonological dimensions. In many recent studies of tone, the two 
types of nonlinear phonology are interrelated; autosegmental analyses have 
benefited from taking explicit account of metrical information. 
In tone languages lexical items are distinguished not only by segmental 
contrasts but also by pitch or 'tone'. Hence, these languages employ pitch 
distinctions within the word - in contrast to languages such as English or 
Dutch, which only have pitch distinctions extended over larger stretches of an 
utterance23. In a tone language, each syllable may bear distinctive tone. 
Certain tone languages have two tone or pitch levels, namely High and Low, 
whereas others also have a Mid level. A present issue of investigation is the 
number of tone levels a given language may distinguish. These pitch levels or 
tones occur either in isolation (register tone) or in combination (contour 
tone) in the realization of a syllable. 
As was pointed out, languages like English and Dutch only have pitch 
distinctions over units larger than the word. Such languages have merely 
intonational pitch accent. The latter situation is typical of what is usually 
referred to as stress accent systems, systems with what is traditionally called 
dynamic accent. 
Far from being the only two possibilities, tone systems and intonational 
pitch accent systems are the endpoints of a continuum. Somewhere on this 
continuum, so-called pitch accent systems are located; traditionally, pitch 
accent is referred to as melodic accent. A common trait of intonational pitch 
accent systems and (one type of) word-internal pitch accent systems is that 
they both show a relation between tone assignment and stressed syllables. 
Generally, tone languages can be typified according to whether or not they 
display an interaction between tone and lexical stress. If there is no 
interaction, this may be due either to the absence of stress as a phonological 
property in the language or simply to the fact that tone and stress operate 
independently of each other. If tone and lexical stress do interact, two 
scenarios are possible: either stress assignment depends on tone or vice versa. 
The latter is the case in pitch accent systems, already mentioned. Pitch accent 
systems combine characteristics of stress accent systems and tone systems. Just 
as words in a stress language may have only one peak of prominence, pitch 
accent systems are not allowed to have more than one pitch drop in each word. 
On the other hand, in pitch accent systems pitch contrast is used phonemically, 
just as in tone languages (cf. Katamba 19Θ9: 208-10). For this reason, pitch 
accent systems fit into Weimers' broad definition: "A tone language is a 
language in which both pitch phonemes and segmental phonemes enter into the 
23. Very much of what follows Is bssad on Van der Hulst & Smith 19ββ. 
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composition of at least some morphemes' (quoted In Van der Hulst & Smith 198B: 
χ - my underscoring, FH). 
Most Limburg dialects of Dutch are pitch accent systems. In Limburg dialects 
only two contrastive contour tones occur, and only under specific conditions. 
These dialects can therefore be said to make restricted use of tone. As 
restricted tone languages, Limburg dialects form part of a cluster of Rhenish 
dialects, to which also certain geographically contiguous dialects of German 
belong. 
As was demonstrated by Hermans (1984i 55), in Limburg dialects tone contours 
only occur in stressed syllables. J. Schmidt (1986) is a study of tone contour 
in the so-called Mittelfränkische (Middle-Franconian) dialects of German. Like 
the Limburg ones, these dialects are part of what we referred to as the cluster 
of Rhenish pitch accent dialects with distinctive tone contour. For the Middle-
Franconian dialects he investigated, Schmidt established that the realization 
of a tone contour requires the syllable to be stressed: on the word level, it 
must bear primary stress. However, if the relevant word is not sufficiently 
stressed on some higher level, the tone contour cannot be realized (J. Schmidt 
1986: 127, 137). So whereas in a 'real' tone language each syllable may bear 
tone, in the dialects that form part of the Rhenish cluster the occurrence of 
tone is restricted to stressed syllables. Stress thus serves as an anchor point 
for tone. 
However, not every stressed syllable will do. Apart from the metrical 
condition, there is also a segmental one. As both Hermans and J. Schmidt24 
point out, the syllable should contain either a diphthong or a long vowel or a 
short vowel followed by a tautosyllabic sonorant consonant. If both conditions 
are met, a tone contour can be realized. 
Hermans' analysis follows the autosegmental practice to represent tone on a 
separate tier. In his interpretation the two tone contours are represented on 
the tone tier as a High tone followed by a Low one, and a three-tone sequence 
High-Low-High, respectively. The last High tone in the latter contour (HLH) is 
either lexically present or 'base-generated' by a phonological default rule 
(Hermans 1984: 59). In both cases it is floating, i.e. the H segment on the 
tone tier is not associated with the skeletal tier. The High-Low sequence is 
inserted if segmental and metrical conditions are both met. In that case, after 
association HLH results if a High tone was already present (from HL, inserted, 
+ H, which was already there); if not, the syllable is realized with a HL 
contour. This means that the tone contour can only be distinctive if a High 
tone is lexically present; the words in which it is generated by the 
phonological default rule never occur with HL, since the Η-generating rule 
applies automatically. So, contrast in tone contour is not only restricted 
metrically and segmentally, but also lexically. 
24. H e m u 19841 49; J. Schmidt 1986! 134, 190. 
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In the dialects of the Rhenish cluster, including the Limburg ones, tone 
contour can be distinctive in two respects: lexically and morphologically. The 
tone contour is lexically distinctive in a considerable number of cases. Some 
examples are25: 
(8) dû 
du: 
bS^u 
. -± bo :u 
mù.3H 
mu:aR 
ài 
à:l 
'then' 
•you-
'd) build' 
'building' 
'wall' 
'carrot' 
'wet manure' 
'everything* 
adv. 
Τ pers. 
Vf in. 
Ν 
pron. 
pron. 
In the vast majority of minimal pairs, at least one member of the pair is a 
content word. In such words stress and thus the phonetic realization of the 
tone contour is guaranteed. This is not the case with the rare instances where 
both words involved are function words (e.g. in the first example in (8) 
above). Since such words do not necessarily receive stress, the tone contour 
may not show up phonetically. However, in such cases it is almost always the 
context which has a disambiguating effect. If stressed, pairs of words such as 
those in (8) differ only in tone contour. Incidentally, this difference is 
pronounced enough for the words not to rhyme (cf. Hardt, quoted in J. Schmidt 
1986: 54). 
Morphologically, in these dialects tone contour is distinctive with respect 
to grammatical number in a group of nouns, e.g. 
(9) ÊRsm 
íRam 
dàx 
dà:x 
'arms' 
'arm' 
'days' 
'day' 
plur. 
sing. 
plur. 
sing. 
Since HLH versus HL invariably marks singular versus plural we can regard tone 
contour as a non-concatenative, metrical morpheme. The fact that HLH marks 
singular is not surprising in the light of the assumptions (a) that the H is 
lexically present and (b) that the lexical representation of a noun consists of 
the singular form. 
23. We use diacritica instead of the Symbols for tha level tones H and L. A grave accent, aa in /ü/, atanda 
for HL, while an upaide down circuoflex accent, as in /il/, signifies HLH. 
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Whereas in Limburg dialects the morphological function of the contrast in 
tone contour is limited to marking of number in nouns, in the Middle-Franconian 
dialects of German described by J. Schmidt (1986: 25-26, 54, 136) it is also 
used to express case. Remarkably, in all relevant examples presented by 
Schmidt, the nominative singular form invariably has HLH; the contour HL marks 
other cases, 
Whatever the degree to which it is exploited grammatically or lexically, 
also in these pitch accent systems tone (contour) can best be understood if the 
tone segments are represented on a separate tier. The segments on the tone tier 
are associated if and only if the segmental and metrical conditions are met. 
One could think of a slightly different approach than the one sketched 
above26. Central in this alternative is the assumption that stress assignment 
implies the assignment of a High tone, provided the segmental make-up of the 
syllable allows this. To avoid that morphemes which already have a High tone 
(either in their lexical representation or as a result of the default phono­
logical rule) show up with an HH pattern, the Obligatory Contour Principle, 
which is an independently motivated principle of phonology, inserts a Low tone. 
In this scenario the tone contour HL results from a phonetic L-affixing rule. 
In section 8.4 we will return to the issue of tone contour in connection 
with a variable postlexical rule of certain Limburg dialects. 
2.4 The hierarchical organization of syllable structure 
2.4.1 Introduction: a few hlstoriographlcal remarks 
The structural unit of shared interest to both branches of nonlinear 
phonology is the syllable, defined by Rietveld (1983: 251 cf. also 81) as the 
phonetic "unit with maximum cohesion'. In autosegmental approaches it is 
usually assigned a separate tier. An important difference between the syllable 
tier and other autosegmental tiers is that the 'membership' of a certain 
syllable is not an inherent property of a segment (cf. Wester & Wetzels 1986: 
94; Sezer & Wetzels 1986: 3). The latter two authors call what they refer to as 
'syllable theory' 'an interesting extension of the autosegmental theory* (2). 
The syllable is also a fundamental category in metrical analyses of stress and 
rhythm. It forms an Important level in the hierarchy of prosodie categories, 
presented in (3) above, each of which may constitute the domain of phonological 
rules. In the preceding subsection we saw that the syllable plays a crucial 
part in connection with tone. 
26. Tba conaldarationa со Ъа praaancad In Chaaa laat few llnaa da7alop«d In a dlacuaalon of cba pbanonanon 
with Leo Wetzela. For flawe only the praaent author la raaponalble. 
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The role attributed to the syllable is one of the essential differences 
between present-day generative phonology and the earliest endeavours, although 
it already received considerable attention in Vennemann's (1972) and Hooper's 
(1976: part II) linear natural generative proposals. In Chomsky & Halle's 
conception the syllable was more or less assigned the role of a marginal 
phonetic entity; instead, the morpheme was considered as the domain within 
which phonotactlc constraints should be stated. These morpheme structure 
constraints functioned (just as those concerning syllable structure in more 
recent approaches) as redundancy conditions operating upon the sequence of 
segments in the 'raw' output of the lexicon. 
This is not to say that the syllable has been discovered by nonlinear 
phonology, however. It was acknowledged as a structural entity in older 
linguistic approaches. A comprehensive overview of general linguistic insights 
concerning the syllable within the structuralistic approach is e.g. De Groot 
(1963: 199-207 and, thereafter on stress and tone, 208-20). After Chomsky & 
Halle's neglecting and natural generative phonology rediscovering the syllable, 
nonlinear elaborations of the earliest generative model energetically resumed 
research into its place within phonology. 
Nowadays the syllable, symbolized as σ, is considered as a constituent of 
paramount importance, on the basis of solid phonological evidence. Two major 
items in syllable theory are syllabification and well-formedness. The 
directionality of association of segments to the σ-node (Kaye & Lowenstamm 
1981: 306-11), i.e. the parsing of a string of segments into syllables, and the 
domain, the granmatical or prosodie scope with which the algorithm operates in 
the string, are parameters regarding syllabification. We will concentrate upon 
the second issue, syllable well-formedness. 
2.4.2 Syllable well-formedness 
Possibilities and limitations regarding sequences of segments (much in the 
sense of Kiparsky 1972 with respect to the morpheme) turn out to be determined 
for a major part by the syllable. The structure of a well-formed syllable in 
turn is mainly defined universally, and to a much lesser extent language-
specifically. Phonotactic rules concerning the succession of segments within a 
syllable are thus to a high degree subject to a set of metarules. Some of these 
metarules pertain to the distribution of sonority over the syllable. In this 
connection the syllable could be looked upon as the syntagm. Sonority, not to 
be confused with the feature [sonorant], which distinguishes obstruents [-son] 
from all other segments [+son], is a nearly language-independent relative 
quality of segments (Clements 1987: 12-13). The degree of sonority defines the 
paradigms relevant to this model of syllable structure. The distribution of 
sonority over a syllable is not flat; this insight seems to be expressed in the 
notion of 'silbenberg', lit. syllable-mount, as used by Van Ginneken (1917: 
199-218). 
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It should be stressed that the distribution of sonority over the syllable is 
a well-formedness condition. The processes ('rules') that this principle of 
arrangement may define are therefore not to be considered as generative rules 
stricto sensu (cf. Tropf 1983-It 216). 
2.4.3 The sonority concept 
The concept 'sonority' is not completely new, nor is it wholly undisputed. 
According to Wlrth-Van Wijk (referred to in Van Hout 1987: 12) it was discussed 
already "in one of the oldest Dutch gramnars, 'De Spreeckkonst' by Petrus 
Montanus, published in 1635'. It has been discussed by de Saussure, Sievers and 
Jespersen (all mentioned by Tropf 1983-1: 211), as well as by Bloomfield (1933: 
120-21), among others. It is quite remarkable, though, that its definition has 
remained so vague. 
Some of the phonetic parameters that have been mentioned with respect to 
sonority are 
articulatory in nature, like degree of openness27, and some are 
auditory in nature, such as 
• the idea that 'in any succession of sounds, some strike the ear 
more forcibly than others" (Bloomfield 1933: 120); 
• loudness (Bloomfield ibid); 
• far-reachingness ('ver-dragendheid' - Zwaardemaker & Eijkman 
referred to by Rietveld 1983: 57); 
• prominence (Tropf 1983-1: 211); 
a piercingness ('doordringendheid' - Booij 1981: 89); 
• inherent richness of sound ('inhärente SchallfUlle' - Tropf 1983-1: 
211; Wiese 1986: 10), or 
- both, e.g. 'specific strength of differing sounds, depending on the degree 
of openness of the mouth* (Bussmann 1983: 467 - my translation, FH), whereas 
still others may be hard to classify phonetically: 
• vowel affinity (Hooper 1976) is a case in point; 
a sonority is assumed to be very similar to (Hooper 1976: 203) or 
even identical with (Scheutz 1985a: 93-94) 'strength-scales' (as 
developed by e.g. Foley 1970; Vennemann 1972), although in these 
proposals vowels and consonants are represented on separate and, 
what is more, with regard to directionality opposite, scales. 
Hooper (1976: 198) does not assume a direct correlation between the strength of 
a segment and any single physical property of speech. After a critical 
discussion in which he proposes to avoid the use of this notion, Rietveld 
27. Booij 19811 89. According to Rlatvald 1983: 39, da Sauaaura Bantlonad tbla paraaatar with raapact to 
ayllablflcatlon. 
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(1983: 59) stipulates, following Price, that most probably the sonority concept 
is rooted in several phonetic parameters28. 
Not surprisingly, the sonority scales that have been proposed show differing 
degrees of detail. Abstracting away from the specific languages described in a 
part of the relevant literature yields a scale like the following: 
(10) sonority: highest: 
4 
lowest 
vowels: open 
vowels: closed 
glides 
liquids: r 
liquids: 1 
nasals: η 
nasals: m 
obstruents: voiced fricatives 
obstruents: voiceless fricatives 
obstruents: voiced stops 
obstruents: voiceless stops 
- re vowels: the distinction between open and closed in e.g. Bloomfield 1933: 
120-121; Bussmarm 1983: 467; Wiese 1986: 10. According to Kiparsky (1979: 432) 
for vowels and glides sonority decreases thus: a > e > o > i > u > j > w . 
- re liquids: Kiparsky 1979: 432; Van der Hulst 1984: 93; Wiese 1986: 10. 
- re nasals: Van der Hulst 1984: 93. 
- re obstruents: Bloomfield 1933: 120-121; Kiparsky 1979: 432; Booij 1981: 89; 
Tropf 1983-1: 214; Scheutz 1985a: 94; Van der Hulst & Smith 1985: 40; Wiese 
1986: 10 and Gilbers 1989: 49 all distinguish stops from fricatives. Bloomfield 
1933; Vennemann 1972 and Scheutz 1985a: 94 distinguish voiceless from voiced. 
A comprehensive overview of several proposals considering sonority is 
provided by Clements (1987). That part of (10) which most phonologists agree 
upon, viz. 
Obstruents < Nasals < Liquids < Glides < Vowels, 
is phonologically expressed by Clements with the following ranking of what he 
takes to be the Major Class Features:29 
28. Cf. CLemanc. 19β7ι 13. Price', concluelon le .Leo iii.ntioD«d by Tropf 1983-lf 211. 
29. Th« queecion which features are to be coasldered Major Class Features eeeus (a) to form an InexhauatlbLe 
source of dlsagreensat (b) to be theory-dependent to a certain extent. Schane 1973: 26-28, Tronnnelen t 
Zonneveld 1979ι 23-26 and Booij 1981: 28-29 take [cons, son, syll] as MCFet Van Lessen Kloeke 1982 discusses 
the significance of positing [syll] as an MCF. In Clements' proposal [approx] is not unproblematical, as tha 
author admits (16 ff.). 
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(11) sonority (Clements 1987: 15): 
0 N L G V 
syllabic + 
vocold + + 
approxlmant + + + 
sonorant - + + + + 
rank 0 1 2 3 4 
From the system of MCFs In (11) Clements derives five sonority levels. It will 
be clear that in such a model sonority is a non-primitive feature. 
2.4.4 The distribution of sonority over the syllable 
So far we have dealt with the paradigmatic axis. How about the syntagmatic 
dimension? To what extent is the multi-valued feature sonority useful in 
detecting regularities with regard to the sequencing of segments within the 
syllable? 
It has been frequently observed that 
(a) all languages have syllables containing a vowel, and that 
(b) the majority of languages only allow syllables containing a vowel; some 
languages, however, sometimes allow other segments, often nasals, sometimes 
liquids, to form syllables. Czech is a case in point, and a famous example is 
the sentence 
(12) stri prat skr s krk 
'put your finger into your throat' 
Likewise, German as well as certain Saxon dialects of Dutch (which are spoken 
in the northeast of the country) allow the plural- and infinitive-suffix /N/ to 
appear syllabically30, where other dialects, including standard Dutch, have 
/en/ or /э/. 
In the overwhelming majority of cases, however, the 'nucleus' of a syllable 
is a vowel. All in all we may conclude that syllables are constructed -so to 
speak- around a [-(-syllabic] element. Languages may differ 
- with respect to what segments may be syllabic (cf. Bloomfield 1933: 121), 
and 
- regarding the possibilities and limitations with respect to the environments 
to the left and right of the syllable nucleus. 
30. In Bloomfield'« 1933t 121 terminology they would be called eonants, "phonemes which occur In both 
syllable and non-syllable positions". The notion Is also used by SchBnfeld к Van Loey (1970i 65). Gennan and 
English sometimes allow liquids as syllabic elements, as in [Hfl] Löffel, 'operan', English metal, [mttlj. 
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However, one regularity seems to hold quite generally: the right-hand environ-
ment, if there is one, shows a greater coherence with the nuclear segment than 
does the left one. This regularity is exploited in rhyming. In older approaches 
(e.g. Kuryèowicz and Pike31) the syllable was therefore seen as a hierarchical 
construction, viz. 
(13) 
Onset 
Rhyme 
(or Core) 
/ 
Nucleus 
(or Peak) 
\ 
Coda 
(or Margin) 
Whether or not these three terminal constituents can be filled with segments 
and how these are realized phonetically is largely language-specific. Formally, 
this Universal Syllable Template "optionally dominates phonological material" 
(Kaye & Lowenstamm 1981: 305). How the constituents may be filled with segments 
is to a certain extent language-independent, on the other hand. 
As was mentioned above, of central importance in metrical phonology is the 
principle of binary branching trees with terminal elements indicating Strong 
and Weak prominence. This principle was originally designed to describe 
prosodie structures and processes. On the basis of this principle and the 
general fact that prominence 'can be phonetically realized in a number of ways, 
or in particular cases, not at all", 
following metrical 'syllabic template': 
Kiparsky (1979: 432) elaborated the 
(14) 
Each terminal element in the tree represents a segment, but of course, a 
syllable need not take on this exact form. Except for the σ-node itself, no 
31. Referred to in this connaction by Tropf 1983-ІІ 213| Van der Hulat t Smith 19851 41) Seiar & Wattela 
1986: 3; Mestar I Watzala 1986: 94, among others. 
32. Van der Hulst Ь Smith 1983: 30. 
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single node has to branch, and generally speaking It Is also possible that one 
side branches whereas the other one does not. 
Irrespective of the number of branches that are present, the strongest 
terminal element In the metrical 'syllabic template' (14) Is the S-node which 
is exclusively dominated by Ss. This terminal node in a metrical tree is 
generally called the Designated Terminal Element. Immediately to its right the 
next strongest terminal element can be found: an S dominated by a single W, 
etcetera33. The mountain-like shape of a syllable is thus formally expressed 
through a simple principle (plus some special conventions which we will not 
consider here). 
In essence this template, which can be regarded as an elaboration of the 
older model (13), reflects the former conception in that the syllable is seen 
as a hierarchically organized entity; the fact that the coherence between 
nucleus and coda is higher than that between nucleus and onset, expressed in 
(13) through the Rhyme-node, is also expressed in (14), although this is 
achieved in a more formal way, which -besides- respects binarity. Both abstract 
models make it possible to formulate phonotactic restrictions and phonological 
processes in strictly local terms (Wester & Wetzels 1986: 95). 
As regards phonotactic restrictions, Kiparsky proposed an optimal matching 
of the syllabic template to the sonority hierarchy via the universal syllabifi­
cation rule. Adjusted to our numbering, this universal rule reads as follows: 
(15) "Analyze a string of segments into the simplest maximal 
sequence of trees in such a way that the relative sono­
rities defined by (14) and (10) match for every pair of 
adjacent segments in a σ' (Kiparsky 1979: 432-33) 
Thus the terminal prominence distribution, which is determined by the Strong 
vs. Weak relations in the metrical syllabic template, defines the distribution 
of the feature sonority (which is also scalar) over the syllable. 
We will assume that in case 
1.. the highest W-node is not associated with any segment, and 
2. the ¿-position contains a vowel, and 
3_. no consonant precedes even after resyllabification, 
in Dutch the empty pre-vocalic position is phonetically filled by the default 
consonant /?/, the glottal stop (cf. Neijt 1991: 79). Hyman (1985: 36-37) 
presents a rule of Gokana which inserts a glottal stop "whenever a V occurs 
immediately after a left bracket", and Kaye & Lowenstamm (1981: 297) consider a 
phonetically empty onset as generally marked. The effect of this assumption is 
that phonetically no single syllable begins with a sonority peak. 
33. Thia intarpratatlon la analogoua to tha algorltha for converting tha vatrlcal atraaa traa, which haada a 
word, into relative atreaa of ita ayllablea. The latter fona a acala ranging from atrongeat atraaa, which ia 
aaaigned to the eyllable dominated by the швхішшв number of atrong nodaa, to weakeat atreaa, which goaa to 
tha ayllabla with the maximum number of weak nodea. 
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2.4.5 How synmetrical is the syllable? 
Still other abstract models have been proposed regarding syllable structure 
within the autosegmental framework34, but we will not dwell on this issue 
here. The point to be made is that syllables typically display a distribution 
of sonoritT that may informally be described as a rise that is (often but not 
necessarily) followed by a fall. For instance, in their description of the 
distribution of the segments of Frisian Cohen et al. (1978: 144-47) observe 
that "within the syllable, the consonants group around the most sonorous part 
in the order of their sonority, hence before the vowel in increasing, and after 
the vowel in decreasing sonority' (my translation, FH). 
It should, however, be stressed that this pattern is not always reflected 
phonetically; 'it is not surface-true [...]; it is a principle of grammar 
governing the syllabification of segments in core phonology, where it may 
interact closely with other rules and principles of grammar in ways that may 
render its effect less than fully transparent at the surface' (Clements 1987: 
6, 10). At the level of initial syllabification, i.e. at the 'earliest' lexical 
level, sonority values on both sides of the peak or 'crest of sonority' may 
come close to mirror images33. However, even at this level absolute symmetry 
cannot be expected. Kiparsky's metrical syllabic template is itself not 
entirely symmetrical: the right half of the tree overall is stronger than the 
left half, because it is dominated by an S-node. 
It has been observed that languages can be ranked on an implicational scale 
according to the degree of 'complexity' of the syllable types they allow. In 
this connection, complexity concerns the number of pre- and post-nuclear 
consonants permitted. For instance, a language that allows syllables of the 
general format CCVC will also have syllables of the type CVC, but not necessa­
rily vice versa. At the 'bottom' of the scale of complexity one finds CV as the 
least marked syllable type (Kaye & Lowenstamm 1981). Many instances of intra-
systemic (often stylistic) phonological variation boil down to consonant 
cluster simplification, and hence can be seen as a tendency in the direction of 
the CV type syllable. Moreover, CV is usually the first syllable that can be 
distinguished in first language acquisition. It turns out to be a relatively 
persistent source of interference in processes of second language acquisition 
of speakers with a mother tongue that strongly tends towards CV syllables (such 
as e.g. Spanish, Turkish, Japanese). There is phonetic evidence to consider CV 
as the firmest, most tightly-knit articulatory unit (MacNeillage & Declerk, 
paraphrased in Rietveld 1983: 62). Perceptually, the syllable sequence 
34. E.g. Clements & Keyser's 1983 ^lat' syllable model, elaborated In CV-phonologr. parts of which were 
applied to standard German by Wiese 19Θ6. 
35. Clamants 1987: 32; Bloomfield 1933: 120; Booij 19811 89. 
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CV $ CV is maximally distinctive. In short, also from this point of view 
syllable structure does not appear to be completely symmetrical. 
We anticipated this general fact above; it was already pointed out that a 
syllable does not have to contain any segments in the environment to the right 
of the nucleus. In terms of sonority: the distribution of sonority over the 
syllable can be informally characterized as a rise that may but need not be 
followed by a fall. This fact is captured by Kiparsky's metrical syllabic 
template, reproduced as (14) above. After all, the prominence tree does not 
have to branch beyond the highest W-S level. 
Clements (1987) is an attempt to unite the sonority concept with Fujimura's 
'demisyllable'. "A syllable is divided into two overlapping parts in which the 
syllable peak belongs to both; each of these parts is termed a demisyllable' 
(28). Whereas sonority contrasts are maximized in the initial demisyllable, 
they are minimized in the final one. Consequently, the preferred syllable shows 
a sharp rise in sonority followed by a gradual decline (Clements 1987: 29, 52). 
Hence the two demisyllables constituting a syllable are not each other's exact 
mirror images. It is easy to see how this model accounts for the fact that CV 
is the universally least marked syllable type. In the initial demisyllable, 
which consists of CV, the contrast in sonority is maximized, whereas the V 
forming the final demisyllable optimally minimalizes the sonority contrast: as 
there is no segment following V, the sonority contrast is zero. 
2.4.6 Several types of evidence 
Differences in strength between positions within the syllable, as expressed 
in Kiparsky's metrical syllable tree, can among other things account for the 
fact that consonants (in the overwhelming majority of languages only forming 
syllable edges) seem generally more susceptible to change than vowels (which 
can usually occupy the nucleus position only). 
Specifically with respect to consonants, an asymmetry has been observed 
between onset and coda positions. Whereas in the syllable onset consonants or 
consonant clusters are usually stable, and sometimes even strengthened, in the 
coda they are often weakened or even deleted, e.g. in second language acquisi-
tion. This tendency is clearly visible in the data for Tropfs study of the 
acquisition of German by Spanish migrant workers (Tropf 1983-11: 230). With 
regard to processes affecting consonants in the coda, Tropfs findings strongly 
confirm the sonority scale 
(16) plosives < fricatives < nasals < liquids 
The 'omission' of consonants in the coda shows an implicational pattern: if a 
speaker deletes consonants of a given sonority level, then he will also delete 
the classes of consonants with lower sonority values. Conversely, if a speaker 
realizes coda consonants of a given sonority level, then he will also realize 
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the classes of consonants with higher sonority values (cf. Tropf 1983-11: 231-
32). Comparable tendencies have frequently been observed in processes of first 
language acquisition. An early account in this vein (in which the notion 
sonority is not applied, however) can be found in Van Ginneken 1917: 50-57. 
Facts like these can be considered as external evidence for the sonority 
model. To this may be added internal, substantive evidence of several types, 
such as a range of historical changes in a variety of languages (described by 
e.g. Foley 1970; Vennemaim 1972; Hooper 1976: Chs. 10 and 11). Certain 
synchronic phenomena can also be accounted for by the universal tendency to 
optimize the sonority contrasts within the syllable. A case in point may be the 
variable use of [d] and [t] for [3] and [Θ] respectively, orthographically th. 
in varieties of American English (Labov 1972a). Possibly the same applies to 
the variation between [8r]eeuw vs. [sxr]eeuw, schreeuw, 'scream', [srjijven vs. 
[sxr]ijven, schrijven, 'to write' etc., in certain varieties of Dutch, and of 
course the variable deletion of final /t/ and /d/ after consonants, especially 
after obstruents in many varieties of Dutch and English. 
A related concept is Bailey's (1973: Ch. 3) 'dynamic markedness' of a 
segment depending on its position in the syllable. Bailey's model of linguistic 
change was one of the first that "require[d] treating syllables as basic 
production units" (43). 
2.4.7 universal and language specific aspects 
In short, syllable structure is an important aspect of the deepest lexical 
representation. The sequencing of segments within each syllable of a lexical 
representation is determined by the relative sonority of the individual 
segments36. As has been noticed already, a segment's membership of a certain 
syllable is not an inherent property of that segment; its possible position(s) 
within a syllable, however, is, and it is determined by its relative sonority. 
The sonority distribution derived from the phonetic substance should conform to 
the hierarchical structure of the syllable. Tropf (1983-11: 234-35) stipulates 
that this principle may be rooted in general articulatory and perceptual 
constraints and may thus be part of the universal mental language programme. 
Selkirk refers to this principle as the Sonority Sequencing Generalization 
(paraphrased in Van der Hulst & Smith 1985: 39). 
This model for the distribution of sonority over the syllable constitutes 
the universally most preferred, or canonical structure. Languages may deviate 
from this universal tendency in two directions; on the one hand they may allow 
syllables which are not permitted by the universal Sonority Sequencing 
Generalization; examples are 'syllable-initial clusters with 8_ followed by a 
stop occur[ring] in the Germanic languages, and clusters like syllable-initial 
36. With respect to both location and Input, the distribution of sonority over the syllable In this model is 
thus partly comparable to tha morphème structure rules in SPE-type theories. 
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mei or the syllable-final ¿L in Russian" (Van der Hulst & Smith 1985: 39; cf. 
Wiese 1986: 9-10). On the other hand languages may disallow syllables that are 
permitted by the Sonority Sequencing Generalization. In Dutch, for example, 
syllable-initial clusters of a stop followed by a fricative exist only in 
originally non-endogenous words like 'psalm', 'xylofoon' and the like. In 
standard English these clusters are reduced to a fricative only. 
The language-specific occurrence of both negative and positive exceptions to 
the universally preferred distribution of sonority over the syllable37 indi-
cates that there may be additional substantive rules governing syllabification. 
Likely candidates are phonotactlc rules like Van der Hulst's (1984) 'dissimila-
rity conditions' or 'minimal sonority distance' constraints, which demand a 
minimally required distance in sonority values between contiguous segments. 
Whether or not there is one universal sonority scale and whether or not 
languages may differ from this default scale (hence from one another) with 
respect to the relative position of segments on the sonority scale still seems 
an open question (Clements 1987: 12-13). In connection with the latter. Van der 
Hulst (1984: 48, 84 ff.) goes so far as to claim that for Dutch sonority values 
are absolute, rather than relative values. Rietveld (1983: 57) concludes from 
some distributional facts of Russian that the form of the sonority scale is 
language-specific - passing over the possibility of language-specific de-
viations from the phonotactlc metarules regarding the distribution of sonority 
over the syllable. 
2.4.В Syllable structure, resyllabification and sonority 
The model of syllable structure outlined so far looks roughly like this: the 
Sonority Sequencing Generalization, which brings about an optimal match between 
the metrical syllabic template and the phonetic substance on the basis of the 
sonority scaling of available segments, provides an abstract framework for 
well-formed syllables in natural languages. There may be additional language-
specific negative or positive constraints ; their operation is sometimes visible 
in the adaptation of loanwords. Adaptation seems necessary before an item can 
be fully incorporated into the lexicon38, since the lexicon forms the first 
input for phonology (including initial syllabification). Universal and language 
specific constraints together form a filter protecting phonology against 
structures that cannot be dealt with. In 1972, Kiparsky already considered "the 
possibility that the phonological structure of the lexicon might itself delimit 
the sound changes a language undergoes' (1972: 216). 
37. Hon uaaplas for Ganan and Dutch can ba found in Tropf 1983-11 210-15 and Bool J 19811 91-97, 
raepactivaly. 
38. Cf. 'All ayllabla conatralnta ara dafinad at th» lavai of lazlcal rapraaantatlon", «bara aarklng 
convention· apply (Kaya I Lowanataom 1981i 300). According to Viaaa 1986: 11, hwavar, Mirphaaaa do not bava 
to obay tha Sonority Saquancy Ganaralisation. 
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At the start of derivation, well-formedness conditions regarding the 
distribution of sonority over the syllable are relatively severe. In the 
lexical component of grammar, phonological and morphological operations take 
place in an interactive way. After each of these operations, the resulting 
output may have to be resyllabified, resulting in a syllabically different 
representation39. The determining power of the sonority distribution, however, 
lessens as derivation proceeds. Phonological naturalness requirements more and 
more give way to lexical and morpho-syntactic matters, but this is not typical 
for sonority sequencing alone. 
As a principle underlying local phonotactic phenomena, optimalization of the 
distribution of sonority over the syllable can be seen at best as an -initially 
strong- tendency (Booij 1981: 90), the power of which gradually decreases as 
derivation proceeds. 
Inevitably, this brief sketch is superficial and incomplete. Other, related 
aspects of syllable structure and of the phonological model more generally will 
be presented when we need them in our discussion of specific outcomes of our 
investigation. 
2.5 Language variation and related phenomena as a field of shared interest of 
phonology and sociolinguistics 
It is rather common for sociolinguists to blame 'theoretical' linguistics 
for assuming homogeneity of language systems, and for not being interested in 
language-external correlates of variation. Unfortunately, however, many 
sociolinguists appear to make a similar mistake in limiting their attention to 
the relation of variation in language use to extralinguistic parameters and 
neglecting the fact that variation 
- is itself usually linguistically structured, and 
- is necessarily part of the structure of the linguistic system. 
In this investigation it is our aim to integrate the phonological model 
sketched above into our sociolinguistic model. This integration is motivated by 
the consideration that the predictive power of the sociolinguistic model does 
not go beyond the level of the individual linguistic variables (or dialect 
features), whereas the phonological model becomes operative at and below that 
very level. The two models thus complement each other in tracing the path of 
dialect levelling. The extralinguistic dimension in our approach pertains to 
specific aspects of both the macro- and the micro-social context, the linguis­
tic dimension appeals to general, in principle language-independent, aspects of 
phonological organization. In short, from the phonological model, and from the 
39. Cf. Tropf 1983-1: 216| Wiese 1986t 11. On (re)»yllabific»tion •· a naceatarj condition for the 
applicacion of certain phonological rulea eee for exanple Vennemann 1972 and Raye & Lowenetamm 1979! 300-306. 
For a oora recent account of ayilabification ae an 'anywhere rule', aee Booij 198ІІ 153-56, 183-84. 
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incorporation of linguistic factors in general, we expect to gain explanatory 
depth. 
In the optimal case, sociolinguistice and phonology will stand in a 
symbiotic relationship in this investigation. In the relevant cases40, phonol-
ogy 
1. makes it possible to predict where a certain dialect feature operates and 
where it does not. In other words, it helps to demarcate the structural 
limits of the variable concerned, and 
2. explains processes of dialect levelling on a level of specificity where they 
cannot be related to extralinguistic parameters. 
Phonology thus fulfils servant functions. At the same time, it could profit 
from this investigation insofar as 
3. the exact nature and distribution of dialect features, and 
4. certain findings regarding dialect levelling can be seen as the eating which 
may serve as a proof of the phonological pudding. 
The latter two points may seem pretentious. In any case, many recent phonologi-
cal publications show that statements of the purport that theoretical linguists 
would not be interested in language variation are simply not true. A claim such 
as "it does not matter to a phonologist, for example, that his theory makes the 
wrong predictions about performance" (Schouten 19891 34) therefore testifies 
that the person who made it has not kept up with phonological publications for 
many years. 
We will briefly illustrate the above four points with an example; in 
presenting this example we run ahead of our presentation of this variable in 
more detail later. In a very limited set of Limburg dialects of Dutch a rule 
exists which weakens the voiced palato-velar fricative /rw to [j]. Analysis 
made clear that the domain of application of this rule is the syllable. As may 
be expected on the basis of a very general characteristic of Dutch and German, 
this segment (like all voiced obstruents) only occurs syllable-initially. So 
much for point 1. Phonological theory was then called upon to explain why only 
this fricative is weakened and not /v/ and /z/, which are also voiced and which 
also occur in onset position (point 3, see Ch. 5). The theory has also been 
invoked to make predictions about the structural path along which the levelling 
out of this and other features will proceed (points 2 and 4, relevant to 
hypothesis II; the findings will be presented in Chs. 6 to 11). Needless to add 
that sociolinguistics alone cannot provide answers to such questions. 
On theoretical grounds Singh & Ford (1989) determined the boundaries of the 
domain of several instances of structural variation (point 1). On the basis of 
a phonological model which seems to be even more fragmented than ours they 
critically discuss five 'so-called variable processes' in different languages. 
The authors conclude that 'only one of the five cases [...] involves 
40. km will bacom clear, tha inveatigaclon waa not llvlced to phonological variation in tha first Inatanca. 
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variability that can be truly characterized as 'inherent'* (376). In the other 
cases variability is suggested by inadequate formulation. 
In § 2.3.5 above we applied insights from nonlinear phonology to explain the 
quality of two diphthongs of the creole language spoken on the Caribbean 
islands of Nevis and St. Kitts. This can be considered as a specific attempt to 
reach the type of aim presented under point 3. 
As another example of this, let us consider the following claims by BooiJ 
(1981). "The application of vowel reduction may result in resyllabification of 
the word undergoing this rule. In e.g. 'pastoor' ['priest', stress on the 
second syllable - FH] the [s] is ambisyllabic41, because it is preceded by a 
short vowel. But after reduction the [s] is preceded by a schwa, as a result of 
which the [s] now belongs to the second syllable only" (Booij 1981: 151, cf. 
84-85 - my translation, FH). Whatever the syllable membership of the [s] in the 
variants with the full, unreduced vowel, with respect to the claim that it 
exclusively belongs to the second syllable in variants with the reduced vowel 
there is evidence in the Limburg dialects of Dutch investigated in this study. 
These dialects also display variation between unreduced and reduced vowels in 
this context. A feature that distinguishes most Limburg dialects, including the 
ones at issue, from other varieties of Dutch is the palatal realization of /z/ 
and /s/ in syllable initial position before a consonant (as well as in certain 
other positions, which are of no relevance here). Consider (17). 
(17) *b8sty:8R b8j"ty:aR 'board of directors' 
V'setiç yiajtiç 'mental home* 
However, in coda position following a vowel, an 'etymological' /s/ remains [s] 
- e.g. 
(18) me.stsR "me./tsR 'master', 'teacher' 
pasta *pajta 'paste', 'pasta' 
In the case of 'pastoor', palatalization is excluded in the variant with the 
unreduced vowel, thus : 
(19a) pastu.aR *paJtu.3R 
psstu.ЭЕ p3jtu.3R 
and, likewise, in the variants of the toponym 'Maastricht', to give another 
example (with stress, again, on the second syllable): 
(19b) mastRiç "maJtRiç 
mestRe.ç msJtRe.ç 
41. I.e. must on phonological grounda be conaldered to belong to two adjacent syllable· - FH. 
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The fact that /s/ can be palatalized when the preceding vowel is reduced 
Implies that it is no longer part of the first syllable. These and numerous 
similar facts appear to prove that Boolj's syllabification of the forms with 
reduced vowels is correct at least for these dialects. At the same time they 
seem to Imply that in the variants with a full, unreduced vowel the [s] does 
not belong exclusively to the second syllable42. The possibility that, in the 
latter case, it is only part of the first syllable is, however, not excluded as 
far as these dialects are concerned. 
As pointed out under 4^. above, phonology may profit from this investigation 
to the extent that particular findings regarding dialect levelling can be seen 
as a test of specific aspects of the phonological model. In this connection it 
should be stressed, however, that we do not intend to compare several rival 
positions in generative phonology with respect to their possible predictive 
adequacy concerning dialect levelling. Our aims are much more modest in that we 
simply 'apply' theoretical aspects that seem to be relevant at a certain point 
in the investigation. Besides, we did not always confine ourselves to formal 
theory; sometimes the approach must rather be called structuralistic, or 
slightly 'functionalistic' - neither of which qualifications we regard as a 
depreciation. 
There is an additional reason for being careful about 4.. As Cutler (1966) 
pointed out on the basis of speech recognition data, testing phonological 
claims against performance evidence can be problematic, since the direct 
relevance of psycholinguistic processing models to phonological theory is 
generally limited. In our view, the present investigation may supply phonology 
with what can be seen as external (cf. Botha 1978: 298-301), at best substan­
tive evidence. However, we do not agree with Garcia (1985) who altogether 
doubts the relevance for linguistic theory of sociolinguistic analyses of 
variation. The fact that neither sociolinguists nor 'theoreticians' have as yet 
succeeded in integrating both streams does not prove that 'performance 
phenomena' are of no significance to linguistic theory. (Nor does it necessa­
rily mean that both streams as such are on the wrong track and should re-orient 
themselves towards a 'communicative' approach.) 
2.5.1 Internal forces as probabilistic explanations of change or levelling 
These considerations and our view of language change as a multicausality 
phenomenon Imply that we do not require linguistics to deliver deductive or 
causal explanations for processes of dialect levelling (point 2 above), 
although the overall model should of course be as parsimonious as possible. 
With respect to linguistic dimensions, we expect absolute explanations or 
42. This » 7 be th« sort of ехсвгмі evidence for Bool J'« ayllablflcatlon that Rietveld 19831 91 demanda. 
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predictions no more than with respect to the extralinguietic factors. 
Therefore we will not treat phonological theory in the usual Popperian all-or-
nothing fashion4*. In other words, we will not reject the theory when not all 
relevant findings are in accordance with it. Rather, the claims deduced from it 
will be considered as probabilistic explanations43 or as (favouring or dis-
favouring) internal conditions, impulses or constraints. 
As a case in point, consider the developments in two different dialects of 
Spanish spoken in Peru, described by Hundley (1986). In the 'coastal' variety 
of Lima, weakening and deletion of word- and syllable-final /s/ occurs. This 
can be considered as a natural, linguistically motivated change which, by the 
way, is far from uncommon in Iberian and Latin-American varieties of Spanish. 
In the 'mountain' variety spoken in Cuzco, on the other hand, unstressed vowels 
are weakened and deleted, resulting in a syllable structure that, given the 
phonotactics of Spanish, is marked. This development must, according to 
Hundley, be seen as a consequence of substratal influence from Quechua. The 
fact that the Andean dialects do not also undergo /s/-reduction can be seen as 
a manifestation of the fact that such developments are not necessary. 
Several compensatory lengthening phenomena can likewise be seen as support 
for a probabilistic interpretation of claims deduced from linguistic theories. 
As Sezer & Wetzels (1986: 6) point out, compensatory lengthening generally 
"occurs more readily in accented than unaccented syllables". Likewise, in coda 
position it can be expected to occur more frequently than in the syllable 
onset. The motivation for both preferences is identical, namely that syllable 
weight is preserved. The observation that vowel lengthening occurs more easily 
if the deleted segment is a sonorant can be explained if it is expressed as 
complete assimilation between segments that are already much alike: the vowel 
and the sonorant consonant share the feature [-t-son], and possibly [+approx] in 
the case of glides and liquids. All three characteristics of compensatory 
lengthening are 'tendencies', as the authors put it themselves. 
Some instances of linguistic change can be interpreted as response to needs, 
•whether the needs of the system itself to remain in conformity with the 
principles of Universal Grammar [... ] or the needs of speakers to organise 
where possible the linguistic data they encounter in economic, coherent and 
isomorphic ways" (M. Harris 1982: 12). Quite often several different strategies 
seem to be available to satisfy these needs. Since, moreover, the needs 
themselves are neither static nor absolute, explanations can generally be no 
43. Which can be expected in the case of "necessary connecdona" or, for the empiricist, "eonatant 
conjunction·" (Bullock & Stallybrass 19821 91-92). 
44. Containing, anong other thinga, that a thaory can be accepted only рготіаіопаііу. According to the 
principle of falslflability, a theoxy holds until it ie disproved, even if Juat once (cf. Bullock ί 
Stallybresa 19821 486). 
45. Cf. Kiparaky 1972l 2221 С Sankoff 1974: 77-78: Altmann & Grotjahn 1987: 1026, 1033; D. de Jong 1988: 99-
101, 122. 
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more than probabilistic statements (p. 14). This holds a fortiori in the case 
of dialect levelling; the adequacy of the phonological model in this connection 
should accordingly be tested with the aid of quantitative sociolinguistic 
methodology. Besides, with regard to the sonority distribution, more stringent 
explanations can never be expected. If the relative 'strength' of syllabic 
positions vis-à-vis natural processes such as reduction or, put otherwise, the 
tendency to simplify demisyllables, were the only structural force behind 
phonological dynamics, "all languages would eventually wind up with simple CV 
syllables and no others*. But as there are always competing tendencies, it is 
far from easy to develop strongly predictive theories of sound change, Clements 
(1987: 49) warns. 
In most cases of linguistic change, one cannot know why disequilibrium 
entered the system in the first place. In the specific case of dialect 
levelling, one is in principle able to explain this, namely as a result of the 
lasting contact with differing, more or less contiguous, varieties. Hoppen-
brouwers (1983b: 262) claims that the analysis of processes in which dialect 
features give way to equivalent elements and structures from the standard 
language adds to our insights into the place and working of the grammatical 
components and the related rule typology46. 
A connected, though slightly different, position is taken in the present 
investigation: the assumed model of grammar, and particularly of phonology, is 
seen and used as a theory from which specific hypotheses are derived regarding 
processes of the levelling out of dialect features. The assumption (or 
'abridging theory', as Botha 1978: 299 ff. might call it) behind this approach 
is that under the pressure of the lasting contact with structurally different 
varieties those features will first be levelled out that -generally or in a 
certain environment- are most problematical or 'marked'. This position, too, 
requires a probabilistic rather than causal conception of the linguistic 
machinery with respect to dialect levelling. 
In the chapters to follow we will show how aspects of the phonological model 
can play a role in accounting both for certain instances of variation and for 
the process of the levelling out of this variation in the dialects under study. 
46. Ну parftphr···, 7H. SOBA critical nmarka with raapect to this poaitioa can be found in Hinakana 1985Ъ| 
132. 

Part II. Setting, methods and linguistic variables 
Chapter 3 The research area 
3.1 Introducing the former Mine District, Ubach over Worms and Rimburg 
The investigation on which this study is based was carried out in the small 
village of Rimburg. Rimburg is part of Ubach over Worms, a town in the extreme 
southeast of the Dutch province of Limburg, in between Belgium and Germany. 
Since Limburg forms the southeastmost province of the Netherlands, Rimburg, 
lying on the German frontier, is situated in one of the most peripheral parts 
of the country. Most of the relevant geographical and dialect-geographical 
relationships, as well as some economical information, are represented on Maps 
1, 2 and 3. These are given at the end of this chapter. 
In the first quarter of this century, in the southeast of the province, 
coalmining developed very rapidly and soon became the chief means of existence 
in this traditionally agriculturally oriented region. The industrialization had 
tremendous demographic effects. The coalmining sector, in the Netherlands 
represented only in southeast Limburg, soon became so important to the national 
economy that the region became known as the Mine District ('Mijnstreek') and it 
still is called this way, even though the twelve mines were closed down in the 
seventies. Ubach over Worms (including Rimburg) lies in the heart of the oldest 
part of the industrial zone. The most important towns in the region are Heerlen 
and Kerkrade. 
The area that Rimburg forms part of can be called a unit not only in socio-
geographical but also in dialect-geographical terms. In the present chapter, 
this area will be sketched with respect to 
1) historical, economical and socio-demographic developments in the last 
century (section 3.2), and 
2) the dialect situation (section 3.3). 
3.2 The economic and socio-demographic history of the region: a brief sketch 
3.2.1 The pre-industrial period 
Until the beginning of this century the entire south of Limburg was almost 
exclusively oriented towards agriculture1. The only exception was the city of 
Maastricht near the Belgian border. As will be illustrated later on in this 
section, the density of population in the region was very low. Infrastructure 
consisted largely of paths and a few unpaved roads (Breuer 1974: 7). 
Throughout the history of the region, French/Walloon and German influence on 
the south of Limburg has generally been very strong, among other things as a 
result of geography and marriage. Limburg officially formed part of the German 
1. S·· ..g. Breuer 1974i 7, Breij 1981! 33 and OCGL 1989l 88. 
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empire from the early Middle Ages until 1SSS, and certain parts even until the 
years of the French occupation, which for this region2 started in 1795 and 
lasted for twenty years. In 1839, Limburg was incorporated into the kingdom of 
the Netherlands. 
History did not treat all parts of the present south of Limburg alike, 
however. As for Ubach over Worms, in the fifteenth century it was part of 
Burgundy. Then, until the second half of the sixteenth century it belonged to 
the Austrian House of Habsburg; until 1713 it was Spanish, and until the French 
occupation it was Austrian again (H. Gooseens 1981: 44). In 1815, the Vienna 
Congress assigned it to the Netherlands. However, from 1830 until 1839 the 
entire province except Maastricht and Venlo formed part of the newly created 
Belgian Kingdom. Until 1867 it was in the ambivalent position of being a Dutch 
province and at the same time a member of the German Federation (cf. Hanssen 
1912: 289. 303). 
The famous Dutch historian Geyl investigated the factors that generally are 
the cause of the formation of nations, among which are a common race, religion, 
economical interests and a common history. He concluded that what he considered 
to be the two main factors, language and geography, were the most powerful 
forces resisting true integration of Limburg into the Netherlands (Pover 1970: 
63-65). To illustrate this, Vellenga (1975: 22-23) states that in south Limburg 
people may be heard saying that the area has 30 kilometres of frontier with 
Germany, 50 kilometres with Belgium and merely 5 kilometres with the Nether­
lands. However, although certain anti-Holland resentments still exist, the 
present author, born and bred in the area, has never heard things like this. 
3.2.2 The industrialization process and its demographic effects 
From the Middle Ages on, Rolduc, an abbey near Kerkrade, about 8 kilometres 
south of Ubach over Worms, had exploited an open coalmine. As a consequence of 
the importation of relatively inexpensive grain from the United States at the 
end of the nineteenth century, a serious and lengthy agricultural crisis broke 
out in Western Europe. As in many other areas, this crisis caused mass 
unemployment in the southeast of Limburg. In those years, rich Belgian and 
German families initiated large-scale underground mining in the area east of 
the imaginary line Geleen-Kerkrade. Capital as well as know-how were Belgian 
and German. Heerlen, which had been one of the many small and isolated 
villages, became connected by rail with the northwest (via Sittard) and the 
east (via Kerkrade, Herzogenrath and Aachen). This opened up the south of 
Limburg to the rest of the country. As a result, the German economic and 
cultural influence gradually gave way to influence from the dominant western 
part of the Netherlands. The Dutch government soon became aware and suspicious 
2. Plftaen year· earlier Chan waa the caae in other parte of (vhat is preaently) tha Netherlands - E. 
Coossens 19811 278. 
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of the almost exclusively foreign control of the developing industry. In 1902, 
Mine Laws were passed and in 1903 preparations were started for the exploita­
tion of four State Mines. These mines became the biggest ones, not only with 
respect to the number of employees, but also as far as coal production was 
concerned. However, numerically they were outnumbered by the privately owned, 
smaller mines. In 1927 there were 12 mines in Limburg. 
The enormous demand of manpower attracted thousands of people, as Table 3.1 
below shows. 
year 
1895 
1900 
1903 
1905 
1910 
1915 
1920 
1923 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1955 
source 
Pover 
1,785 
6.087 
26,393 
24,848 
56,150 
Vellenga 
.424 
1,149 
2,034 
6,664 
10,271 
22,874 
30,406 
37,645 
29,405 
39,965 
Table 3.1 Growth of total number of employees of the Limburg coalmines, 
according to Pover (1970: 23) and Vellenga (1975: 78) 
Labourers came from all parts of the Netherlands, but also from several other 
countries. Senior employees were recruited almost exclusively in the western 
provinces of the Netherlands. In 1933 a large majority (61.7Z, 4154 people -
after Breij 1981: 77) of the foreigners were Germans; the others were mainly 
people from Middle- and Eastern-European countries: Poland, Yugoslavia, 
Austria, Czechoslovakia and Hungary, in decreasing order of numerical impor­
tance. Also Belgium and Italy were represented3. The figures in Table 3.2 give 
an indirect indication of the size of the immigration. 
3. Band on data In Breij 19811 77. 
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year 
1907 
1910 
1914 
1917 
1925 
1930 
1938 
source 
Breuer 
20.0 
23.0 
30.0 
Breij 
19.6 
23.6 
Pover 
23.0 
19.0 
20.8 
31.9 
11.7 
Table 3.2 Percentages of non-Dutch personnel in the Limburg coalmines 
before World War II according to Breuer (1974: 8), Breij (1981: 42-43) and 
Pover (1970: 268) 
As Kreukels (1987) points out, in the first two decades of this century 
foreigners were mainly needed in the coalmines for their technical skills, 
while those who were recruited in the thirties and afterwards were mainly 
needed as unskilled labourers to increase general productivity. The result of 
this shift probably comes out in the fact that in 1933 87Z (n-6,738) of the 
non-Dutch employees and 61.72 (n-15,438) of the Dutch employees were under-
ground-labourers (after Breij 1981: 77). 
As regards the Dutch newcomers to the Mine District, especially after 1925 
many people from the centre and the north of the province Limburg settled in 
the south. In that year a mine was opened in Geleen, some twenty kilometres 
northwest of Heerlen, and many Middle- and North-Limburgers got a job in this 
so-called New Mine District (Breij 1981: 63). 
The disproportional growth of the population in the region as compared to 
the Netherlands as a whole can be seen in Table 3.3 overleaf. 
This disproportional growth was caused for the largest part by migration, as 
is attested by the following data. Between 1865 and 1965, the mean conjugal 
fertility in Limburg (as well as in the neighbouring province Brabant) was 
above the national mean. If the latter is put at 100, Limburg displays peaks 
in 1910 (+38) and 1930 (+36). After 1930 the curve slopes downward, and since 
1965 the mean conjugal fertility in Limburg is clearly below the national mean 
(from 1970 onward -15; source: Vuijsje 1990). Evidently, this factor accounts 
only for a small part of the population growth: as appears from the figures in 
table 3.3, between 1900 and 1950, the population almost doubled in the 
Netherlands as a whole (growth factor 1.96), whereas in the Mine District it 
increased by a factor 4.54. 
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Ubach o Vf 
Kerkrade 
Heerlen 
Old Mine D 
New Mine D 
Mine Distr 
1 
1.2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Netherl χ 1000 3 
1 
6 
1880 
.307 
,344 
1900 
9,619 
6,664 
40,274 
29,462 
69,736 
5,104 
1930 
6,882 
36,800* 
46,505 
169,505 
62,457 
232,105 
7,832 
1953 
44,526 
63,197 
219,626 
96,909 
316,535 
10,027** 
1970 
11,098 
47,674 
12,958 
Table 3.3 Growth of the population. Sources: 1 ο Breuer (1974: 20), 
2 - Pover (1970: 25), 3. - CBS (1988: 58) 
* - Breuer: n-36,766 whereas Pover: n-36,855 
** - this figure applies to the year 1950. 
The socio-geographical changes were not merely of a quantitative nature; 
until World War II, qualitative effects were a large surplus of males (for the 
great majority of the personnel of the coalmines worked underground) and a 
heavy over-representation of the 'middle' age-groups (Breij 19B1: 63; Vellenga 
1975: 81). 
3.2.3 Effects on Infrastructure. Flexible response by the power elite 
Since the counter-reformation, which was highly effective in the southern 
provinces of the present-day Netherlands, especially Limburg has been almost 
completely Roman-Catholic. The rapid and massive social and demographic 
developments taking place in the first quarter of this century were felt to be 
politically dangerous. The catholic party, to which the economic power in 
southern Limburg was (and still is) closely connected, was anxious to protect 
its traditionally loyal electorate. Partly for this reason the development of 
big industrial towns was considered undesirable. Therefore, the organization of 
smaller scale housing corporations, initiated by private persons and by the 
governing bodies of the coalmines, were firmly supported by the catholic party 
and by local and regional authorities, as well as by the clergy. An example is 
the association Ons Limburg 'Our Limburg', an organization which aimed at 
providing housing, which was founded in 1911 by mayors and priests. Between 
1911 and 1935 this association built 5262 houses in the developing Mine 
District (cf. Vellenga 1975: 88-89). Rather tellingly, the new housing 
districts were generally called 'kolonieën' (colonies) in local parlance. 
For both logistic and socio-political reasons the new villages, which were 
needed because of the massive immigration, were planned close to the coalmines. 
The existing, older villages were intended to keep their traditionally rural 
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character. Consequently, even nowadays the District does not give the Impres­
sion of the heavily Industrialized region it really was. In Ubach over Worms 
two relatively big new neighbourhoods were built in the period between the 
World Wars: Abdissenbosch in the north and Lauradorp in the centre (see Map 3). 
The latter owes its name to one of the two privately owned coalmines in the 
neighbouring village of Eijgelshoven. The words 'bosch' and 'dorp' in these 
placenames stress the would-be rural character of the new settlements. 
In the same way as the housing estates, almost all other sectors of public 
life were practically in control of a tightly organized and closed patronizing 
network of representatives of the local, provincial and national governments, 
the catholic church and the mine directors. Corporate life, education and town 
councils were likewise in the hands of the political, religious and economical 
elite. Unlike the western provinces, Limburg did not have anything like a 
democratic tradition with a broad popular basis; until the second part of the 
nineteenth century, its history was characterized by almost constantly shifting 
national borders, while it was the scene of many more wars than any other part 
of the country4. 
3.2.4 Ongoing demographic developments. Employment 
The waves of immigration caused by the dramatic imbalance on the labour 
market, had rigorous demographic effects. A catching example is the fact that 
in 1932 about half of the pupils of the new elementary school in Lauradorp 
consisted of children of foreigners (Dieteren, quoted in Stijnen & Vallen 
1981: 80). However, many of these immigrants were, together with more demanding 
local workers, the first victims of the mass dismissals during the depression 
years: between 7,000 and 9,000 non-Dutch miners were dismissed between 1933 and 
1936 (Kreukels 1987; Provincial Information Office 1979: 1). Whereas in 1930 
the proportion Dutch : non-Dutch personnel was, in absolute numbers, 25,535 : 
11,969, eight years later it had changed to 28,353 : 3,766 (Pover 1970: 268)5. 
Especially the number of Germane decreased significantly: in 1938 they formed 
'only' 48.6Z of the non-Dutch miners (Pover 1970: 269). These general develop­
ments are also visible in the figures in table 3.2 above. 
3.2.5 Further rise and sudden decline of the coal industry 
After World War II, the Dutch economy which was expanding once again 
desperately needed coal. The mines continued to recruit labourers elsewhere 
(Stijnen & Vallen 1981: 82), mainly in southern Europe and northern Africa this 
4. Saa i 3.2.1 above. Aa Pover 19701 52 puta It, aapeelally In tha algbteenth century cha ragion aervad aa an 
'International battlefield'. 
5. No Infonsatlon la available regarding the question whether the decreaae In the number of non-Dutch labour-
era la due merely to dlamlaaala or If (and If sol to which extent) It was also a result of naturalization. 
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time. In the fifties and sixties labourers were recruited mainly in Yugoslavia, 
Italy, Spain and Morocco. 
Both before and after the War, labour in the coalmines was organized 
hierarchically and the chain of command was authoritarian (Breuer 1974t 8). In 
view of the work force and its morale, other industries, as far as they were 
not supply companies, were prevented from settling in the region. Consequently, 
economically the region developed a highly vulnerable monoculture, cf. 
Table 3.4: 
Old Mine D. agriculture 
coalmining 
New Mine D. agriculture 
coalmining 
1909 
25.0 
7 
51.3 
7 
1930 
6.1 
7 
20.5 
7 
1947 
5.4 
40.3 
13.6 
25.0 
1956 
3.0 
44.1 
7.1 
34.4 
Table 3.4 Developing economical monoculture of the region: percentage of 
labour force working in agriculture and coalmining; 7 - no data 
(after Pover 1970: 44) 
In 1963, 70Z of the population of the Mine Districts was directly or indirectly 
dependent on coalmining (Provincial Information Office 1979: 1). 
Seven years before, in 1956, international fear of a stagnation of the oil 
import, caused by the Suez crisis, resulted in a significant upstep of the 
production of bituminous coal. When in 1958 the Suez Canal was reopened, a 
large surplus of this mineral was the result (Backus 1988). The international 
coal crisis that followed affected the southeast Limburg industries very 
severely: some types of coal were no longer needed, exploitation generally was 
no longer profitable, import of American coal became less expensive and other 
sources of energy grew more important. 
The percentage of the labour force employed in the coalmines fell from 33Z 
in 1958 to 24Z in 1965 to 7Z in 1971 to 5Z in 1973 6. Between 1966 and 1976 
all twelve mines were closed down, resulting in an immediate loss of at least 
50,000 jobs. Many supply companies were forced to stop production as well. In 
agriculture in the same period more than 2,000 people lost their jobs (Breuer 
1974: 109). Despite increased commuting, and notwithstanding the fact that the 
State Mines left behind a chemical industry in the New Mine District, providing 
work for 11,000 people (Paumen 1987), nowadays the unemployment rates are still 
6. Following Breuar 1974i 32 and BreiJ 19β1ι 170. It le п ш г к д Ы · and rather poignant that racrultnant of 
foreign labourera went on until the early alxtlea, when the proapeeta for Liaburg coalalnlng ware already 
bleak. 
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higher than the national average. Due to the lack of jobs, many younger people 
move to other parts of the country, as a result of which the population is 
aging. 
3.2.6 Recent socio-geographical developments 
The ongoing secularization is another aspect that is relevant, and one that 
can only partly be considered as a result of these developments, for it occurs 
nationwide. For a region like south Limburg, which was practically unanimously 
catholic with all its para- and non-religious Implications, the tendency is 
however no less than dramatic. 
The rapid transformation from the multi-generational family structure into 
the 'nuclear family' as the predominant way of living together (Clyne 1984), a 
transformation apparent also in this region, must likewise be seen as a very 
general development, an almost normal phenomenon in affluent society. 
In contrast to secularization and changes in family structure, the sub­
urbanization which is taking place in the former Mine District (especially in 
the Old part) .is. a consequence of the demographic effects of the in­
dustrialization. The enormous differences in distribution of the population 
between the beginning of the century and the time of the last, post-war boom of 
Dutch coalmining clearly show from the figures in Table 3.5 below. 
size of 
community in 
η population 
< 3000 
-5000 
-10000 
-20000 
-50000 
-100000 
1900 
O.M.D. N.M.D. 
1953 
O.M.D. N.M.D. 
59.6 79.5 7.5 16.8 
5.6 12.9 
40.4 20.5 14.4 21.6 
13.7 
30.1 48.7 
28.7 
Table 3.5 Relative distribution (in percentages) of the population over 
communities of differing size in the Old and New Mine District (Pover 1970: 
27) 
According to the same author (Pover 1970: 47), in 1956 1.8Z of the population 
of the Mine District lived in rural communities, whereas 56.8Z lived in 
'industrialized country'. For the same two categories the percentages for the 
Netherlands at large were 11.4Z and 21.5Z in 1975, and 11.5Z and 23.0Z in 1988 
(CBS 1988: 65). At present, with respect to the number of inhabitants 
(n-267,034), the agglomeration Heerlen-Kerkrade ranks among the largest in the 
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Netherlands. Its average density of population is around 1,264 people per 
square kilometre (national average 434/km2; CBS 19Θ8: 65). 
The suburbanization mainly resulted from the development of 'new towns'. In 
general, this community type may spring up either 'where governments have 
deliberately created whole new urban areas in an almost virgin landscape [... ] 
or where small towns have been deliberately expanded into much larger ones' 
(Trudgill 1986: 95). The 'new towns', or rather 'new villages' in the South-
Limburg Mine District, needed for the newcomere attracted by the employment in 
the coalmines, predominantly had the second origin. 
3.2.7 Rimburg: the pre-industrial period 
We will now zoom in on Ubach over Worms and especially Rimburg and some of 
the developments which gave it its present form. Although nowadays Rimburg is 
generally felt to belong to Ubach over Worms, this has not always been the 
case. 
Rimburg's history has been traced back to the Roman era, and even its 
Celtic-Germanic prehistory has been partly uncovered7. The small village is 
situated near the banks of the small river Worm, which forms the natural 
frontier between the Netherlands and Germany for a few kilometres (see Map 3). 
From the early Middle Ages on, the Worm constituted also an ecclesiastical 
border, separating the dioceses of Liège and Cologne (H. Goossens 1981: 38, 58, 
262). Hence in religious-administrative respects the region lay in the 
intersection of the French/Walloon and the German rather than in the Dutch 
sphere of influence. 
Rimburg owes its name as well as its former administrative autonomy to an 
old castle. This castle is mentioned in an anonymous medieval poem (we quote 
the version on the title page of Hanssen 1912): 
"Rynckberg die Waterveste 
Erblehn der Mulrepach 
Der Borghen allerbeste 
Von Palembach gen Aach' 
i.e. 
Rynckberg the fortress near the water 
hereditary fief of the Mulrepachs 
the very best of the castles 
of (in) Palembach near Aachen 
7. Set H. Goosean« 198ІІ 9-16, which 1« the source of Buch of the Infometlou regarding local history 
preaanted hare. 
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'Rynckberg' or 'Rynckburg', which is 'ring(ahaped) mountain' or more probably 
'ring(shaped) borough', developed into the present-day 'Rimburg' via 
gk > η > m. The latter change results from regressive place assimilation. The 
Mulrepachs or Mulrepasee mentioned in the poem were a noble family that owned 
the castle from 1253 until 1323. Palembach, the present German village of 
Übach-Palenberg, lies less than a kilometre northeast of Rimburg. 
Despite its (then) less than 300 inhabitants, until the year 1887 Rimburg 
formed a separate municipality", the territory of which coincided with the 
former seigniory. Geographically, it consisted of the northeastern half of a 
stretch of about two kilometres long of a street running parallel to the river 
Worm. The neighbourhood forming the other, southwestern half of this part of 
the street, which was called Broekhuizen (German: Bruchhausen, dialect: 
/bROkalza/), belonged to Ubach over Worms ever since the French introduced the 
now-common political-administrative system in 1795. As for the ecclesiastical 
aspect, until 1833 Rimburg was officially part of the parish of Waubach, 
whereas until 1802 Broekhuizen belonged to the parish of Eijgelshoven, south of 
it. From that year on, Broekhuizen also formed part of the parish Waubach 
(Hanssen 1912: 251). The distance from Rimburg/Broekhuizen to the old centre of 
Ubach over Worms is circa two and a half kilometres, which is more or less the 
same as the distance from Rimburg/Broekhuizen to the village of Eijgelshoven. 
From the year 1833 on, more than a century after Rimburg got a church building 
of its own, Rimburg and Broekhuizen together formed one parish, of scarcely 
more than 500 souls at the time. 
At the inhabitants' request9, Rimburg was incorporated into the municipa-
lity of Ubach over Worms in 1887. From then on, Ubach over Worms consisted of 
three parts: Waubach, Groenstraat and Rimburg/Broekhuizen. Nowadays almost 
nobody distinguishes the two formerly separate neighbourhoods Rimburg and 
Broekhuizen any more. This must have been the case some eighty years ago 
already (Hanssen 1912i 251). Accordingly, we will pay no more attention to this 
nearly forgotten distinction and use the placename Rimburg to refer to the 
entire part. 
The local government of Ubach over Worms resided in Waubach. Economically, 
the municipality, and also the entire region, was almost exclusively oriented 
towards agriculture. The well-to-do part of the population consisted of a 
narrow top layer of farmers and their families, who, as far as Ubach over Worms 
was concerned, lived in Rimburg and in Waubach. Almost all other people earned 
their living in several insecure ways, mainly as day labourers and seasonal 
workers on farms and in factories across the German border (Breuer 1974: 7). 
According to Breij (1981: 33) in the year 1900 more than 9,500 Limburgers 
worked abroad. Until the turn of the century, trade (mainly pedlary) formed an 
β. The number mentioned by H. Goosaene 19811 144. According Co Che cenaua carried out by the French 
administración in 1796, the municipality Rimburg had 330 inhabit ant a. Sourcel OCGL 19891 86. 
9. Aa H. Gooaaena 198ІІ 144 puca it, although the deciaion waa not reached without probiema. Some of thoae 
problema are highlighted in Bañasen 1912: 306-307. 
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Important means of existence especially for many people from Groenstraat10. 
Others had a job In one of the coalmines on the other side of the German 
border; among them were many Rlmburgers. 
3.2.8 Rimburg: the years of the Industrialization of the region and afterwards 
In 1908 a start was made with coalmining In Eljgelshoven as well. From then 
on, increasing numbers of Rlmburgers worked as miners at the 'Laura'. In 1929 a 
second coalmine was opened in Eljgelshoven, named 'Julia'. The total workforce 
of the two mines together amounted to 2,429 in 1935 (after Pover 1970: 23). 
Rimburg was rapidly transformed from an isolated agrarian into an 'open', 
industrialized community. From the thirties onwards, the size of its popula­
tion, which had until then been relatively stable, grew rapidly, a process 
which was accelerated by the improvement of the roads. Many people settled in 
Rimburg, not only because of the employment in the mining sector, but also 
because during the depression years transborder trade in its diverse fashions 
became highly lucrative (H. Goossens 1981: 272). 
On December 31st, 1981, Rimburg had 950 inhabitants, while Ubach over Worms 
as a whole had 11,890 (official data). Most of the developments taking or 
having taken place in the Mine District at large can also be observed in 
Rimburg. Particularly striking is the rising average age of its population. 
This is partly a consequence of the fact that in Rimburg new building has 
largely been prohibited by the town-council, in order to conserve the original 
rural character of the village. The present shortage of shops and certain 
medical and recreational facilities makes Rimburg somewhat less attractive to 
live in especially for younger people. The aging of the population (a fact of 
which remarkably many of the informants for the present investigation showed to 
be aware) manifests itself in, amongst other things, the fact that in 1986/87 
Rimburg's elementary school had only 60 pupils, while there is no secondary 
school. 
3.2.9 Recent administrative changes 
Just like Rimburg was incorporated into Ubach over Worms about a hundred 
years ago, in 1982 Ubach over Worms in turn lost its administrative indepen­
dence. With the neighbouring municipalities Nieuwenhagen and Schaesberg it was 
united into one new municipality. The result of the fusion was baptized 
Landgraaf, after the name of the remnants of an ancient, possibly prehistoric 
and very large moat, which must have run partly on the area of all three towns. 
In 1988 Landgraaf had 39,945 inhabitants, taking position 70 among the 180 
Dutch municipalities with over 20,000 inhabitants (the total number of 
10. In thia branch, vhlch ажгаш!·«! «β far «a central Gernany, Luxamburg and tha Kaapan in Brabant (aaat of 
Eindhoven), th· now extinct linguiatic aubeyatea called Groenatraat-Bargoena developed. See Binekena 1985c. 
о 
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municipalities in the Netherlands being 714). Heerlen and Kerkrade, with which 
it forms one agglomeration, take positions 1Θ and 51 respectively, with 94,321 
and 52,984 inhabitants (CBS 1988: 64-67). 
3.3 The dialect situation 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Coalmining in the southeast of Limburg declined even more rapidly than it 
had emerged. Its short life coincided with a period of acceleration of other 
developments taking place generally, such as in the field of transport and 
infrastructure. This interaction of region-specific and more general develop­
ments led to socio-demographic changes (sketched in the preceding section) that 
are probably unparallelled in the recent history of the Netherlands. The sudden 
and anything but gradual transition from a basically agrarian into an indus­
trial society not only had structural socio-demographic consequences of a 
quantitative kind. The qualitative consequences, which come down to a large-
scale reshuffling of the population structure (with respect to e.g. origin, 
socio-economical structure, culture), may in the long run turn out to be even 
more important. In short, the enonnous growth of and shifts in population that 
occurred in a period of about fifty years have made the Mine District an as yet 
scarcely explored natural laboratory for social change. 
Social processes may cause or at least speed up cultural changes. Since 
linguistic systems are to an important extent cultural phenomena, the obvious 
question is whether the dialects display changes that can be related to these 
disproportional socio-demographic developments. In this connection, a possible 
development would be something parallel to Trudgill's (19Θ6: 110) "linguistic 
urbanization: the growth [. . . ] of urban dialects through the mixing of 
(usually) closely related rural dialects from different parts of an expanding 
city's hinterland". Such a development may result from the general fact that 
'in-migration from adjoining rural areas can be of some linguistic consequence, 
particularly when allied to partial accommodation on the part of adults." Our 
expectations regarding the process of dialect levelling were presented as 
hypotheses I, II and III in Ch. 1 above. 
In order to be able to assess any dialect changes at all, we should first 
have a sufficient notion of the 'original' status of the dialect (not as a 
point of reference in the technical sense, however - see § 4.1 below). The main 
topic of this section will be a rough dialect-geographical outline of the Ubach 
over Worms dialects, and especially of the Rimburg one. This general sketch 
will then be refined in structural-linguistic terms in Ch. 5. 
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3.3.2 Some diachronic developments and their dialect-geographical reflections 
Historically, Dutch and German are closely related, having common linguistic 
ancestors. Dialect-geographically, a clear dividing line or even a transition 
zone between both diasystems does not exist. As J. Goossens (1970) points out, 
historically three types of differences between Dutch and German dialects can 
be distinguished: 
1. differences deriving from the fact that specific linguistic elements or 
structures in the German 'cluster' [my terminology, FH] underwent changes 
that did not occur in the Dutch one; 
2. differences deriving from the fact that the Dutch 'cluster' underwent 
certain changes that the German one did not undergo, 
3. differences which stem from the fact that both 'clusters' underwent dif­
ferent changes. 
In the present subsection we will concentrate on differences of the first type. 
From this perspective, present-day Dutch might be considered as representing 
the so-called Lower-German type with respect to an important historical 
development. This development, which is usually referred to as the Second or 
High-German sound shift, consisted among other things of a change of voiceless 
stops11 into affricates or fricatives in specific positions. The relevant 
bundle of isoglosses cutting through the German language area on the east-west 
axis is seen as the dividing line between the aforementioned High-German (which 
did) and Lower-German dialects (which did not undergo this change. Standard 
German is basically High-German in this and in almost all other respects). 
Among the High-German dialects are those of the Franconien group. 
The part of the Rhine-area between Speyer and Duisburg, however, forms the 
famous transition zone known as the 'Rhenish fan'12. Here the imaginary line, 
which is formed by the "running more or less parallel to one another and 
occasionally even coinciding' (Chambers & Trudgill 1980: 107) of the isoglosses 
which divide High- from Lower-German dialects, is scattered as far as the 
/p t k/ : /(p)f (t)s x/ correspondence is concerned13. South and east of the 
fan, the whole trio has been shifted virtually exceptionlessly; moving to the 
north, the number of shifts decreases depending on the position and/or the word 
(class) (Wolf 1983: 1118). In the west the border between the High- and the 
Lower-German dialects does not reach the border between Roman (i.e. French) and 
German languages as a single line. The Rhenish fan is formed by the two core 
11. It alao Affected voiced «top·, bat here tb· developnnt «as limited both geograpbically, ao that only a 
aubgroup of the dialecte that underwent the ehift of тоісеіе а atopa also ahowa the shift in voiced atopa, 
and aegnentalLy: in theae dialecta only /d/ m a ayatasatically affected in that it changed into /t/ - aee 
Wolf 19831 HIS. 
12. See e.g. Bloosfleld (1933i 3«-«)i Bach (1934, eapecially the шар on p. 86)| Chaabera t Trudgill (19801 
10ΐ-107)| J. Gooaaena (1965 passim, eapecially the вар on p. 81; 1970: 65)| Wolf (1983: 1118). 
13. In moat dialect-geographical claasificatlona, tha High-German dialecta are further divided into Middle-
end Upper-German ('Mitteldeutach' and 'Oberdeutsch' - e.g. HUnch 1904; König 1978; Wiealngar 19ВЗЪ). In auch 
claaalficationa tha dialecte apoken in the area of the Rhaniah fan belong to the Middle-German group. 
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branches of the dialects of the aforementioned Franconian group. The dialects 
of what is nowadays Dutch- and Belgian-Limburg also form part of this fan or 
delta, as the Limburg dialects display characteristics of the present-day High-
German dialects to varying degrees. 
For centuries, the German city of Cologne (German: 'Köln'; Dutch: 'Keulen'), 
on the west bank of the river Rhine, has been a very important centre especial-
ly in economical and cultural respects. In times when the power of the church 
extended much further into secular life than it does nowadays, Cologne was the 
centre of a diocese, the western border of which partly coincided with the 
small river Worm, which almost runs through Rimburg (see § 3.2.7 above, as well 
as Map 3). Because of its importance, Cologne also developed into a weighty 
centre dialectologically. Consequently the relevant areal diffusion of 
linguistic features became known as the 'Keulse Expansie' or 'Kölner Kultur-
kreis', i.e. Cologne cultural zone (Aubin et al. 1926: 156 ff.). This 'Keulse 
Expansie' coincides for a large part with the delta called 'Rhenish fan'. The 
core of the 'Keulse' part of the Rhenish fan constitutes the sub-branch of the 
Franconian group that became known as the Ripuarian dialects (< Lat. ripa 
'shore', 'bank', i.e. of the Rhine river). Rather tellingly, this branch is 
sometimes referred to as 'Landkölnisch', i.e. the varieties of the Cologne 
dialect spoken in the country, which differs slightly from 'Stadtkölnisch', the 
variety spoken in Cologne itself (MUnch 1904: 3 ff.). Initially, the Ripuarian 
dialects did not undergo the Second or High-German sound shift. In a later 
phase, however, they did, although incompletely so. 
With considerable simplification, for the German 'line of descent' the 
relevant part of the taxonomy can be visualized as in Figure 3.1 overleaf. 
As can be seen in Map 2, the westernmost 'slice' of the Ripuarian dialect 
area is Dutch: it encloses the southeasternmost strip of the province of 
Limburg and of the Belgian province Liège and the district Eupen (Langohr 
1936). The best-known representative of the Ripuarian group spoken in the 
Netherlands is the dialect of Kerkrade. The 'peel' surrounding this westernmost 
(and, as we have just seen, geographically partly Dutch) slice of the Ripuarian 
dialect area is formed by a transition zone. The several local dialects spoken 
in this zone display Ripuarian characteristics to a varying degree, but 
essentially they are Limburg dialects. The dialects in the area immediately to 
the west of this transition zone, finally, are usually called the East-Limburg 
dialects14. See Map 2. 
14. The Central and Ueacem Limburg dialects are spoken mainly in what is nowadays Belgium, as well as in the 
northwestern part of tha Dutch province Limburg, mora specifically in the region east of the Brabant dialect 
area. The Limburg dialecte form part of the 'stldniederfrttnkische', the Southern-Lower-ffranconian, group (J. 
Goossene 1965, especially the map on p. 83i 1970, idem p. 66; cf. Winkler 1874: 269, 294). 
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\ Ripuarian 
dialects** 
k 
* 'Mittelfränkisch' dialects. Other branches of Franconian are 
'Ostfrunkisch', 'Rheinfränkisch*, and 'NiederfrBnkisch· (Wiesinger 
1983b). 'RheinfrHnkisch· and 'Mittelfrankisch' coincide areally 
with the Rhenish fan 
** form the core of the 'Keulse Expansie' 
Figure 3.1 The position of the Ripuarian sub-branch in the German Family 
Tree 
In other words, most of the dialects in the south of the Dutch province 
Limburg (e.g. those spoken in Sittard and Roermond) are East-Limburg dialects. 
East of these there is a long and relatively narrow dialect-geographical 
transition zone (of which Heerlen is a part) and even further to the east, 
along the German border, there is a still narrower strip of 'true' Ripuarian 
dialects. The isogloss-bundle hedging off the latter is called 'Benrath line' 
(Bloomfield 1933: 343). This isogloss-bundle is generally considered to form 
the western limit of the Second or High-German sound shift. West of this line 
the consonant shift appears not or hardly to have taken place, since it occurs 
only in a limited, very small lexical set. It would be more to the point to say 
that the lexical diffusion of the historical shift from [-cont] in stops 
/p t k/ to [(-cont) +cont], i.e. to /(p)f (t)s χ/, increases gradually but 
drastically if one moves southeastward from (1) the Limburg dialect area and 
(2) the transition zone via (3) the Ripuarian dialects (east of the Benrath 
line) to (4) the other Franconian dialects spoken in the German part of the 
Rhenish fan to (5) the 'true' Franconian dialects to (6) the High-German 
dialect group as a whole. 
Whereas the dialect spoken in a place like Sittard belongs to the East-
Limburg group, Heerlen lies in the transition zone15 - and so does Ubach over 
Worms, with the exception, however, of Rimbure. The Benrath line runs west of 
15. Which La why JonganaeL lB84t ZX1I calla It a gradation of the dialect of Cologna, fnrthar to the oaat. 
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Rimburg, but east of Waubach and the Groenstraat (cf. H. Goossens 1981: 
574 1 6 ) . This is in fact less exceptional than it may seem. Bloomfield men­
tions the case of the German village of Kaldenhausen, which is divided by the 
northernmost isoglosa bundle of the Rhenish fan: 'along the lower Rhine, just 
southwest of Duisburg, the town of Kaldenhausen is cut through by a bundle of 
isoglosses: the eastern and western portions of the town speak different 
dialects' (1933: 326, cf. 344). 
By way of a first short illustration, Table 3.6 overleaf describes the 
distribution of two phonological dialect features through the southeast Limburg 
space. (А, В and С stand for the three types of Limburg dialect to be distin­
guished in this study; their geographical base is indicated on Map 2.) 
The table shows that in some respects the dialects in the transition zone 
behave like Ripuarian dialects (i.e. in some respects the Waubach/Groenstraat 
varieties behave like the Rimburg one), in others they do not and belong to the 
East-Limburg group instead. 
As is usually the case, the structural variation between dialects is largest 
in phonology17. Morphologically, the linguistic fragmentation is clearly less 
in this region, but still analogous cases exist18. 
The Limburg dialect area as a whole19 constitutes an excellent example of 
Chambers & Trudgill's carefully expressed claim that "if we travel from village 
to village, in a particular direction [in this case, southeastward - FH], we 
notice linguistic differences which distinguish one village from another. 
Sometimes these differences will be larger, sometimes smaller, but they will be 
cumulative' (1980: 6). The place of Origin' of very many features distin­
guishing Limburg dialects is Cologne. The 'Keulse Expansie' of historical 
changes which froze as dialect features took place in a series of waves of 
different strengths: some of them must have been so strong that the resulting 
dialect feature almost reached the dialects in the north of the province 
Limburg. Of the concentric isogloss circles around Cologne, the outmost one is 
bound in the west by the Peel, an extensive, age-old fen area. Until the 
beginning of the twentieth century, this area constituted a geographical 
boundary (Notten 1974: 44) and thus determined the western periphery of the 
'Keulse Expansie'. This line, "the isogloss of northern [k] versus southern [x] 
in the word I. swerves off northwestward, crossing the Rhine just north of the 
16. Tha author alao daacribaa the Dutch part of the routa of thia important iaogloaa bundle. If one союрагаэ 
thla to Jonganaal'a (1884t XXII) deacrlptlon of tha couraa of the Una, it аввпш that It moved alightly 
eastward in tha peat hundred yaers. Jonganeel'a formulation ia vague, however) from hia deacrlptlon we cennot 
eatablish whether the Line ran east or west of Waubach, Nieuwenhagen and Schaeaberg. Moreover, it ia rather 
difficult to check how reliable Jongeneel's description was. 
17. Observationa of this general kind and other issues related to 'structural diatance' can be found in 
Binakena 1988. 
18. Some of which will be deacri bed in more detail in Ch. 5, where a broad conatellation of features of the 
Rimburg dialect will be preaanted. Of each feature the ralative geographical spread will be indicated. 
19. That ia, aa far aa the Dutch province of Limburg ia concerned. The preaent author ia not auf fidenti? 
informed about the dialecte of Belgian Limburg. For ease of reference we will nevertheleaa keep to 'Limburg' 
tout court. 
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С 
East-Limburg 
(e.g. Sittard) 
В А 
trans, zone Ripuarian 
(e.g. Heerlen; (e.g. Kerkrade; 
Waubach/Groenstr.) Rimburg) 
p; t; к 
/;іо.эр9/ 
/ріір/ 
/tit/ 
/wa. tau/ 
/ho:t/ 
/maka/ 
/dark/ 
... Voc(:) в obstr ... 
/kORt/ 
/bQR/it)/ 
/pe:aRt/ 
/ƒ10.afa/ 'to sleep' 
/pizf/ 'pipe' 
/tsit/ 'time' 
/wasaR/ 'water' 
/horts/ 'wood' 
/ma.xa/ 'to make' 
/da:x/ 'roof' 
/кэ"Ч/ 'short* adj. 
/ba/(t)/ 'crack' 
/pe:8t/ 'horse' 
Table 3.6 The distribution of two dialect features through three types of 
dialects spoken in south Limburg 
village of Urdingen, and is known accordingly as the 'Ürdingen-line'" (Bloom-
field 1933: 343-44). It is the same isoglosa that divides the town of Kalden-
hausen, "into a western section which says [ex] and an eastern which says [ek]" 
(344). This isogloss delimits the northernmost spoke of the Rhenish fan. Other 
waves of linguistic change which diffused from Cologne outward, however, 
expanded less far, while still others expanded only little beyond the western 
limits of the Ripuarian group, and hardly passed the already mentioned Benrath 
line. According to the German dialectologist Bach (1934: 38, 89-93), the phase 
of the 'Keulse Expansie' that consisted of the penetration of linguistic 
features into the dialects west of the Benrath line must have set in during the 
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14th century, eventually even decreasing the linguistic influence from the 
cities in the North-Uest of the Netherlands in the 16th and 17th centuries (the 
•Hollandse Expansie' - Kloeke 1927). 
Of the four 'causes' of difference between dialects distinguished in early 
generative phonology (the addition, the deletion/loss or the internal change of 
a rule or the reordering of rules - see e.g. Trommelen & Zonneveld 1979: 140, 
150-56), in the Limburg scenario rule addition seems to have been predominant, 
with Cologne as the historical 'source'. Seen from the perspective of Cologne, 
most features of Limburg dialects are ordered on an implicational scale, in 
that the presence of a certain feature implies the presence of all features 
that are geographically more diffused. If one imagines the dialectal landscape 
three-dimensionally with each dialect feature adding height, then Limburg forms 
the northwest slope of a mountain with Cologne as its main top. Indeed, the 
metaphor of a slope is quite adequate, since the Limburg dialect area in 
general hardly shows any "abrupt changes between areas, more a gradual shifting 
with no clear-cut breaks" (Aitchison 1981: 50). As a consequence, the 
Ripuarian-East-Limburg and, even more so, the Ripuarian dialects are generally 
far less comprehensible to non-Limburg speakers of Dutch than the East-Limburg 
dialects. By all criteria, of the multitude of dialects spoken in the Nether­
lands, these ones display the greatest structural distance from the standard 
variety20. 
With respect to Ubach over Worms and especially Rimburg, we can therefore 
rightly speak of a 'divergent dialect community', i.e. an area where there is a 
considerable structural distance between the local dialect and the standard 
language (cf. Trudgill 1986: 91). At the same time there are clear structural 
differences between the local dialects and other Limburg dialects. In a place 
like Rimburg the investigation of dialect levelling can be very rewarding, 
since there is "sufficient linguistic distance between the [...] dialects in 
the contact situation" to be levelled away (Trudgill 1986: 95). The geogra­
phical situation of Rimburg on the border of the Dutch and the German language 
areas has the additional advantage that, as far as other varieties of Dutch are 
concerned, the linguistic 'influence' -so to speak- can come from one direction 
only. 
3.3.3 Recent changea in the position of the dialect 
In south Limburg, Dutch has been the standard language only since the second 
quarter of this century. Until then, German fulfilled this function - as did 
French, at least in Maastricht. It might be better, however, to use the notion 
Η-code in this connection (cf. Ferguson 1959). According to Jongeneel (1884: 
XXI, XXIII), German was the language for preaching and praying in Heerlen a 
20. See, for exemple, Van Bout & MUnstomiann 19811 107, 112 ff.; Hoppenbrouwers 6 Hoppenbrowara 19θβι 84-86. 
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hundred years ago. Collón (MS) claims the same for Rimburg in the first decades 
of our century. The use of German for religious purposes may have been partly 
due to the fact that the diocese Cologne was about as near as the diocese Liège 
(see §S 3.2.7 and 3.3.2 above). Since the clergy also played an important role 
in education, German was used in schools as well. This situation began to 
change around 1925, although in some places not before 1944 21. According to 
Fover, southeast of the line Gulpen-Heerlen as well as in the region of 
Sittard, that is, in the southeast of the province, in those days most people 
were more fluent in German than in Dutch. It is no wonder that south Limburg 
was a solid stronghold of the dialect ("vaste dialektburcht"), as Van Ginneken 
put it at the beginning of our century. He added that the dialect barely 
underwent any influence from the Dutch standard language (Van Ginneken 1916: 
3). 
Nowadays by far most people have control over standard Dutch at least 
adequately for communicative purposes. With respect to the Mine District, 
Stijnen & Vallen (1981: 54) use the notion 'homogeneous bilingualism' to 
indicate that speakers generally control both their dialect and the standard 
language22. As Weijnen (1967) reported, some twenty-five years ago in Heerlen 
- 26.81 of a sample of 2,635 children used to speak dialect when playing in 
the street; 
- 40.1Z of the children usually talked dialect to their father; 
50.3Z of the parents of these children spoke dialect to one another. 
All three percentages are lower (in most cases even much lower) than those for 
nine other places in several parts of the Dutch province Limburg (Weijnen 1967: 
20 ff.). It seems plausible that the exceptional восіо-demographic developments 
that took place in the Mine District can be held partly responsible for this 
situation. It should be added that for decades in Heerlen the position of the 
dialect has been especially marginal. This is undoubtedly related to the fact 
that Heerlen, as the centre of the mining industry, attracted disproportionally 
large numbers of settlers. Despite the lack of more recent and more exact, 
reliable figures for the Mine District regarding code choice in a wider variety 
of domains, we can safely assume that overall in this region the dialect is 
losing ground functionally in favour of the standard language. 
The findings reported on by Weijnen point to an important general difference 
concerning the social position in our research area between German at the 
beginning of our century and the Dutch standard language recently: whereas 
German was reserved (although it was not the only permitted medium) for a few 
formal, maximally public domains and thus served as an Η-code, the use of Dutch 
nowadays is not situationally restricted at all. This means that generally the 
21. Breuer 19741 7| H. Goossens 198ІІ 573| Pover 1970l 65. 
22. As against the eonmunlty type where most individual speakers have only one of the relevant linguistic 
systems at their active disposal, a situation referred to as 'heterogeneous bilingualism'. The consequences 
of the transition from heterogeneous to homogeneoue bilingualism in the dialect - standard language situation 
are the topic of Hattheier 1980b, 1984a, although the author does not use these terms. 
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dialect and the standard language are more or less competing codes, even if, as 
is usually the case nowadays, something like a broad situational partition has 
developed. This partition comes down to a tendency to reserve dialect use for 
more intimate spheres and choose the standard language in more public domains. 
The two complexes of association might be referred to by way of notions like 
intimate, informal, relational, predictable, small-scale, solidarity and 
sentimentalism versus 
- distant, formal, transactional, unpredictable, large-scale, status, instru­
mental ism, respectively23. 
The intrusion of the standard language, not in the least in socialization, 
might affect dialect structure and thus be a factor leading to change and/or 
levelling. 
The settling of people from other Dutch provinces was an important factor in 
the emergence of the standard variety in the former Mine District. However, at 
present the influence of the standard variety mainly results from the cultural 
expansion of the big cities in the western part of the country. Apart from the 
standard language, other Limburg dialects nowadays exist side by side with the 
original dialects. The coexistence of other (East- and Central-) Limburg 
dialects mainly results from the relocation of speakers, mainly of former 
settlers who had found a job in the coalmines. 
Whatever its impetus and direction, dialect levelling does not go entirely 
unnoticed and is sometimes lamented. One of the more dramatic sighs regarding 
the Rimburg dialect heaved during one of the recording sessions for the present 
study was: 
"...but that language is ruined all the same, isn't it. In 
former times, they used to talk entirely differently, the 
people, didn't they?" 
(inf. 16; my translation - FH) 
In its moderate despair, this is an example of an emotional utterance regarding 
structural dialect change in the oral materials collected for this study. It is 
far from unique. Of the 27 dialect speakers who were recorded for the main part 
of this investigation, 13 somehow signalled (without having been asked to do 
so) and extensively commented on such changes. 
23. Partly after Georte ca., as quoted by Van Hout Ь Mlimitamiann 1988: 107, 121. For more detailed remarti 
ее well ев research findings on this topic see also Cucchlarlnl & Elnakeoe 19Θ8. 
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Chapter 4 Methodological aspects 
4.1 Operationalization of the hypotheses; the design of the investigation 
In Ch. 1 we developed a sociolinguistic model of the process of dialect 
levelling. From this model, three hypotheses were derived. In this section, we 
will consider how these hypotheses were operatlonalized in order to deduct an 
empirical model from the conceptual one. This empirical model of dialect 
levelling was investigated quantitatively. The way we have done so will be 
introduced step by step in the remaining sections of this chapter. 
Central to the operationalization of the hypotheses are independent 
variables of four kinds that will be systematically varied in the data to be 
investigated. These variables are 
a. age group of the speakers - in an otherwise relatively homogeneous sample; 
b. in- vs. out-group contact; 
c. the geographical dispersion of specific dialect features; 
d. linguistic dimensions relevant to the dialect features. 
Comparison of the proportions of the use of the dialect features (the dependent 
variables) in the several conditions defined by the independent variables will 
enable us to test the hypotheses, and hence our model. 
The first of our three hypotheses, which says that dialect levelling affects 
variation on the dialect - standard language level as well as variation across 
dialects, is the most easily testable one. Testing it merely requires a 
comparison of the use of dialect features that distinguish the dialect from the 
standard language (but not from the relevant other dialects) with the use of 
features that distinguish dialects. We will return to this issue in connection 
with the operationalization of hypothesis II. 
Comparison of the use of dialect features as such, however, does not yet 
reveal dialect levelling. Dialect levelling is a dynamic phenomenon, so in 
order to make it visible dialect use should be related to time. The parameter 
time has been operatlonalized as apparent time. This approach is based on the 
assumption that after adolescence an individual speaker's language use no 
longer undergoes drastic change1. This assumption of what may be called 
'linguistic stabilization' enables one to detect language change (or dialect 
levelling, for that matter) synchronically by comparing speakers of different 
age groups, provided the relevant synchronic variation between age groups does 
not reflect age grading. The risk of this being the case in the present study 
is not as great as might have been the case otherwise, since the researcher is 
familiar with the dialect concerned, being a native speaker of the contiguous 
Waubach/Groenstraat dialect variety. Our use of the apparent-time approach 
1. Cf. Lftbov 198ІІ 180-82. Th« ftseimption aaane to uaderli· d a l « likel "apaalura of Friaian do not change, 
tbay dia out" (Da Haan 19881 17 - 117 translation, ?H). Tba aaaumptlon la chaLlangad by outcoaaa of the 
coaparlaon of aapacta of the vowel aystea of four apeakera of Montreal French In 1971 and 19Θ4 (Yaeger-Dror 
1989). Roaenkranz' 1963 raal tina atudy revealed that the dialect vue of ona-tlae Infornata for the 
Deutecber SprachAtlaa had returned to an 'older' atage. 
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consisted of comparing the dialect use by speakers of three age groups ι 
'older', 'middle' and 'younger' (see § 4.3.1 for more details). An issue of 
great importance especially with respect to processes like language and dialect 
loss is the point of reference (Jaspaert et al. 1986). We took the oldest 
speakers' dialect use as the point of reference - hence not some ideal-typical 
'pure' dialect. 
Dialect levelling, then, is operationalized as a significant apparent time 
reduction of the structural variation between language varieties. This may take 
place either through the decreased use of features separating one dialect or 
group of dialects from all others, or through the increased use of geographi­
cally widespread dialect features. Significant apparent time reduction of 
variation across language varieties is a sine qua non with respect to levelling 
in relation with other parameters. 
Our second hypothesis claims that dialect levelling is gradual in linguistic 
as well as in extralinguistic respects. The extrallngulstlc parameters involved 
are time and space. In the preceding paragraphs we pointed out the time 
dimension. Dialect-geographical space is operationalized through the areal 
spread of the dialect features studied. Our selection of features of three 
degrees of geographical spread does some justice to the parameter space, which, 
as J. Goossene (1986 passim) points out, is a factor that is typically 
overlooked by sociolinguists. We chose dialect features that gradually differ 
as to their areal spread; the three degrees of areal spread that can be 
distinguished will be referred to as A (smallest), В and С (widest), a 
convention we introduced in § 3.3.2. The peripheral and highly divergent 
Rimburg dialect is characterized by features of all three types. The standard 
language, on the other end of the scale, by definition does not have any of 
these features. In between, dialects can be found that do not have A-type 
features, as well as dialects that lack both A- and B-type features. The 
Rimburg dialect, along with the other dialects of Dutch that belong to the 
Ripuarian group, will henceforth be called the A-type dialects. The dialects 
that are spoken in the Ripuarian-East-Llmburg transition zone will be referred 
to as B-type dialects, and those of the 'true' East-Limburg cluster as C-type 
dialects (cf. also Map 2 in the preceding chapter). Schematically: 
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feature-type 
A 
В 
С 
dialect type 
Rip. trans. 
A В 
+ 
+ + 
+ + 
EastLimb. 
С 
-
-
+ 
stand. 
-
-
-
lang. 
Table 4.1 Three dialect-geographical types of dialect features 
The aspect of the design visualized above enables us at the same time to 
implement the distinction between dialect - standard language variation and 
interdialectal variation, which is necessary to test the first hypothesis. With 
respect to the parameter space, our second hypothesis predicts a specific 
relationship (interaction) between the age group of the speakers and the degree 
of dispersion of the dialect features: the smaller the geographical spread of a 
dialect feature, the sooner it will undergo a decrease in use. 
Nothing general can be said here about the operationalization of the 
linguistic dimensions along which dialect levelling is claimed to proceed 
gradually, because they are for the most part specific to the several dialect 
features. In a number of cases they will be shown to be relevant to the 
phonological model, in that the patterns of dialect levelling in the conditions 
(contexts) relevant to the linguistic dimensions concerned can be seen as 
either positive or negative evidence for the model as such. The nature of the 
interaction to be expected between the age group of the speakers and linguistic 
structure will be elaborated on mainly in the sections where the relevant 
findings are presented. Even in the cases where there seemed no reason to 
expect levelling to be structurally directional, the data were collected in 
such a way that they permitted testing the broad claim that dialect levelling 
is linguistically context-sensitive. 
The third hypothesis says that the long-term process of dialect levelling is 
foreshadowed in accommodation in dialect use. Accommodation is a pre-eminently 
interactional phenomenon. An appropriate way to study accommodation in 
linguistic behaviour empirically is to analyse interactional language use in 
situations of contact between speakers who perceive their language use as 
different. In order to determine whether, and if so how, a speaker accommodates 
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hls language use, one must know how he 'normally' speaks, I.e. what his 
language use Is like in his day-to-day Interactions with speakers of the same 
linguistic background. 
In order to study accommodation in dialect use, we collected samples of two 
types of interactional dialect use by the same speakers: in interaction with a 
speaker of the same, i.e. Rimburg, dialect (in-group) and in interaction with a 
speaker of another variety (out-group). Comparing in-group dialect use with 
dialect use in out-group contact situations should then enable us to trace 
accommodation. The meaning of the notion accommodation here has been restricted 
to convergence; it is operationalized as less use of the dialect features that 
are not shared by the two varieties involved in an (out-group) contact 
situation. After all, the use of those features in such a situation would cause 
'dissonance'. Three different types of out-group contact situation were 
created, the essential difference between them being the contact variety, i.e. 
the variety spoken by the interlocutor. Thus our Rimburg dialect speakers 
talked to a speaker of either a B-type or a C-type dialect (see Fig. 4.1 above) 
or of the regional variety of the standard language. 
In other words, for our study of accommodation, we constructed a design 
which enabled us to compare interactional dialect use realized in different 
contact situations. In these contact situations, the speech variety of the 
interlocutor2 was systematically varied. The dimension on which these 
varieties differed was their distance from the Rimburg dialect3. Ve thus 
proceeded in two steps. First, interactional dialect use was recorded in both 
in-group and out-group contact situations. Secondly, out-group contact 
situations were created such that the distance between the variety spoken by 
our subjects and the one spoken by their interlocutors takes on three, 
gradually differing, values. This procedure makes it possible to relate dialect 
use 
1. to the in-group/out-group-character of the contact situation; if there is 
any difference, it can be related 
2. to the distance between the Rimburg dialect and the out-group variety that 
the speakers were exposed to. 
On the first level of analysis, accommodation will be brought to light. On the 
second, more specific, level of analysis, accommodation can be related to the 
distance between the varieties involved in the contact, and hence to the 
dimension dialect-geographical space. 
Testing the third hypothesis then amounts to comparing the patterns of 
accommodation in dialect use with those of the process of dialect levelling. As 
was pointed out, the latter will hopefully be detected by comparing the speech 
2. Other, нога raneta, audience rolas (see e.g. tha typology praaantad hy Ball 1984) are of little relevance 
to tha dealgn of tha present Investigation. 
3. As was shown In $ 3.3.2 above In connection with the so-called 'Keulse Expansie', in the case of the 
dialects spoken In Limburg, structural distance and geographical distance (at least on the northwest -
southeast axis) nalntsln a strong, positive correlation. 
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of representatives of the different age-groups, the apparent time method, 
pithily referred to as the 'micro-diachronic' approach by Rindler-Schjerve 
(1987: 293). 
Preceding the study of the spontaneous, interactional dialect use, we will 
look for apparent time traces of dialect levelling in a large corpus of dialect 
use gathered with the aid of structured elicitation techniques. The battery of 
tests that were developed to this end was administered with each speaker 
individually. 
In sum, the three hypotheses deduced from our sociolinguistic model of 
dialect levelling are testable in a design involving four independent 
variables. These independent variables are 
a. the age group of the speakers; 
b. in- vs. out-group contact; 
c. the geographical dispersion of the dialect features; 
d. linguistic dimensions relevant to the dialect features. 
The operational hypotheses that were formulated by the implementation of these 
four variables into the original hypotheses have been presented above. The last 
type of independent variables also allows testing hypotheses deduced from the 
phonological model that was sketched in Ch. 2. 
The different nature of the four independent variables illustrates the 
hotch-potch character of our conception of the phenomenon of dialect levelling, 
in which dialectological (c), sociolinguistic (a, b) and internal-linguistic 
(d) factors are all at work - each in their own specific way. 
A more detailed account of methodological, technical and practical aspects 
can be found in the following sections. 
4.2 The selection of linguistic variables 
In the previous section, attention was focused on the derivation of the 
independent variables from operationalizations of the hypotheses; in the 
present section we will account for the selection of the dependent, linguistic 
variables. First, the notion of linguistic variable will be defined and related 
to the aims of this study. Then the considerations which determined the 
selection will be made explicit (§ 4.2.1). After a sketch of the materials on 
which our selection was based (§ 4.2.2), both practical and theoretical 
problems will be briefly discussed (§ 4.2.3). The variables finally selected 
will be presented in § 4.2.4. 
4.2.1 Linguistic variables: a definition and the criteria for selection 
The notion of linguistic variable (henceforth LV) is used to refer to 
linguistic entities which are "the same' thing" (Labov 1972a: 188) semantical-
ly or at least functionally, but which have several different realizations, 
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called the variante. Holmquist (1988: 3) defines linguistic variables as 'sets 
of competing forms, usually called variants". One of the variants or (in the 
case of continuous variables) one pole of the scale constituting an LV is the 
feature of the dialect concerned. For example, one of the LVs investigated in 
this study is the alternation between [?-'] and [j] in syllable-initial 
position, occurring in the dialect spoken in Rimburg (as in all 'true' 
Ripuarian dialects) but not in the other dialects spoken in Ubach over Worms, 
which have only the [j^l-forms in the relevant cases. We now refer to 
ІТ'] - [j] a s a n LV, and to the variant [j] as a dialect feature. 
In our brief description of the LVs in the form of 'correspondence rules' 
(Schatz 1986: 61), to be presented in Ch. 5, we will try to avoid two inaccu­
racies which are not uncommon in sociolinguistic studies of language variation: 
the over-generic formulation of LVs, which occasionally looks almost 
Neogrammarian in its disregard for the sort of internal variation which may 
result from e.g. lexicalization and subsequent lexical diffusion, and 
the practice of choosing without further motivation the standard language as 
the frame of reference (i.e. 'zero-line' of comparison). 
The structural distance between the Rimburg dialect and the standard language, 
and thus the set of LVs in the dialect-standard language dimension, is so big 
that choosing a number of LVs as dependent variables seems unproblematic. The 
'theoretical' requirement of explicitly taking account of the geographical 
dispersion of dialect features as an independent variable, however, forces us 
also to study LVs separating - so to speak - related dialects. This constitutes 
an extra argument against keeping to the second sociolinguistic practice 
referred to without a second thought. 
The latter considerations bring us to the first of the four criteria for the 
selection of LVs for our investigation. The LVs had to represent the Rimburg 
dialect; at the same time they had to represent several values of the parameter 
dialect-geographical space. LVs with three degrees of geographical spread had 
to be investigated: set A should comprise only the features that separate the 
Rimburg (Ripuarian) from the Waubach and Groenstraat (Ripuarian-East-Limburg) 
dialects. Set В should consist of the features that distinguish the Ripuarian 
and Ripuarian-East-Limburg dialects (all dialects spoken in Ubach over Worms) 
from the East-Limburg dialects (represented by the dialect of Sittard). The 
features in set С contrast the Limburg dialects as a group with the standard 
language. The cumulative nature of the Limburg dialect landscape (sketched in 
§ 3.3.2 above) and the exact selection which was finally made has the result 
that the dialects of the A-type have features of the A-, but also of the B- and 
C-type. Dialects of the B-type are characterized by B- and C-features; of the 
total set, C-dialects only have C-features. 
The selection of LVs also had to satisfy the requirement that the phono­
logical, the morpho-phonological, the morphological and the morpho-syntactic 
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components were represented - to the extent that they are at all present in the 
A-, B- and C-parts of the entire set of LVs. 
A third criterion adopted for the selection of LVs was structural coherence, 
at least between some of the LVs selected. The last, but certainly not the 
least important criterion was a reasonable average frequency of use ('real life 
frequency' - Lambert & Moore 1986: 180). 
Whereas the first criterion is necessary to test the sociolinguistic model, 
the second and the third criteria were needed to guarantee a certain generali-
zability to the dialect as a linguistic system. The fourth criterion is a 
practical one: investigating LVs that are interesting but infrequent in use, as 
is generally the case with syntactic variables, requires much material and is 
therefore relatively time-consuming4. 
In general, criteria two and four, i.e. representation of phonological and 
morphological components and subcomponents on the one hand and frequency on the 
other, are highly compatible (cf. Mackey 1965: 172). However, in certain 
respects some of these criteria may be incompatible - as may be the case with 
the two criteria mentioned by Hudson (1980: 141): on the level of the LV, 'the 
frequency requirement tends to rule out the study of individual words, except 
for those like pronouns which occur very frequently'. But individual words, 
especially heteronyme, do meet the criterion of recognizability, as the 
variants are easy to identify. In our research area the amount of lexical 
variation is relatively large, especially on the dialect-standard language 
dimension, and interesting shifts are taking place in specific cases. For 
instance, the older dialect variant for the adjective 'clear, light' is 
/klo.8R/ and the older dialect variant of the adverb 'ready' is /ve.3diç/. 
Possibly partly under the pressure of the standard language, which has the 
forms /liçt/ or /lixt/ and /kla.R/ respectively, recently /liç/ and /klo.sR/ 
have emerged as dialect variants. Several similar examples could be added. 
Lexical variation was nevertheless excluded from our investigation because of 
the second and fourth criterion mentioned above. An additional reason was the 
consideration that both linguistically and psychologically the lexicon seems 
essentially different from phonology and grammar, which has important methodo-
logical consequences. (See Hinskens 1986c for more details and some proposals.) 
The relative vulnerability of dialect features did not and could not play a 
role in the selection: without a profound preliminary investigation, there is 
no way of knowing in advance what the relative vulnerability of each dialect 
feature is. Moreover, the issue itself is part of the set of questions that 
this investigation intends to answer*. 
4. A anrvay of the conaiderationa playing a role in tha aalaction of LVa in varlationiat aoclolinguiacica ia 
praaantad in Hinakena 1986b. As it alaost axcluaively appeals to practical criteria, aociolinguistic practice 
in this reapact generally a&ems to be mich closer to applied linguiatica (e.g. Lambert ( Moore 1986: 178-81) 
than to theoretical research. 
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4.2.2 A sketch of the materials on which the selection was based 
Older questionnaires and descriptions as well as recent recordings served as 
a material basis for the selection. Moreover, the investigator could rely upon 
his knowledge of the Ubach over Worms dialects. Thanks especially to the latter 
fact, there was no need to resort to pseudo-experimental explorative procedures 
for 'isolating' LVs like those described in Carlock & WOlck (1981). 
The older materials consisted almost exclusively of dialect-geographically 
comparative studies and monographs. Before we introduce them, mention should 
first be made of a philological curiosity: 
- Rede über die Aachener deutsche Sprache. Inter omnes linguae, lingua 
aouisgrano germanica praecelsior (Speech on the Aachen German language. Of all 
languages, the German language spoken in Aachen is the most preferable/excel-
lent one). In this anonymous text, the superb qualities of the Aachen dialect 
are (ironically) praised, and the listeners or readers are summoned to speak it 
properly and to avoid using words and turns of phrase from other languages, 
such as High-German or French or English. The text is evidently written in the 
local dialect and dates from the 18th century, although it is not clear which 
part of the century: a 'translation' into the Maastricht dialect is dated 1729, 
but according to the editor Pik the (original) Aachen version stems from the 
second half of the 18th century. Among the works studied for this investiga-
tion, this text is the only one that does not have a scholarly purpose. 
Of the other materials studied, first the comparative works will be briefly 
sketched. 
- The oldest work consulted is Winkler 1874. On the basis of very broad 
transcriptions (in the orthography of those days) of the dialect versions of 
the parable of The Prodigal Son, which form the main part of the work, the 
author points out characteristics of the individual dialects and the dialect 
groups. For the present investigation, data and annotations were studied for 
the dialects of Cologne, Bonn and Aachen ('Neder-Rijnland', 'Lower Rhineland'). 
So were all dialects given for Dutch Limburg: Maastricht, Sittard and, in the 
north and northwest, Roermond, Venlo, Weert and Stramproi. Except where the 
sources were anonymous, we know all dialects to be represented by one male 
informant from what could be called the upper-middle class (among them were 
university professors, civil servants, a student and clergymen). No other 
biographical data about the informants are given. 
- The response to the enormous comparative questionnaire (lexicon, morphology, 
phonology, collected both via individual lexical items and paradigms) by 
Willems (1886) for Aachen, Herzogenrath, Heerlen and Sittard was studied in 
detail. These questionnaires were filled in by respectively a vicar (bom in 
Aachen in 1843), a chemist (no biographical data), a secondary school teacher 
(born in Heerlen in 1848) and a chaplain (born in Sittard in 1851). Despite its 
length the list has been filled in nearly completely by all four informants; 
the handwriting is generally reasonably legible. 
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- The extensive comparative questionnaire (lexicon, morphology, phonology, 
collected mainly via items and paradigms) by Schrijnen. Van Ginneken & 
Verbeeten (SGV 1914) was filled in by a teacher for Rimburg. Here too, the list 
was filled in almost completely and very legibly. 
- In 1962 E. Blancquaert, J. Ciaessens, W. Goffin & A. Stevens published part 8 
of the Reeks Nederlandse Dialektatlassen (Series of atlases of the Netherlandic 
dialects, henceforth abbreviated as RND) which covers both the Dutch and the 
Belgian Limburg dialects. For this dialect-geographical work the data 
(presented in phonetic transcription of a corpus of sentences) for Heerlen, 
Schaesberg, Nieuwenhagen, Waubach, Eijgelshoven and Kerkrade were studied. In 
the late forties they were supplied orally by one (for Heerlen) up to four (for 
Waubach) male informants. All informants except one were born locally and so 
was at least one of their parents. Their ages ranged from 21 (one of the four 
informants for the Waubach dialect) to 66 (Heerlen), with a mean age of 41. All 
had a non-manual profession; teachers and civil servants were over-represented. 
- The written questionnaires (containing words, paradigms and sentences) by the 
Centraal Bureau voor Wederlandsche en Friesche dialecten (Central Bureau for 
Dutch and Frisian dialects, the so-called 'Dialectenbureau', with its domicile 
in what has become known as the P.J. Meertensinstituut in Amsterdam. Cf. 
S 1.3.1 above. The 'Dialectenbureau' was also known as the Dialectencommissie 
of the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences, commonly abbreviated as DC). For 
Rimburg only the numbers 2 (1932) to 9 (1940) were filled in; the respondent 
was bom in Rimburg in 1912 and was a blacksmith by trade before he became a 
military policeman. In the course of time, information for Waubach has been 
provided by six adult informants, two women and four men (one housewife, three 
civil servants and two teachers). All questionnaires were replied to, except 
for three. The lists are numbered from 1 to 59 (1984) and the handwriting does 
not constitute any problems. 
- Schrijnen (1920) and J. Goossens (1965; 1970) give exact descriptions of the 
geographical spread of several dialect features. Schrijnen's work consists of 
maps and descriptions of more than ten dialect features in the phonological and 
morphological components for Dutch Limburg and the east of Brabant on the basis 
of the 1914 questionnaire mentioned above. Goossens gives a synthesis of 
dialect-geographical classifications on the basis of the areal diffusion of a 
whole range of features. The data mainly stem from older studies. 
In addition several monographs were consulted; for our investigation the 
most important were: 
- Jongeneel 1884. The 48 page-long minute description of important parts of the 
phonology and morphology of the dialect of Heerlen was very useful. The work 
also comprises a dictionary of 75 pages. Jongeneel based his descriptions 
partly upon older documents (mentioned on p. XXV). 
- Munch 1904 is a grammar (including phonology) of the Ripuarian dialect group. 
Its nearly 200 pages describe what is clearly the main, i.e. German body of 
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this cluster, and goes Into much historical and dialect-geographical detail. 
MQnch's sources were his own dialect and especially relevant 'Jugend­
erinnerungen' (childhood memories), several dialect monographs and 'gentlemen 
who kept in contact with the dialect', amongst whom were also the 'gentlemen of 
the habitue's table of the pub 'Zum grUnen Kranz" (VI - my translation, FH) in 
Bonn. 
- Schelberg 1979 (XLVII-LXIX) amongst other things sketches some "peculiarities 
of the Sittard dialect'. Most of these features are not unique for this 
dialect, but this was precisely why Schelberg'β list was a great help in the 
selection of LVs for the present investigation. The descriptions in the Sittard 
dialect of games children used to play (513-596), which follow the dictionary 
part of the work, constitute an interesting corpus and were studied as such. 
Specific studies of the local Rimburg dialect could not be traced; as far as 
we know they do not exist. 
To enlarge the basis of selection and bring our sources up to date, 'viva 
voce' material for the three dialects was studied. 
For the Waubach/Groenstraat dialect varieties, material recorded in the 
summer of 1982 (for a previous investigation - Hinskens 1983) was available. In 
total, almost 11 hours of spontaneous dialect use by 21 speakers in a variety 
of situations was recorded. Of these people 13 could be considered as speakers 
of the Waubach/Groenstraat dialect varieties. 
In addition, for the specific purpose of the selection of LVs (hence 
preceding the recordings made for the main part of the present study) recor­
dings were made of in-group conversations in the Rimburg and in the Sittard 
dialect. In order to obtain relatively 'pure' dialect use, in december 1985 
recordings were made of verbal interaction between Nonmobile Older Rural Males 
('NORMS' - Chambers & Trudgill 1980: 33). In both sessions, more than two hours 
of dialect use was recorded of three older (> 60 years of age) gentlemen, who 
considered one another as friends. Consequently, the conversations bear a 
highly informal character. Both recordings were studied, and large parts were 
transcribed and analysed. 
4.2.3 Formalization and lexicalization, variation versus code-switching 
Before we proceed with the presentation of the LVs selected, one final 
problem should be briefly discussed. The reason why it is discussed here partly 
stems from the fact that we decided to present the LVs (and especially the 
phonological and morpho-phonological ones) in a somewhat formalized fashion. 
Formalization has obvious advantages5. One is brevity. An adequate for­
malization combines expllcltness with precision, and maximal generality with 
5. A diseuseion of вова dlaadvancagee and dangers of fonnalization with very axpllcitly stated anti-
gsnerative inplicacions is Matthews 1982. 
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clarity. Another advantage is the fact that in some cases an adequate for­
malization clears the way for an explanation of the phenomenon, in our case of 
the existence of variation at a specific point in the grammar (cf. Ch. 2 
above). A necessary condition is, however, that the observation must be 
sufficiently detailed to demarcate the environmental conditions, the structural 
borderlines of the range of application of the dialect feature. A third 
advantage of formalization, which we consider of at least equal importance, is 
that it may help to make predictions with respect to possible future changes -
provided there is a general, non-ad hoc basis for prediction in linguistic 
theory'. 
There is a connection between the formalization of LVs and the way one 
regards LVs. The problem which arises in this connection can be summarized in 
the notions of rules, underlying forms, lexicalization and intra- vs. inter-
systemic variation. With regard to the latter, a distinction can in principle 
be made between two types of linguistic variables: elements or structures may 
vary within or between linguistic systems7. 
In the scenario of early generative phonology8, 'causes' of differences 
between dialects may be put down to either (a) the presence or (b) the absence 
of a rule in one of the dialects, or (c) a difference in a rule common to both 
systems, or (d) a difference in the ordering of rules common to both dialects. 
In all four types, rule machinery is the locus of inter-systemic variation. 
Whenever rules are not categorial. however, they cause intra-systemic 
variation. When they are categoria! rules, they may be synchronic reflections 
of a historical process of change; the 'present-day' underlying form9 may have 
been the surface form of the phase before the change (cf. Schane 1973: Θ3). 
When a rule becomes lexlcalized. so that the continuum 
(1) historical surface form 'present-day' underlying form 
becomes disrupted, it is the (underlying) lexical representation, and not some 
rule present in one dialect but absent in another, that is the locus of 
variation (Chambers & Trudgill 1980: SO). As a type of reanalysis or restruc­
turing (cf. Janda 1982: 161), lexicalization is essentially a freezing-process. 
It can be compared to Dressler's (1972: 228-29) scenario of the type of sound 
change which occurs when a phenomenon that constitutes a major rule in 'allegro 
6. Aleo in tbia apedfic connection, in eaaenoe explanation and prediction differ only in the tiwm 
perapactiTe, aa haa baen pointed out by Popper (aumaarized in Van den Toom 1978i 94-95). 
7. See I 1.4.1 above. Cf. Schauta' (1985»! 89-93, 98-100) operatlonalizatlon 'Dialaktvecbael' or 'Alter­
nation', going beck to a completed hiatorioal differentietion, va. 'Prozeaaregel', reflecting a aynchronic 
atata or developeent, taking the form of a 'true' phonological rule. See alao Schauta (19B5bt 233-51). Cf. 
Dreaaler'a dietinction between lexical variablaa va. connected apeech proceasea, aa applied by Rerawill 
(Milroy 1987l 130-31). Connected apeech proceeaea font part of the aet of poatlexical rulae - aa dlatinct 
from 'prelexical' ox 'input awitching rules' in Dreaaler'a Bedel (Graaai 19871 687). 
8. Cf. Chamber· I Trudgill 1980l 45-47. See alao Ch. 2 above. 
9. Intexeatingly, Blooafleld 1933i 219 uaed thia notion already in ita 'ndern' aaaning. 
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style* penetrates into 'lento style' via isolated, highly frequent words, and 
becomes a minor rule in 'lento style'. 
Once lexically frozen, the one-time rule may become subject to lexical 
diffusion, which in turn may lead to the disappearance of regular bidirectional 
correspondences between forms across dialects10. From the point of view of 
rule typology, it may result in minor rules; "the composition of phonolexical 
subsets is not predictable by a general rule' any more (Milroy 1987: 133). As a 
discovery procedure Milroy suggests to "record as both a lexical item and a 
phonetic value each putative token of a variable' and, after quantitative 
analysis of the use of some thousand tokens, to look for 'anomalous patterning 
of particular lexical items' (133-34). This method may help to determine if 
there are such subsets and, if so, which items are part of them. It does not. 
however, constitute a principled solution to the problem addressed here. 
Lexicalization and lexical diffusion may result in (what later seem to be) 
completely unpredictable phonological differences between forms of the same 
morpheme within a single linguistic system. Sometimes such differences are 
almost bizarre, especially in the case of suppletion. Phonologistβ of the 
natural generative school (e.g. Hooper 1976: 17) have introduced the idea that 
such forme are linked to one another in the lexicon by way of a special type of 
rule, the so-called via-rules. Such rules are by definition non-productive. 
In both dialectological and sociolinguistic research, the differences 
between dialects are usually presented in the form of phonological or morpho­
logical correspondence rules. As we just pointed out, the differences may very 
well be differences in lexical representation or, more generally, in under­
lying form (see Berendsen et al. 1984: 181 ff. for an accessible account of the 
difference between the two). In that case, alternation between the relevant 
variants should be considered as code-switching, as beginning relexification or 
as lexical substitution. In the light of recent theoretical developments in 
generative grammar, Muysken (1990: 6-7) makes a serious attempt to downplay the 
difference between code-switching and variation, and proposes to collapse these 
notions, as they can both be dealt with "in terms of variation in lexical 
insertion'. On an abstract level of analysis this may be perfectly defensible, 
but the methodological problem we are facing seems to require a more practical 
answer. We propose two different solutions ; as yet, the first one is of a 
tentative nature. 
The first approach would look upon this part of the problem as an empirical 
question. In addition to the occurrence of other dialect features in a stretch 
of speech, for instance, non-linguistic indications like the absence of 
'channel cues' (Labov 1972a: 94-103) may lead one to assume that a speaker is 
not switching back and forth between the dialect and some other variety. 
10. cf. Agard'« (19711 7) 'Third poatulat·*. Saa alao Вушш 19831 18-19; J. Sarria 19891 SI. 
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Supplementary evidence may be the general proportion of use of a dialect 
feature (i.e. the ratio use of the dialect feature / occurrence of the LV) on 
the level of the community of speakers of the dialect at stake. A high general 
proportion of use of the dialect feature may indicate in fact that it does not 
vary intra-syetemically (at least not to an interesting extent) but only inter-
systemlcally. This may in turn imply that the feature is lexicalized, in which 
case it will probably display lexical diffusion (or grammatical diffusion, for 
that matter). The 'non-code-switching', the 'high general proportion of use' 
and the lexical diffusion requirement all seem to be necessary but not 
sufficient conditions for a feature to be called lexicalized (or incorporated 
in the grammar) and therefore being merely inter-eystemically variable. 
These considerations lead us, subsequently, to the methodological necessity 
that for each separate dialect feature it should be established first of all 
whether it is a case of intra- or merely of inter-systemic variation. (As far 
as the Ubach over Worms dialects are concerned, a few instances of inter-
dialectal variation probably exist, e.g. the monophthongal vowel equivalent of 
the standard language diphthong /ei/ which is represented orthographically as 
'ij'. Purely intra-dialectal variation, however, does not occur.) 
The above considerations might moreover lead us to the conviction that in 
the formalizations of the correspondences between dialects or dialect types no 
'-»' arrows should be used, except in those cases where 
I. the inter-systemic variation 
1. occurs in a specific type of structure which is underlyingly identical in 
the systems that are compared, and 
2. is brought about by a 'true', i.e. a productive phonological rule which 
exists in one of the dialects concerned, and 
II. no intra-systemic variation exists in the system concerned. 
Where these conditions are not met simultaneously, e.g. in case underlying 
forms differ, the symbol " - " might be used to express the character of the 
rule relating the forms (Booij 1981: 140). In case the segment inventories of 
the systems that are being compared do not show one-to-one correspondences, one 
might use diasystem-like notations of the type 
(2) dialect 1 /p - q/ 
dialect 2 /p/ 
If the distribution of /p/ and /q/ in dialect 1 is unpredictable from the point 
of view of dialect 2, in other words if /p/ and /q/ in dialect 1 both have 
their own lexical set, the relationship between dialect 1 and dialect 2 may 
have to be described by way of an adaptive rule (Andersen 1973: 773, 776 ff.). 
In such a case, acquisition consists of 'learning a categorical contrast on a 
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word-by-word basis rather than a general rule of allophony" (J. Harris 1989: 
45). Throughout the Dutch dialect landscape, the standard language diphthong 
/oey/, orthographlcally 'ui', which resulted from a two-step change u > у > <ву, 
has two equivalents, which are lexically diffuse (cf. Kloeke 1927). Finally, 
for situations where condition II is not fulfilled the variable rule concept 
has been developed. 
As will be seen, our approach does not meet the above requirements: too much 
research would have been necessary to find out how the several dialect features 
that were selected can be characterized with respect to the conditions under I 
and II. Moreover, such efforts seemed superfluous in the light of a pragmatic 
consideration! of central importance to the whole issue is the perspective from 
which the dialect features are seen. In dialectology it is not uncommon to 
appeal to a historical phase in which the dialects are assumed to have been 
identical (generally or with regard to the relevant part of grammar - Singer 
1983: 694-95; Scheutz 1985a: 73-74). What we need, however, is a strictly 
synchronic approach. 
The second type of 'solution' to the problem sketched in the first part of 
this subsection is the following. In our description of the dialect features 
selected (to be presented in the next subsection as well as in Ch. 5) we 
consistently take as a starting point the dialects to the west that do not have 
the features concerned. In this connection, we profit from the fact that, as 
has been pointed out in § 3.3.2, in the Limburg dialect landscape rule addition 
is predominant, with Cologne as the main historical 'source'. Since we describe 
the dialect types -and especially the features distinguiehing them- from the 
outside, namely from the standpoint of the western dialect types that do not 
have the features concerned, formalizations of the format "x -» y" or "x : y* 
should then be read: originally in this dialect type (or in these dialect 
types) "y" corresponds to 'x' in the western dialect types. So the type of 
dialect features we named Α-features (in S 4.2.1 above) are described from the 
point of view of the B- and C-type dialects and the standard language, the B-
features from the perspective of the C-type dialects and the standard language, 
and the C-features, finally, are described from the point of view of the 
standard language. Since all features are thus described from the outside, they 
are presented as inter-systemic variation. This should, however, not be taken 
to imply that no intra-systemic variation may occur in their use. 
In short, the formalizations of the dialect features that were selected 
should merely be seen as correspondence rules which are based upon dialect-
geographical comparison. Moreover, they should be interpreted synchronically; 
they are not meant to have diachronic value (as e.g. sound laws). 
However unsatisfactory the above discussion may be, at least it led to 
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- the Idea that there seems to be a certain parallelism (but not necessarily an 
absolute correspondence) between intra- vs. inter-systemic variation on the one 
hand and internal variation vs. lexlcallzation or grammaticalization on the 
other; 
- a proposal to operationalize the notion lexlcallzation in an essentially 
quantitative way; 
- a further elaboration of the essentially dialect-geographical perspective 
from which we consider the dialect features that were selected as dependent 
variables for this investigation. 
4.2.4 The linguistic variables: a brief sketch 
On the basis of the four criteria discussed in § 4.2.1, twenty LVs were 
eventually selected for investigation. These form a proper subset of the 
relevant LVs that were identified on the basis of questionnaires, descriptions 
and recent recordings (§ 4.2.2) and the investigator's knowledge of the Ubach 
over Worms dialects. The subset of LVs selected clearly constitutes a judgement 
sample ('autoritative Stichprobe' - Altmann & Naumann 1983t 655). 
In the present subsection we will briefly describe the LVs selected. For 
each LV four characteristics will be provided. The first one is the label by 
which the LV will henceforth be referred to. The second element of this short 
description concerns the relative areal spread, which was the first selection 
criterion. For each LV, geographical spread is indicated by one of the capital 
letters А, В and C, a convention we introduced in Ch. 3 (§ 3.3.2, see also 
S 4.1). A-type LVs are restricted to the dialects of the Ripuarian group; B-
type LVs occur in the dialects of the Ripuarian group as well as in those 
spoken in the transition zone; finally, C-type LVs figure in the dialects of 
the Ripuarian group, the transition zone and also in those of the East-Limburg 
group. Notwithstanding this tripartition, there is still some variation in 
areal spread between the LVs within each of the three types. However, the 
geographical borders between the three types А, В and С are clearly marked. 
The third element is an impressionistic indication of the grammatical 
(sub)component. Finally, a few examples are given, contrasting the standard 
language orthographical form with the dialect variant of the type at issue. 
Variants of the other relevant dialect types will be left out. Exceptionally, 
the standard language orthographical forms in the examples will not be 
underscored in order to avoid a chaotic typeface. 
In Ch. 5 we will present an extensive description in which attention is paid 
to diachronic, dialectological and methodological issues as well as to the 
exact linguistic nature of each LV (the range of variation, i.e. the variants 
and their relationships, relevant aspects of the linguistic environment etc.). 
The formalized accounts of a number of LVs will also be presented in Ch. 5. 
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'Ach-laut' allophony - A phonology 
Ici : 
vowel 
e.g. 
zich 
mij 
oog 
kraag 
/I/ 
yi -weakenine 
allophony, dep 
-
-
-
-
- A 
zi[ç] 
mi[ç] 
oo[x] 
kraa[x] 
phonology 
'(one)self' refl.pron. 
'me' 
'eye' 
'collar' 
in onset position, Ir4 is realized as [j] in the dialect variants of 
e.g. 
ja.s 'gas' 
jla:s 'glass' 
jaais 'grass' 
mœR8js 'tomorrow' 
jedo:a 'done' past partie. 
mitjado:8 'participated' past partie. 
gas 
glas 
gras 
morgen 
ge-daan11 
mee-ge-daan 
I-lowerlng - A phonology 
lowering of /ι/ before a non-labial nasal 
e.g. 
binnen 
ζing-en 
vinger 
winter 
b[e ]ime 
ζ[ε :]nge 
ν[ε :]nger 
W [ E Jnkter 
'inside' 
'to sing' 
'finger' 
'winter' 
dorsal fricative deletion - A phonology 
deletion of the palato-velar (or allophonlc velar-uvular) fricative 
before It/, and dlphthonglzatlon or lengthening of the preceding vowel, 
I.e. Vçt - V:t 
e-g-
licht 
slecht 
lucht 
dochter 
nacht 
-
-
-
-
-
Γ s 1 in diminutive 
I[iz3]t 
Jl[e:3]t 
1[и:Э]Ь 
d[o:8]ter 
n[ax]t 
'light' N and A 
'bad' 
•air, sky' 
'daughter' 
'night' 
suffix - A morphophonology 
the epenthetic /s/ preceding the diminutive suffix after a velar con­
sonant is not palatalized 
11. Whara ralavant, aorphew boundarlaa are Indicated by naana of a hyphen. 
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e.g. 
tang-etje 
boek-je 
brug-getje -
maag-je 
teng[8]ke 
buk[e]ke 
bruk[B]ke 
mee
sg[8]ke 
'little (pair of) tweezers' 
'little book* 
'little bridge' 
'little stomach' 
R-deletion - В phonology 
deletion of /a/ preceding an alveolar consonant 
e.g. 
soort - eo[:a]t 'sort' N 
kaars - ke[:8]ts 'candle' 
eeret - і[і э]/ 'first' 
dwars - dwe[:e]J 'transverse, across, diagonal' 
baard - baa[i]d 'beard' 
n-deletlon - В phonology 
deletion of final /n/ following a short vowel in monosyllabic words 
e.g. 
van να 'of, from' Prep, or Adv. 
in - I 'in' Prep, or Adv. 
en ε 'and' 
dan - do 'than, then' 
ken 
к
е
" 
'know' pres. indie, sing. 1 or 3 
derivational suffix -'lie' - В morphophonology 
the final segment of the standard language derivational suffix 
a fricative rather than a stop 
e.g. 
einde-lijk - entli[ç] 'finally' 
vriend-e-lljk vruntli[ç] 'friendly' 
eer-lijk-e - i:3Rli[yi]e 'honest' 
• 'liik' 
preterite suffix weak verbs - В morphology 
weak verbs have the preterite suffix -'et' 
e.g. 
maak[3t] 
dans[at-s] 
le:8v[8t-a] 
ne.ζ[at] 
kem[3t] 
ho:el[et] 
maak-te 
dans-te 
leef-de-n 
nies-de 
kam-de 
haal-de 
bouw-de 
made' 
danced * 
lived' 
sneezed' 
combed' 
sing. 
sing. 
plur. 
sing. 
sing. 
1 or 3 
2 
1 or 3 
1 or 3 
Ъэ uw[st] 
'got, pulled, fetched' sing. 1 or 
'built' sing. 1 or 3 
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preflxlese past participles - В morphology 
certain verbs have a prefixless past participle 
e.g. 
gekomen - ко: этэ 'come' 
geworden - wu: 3da 'become' 
gekregen - ккі: э^э 'got' 
subjunctive - В morphology 
in the standard language and in C-type Limburg dialects this mood is 
frequently expressed by means of the preterite form; for a group of verbs 
the dialect has a separate subjunctive form at its disposal 
e-E-
ik wou dat hij ging - dial, prêter. ... wol ... γ'^-τι 
dial. Bubj. w0l j-lœ г) 
'I wish-subj he go-subj' 
'I wish he would go' 
strong/irregular - weak verb conjugation - В morphology 
certain verbs have a weak rather than a strong or irregular conjugation 
in the preterite, or vice versa 
e.g. 
vroeg - vro.x / го: эК -at 'asked' sing. 1 or 3 
hoor-de - hy:aE-at / hu: 3t 'heard' sing. 1 or 3 
t-deletion - С phonology 
deletion of word-final [t] after obstruents - in the dialect variants of 
e-g-
inkt - ' iijk 'ink' 
echt - eç 'real(ly)· 
loop-t - loe ρ 'walk(e)· pres.indie, sing. 3 
or plur. 2 
ge-werk-t - j'i3wiR8k 'worked' past partie. 
post-kantoor - poskantuitt 'post-office' compound 
sandhi voicing - С phonology 
regressive voice assimilation between words, not only if the second 
segment is a voiced stop, but also if it is a vowel 
e.g. 
uit-ademen - u:[d]o: ama 'breathe out' 
kerk-uil - kiRa[g]yl 'barn owl' 
soep en aardappels 
su[b]eniRap8l 'soup and potatoes' 
dat ook - da[d]o χ 'that too' 
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derivational suffix -'de' - С morpho-phonology 
in the dialect the first segment of the standard language deriv. suffix 
-'te' is voiced 
e.g. 
warm-te 
leng-te 
ge-kook-t-e -
ge-streep-t-e 
weR^fdJa 
leg[d]3 
yiakoofdja 
^3/tRib[d]a 
'warmth' 
'length' 
'boiled' Adj. 
'striped, stripy' 
absence inflectional shwa - С morphophonology 
the inflectional shwa in adnominal words preceding a sing. fern, or plur. 
head may be absent 
e.g. 
een hog-e deur 
mijn blauw- muts 
mijn blauw-e 
grijz-e wolk-en 
ander-e mens-en 
huieç 
Ы э и 
Ыэи 
^ків 
a.I]9R 
'a high door' 
'my blue cap' 
'my blue f one/ones") ' 
'grey clouds' 
'other people' 
noun plurallzatlon - С morphology 
except for three different suffixes, there are also several types of 
stem-internal morphological procedures to pluralize nouns; moreover, 
combinations of external and internal procedures occur 
e.g. 
kind / kind-er-en 
kirjk / кіг)-ЭЕ 
kraai / kraai-en 
kRo:e / k ioi a 8 
balk / balk-en 
ЬаіЭк / Ьеі к 
dag / dag-en 
dâx / dàx 
muis / muiz-en 
айв I туе 
strong/irregular - weak verb conjugation 
similar to the B-feature above; 
a limited group of verbs have an irregular preterite in all three dialect 
types, and a weak one in the standard language 
e.g. 
zette - zot 'sat' 
legde - lax 'lay, put' 
'child 
'crow 
'beam 
'day 
'mouse 
С morphology 
children 
crows' 
beams' 
days* 
mice' 
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stem vowel 2 Ь 3 sing, pres, indie. - С morphology 
in certain verbs the stem vowel of these forms is lax and fronted, and 
the tone contour is changed into HL 
e.g. infin. lop-a 'to walk' 
sing. plur. 
1 löp löps 
2 Id^ps Ib^pU) 
3 li^ptt) Ібрэ 
oblioue forms of certain dem.-rel, and interrog. pronouns - С morpho-syntax 
the dialect equivalents of the standard language pronouns wie and die 
have separate oblique forms 
e-8· 
wie is daar? - we: 3 'who is there?' 
wie heb je gezien? - wem 'whom did you see?' 
wie heb je 't gegeven? - wem 'whom did you give it?' 
die gaat nooit weg - de:s 'that one/he never leaves' 
die ken ik niet - dem 'I do not know that one/him' 
expletive elements - С morpho-syntax 
dialect variants of the standard language expletive 'er': first position 
[at], other position 0 
e.g. 
er is nog soep - [st] is nog soep 'there is still soup (left)' 
is er nog soep? - is nog soep? 'is there any soup (left)?' 
4.3 The speakers 
As König (1983) points out, in sciences with a subject that cannot be 
investigated in its totality, research is usually restricted to parts of the 
'Grundgesamtheit', the universe of relevant phenomena. Such a restriction is 
necessary and inevitable, but at the same time it is useful and legitimate. It 
is of vital importance to choose the part to which the research must be 
restricted in such a way that it can be claimed to be representative for the 
whole. A choice can be said to be representative if (i) it constitutes a 
reduced mapping (projection) of the whole, and if (ii) the relationships and 
the structure of the relationships between the elements in the choice show 
(statistically) sufficient agreement with those in the whole (König 1983: 463). 
In the universe of the subject 'language', there are several dimensions that 
can never be exhaustively investigated. Specifically with respect to 
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dialectology, König distinguishes four dimensions of representativeness: 
grammar, geographical space, speakers and situations. To these we add the time 
dimension, which is evidently of central Importance in connection with 
phenomena like change and levelling. 
A typology of dimensions that are represented in the data for this investi-
gation is: 
- time 
- geographical space 
- linguistic-internal space 
- use ('parole') by native speakers in a range of situations. 
As we pointed out, geographical space is represented by the areal spread of 
the dialect features, designated as A (Rlpuarian dialects), В (Ripuarian 
dialects and dialects in the transition zone) and С (Ripuarian, transition zone 
and East-Limburg dialects). A is in turn represented by the dialect spoken in 
Rimburg, В by those spoken in the two other, older parts of Ubach over Worms 
(Waubach and Groenstraat) and С by the dialect spoken in Sittard. Implicit is a 
fourth level, namely the standard language. The standard language is negatively 
defined here in that it does not display any of the dialect features or LVs 
mentioned in the preceding subsection. 
As will be shown below (§ 4.4.2), in a part of the material that was studied 
geographical space was also represented by the various linguistic backgrounds 
of the interlocutors. 
Internal-linguistic space is represented by the twenty LVs the use of which 
was analysed. These LVs cover the phonological (n-8), morpho-phonological (4), 
morphological (6) and morpho-syntactic components (2). The use of every 
separate LV was related to linguistic dimensions. For example: one of the 
linguistic dimensions which seemed relevant to the use of the )"-weakening rule 
is the following segment. For this dimension three values were distinguished: 
full vowel, shwa and liquid. Most of the linguistic dimensions we studied were 
context variables. 
Although it may seem trivial to distinguish a dimension 'use', the history 
of linguistics proves that this is by no means the case. Put rather simply, it 
took a De Saussure to introduce the analytical distinction between synchrony 
and diachrony and it took a Laboν to introduce a methodology based on the idea 
that diachrony may be reflected synchronically in intra-systemic variability, 
before 'use' came to be considered as an autonomous dimension of language. The 
investigation reported on here is based on the dialect use of a sample of 
speakers. Working with speakers of flesh and blood (Labov's 'secular linguis­
tics') is not trivial either, although several branches of linguistics are 
either not able or not willing to do so. Dialectologists might now object that 
their discipline is based upon a methodology in which the speaker is central. 
In itself this is true. It should however be noted that the one or two 
informants per village supplying the data for the traditional dialectologist do 
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not represent dialect use. Rather, they are seen as representatives of an 
idealized, putatively homogeneous, dialect (cf. Menge 1983: 545). 
For the present investigation, several recordings were made of the dialect 
use of each speaker. The speech material was collected through structured 
elicitation and conversations in a range of situations. The latter were 
organized in such a way that the linguistic background of the interlocutors 
(S 4.4.2) was systematically varied. This type of dialect use can be considered 
as relatively spontaneous. 
The time dimension was represented in this investigation by the age group of 
the speakers. In the somewhat artificial approach to the parameter time which 
is known as the 'apparent time' method, the speech of people of different age 
groups is compared and, under certain assumptions, systematic, significant 
differences are interpreted as manifestations of change in 'real time'. 
In the following subsections attention will be focused upon the dimensions 
use and time, and the way in which they were represented in our sample of 
speakers. 
4.3.1 Stratification and control variables: considerations 
The selection of speakers representing the Rimburg dialect and the ways it 
is used (and levelled) had to fulfil two main requirements. On the one hand the 
sample had to consist of several different age groups, on the other it had to 
be homogeneous in all other respects that were expected to be relevant. 
The only stratifying variable was therefore age group, representing the time 
dimension. As has already been pointed out (§ 4.1), investigating 'real time' 
in 'apparent time' is partly based upon unproven assumptions. The one that has 
been named 'linguistic stabilization' here is based on the idea that after 
adolescence patterns of language use by individual speakers no longer undergo 
fundamental changes, so that the dialect use of a 70-year-old is supposed to 
reflect the dialect as it was some 50 years ago. Another commonly implicit, but 
unproven assumption is that the differences in patterns of language use between 
members of several age groups are not significantly contaminated by the type of 
stylistic bias that is usually referred to as 'age-grading' nor by age-bound 
performance phenomena (Löffler 1974: 47; De Bot 1985). Although certain risks 
seem to be more or less inherent to the apparent time method, at the same time 
it has the decisive practical advantage that it is almost the only technique to 
investigate real time processes in a project which consumes relatively little 
time. The cross-sectional simulation of 'real time' is thus the synchronic 
variant of the comparison of past stages of a language in historical linguis-
tics, an important difference being the range of the time-intervals. 
For the present investigation, three age groups were selected, namely 20 to 
30, 40 to 50 and 60 to 75 years old (in the year 1986), informally labelled 
'Younger', 'Middle' and 'Older*. In this way 
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- we conformed to the standard practice of leaving out the pre-adult (Including 
the adolescent) part of the population; 
- the intervals between the three age groups were the same (10 years); 
- the Intervals within the age groups were the same for the younger and middle 
group (10 years). In the case of the older group the Interval Is bigger to take 
into account the fact that the mortality rate is relatively high in this group 
(cf. also Poplack 19Θ9: A18). The older group had to be properly represented, 
since the older speakers' dialect use forms the point of reference. Dialect 
levelling, it will be recollected, is operationalized as a significant decrease 
in dialect use in apparent time. Each age group was represented by 9 speakers. 
In every investigation of language use, variation may be a consequence of 
having a non-homogeneous corpus (Thelander 19Θ2: 65). Non-homogeneity of the 
corpus may in turn be caused by non-homogeneity of the sample of language 
users. The sample of language users in this study was homogenized with respect 
to three sociological variables: sex, autochthony, and socio-economic back­
ground . 
In the majority of the sociolinguistic investigations in which sex was 
studied as an independent variable, it turned out to be a factor that separates 
the speech community. In almost all cases, the separation consists of the fact 
that women in general are relatively strongly inclined to use the variants that 
are (more) bound to the prestige variety, and to avoid the use of variants that 
are geographically and/or socio-stylistically marked. The same general 
conclusion is reached by Allen (1986), one of the incidental dialectological 
studies in which the sex of the informants constituted an independent variable. 
The sex of the speakers was nevertheless held constant in this research by 
limiting it to males12. This should not be taken to imply that it is our 
conviction that sex does not play a role in processes of dialect levelling. The 
decision was merely made for the practical reason that the means and time 
available for the investigation were limited, so that certain choices had to be 
made. Since the sociolinguistic and the linguistic model strongly orient the 
investigation towards the parameters time, dialect-geographical and internal-
linguistic space as well as towards type of interactional situation, other 
variables had to be eliminated. 
It is a strict requirement in dialectological research and a rather common 
one in the sociolinguistic practice to define the population of speakers of a 
certain dialect amongst other things by restricting it to people who have a 
more than incidental relationship to the place or region of interest. As Van 
Hout & Scheepers (1982) have pointed out, it is rather paradoxical that 
outsiders are thereby excluded, despite the fact that they can play a very 
important role in processes of socio-cultural (including linguistic) change. 
12. The variabla aax m a alao controlled with respect to the Interviewer and the interlocutor·, who were all 
nalaa too. 
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The number of different criteria that are usually invoked to homogenize the 
sample of speakers with respect to autochthony is small. In our investigation 
the most common ones were applied; autochthony was controlled by only re­
cruiting speakers 
- at least one of whose parents was born and bred in Rimburg, and 
- who were themselves bred in Rimburg, and 
- who live in Rimburg. 
The second requirement was implemented such that the overwhelming majority of 
the speakers were bred in Rimburg from their earliest childhood on. People who 
settled in Rimburg after their sixth year of life were excluded. 
The last of the three sociological variables that were controlled is socio­
economic background. In this century farmers have become an even smaller group 
in the Rimburg conmunity than before; in the course of the industrialization of 
the region, their position changed objectively as well as subjectively. They no 
longer form the upper crust as regards prosperity, and at the same time they 
are no longer considered as a social standard to conform to (cf. also Gal 
1978a; 1979). Socio-economically, Rimburg has become representative of what has 
been described as 'clustering with blurred distinctions'13. Despite the fact 
that, all in all, socio-economically the small community of Rimburg nowadays 
displays relatively little heterogeneity, a certain degree of homogenization of 
the sample of speakers seemed to be required also in the socio-economic 
respect. 
Socio-economic background (henceforth: SE background) is certainly one of 
the most problematic items in sociolinguistics in general. Since SE background 
is evidently a non-dichotomous variable, in many sociolinguistic investigations 
indexes are construed "by selecting indicators of a person's position in the 
stratified system, such as occupation, housing, income or educational level, 
and assigning a numerical score in respect of each indicator which reflects his 
or her advantage' (Milroy 1987: 30) u . No general statements can be made 
regarding the relative importance or weight of the several indicators for SE 
background. Nor are their mutual correspondences or proportions fixed; these 
are usually more or less specific to a certain country or region or place11 or 
even neighbourhood. They may, moreover, interact with other macro-social 
variables, like ethnicity (cf. Horvath 1985). In short: SE background is a 
relatively intangible and highly dynamic16 variable. The workability of scales 
for SE stratification is therefore limited. 
13. Bolt· at «1. (In HaaaellMTg 1983! 1470) - щу tranalatlan, ГН. 
14. Th· prevailing •oclolinguistic approach of SE background aa akatchad by Milroy la far from uncballanged 
Ideologically. One of the aore recent critica la Rickford 19β6. Soné of the implicit foundationa of the 
aoclollnguiatlc practice have been under attack In Lauderà et el. 197Θ, among othera. 
13. Bolt· et al. in Baaaelberg 19831 1470. 
16. Cf. Schatz 1986i 42, and the several types of stability of occupation rating acales discuased by Swanbom 
19781 36-61. 
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It appears that SE stratification is a highly complicated phenomenon; with 
Milroy, we look upon SE background as a 'proxy variable covering distinctions 
in life-style, attitude and belief, as well as differential access to wealth, 
power and prestige" (19Θ7: 101). From the multitude of indicators for a 
person's place in a social stratification we have chosen 'education' and 
'occupation'. They are rather simple operationalizations and as such they are, 
moreover, nearly unchallenged; they are present in virtually all SE scales that 
have been proposed. This is undoubtedly related to the fact that they are 
central in a person's life. There were also practical reasons for this 
restriction; after all, even an experienced sociolinguist like Ammon failed to 
obtain sufficient data with respect to other indicators (Hasselberg 1983: 
1471). 
Several approaches to the variable education are conceivable. One is based 
on the generally high positive correlation between total duration and ultimate 
level of education, and thus takes the number of years of education as an 
indicator (Jaspaert 1986 after Bourdieu). In this investigation a six-point 
scale was used, ranging from primary education only ('1') to a completed 'post-
secondary technical or vocational training' (Dutch: 'HBO') or university degree 
('6'). A six-point scale was also used for occupational level. This scale17 
was developed at the Institute for Applied Sociology of the University of 
Nijmegen and has become the standard occupation rating scale in Dutch 
sociolinguistics: 
1. unskilled labour 
2. skilled labour 
3. lower level employees 
4. self-employed (in small business) 
5. middle level employees 
6. high level employees or professionals. 
There is a certain overlap of blue-collar or 'manual' (1 to 3 or even 4) and 
white-collar or 'non-manual' (3 to 6) jobs in this scale. In applying this 
occupation rating scale, of course retired people were classified on the basis 
of the last job they held. 
The desired homogenization of our sample of speakers in connection with SE 
background was obtained by including as much as possible only people whose 
score on the mean of the two scales is minimally 2 and maximally 4. This 
procedure resulted in a reasonable homogeneity of the sample as regards our 
operationalization of SE background. Complete homogeneity seems unattainable, 
especially for sampling from a email population like the one of Rimburg (N -
around 950) given the requirements with respects to the other three variables, 
which hold simultaneously. In our procedure both the lowest and the highest 
levels were virtually excluded, and only half of the total range of the SE 
17. Described in Weatexloak et al. ІЭУЗа.Ъ; cf. Swantem 19781 47-49! cf. Schatt 19861 39-42, which m a alao 
our eource for Che English translation of the labela for the air lávela. 
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scale Is represented. Undoubtedly, our sample Includes the modi for the 
distributions of both educational and occupational level in the population. 
The population relevant to our research consists of all native speakers of 
the Rimburg dialect. This population, which (like every aggregate of people) is 
internally differentiated in a number of respects, is represented in our sample 
of speakers. In the choice of the 27 speakers forming the sample which had to 
represent use of the original dialect in the Rimburg community, account was 
taken of four extralinguietic variables that were expected to be relevant in 
the ways described above. A confrontation of our sample and its characteristics 
with the archetypal NORMs of dialectology (Chambers & Trudglll 1980: 33-35) may 
reveal matters which have not been explicitly mentioned yet. The 'N' in the 
acronym stands for geographically 'non-mobile'. Although our sample was 
controlled for autochthony, geographical mobility as such did not play a role 
in sampling. However, from each of our speakers relevant data were obtained; 
we will return to this issue in § 4.3.3. The letter '0' stands for 'older'. In 
the present investigation age was the only stratifying variable, in that three 
age groups were represented in our sample. 'R' is the abbreviation for 'rural'. 
However, in dialectology this is not a feature of the sample of speakers in the 
first place, but rather of the object of an investigation, namely the sort of 
dialect (rural vs. urban). In other words the decision pro 'rural' is taken 
much earlier than the decisions with respect to the other features expressed in 
the acronym. The dialect at issue in the present study is originally a rural 
one as well. The region of which Rimburg is part has, however, lost a good deal 
of its rural character (see Ch. 3). 'M', finally, abbreviates 'males'. At this 
point methods are identical; just like traditional dialectology, our research 
is based upon data from male informants only. 
Our sample of informants was not only controlled for sex and autochthony; it 
was also homogenized for SE background. This variable is typically out of scope 
methodologically in most dialectological studies. A last important difference 
concerns the number of informants representing the dialect community. Whereas 
27 people constitute a large sample compared to what is usual in dialectology, 
it is small compared to the empirical basis of the vast majority of socio-
logical surveys (cf. Van Hout 1989: 19). 
4.3.2 Another control variable. Sampling practice 
It goes without saying that the sample was controlled for the variable 
linguistic background in that only native speakers of the Rimburg dialect were 
included. During the recruitment of persons meeting the requirements sketched 
above, there were two control moments: 
- in the letters that were sent to those persons in the first instance, 'the 
Rimburg dialect' was explicitly mentioned as the object of the investigation; 
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- during all oral communications, including the first, which served organiza­
tional purposes, the investigator himself spoke dialect. This in combination 
with the codes regarding linguistic code-choice in the research area, and most 
probably also because of the object of the investigation, caused the persons 
approached to speak dialect too. The Ubach over Worms dialects, especially the 
Rimburg one, can be easily recognized as such by the investigator, so that it 
was possible to check whether the selected persons were speakers of the Rimburg 
dialect. 
Moreover, at the end of the first recording, the structured elicitation, the 
speakers in our sample answered (among others) the following questions: 
- "Did you use to speak dialect to one or both of your parents?" 
- "Do you always / mostly / sometimes / seldom / never speak dialect?' 
For one speaker the answers are missing because of an unfortunate combination 
of technical trouble and his unexpected, sudden death some weeks after the last 
recordings. For the remaining 26 persons the response to the first question is 
distributed as follows: 
speak or spoke dialect to both parents: 20 
speak or spoke dialect to one of both parents : 5 
usually does not speak dialect to parents: 1 
As was to be expected, the answers to the second question were in many cases 
differentiated for domains, types of interactional situation and linguistic 
background of interlocutor. According to their own estimation of general 
frequency of dialect use, the distribution of the speakers is: 
always speak dialect 13 
mostly speak dialect 11 
sometimes speak dialect 2 
The answers to both questions have not further been used in this investigation; 
especially the second one was way too unspecific to elicit data which might 
have served any other serious scientific goal. 
Having discussed this particular aspect of our speaker sample, we now go 
back in time to consider organizational matters. To trace and recruit speakers 
we proceeded as follows. About two months before the persons who fitted the 
criteria were to be approached, a short article was published in a freely 
distributed local newspaper. In this article, some information was given 
concerning the types of research carried out at the Institute of Dialectology 
of the University of Nijmegen, the institutional base of the present investi­
gation. Then the goal and methods of the intended 'Rimburg research' were 
explained in rough terms, concentrating upon the fieldwork part of the 
investigation, which was announced and briefly described. In the meantime, from 
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the population registers of the municipality Landgraaf the seven streets 
forming Rimburg were selected. Since the registers were then not yet automa­
tized, it took some days to select from the total set of inhabitants of those 
streets, i.e. from the population of Rimburg, all persons who met the requi­
rements regarding the stratifying variable and the three control variables. The 
data that were available through the combination of information in the register 
of population and that in the birth register concerned! family name, christian 
namets), sex, date and place of birth of each individual inhabitant and his (or 
her) parents, address and occupation(s). All persons who appeared to meet the 
requirements were sent a letter. In this letter (which included a copy of the 
aforementioned short article), the addressees' cooperation was requested, both 
by the investigator and by Hagen, the director of the Institute. The co­
operation, it was explained, would consist of three recording sessions of about 
an hour each. The recordings would be made at the informants' homes. The 
character of the three recordings was briefly sketched, and the fact was 
mentioned that for each session per person a compensation of ten guilders was 
available. By way of letters, telephone calls and short visits to the people's 
homes further particulars were supplied and (for some people) new requests for 
cooperation were made. 
Technically, the sampling proceeded as follows: first those parts of the 
Rimburg population were selected from the registers that met the requirements 
regarding sex and age group (three strata), as well as autochthony and 
occupation. For the older age group the relevant part of the population 
consisted of 15 people, the middle one consisted of 14, and the younger also of 
14. These 43 persons were then approached through letters. Ultimately, three of 
them refused cooperation even after they were approached in person, because of 
feeble health (n=l) and having too little time (1). One person did not mention 
his motives for denying cooperation. Of the three persons not willing to 
cooperate, two belonged to the older and one to the middle age group. For the 
remaining 40 people, further information regarding education and occupation was 
gathered in a rather indirect way. In gathering this information, much care was 
taken in order to avoid raising suspicion, which might have been risky in view 
of the relatively small margins between the size of the relevant parts of the 
population on the one hand and the required number of informants on the other. 
Of the 40 persons who were willing to participate in the investigation, three 
appeared on second thoughts not to be suitable, since they did not meet all 
sampling-requirements; two of them represented the middle and one the younger 
age group. These people were kindly thanked for their cooperativeness. After 
these procedures, all in all 37 suitable and willing dialect speakers remained; 
they were distributed over the three age groups as follows: 
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age group 
20-30 
40-50 
60-75 
η persons 
13 
11 
13 
From this contingent, finally, per age group a random sample of nine speakers 
was taken. Most of the people who were excluded from the sample participated in 
the try-out of the battery of tests designed for the structured elicitation of 
dialect use, the first type of material which had to be collected (see also § 
4.4.1 below). From the three groups of nine dialect speakers, who form a 
stratified random sample, all three types of materials were collected on which 
the present study is based. Within 
- the three strata (age groups), 
- the margins of control set for sex, autochthony and SE background, and 
- the margins set by the availability of suitable persons, 
this sample of Rimburg dialect speakers is chosen at random, and can be claimed 
to be representative. 
For the sake of reproducibility we mention two properties of our speaker 
sample regarding the control variables autochthony and SE background. 
In our sample, one speaker of the middle age group did not meet the third 
requirement regarding autochthony (i.e. to live in Rimburg) since he and his 
family live in the Groenstraat, about two kilometres away. He was nevertheless 
included in the final sample for various reasons. First, he met the other two 
requirements. Secondly and most importantly, this person is still (and 
actively) engaged in the Rimburg social life: he is a member of several local 
clubs, in two of which he fulfils an official function. Moreover, he is in 
close and frequent contact with his parents and his brothers, who live in 
Rimburg. For these reasons we considered him as a 'native resident' (Labov 
1972a: 13 ff.). 
As we pointed out in the preceding subsection, we homogenized our speaker 
sample for SE background by including only people who scored between 2 and 4 on 
the mean of the rating scales for educational and occupational level. In this 
case, means ranging from 2 to 4 can be obtained by sums of 4 to θ. Generally, 
the number of combinations of separate scores summing up from 4 to 8 increase 
with rising sums; with the scales adopted here, a sum of 7 has the greatest 
number of possible combinations (namely 6). Differences bigger than 2 between 
the scores for both indicators are limited arithmetically. In case the mean of 
the two scales is 2, they do not occur. As for scores with a difference bigger 
than 2, a mean of 2.5 may be obtained through separate scores 1 and 4 or 4 and 
1, a mean of 3 may be obtained through separate scores 1 and 5 or 5 and 1, etc. 
In our sample of speakers there were only 2 persons with scores for education 
and occupation that show a difference bigger than 2. These people scored 
outside the 2 - 4 range for at least one of the two indicators, of course. 
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Their de facto scores were 1 and 4 (a farmer with primary education only) and 2 
and 5 (a construction supervisor with junior technical school education). 
To conclude this subsection, we will discuss two methodological issues 
regarding our sample. First, we briefly evaluate our sample of speakers with 
respect to the most important aspects regarding the credibility of samples 
elaborated by Sudman (1976, paraphrased in Van Hout 1989: 46-9), namely 
generalizablllty, size and quality. The generalizablllty of our sample may seem 
to be restricted by the fact that we excluded non-autochthonous Rimburgers. It 
should be noted, however, that there is generally a high positive correlation 
between autochthony and being a native speaker of a local dialect; since the 
Rimburg dialect is the object of this investigation, our restriction to 
autochthonous speakers is legitimate and functional, and it does not affect 
generalizablllty. The generalizablllty of a sample is also determined by the 
question whether or not it is drawn at random; as has been pointed out, within 
the limits set by the stratifying and the control variables, our sample has 
indeed been taken at random. As for size: in absolute numbers our sample is not 
big. Relative to the size of the relevant parts of the population, however, our 
sample is far from small. Moreover, for each of the 27 speakers, both linguis-
tically and situationally a broad range of data was collected (see section 4.4 
below). Finally, the quality of our sample cannot be said to be seriously 
affected by 'non-response'; ultimately, only three out of the 43 persons who 
seemed to be suitable informants were not ready to cooperate, two of whom 
because of circumstances beyond their control. 
The second and final remark concerns the fact that our sample (N-27) is 
almost as big as the relevant part of the population (N -37, or at most N -40, 
so N / N - .73 or .675 respectively). This has certain consequences for the 
statistical analyses that will be carried out, which we did not systematically 
take into account in our investigation. Generally, the significance of the 
effect of a certain independent variable, like the age group of the speakers, 
is determined on the basis of the variance in the scores for the dependent 
variable, in this case the proportion of use of a certain dialect feature. 
Standard statistical techniques (like the analysis of variance in SPSSx) assume 
random sampling from a large population. In case a sample is drawn from a ' 
finite population, like in the present study, working with such standard 
techniques may result in what is called a Type II- or ß-еггог, I.e. testing too 
conservatively. In practice this means that we may run the risk of deciding 
that there is no clear age group effect on the use of a specific dialect 
feature when in reality such an effect does exist. From a mathematical-
statistical point of view, this problem is rather complicated. This, however, 
will not be our concern here. What we would like to stress is that in this 
particular connection the danger of making a Type I-or o<.-error (i.e. deciding 
that there is an age group effect on the use of a given dialect feature when in 
reality such an effect does not exist) is virtually nil. 
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4.3.3 Sane sociological characteristics of the sample 
In connection with the control variables autochthony and SE background, 
further homogenization of the sample of speakers was impossible. The bottom 
margin (as for autochthony) and the bottom and top margins of the relevant 
scales (SE background), respectively, were filtered out, but in between the 
margins a certain range of variation exists for both factors in the sample. For 
the sake of a correct interpretation of the findings from our study, some 
insight into these and related sources of possible intra-sample variation seems 
required18. 
In order to get a firmer grip on the matter, more relevant data appeared to 
be needed than could be gathered from the population and birth registers. 
Therefore, at the end of the first recording session (the structured elicita-
tion, recorded with each informant individually) the speakers were asked ten 
questions relating to their linguistic background and general frequency of 
dialect use (see S 4.3.2), autochthony, geographical mobility, educational 
background and occupatіоп(в). As some of these matters are generally felt to be 
rather personal, it did not appear wise to ask for this information directly at 
an earlier stage, i.e. before definitive appointments for the first recording 
sessions were made and the informants' confidence seemed to be assured. As a 
consequence, two speakers, both representing the middle age group, finally 
turned out to score slightly above the 2 - 4 range set for SE background (both 
scoring 4.5). 
The data which were collected through the answers to the ten questions which 
were asked after the first recording session did not only serve to check and/or 
specify the information already available. As may be clear already, one 
additional speaker-background variable was constructed, namely geographical 
mobility. To this new independent variable, as well as to the intra-sample 
variation in between the margins set for the control variables autochthony and 
SE background, the insight applies which has been expressed by David Sankoff: 
"Often it is impossible to stratify according to certain variables which would 
be of great interest in sociolinguistic analysis [...] Nevertheless, if these 
can be measured in the sample, it is perfectly valid to use them as explanatory 
variables in the analysis' (1987: 902). In this subsection attention will, 
however, be restricted to an examination of the internal structure of the 
sample itself with regard to the aforementioned variables. 
First of all, some words need to be said about the way the speaker variables 
autochthony (control variable), geographical mobility (additional independent 
variable), education and occupation (both control variables) were operatione­
le. Cf. MUnatiTBUm'a 19β6ι 122 advlea to collaet nora data on individual apeakar-charactarlatlca in order to 
be in a poaltion to raach (atatiaticallj) mora raliabla azplanationa. 
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llzed on the basis of the definitive data collected by way of the ten ques­
tions. 
For autochthony, there were two sine qua non conditions: to both of the 
questions 
- "where were you raised?", and 
- "where did you go to school?" (only primary education counted) 
the answer had to be 'in Rimburg". 
For the variable part of the factor autochthony, the indicators were ι 
- "where were your parents born and bred?" 
both parents bred in Rimburg - 2, one of both parents bred in Rimburg - 1 
(people neither of whose parents was bred in Rimburg were excluded) 
- "have you always lived in Rimburg?" (military service not included) 
yes - 1, no - 0 
The minimum value for the variable part of this factor is thus 1, the maximum 
is 3. 
For geographical mobility the indicators were: 
- "where did you go to school?' (only secondary education, if any, counted) 
- "where (i.e. in which places) have you worked?" 
- "where does your wife (or, in the case of 5 'younger' speakers: girlfriend) 
come from?" 
- "have you always lived in Rimburg?' (military service again not included) 
For all places that were mentioned in the answers to these questions, the 
geographical distance (in kilometres) to Rimburg was determined. The distance 
to the place of the secondary school was counted twice, because exposure to 
other dialects in adolescence is considered to be of more importance than in 
adulthood. The same holds, mutatis mutandis, for relevant answers to the last 
question, i.e. in case a speaker lived elsewhere during his adolescence. Now on 
the basis of (1) the distance from Rimburg to the places mentioned in the 
answers to the above questions and (2) doubling the number of kilometres from 
Rimburg in adolescence -to put it succinctly-, two indexes were constructed by 
simple addition. In both indexes, the places west of the Benrath line have a 
special status because this isogloss demarcates the A-type (i.e. the 'true' 
Ripuarian) dialects, to which group the one spoken in Rimburg belongs, in 
contrast to the dialects spoken in Waubach and the Groenstraat, the two other 
old parts of Ubach over Worms (see Ch. 2 above). For the construction of the 
first index ('a'), the number of kilometres west of the Benrath line were 
doubled - even if they had already been doubled because of adolescence. For the 
second index ('b'), only the kilometres west of this isogloss bundle (which 
were not doubled this time) were added up. Finally, on the basis of the total 
amount of relevant kilometres for each individual speaker, per index the rank-
order of all speakers was determined. The value 1 was assigned to the least 
mobile of all speakers, all other speakers having higher values; some ties 
occurred in both rankings. 
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The Idea behind working with Indexes for geographical mobility (comparable 
to the dialectological practice of gathering one's material via NORMs, non-
mobile etc.19) has already been mentioned: it has frequently been observed 
that exposure to other dialects in the long run has an effect upon a person's 
dialect use. All types of geographical mobility (moving or commuting because of 
work, study, war etc.) can reduce the homogeneity of dialects (cf. König 1983: 
472). This, in turn, is why in sociolinguistics cities, as places where people 
from different places are in frequent contact, are considered as 'hotbeds' of 
cultural exchange and innovation, and the study of urban dialects has generally 
been given priority. Our indexes for geographical mobility are comparable to 
Ammon's (1973) 'geographical radius of communication' (my paraphrase - FH), and 
they can be considered as the objective counterpart of Mattheier's (1980a, 
1983b) Orteloyalität·, loyalty to the village. In the large-scale 
sociolinguistic investigation carried out in the small village of Erp near 
Cologne, the 'Regionale Mobilität' was established for each of the 650 people 
involved in the survey constituting the initial phase of the investigation. 
This factor concerns commuting only (Kail-Holland 1981: 221 ff.). 
Additional data on the informants' education and occupation were gathered by 
asking the questions: 
- "which type of 8chool(s) have you attended?" 
- "which job(e) do you have c.q. have you had?" 
The two six-point scales on which speakers have been placed on the basis of 
their answer to both questions have been presented in § 4.3.1 above. Both 
variables, the scores of which were stored for each individual speaker, are 
ordinal variables. The SE background of each speaker was determined by adding 
the scores on both scales and dividing the sum by two. 
The speaker variable which is of central importance in our investigation is 
age group. In the study of the internal structure of our sample of speakers, it 
should therefore also play a role. For the analyses we aimed at in this 
connection, however, merely relying upon the three levels of age group that 
were distinguished seemed to be an unnecessary impoverishment of available 
data. Thus in the bivariate analyses of the relationships between the several 
speaker variables in the sample which will be presented here, the ratio 
variable 'years of age' was used instead of age group. 
19. See i 4.3.1 fox a «hort discussion of NORM». 
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aut. 
geogr.m. a 
geogr.m. b 
educ. 
oecup. 
SE backgr. 
age 
.2459 
(.113) 
-.3723 
(.031) 
-.4421 
(.012) 
-.4176 
(.017) 
.3556 
(.037) 
-.1109 
(.295) 
aut. 
-.3639 
(.034) 
-.2857 
(.079) 
-.2706 
(.091) 
-.3796 
(.028) 
-.3812 
(.027) 
geogr.m. a 
.9536 
(.000) 
.3394 
(.045) 
.2055 
(.157) 
.3673 
(.032) 
b 
.2926 
(.073) 
.1676 
(.207) 
.3200 
(.056) 
educ. 
.3659 
(.033) 
.8452 
(.000) 
oecup. 
.7850 
(.000) 
Table 4.2 Correlations between the speaker background variables in the sample 
non-parametric analysis - Spearman's rho; 
between brackets one-tailed probability values are given; 
underscored r_'s are significant for p<.05 
All results are based upon the data for 26 speakers; as was already pointed 
out in the preceding subsection, the necessary data are lacking for one 
speaker. 
Let us first of all consider the variable age. Age holds significant, but 
relatively weak correlations with geographical mobility, education and 
occupation. We feel somewhat relieved to establish that no significant 
correlations hold between age on the one hand and autochthony or SE background 
on the other. This can be seen as an indication (though not as proof) that the 
sample is sufficiently homogeneous for the latter two variables. 
As for the significant correlations: the negative correlation between age 
and education is brought about by the general rise in the mean level of 
educational background of the speakers in our sample: 
Older 2.37 Middle 2.89 Younger 3.44 
This tendency is certainly not specific for Rimburg. After the World War II the 
general level of education in the Netherlands has increased remarkably (cf. Van 
Hout 1989: 268 for the city of Nijmegen). The positive correlation between age 
and occupation, which is weaker, can be explained by the simple fact that a 
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social rise takes time. The negative correlation between age and geographical 
mobility, finally, means that the younger the speaker is, the more mobile he 
will generally be. This finding is interesting in connection with the specific 
object of our study: if dialect levelling occurs, it might be caused (in part, 
at least) by the general increase in geographical mobility. The availability of 
these indexes enabled us to check this hypothesis in all specific cases; we 
will return to this issue in Ch. 9. 
In the column for autochthony we find significant correlations with 
geographical mobility a., occupation and SE background. The negative correlation 
between autochthony and geographical mobility is most probably due to the fact 
that both variables are partly based on the answers to the question "have you 
always lived in Rimburg?', though in opposite ways. An inverse relationship 
between both variables is therefore to be expected. As can be seen throughout 
the above table, geographical mobility a systematically bears stronger 
correlations with the other speaker variables than geographical mobility b. 
Rather remarkable is the negative correlation between autochthony and occupa­
tional level - although the coefficients are far from high. Anyway, this 
finding means that the weaker one's binding to Rimburg is, the higher his 
occupational level will generally be. This, too, can in part be explained by 
the fact that the index for autochthony is partly based upon the question "have 
you always lived in Rimburg?". Since the range of job possibilities in Rimburg 
is not very wide, the chances that one has to commute increase according to 
one's occupational level. The negative correlation between autochthony and SE 
background, finally, must be explained by the fact that SE background is based 
for one half upon occupational level. 
In the column for geographical mobility a significant correlations can be 
found with geographical mobility Ъ, educational level and SE background. The 
very high positive correlation between our two indexes for geographical 
mobility is to be expected in view of the many similarities in content and 
construction between the two variables. The (modest) positive correlation 
between geographical mobility a, and educational level can to a great extent be 
understood in the light of the fact that there are no schools for secondary or 
higher education in Rimburg. It is, however, more than remarkable that no 
significant (positive) correlation exists between geographical mobility 
(neither a. nor b) and occupational level. Of course, the lack of such inter­
twining ultimately frees the design of our investigation of too much comple­
xity. On the other hand, we should keep in mind that we may be dealing with a 
'restriction of range' effect; after all, only a certain part of the total 
range of occupational levels is represented in our speaker sample. The weak 
positive correlation between geographical mobility and SE background can again 
be explained for a good part by the fact that our index for SE background is to 
a high degree based upon the scale for educational level. 
The significant, though relatively weak, positive correlation between 
educational and occupational level is again a very general phenomenon and needs 
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no further explanation. The possibility that the weakness of the relationship 
is a 'restriction of range' effect exists a fortiori in the case of the 
variables educational and occupational level. The high positive correlation 
between both education and occupation on the one hand and SE background on the 
other is, again, due to the way in which the latter index was constructed from 
the former two. 
The general impression of the internal structure of our sample regarding the 
eight speaker background variables is that it seems indeed reasonably homo-
geneous for autochthony and SE background. In addition, we can conclude that 
the interrelationships between the speaker background variables in the sample 
are either due to 
- the fact that some indexes were constructed partly on the basis of the same 
data (so that the correlations concerned are artefacts), or to 
- general tendencies, i.e. circumstances or developments which are not specific 
to Rimburg, or to 
- characteristics of the small village of Rimburg itself. The positive 
correlation between geographical mobility and educational level can certainly 
in part be put down to the absence of secondary (or higher-level) schools in 
Rimburg, and an essential element in the explanation for the negative corre-
lation between autochthony and occupational level is the fact that the general 
range (on the scale for occupational level) of the jobs available in Rimburg is 
relatively limited. In view of these two facts, it is no surprise that 
geographical mobility is increasing, witness the significant negative corre-
lations between age and geographical mobility. 
The fact that certain relations of speaker background variables require the 
third type of explanation most probably means that our sample reflects 
essential aspects of present-day life in general in Rimburg. 
4.4 The collection of the speech material 
In answer to the question "What is to be sampled?" in sociolinguistic 
research, David Sankoff (1987: 900) mentions speakers on the one hand and 
interactional situations on the other. He then signals the dilemma that, for 
practical reasons, it is usually not possible to combine representative 
sampling of both dimensions in one corpus. "One compromise, then, is to use a 
speaker-based sample, but to sacrifice a large enough proportion of the 
affordable sample size to enable sufficient interactional diversity to be built 
into the corpus, without worrying about strict representativeness at this 
level" 20. This is roughly what was done in the present study. 
The corpus of recordings made for our investigation consists of elicited 
dialect use as well as conversations in a range of interactional situations. 
20. D. Sankoff 1987: 900. Sea alas Poplack 1989: 429. 
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This approach was chosen to test hypothesis III (see Ch. 1 and $ 4.1) and to 
avoid another dilemma. Ellcltatlon enables one to standardize both the 
collection and the analysis of the material, thus reducing the time investment 
(Menge 1983: 545). Applying ellcltatlon techniques can more or less guarantee 
the desired amount of observations for all LVs of interest for all individual 
speakers. Moreover, the recording technique can be perfected. It has, however, 
the disadvantage that it furnishes 'unnatural' material. Assuming that 
ellcltatlon may provide insight into a speaker's competence (at least more 
directly than spontaneous speech does), one additional disadvantage becomes 
obvious: ellcltatlon may cause the instantaneous reactivation of half-forgotten 
linguistic skills. Spontaneous speech, on the other hand, is a more natural 
reflection of ordinary language use. Its disadvantages are predictable: 
analysis can be very time-consuming, certain LVs may be lacking or be used too 
infrequently (largely depending on the feature studied), and technically the 
quality can be poor. 
The recordings for both the ellcltatlon sessions and the conversations took 
place at the informants' homes. For the informants this was, of course, very 
practical; in quite a few cases it increased their willingness to cooperate, 
and it most probably increased complaisance during the recordings themselves. 
On the other hand the sound quality did not benefit from this decision, but 
this consideration appeared to be of far less importance, the more so as the 
investigation did not have a phonetic aim. Indeed, only few problems were 
encountered during the analyses which were due to the fact that the recordings 
were not made in a studio. 
For the ellcltatlon, resulting in 'primary data' i.e. speech produced with 
explicit attention to the isolated forms or sequences (cf. Hagen's 'normatieve 
monitoring' - 1981: 54 ff.), there was a long, written list of tasks that the 
speakers had to complete (orally) with extensive help and under the supervision 
of the investigator. As a matter of course, in collecting the spontaneous 
material21, no written prompting was used, since it was obtained through con-
versations in interactional situations of several kinds. For the sake of the 
collection of spontaneous speech material, each individual speaker in our 
sample was subjected to two different interactional situations: in-group- and 
out-group-contact. In all, for each of the 27 speakers, three recordings were 
made. 
The variety of material that was obtained for this research has the 
additional advantage that Labov called 'the principle of convergence'. This 
principle says that "the value of new data for confirming and interpreting old 
data is directly proportional to the differences in the methods used to gather 
it' (Labov 1972b: 102). Rickford pointed to and demonstrated the methodological 
importance of 'repeated recordings' (and of systematic ellcltatlon of the 
21. Th« diatinction between 'priaary' end epontaneone aaterlal la dlacuaaed by KBnig 1983t 478, aaong othera. 
A number of Important Inalghta Into data collection In dialectology are provided by Mattheler (1983al 
615 ff.). 
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speakers' intuitions) for sociolinguistic research. Their surplus value 
increases when different interlocutors are involved, since "varying the 
interlocutors and audience in repeated recordings is likely to result in a 
richer harvest of the informant's linguistic range than varying the topic 
alone" (1987: 167). 
In the next subsections, information will be given on the elicitation 
sessions (S 4.4.1) and the group conversations (§ 4.4.2). In S 4.4.3 that part 
of the design will be presented that is relevant to the question which 
hypotheses can be tested on the basis of which material. 
4.4.1 The structured elicitation 
As a try-out, the battery of tests designed to elicit realizations of each 
of the twenty LVs in specific linguistic contexts were administered to 9 (3 of 
each age group) speakers of the Rimburg dialect, who for some reason or another 
were excluded from the investigation as such (cf. S 4.3.2). This enabled us to 
correct some inadequacies and to refine tasks. It also allowed us to refine 
certain organizational aspects of the procedure. 
The definitive version, administered with each speaker individually, 
contained the following types of tasks, which were all presented in written 
form: 
1. the translation of sentences from the standard language into the dialect; 
2. the translation of a single word from the standard language into the 
dialect, and using it in a sentence in the dialect; 
3. idem, but here the standard variant of the word at stake was not presented 
in the correct conjugational or inflectional form - its dialect equivalent 
should be given in the 'right' morphological shape; 
4. reading out sentences written in the dialect; 
5. the syntactic transformation of sentences written in the dialect; 
6. giving antonyms ; 
7. giving diminutive and plural forms of nouns presented in the dialect; 
8. finally, there was one small perception task, in which the informants had to 
translate short sentences spoken by the investigator into the standard 
language. 
Most of the stimuli were written in the dialect, to preclude possible 'verna-
cular shifting', i.e. the irregular and unsystematic shifting towards the 
superordinate standard which may occur in a formal (e.g. test) situation. In 
extreme cases, translation from the standard language may either cause 
interference or the use of hyperdialectalisms22. One type of task was adminis-
tered without written stimuli whatsoever, namely 
9. counting, which the speakers were asked to do at the beginning of the 
session, so as to enable the investigator to perform a microphone-test (which 
22. Labov 1972*1 213 and 1972b: 111. Cf. also Muysken 1986: 289. 
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was actually carried out, by the way, but usually took very little time). 
Cardinal numbers contain many LVs as well. 
With respect to the subjunctive and expletive er, task 1 (sentence trans­
lation) was used. In the tasks concerned, however, the 'stimulus' sentences 
were presented both in Dutch and in German (which is understood by everybody in 
this village on the German border). This was done in order to reduce any 
effects from standard Dutch grammar, which differs from that of the dialect. As 
will be pointed out in Ch. 5, traditionally the dialect has the German-type 
syntax in these cases. The order (Dutch - German, or German - Dutch) was 
systemically varied to exclude an additional effect. 
In all cases except one, where the task consisted of translating, the 
largest part of the dialect equivalent of the entire sentence was already given 
(in written form) in the dialect on the form. 
In order to reduce task-specific effects, realizations of each LV were 
elicited with at least two different types of task. Most tasks elicited several 
LVs. Within each of these, the order of the LVs involved was randomized. 
Moreover, many tasks contained distractor elements. In a few of the tasks used 
for the elicitation of phonological variables (especially in tasks of the types 
2, 3 and 5), blanks in the sentence which served as a model for the 'response' 
served to divert attention from the dialect feature aimed at. 
Preceding each separate task, the form contained a very brief description of 
the procedure as well as two examples. Both the description and the examples 
were elucidated verbally by the investigator - in the dialect of course. By way 
of illustration we include all items to elicit use or non-use of the 'Ach-laut' 
allophony rule in the Appendix. 
Preceding the entire session, extensive instruction was given orally by the 
investigator (who used a check-list to ensure that no single point was 
forgotten). This instruction proceeded roughly as follows ι 
- 'the form is 19 pages long and it includes 22 parts; 
- on the average it takes about an hour, but please proceed at your own speed; 
I don't mind about 10 minutes more or less; 
- in the 22 parts in the form there are several types of task, namely [1 to 8 
in the above list]; 
- every task should be performed orally; I will record everything; each single 
part is preceded by two examples, and I'll tell you exactly what you are 
expected to do; 
- this is not a school: the notions 'correct' or 'incorrect' do not apply, so 
do not think this is a test; 
- there is nothing in these tasks that you, as a speaker of the dialect, are 
not capable of; 
- actually the whole thing is quite easy; still, if something is not clear, 
please tell me imnediately; 
- before you respond, please look carefully and at your leisure at each single 
word or sentence; 
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- as you know, I am interested in the Rimburg dialect, the way it sounds and 
the way that it changes; therefore, I would like you to speak as you always do 
to your wife (or girlfriend) and friends; 
- it may happen that I spelled words differently than you would pronounce them; 
in that case, please feel free to correct me; 
- it was not easy for me to write in the dialect; for you, as for everyone, it 
will most probably be unusual to read in the dialect; therefore I advice you 
once more: take your time before you respond; if necessary, I'll read it out 
for you". 
All types of task with which realizations of the 20 LVs were elicited are 
what applied linguists would call 'indirect discrete-point' tests. "A direct 
test samples directly from the behavior to be evaluated in the natural setting. 
An indirect test is more contrived and non-naturalistic. [···] A discrete-point 
test analyzes proficiency or achievement into its atomic components and then 
tests each component separately" (Oxford 1982! 121). Its opposite, which is 
used to assess general proficiency, is labelled 'integrative' test. One of the 
additional advantages of the indirect discrete-point test-type is the fact that 
the realizations of the LVs are easily detectable in the material. 
As Spolsky sees it, for sociolinguists discrete-point teste "are most likely 
to be useful in eliciting specific forms and they are most generally used in 
studies of a specific dialect; because of the formality of their administration 
and because they focus attention on the feature being tested, they elicit 
formal normative use." (1987: 934). In the case of an originally rural dialect 
such as the one spoken in Rimburg, however, 'normative' seems to have another 
meaning than is typically the case with respect to the -usually stylistic-
variation within a standard language. During the elicitation sessions, many 
speakers in our sample appeared to be inclined to refer to the way the dialect 
was spoken "in former days". Therefore it is conceivable that our elicitation 
techniques in a way appealed to the 'oldest' competence in the dialect that the 
speakers could mobilize. 
Structured elicitation plays another role in our investigation than the 
reading tasks in e.g. Labov's classic studies or Van Hout's (1989) investiga-
tion. In the latter cases situations were studied of stylistically meaningful 
variation between (what is left of) an urban dialect on the one hand and the 
standard language on the other. Reading tasks, involving passages of connected 
prose, word lists and minimal pairs, all written in the standard language, are 
used to trigger the most careful (typically at the same time the most standard-
like) variants on the style continuum. In the Rimburg situation, however, there 
is no such thing as one, single style continuum between the dialect and the 
standard language, since the structural distance is too big, involving salient 
non-continuous formal differences in all grammatical components. In many cases, 
there is something resembling "a sharp discontinuity between the local 
vernacular and any recognizable supra-local spoken norm" (Milroy 1987: 118). In 
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our Investigation the ellcltation tasks, performed on the basis of 'stimuli' 
most of which were written In the dialect, were not designed to capture a 
certain part of existing stylistic variation. Instead, they were meant to 
guarantee a certain minimum amount of realizations of each LV. 
As was pointed out in S 4.3.3, after the ellcltation session was finished, 
each speaker was asked ten questions concerning his 'socio-biographical' 
background. In almost all cases, the answers to these questions produced 5 to 
15 minutes of spontaneous speech, in which one or several of the items 
addressed in the questions led to digressions on a range of more or less 
related topics. 
4.4.2 The conversations 
One of the phenomena threatening the external validity of any investiga­
tion23 is known as the Hawthorne effect. This term is used to refer to a range 
of effects which are caused by a subject's knowledge that he is participating 
in an experiment.24 Specific factors which may influence the behaviour of the 
subjects (in this case of the speakers) are 
- situational cues which may convey the purpose of the study to the subject: 
- "the anxiety that might be generated by participation in an experiment"; 
- social desirability, i.e. 'the subject's motivation to do 'the right thing", 
and the well-known 
- placebo effect (Huck et al. 1974: 265-66). 
A closely related threat to external validity is termed the experimenter or 
Rosenthal effect, brought about unintentionally by active or passive effects 
(Huck et al. 1974: 266). One may view the Hawthorne complex and the ex­
perimenter effect as very similar, the main difference being one of perspec­
tive. 
As to the experimenter effect. Macha (1985! 123-24) summarizes a re-analysis 
of data from a 'Dialekt-zensus' carried out in Bavaria, a region with dialects 
which differ strongly from the German standard language. The response (N-=934) 
to a question regarding the evaluation of speaking standard language is shown 
to be heavily dependent upon the code-choice of the interviewer. In case the 
interviewer spoke standard language, the majority (57.7Z of 247) of the 
respondents agreed with the claim that the standard language allows one to 
express oneself better than the dialect does; however, 67.7Z of the 687 
respondents who were addressed in the dialect disagreed with the same claim. 
Macha interprets the respondents' behaviour as an accommodation strategy. That 
this type of behaviour can be very complicated is shown by Trudgill (1986: 
23. Tbrafttenlng eapeclally th· «eological validity, which eoncama "tba ganaraliaation of tha raaulca to 
othar aattinga or anvironBantal conditiooa aimilar to tha ажрагішадоаі aatting or condition" (Buck at al. 
19741 258). 
24. Cf. alao Hurray 19851 327. 
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5-9). Re-analysis of hls own degree of t-deletion In interviewing for his 
Norwich study shows that the Interviewer himself can in turn acconmodate to, or 
even anticipate, the behaviour of the interviewees. In the case of the 
realization of another variable, '(a:)', the interviewer did not accommodate, 
however. 
A specific manifestation of the Hawthorne or experimenter types of effect ie 
known as the 'observer's paradox': "to obtain the data most important for 
linguistic theory, we have to observe how people speak when they are not being 
observed" (Labov 1972b: 113). Several techniques have been developed to reduce 
this 'reactivity'-effect as much as possible, one of them being recording 
groups of speakers rather than individuals. This has also been done in the 
first of the two phases in the collection of spontaneous dialect use for the 
present study. 
In these so-called ' in-eroup'-conversations. three speakers of the same age 
group participated. The nine representatives of each age group were therefore 
divided into three groups, making nine groups in all. Each of these groups was 
composed such that their members knew one another; many of them were even 
friends. On an agreed day and time (in 7 of 9 cases in the evening) the members 
of each single group and the investigator gathered in the house of one of the 
speakers, and after about half an hour the recorder was switched on for about 
an hour. The atmosphere during all recordings was relaxed and friendly (among 
other things because of a nearly constant supply of coffee and other drinks), 
and the conversations generally bore a highly unconstrained and natural 
character. The role of the investigator during these conversations was limited 
to that of participant observer. The investigator confined himself as much as 
possible to 
- reactions to things said directly to him, and 
- occasional attempts to involve speakers who for some reason or another did 
not sufficiently participate in the conversation. 
The second of the two phases in the collection of spontaneous speech 
material consisted in the recording of 'out-group'-conversations. In these 
conversations each speaker was confronted individually with a speaker of 
another variety. The varieties involved were 
- the Waubach / Groenstraat dialect (represented by the investigator), i.e. the 
part of the Ubach over Worms dlasystem which, in contrast to the Rimburg 
dialect, is part of the B-dialects, the dialects spoken in the transition zone 
Ripuarian - East-Limburg, 
- the Sittard dialect (spoken by Jos Schumans, at that time a colleague of the 
investigator, who worked as an applied linguist at Nijmegen University), 
representing the East-Limburg dialect-type (C), and 
- the regional variety of the standard language. This variety is characterized 
by interference of certain dialect features of the C-type, mainly -but not 
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1985b: 127-28). This variety was represented by Henk Mllnetermann (also at that 
time a colleague of the investigator, working at the Institute of Dialectology 
as well), a native of Heerlen, but not a dialect speaker. 
The three interlocutors were of nearly the same age, namely around thirty at 
the time of the recordings. 
With respect to the regional standard some comments are in order. According 
to our hypothesis III, the long-term process of dialect levelling is reflected 
in the short-term phenomenon of accommodation (Ch. 1). Accommodation as such 
may well be determined by the distance between the speaker's dialect and the 
contact variety, i.e. the variety spoken by the interlocutor (§ 4.1). Of the 
three contact varieties chosen, the standard language is the most distant, so 
accommodation is predicted to be largest in situations of contact between 
dialect speakers and a speaker of the standard language. To ensure that our 
speakers would still speak dialect in such a contact situation (a type of 
behaviour which is by no means uncommon in the region23), their interlocutor 
had to show somehow that he is a native of the same region. Occasionally 
larding one's standard production with dialect features is the proper way to do 
so, and a very common one in the Mine District at that. 
The 27 dialect speakers in our sample were divided over the three out-group 
contact situations (henceforthi 'out-group conditions'). The planning was that 
the three speakers of each single 'in-group' would be assigned to a different 
out-group condition. Since, however, 27 speakers plus 3 interlocutors makes 30 
people, all with their own programmes, this could not be realized. In one case 
(in the 'middle' age group), all three members of one in-group were assigned 
the same out-group condition; in six cases the members of one in-group were 
assigned to two different out-group conditions, and in two cases the original 
planning, to assign'the three members of one in-group to all three out-group 
conditions, could be realized. In any case, in eight out of nine cases the 
members of the same in-group were assigned to more than one out-group condi­
tion. Moreover, and most importantly, three representatives of all three age 
groups were exposed to each of the three out-group conditions. 
Visually, the distribution of the speakers over the three phases in the 
collection of the speech material (including the three out-group conditions, 
labelled C2, C3, C4) looks as follows: 
25. Early * evidence' La tha cffloiiantary aeconpanying tha anaver by tba Heerlen Lnfonanc to quaation 4 of the 
written DC-queatlonnaira (aee 9 4.2.2 above - Cantraal Bureau etc.) #8 from the year 19Э9. In thla comantary 
tha Informant wrote that eapecially boya almoat alvaya apoke dialect, even at aacondary achoola and even to 
fellow pupila who did not apeak It. 
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age 
group 
sprs. 
20-30 
40-50 
60-75 
type of material 
directed 
indiv. 
struct. 
Elicit. 
9 
9 
9 
not directed 
interactional 
interloc. 
- In-group 
Rimburg 
CI 
9 
9 
9 
interlocutor 
- Out-group 
Gr./Waubach 
C2 
3 
3 
3 
Sittard 
C3 
3 
3 
3 
region. 
stand.1. 
C4 
3 
3 
3 
Table 4.3 The distribution of the 27 speakers over the three phases in 
the collection of the material: structured elicitation, in-group and out-
group conversations 
Several things remain to be said about the out-group conversations. First, 
the conversations in C3 and C4 were started off by the investigator, who 
introduced the speaker and the interlocutor to one another. The speaker was 
informed about the fact that his interlocutor was a colleague of the investi­
gator and that he was born and bred in Sittard (or Heerlen). For C4, it was 
furthermore pointed out that the interlocutor did not speak dialect himself but 
that he understood it very well. Finally the speaker was (once more) briefly 
informed about the aim of this last recording. This short introduction had 
still another, hidden goal. Since the introduction by the investigator was 
performed in the dialect, it was also indirectly made clear to the informants 
that their interlocutor understood the Ubach over Worms dialects. 
During the ensuing conversation between the speaker and the interlocutor in 
C3 and C4, the investigator's role again consisted mainly of observation. The 
presence of the investigator, as a speaker of one of the Ubach over Worms 
dialects, was functional, however: it was assumed that the investigator would 
function as a sort of 'point of reference' with respect to the speaker's code-
use. This strategy has been successfully applied in the design of an experiment 
by Douglas-Cowie, in which "the other local person is auditor. Her presence 
should inhibit the extent of the speaker's shift towards the outside addressee" 
(Bell 1984: 200). 
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Before the recordings, the Interlocutors in C3 and C4 had received an 
extensive list, with information about the specific aim of the sessions, things 
they should or should not do, directions regarding the content of the conver­
sation, and a schedule of the sessions. The interlocutors were asked to behave 
as a sounding-board, with a different, or no active dialect background, 
respectively. They were instructed to talk in order to confront the speaker 
with another dialect (or the regional standard), and not to converge towards 
the dialect of the speaker. They should, however, only talk to ensure that the 
speaker would not 'dry up' verbally. They were prepared for the fact that the 
investigator would remain outside the conversation as much as possible. 
Among the things the interlocutors were asked to do were: 
- to 'convince the speaker by such total attention that what he is saying is 
profoundly interesting to the listener' (Labov 1966: 94), without being 
'sugary'¡ 
- with respect to content, to take into account the age of the speaker; 
- with respect to the structure of the content, to avoid introducing another 
(sub)theme when the speaker was still talking; 
- to avoid asking yes/no-questions; 
- to ask questions regarding personal experiences with / opinions about / 
emotions regarding the subject at issue; 
- to pay absolutely no explicit attention to the fact that there was a 
difference in linguistic background between speaker and interlocutor. 
With respect to the subject of conversation, the interlocutors were asked 
- to choose a theme for each individual speaker, on the basis of the informa-
tion in the schedule (see below), and 
- to introduce and dwell upon the theme 'carnival'. The recordings took place 
around carnival time, which is traditionally celebrated in this catholic 
region. So 'carnival' would be a very natural theme to talk about. Moreover, it 
is a topic of general interest, so even the people who intended not to 
participate in any festivities could take part in the conversation. Everybody 
can talk about how carnival has changed, about the way it is celebrated in 
other parts of the country, about specific carnival songs, the Rimburg carnival 
activities (the pageant, specific local activities, the carnival-club), etc. A 
final reason to consider carnival as a good theme, is the fact that it is 
associated with the dialect; all authentic songs are sung in some local 
dialect, and most of them deal with specific local issues. 
The schedule, finally, contained information about the day and time of the 
several recording sessione and the speakers to be encountered. With respect to 
the speakers, general information was included concerning name, age, profession 
and fields of interest or involvement. These were extracted mainly from the 5 
to IS minutes of spontaneous speech triggered by the ten questions on aspects 
of 'socio-biographical' background, which were asked after the elicitation 
session. In some cases, the schedule also contained impressions regarding 
salient character traits. 
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Of course, mutatis mutandis, in the relevant respects the CZ-conversations 
also satisfied the several requirements discussed here. 
During the conversations, all speakers spoke dialect. One of the nine 
speakers in the C4 sessions initially said to have some problems in talking 
dialect to a standard speaking interlocutor; indeed, during the first ten 
minutes or so his linguistic behaviour showed frequent code-switching, but 
during the remaining part of the recording he spoke dialect. None of the other 
speakers who figured in any of the out-group recordings appeared to experience 
such problems - thanks to the effective and highly natural way the inter-
locutors functioned, as well as the fact that generally these types of contact 
situation are common in the Mine District. Our out-group conditions cannot be 
considered as a new experience for the people in the sample. In answer to the 
question concerning general dialect use, asked at the end of the elicitation 
session, one of the speakers thus commented upon what we labelled the C4 type 
of situation: 
"that's a habit. When X just simply speak dialect to them, then I don't 
mind if they talk Dutch to me, I don't care' 
(inf. 39 - my translation, FH) 
With respect to interaction as well as to contents, the out-group conver-
sations, which took some 40 to 60 minutes, are generally rather unrestrained. 
Still, as Menge (1983: 545) remarks, even recordings in which the speaker's 
dialect use is not elicited, i.e. in loose or 'casual' conversations, must be 
regarded as 'experimental' situations, among other things because the recording 
session is usually the first time the speaker and his interlocutor meet. Seen 
from this perspective, the in-group recordings constitute the most lifelike 
material in our corpus, since the dialect speakers knew each other. 
A methodologically weak point in the design of the out-group conditions is 
the fact that in C3 and C4 the speakers were confronted with two people (even 
though one of them -the investigator- did not participate significantly), 
whereas in C2 the speakers talked to one person only. This objection was 
overcome partly, because in C3 and C4 the investigator, who played the role of 
auditor, left for about 5 minutes "to go to the toilet". 
Well over four months passed between the first elicitation session (recorded 
November 19, 1986) and the last out-group recording (March 29, 1987). In all, 
we recorded some 64 hours of dialect use. 
4.4.3 Speech material, independent variables and hypothesis-testing; more on 
the design of the investigation 
In § 4.1 independent variables were derived from the operationalizations of 
the hypotheses deduced from the sociolinguistic model. In this subsection we 
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will briefly consider the question which of the independent variables figure in 
which parts of the corpus of material collected. This will enable us to 
determine which hypotheses can be tested with which part of the material. 
The independent variables in our study are 
a. the age group of the speakers, assuming the values Older, Middle and 
Younger ; 
b. the contact situation, with the values I. (- CI) and 0 (- C2, C3, C4); 
c. the geographical spread of the LVs, with the values A < В < C; 
d. the linguistic dimensions, which differ from LV to LV. 
With the exception of (b), all independent variables are present in all three 
subcorpora. This variable 'contact situation' is systematically varied in the 
non-directed material. 
Dialect levelling is operationalized as a significant decrease in structural 
variation in apparent time; this is a sine qua non with respect to levelling in 
relation with the other parameters mentioned in the three hypotheses. Since all 
three types of speech material were collected for the three age groups, this 
essential condition can in principle be met throughout the entire corpus. 
Testing the first hypothesis, which says that dialect levelling affects 
variation on the dialect - standard language level as well as variation of the 
interdialectal type, requires comparison of the levelling of dialect features 
that distinguish the dialect from the standard language (А, В and C) with the 
levelling of features that distinguish dialects (A and B, and A, respectively). 
This can be tested in all three types of speech material. 
According to our second hypothesis, dialect levelling is gradual in 
linguistic as well as in extralinguistic respects. The extralinguistic 
parameters are time and space. As we saw, time is represented in the three age 
groups in all three subcorpora. Our operationalization of geographical space as 
areal spread of the dialect features (A < В < С) is also present in all three 
subcorpora. As for this extralinguistic variable, the second hypothesis can 
therefore be tested in all three subcorpora as well. The linguistic dimensions 
along which dialect levelling is claimed to proceed gradually are for the most 
part specific to each dialect feature. The elicited material was structured in 
such a way that it permitted testing (in the 'indirect discrete point' way) of 
the part of hypothesis II which claims that dialect levelling is linguistically 
context-sensitive. Obtaining sufficient realizations of the LVs in the relevant 
linguistic environments (or conditions) in the 'direct integrative' materials I, 
and 0, simply requires patience and some luck, so that we can say that in all 
three respects hypothesis II can also be tested in all three subcorpora. 
The third hypothesis claims that dialect levelling is foreshadowed in 
accommodation. As was pointed out already, apparent time indications of the 
process of dialect levelling can in principle be detected in all three 
subcorpora, since they all contain the independent variable age group of the 
speakers (a above). Studying accommodation requires comparison of day-to-day 
dialect use among speakers of the same dialect with dialect use realized in 
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contact situations. In the two subcorpora of conversational dialect, the 
variety that the speakers were exposed to (b above) is systematically varied. 
In those parts of the corpus we can look for accommodation on 
- a 'global' level ι we predict more frequent use of dialect features in 1 than 
in 0, and if this turns out to be the case, accommodation can be studied on 
- a more specific level, by relating it to the contact variety: C2, C3 and C4. 
Testing the third hypothesis, which comes down to comparing patterns of dialect 
levelling with those of accommodation, is thus possible in the non-directed, 
conversational speech data. 
In short, hypotheses I and II can be tested in all three types of data. 
Hypothesis III can only be studied in the non-directed speech data, since this 
is the only part of the corpus in which all relevant factors are varied 
independently. 
4.5 Analyses: from recorded speech material to data 
Analysing the three types of material was a very labour-intensive and time-
consuming part of the present investigation. This has two causes. First, the 
amount of material was relatively large; second, the analyses consisted of 
several steps. The end product of this part of the investigation are 'the 
data'. For the major part the data assume numerical form. In this last section 
of the chapter we will briefly describe the most important steps in the 
analyses. 
4.5.1 The selection of samples of spontaneous speech 
The standardized elicitation procedures were designed so as to ensure 
sufficient and easily detectable realizations of the several LVs by each 
individual speaker. The conversational dialect use, recorded in situations of 
in-group and out-group contact, did not allow such direct analysis. In order to 
analyse these two types of spontaneous dialect use, the number of realizations 
of the selected LVs needed had to be traced from among the entirety of speech 
"in the natural setting"26. Before we could do so, from each single recording, 
samples had to be selected for analysis. To this end, protocols were made of 
all 9 + 2 7 conversations. 
These protocols consisted of theme and sub-theme(s), relative participation 
of all persons involved (including occasional 'third persons' entering the room 
etc.), the degree of involvement of the speaker(s) in what he was (they were) 
talking about, fragments with frequent interruptions or, conversely, long 
periods of silence, instances of frequent code-switching, and dramatic changes 
in the sound quality - along with the counter numbers on the tape. On the basis 
of this information the samples to be analysed were chosen. 
26. Oxford's 1982: 121 ff. Miraci integrative' test. Cf. (S 4.4.1 and 4.4.3 above. 
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The central criterion for selection was interaction. We chose samples 
characterized by a reasonably equal distribution of conversational turns and 
contributions to ensure sufficient Output' of each individual speaker, and to 
meet the requirement that the output be essentially 'interactional' (and thus 
more or less natural) speech. 
With respect to the out-group conversations, a further criterion concerned 
the contenti to guarantee a certain comparability of the 27 recordings, the 
theme 'carnival' had always been introduced27. From all out-group recordings 
in principle the parts where 'carnival' was discussed was therefore included in 
the selection. 
Moreover, in C3 and C4 (the recordings in which speakers were confronted 
with an interlocutor speaking Sittard dialect or regional standard language) 
those parts of the conversation in which the investigator was clearly involved 
verbally were excluded. The part in which he 'went to the toilet" was always 
included. Restricting the analyses of the C3 and C4 conversations to the parts 
in which the investigator was not involved was a specific operationalization of 
the 'interaction' criterion. 
4.5.2 Decisions on more specific levels 
In the preceding subsection we briefly presented the most important general 
procedures adopted to select samples of speech from the subcorpora containing 
conversational dialect use for analysis. In the present subsection we will 
briefly point out some general decisions with respect to the analyses proper of 
the speech material in all three subcorpora. 
* In the elicited material, speakers sometimes hesitated and gave several 
variants. In such cases only the variant that was given last was scored, with 
the exception of the LV subjunctive. However, 'unintended' realizations of the 
LV at issue at a certain point in the elicitation were scored in case the 
definitive variant constituted a 'missing value' with respect to the LV. In 
these cases a response typically takes the form 
"we usually don't say [x], but [y]" 
For example: 
"we usually don't say [ j ^ a t ] , but [ t a i n ] " 
or 
•I never say [ j ^ e i l a ] , but [ко.рэ]" 
27. Othar rernaon« a · vai l aa a ranga of poaaibla aub-thaaaa bava baan aimarlftd in I 4.4.2 abova. 
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with the dialect and standard lexical variants of 'garden' and 'to buy', 
respectively. 
If [y], in contrast with [i], was not relevant to the LV involved, [x] was 
scored. 
* In all three types of material, only clear cases were scored; in case a 
realization was not clear (due to e.g. an interruption, 'sloppy' articulation, 
insufficient understanding), it was left out of analysis. 
In the relatively few cases in which it could not be determined whether a 
certain realization was part of a stretch of speech produced in the dialect (in 
case of a possible insertion of non-integrated elements or rules from another 
variety, code-mixing or -switching), it was likewise excluded from analysis. 
Processes of linguistic change incidentally appear to obscure the picture in 
this respect: phenomena which cannot be considered to belong to the dialect of 
certain (say older) speakers may very well have become part of the dialect of 
other (younger) speakers. Moreover, switching or mixing are often gradual, in 
that dialect and (usually) standard language are not directly juxtaposed; 
rather the transition is made in several steps (cf. Hinskens 1983: 181; 1985a: 
142). Our approach was also rather severe in this respect, in that possibly 
doubtful cases were excluded. 
Excluded from the analyses were also the few cases in which it was not clear 
whether or not a specific element (usually a morpheme) fell within the scope of 
a certain LV - in other words whether or not it was part of the 'virtual 
potential', in Van Hout's (1989: 143) terminology. This problem seems of 
significance only to lexicalized rules. 
* The LVs were selected, labelled and analysed in such a way that the variants 
were not in complementary distribution. 
In accordance with the view that each linguistic level constitutes "one of 
the 'environments' of other linguistic levels, in the terminology of general 
systems theory, the environment always representing a potentially disruptive 
influence on a system* (M. Harris 1982: 11), and in order to test hypothesis 
II, the use of almost all LVs has been analysed in a variety of environments. 
In almost all cases the relevant environments, or linguistic conditions as we 
will call them from now on, were defined as values of several linguistic 
dimensions. 
Further remarks regarding the analysis of the use of specific LVs in our 
corpus will be made in Chs. 5 and 8. 
4.5.3 Transcription, levels of measurement and quantification 
As a first step in the analysis proper of the speech material in the three 
subcorpora, transcriptions were made of the informants' speech, except where 
direct scoring was unproblematic (as in the case of the LVs in the morpho-
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syntactic subcomponent). Thus, a part of the realizations of the LVs in the 
elicited material was directly scored, while the other part was first trans­
cribed and then scored. All realizations of the relevant LVs in the in-group 
and out-group material were analysed in the latter way: first transcription, 
then scoring. 
The unit of transcription was the word; in the elicited material, parti­
cularly words in the realization of which several LVs are relevant were 
transcribed. The transcription system used was the International Phonetic 
Alphabet, and the transcription of the relevant words can be characterized as 
broad ('phonemic') but naturalistic, especially with respect to the variant(s) 
used by the speakers. Since our investigation does not aim at exploration but 
rather at testing specific hypotheses, 'a selective transcription' was felt to 
be "more useful than a detailed one" (Milroy 1987: 117 - cf. the assumption 
labelled 'Irrelevance of Phonetics' in Labov 1975: 109). Except the phonetic 
realization of the word at stake, the transcriptions also included relevant 
contextual (phonetic/phonological and grammatical) information, needed to 
determine the influence of the linguistic environment. 
With respect to scoring, some remarks should be made. For each separate 
realization of an LV the speaker was assigned '1' in case the (proper) dialect 
variant was used, and '0' in case it was not. However, some LVs do not 
constitute binary or dichotomous variables; this holds very evidently for the 
'Ach-laut' allophony, yi-weakening and the vocalic feature I-lowering. Word-
final t-deletion soon turned out to have an intermediate realization, charac­
terized by what appears to be partial release28. Phonetically, the variants of 
each of these LVs form a continuum. For the sake of the analysis, for each of 
these LVs the continuum was divided into three quasi-discrete positions, each 
with its own value. In the case of these LVs, use of the variant on the 
'dialect-pole' of the continuum was scored as '1' and non-use of the dialect 
variant as '0'; the score '0.5' was reserved for realizations in between29. 
For both the dichotomous and the ordinal/interval LVs a 'missing value', i.e. 
no score was assigned in case the realization either could not be considered as 
a variant of the LV in question or was lacking altogether. 
All in all, per speaker per LV per single realization the possible scores 
are either 0 and 1 or 0, 0.5 and 1. Scoring formed the first step in the 
quantification of the use of the dialect features. The second and last step in 
the process of analysis of the speech material in the three subcorpora will be 
described in the next subsection. 
28. W h a m s tha prasanes of /d/ or /t/ may ba a dlebotoaona pbanomanon phonologlcalLy, t-dalstlon le a aultl-
valuad phanoaanon phonetically (Goaaan 1983l 57). With respect to tha city dialect of Nijmegen, Van Hout 
1987, 1989 approaches 't/d deletion' as a graduai reduction procoos operating on the phonetlc/pbonologlcal 
level and governed by phonetic/phonological factore. In hie analyala, a distinction Is aalntained betveen 
delation and reduction. Ultlvataly, however, for all groups In tha speaker aampla ultra-high positiva 
correlatlona appear to hold between the two Indexée (1989t 183). 
29. Cf. Chambers t Trudgill 19801 61-64. Sea also U n a n n t Naimann 1983: 657 on aaklng pbeoologlcally 
dlatlnotlva featuree quantifiable. 
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4.5.4 The data 
Assigning a score for each single occurrence of an LV is a 'fundamental' 
measurement. In our investigation, 'derived' measurements (Altmann & Grotjahn 
1987: 1028) could then start. To begin with, on the basis of the relevant 
single scores for each single speaker per subcorpus per LV, we calculated the 
proportion 
frequency of use of the dialect feature / frequency of use of the LV 
or, in other words, 
η realizations of the dialect feature / η occurrences of the LV 
Per speaker per corpus per LV these proportions were determined on two 
different levels: overall and in specific lineuistic conditions. These 
proportions30 constitute the raw data that served as the basis for further 
(statistical) analyses, carried out with the aid of the package of computa­
tional facilities SPSSx (SPSS Inc. 1986). The term 'linguistic condition' is 
used here as a cover term for context, environment, function, and the like. A 
set of complementary linguistic conditions we will call a 'linguistic 
dimension'. In S 6.2.1 below we will make these notions more explicit. 
Finally, some remarks should be made in connection with the proportions, and 
especially the denominators (i.e. the number of scores, which form the number 
of occurrences of the LV). 
Per speaker the analysed part of the elicited material that was analysed 
consisted (in principle) of 586 words plus some cardinal numbers31, say around 
600 words. On the basis of the realizations of these 600 words, for each 
speaker 167 proportions of use of the respective dialect features were 
computed, 20 for the overall use of the several LVs and 147 for the use of the 
LVs in specific linguistic conditions. In these latter proportions the 
denominators, i.e. the number of occurrences of the LV, ranged from 4 to 81, 
with a mean of 9.16. On the overall level the denominators are, of course, many 
times larger. 
As was pointed out, also for the speech in the two conversations, per 
speaker per LV we calculated the proportion of use of the dialect features on 
the overall level as well as in specific linguistic conditions. In the case of 
the latter proportions, the minimum denominator value for further computation 
was again 4. It goes without saying that there was much more between-speaker 
variation in the size of the denominators in the spontaneous, conversational 
30. On the basis of ths proportlona, iodexes might be calculated which range fron, aay, 0 to 100. 
31. Elicited with taak 9, counting. See J 4.4.1 above. 
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material than in the elicited dialect production. For the data from conversa-
tional speech, the mean number of scores per speaker per LV per linguistic 
condition is 13.68 (in-group) and 17.30 (out-group). For both the in-group and 
the out-group speech material, per speaker the total number of proportions of 
the latter type was 31. Apart from the proportions of use of the dialect 
features on the overall level and in specific linguistic conditions, for the 
two types of conversational speech two proportions of another type were 
computed for each speaker. Details regarding the latter type of data will be 
given in S 8.5.3. 
In all, the empirical basis of this investigation consists of well over 
75,000 scores (or observations). 
Having discussed the main methodological aspects of our investigation, we 
will now consider the several LVs in some detail (Ch. 5), before presenting the 
findings (from Ch. 6 onward). 

Chapter 5 The linguistic variables 
5.1 Introduction 
In section 4.2 twenty-one dialect features were selected as independent 
variables; in subsection 4.2.4 we presented a brief sketch and some examples of 
each feature. In this chapter these features are discussed in more detail. They 
are ordered according to their relative areal spread (A < В < С) and according 
to the linguistic components to which they belong. 
Each dialect feature will be described separately. Where relevant and 
necessary, the presentation will cover dialect-geographical and/or methodolo­
gical aspects. For most dialect features a brief linguistic analysis will also 
be presented, where possible supported by historical facts. In some cases the 
structural coherence between several features will be made explicit. 
5.2 The organization of chapters 5 and 6 
Both the present chapter and the following one contain a number of subsec­
tions which deal with the twenty LVs or twenty-one dialect features. To improve 
retrievability, we made the numbering of these subsections parallel. We hope 
that this will make it easier for the reader studying the results in Ch. 6 to 
recover the description of the LV in question and vice versa. 
5.3 A description of each LV 
5.3.1 'Ach-laut' allophonv - A phonology 
The voiceless palato-velar fricative /ç/ and its voiced counterpart /ут / 
together correspond to the velar-uvular fricative in the standard language, 
which no longer has an opposition between voiced and voiceless velar-uvular 
fricative phonemes, /ç/ and ІГЧ are generally considered to be strongly 
indicative of 'a Limburg accent'. This articulatorily minimal difference in 
realization plays a paramount role in their recognition by non-Limburgers1. 
Whereas dialects of the В and С type have /ç/ post-vocalically and the 
standard language has /x/ throughout, in the A-type dialects palato-velar /ç/ 
after front vowels corresponds to velar-uvular /x/ after tautomorphemic back 
vowels. Both variants have voiceless and voiced realizations. For example: 
(1) ккіс 'war' 
da.x 'day' 
1. On tha placa of articulation of the velar fricativa In atandard Dutch ef. Collina t Haaa 19811 38, 161, on 
the loaa of cha volca differentiation sea Sila 4 Van Beugten 19891 131, on tha palato-velar artlcalutlon aa 
an Indicator of 'Llaburgerneae' cf. Adriaenaen-Buach s.a.: Θ5, among othara. 
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More examples can be found in § 4.2.4 above. Quite evidently this coexistence 
of two "phonetic variants or allophony", i.e. this "systematic phonetic" 
variation (Schane 1973: 5, 6), results from place assimilation. Except in this 
connection, the A-type dialects do not have velar-uvular fricatives; in all 
other cases the velar fricatives are always palato-velar. 
In standard German and most of its dialects, the allophony is general, and 
the variants are known as 'Ich-laut' and 'Ach-laut', hence Van Lessen Kloeke's 
observation that velar non-consonants are followed by Ach-laute (1982: 40). In 
connection to velarity of the preceding segment in connection with 'Ach-laut', 
for the Rimburg dialect two things should be added: 
1. /x/ hardly ever seems to occur after /u/ in the Rimburg dialect, although 
this vowel is clearly back. The problem, however, is that the set of relevant 
lexical items is very small. Many, if not all of the items that end in /ux/ in 
standard German have /э χ/ in the Rimburg dialect. Moreover, the Rimburg 
equivalents of items such as /hu.9ç/ ('high', the variant of the B-type 
dialects) will be excluded from our analyses because of the shwa off-glide. In 
the case of these items we may even be dealing with a diphthong of which the 
shwa is the second segment. 
In the few exceptional cases where /x/ does occur after /u/, it is realized 
by speakers from the oldest age group only, and even for those speakers /x/ 
seems to be rare in that position. So it seems as though dialect levelling has 
already deprived /x/ from a part of its natural environment. It is conceivable 
that /u/ was never really part of the structural description of the allophony 
rule: as [x] is phonetically lower than [ç], its occurrence may be less 
optional -so to speak- after [-high] back vowels. 
Generally in the case of this allophony, levelling is to be expected, since 
an extra rule constitutes a structural burden. Moreover, the output of the rule 
is almost identical with the segment /R/, which can be perceptually trouble-
some. 
2. In the most extreme cases, /x/ is realized so far back that it is a 
uvular: this [χ] nearly coincides with /R/ (as observed by Van Lessen Kloeke 
1982: 48 for German). The fact that German 'warten', phonetically 'wa [R] ten' 
corresponds to Dutch 'wachten', 'wa [x] ten' or 'wa [χ] ten' ('to wait') seems 
to be related to this phenomenon. 
In all varieties of Dutch, the several variants of 'r' normally cause a 
preceding long vowel, unless it is /a/, to be followed by a shwa off-glide 
('breaking'). In the cases where /x/ is realized as a uvular, the same effect 
occurs, as in: 
(2) [do.axs] < /do.xs/ 'did' 2 sing. 
(infs. 13, 27) 
In the rare texts that are written in the dialect (such as Collón MS) the 'Ach-
laut', and especially the voiced [y], is often spelled 'r'. 
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Taking Into consideration what has been remarked under 1., a formalized 
description of this allophony would be2: 
(3) 
-son 
+cont 
-cor 
+high 
-back 
[+back] 
μ - morpheme 
-cons 
+back 
(-high) 
Given the inventory and distribution of the segments of the dialect, and 
especially the distribution of /x/, the /ç/ should be regarded as underlying. 
The domain of the rule is the morpheme, as it is in German (cf. Grosse 1970: 
375; Van Lessen Kloeke 1982: 40, among others). 
In connection with this LV our investigation will be confined to the use of 
the 'Ach-laut' allophone /χ/. Needless to say, it will be studied only in the 
relevant phonological environments. 
5.3.2 ρΐ-weakening - A phonology 
In most (Hagen 1981: 156) of the few Ripuarian dialects spoken in the 
Netherlands, as well as in the German stock (Simmler 1983: 1127), both in 
'Anlaut'- and in 'Inlaut'-position, Ігч, the voiced correlate of the palato-
vela r fricative /ç/, may be realized as the palatal glide / j / . For example: 
(4) jietaa 
moe&3ja 
tea yiis 
waa.ar' β 
'yesterday' 
'tomorrow, morning' 
Irrespective of its position, the prefix 'j^a'-, which occurs most frequently 
in the past participle, is also part of the domain of the weakening rule. In 
the Rede in the dialect of Aachen, which was written around 1750 (cf. § 4.2.2 
above), the past participle form Opjetrocke' ('pulled up', here in the meaning 
of 'raised', 'reared') is attested; this is, however, the only occurrence of 
this dialect feature out of a total of some 185 possible realizations. 
In former days the Ігч -» [j] shift may have had a wider geographical 
distribution, as evidenced by the fact that even a C-dialect such as the one 
spoken in Sittard has occasional /yi/ •* [j] variants, e.g. 
(5) i:adaR jldSR y'idaR 'every' 
2. With reapact to tha discicctlva features uaad bara. Balla S Ciamute 1983 aarvad aa a point of reference. 
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As regards synchronic inter-systemic variation with respect to this rule, 
amongst other things the correspondence between German 'gegen' and Dutch 
'jegens' ('against') is mentioned by SchBnfeld. 
In the Ripuarian dialects spoken in Germany, [j] in this connection 
corresponds synchronically to /g/, the voiced velar stop, in standard German. 
On g-weakening in Northern German dialects neither Grosse (1965: 63-64), nor 
Scheutz (1987: 1607), nor Schlobinski (1987: 62-63) appear to make the correct 
generalization. Historically, correspondence relations between loi. If'I and 
/j/ do not seem rare in Germanic languages; compare, for instance, also 'pre-
English', where 'the palatalized form of [o] -presumably this phoneme had a 
spirant character- coincided with another phoneme, [j]" (Bloomfield 1933: 376). 
Let us, however, return to the intra-systemic variation. At present 
j-i-weakening as a productive rule is geographically limited to a part of the 
Dutch 'edge' of the Ripuarian dialect group. In these dialects the γ'-weakening 
rule can be seen at work not only before vowels. Standard Dutch has some twelve 
lexical items with an initial velar fricative followed by /n/. At least half of 
these are loans and learned words (Van Dale 1984: 946); an even larger part is 
only rarely used in ordinary Dutch. Some examples are gniffelen, 'to snigger, 
to chuckle', gnoe, 'gnu', gnoom, 'gnome', and gnosis, 'gnosis'. In the dialects 
studied here none of these items is used. Hence the only remaining relevant 
consonant cluster is [jr liquid], which may surface as [j liquid], e.g. 
(6) r'a.s : ja.s 'gas' 
but also 
j'iRa.s : jRa.s 'grass' 
yila.s : jla.s 'glass' 
As an onset cluster, [j liquid] is, however, highly marked, because it violates 
the conditions regarding the sequencing of sonority classes. At least two 
different reactions to this marked situation are conceivable. The first one 
would consist of [j] becoming syllabic, which might result in either an 
/i/-like quality or in a shwa following [j]. Another course of action might, of 
course, consist of prevent the rule from applying in this context. 
The rule may also apply to an underlying /yi/ if it is followed by a vowel-
initial morpheme, as in the case of inflected adjectives: 
(7) ^^JT lesti[ç] 
lestl/^/ c C C ^ 
* Icstitj'iJ-a -> l£8ti[j]3 
'difficult, awkward' 
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The rule can also be observed to apply across word boundaries, where It affects 
a final Ici after resyllablflcatlon and sandhl voicing (§ 5.3.15 below), as 
In3 
(8) iç // э χ resyllablf. & sandhl voicing І^э χ -> χ jo χ 
'me too' 
iç /f alas resyllablf. & sandhl voicing ítalas -> i jalas 
'I I me everything' 
and even when the word-final /ç/ Is preceded by a non-vowel, I.e. a liquid, and 
a evarabhakti-shwa respectively: 
(9) iLmbœ'L R3Ç #/ i resyll. & sandhl voicing /И/ •* [j] •* 
ETmbœ R3ji 
'into Rimburg' 
(All examples presented here are taken from our recorded material.) γ '-weaken­
ing before a word boundary is, of course, a connected-speech phenomenon. 
The fact that the rule may apply across morpheme and word boundaries 
suggests that we are dealing with a strictly phonological rule. Closer 
examination reveals that the Ιγ4 -» [j] rule applies in syllable onset posi­
tion, irrespective of how 'early' or 'late' the syllable boundary is assigned -
cf. the syllabification of the surface structure of the last example: 
(10) σ σ σ σ 
/1 \ / 1 ± \ /ι /ι 
R x m b œ н э j ι 
If there is no svarabhakti shwa (and hence a syllable less), then /ç/ can also 
be resyllabified and voiced - and therefore become a potential prey for the 
weakening rule. 
We conclude that the rule, which operates in syllable onsets, is post-
lexical. Although y"!-weakening before a word boundary is a connected-speech 
phenomenon, even in presto style the rule does not apply across a word boundary 
if that boundary is followed by a liquid. This suggests that in late resyllabi-
fication only the least marked option, CV, is chosen, to the exclusion of 
options like CCV. 
If one compares the γ'-weakening rule to the 'Ach-laut'-allophony rule, 
similarities as well as differences catch the eye. Whereas the former rule 
changes a voiced palato-velar fricative into a sonorant, the allophony-rule 
3. When Lt do·« noe ··» to aattar too ttuch, wo will occaiionaLLy iu· nocatlon of Llnaar phonology - non-
linaar rapraaantationa bava tha diaadvantage that they requlra aora apaca. 
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changes a palato-velar fricative (whether voiced or voiceless) into a velar-
uvular one. The f'-weakening rule turns out to be determined by syllable 
structure, whereas the allophony rule, which is an assimilation phenomenon, 
operates both in onset and in coda position, vid.i 
(11) la.ζ $ 'laugh' pres. indie, sing. 1 
la. $ хэ 'to laugh', 'laugh' pres. indie, plur. 
ox $ 'eye' 
о $ Ua 'eyes' 
Finally, since the allophony rule operates within words, while у'-weakening may 
operate between words, the expected order would be 1. 'Ach-laut' allophony, 
2. γ ι -weakening. As the 'Ach-laut' allophony rule has the effect of changing 
palato-velar fricatives into velar-uvular ones after ([-high] 7) back vowels, 
it bleeds yi -weakening. 
In the elicitation tests the application of the γ>-weakening rule following 
H(t) was not included. 
One could maintain that in the idiolects of speakers who apply the rule 
exceptionlessly it would appear that /j-'/ has been excluded from the segment 
inventory and that a merger of /r'/ and /j/ has taken place. It is doubtful 
whether such speakers exist, however. In any case, they do not occur in our 
Rimburg sample. Moreover, /)-'/ must be assumed to be at least underlyingly 
present in the stem-final position of certain verbs (cf. KKD 1987: 30): 
(12) vle.^-a / vle.j-э 'to fly', 'fly' pres. indie, plur. 1 & 3 
vlyç-s 'fly' sing. 2 
vlyç-t 'flies' sing. 3 
vlo.x preterite stem 
We propose the following provisory formalization: 
(13) 
-son 
+cont 
+СОГ 
-back 
-> f-consl / 
+ ОП 
However, given the fact that Dutch and its dialects, which all have a rule for 
final devoicing, allow voiced obstruents only in onset position phonetically, 
the formalization of )"-weakening as a domain limit rule (Selkirk, after Nespor 
& Vogel 1986: 15-16) appears to be redundant. 
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It seems rewarding to approach the focus of the rule along the lines of 
feature geometry (see § 2.3.3). Assuming that the palato-velar ІуЧ is a 
complex segment4, weakening can be expressed as simplification. Vid (14). 
(14) PLACE 
/X 
coronal dorsal 
If this representation of /}"/ as a compound place segment is correct, then 
yi -weakening may be regarded as a delinking process which simplifies the 
segment to a simple coronal, as far as the place node is concerned. A change in 
the major class specifications is also needed, as in (13). This operation 
transforms it into /j/. 
Now it becomes clear that this rule is subject to opposite forces. On the 
one hand ^i-weakening simplifies the segmental structure, but on the other 
weakening is highly unnatural in onset position (§ 2.4.6). 
5.3.3 I-lowering - A phonology 
The lax vowel /i/ may be realized especially open when followed by a 
tautosyllabic non-labial nasal, i.e. /n/ or /rj/. Sometimes the openness of the 
vowel, which may be stressed or unstressed, is as low as a closed /ε/. For 
example ι 
( 1 5 ) 
but 
(16) 
s t . l . 
s t . l . 
ι s p i n 
r i n g 
ben 
k l e i n 
Keen 
ι Wim 
Rym -
В 
В 
[run] 
and 
and 
Ci 
Ci 
/pin 
RI :5k 
b in 
k ln j 
у і і п э 
wim 
Ига» 
А: 
А: 
/ріТп 
!ti:Tr)k 
ЬіТп 
k l i S ) 
j J. y l i na 
j 1 
* χ 
ws m 
VVm 
/ / ρ ε ' η 
/ Ηε :i)k 
/ be-n 
/ kle 1 ! ) 
/ j ^ n a 
/ rVi, 
/ Vm 
' s p i d e r ' 
' r i n g ' N 
•(I) am' 
' s m a l l ' 
'no o n e '
 s 
'Wim' (name) 
' g y m n a s t i c s ' 
A diaaystem-like representation of the variation in the realization of /1/ 
before non-labial nasals is 
(17) st.l.: {i, e, e, ei} - В and С: /ι/ Α: /ι 
ε
1/ 
A, An analj·!· «long these lines was suggested to as by Uillebrord Sluytara - persoul cuiiminicatlon. 
5* InflectlonAl fons for sing. ш*с. end sing. fem. t pLiir*i respectively. 
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In Colion (MS), one of the rare texts written in the Rimburg dialect, this 
dialect feature is orthographically represented in among other things the forms 
'kenger' (st.l. kinderen. В and С /kirjaR/, 'children'), which occurs three 
times, and 'wengter' (st.l. winter. В and С /wir)ktaH/, 'winter'). 
No other dialects in the region show this feature. Still, the Rimburg 
dialect is not completely isolated in this respect; in his monograph on the 
dialect spoken in Heerlen, Jongeneel (18Θ4: XXII) mentioned what we call 
I-lowering as one of the features distinguishing the dialect of Aachen, which 
had it, from the one of Heerlen, which did not. Indeed, in the Rede, which was 
written in the dialect of Aachen around 1750 (cf. § 4.2.2 above), the rule can 
be seen to apply variably. 
The shift from /i/ to /ε / as such is not uncommon. In their 1972 study 
Labov, Yaeger 6 Steiner established 'that it is 'tense' vowels that rise and 
non-peripheral 'lax' (in this case, short) vowels that fall" (Trudgill 1986: 
133). If a following nasal is a natural context for lowering, the question must 
be considered why /m/ is absent from the conditioning environment. It is 
possible that there were simply no endogenous words with /im$/ when the rule 
came into being and was phonologized. 
A formalized, synchronic description of the phenomenon may look as follows: 
(18) 
-cons 
+high 
-tense 
I \ 
[-high] / +СОП8 
+nas 
-lab 
In Halle & Clements 19Θ3 (p. 33), whose distinctive feature framework is 
adopted here, /U/ also fits the structural description of the focus. However, 
the dialects at issue do not have this segment, so that the focus of the rule 
uniquely picks out /i/. 
Intersystemic variation in pairs like 
(19) A- and B-dialects vs. stand.lang. 
'linge' 'lendenen' 'loins' 
could result from lexicalization of the same rule. Rather remarkable in this 
respect, finally, is the presence, especially in south Limburg, of pairs of 
nearly identical family names such as 
(20) Bindels 
Binders vs. Benders 
Penders 
Linsen Lens(s)en etc. 
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5.3.4 Dorsal fricative deletion - A phonology 
Lexical morphemes ending in /vowel dorsal fricative t/ may drop the fri­
cative and lengthen the vowel. In addition, after non-low vowels a shwa off-
glide appears, so that we may refer to this as dlphthonglzatlon or breaking. In 
all cases the tone contour becomes HLH, but we will not be concerned with this 
here. Some examples of the application of this rule are ι 
(21) nax(t) 
H£Ç(t)e 
niç(t) 
zo-ScCt) 
za ç(t) 
t па: t 
» Reiate 
t ni:at 
: zui9t 
ι zy:st 
•night' 
'right' 
'cousin, niece' 
'looked for* prêter. 
'sigh' pres. sing. 
sing. 1 or 3 
1 or 3 
In Collón (MS) we find the forms 'reetse' ('right', adj. with inflectional 
ending - 'rechtse' in standard orthography) and 'opbraad' ('brought up', past 
participle - 'opgebracht' in Dutch standard spelling). 
The rule is not blocked if a syllable boundary intervenes between the dorsal 
fricative and the /t/, cf.: 
(22) dox $ tas t do:s $ t3R 'daughter' 
zo χ $ te t zu:9 $ ta 'looked for' prêter, plur. 
The rule applies variably in the Rede - hence in the dialect spoken in 
Aachen around the year 1750. In words of the type in (21) поп-A dialects 
usually display deletion of the /t/ rather than the fricative. This fact is of 
importance to our analysis of such forms; in our view /t/ forms part of the 
lexical representation, but it is extra-syllabic, as will be shown (§ 5.3.14). 
There is one single word in which the feature shows a wider diffusion, 
occurring in B-dialects as well: 
(23) С z£ke < zegs < zegast - A and Ъ ze:as 'say' pres. 2 sing. 
Ç. zekt < zegt < zEgat A and B, ze:at 'says' pres. 3 sing. 
From these latter two forms, along with forms such as the last two in (21) 
it appears that after inflection the rule operates in exactly the same fashion. 
It is blocked, however, in derived forms - such as (in standard orthography, 
with morpheme boundaries indicated by a hyphen): 
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(24) wacht-ег 'guardsman' 
pacht-er ' leaseholder' 
macht-ig 'mighty' 
gewicht-ig 'weighty' 
but in 
gewicht 'weight' the rule may operate 
According to Hagen (1981: 157), the feature displays lexical diffusion. 
However, the few examples of non-application that he gives can be accounted for 
by invoking the principle of 'the avoidance of homonymie clash': the form 
'zacht' ('soft') does not undergo the rule because the product [za:t] would be 
identical to the highly frequent inflected verb form 'said' (prêter, sing. 1 or 
3). Applying the rule to 'gerecht', or rather 'gerichit)' in the JB- and Ç-type 
dialects, would result in [jsRi:3t]. This form resembles the dialectal [Ri:st], 
'arse', a taboo word. 
It goes without saying that the cases where the rule is blocked as mentioned 
by Hagen as well as the two forms in (23) were left out of the data that were 
studied for our investigation. 
A formal account of the phenomenon should consist of two steps: the deletion 
of the fricative and the lengthening of the vowel - in this order. The second 
step, vowel lengthening, is a case of timing tier stability. This type of 
operation preserving the phonological weight is referred to as compensatory 
lengthening (and the specific phenomenon known to Germaniste as 'Ersatzdehnung' 
in turn is a manifestation of the mechanism; Bloomfield 1933: 279-80 gives a 
number of other cases from historical linguistics). Since lengthening of the 
following /t/ is ruled out by the fact that long consonants do not occur in 
Dutch and its dialects, the only way to preserve the weight of the syllable is 
vowel lengthening (cf. Kaye & Lowenstamm 1986), thus: 
(25) s t e p 1: V x t -> V 0 t 
s t e p 2 : * V 0 t -> V t t 
V 0 t -> V V t - [ V : t ] 
An autosegmental account of the phenomenon might roughly look like this: 
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(26) the type 'nacht', in which /t/ is extra-syllabic, i.e. untimed6: 
1 \ \ 
X X (X) 
u 
V 
""k 
-son 
+cont 
-cor 
-ant 
1 
1 
/t/ 
(27) the type 'dochter', in which /t/ is in the onset of the second syllable: 
\ 
X 
\->"> I 
-son yt/ / / 
+cont 
-cor 
-ant 
In both types dissociation of the feature bundle on the phonetic tier is 
followed by reassociation of the timing slot to the preceding vowel, with the 
effect that it either lengthens (/a/) or diphthongizes (all other vowels). 
Moreover, in words of the type 'nacht' /t/ is associated to its timing slot, 
with the effect that it will be phonetically realized. 
Level ordering should prevent the rule from applying to derived words. 
5.3.5 Гві in diminuta"« •iiff<T - Δ morphophonology 
Diminutivization is one of the many aspects in which Limburg dialects differ 
radically from the standard language. (An account of diminutivization in 
standard Dutch can be found in e.g. Booij 1981: 134-35; Trommelen 1984 passim). 
Throughout the Limburg dialect area, -кэ is distributlonally by far the most 
frequent form of the diminutive suffix, cf.: 
6. km «111 t» апммітаіу argtiad ID I 5.3.14 below. 
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(28) simnlex endine im 
cons obstr7 píos 
fric 
son nas 
liq 
glides 
Ρ 
t 
к 
f 
·/ƒ 
ç / χ 
m 
η 
Q 
R 
1 
j 
w 
dim. 
кэ 
ja 
ska 
кэ 
ka 
акэ 
кэ 
кэ 
ska 
кэ 
кэ 
кэ 
кэ 
suffix! 
all vowels and diphthongs ka 
In all, it seems quite legitimate to claim that the underlying form is /ka/. 
This claim is supported by the fact that the historical root of the suffix in 
general is most probably -kan < *ikina (Schönfeld & Van Loey 1970: 225; 
Seebold 1983), Middle Dutch texts attesting 'kijn' and 'ken'. 
The allomorphs -ja, after dental plosives, and -ska, following velar 
consonants, are phonologically conditioned. The -ja allomorph may partly be 
understood in the light of the consideration that the articulatory distance 
between adjacent /t/ and /k/ is simply too far. The -ja allomorph may also be 
accounted for along other lines: it is not unlikely that /k/ in this specific 
configuration in these dialects easily fell prey to the Second or High-German 
sound shift - as happened in the contiguous Franconian and other Kiddle-German 
dialects throughout the entire paradigm (Seebold 1983: 1251). But even if the 
change to /x/ or Ici took place autonomously (as Schönfeld & Van Loey 1970: 229 
ff. argue with respect to the entire Dutch language area), the later shift from 
Ici to /j/ is nothing more than a simple place assimilation. 
The -ska allomorph must, on the other hand, be explained by the fact that 
/k/ is too similar to /k/ e, /ç; χ/ and /q/, the latter of which occurs 
underlyingly as a separate final segment and as the second part of the segment 
7. Final devoicing appliaa before diainutivization. 
8. Aa baa alreadj been pointed out, a aequance of identical conaonants ia precluded by the fact that Dutch 
and ita dialecte do not hava geninatea. 
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sequence underlying [g]. To obtain anti-gemination, several options are 
available. Degemination would be a violation of perceptual requirements 
(transparency, recoverability), and dissimilation of the first segment would 
have disrupted the paradigm. Therefore, an epenthetic /s/ has been inter­
posed9. 
As has been pointed out already (§ 2.5), a rule that distinguishes many 
Limburg dialects, including the one spoken in Rimburg, from other varieties of 
Dutch is the palatal realization of /z/ and /s/ in syllable-initial position 
before a consonant (as well as in certain other positions). The dialects spoken 
in the Ripuarian-East-Limburg transition zone have this rule also in the case 
of the diminutive suffix following velar consonants, thus treating the /s/ as 
if it belonged to the syllable formed by the suffix. However, an /e/ in the 
coda of the last syllable of the simplex remains unaffected, e.g. 
(29) /naps - DIM /nep[s]-ke '(a small glass of) brandy' 
/wipe /wip[8]-k3 'the feeling of being 
slightly drunk' 
fits fit[s]-ka '(small) bicycle' 
As a result, the dialects in the transition zone have a few minimal pairs of 
diminutives such as 
(30a) boles bœk[s]-ke '(small) pair of trousers' 
bo.к bœ^k-t/j-ka '(small) book' 
(30b) оке ек[Б]-кэ '(small) axe' 
ek £к-[/]-кэ '(small) corner' 
The vocalic difference between the simplex forms is neutralized by the umlaut 
rule that forms part of the diminutivization procedure. The only difference 
between the diminutives is the realization of the /s/. In the first word of 
each pair this /β/ belongs to the lexical form of the noun and is hence in coda 
position. 
In this connection, the Rimburg dialect is different: it only has a non-
palatalized epenthetic /s/, hence [s], preceding this suffix. In the Rimburg 
dialect the pairs of diminutives in (30a, b) are therefore homophonous. In the 
vast majority of cases, the Ripuarian dialects spoken in the Netherlands have 
-[sje] here (KKD 1987i 20 for the dialect of Kerkrade). The Rimburg dialect 
thus forms a small enclave of non-palatalization of the /s/ in the -вкэ 
9. It la quit« conocm for /β/ to fulfil euphonic function«, also in etandard Dutch. Sea Schunfald t Van Loay 
19701 22S fot four diffannt hlatorical-norphological explanation» for /a/ after "gutturale, eepecially 
/k/" - шу tranalation, FH. 
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diminutive allomorph after velar consonants. In this respect it is not 
idiosyncratic, however, since the East-Llmburg dialects all have -ska here. 
In short, dialect-geographically the situation looks like this: moving from 
the southeast to the northwest one would find 
- A: Ripuarian dialects: -sje 
- A: Rimburg dialect: -вкэ 
- В: dialects spoken in the transition zone Ripuarian-East-Limburg: -/кэ 
- С: East-Limburg dialects: -ska 
Seen from the perspective of the dialects immediately west of Rimburg, which 
have - кэ, a formalized description of the phenomenon would be: 
(31) 
-son 
+cont 
-ant 
[+ant] +cons 
+high 
ka 
DIM 
All five Α-features selected for study were used in one utterance by one of 
the older speakers recorded for this investigation. This particular utterance 
could well serve as a Rimburg 'shibboleth': 
(32) tjœ η ska hot ο χ jet vœ R da ke щэи do.3 ialait 
a. b. с d. e. f. 
'the little boy has also something for the children there laid' i.e. 
'the little boy also left something for the children' 
a. [s] in dim.suffix 
b. 'Ach-laut' allophony 
c . е. y'-weakening 
d. I-lowering 
f. dorsal fricative deletion 
5.3.6 R-deletion - В phonology 
Although the Limburg realization of 'r' often has a fairly fricative 
character (resembling the voiced 'Ach-laut' Del), the transcription symbol /R/ 
is used. In the IPA alphabet this symbol is reserved for the rolled uvular 'r'. 
This decision is based on phonological considerations: as will be seen below, 
in Limburg dialects word-final /t/ is deleted after obstruents. The fact that 
final t-deletion never occurs after 'r' therefore indicates that 'r' cannot be 
a fricative. 
Unlike the East-Limburg dialects (C) and the standard language, Ripuarian 
dialects10 (A) and the dialects in the transition zone Ripuarian-East-Limburg 
(B) usually show deletion of post-vocalic /R/ preceding an alveolar obstruent. 
Examples are: 
10. Including tha Aachen dlalact of around 1750 - witness the Rede. 
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(33) A/B Ç stand.lane. 
( i . e . Sittard) (orthogr.) 
-d, e . a t e:8Rt 'aarde' 'earth' 
k o . a t ko.aRt 'koord' 'cord, s tr ing' 
-t, v i : a t ve:aRt 'vaart' 'navigates, drives ' 
pres. 3 s ing. 
кэЧ koRt 'kort' ' short ' 
- ts me: 8 te meiaRt 'maart' 'March' 
hate hoRt 'hart ' 'heart ' 
-β or - [ ƒ ] 
by: aJ b0:J 'beurs' 'puree' 
du: a/ do:J 'dorst ' ' t h i r s t ' 
wu:
aJ wo:ƒ 'worst' 'sausage' 
The right-hand environment (alveolar obstruents) deserves attention: in the 
historical development of Dutch, alveolar consonants (including nasals) 
following a postvocalic /R/ behave as a group with respect to quantitative 
and/or qualitative changes in the vowel and the direction of R-metathesis 
(SchOnfeld & Van Loey 1970! 66-71). In the case of this dialect rule, however, 
nasals are excluded from the right-hand environment. 
In the A and В dialects, just as in German, a following /ts/ is most 
probably an affricate. It is also part of the lexical representation of e.g. 
(34a) mete st.l. 'mes' 'knife' 
nets 'net' 'net' 
kate 'kat' 'cat' 
In the dialect use of a few very old Rimburg (as well as Groenstraat and 
Waubach) people it can occasionally be observed also in onset position before a 
vowel as a variant of the much more frequent [s], in e.g. 
(34b) tsup 
tsuksR 
tsimans 
The conmentary accompanying the response by the Waubach informant to question 2 
of the written DC-questionnaire (cf. § 4.2.2 above - Centraal Bureau, etc.) t 8 
of the year 1939 seems to suggest that in the Rimburg dialect of those days the 
affricate was common in the syllable onset preceding a vowel. In the Kerkrade 
dialect it still seems to be widely used (KKD 1987: 34, 36). 
Two remarks should be made with respect to the following /s/ or [ƒ]. First, 
as can be concluded from the examples given here, C-dialecte such as the one 
spoken in Sittard also show R-deletion in this environment (cf. Jongeneel 1884: 
'soep' 
'suiker' 
'Simons' 
'soup' 
'sugar' 
[a family name] 
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XXIII). Secondly, /s/ le underlying. In A-, В- and a subset of the C-dialects 
/s/ is palatalized in R /, independently of whether /R/ is deleted or not. 
The explanation for R-deletion may be the fact that without deletion all 
relevant words form superheavy syllables. As a natural process, R-deletion 
constitutes a change into a less marked structure (a heavy syllable). This 
interpretation of the phenomenon is supported by 
(1) the fact that no compensatory lengthening occurs; 
(2) the fact that R-deletion in this position can be found in several different 
languages and dialects; 
(3) the fact that the A- and B-dialects, but also other varieties of Dutch 
simplify the syllable structure by shwa-epenthesis (svarabhakti), if another 
consonant than an alveolar obstruent follows tautosyllablcally. This operation 
results in a disyllabic structure. 
The similarity between R-deletion before alveolar obstruents and the A-
feature dorsal fricative deletion is quite remarkablet in both cases a dorsal 
consonant following a vowel is dropped, and both are locally motivated. There 
are differences as well. First, in Vçt->V:t an obstruent is involved, whereas 
it is a sonorant in R-deletion. Whereas in the case of dorsal fricative 
deletion compensatory lengthening preserves syllable weight, R-deletion is a 
move towards a less marked syllable structure and is therefore not followed by 
compensatory lengthening. Thirdly, of course, there is an important difference 
in geographical spread between both dialect features. 
For phonological theory it may be rewarding to analyse the structural 
relations between the realization of 'r' and the fricative 'g', the existence 
of the 'Ach-laut' allophone, the weakening of Ігч in onset position, dorsal 
fricative deletion cum compensatory lengthening, and the deletion of /R/ before 
an alveolar obstruent in the A-type Limburg dialects. 
A formalized description of the latter dialect feature may look as follows: 
(35) /R/ -S· 0 /Г-сопв! Г-вопП C0 ] μ 
l+voc J І+СОГJ 
μ - morpheme 
The possibility should not be excluded that this rule has been lexicalized: 
some words, such as 
(36) DUIRJ / *maj s t . l . 'mars' 'march* 
by:aRt / *by:3t 'buurt' 'neighbourhood', 
'vicinity' 
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never occur R-lessly. However, if they are used in an в-less form, they must be 
considered as 'hyperdialectalisms'. On the other hand, for many other relevant 
words it seems as if they have to be realized s-leeely in the dialect. 
5.3.7 n-deletion - В phonology 
In the A- as well as in the B-type dialects11, there is a limited number of 
monosyllabic words ending in a short vowel (not including shwa) and /n/ which 
variably show deletion of final /n/. If the /n/ is deleted, no nasalization or 
compensatory lengthening of the vowel occurs. Examples are: 
(37) А. В С вtand.lang. 
(orthogr.) 
να 
I 
ibrida 
i^onk 
IÎ0. 
ε 
da 
ka 
bi 
dt/ 
zi 
.Эта 
van 
in 
xnbe, .Ida 
inj^ank 
іпо.
э(аэ)тэ 
en 
dan 
dan: 
kan 
bin 
bœ η 
do.η 
zen 
'van' 
'in' 
'inbeelden' 
'ingang' 
'inademen' 
'en' 
'dan' 
'kan' 
'ben' 
•doe' 
'zie' 
'from' prep. & adv. 
'in' prep. & adv. 
'to imagine* 
'entrance, entry' 
'to inhale' 
•and' 
'then' 
'can' pres. 1 & 3 s 
'(I) am' 
'(I) do' 
'(I) see' 
At least in the dialects spoken in Ubach over Worms the doublet /du/ and /tun/, 
'then' exists; whereas the latter form is identical to the standard language 
variant, the former results from lexicalization of n-deletion12. 
As can be seen in the examples given above, several word classes are 
repreeentedi prepositions, adverbs, a conjunction, and verbs. As appears from 
the last three words in (37), the pres. 1 sing, form of the so-called 
'a-thematic verbs' (because they do not have the underlying and historical 
theme vowel following the stem and preceding the suffix marking person and 
number) also belong to the group of words that may show final n-deletion. The 
other ones are: 
11. And in tba dialect of АдеЬп around the year 1750 - Judging trom the Reda. 
12. And of another dialect feature too, vitneee tba initial conaonant. See SchBnfeld £ Van Loey 1970; 54-55 
and Leenen 1954i 20 ff. for almilar eaeea. 
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(38) r^in) '(I) go* 
JtD(n) '(I) stand* 
Jl3(n) '(I) strike, hit' 
Except for /ban/, '(I) am', Standard Dutch has n-less forms with a long, tense 
vowel in all these verb forms. 
Irrespective of the grammatical class, all relevant words are highly 
frequent in use. 
As regards the environment, the final /n/ may be deleted before consonants 
and vowels, as well as before a pause. The deletion may take place in word-
final position, both before a morphologically independent word and in a 
compound: 
(37') lylank < [ in ] H [ j^ank ] M ingang 'entrance, entry' 
vo'e: < [ van ]
и
 [ ei ] M vaneen 'from one another', 
'asunder' 
even though in Dutch the first member of a compound always bears primary or 
word stress. We conclude that η-deletion is a domain limit rule operating at 
the end of the phonological word (Nespor 1985; Selkirk after Nespor Ь Vogel 
1986: 15-16). 
In the A- and B-type dialects there is one monosyllabic word, also a verb 
form, in which a final consonant other than /n/ may be deleted: this is /zal/, 
standard Dutch orthographically 'zal', 'shall, will' pres. 1 & 3. sing. Just 
like the η-deleting words, 'zal' forms a heavy syllable. Moreover, as Hooper 
(1976: 199-201) points out, С in the right margin of a syllable is a weak 
position, witness among other things the fact that assimilation usually takes 
place in that position. С in the left syllable margin, on the other hand, 
typically undergoes strengthening. 
In the dialects studied here, deletion of /1/ resp. /n/ results in an open 
syllable ending in a lax vowel. Lax vowels in open positions are excluded or at 
least rare in Dutch, as well as in German. For German, Wiese (1986: 4) claims: 
(39) V 
/ \ 
С V 
I I 
[-tense] 
an alternative formulation, which is more in line with the principles of CV-
phonoloev (Clements tt Keyser 1983) may be: 
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(40) V 
/ I \ 
С V с 
I I I 
segm segm 0 
It may be wiser to avoid the 'non-wellformedneas' symbol * here, since both in 
German and in Dutch there are some (if only very few) such words, e.g. the 
interjection /ba/, 'baht, pshawI' in Dutch. We maintain, however, that in these 
languages syllables ending in a lax vowel, such as produced by η-deletion in 
monosyllabic words of the type described above, are marked. 
There seems to be another problematic aspect, which concerns the question 
whether η-deletion bleeds I-lowering before non-labial nasals. As far as 
extrinsic ordering is relevant, data suggest the natural ordering 1. I-lowering 
and 2. n-deletion (from the speech material recorded for this investigation): 
(41) eSi 'in' 
IT 'in' 
he 'towards' (underlying dialect form /hin/, Dutch standard ortho-
gr. 'heen') 
Especially the two realizations of 'in' are common in the Rimburg dialect. The 
second one can be found twice in the text of the Rede in 'egene', 'in the' 
(line 198), and in the compound 'egank', 'entrance, entry' (line 251). 
For the relevant items, we propose the following rough formal description of 
the variable described: 
(42) 
/n/ -» 0 
M - phonological word 
For our study of the Rimburg dialect, the (non-) application of the 
n-deletion rule was not elicited before nasals. 
5.3.8 Derivational suffix -'lie' - В morphophonology 
The standard language as well as the C-type Limburg dialects have a 
derivational suffix of the form -lik or -lak, with an inflectional shwa -Іікэ 
or -Іэкэ, orthographically -lilk. -Hike. Just as English -'ly', to which it is 
etymologlcally identical, it marks adjectives and adverbs. Traditionally in A-
σ 
I 
/ С0Г-сопв1 ] M 
l+voc J 
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and B-dialects (Leenen 19A7: 13 and map) the final segment of this suffix is 
fricativet 
(43) -liç 
-1іИ-э 
This may be α lezicalized residue, a relic of the Second or High-German sound-
shift (S 3.3.2 above), as a result of which plosives in certain positions 
changed into fricatives or affricates. Another lexicalized case may be 
/za.r's/, 'to say', which has an underlying voiced [-cont] stem-final segment 
/q/ in the C-type dialects. Á few lexicalized cases can even be found in C-
dialects, e.g. 
(44) auç standard lang. orthogr. ook 'too' 
iç ik 'I' 
The isogloss (named 'Urdinger-linie') which marks off the dialects in which 
these fricative variants are found, cuts through the Dutch province Limburg in 
the north, just below the city of Venlo. North and northwest of Venlo there is 
a limited area where the shift is confined to α single lexical item, the so-
called 'Mich-kwartier'. 
It does not seem likely that the wave of the High-German sound shift ever 
reached the western limits of the Limburg dialect area at full strength; 
conclusive historical proof pro or contra this position may never be found, 
however. In any case, at present the feature under discussion does not reach 
further northwest than the eastern 'border' of the 'true' East-Limburg 
dialects. So rather than a relic form, it may be seen as a lexicalized 'front' 
of the High-German sound shift, which moved westward, and which most probably 
only captured the complete phonology of that part of the Dutch language area 
where the 'true' Ripuarian dialects are spoken. 
For an A-type dialect like the one spoken in Rimburg, the feature is 
naturally ordered with respect to r'-weakening in the case of attributive 
adjectives with an inflectional shwa (Hinskens 1988: 94, 98), cf.: 
(45a) i:aR-liç 'honest' 
т а фф i:9R-li}'i-3 ФФ main 'an honest man' 
after resyllabification, the adjective has the structure: 
(45b) σ σ σ 
I \ /ι\ / 1 
ir3 R 1 ι ρ' a 
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since /И/ occupies the onset position, r'-weakening applies, resulting in 
(45c) [ i:3 R 1 ι j э ] 
Another example of a word in which the A-type postlexical rule for 
y'·-weakening operates on the B-type derivational suffix -liç plus shwa is the 
dialect variant of standard Dutch geestelijke, 'clergyman': 
(46) st.l. eeestelUke 
В / С: }Ле:8и)1і}Лэ 
A: je:s(t)lij3 
Whenever the dialectal derivational suffix plus inflectional shwa suffix was 
realised as [ lija ] in the elicited dialect use of our informants, a '1' score 
was assigned for each of the two dialect features. 
5.3.9 Preterite suffix - В morphology 
Whereas purely morphological dialect features could not be detected in the 
A-set, the only B-type morphological dialect features of interest satisfying 
all of our criteria for selection (§ 4.2.1 above) pertain to verb conjugation. 
These LVs can be described relatively straightforwardly. 
In the Dutch standard language the preterite suffix of weak verbs surfaces 
either as -ds or as -ta, depending on the last segment of the stem: the voice 
quality of the first segment of the suffix is identical to the voice quality of 
the stem-final segment, whether this is redundant or distinctive. In the 
Limburg dialects this agreement relation does not exist. In the C-group, the 
great majority of Limburg dialects, the preterite suffix categorically takes 
the form -da, with regressive assimilation of [+voice] to the stem-final 
segment if relevant, i.e. if an obstruent precedes13. In the A- and B-type 
dialects, however, the suffix is invariably -at. 
In connection with the shape of the preterite suffix, the geographically 
gradual character of the spread of dialect features in transition zones is 
manifest: whereas the neighbouring village of Nleuwenhagen (to the west of 
Ubach over Worms), in all respects conforms to type B, with respect to the 
preterite suffix it is nowadays a C-dialect (cf. Roukens 1947: 36), as the 
Heerlen dialect was a hundred years ago already (Jongeneel 1884: 24, 26). 
Schematically, the distribution of suffix types over the relevant dialect-
geographical types is 1 4: 
13. For data aee e.g. Van GLnnaken 1913l 174. Syllable-final obatruente ar* alwaya volcalaae, alnce Dutch and 
German have an automatic rula of devoiclng which appllaa at the end of a eyllable. 
14. Ua will not conaldsr tha auf fix ayatem marking parson and number; wa only add that all A-, B- and C-type 
Limburg dialects are Identical In this respect and that they all contrast with tha standard language. 
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(47) 
stand.lang. 
C-dialects 
В- & A-dial. 
Vowel 
verb stem underlyingly ending 
/ Glide / Liquid / Nasal / Obstr 
[+voice] 
da 
da 
at 
in 
Obstr 
[-voice] 
ta 
da 
at 
In case the verb stem ends in a vowel, in the B- and A-type dialects a glide 
is inserted between the stem and the suffix. The choice between /j/ and /w/ 
depends on the quality of the preceding vowel (but cf. Gussenhoven 1980: 177). 
The situation sketched in the above scheme may constitute evidence in favour 
of Zonneveld's analysis of Dutch weak verbs (cf. Zonneveld 1982; cf. Trommelen 
& Zonneveld 1979: 88, 119-23). In his analysis Dutch weak verbs possess in 
their underlying form a shwa theme vowel, which follows the stem. In the 
preterite the theme vowel is in turn followed by a preterite suffix /3/ l s and 
a suffix marking person and number, which consists minimally of shwa, thus: 
(48) stem - theme a - prêter, suffix 3 - person & number marking suffix a... 
This analysis accords with Langohr's (1936: 42-43) analysis of the suffix in 
a group of C-type Limburg dialects spoken in Belgium via an 'allegro rule' 
avant-la-lettre to the reconstructed historical form -'ada' for 1 and 3 sing. 
In the Rede, written in the Aachen dialect of around the year 1750, the form 
'laachede', 'laughed' 3 plur., is attested (the last shwa here is the person 
and number marker). 
The historical interpretation we propose16 is the following: whereas the 
standard language and the C-type dialects truncate the theme vowel, the B- and 
A-type dialects delete the shwa in the person- and number-marking suffix. This 
is visualized in (49). 
15* This hypothesis seema compatible with at least one Ογ the two theories for the origin of the suffix 
(SchBnfeld i Van Loey 1970i 173| Van Brae 1977i 328). According to this theory Verner's Law changed Proto-
Indo-European /t/ Into /Ъ/. If It Is assumed to exist also In present-day Dutch, for which no Independent 
evidence seems available, thla /%/ Is subject to absolute neutralization. The hypothesis of the dental 
fricative as a preterite auffix was critically discussed by Gussenhoven (1960, Just mentioned). 
16. A similar Interpretation can be found In Goossens к Verheyden 19831 175. 
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(49) - a - A - a.. 
st.l. & Ç-dial. B- & A-dial. 
I 1 
-За.. -ad.. 
1 I 
-da.. / -ta.. -at.. 
The latter part of this claim is synchronically supported by the fact that the 
post-preterite suffix part of the ending, i.e. the suffixes marking person and 
number are identical for all Limburg dialects. 
5.3.10 Preflxlese past participlea - В morphology 
The most striking morphological characteristic of the past participle of 
Dutch verbs with lexically prefixless infinite and conjugated forms is the 
prefix 'ge'- 17. In Dutch dialects, however, past participles lacking the 
prefix 'ge'- are not rare. Especially in the northern and northwestern dialects 
preflxlese past participles are common. In this respect it may be misleading to 
speak of deletion, since historically prefixless past participles were the 
norm. In official documents written by Rimburgers in the years 1394 and 1542, 
for instance, the past participles 'geben', rather than 'gegeben', 'given', and 
'сommen' rather than 'gecommen', 'come' were used18. Prefixation is an 
innovation, spreading from Brabant, Limburg and Utrecht (SchOnfeld & Van Loey 
1970: 161). 
In the case of the present-day Limburg dialects the greatest structural 
distance from the standard language in this respect exists in the A- and B-
groups. The verbs which may have prefixless past participles are: 
(50) bKiTsga / bue ija 'to bring' - cf. text following (23a) above i  
k o . me 
v iTiga 
w e :
a d a 
Ы і : э 
k r i r j a 
  T¡  
1 v e ^ a 
 r i ' 
' t o come' 
' t o f i n d ' 
' t o become 
' t o s t a y ' 
' t o g e t ' 
17. Th» «ala «xeoptlon i> conititutad by Che group of ' іпмрапЫ.· eoapodt· nrb* ' (ADS 1984: 427 - ay 
t m u l a t i o n , IH). 
18. Well orar a hundred of t h · · · docunente Mid dande are reprodueed in Han···!! 1912: 315 ff. 
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As was pointed out by Schönfeld & Van Loey with respect to the first four, 
these are verbs which already have a perfective meaning of themselves, so that 
prefixation of the perfective marker 'ge'- would have resulted in semantlcally 
ill-formed (tautological) structures. 
Possibly for the same reason the verbs 
(51a) e:3ta 'to eat' 
with (what at first sight seems to be) the 'ge'-less past participle /r'e^ta/, 
and 
(51b) vHe:ata 'to cram, to gorge' 
with the 'ge'-less past participle /vuelta/ also seem to belong to this group. 
There may, however, be another reason why they can take on prefixlese past 
participle formst at present the correct prefixed past participle of /e:3ta/ is 
/j'iayie^ta/, in the A-type Limburg dialects it is /jaje:ata/ or, basilectally, 
/je:3ta/. The standard language has the infinitive /eta/ with the past parti-
ciple Irayeta/. Remarkable in both the dialect and the standard language form 
is the /уЧ'/ between the prefix and the stem. In the dialectal prefixlese 
participle this ІгЧ is also present. Our explanation is that this ІуЧ forms 
the remnant of a former prefix 'ge'- (which never receives stress, witness the 
shwa), so that dialectal /г'е:эіэ/ is not a prefixlese participle form (cf. 
KoeImans 1979: 69). The participle /vRe:at9/ may have been constructed analo­
gically; it seems more probable, however, that this form as well is only 
seemingly prefixlese. Our assumption that the infinite form is etymologically 
prefixed is supported by the etymological infonnatlon for the lemma 'vreten' in 
the WNT: 
(52) * я - eta(n) 
cf. 'hongeren' ('to be hungry') - 'ver - hongeren' ('to starve'). This would 
mean that historically the standard past participle 'gegeten' and 'gevreten' 
are morphologically 'ill-formed' constructs, comparable to present-day 
(53) German infinitive 'glauben' < 'gelauben', 'to believe' 
past participle 'geglaubt' 
as against 
Dutch infinitive 'geloven' 
past participle 'geloofd* 
From a synchronic perspective as well as from the point of view of the standard 
language and other prefixing dialects, however, the past participles /j^e^ta/ 
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and /vue:9ta/ are non-prefixed forms, and therefore they will be treated as 
such in this investigation. 
Excluded from our study of the use of this dialect feature is a group of 
borrowed verbs of a specific lexical stratum and/or with a specific metrical 
structure. In the dialect the past participles of many of these verbs may be 
preflxless; in the German standard language they are all categorically 
prefixlees. The material recorded for this investigation includes preflxless 
past participles of, among others) 
(54) э рэве:эіа 'to operate' 
rafine:aaa lit. 'to refine' 
pase:aRe 'to happen, to occur' 
eyialiseівЕэ 'to equalize, to smooth' 
teinte ι эв 'to fool around' 
In some cases the preflxless past participles were even used as adjectives. 
In general, an important morphological difference between the verbs in (50) 
and (51) and those in (54) is that the latter ones are regular and hence take 
the circumfix 'ge'-etem-'{d / t}' to form the past participle. 
Our study will be limited to the semantically perfective verbs in (50) and 
the two verbs in (51). 
Since there are many exceptions, both classes of prefixlees past participles 
appear to be governed by minor rules ι one for the inherently perfective verbs, 
and another one for the latter class of (probably originally French) loans of a 
specific stratum and/or with a specific metrical structure. As will be clear, 
prefixlessness in both cases prevents possible application of И-weakening. 
5.3.11 Sublunctive - В morphology 
According to SchOnfeld & Van Loey (1970: 156-57), the Indo-European verbal 
morphology distinguished four moods: indicative, imperative, subjunctive and 
optative. In Proto-German the latter took over the functions of the sub­
junctive, so that formally only the optative survived. Historically speaking, 
P. Gooseene (1967) therefore correctly uses the term optative. We will 
nevertheless use the designation subjunctive. 
In the present-day German standard language, both the present and the past 
subjunctive are in regular use. In the German dialects use and meaning of the 
subjunctive vary greatly; whereas Bavarian dialects have several different 
forms for the past subjunctive, in the northern Low-German dialects the 
subjunctive is lacking altogether (Saltveit 1983: 1222-26). Except for a few 
isolated archaic forms, the subjunctive mood (mainly of the present tense - ANS 
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1984: 326, 448-50) is extinct in standard Dutch. The B-type Limburg dialects 
have past subjunctive forms for a limited number of strong and irregular verbs. 
The state of affairs 35 years ago regarding the subjunctive in Limburg 
dialects was described by Paardekooper (1955: 213-15) on the basis of data for 
14 verbs obtained through a questionnaire. According to the map on which 
Paardekooper represented his findings, the number of verbs used in subjunctive 
form was highest (i.e. all 14) in the dialects spoken in the southeast, 
especially in the border region19, and became smaller the more one moves north 
and northwest. A minority of the dialects spoken west and north of the city of 
Roermond (situated in the geographical centre of the Dutch province Limburg) 
had two, some others had one, but the majority of dialects had no verbs with a 
subjunctive form. 
So much for the dialect geography of the feature. With respect to the 
functional side we can be even more concise: the subjunctive can be used in 
indirect or reported speech ('oratio obliqua'), subordinate interrogative 
sentences, exclamations, e.g. 
(55) к0.эт таи 
соте-conj. he only 'If only he would cornel' 
as well as to indicate wishes, possibilities, doubt and the like ('Irrealis'). 
Regarding the formal side, two aspects should be pointed out, one syntactic 
and one morphological. As for the syntax: whereas Dutch and its dialects 
(including the Limburg ones) has different surface placement of the finite verb 
in main (SVO) and subordinate (SOV) clauses, in these dialects embedded 
sentences containing a subjunctive have no conjunctions and the verb may be in 
the second position, as if it were a main clause. Here are some examples: 
(56) za:t di vrouw α miç jan.g ins bis bii dem iç hai diç j^ajik 
said that woman to me: "go once to him, I sent-conj. you' 
'"... [and tell him, that] I sent you" 
Without subjunctive, the relevant part of the sentence would have been: 
(56') dot iç diç уТэ/ік hou 
pret. 
or dot iç diç piej'ik hon / ha 
pres. 
19. Subjunctive forne of at least aix different verbe can be found in the edd-eighteenth century Aachen 
dialect uaed in the Rede. 
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(57) iç me:n he:9 И al ziç dat hu: s 
I fancy he bought-conj. himself that house 
'... [that] he would have bought that house' 
Without subjunctive, the relevant part of the sentence would have beenι 
(57') dot he: 3 ziç dat huís χΊοΙ 
pret. 
or 
dat he: 8 ziç dat hu:в y^a It 
pres. 
As for the morphology, the first striking fact is that all verbs with a past 
subjunctive form have a strong or irregular conjugation20 with a non-front 
vowel in the preterite stem. Secondly, the subjunctive stem bears a regular 
relationship to the preterite of these verbs, in that it is the 'umlauted' 
counterpart. Between the preterite and the subjunctive there exists an umlaut 
relationship for the feature [back]: 
(58) prêter, indici stem-vowel [+back] 
subj.ι [-back] 
as can be seen in the examples above: 
(58*) prêter, indie: /Hol/ /hou/ 
subj. /И0І/ /hœi/ 
So the subjunctive has a limited and surveyable distribution (here too, a 
'minor rule' may be at work). At the same time it is transparent. 
Both the syntactic and the morphological peculiarities of the subjunctive 
clearly interfere in the following standard language utterance (represented 
here in the standard orthography) from a 61 year old native speaker of the 
Waubach/Groenstraat dialect: 
(59) Jong, ik dacht jij was weg geweest. 
Boy, I thought you were-subj. away been 
'Boy, I thought you had gone' 
where in the embedded sentence 
- no conjunction is present; 
20. Mar· c o m a t l y , tiny a n «bltutlng mak nrba (P. Goo·мм 19671 35 f f . ) . 
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- the finite verb takes on the preterite form, as the standard language lacks a 
past subjunctive form; 
- the finite verb is in second position, which is incorrect from the perspec­
tive of the grammar of standard Dutch. 
5.3.12 Strong or irregular versus weak conjugation - В / С morphology 
There is a small group of verbs with a weak preterite in the A- and B-type 
dialects, but a strong or irregular one in the C-cluster as well as in the 
standard language - or vice versa. There is another small group of verbs with 
an irregular preterite in the A-, B- and C-dialect types, and a weak one in the 
standard language; the conjugation of the verbs in this second group con­
stitutes a C-feature. Examples of both groups are: 
(60) i ) 
B-feature 
C-feature 
stand.1. 
irreg -
'vroeg* 
' r i e p ' 
weak 
'voelde' 
'hoorde' 
weak 
' legde ' 
' z e t t e ' 
C-dial. 
irreg 
VROÇ 
κείρ 
weak 
vœilda 
h0:ôRda 
irreg • 
l a ç 
z a t 
В- i A 
irreg 
VROI 
Rep 
weak 
vfllet 
-dial. 
/ weak 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
hy: 3 R3t / 
• irreg 
l a x 
z a t 
/ 
VH0.aIÍ8t 
Ropat 
strong 
vo-Slt 
hu! a t 
l a . t 
'asked' 
' ca l l ed ' 
• f e l t ' 
'heard' 
' l a i d , put' 
' s a t ' 
A historically correct account of the latter examples requires that they be 
defined as irregularly weak. The important thing is, however, the fact that in 
all dialects their conjugational class deviates from the one in the standard 
language. Likewise, in the case of the B-feature we are interested in the fact 
that the A- and B-type deviate from the C- and the standard language conjuga-
tion. 
In early stages of Dutch, verb conjugation was a complex phenomenon, 
characterized by a "variegated multitude of forms' (Schönfeld & Van Loey 1970: 
166 - my translation, FH). It is no wonder that many shifts have since 
occurred. With respect to the standard variety, Koelmans (1979: 28) observes 
that diachronically it is especially the shift between conjugation types which 
attracts attention, mainly from strong to weak conjugation21. A nice illustra-
tion of this process is provided by the anonymous author of the Rede (written 
21. Ехмрі· · can ba fmmd in SchOnfeld Í Van Losj 1970: 167-68. 
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in the Aachen dialect, around 1750), when he complains that his contemporaries 
do not use the correct forms of the 'imperfectus': 
(61) 'Da sage se ich kicket, in de platsch dat se saue sagen ich keck* 
'Then they say [I looked] instead of that they would say ...' 
5.3.13 Stem vowel 2 t 3 sing, pres, indie, atrons verbs - С morphology 
The last of our set of LVs regarding verbal morphology occurs in Limburg 
dialects of the A-, B- and C-type. 
In a limited set of originally strong verbs, in the present tense the forms 
for second and third person sing, undergo not only suffixation - as in the 
standard language, although endings are different. At the same time these forms 
are characterized by mutations in the stem vowel. The mutation takes place 
(a) segmentallyi whereas the forms for the other person and number combinations 
in the present indicative (as well as the whole preterite paradigm and the 
infinitive) have a long tense vowel, the forms for second and third person 
singular present tense usually have the short lax equivalents; moreover, back 
vowels undergo umlauting, i.e. fronting; 
(b) supra-segmentally: the forms for second and third person singular and 
second person plural present tense have a tone contour HL, as against HLH in 
all other finite forms, with the exception of 2 plur. 
An example: 
(62) infin.i кни:рэ 'to creep, crawl* 
sing. plur. 
pres. 1 кий: ρ кнйірэ 
2 kRxps kRùp(t) 
3 ksip(t) кнйірэ 
pret. 1 kRöip / kRü:pat кнбірэ / kRu:pata 
2 kRÖ:ps / kRuipets kRÖ:pt / kRürpst 
3 kRÖ:p / kRU:pat ккбірэ / kRÜipata 
Mutatis mutandis for the Ripuarian variant [kRu:fa]. 
As will be clear, the preterite of this verb has both a strong and a weak 
conjugation (a morphological peculiarity of dialects of the A- and B-type, 
which has been described in § 5.3.12 above), as is also the case with some 
other verbs in this group. The preterite paradigm is, however, only given here 
to show that umlaut (in case the lexical form has a back vowel) and change of 
the tone contour take place in the present tense only. 
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Some of the other verbs with the same behaviour are: 
(63) j^eile / jeila 'to buy* 
r>eiav9 I je:ave 'to give' 
dua.^a / dRa.tfa 'to carry' 
lo.pa / lo.fa 'to walk' 
As has been pointed out, umlaut is one of the two mutations in the stem of 
this group of verbs. Two things should be added. First, sometimes the effect of 
the [+back] -> [-back] umlaut is hardly visible, as a consequence of ensuing 
rounding and/or closing, e.g. 
(64) dRa.^a / dna.В a 'to carry' 
2 ( 3 sing.: 
dRi:ac-{8, t} closing /e/ -» [i] 
Secondly, verbs with a front vowel in the infinitive typically display rounding 
and/or closing, e.g. 
(65) S:3ta / fisa 'to eat' 
2 & 3 sing.: 
it-(s) closing /e/ •* [i] 
bad£Rava 'to spoil, to ruin' 
2 & 3 sing.: 
bad4X»af-{s, t} rounding /ε/ -» [œ1] 
5.3.14 t-deletion - С phonology 
In most Limburg dialects word-final [t] may have three different sources. 
This [t] can be deleted following an obstruent. Final t-deletion is not 
confined to Limburg dialects of Dutch, however. Weijnen (1966: 239-40) and 
Goeman & Van Reenen (1985: 17 ff.) observed that final [t] is variably deleted 
in various parts of the Dutch language area. The deletion of final [t] also 
occurs in contiguous German dialects, such as the ones spoken in and around 
Cologne and Aachen, as well as in dialects of English. 
Specific to most Limburg dialects is the fact that final [t] may have three 
different origins. These are: 
- Lexical: when it is part of a lexical morpheme, e.g. in 
22. Here too we give the 'Rlpuarlan' variants, I.e. the foras that one would expect for Rlttburg (for Inatance 
on the basis of Table 3.6) - with the elda remark that the use of the High German forms Is subject to strong 
variation and Is probably decreasing. 
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(66a) J l ç t / / l ç ' s h i f t ' , as in 'night s h i f t ' s ing. 
J iç ta plur. 
Rasept / κββερ 'recipe, prescript ion' sing. 
Resepta plur. 
(b) eçt /eç ' r e a l d y ) · 
eçta 'real' adj. with inflectional ehwa 
- Morphemic : when it is part of a verb conjugation. Two highly frequent 
conjugational [t]'e are to be investigated here: 
1) In Limburg dialects -'t.' is suffixed to the stem for both 3 sing, and 
2 plur. to form the present tense. The forms for these two person and number 
combinations are isomorphic in this tense and mood, but not elsewhere in strong 
and irregular verbs, as can be seen in the following scheme: 
(67a) 
indie pres 
pret 
subj (pret) 
for example 
(67b) str./irree. 
'dRigka' 
indie pres 
pret 
subj (pret) 
weak 
•wiRaka' 
3 sing. 
- t 
str/irreg 0 
weak 0 
0 
'to drink' 
3 sing. 2 plur. 
dRigk-t dRigk-t 
dRO gk dao gk-t 
dnœ'gk dRce^k-t 
'to work' 
2 pi 
- t 
- t 
0 
- t 
3 sing. 2 plur. 
indie pres wiRak-t wiRak-t 
pret wiRak-at wiRak-at 
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-t. is a 'porte-manteau' morpheme for person & number and -in the case of 3 
sing.- for mood and tense. The complete paradigm for the present indicative of 
strong, irregular and weak verbs is: 
(68a) sing. plur. 
1 0 -
2 - s - t 
3 - t - э 
(68b) sing. plur. 
1 dRigk dixijk-e 
2 dRirjk-B dRigk-t 
3 dRigk-t dnigk-e 
The same holds for weak verbs (such as 'wiR^a'). Interestingly, with respect 
to the present tense paradigm both Jongeneel (1884: 13, 26) and MUnch (1904: 
169) noted 'apocope' of -t. after obstruents in 3 sing. only. At present, 
however, -t. can be also deleted in the 2 plur. form. Since there are generally 
no further distinctions in the verbal morphology between these two parts of the 
paradigm23, t-deletion seems undesirable. On the other hand, Germanic lan­
guages (and their dialects) do not pro-drop, and thus t-deletion merely reduces 
the syntagmatic redundancy. From the point of view of Kiparsky'e (1972: 206) 
strong - weak division of morphological categories, t-deletion in a system of 
'verb agreement in a language with no pronoun deletion" is to be expected. So 
while t-deletion after obstruents serves a phonotactic purpose (222-23), 
distinctness on the syntagmatic level is still guaranteed. 
2) As in the Dutch standard language, the vast majority of regular weak 
verbs form their past participle by a discontinuous affix or circumfix. Cf. 
(69): 
(69) 'ge' - stem - '{d / t}' 
A- and B-type dialects have two regular exceptions with respect to the prefix, 
described in § 5.3.10 above. The first of these two groups of exceptions (the 
one that will be studied), which consists of eight verbs only, does not contain 
regular weak verbs. The suffix part of the past participle of these verbs is 
not -'t'. 
23. As «e shomd above (! 5.3.13) In a Halted set of originally strong verbs fontal differences still exist 
between 1 sing, on the one hand and ¿-less 3 sing, and 2 plur. on the other. 
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In the regular weak verbs the suffix is /d/ underlyingly. It is also 
phonetically [d] if the participle is used adjectivally and an inflectional 
shwa is attached. Non-final segments, however, are not relevant to the present 
feature. Since, as we pointed out already, there is an automatic rule for final 
devoicing, an underlying /d/ in final position surfaces as [t], which may fall 
prey to t-deletion, e.g. 
(70) pi a - Jiiub - d -» /j^Rubd/ 
final devoicing2* 
Φ 
[yUjRupt] 
Ψ 
t-deletion 
Ψ 
[j^Rup] 
'scrubbed' 
The final [t] in a past participle can always be deleted (as was noted already 
by Jongeneel 1884: 13, 26 and MUnch 1904: 169). 
- 'Pronominal'. In the Dutch standard language, the noun does not necessarily 
have to be lexically expressed in a constituent 
(71) Hp[ D e t + A dJ + "I 
except when it is neuter, vid.: 
(72) een dikk-e. man 
een dikke 
'a fat man' 
'a fat fone Τ 
een leuk-e, vrouw 
een leuke 
'a nice woman' 
'a nice Γ one)' 
een lief kind 
*een lief 
'a sweet child' 
'a sweet [one]' 
Here kind, 'child', is a neuter noun. In Limburg dialects (of the A-, the fi­
end the largest part of the C-type) in this latter case a -t is suffixed to the 
adjective: 
24. It eeeae impoavibl· co decide whether /b/ become [p] ее e reeult of denlcing or because of aesied.la-
tlon. Thle queetlon ie Lxxelevant to the iosua of t-deletioa. 
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(73) Kp[ D e t + AdJ-í. + 0 ] 
condition: N - [neuter] 
во the dialect version of the latter example would bet 
(74) a lef kigk 'a sweet child' 
a lef-,t 'a sweet [one]' 
These regularities hold for other adnominal words as well, e.g. possessive 
pronouns : 
(75) et.l. 'mijn kind' 'my child' 
*'het mijn', 'the my' 
but 'het mijn-e.' 'the mine' 
dialect mi kirjk 'my child' 
at min-.t 'the mine' 
These facts are reminiscent of German, where adjectives have some form of 
inflection. In a paper on percolation of grammatical features, Muyвken (1963: 
208) pointed out that in German borrowed 'colour adjectives' such as 'orange' 
and 'lila', 'violet', are the only category of words in which inflection is 
optional - as long as the noun is present. Cf. (76). 
(76) ein lilanes Kleid 'a violet dress' 
ein lila Kleid 'a violet dress' 
ein Lilanes 'a violet [one]' 
*ein Lila 'a violet [one]' 
With respect to this specific part of the grammar of the dialect, Hinskens & 
Muysken (1986) 
- demonstrated that the -t. is not related to the German suffix -'as.' (in 
certain dialects -'at.'), since the two suffixes have different distributions; 
- described the geographical spread of the feature; 
- explained two exceptional types, and 
- offered the following theoretical explanation: -.t can best be considered to 
be a pronominal affix which marks [neuter] and functions as the head of a 
nounless group; as such it identifies a morphologically caseless NP as an 
argument. 
That this -t. serves as the syntactic head is also clear from the fact that 
it can appear only once in a nounless NP: 
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(77) a lef kiijk 'a sweet child' 
э lef-,! 'a sweet Г one 1 ' 
*a j^ons-t, lef-_t 'a very sweet [one]' 
a j-lans lef-t. 'a very sweet [one]' 
and from the fact that It does not occur If the noun Is present: 
(78) *a lef-t. kirjk 'a sweet child' 
*a Joe η-t, hu:s 'a beautiful house' 
If it follows an obstruent, this 'pronominal' -t. can be deleted as well, 
vid.: 
(79) a left / a lef 'a sweet [one]' 
With respect to the lexical /t/, it should be noted that t-deletion seems to 
erase the final segment in diminutives before the suffix is added: 
(80a) /bi:a8t/ 'beast' 
/kist/ 'case, chest' 
/kaft/ 'book cover' 
Had the /t/ been present, the diminutive suffix would have been -'ja' (see 
$ 5.3.5 above). On the other hand, /t/ is not absent at the point of the 
grammar where the plural morpheme is attached: 
(80b) /bi:aat/ -» [bi:as] 
/kist/ -» [kis] 
/kaft/ -» [kaf] 
So whereas diminutive formation seems to suggest that the final /t/ is absent, 
pluralization shows that it is not, as does derivation: 
(80c) bi:ast-aRxi 'bestial behaviour, bestiality' 
bi:aet-iç 'beastly, bestial'26 
One might stipulate the ordering: 
1. pluralization 2. t-deletion 3. diminutivization. 
However, forms like 
bi:as-ka 
kis-кэ 
kef-ka 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
bi:aet-aR 
kist-a 
kaft-a 
PLUR 
PLUR 
PLUR25 
25* Certain Anglo-Aaarlcan dialacta, and particularly Black Engliah Vernacular » appear to be t-leaa even at 
thia level, witneae the fact that the BE7 correapondenta of RP 'teat - teat a* are 'tee - teaalx' etc. Cf. 
Labov 1972a! 216 and the référencée in Edgar Radtka 1987i 1499. 
26. Both forma in KID 19871 59. Judging from Roberga 19851 206-207, the latter re gula riti·· alao occur in 
Afrikaana, a language of Dutch origin. 
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(80d) Ьі: 8-кэ-8 'beast - DIM - РЫЖ' 
kis-кэ-в 'case - DIM - PLUR' 
kef-ke-s 'book cover - DIM - PLUR' 
prove that diminutivization must be allowed to apply before pluralization. One 
solution to this seeming ordering problem might be the assumption that 
diminutivization takes account of the internal structure of the last syllable 
of the simplex (cf. Trommelen 1984 on standard Dutch diminutivization), whereas 
pluralization and inflection (66a, b) are sensitive to the final segment. This 
solution is not parsimonious, since it seems to imply that for every single 
morphological procedure one would have to establish how it behaves in this 
respect. However, an appealing aspect of this solution is that it amounts to 
treating /t/ as an adjunct or extra-syllabic. After all, a /t/ following a 
tautosyllabic obstruent constitutes a violation of the universal tendencies 
regarding syllable structure. 
A more sophisticated solution27 which takes account of the latter fact is 
the assumption that /t/ is part of the lexical representation, although its 
phonetic tier is not associated to a skeletal slot. In other words, this /t/ is 
not assigned a timing slot, and is therefore a so-called 'untimed' or 
'floating' segmenti 
(81a) σ 
I \ 
X (X) 
I 
C-sonHt] 
In case a vowel follows word-internally, affiliation always takes place: 
(вІЬ) σ σ 
X (X) X 
I : I 
[-son][t] V 
which is no surprise, since [t] is no longer word-final. If the vowel is part 
of the following word, t-affillation is variable: 
(82) kist-э *кі8-э 'cases' 
kxatf/m kxsffm 'into (the) case' 
27. Suggested to ne by Leo Vetxele - personal coamuiicatioii. 
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Representing word-final [t] after an obstruent as a floating segment comes 
down to Interpreting t-deletlon as an Instance of cluster simplification 
determined by syllable structure, a natural phenomenon. Additional support for 
this Interpretation Is formed by the behaviour In the dialect of morphemic -t/s 
(or, rather, allomorphic, for underlyingly they are /d/'s) in adjectivalized 
past participles. As has already been shown, /d/ surfaces when an inflectional 
shwa follows. As a floating segment, this [t] is comparable to French liaison 
consonants. 
Strictly speaking, in this scenario the designation t-deletion is not 
correct and should be changed into something like 'non-affiliation of untimed 
[t]'. Whatever the label we attach to it, the rule must be allowed to operate 
at several levels of derivation (§§ 2.3.1, 2.3.2 above). 
For a subset of relevant lexical (type 'licht') and morphemic (types 
'lach-t.' and 'ge-lach-t,' ) contexts, t-deletion after obstruents may seem to 
bleed the Α-rule of dorsal fricative deletion (cf. Hagen 1981: 157). Closer 
examination of the facts makes plain that dorsal fricative deletion and 
t-deletion are ordered according to the Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky 1973). 
This condition contends that if a given form satisfies the structural descrip­
tion of two different rules, then the more specific rule applies, blocking the 
more general one, which operates elsewhere. If dialect levelling occurs 
gradually, as our second hypothesis predicts, then for the forms at hand we 
expect the distributionι 
(83) Older dialect speakers /li:st/ etc. 
Younger dialect speakers /liç/ etc. 
In this scenario, in this specific connection geographical graduality and 
linguistic graduality would coincide. 
Three methodological remarks are still to be made. First, our informants' 
application of the t-deletion rule was not analysed before #(#) {t / d}. 
Second, just like n-deletion (§ 5.3.7), t-deletion occurs word-finally, so 
it can also be observed in the first part of compounds (cf. Booij 1977), as in: 
(84) post^-zegel 'stamp' 
mes^-hoop 'dung-hill' 
Nevertheless we did not study rule application in this environment. There were 
two reasons for this decision: firstly, the 'real life frequency' (Lambert & 
Moore 19вб> 180) of this specific word-type is relatively low, so it does not 
obey our fourth criterion for selection (5 4.2.1). In Van Hout's (1989: 178-81) 
corpus of spontaneous speech collected in the city of Nijmegen the number of 
occurrences of compounds of this specific type is relatively low. Secondly, in 
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the Ubaсh over Worms dialect varieties, t-deletion in this environment is 
almost categorical (cf. Booij 1977: 20-21 with respect to the Dutch standard 
language); variation, let alone levelling of the feature can hardly be expected 
to reach statistically interesting levels in this environment. 
A third, equally important restriction is the fact that the investigation 
did not take into account the realization or deletion of [t]'8 after 'intru­
sion' obstruents in structures like 
( 5а) kœ im-t 'comes' 3 sing. 
phonologically /kœ :mt/ 
where the 'intrusive' segment is an 'intermediary' between the adjacent non-
continuant but 'heterorganic' /m/ and /t/. From /m/ the place feature [labial] 
spreads rightward, while at the same time from /t/ the manner feature for 
plosion spreads leftward, so that [p] results: 
(85b) [kœSmpt] 
This realization is attested especially in t-deleting dialects in the centre of 
the Dutch language area (Goeman 1976: 19). From a phonetic point of view one 
might expect t-deletion in this connection, and t-deletion indeed occurs in 
such contexts. In short, this phonetic type of intrusion may feed t-deletion. 
In case the [t] is not realized in structures such as (85b), it can be 
maintained that the [p] is the product of the place assimilation of /t/ to the 
preceding nasal. Because the phonological nature of this phenomenon is unclear 
and it is so rare and unpredictable, even in spontaneous speech, the study of 
t-deletion has been limited to instances where the preceding obstruent is part 
of the lexical representation. This keeps the design of our investigation as 
clean as possible. 
5.3.15 Sandhi voicing - С phonology 
As has been pointed out already, Dutch and German and their dialects have an 
automatic post-cyclic rule for the devoicing of obstruents in absolute 
syllable-final position. The last segment of the first syllable in the 
equivalents of the word 'pragmatics', for example, is fricative in Dutch and 
plosive in German; in both languages it is voiceless: 
(86) pra [x] matiek (Dutch) 
Pra [k] matik (German) 
Before word boundaries, the effect of this morphophonemic (Booij 1981: 
138-39) rule can be undone by 'sandhi voicing', a late rule for regressive 
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voicing assimilation. Of course, sandhi voicing can also affect segments which 
are lexically voiceless. 
As far as the Dutch standard language is concerned, the only possible source 
of the aselmilation, i.e. the place from where [+voice] spreads, is 
plosives28. Since both the standard language and the A-, B- and C-type dia­
lects only seldom have [a] in anlaut position (in the standard language it does 
not belong to the endogenous segment inventory), we can further delimit the 
right-hand environment to /b/ and /d/. So far the dialects and the standard 
language do not seem to differ. As we will see, however, a following #(/) [d] 
is nevertheless interesting in connection with the dialects. 
With respect to sandhi voicing the dialects differ from the standard in a 
very salient manner, since in the dialects vowels also belong to the right-hand 
environment in the structural description of the rule29: 
-eon 
-cont 
+voice 
-ι \ 
(87) [-son] [+voice] / #(#r 'J 
+ 8yl 
-cons 
Voice assimilation before voiced plosives is an articulatorily motivated 
process: spreading of the laryngeal feature [+voice] across the syllable 
boundary has the phonetic effect of coarticulation through anticipation. 
As far as voice assimilation before a vowel is concerned, the situation is 
slightly more complex. Van der Hulst (1984) observed that on the surface in 
Dutch voiced obstruents are excluded everywhere, except in initial position in 
the syllable CX^) M. Goldsmith's (1990: 126) claim that 'we find codas in 
countless languages which do not have the privilege of bearing contrastive 
marking for voicing (German)" therefore also applies to Dutch; after all, both 
languages have Final Devoicing. Moreover, a syllable which underlyingly begins 
with a vowel is phonetically reinterpreted so that it is realised with a 
glottal stop in onset position31. Vid.: 
28. Cf. Тгоимі.п i Zoim.v.ld 19791 102, 104-107, 131-32| Boolj 19811 151. Tha left-hand anviroiimant [+volce] 
in Booij'a fornulatlon of che rula does noe apply to tha dialects at stake. Articulatory investigations by 
Sila revealed that there ere «any exceptions to the rule for regressive assiailation if the second consonant 
is a plosiva (R. van den Berg 19881 6). 
29. To be яоге precise, in the dialects the rule uaoally also applies before vowels, while in the standard 
language it rarely does, witness tha fact that in Tromnelan & Zonneveld'a formalisation (19791 106) it only 
operates before voiced stops. 
30. The sole exception results from the assimilation process fomallsed in the first expansion of (87). 
31. Cf. Jongentrarger I Van Heaven 1991 for phonetic r«finement. for more references, see I 2.4.4 under (IS). 
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(88) σ σ 
Ι s' I 
ν -» c v 
[ î ] 
Further research is needed to answer the question whether with a glottal stop 
also a timing slot (C in (88)) is introduced. 
Given the basic principles of autosegmental phonology, it is easy to see 
that after glottal stop insertion regressive assimilation of [+volce] from the 
vowel to the final segment in the preceding syllable is blocked since it would 
violate the No-Crossing constraint. Cf. (89a). 
(89a) *σ σ 
\ / I 
с с V 
[?][+voice] 
Sandhi voicing before a vowel therefore requires resyllablfication. Resyllabi-
fication puts the final segment of the preceding syllable in the onset 
position, so that no default consonant [?] needs to be inserted. If this final 
segment is preceded by a short, [-tense] vowel, then it becomes ambisyllabic, 
cf. (89b). If it is preceded by a long, [+tense] vowel or another consonant, it 
is detached from its original syllable node, as in (89c). 
(89b) or σ (89c) σ σ 
\ / I * /1 
С V C V 
[+voice] [+voice] 
So in constellations of a word-final obstruent followed by a vowel-initial word 
resyllablfication-cum-sandhi voicing is an alternative for either resyllabifi-
cation-cum-finai devoicing or glottal stop insertion-cum-final devolcing. In 
any case, sandhi voicing before a vowel occurs within the syllable. In (11) to 
(13) in § 5.3.2 above we saw how resyllabification-cum-sandhi voicing feeds the 
rule of syllable-initial j"-weakening. 
The facts regarding sandhi voicing seem to imply that at least in the 
relevant dialects of Dutch resyllabification also operates postlexically; 
according to Nespor & Vogel (1986: 66-67) in standard Dutch it is "impossible 
for syllables to group together segments that belong to separate words in a 
phrase'. Since resyllabification is already operative in the lexical component, 
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in the dialects at issue it has to be considered as a real 'anywhere rule' (cf. 
Vennemann 1972: 16). 
The 'dialectal' part of the rule for sandhi voicing appears to be very 
productive, witness the common realization of a loan such as 'weekend': 
[wig£nt]. It commonly interferes in standard language production of speakers of 
a Limburg dialect. (90) and (91) below were produced unintentionally by a 
professional phonetician of Limburg origin who was engaged in a lively 
discussion at a meeting: 
(90) medd en knibboog 
•with a wink' 
met een knipoog 
(compound: knip-oog) 
Final t-deletion, which is also a variable postlexical, word-level rule, often 
cooccurs with sandhi voicing, as in (91): 
(91) anders klobb at niet < 
lit. otherwise knocks it not 
'otherwise it is not correct' 
anders klopt het niet 
(idiomatic expr.) 
These examples prove that sandhi voicing may also operate within the clitic 
group (see % 2.3.2 above). Cliticized forms of pronouns either trigger 
assimilation categorically or exclude it, but variation does not occur. Cf. the 
behaviour of the subject pronouns in (92): 
(92) full 
clitic 
full 
clitic 
du: 
[das tu:] 
te - and 
[dase] 
he:a 
[dat he:3] 
э 
[date] 
32 
even 
1 
more cliticized: a 
*[daza] 
*[haza] 
*[dada] 
*[hada] 
'you' sing 
'that you' 
'have you' 
'he' 
'that he' 
'has he' 
Э2. W· wlH not diacu** the abeance of the /t/ in *dat'| на It har will we dwell upon the origin of the /e/. 
The [t] in the full form of the pronoun resulta from pro gre aai ve aa alalia t ton - but thla la irrelevant for 
the voaent. 
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(92) continued 
full i:aR / у:ан 'you' plur. nomin. 
[dat 2y:8R] [dady:aR] 'that you' 
clitic SR 
*[dataR] [dadaR] 
[hadsR] 'have you' 
In the case of /a/, which is either the maximally cliticized form of /du:/ or 
the clitic form of /he:3/, no regressive voicing assimilation to the preceding 
obstruent is allowed. Obviously the /t/ of the less cliticized form and the /h/ 
of the full form, respectively, left a trace behind. Assimilation is obligatory 
in the case of the cliticized forms of pronouns with an initial vowel. 
We now return to stops as the right-hand environment, and especially to the 
/d/. In a detailed and surprisingly modern study, Leenen (1954) described and 
quantitatively investigated two -what he thought were- originally Limburg 
exceptions to the general rule of sandhi voicing in the environment #(#) [d]. 
According to Leenen, in the relevant contexts assimilation is progressive, i.e. 
a following /d/ becomes [t] in: 
1. the definite article 'de', specific demonstrative, relative, personal and 
possessive (2 sing.) pronouns and specific adverbs33, 
2. the three words 'dak', 'ding' and 'dorp' ('roof', 'thing', 'village') if 
they are preceded by one of the three words 'het', 'dit' or 'dat' (definite 
article 'the', 'this' and 'that). 
What the words in both groups have in common is the historical origin of the 
initial segment: this is /d/ (cf. Van Haeringen in Van Loey 1956: 27). The 
items in the first group of exceptions are all function words that are usually 
unstressed. Synchronically, however, it is hard to see what is so typically 
Limburg about this first constraint. The second group of 'exceptions' makes a 
strange, coincidental impression. Closer synchronic examination of the two 
groups of three words in 2. reveals that they are all marked [neuter]. If we 
try to imagine exactly what would happen if regressive voicing assimilation did 
take place: 
(93) [ada.k] 
[adiij.k] etc. 
it becomes clear what the motivation for this second constraint might be. The 
difference between the definite and the indefinite neuter article is very small 
formally: /at/ vs. /a/. In the case of sandhi voicing, the definite article 
would become [ad] here, which after degeminatlon is identical to /a/, the 
indefinite article. In the dialects at issue this does, however, not hold for 
33. According CO Cohen et al. 1978: 51, in the Dutch standard language the direction of voice assimilation in 
these cases Is variable. 
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the two demonstratives mentioned by Leenen: 'dit' is simply not used basilec-
tally. To express proximity, i.e. to distinguish 'dit' and 'dat', periphrases 
are used, such as 'that X here' vs. 'that X there'. If some form of 'dat' is 
used, sandhi voicing may but need not occur in the final segment. Moreover, 
granmatical confusion (or homophonic clash) as in 
(94) def. Art. /at/ •* sandhi voicing -» /ad/ -» degemination -» [э] 
indef. Art. / / - [э] 
is excluded in the case of sandhi voicing of the last segment of these 
demonstratives. In fact, as we just pointed out, sandhi voicing is not at all 
prohibited in these demonstratives in this type of structure. On the other 
hand, the grammatical distinction between definite and indefinite in the case 
of regressive voicing assimilation in the definite article is collapsed for 
every neuter noun with initial /d/. 
This means that, if our reanalysis of the odd-looking second constraint is 
correct, Leenen's description of this group of exceptions is synchronically off 
track. Instead, the constraint should be that regressive voicing assimilation 
is blocked on grammatical grounds in npfdef Art + N] if N - [neuter] and the 
initial segment of the noun is /d/. In other words, the group of determiners 
consists of the definite article only, whereas the group of nouns consists of 
all neuter words with initial /d/. 
Of course, Leenen's first constraint and our reanalysis of the second one 
have been implemented in our investigation. 
5.3.16 Derivational suffix -'da' - С morphophonology 
Except in rare cases like 
(95) lief-de - [livda] 'love' N 
in standard Dutch nominalizations of abstract adjectives (in this case lief. 
'lovely') are derived by suffixing -'ta', even when the adjective has an 
underlyingly [-(-voice] final segment. 
Of old. A-, B- and C-type Limburg dialects employ the suffix -'da' for this 
procedure. According to Langohr (1936t 43) this suffix is the reflex of 
ide > ede. Unlike the standard language, in the dialects under investigation 
the vowel in the relevant cases shows umlauting [-l-back] -> [-back]. Underlyingly 
voiceless final segments undergo regressive voicing assimilation, as in e.g. 
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(96) H R U Ì 3 ! 'big' 
vid. with an inflectional shwa j^Rux't-a 
-'da* -> уікуіааэ 'bigness' 
de£ 'deep' 
vid. dep-э 
-'da' -» debda 'depth' 
More examples can be found in e.g. Van Ginneken (1913: 174). The nominalization 
(97a) hu:a£ 'high' 
-'da' -» hy:3^da 'height' 
is in use in the toponym "Oop 'en huuegde", 
(97b) /D^panhyi^da / < э^р ft ^an *# hy: 8H-da 
lit. 'on the-LOCAT height' 
a hilly part of the village Nieuwenhagen. Incidentally, this is the second 
highest point in the Netherlands. 
There is another derivational procedure with -'da' plus sandhi voicing (but 
without umlauting) namely the adjectivallzatlon of the past participle of weak 
verbs: 
(98) у'э - stem - d -» j^ a - stem - d - a 
as in: 
(99) ko:aka 'to cook' 
[j^akokt] -» j^akaqda 
rapa 'to pick up* 
[yiaRapt] -> r'anobda 
Apparently the final [t] in the past participle is the product of devoicing of 
underlying /d/, as was pointed out already in connection with deletion of 
morphemic -t. (see § 5.3.14 above). 
In an official document written in Rimburg in 1542 two tokens can be found 
of the derivational procedure in (98): 
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(100) "... ende sljne getuljgenis met opgereckden vingeren ende 
ui iteestreckden armen bij den Almachtigen Godt ende sijnen 
liever Heijligen gesworen' (in Hanssen 1912: 341) 
lit. ... and his testimony with stretched fingers and raised 
arms for God Almighty and his dear Saints sworn 
The suffix -'da' is also found in deadjectival nouns of the type: 
(101) st.l. gemeente dial. j^aminda 'municipality' 
gewoonte r'awœ nids 'custom, usage' 
These are derivations of a type similar to those in (96) above. 
With respect to the nominalizations (represented by hoogte) and deadjectival 
nouns (as in gemeente), Schultlnk remarks that the standard language suffix 
-'ta' is subcategorized for a preceding adjective. It is provided with the 
features [+N] and [-t-neuter], and it functions as the head (1986: 107). 
In view of the existence of the suffix -'da', with regressive voicing 
assimilation, in 
- the preterite of weak verbs, at least in the C-type dialects - cf. S 5.3.9 
above (the standard language showing progressive assimilation if the stem has 
an underlyingly voiceless final segment), and 
- the two derivational procedures described in this subsection, 
one might surmise that sandhi voicing, which is post-cyclic nowadays, was once 
a (late) cyclic rule, at least before stops. If *ide (and later *ede) is the 
historical root of the present-day standard derivational suffix -'ta', its form 
can then be explained by lexicalization (as a morpheme) of what once was merely 
a phonetic variant, respectively an allomorph following roots ending in a 
voiceless obstruent. 
5.3.17 Absence Inflectional shwa - С morphophonology 
Present-day standard Dutch has a gender system that distinguishes between 
'de' and 'het' nouns. The group of nouns that take 'de' as the definite article 
consists of former masculine and feminine nouns, whereas all 'het' nouns are 
neuter. Limburg dialect morphology retains the original three-gender system. 
One of the ways in which gender is expressed grammatically is in adnominal 
elements. 
Adjectives and indefinite, demonstrative and possessive pronouns in 
adnominal position always receive a shwa suffix, except when the noun they are 
related to is a singular neuter. This shwa, however, is sometimes absent: 
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(102) B t . l . een mooi-e vrouw d i a l , ' ig J°œ n-э яэи 
*een mooi vrouw ii) Joe η VROU 
'a beautiful woman' 
liev-e mensen т1е -э ly 
lief mensen lef ly 
'sweet people' 
Study of relevant data from dialect questionnaires (mainly RND - cf. § 4.2.2 
above), reported on in Hinskens & Muysken (1986), revealed that 
1. The geographical distribution of the phenomenon is relatively large: it can 
be found in all Limburg dialects studied here and in a few eastern Brabant 
dialects as well 3 4; 
2,. The grammatical distribution of the phenomenon is limited to monomorphemic 
adnominal elements (not counting the shwa, of course) in sing. fem. and plur. 
noun phrases; 
3.. The phenomenon is conditioned phonologically: if the adnominal word 
underlyingly ends in a voiced segment, the shwa suffix may be deleted: 
(103) 1*1 * * I [+voice] ]. d l l o m. 
grammat, conditions: adnom. - monomorphemic 
N - {sing, fem., plur.} 
It is also conceivable that the inflectional shwa is not affiliated, or that a 
zero-suffix is attached, for that matter. In those cases there would be no 
deletion rule, but essentially the analysis would be the same. 
The underlyingly voiced segment always surfaces as such when the inflec­
tional shwa is present, во our analysis satisfies all relevant naturalness 
conditions. This digression is only relevant to obstruents, however, because of 
the neutralizing effect of the automatic rule of final devoicing; all other 
segments are underspecified for [+voice]; 
4.. The rule is exceptionless but not obligatory. There are four types of 
apparent exceptions. Three of these 3 3 turn out not to be monomorphemic, and 
the last set of exceptions consists of adjectives with final [i)k] in the 
predicative form, as e.g. 
(104) RO r):k st.l. rond 'round' 
bligrk blind 'blind' 
jo g:k ione 'young' 
34. Including thoae spoken In Belglun - cf. Taeldeiian 1978: 221 ff., which offers much more than just a 
dialect-geographical account of the phenomenon. In the Rede, written in the Aachen dialect of around the year 
1750 (cf. % 4.2.2 above), at least eight shwa-less inflected forme are attested. 
35. Theaa will not be dwelled on here. See Binskens I Muysken 1986: 16-19. 
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The process which led to this cross-dialectal variation has been lexicallzed. 
Geographically It Is limited to the A- and B-type Limburg dialects, and more 
generally to the 'Mittelfränkisch' dialects of High-German to which the latter 
belong in certain respects36. If this [gk] is treated as /1)9/, which it is 
both historically and underlylngly, derivation does not constitute many 
problems37: 
(105) input: /gg/ 
sing.mase. sing.femin. sing, neuter 
plur. 
suffixing 
inflect, -shwa + + -
rjg-a і)э-э 
g-deletion 
before -shwa + + 
g-a і)-э 
deletion 
inflect, -shwa + 
g 
final devoic. + 
output [rja] [rj] [gk] 
The only words which are categorically shwa-less when preceding a feminine or 
plural head are the possessive pronouns for 1, 2 and 3 sing. In the A- and B-
type Limburg dialects they all end in [g]. We will not dwell upon this issue. 
In connection with 2. and 3.. above, we should add the following. In a recent 
paper, Wetzels (1992, to appear: SS 1, 2), replying to certain theoretical 
claims made by Hayes and partly elaborating on Hinskens & Muysken 1986, makes 
clear that phonologically our description of the rule is not sufficiently 
sophisticated if applied to the East-Llmburg dialect of Schinnen, near Sittard. 
The version of the rule Wetzels proposes differs from ours in two respects: 
36. Older account· of thla dialect feature, which le covnonly referred to aa 'gutturallzatlon', aay be found 
In e.g. Bach 19341 91-92 and Roukena 1947: 41. For a slnpllfled account of the place of these dialects In a 
family tree, see Fig. 3.1 In S 3.3.2 above. 
37. On /nj/ see e.g. Klparsky 1972i 209, Van Leasen Kloek« 19821 116-28 and Wiese 19β6ι 10. Tromnlen 19841 
158 ff. is critical of /ng/ as the underlying fona of [q] and [9k]. ТЬдпка to Vim Zonneveld for helping with 
the following analysis. The derivation Is Identical for the group of Limburg dialects that have palatal /ρς/ 
In the lerlcal Input f one Instead of /nq/, the only difference being that these dialects have a rule of 
t-deletlon Instead of q-deletloni the acope of both rules Is Identlcsl. 
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(a) like ours, it applies to all words ending in an underlyingly voiced 
segment. But with respect to obstruents only fricatives after a long vowel or a 
diphthong count38; 
(b) it applies to monosyllabic words, and to polysyllabic ones only when they 
end in a shwa followed by an approximant. 
It may be necessary to trade in our second constraint to Wetzels' constraint 
(b). In this respect, it is interesting, though of course not decisive, that 
the number of syllables an adjective consists of seems to play a crucial role 
in the retention of the inflectional shwa in Afrikaans (Roberge 1985: 194). 
Wetzels adduces a few monomorphemic words ending in an underlyingly voiced 
obstruent that, also in the Ubach over Worms dialects, never occur shwa-lessly 
in the relevant syntagm. Despite these counterexamples to the segmental part of 
our version of the rule, we are not convinced of the adequacy of Wetzels' 
constraint (a). The reason is that of the set of words that are excluded by his 
formalization of this constraint, the subset of (monosyllabic) words that end 
in a long vowel or a diphthong followed by an underlyingly voiced stop, is 
empty. Hence, lacking available data, we consider this part of Wetzels' claim 
as unproven. 
Moreover, in the Rede (Aachen dialect, around 1750; lines 153, 155) we found 
the NPs 'en fremd sproch' and 'en fremd Sprach', 'a foreign language', 
'Sprach(e)' being grammatically feminine. Here we have an adjective ending in a 
/d/ which is not preceded by W ; it nevertheless surfaces shwa-lessly. 
It goes without saying that 
- words which are excluded by our version of the rule ((103) above), as 
well as 
- words that never surface shwa-lessly (for some other reason, which we 
have not been able to establish yet) 
did not occur in our elicitation tests. Neither did words that are excluded by 
Wetzels' constraint that we paraphrased as (b) above. 
5.3.18 Noun pluralization - С morphology 
Pluralization in Limburg dialects is incomparably more complex than in the 
Dutch standard language, because the number of available operations is much 
larger. This is partly a consequence of the fact that Limburg dialects (with 
the exception of those spoken in an extreme northern and northwestern part of 
the Dutch province - Notten 1974: 41-42, 53) are pitch accent languages. 
Despite the structural distance between the dialects and the standard 
language in this area of morphology, comprehensive systematic descriptions of 
the Limburg system do not exist as yet, to our knowledge. The one to be 
presented here is based on the Ubach over Worms varieties, but can be genera­
lized to other varieties as well. 
38. Cf. tha aacond expanaion of tha rule propoaed by Taaldeman 197Θ: 222. 
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To begin with, we made a rough and superficial distinction between 'exter­
nal' (suffixation) and 'Internal' morphology. Both types and their specific 
operations can occur simultaneously. Moreover, at the same time, within the 
main type 'internal' alteration, several operations can take place simulta­
neously. This is why plurallzatlon seems so chaotic; yet, the chaos appears to 
be highly structured. 
Four types of suffixation can be distinguished: φ, -'s', -'sr' and -'s'. 
Internal morphology involves modifications of the singular root. First, a 
group of nouns does not show internal alteration in plurallzatlon. In the 
remaining nouns, two loci of alteration can be distinguished: the post-vowel 
consonant clusters (Ç) and the nucleus (abbreviated as N, which may consist of 
either vowel or diphthong or vowel/diphthong and a following [+8on] consonant). 
There are no more than two final clusters that undergo alteration: /qk/ becomes 
IT¡I , and /mp/ becomes /m/. As for the nucleus, alteration is either segmental 
or supra-segmental. The segmental operation that may occur in the nucleus 
consists of the vocalic change 
(106) sing. [+back] -» plur. [-back], 
i.e. umlauting. The suprasegmental operation consists of a change in the tone 
contour. Since there are two contours available in these dialects, namely HLH 
and HL, two alterations are conceivable: 
(107) sing. HLH -> plur. HL and 
sing. HL -> plur. HLH 
The first of these occurs independently in plurallzatlon morphology, and the 
second as an effect of vowel lengthening. Vowel lengthening may in turn result 
from attaching a shwa-initial suffix and subsequent resyllabification. Hence 
sing. HL -> plur. HLH is conditioned phonologically rather than morphologically. 
Both tone contour and umlaut are exploited as defective morphemes, of tone 
and harmony respectively. For such non-concatenative or associative operations 
a separate morpheme level autosegment must be assumed to exist (Van der Hulst & 
Smith 19Θ5: 10, 14, 22, 24). 
Putting these operations together, the following grid evolves. For each of 
the several combinations of operations (cells in the grid) that are represented 
in the Ubach over Worms dialects, one example is given. For all examples the 
sing, and plur. forms of the dialect variant and the English sing, equivalent 
are provided. 
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no a l t e r a t i o n 
Ν: umlaut ing ( a ) 
Ni HLH -> HL (b) 
Ni l e n g t h e n i n g 
( с ) 
С: /ijk/ -» /g/ 
(d) 
С: /mp/ •* /m/ 
( e ) 
0 
p e : 8 t ( s i n g . 
& p l u r . ) 
' h o r s e ' 
apal 
ε pal 
' a p p l e ' 
í .R8m 
ÈR8m 
'arm' 
( a . b ) 
шй:в 
my. s 
'mouse' 
( a . b . d ) 
Ь З ^ і к 
h * ^ 
' d o g ' 
( a . b . e ) 
каш: ρ 
kim 
'comb' 
( b . d ) 
Rig: к 
Rig 
' r i n g ' 
- 8 
vigaR 
ідэи 
' f i n g e r ' 
p R l I S 
pRi.za 
' p r i c e ' 
RÙ. a S 
Ru: e z a 
' r o s e ' 
- 8 Ï 
dak 
dakaR 
' r o o f 
l o . 8 k 
І0.ЭкЭЕ 
' h o l e ' 
ïii 
е.і^ак 
' e g g ' 
d i g : к 
dig:aR 
' t h i n g · 
-в 
kRO. a 
к г о .
э
в 
'crow' 
k ^ e i 
k è . a l e 
' chap ' 
Figure 5.1 An overview of the surface effects of the operations for noun 
pluralization - with examples from the Ubach over Worms dialects 
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As will be clear, by making use of the existing operations pluralization could 
have been much more complicated, since half of the possible combinations within 
the grid are not exploited. Yet, within the category 'no suffix' combinations 
of several internal operations can be found (presented in the 'appendix' to the 
grid). The system is not symmetrical on the diagonal axis, however, since the 
type with no internal alteration crossed with a combination of several suffixes 
is not exploited. 
Not all internal operations function independently; lengthening and the 
subsequent change in tone contour (c), /i)k/ -» /g/ (d), and /mp/ -» /m/ (e) only 
occur together with (an)other operation(s). 
The great majority of the nouns that mark the plural by umlaut do not take a 
suffix. In the course of time most of them have lost the original ending which 
marked the number opposition, through various phonological (e.g. apocope) 
and/or morphological developments (e.g. the collapse of the case system)39. 
Just as is generally the case in High- and Low-German dialects (Dingeldein 
19Θ3: 1198, 1200), words that have an -'эг' plural marker are predominantly 
neuter. Standard Dutch has maintained the originally plural mark -'эг' 
(Schonfeld & Van Loey 1970: 126-27) in a subgroup of (again only neuter) nouns 
as augmentative element in a readjustment rule for inflection, derivation and 
composition: 
(108) 'kind' 
'kinderen* 
'kinderachtig' 
'kinderkamer' 
kind-эк-э 
'child' 
'children' 
'childish' 
'nursery' 
(cf. Booij 1981: 111) 
The suffix -'s' occurs most usually in nouns ending in a vowel, usually 
shwa, including diminutives. 
There are nouns which seem to be 'hors catégories', but closer examination 
reveals that they undergo a slight phonological alteration either in their 
singular or in their plural form. These phonological alterations are, for the 
singular: 
(109a) t-deletion, e.g. 
dens - denste 
liç - llÇtSR 
'service(s)' 
•light(s)· 
final devoicing, e.g. 
ko: f 
_L 
ns оэ 
ко: эк 
•backte)' 
' c a l f - ca lves ' 
39. Cf. Schenfald i Van U>«y 1970: 119| DlngtltUin 19831 1199. 
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Here the singular forms undergo productive phonological rules; the alterations 
are therefore not lexically specified. Phonological alterations in the plural 
form are: 
(109b) intervocalic d-weakening, e.g. 
bRU.9t - bRuwaR 'bread(e)' 
kle.t - kliijaR 'dressiee), clothes' 
intervocalic d-deletion, an extreme form of weakening of course ι 
blot - bla.R 'leaf - leaves' 
rat - RH.R 'wheel(8)' 
A small group of nouns is really 'hors catégories', e.g. 
(110) be: - bii) 'legis)' 
hon - ho ndsR 'chicken(s)· 
Still, they can most probably be shown to be regular etymologically. These 
forms were not part of our investigation. 
Excursus: the morphological role of vowel umlautIng 
А the careful reader will have noticed, Umlaut occurs in several parts of 
the grammar of the Limburg dialects at stake, especially of the A- and B-type. 
For purposes of readability, in the following list these have been enumerated. 
Except for the first, all instances have already been implicitly or explicitly 
described in connection with LVs that were selected for investigation: 
word formation 
(Ilia) derivation: 'nomina agentis', e.g. 
bake ' to bake ' -> Ьскэн ' baker ' 
mu:
aR 'to set bricks' -> my:aR3R 'bricklayer' 
ко.
э1 'coal' -> k0.al3R 'miner' 
'inhabitants', e.g. 
wo:biç 'Waubach' -> wœ rbiçaR 
yiRce nJ tRo. 3 t 'Groenstraat* •* yiRœ n/tR0:3 taR 
• inhab i t an t of . . . ' 
(111b) d e r i v a t i o n : nominal iza t ions of abs t r ac t ad jec t ives with the suff ix 
- ' d a ' , e . g . 
lor) : к ' l o n g ' -> lerjds ' l e n g t h ' 
y iRu^t ' b i g ' -» уіку. э аа ' h e i g h t , s ize* 
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(lile) derivation: dimlnutivization (in which the suffix -кэ and its allomorphs 
are always involved), e.g. 
main 'man' -> menka 
pa8tu.aR 'priest' -> pasty.эвка 
(llld) derivation: adjectivalization with the suffix -liç, e.g. 
natu.aE 'nature* 
r'ama.k 'ease' 
-> naty:9Eliç 'natural( ly) * 
•* ^amekaliç ' e a s i i l y ) ' 
in f l ec t ion 
(112a) noun plural izat ion ( th is feature) , e .g . 
bRo. 8R 'brother' -» bR0.aR 'brothers' 
/tats 'tail* •> ¡ttte 'tails' 
(112b) verb conjugation: subjunctive of strong verbs, e.g. 
ко'эт pret.stem of the verb 'to come' -» k0wam 
γ>Ό T¡ ibidem 'to go' -> yiœ rj 
(112c) verb conjugation: second and third person sing, present tense of strong 
verbs, e.g. 
Іорэ -> 14 ps 2 sing. 
'walk' 
dRfiij^ a -> dRi. 3 c(t) 3 sing. 
' c a r r i e s ' 
Although most of these instances have already been described, in this study 
umlaut as such was only investigated in connection with the last two morpho­
logical operations. 
5.3.19 Oblique form of rcrtnin pronouns - С morphosyntax 
Despite some cases of syncretism (one of which is still spreading), the 
Dutch standard language can be said to have different subject and object forms 
for the personal pronouns, and so do the A-, B- and C-type Limburg dialects. 
Unlike the standard language, which nowadays marks the subject / object 
distinction only in personal pronouns, the dialects moreover formally distin­
guish nominative and oblique case in the demonstrative and relative pronouns 
('that', 'who'), and the interrogative pronoun 'who'. No further distinction is 
made between direct and indirect objects. 
In the Dutch standard language as well as in dialects of Dutch the demon­
strative pronoun can be used independently. Unlike the standard language, 
Limburg dialects have a three-gender system which is marked in the sing. 
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demonstrative pronoun. So the combination case χ gender results in six (sing.) 
plus two (plur.)t i.e. eight places in the paradigm: 
3) 
sing. 
mase. 
femin. 
neuter 
plur. 
dialect 
nomin. 
de.* 
di 
dat 
di 
obi. 
dem 
(dŒR) 
(dem) 
(dœ:n) 
standard 1. (orthogr.) 
nomin.-obi. 
die 
die 
dat 
die 
If used adnominally, the demonstrative pronoun is not morphologically case-
marked, i.e. always takes on the nominative form. 
The relative pronoun is formally identical to the demonstrative, but, except 
in the sing, mase, is not marked for case (which is why in the above scheme 
three of the four oblique forms appear between brackets). For this study, only 
the use of the sing. mase, has been investigated for both the demonstrative and 
the relative pronoun. 
The interrogative pronoun 'who'*0 behaves the same as the demonstrative 
with respect to case, but gender and number are not marked: 
(114) dialect 
nomin. obi. 
standard 1. 
nomin.-obi. 
sing.-plur. 
Throughout the Limburg dialect area, there is a great deal of variation in 
the case-marking system in these pronouns. In the Sittard dialect the diffe-
rence between nominative and oblique forms still exists in all pronouns. 
Generally, however, case-marking in the three pronouns appears to be under 
heavy pressure. In many representatives of the large East-Limburg group (the C-
type), it is either in the process of being levelled out (as e.g. in the 
dialects in and around Venray, in the north of the Limburg dialect area - Rob 
Vousten, personal communication) or has already been levelled out, be it 
usually only partly. Judging from Houben (1905: 62-63), the dialect of the city 
of Maastricht had separate case forms in the demonstrative some 85 years ago 
but not in the relative or interrogative pronouns. Usually the original 
nominative form remains i.e. the one that most closely resembles the 
standard form. This is, however, by no means the absolute rule: the dialect of 
40. Unlike the Limburg dialects, the Dutch standard language also uses wie as a relative pronoun, although 
not as a subject or direct object (cf. ANS 1984: 247). 
41. In the historical development of Dutch both in (demonstr. Ï die and wie the noninative case exercised a 
strong formal influence upon the other case forms, until they ceased to exist (SchSnfeld i Van Loey 1970: 
146-47). 
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Roermond and the ones spoken in and around Weert have lost case differences, 
but for the interrogative pronoun both dialects retained the original oblique, 
rather than the nominative, form (Kats 1985: 61, 323; J. van den Berg et al. 
1983: НЗ 3, 7). 
In short, until relatively recently, case-marking in demonstrative, relative 
and interrogative pronouns could be characterized as a feature of the A-, fi­
end C-dialects, but at present it is apparently retreating spatially at a high 
speed. 
As will be clear, the case form of these pronouns is originally determined 
by their syntactic function rather than position. At least in the dialects 
spoken in Ubach over Worms, variation related to the placement in the sentence 
may foreshadow the levelling out of this dialect feature: 
(115a) iç hon dem piazi:8 
*iç han de:9 уіэгі:9 
I have DEM-OBJ seen 'I have seen him' 
(b) dsm han xç ^azi:3 
'dei3 han iç y'azi:9 
TOPIC-DEM-OBJ have I seen 
Although the use of the subject form in object function would originally have 
been considered ill-formed in both patterns, it is far from uncommon in the 
latter instance, where it occupies the 'natural' subject position. Actually, in 
her response to item 21 of the written DC-questionnaire (cf. § 4.2.2 above) / 3 
from 1934, the Waubach informant used the subject form of the interrogative 
pronoun in a sentence of the type in (115b) 'Whom has he told that new story?'; 
the Rimburg informant used the oblique form. 
5.3.20 Expletive element - С morphosyntax 
In the Dutch standard language the adverbial pronoun42 er has four dif­
ferent functions: 
(116a) locative Hij is er 
'He is there/here' 
(b) quantitative or partitive Ik heb er twee 
'I have got two of them' 
where the antecedent of er is known 
42. CttcgoTiMtlon, typology and ayncactic analyala aa In Bannla 1986. 
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(c) 'pronominal adverb' (Bennis: 'prepositional er') 
Heb je erover nagedacht? 
'Did you think about it' 
/ 'Did you think it. over?' 
In this case, ev, and the preposition with which it is combined can be 
separated: 
Ik heb er nog niet over nagedacht 
'I have not yet thought about it' 
(d) expletive or repletive or existential: 
Er zijn vier soorten 'er' 
'There are four sorts [of] 'er'* 
and, with er in another syntactic position: 
Wat is ¿r aan de hand? 
'What is REPL the matter?' 
dat er. iets aan de hand is 
'that REPL something is the matter' 
In ANS, the reference grammar of present-day Dutch, the last type of er is 
called a 'place subject'. "If there is still another subject in the sentence, 
that one is called number subject, since it agrees with the finite verb in 
number" (ANS 198«: 395-96, 816-18 - my translation, FH). In standard Dutch, het 
is used as a 'place subject' if the real subject is an embedded sentence, as 
in: 
(117) Het is duidelijk dat het onzin is 
It is clear that it nonsense is 
'... that it is nonsense' (Weerman 1988: 298-99) 
In all other cases, the standard language has er.. Invariably, this er looks 
as if it were something of a cliticized form of daar, 'there', witness the fact 
that it can always be replaced by /dar/, which functions as the reduced 
colloquial variant of daar. The full form daar can however not always replace 
er. In constructions in which one single er. fulfils more than one function, a 
phonological deletion rule has erased all other er's - see Bennie (1986: 248). 
The dialects at issue differ from the standard language in that they have 
several different forms, depending not only on the function but also on the 
syntactic constellation: 
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(118a) locative /do.a/ 
(b) quantitative 
(c) pronominal adverb 
(d) expletive 
/as/ 
unseparated 
separated 
first position 
other positions 
/dan/ + PREP 
/do.3/ ... χ 
/at/ 
PREP 
So In connection with the dialect equivalents of expletive er, a distinction 
should be made between the first position and other syntactic positions. Two 
examples from our recorded speech material are the following: 
(119) first position 
dial. 
stand.1. 
at zot ig mu: s э :і)эк da kas 
er zat 'η muis onder de kast 
REPL sat a mouse under the cupboard 
there was ' 
other position 
dial. dl zïnit pas, di zïnzt пэх nit zu j^Ek lar), wa 
stand.1. die zijn er pas, die zijn er nog niet zo gek lang, hè 
they are REPL just, they are REPL not yet so very long, are they 
'they do not exist very long yet, right?' 
Irrespective of the type of construction43, In initial syntactic position /at/ 
occurs, in any other position nothing at all. In all possible construction 
types, /at/ occupies the first position if the construction must be marked as a 
declarative main sentence without topicalization. So one cannot speak of two 
allomorphs /at/ and e, or $_. In this respect the dialects conform to the German 
type, which only has an expletive element in the first position, as did older 
phases of Dutch, according to Winkler (1874: 38-39), who cites evidence from 
six Middle Dutch poems. 
De Schutter (1989) is a dialect-geographical study of the expletive element 
in the Dutch language area. It is based on two large-scale surveys: Willems 
from around 1886 and RND from circa 1945-50 (cf. § 4.2.2 above). The study 
suffers from all the shortcomings that are typical of (though by no means 
inherent to) dialect geography, as it is based on data that are defective in at 
least three respects: 
43. In declarative active and passive sentancea as wall aa in conatructiona with an unaccnsatlve verb, 
expletive er can occupj both poeltlonei in 'yea/no'- and 'vh'-interrogetive aentencea it can, of conree, only 
occupy non^Tnitlal positions, sea Hlnakens 1989. 
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1. socially« for each place one or very few informants were consulted - usually 
only representatives of the higher socio-economic layers, often persons with a 
relatively high educational background; 
2. geographically: the network of places is not always sufficiently dense to 
allow generalized statements regarding (changes in) the geographical distri­
bution of the several variants; 
3.. linguistically: the sentences which served as stimuli (four in Willems' 
questionnaire, one in the RND) only concern the expletive element in initial 
position. 
The author hardly pays any explicit attention to any of these limitations. 
Therefore it is impossible to estimate the empirical value of his conclusion 
that in the Limburg dialects which are central in our study a century ago /at/ 
was already losing ground and has since lost about half of its territory (De 
Schutter 1989: 90). 
Just like German and the present-day Dutch standard language, Limburg 
dialects are V-second languages. In the dialect, just as in German and standard 
Dutch, constructions with an expletive element meet the requirement that "in 
V-second languages the first position of the sentence must be filled (in 
declarative sentences)". After all, "COMP governs the topic position, which 
must therefore be filled (or bound)", cf. Koster (1987: 266). Unlike Dutch 
expletive er, which can be characterized as a FP, but just like German es. 
dialectal /at/ is an NP **. Unlike Dutch expletive er, but just like German 
es. dialect /at/ 'is a real dummy that fills the obligatory first position of 
the sentence. In other contexts it must be dropped" (Koster 1987: 261-62). 
44. Cf. Banni« 19861 228 for tb· Ducch, and 308-12 for tha Carman expiativa «lament. 
Part III. Findings. The broader approach 
Chapter б Quantitative analyses for each single linguistic variable 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter and the next the findings for the speech material obtained 
in the elicitation sessions of our investigation will be presented. The 
majority of these analyses had a quantitative character. In the present chapter 
we will concentrate on the findings for each single LV. In chapter 7 attention 
will be focused on the results from analyses which are not confined to the use 
or non-use of separate dialect features. 
In the present chapter, after having introduced the main methodological and 
statistical aspects of the analyses (section 6.2), we will consider the 
findings regarding the use and levelling of each of the twenty-one dialect 
features that were sketched in § 4.2.4 and presented more extensively in Ch. 5. 
In section 6.4 we will point out some of the general patterns and trends in the 
corpus of elicited Rimburg dialect use which our analyses made visible. In this 
section the sociolinguistic hypotheses will also be evaluated. 
6.2 Technical aspects 
To trace instances of dialect levelling, we will examine the frequency of 
use of the dialect features by the speakers in our sample from four angles. 
First of all, we will consider the average use of each feature in our entire 
sample of speakers. Then the use of every single feature will be related to one 
or more linguistic dimensions. Subsequently, we will break down the means by 
age group, in order to uncover any apparent time changes in the use of the 
dialect features; of course, we are mainly interested in apparent time changes 
that indicate levelling. Finally, we will try to relate dialect levelling to 
linguistic dimensione. 
Before we look at the results (in section 6.3), we will explain how they 
were obtained from the data. In § 6.2.1 we will describe how the average 
frequency of use of each dialect feature was analysed in relation to the 
relevant linguistic dimensions. The last two subsections in this technical 
introduction describe how we proceeded to detect apparent time manifestations 
of the levelling of dialect features. § 6.2.2 deals with the approach adopted 
in identifying levelling as such, and S 6.2.3 describes the relationship 
between levelling and certain linguistic dimensions. 
Although the exposition in this section may appear somewhat dry, it contains 
an account of the most important steps in our approach to the elicited data. 
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6.2.1 Analysing the frequency of use of the dialect features In various 
linguistic conditions 
The notion of dialect levelling was defined as the reduction of structural 
variation. To understand this process, it is necessary first to understand the 
structural variation as such. Therefore, in the first part of each subsection 
containing our findings (§§ 6.3.1 to 6.3.20), we will briefly consider the 
relative frequency of use of the dialect feature concerned in various 
linguistic conditions. 
All dialect features except the five involving verbal morphology were 
investigated in several linguistic conditions1. Variation in dialect use and, 
eventually, processes of dialect levelling can thus be related to both extra-
linguistic and linguistic independent variables. The latter will be referred to 
as linguistic dimensions; what we call a linguistic dimension is hence a 
'family of constraints' or conditions (see § 4.5.4 above). Visually: 
/ linguistic condition Da 
(1) linguistic dimension D 
\ linguistic condition Db 
The number of different linguistic conditions per dimension varies; usually it 
is two, sometimes three, but only seldom more than three. 
Our approach is in line with David Sankoff's notion that in general the goal 
of sociolinguistic research is not primarily an estimation of parameters for a 
certain population of speakers2 through statistical inference. Rather, socio-
linguistics aims at measuring differences in language use between groups of 
speakers in types of various situations, styles or linguistic contexts (D. 
Sankoff 1987 i 901). 
Our analyses are based upon the assumption of mutual independence of 
linguistic environments (cf. Sankoff & Labov 1979: 203-6, 212). In practice 
this means, for instance, that the use of the dialect feature yi-weakening was 
investigated among other things for lexical vs. 'morphemic' Ιγ'Ι, as well as in 
word-initial vs. word-internal position, but not in the four specific 
subcontexts that result from combining these two linguistic dimensions. 
Consequently nothing can be said about intra-linguistic interaction effects, 
and our data do not allow testing of the hypothesis of mutual independence of 
linguistic dimensions. 
1. Tha notion linguiatic condition ia uaad throughout thia atudy in a broad aanae, including functional 
aapacts. The terna 'condition', 'environnent', 'context', and 'conatraint' are used aa variante in thia 
atudy. 
2. E.g. "the proportion of the total population having aone characteristic* or "the average of aone value 
acroaa the total population". 
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For each dialect feature the conditions defined by one or several linguistic 
dimensions will be compared; we will also give the significance of the 
difference between the means. In the majority of cases t-tests for paired 
samples were used to compute two-tailed probability values. Where more than two 
conditions were compared, one-way analysis of variance (with repeated measures; 
MANOVA procedure, SPSSz) was applied with the dimension defining the conditions 
as independent, 'within subjects' variable. 
Sometimes the mean of the means for the separate conditions grouped around a 
given linguistic dimension differs from the overall mean because all relevant 
conditions taken together form only a subset of the total number of observa­
tions. 
In the tables containing the results, a '+' will indicate a significant 
difference, and a '-' a difference which does not reach the significance level 
of .05. Moreover, for significant differences at the .05 level the p-value has 
been underscored. 
6.2.2 Tracing apparent time changes in the use of the dialect features 
To test the hypotheses derived from our sociolinguistic model, four 
questions served as guidelines: 
1. is dialect use stable or does it change? 
2. if it changes, does dialect levelling occur? 
3. if levelling occurs, where? and 
4. what is it related to? 
To answer the first two questions, the frequency of use of each dialect feature 
is to be related to the age group of the speakers. When it does not appear to 
be stable, does a significant age group effect occur? If so, can it be 
interpreted as dialect levelling? 
Question three concerns the specific dialect features, linguistic components 
and dialect-geographical sets of features. The dimensions that dialect 
levelling is to be related to (the fourth question) are the linguistic and 
extralinguistic independent variables. The linguistic dimensions are for the 
most part specific to each separate LV. Apart from the age group of the 
speakers, the extralinguistic parameters that were systematically varied in the 
design of our investigation are the areal spread of the dialect features and 
the interactional situation. As was already said, the interactional situation 
was not varied in the elicitation sessions; what is more, the elicited dialect 
use is non-interactional. Consequently, hypothesis III ("the long-term process 
of dialect levelling is foreshadowed in accommodation in dialect use') cannot 
be tested on the basis of the elicited data. By definition, answers to the 
fourth question concern the statistical interaction effects between apparent 
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time and any of the three parameters just mentioned3. Again, however, in this 
central part of the analyses of the elicited data only two of the three 
parameters are involved, since the nature of the interactional situation was 
not varied. 
In practice, our approach consists of a restriction to instances where 
dialect use shows statistically significant effects of the speaker variable 
'age group' (which provides an answer to question 1). In other words, we will 
only present an age group effect on the overall use of a given dialect feature 
when it is significant - which does not necessarily mean that it is in 
accordance with our predictions. For each of these instances it then has to be 
determined whether or not levelling seems to take place (answering question 2). 
As may be clear by now, dialect use is operationalized as the use of the 
selected dialect features (answer to question three), which have been ordered 
according to their linguistic components, among other things. Significant 
apparent time levelling in the use of the dialect features is finally 
(answering question 4) related to their relative geographical spread as well as 
to linguistic dimensions. The procedures applied in the latter connection will 
be described in the following subsection. 
The statistical analyses that resulted in the findings regarding the 
frequency of use of each dialect feature in the entire sample of speakers 
(sketched in § 6.2.1 above) were mainly of a univariate nature. The procedure 
followed to answer the questions regarding dialect levelling as far as they can 
be answered on the basis of the elicited data has a bivariate character. The 
use of the twenty-one dialect features, both as such and in the various 
conditions defined by the linguistic dimensions, was related to the age group 
of the speakers through one-way analyses of variance. The results of the 
analyses are presented in tables that contain 
- the number of speakers (per age group) who produced valid data; 
- the mean indexes (X), which range between 0 and 100, for each separate age 
group and for the entire sample; 
- the standard deviation (s) for each age group and for the total sample; 
- the F ratio, which represents the ratio variance between / variance within 
age groups; 
- the number of degrees of freedom between and within age groups, respectively. 
Since the number of age groups (k) was constant, the first number (k-1) does 
not vary and is always 2. In our data the second number (N-k) only varies with 
the number of speakers (N) who produced valid data; 
- the probability of the F ratio. The critical point is .05. Patterns with a 
higher probability are not considered to be statistically significant; they are 
considered excluded from presentation. Finally, the tables contain 
3. Cf. cha conaideratlona on language change and dialect levelling aa 'mulclcauaalltj' phenomena In SS 2.2.2 
and 2.5.1 above. 
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- the part of the variance in the use of the dialect features that can be shown 
to be related to the variable age group. This part (R2) is presented as a 
percentage under the heading Zvar. 
At this point, we will give away that eleven of the twenty-one dialect 
features appear to be in the process of being levelled out; in all cases, the 
levelling consists of decreasing use, hence of loss. 
6.2.3 Studying apparent time changes in the use of the dialect features in 
various linguistic conditions 
The use of most single dialect features was related to a number of linguis­
tic dimensions, each dimension defining a small number of linguistic condi­
tions. In each single condition the use of the relevant dialect feature was 
analysed for significant age group effects. The data elicited for the five 
dialect features regarding verbal morphology (three of which appear to be in 
the process of being levelled out, as we will see) do not allow studying their 
use in relation with structural details. The findings regarding the effect of 
linguistic dimensions on the process of dialect levelling therefore concern 
fifteen dialect features. Of these fifteen features, twelve turn out to show 
significant age group effects in one or more conditions. Interestingly, four of 
these twelve dialect features do not display apparent time change on the 
overall level of use. 
The analyses of the age group effect on the use of the relevant dialect 
feature(s) in each linguistic condition were supplemented with ANOVAs with 
'repeated measures'. Establishing the frequency of use of a given dialect 
feature in the several conditions grouped around a certain linguistic dimension 
was considered as repeated measurement. These supplementary statistical 
analyses made it possible to establish whether or not there is an interaction 
between the relevant linguistic dimension and age group. This served as the 
actual test of the significance of the linguistic dimension(s) concerned to the 
apparent time change in the use of a given dialect feature. 
For each LV the relevant tables contain results from both types of analysis: 
1. the linguistic condition(e) in which the use of the dialect feature was 
found to show a significant age group effect, along with the main outcomes 
(F ratio, df, ρ and Zvar) 
2. the answer to the question whether ('+') or not ('-') there is a significant 
interaction between age group and the linguistic dimension(s) underlying the 
condition(8). The information obtained by the second type of analysis therefore 
indicates whether or not there are significantly different age group patterns 
in the use of the dialect feature in the several conditions involved. When this 
is the case, the main outcomes (F ratio, df, p) are provided in the text. 
There are two cases in which there appears to be a significant interaction 
between age group and a certain linguistic dimension but no significant age 
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group effect on the use of the dialect feature in any of the conditions 
involved. These cases will also be indicated in the text. 
There is one case where the second type of analysis yields another outcome 
with respect to the significance of the main effect of the linguistic dimension 
than does the univariate analysis (i.e. the techniques described in § 6.2.1). 
This will also be explicitly pointed out and accounted for in the text. 
6.3 Findings 
Dialect levelling can be operationalized as a significant reduction of 
structural variation in apparent time. We look for manifestations of such 
reduction in dialect use. The notion dialect use, in turn, is short for the use 
of the dialect features that were selected for study. Before we study dialect 
use in apparent time, i.e. in relation to the speakers' age groups, we will 
first look at the average elicited dialect use in our sample of speakers. 
It should be stressed once more that 'dialect use' as measured by structured 
elicitation is only partially comparable to dialect use in the much more 
natural speech in the conversations. It seems quite conceivable that the data 
from our elicitation sessions more directly reflect our speakers' 'oldest' 
dialect competence than do the data from the group conversations (cf. S 4.4.1 
above). 
Table 6.1 overleaf contains the mean frequency of the use and the standard 
deviation in the use of each of the 21 dialect features in our sample of 
speakers. 
From the means for the features in the three sets, roughly speaking the 
expectations regarding the effect of the geographical spread of dialect 
features appear to be confirmed - as far as dialect use is concerned, it should 
be added4. This regularity only forms a tendency, however, for each set 
contains one or two features that behave exceptionally. On the one hand the 
means for dorsal fricative deletion and R-deletion are higher than average, 
while on the other the mean indexes for the use of the t-deletion rule and of 
the derivational suffix -'da' are relatively low. The fact that the index for 
the average use of R-deletion is almost 95/100 seems a strong indication that 
this feature has been lexicalized. This consideration is in the spirit of the 
first solution we proposed (in S 4.2.3 above) to the problem how to decide and 
formally express whether a dialect feature constitutes intra- or merely inter-
systemic variation. 
4. After all, the prediction in this connection (dlacuaeed in S 1.4.3 above) concerned dialect levelling 
rather than uee. 
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A 'Ach-laut' allophony 
yi -weakening 
I-lowering 
dorsal fricative deletion 
[s] in dimin. suffix 
В R-deletion 
η-deletion 
deriv. suffix -'liç' 
V prêter, suffix weak verbs 
V prefixless past participles 
V subjunctive 
V strong/irreg. - weak conjug. 
С t-deletion 
sandhi voicing 
deriv. suffix -'da' 
absence inflectional shwa 
noun pluralization 
V strong/irreg. - weak conjug. 
V stem V 2 & 3 sing. pres. indie. 
oblique form of certain pronouns 
expletive element 
28.31 
26.59 
37.10 
65.89 
45.15 
94.75 
35.55 
56.69 
71.90 
31.27 
18.68 
75.63 
41.62 
64.78 
42.53 
85.10 
85.80 
62.42 
81.27 
66.10 
80.13 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
23 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
16 
27 
27 
27 
26 
30.09 
31.44 
17.88 
22.40 
37.66 
6.34 
13.90 
28.34 
38.09 
37.34 
27.58 
30.04 
14.38 
5.80 
23.66 
19.91 
4.95 
26.49 
12.24 
25.24 
24.13 
Table 6.1 Mean and standard deviation of the use of the dialect features 
in the sample 
In the subsections to follow, we will elaborate on the results for each 
single dialect feature. The numbers of these subsections run parallel to those 
containing the description of the features in section 5.3 in the preceding 
chapter. Each feature will be introduced by a very brief identification and 
some examples. In most cases these are identical to those presented in § 4.2.4. 
Central in the following subsections are our findings for each dialect feature. 
We will consider the differences in the use of each single feature 
- between linguistic conditions, and 
- between the three age groups represented in our sample of speakers. 
The latter findings may indicate what we will refer to as levelling on the 
overall level of use. As we will see, on the overall level of use eleven of the 
dialect features selected show a significant age group effect that can be 
interpreted as dialect levelling. In each of these instances the levelling 
consists of a decrease in use, hence of a loss. 
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For every dialect feature we will furthermore determine 
- whether there are different age group patterns in its use in the conditions, 
specific sets of which form linguistic dimensions. After all, testing the 
second hypothesis requires among other things that we consider the question if 
and how dialect levelling proceeds structurally. Moreover, it might be the case 
that a given dialect feature does not show levelling at the overall level but 
only does so in specific linguistic conditions. Such cases could constitute an 
argument in favour of the position that dialect levelling, like certain types 
of linguistic change, takes an 'etic' start before the results manifest 
themselves at a more 'emic' level. 
After having discussed the findings for each single dialect feature, we will 
point out some more general tendencies. These are the subject of section 6.4. 
6.3.1 'Ach-laut' allophony - A phonology 
After back vowels the dorsal fricative is velar-uvular /χ/, the so-called 
'Ach-laut' allophone - e.g. 
(2) 
but 
•zich' 
'mij' 
'oog' 
'kraag' 
zi[ç] 
mi[ç] 
oo[x] 
kraa[x] 
'(one)self' refi. pron. 
•me' 
'eye' 
'collar' 
As we saw above, the mean overall use of the 'Ach-laut' allophone in our 
sample of speakers is 28.31 (s-30.09). Table 6.2 contains the findings 
regarding the mean use of the 'Ach-laut' allophone in several linguistic 
conditions. We calculated these averages for the group of 27 speakers in our 
sample; the linguistic conditions are grouped together under six linguistic 
dimensions. 
In § 5.3.1 we cautiously put forward our impression that, as far as the 
preceding vowel is concerned, loss of this rule started after /u/ (if indeed 
/u/ ever was part of the structural description of the rule). Strictly 
speaking, this impression cannot be checked on the basis of our data, since 
they do not include instances of the dorsal fricatives following a /u/ for the 
reasons given in S 5.3.1. However, if loss of the 'Ach-laut' allophone did 
begin after /u/, then such a development would most probably have resulted in a 
distribution with fewer Ach-laute after half-open/half-close vowels than after 
open vowels. The distribution in our sample shows exactly the reverse pattern, 
however, thus contradicting our scenario. 
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+ after open vowel 24.16 < half-open/half-close vowel 31.08 
t--2.67 df-26 P-.013 
- after short vowel 29.78 - long vowel 26.10 
t-1.32 df-26 Р-.200 
- before segment 26.79 - pause 27.52 
t--0.30 df-26 P-.764 
- before vowel 27.35 - consonant 26.22 
t-0.49 df-26 P-.626 
+ before tautomorphemic segment 18.21 < /25.90 < И 30.27 
F-5.43 df-2,52 P-.007 
- before $ 31.00 - ambisyllabic 27.52 - after $ 25.80 
F-1.76 df-2,52 P-.182 
Table 6.2 The use of the dialectal 'Ach-laut' allophone in several linguis­
tic conditions: means and the significance of the differences between the 
means 
As far as the right-hand environment is concerned, a first broad distinction 
can be made between a segment and a pause. The use of this dialect feature does 
not appear to be significantly dependent on this dimension, i.e. the difference 
between the two environments. For the cases in which a segment follows, the use 
of the 'Ach-laut' can be related to two different dimensions. The first one, 
the question whether we are dealing with a vowel or a consonant, does not have 
a significant effect on whether the rule is applied or not. The second 
dimension, which is more grammatical in nature, does have such an effect. The 
'Ach-laut' allophone is used more frequently before the boundary between two 
words than before a morpheme boundary, and in turn more frequently before a 
morpheme boundary than morpheme-internally (the latter two both being 'within 
words'-contexts). 
The position relative to the syllable boundary appears to be of some 
importance for the use of the dialect feature as well. This distribution is 
reflected in the use of the dialect feature in relation to the length of the 
preceding vowel (the second dimension mentioned in Table 6.2): following a 
short vowel the fricative stands either before $ or is ambisyllabic. After a 
long vowel it occurs either before or after $. The difference in terms of 
position relative to the syllable-boundary between a preceding short and long 
vowel is thus a difference between ambisyllabicity and 'after $'. This may 
explain the statistical match between use of this dialect feature in relation 
to the two dimensions both in terms of direction and in terms of impact: 
neither reaches the level of significance. 
In general, these findings clearly illustrate the fact that allophony does 
not necessarily preclude quantitative variation, despite the fact that in the 
former case a linguistic condition 'specifies an environment where a single 
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variant -an allophone- occurs", whereas in the latter case a linguistic 
condition "specifies an environment where more than one variant is found" 
(Chambers & Trudgill 1980: 148). 
On the overall level the use of this rule shows a very marked apparent time 
decrease. Cf. Table 6.3. The decrease in use in apparent time is dramatic, as 
the means for the three age groups show; the fact that almost 601 of the 
variance is bound by this speaker variable strengthens this impression. 
Linguistically, this finding was to be expected in view of the high resemblance 
of the /x/ allophone to the segment /n/ 5, the main difference being the fact 
that the /x/ allophone, in contrast to the liquid, has a voiced and a voiceless 
realization. It is not possible to decide, however, whether the loss of this 
dialect feature is primarily structurally determined or if it is due to its 
geographically marginal position, or to a combination of these two factors. 
df ρ Zvar age group X 
η of sprs 
Older 9 58.64 
Middle 9 22.82 
Younger 9 3.46 
s 
24.89 
22.68 
6.72 
F 
17.9531 2,24 .0000 58.21 
entire sample 28.31 30.09 
Table 6.3 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the dialectal 'Ach-laut' allophone in the three age groups; the 
probability and the explained variance 
Looking at the apparent time change in structural detail, we find that the 
use of the 'Ach-laut' allophone shows significant age effects in 10 out of the 
14 conditions in which it was studied. Consider Table 6.4. 
5. Cf. Anderson 1973s 73 for sinilar considerations. 
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after open vowel 
after half-open/ha 
before segment 
before pause 
no gramm. boundary 
before t 
before ІФ 
before $ 
ambisyllabic 
after $ 
signif. interaction effect 
F 
14.3885 
Lf-close V 18.1685 
17.4613 
16.6222 
follows 4.6061 
16.6127 
18.8949 
19.3429 
13.5547 
9.9278 
df 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2.24 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0001 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
.0203 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
.0001 
.0007 
χ ling.d] 
Ζ var 
49.26 
59.82 
57.93 
55.13 
26.23 
54.86 
60.80 
60.70 
52.18 
42.76 
Lm. 7 
_ 
-
-
-
Table 6.4 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialectal 'Ach-laut' allophone in several 
linguistic conditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction 
between age group and linguistic dimension 
All these effects take on the form of a decrease. No statistically interesting 
age group effects appear in the conditions 'after short vowel' and 'after long 
vowel', and neither 'before vowel' or 'before consonant' 6 (for that reason 
they were not included in Table 6.4). In other words the dimensions 'length of 
the preceding vowel' and 'nature of the following segment' seem to play no 
role. But of course the ваше holds for the four other dimensions (the ones in 
the table). An indication for this is the fact that the dialect feature shows 
loss in all conditions grouped around each of these dimensions. 
As could be expected from this finding, none of the four linguistic 
dimensions involved shows a significant interaction with the variable age 
group. The ваше holds for the dimensions 'length of the preceding vowel' and 
'nature of the following segment'. In short, among the six linguistic dimen­
sions involved in the analyses of the use of the 'Ach-laut' allophone, none has 
a clear effect on the loss of this dialect feature. Consequently, the results 
of these analyses do not support our tentative claim (§ 5.3.1) that the loss of 
this feature started after /u/ either. A finding like 'loss after half-open 
vowels but not after open ones' would have constituted evidence in favour of 
6. Tua abould not b· taken to maun that no dacrau· In tha usa of tha dialect featura oecura In thaaa 
eondltlona. In fact It doea occur, but nevar reachaa the lavai of atatlatlcal aignlficanca. 
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this hypothesis. The age group patterns of use of the dialect feature in these 
conditions show little difference, however. 
However, whatever its internal impetus, our findings show that structurally 
the loss of the dialectal 'Ach-laut' allophony rule has already proceeded very 
far. 
6.3.2 Y'-weakening - A phonology 
In onset position, which is the only position where /^'/. spelled 'g', 
occurs, it may be realized as [J], The effect of the postlexical rule that is 
responsible for this phenomenon is visible in the dialect variants of e.g. 
(3) gas 
glas 
gras 
morgen 
ge-daan 
mee-ge-daan 
-
-
-
-
-
-
ja.s 
jlais 
jRais 
mœRej8 
jado:9 
mitjado:3 
'gas' 
'glass' 
'grass' 
'tomorrow' 
'done' 
'participated' 
past partie. 
past partie. 
As is the case for all LVs except one7, in the case of ІгЧ -> [j] no single 
speaker uses the dialect feature in all cases. As for the use of this dialect 
feature (overall sample mean 26.59 8=31.44), two of the three linguistic 
dimensions turn out to have statistically interesting differences: the 
granmatical 'statue' of the segment itself and the quality of the following 
segment. The position within the (morphological) word does not appear to play 
an important role, however; cf. Table 6.5. Application of the rule across word 
boundaries, i.e. after late resyllabification, was not elicited. 
+ part of lexeme 23.24 < part of morpheme 29.94 
t--2.37 df-26 P-.025 
- word-initial 25.52 - word-internal 27.66 
t--1.29 df-26 P-.209 
+ before full vowel 23. 9 > shwa 22.93 > liquid 15.54 
F-3.96 df-2,52 P-.025 
Table 6.5 The use of the dialectal yi-weakening rule in several linguis­
tic conditions: means and the significance of the differences between the 
means 
The dialectal weakening rule is used more often in the bound morpheme 'ge'-
than if the segment is part of a lexical morpheme. The fact that /}»'/"* [j] ie 
7. To be discusaad In S 6.3.20 below. 
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applied considerably less frequently if it precedes a liquid than if it 
precedes a shwa or a full vowel is doubtless a consequence of the fact that 
[j liquid] as an onset cluster is heavily marked, because /j/ is more sonorous 
than the liquid, so that this would be a blatant sonority sequencing violation. 
The parallelism between the dimension 'grammatical status' on the one hand and 
the environments before shwa and before liquid on the other has a straightfor­
ward explanation: {f\ j} preceding a liquid can in these dialects only be part 
of a lexeme, whereas Ιγ>, j} as part of a morpheme can only be followed by 
shwa. On the other hand, {f'. j} followed by a shwa is not confined to the 
morpheme. 
The age group pattern in the overall application of the yi-weakening rule 
(Table 6.6) is almost identical to the one observed in the application of the 
'Ach-laut' allophony rule. 
age group X s F df ρ Zvar 
2,24 .0000 59.82 0 
M 
Y 
9 
9 
9 
60.58 
17.07 
2.12 
24.75 
22.78 
2.55 
21.8807 
entire sample 26.59 13.44 
Table 6.6 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the dialectal yi-weakening rule in the three age groups; the probabi­
lity and the explained variance 
Some younger speakers already judge the use of [j] for ¡r'I to be almost 
incorrect. This is illustrated by the following fact. Just as in the case of 
t-deletion8 and most other dialect features, in some of the cases in the 
format used for the elicitation, in test-items that were not meant to elicit 
scores for )"-weakening, this dialect feature was applied. So in these cases 
the written form contained a 'j' where other dialects, including the standard 
language, have 'g'. After having come across some of these cases, a 
representant of the younger age group remarked: 'Always with a 'g', eh". 
The loss of this rule puts an end to what may seem to be a merger from the 
perspective of the non-Α dialects. We cannot say, however, that a segment is 
added or that a 'phonemic split' is taking place, because synchronically there 
is no reason to assume that /И/ does not form part of the phoneme inventory 
(cf. S 5.3.2). 
β. А« м will ··· in t 6.3.H balcm. 
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What seems to be happening here on superficial examination is that a dialect 
is acquiring a structural distinction that existed in other dialects, including 
the standard language. This is the opposite of a development which took place 
about three or four generations ago in most Dutch dialects, including the 
standard variety. As a result of this development the former segmental dis­
tinction between /o/ and /o /9 was given up. However, in a group of Limburg 
dialecte, including the ones under study, thie opposition has not yet been 
lost. We will not consider the question whether or not the 'functional yield' 
(or 'degree of functionality' - Coseriu 1958 IV.4.2.1) of the opposition 
between the two back vowels played a role in its loss from the phonology of 
e.g. the standard language or its maintenance in Limburg dialects, 
respectively. 
The rule for the weakening of syllable initial / И / to [j] appears to be in 
the process of being levelled out in each of the seven conditions studied - see 
Table 6.7. 
part of lexeme 
part of morpheme 
word-initial 
word-internal 
before full vowel 
before shwa 
before liquid 
signif. interaction effect 
F df 
20.8485 2,24 
18.9992 2,24 
25.1259 2.24 
17.7647 2,24 
8.1269 2.24 
33.1800 2,24 
10.6815 2,24 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
.0020 
.0000 
.0005 
χ ling.dj 
Ζ va г 
56.64 
58.18 
60.52 
56.95 
38.59 
65.49 
36.61 
Lm.? 
-
-
~ 
Table 6.7 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialectal y>-weakening rule in several linguistic 
conditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction between age 
group and linguistic dimension 
For the three age groups in our speaker sample the mean indexes for the use of 
the dialect feature before liquids (the last of the linguistic conditions 
mentioned in Table 6.7) are: 
Older 41.82 Middle 3.13 Younger 1.67 
Comparison of these figures with the 'overall' means presented above 
9. It ia daacribad in oldar phonologies of Dutch, e.g. B. van dan Barg 1974t 30. 
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Older 60.58 Middle 17.07 Younger 2.12 
as well as with the mean Indexes for the use of the feature In other specific 
conditions reveals that before liquids 
- the rule Is already applied much less often In the dialect of the Older age 
group, whereas 
- the mean Index of use In the Middle age group Is relatively very low. 
These facts seem to suggest that the decrease In application of the rule has 
proceeded much further before liquids than In other conditions, as was to be 
expected since the onset cluster [$ j liquid] Is heavily marked. Nevertheless, 
this linguistic dimension does not have a significant effect on the loss of the 
rule, and neither do the other two dimensions. 
6.3.3 I-lowerlng - A phonology 
Before a tautosyllabic non-labial nasal /i/ is lowered to /ε /. Examples 
are: 
(4) binnen 
ζing-en 
vinger 
winter 
bit ]ime 
ζ[ε :]nge 
ν[ε :]nger 
w[8 ]nkter 
'inside' 
'to sing' 
'finger' 
'winter' 
The mean index for the overall application of this rule in our sample of 
speakers is 37.10 (6-17.88). Only one of the three dimensions investigated 
appears to be of importance to the application of the rule. Neither the place 
of articulation of the nasal (dental-alveolar vs. velar) nor the tone contour 
or quantity of the rhyme as a whole has an effect on the behaviour of the 
speakers in our sample, but the quality of the vowel in the standard equivalent 
does - cf. Table 6.8. 
long/HLH 26.64 - short/HL 23.03 
t-1.11 df-26 P-.276 
before dental-alveolar 24.56 - velar 25.11 
t--0.19 df-26 P-.848 
standard language: /ε/ 49.85 > other vowel 24.36 
t-6.52 df-26 p-.OOO 
Table 6.8 The use of the dialectal I-lowering rule in several linguistic 
conditions: means and the significance of the difference(s) between the 
means 
In contrast to what the examples in (4) may suggest, the rule does not only 
operate in words that have /in$/ or /ir)$/ in the standard variety - it operates 
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in all words which in the dialect have an /i/ preceding a tautosyllabic non-
labial nasal (cf. S 5.3.3). The fact that this dialect feature, which has a 
limited geographical distribution, is used evidently more frequently in words 
in which the standard language has /ε/ needs not necessarily be seen as an 
instance of complete phonetic convergence to the standard. After all, the 
dialect variant does not have the same quality: it is slightly but percelvably 
more closed. 
It may be hypothesized that in the long run the existence of the I-lowering 
rule will lead to a 'push chain', starting with /εη$/ and /εΐ)$/. This might 
become an internal motivation to get rid of this rule. However, in our elicited 
data the overall application of the I-lowering rule does not appear to show 
significant apparent time change. This impression does not change at a closer 
look: in none of the six conditions in which this dialect feature was studied 
were significant age group effects found. So despite the fact that the rule is 
used significantly more often in words which in the standard language have /ε/, 
loss does not occur where the standard language has another vowel than /ε/. In 
short, this feature appears to undergo levelling neither on the interdialectal 
dimension nor on the axis dialect - standard language. 
None of the three linguistic dimensions was found to bring about signifi­
cantly different age group patterns in the use of the rule. 
6.3.4 Dorsal fricative deletion - A phonology 
This dialect feature consists of the deletion of the palato-velar (or 
allophonic velar-uvular) fricative before /t/ in lexical morphemes and the 
diphthongization or lengthening of the preceding vowel, i.e. Vçt - V:t. Some 
examples: 
(5) licht - l[i:a]t 'light· N and A 
slecht - /l[e:a]t 'bad' 
lucht - l[u:s]t 'air, sky' 
dochter - d[o:9]ter 'daughter' 
nacht - n[a:]t 'night* 
The mean index for the overall use of this dialect feature by all speakers 
in our sample is 65.Θ9 (3-22.40). Two of the linguistic dimensions of variation 
that were studied bring about significant differences in use, as can be seen in 
Table 6.9: 
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+ after /χ/ 51.23 < other vowel 73.40 
t--4.43 df-26 p-.OOO 
- after front vowel 73.30 - back vowel 67.49 
t-1.57 df-26 P-.129 
+ before $ 81.44 > 'split' by $ 50.34 
t-9.65 df-26 p-.OOO 
Table 6.9 The use of the dialectal rule for dorsal fricative deletion in 
several linguistic conditions: means and the significance of the dif­
ferences between the means 
The fact that the dialect feature is applied less frequently when it follows an 
/x/ than after other vowels may be related to the fact that there is a certain 
variability regarding the application of compensatory lengthening after 
deletion of this fricative following /x/. In this environment compensatory 
lengthening does not seem to be categorical; one might speculate that the 
'telescoping' of the two rules (fricative deletion and compeneatory 
lengthening) has not been fully phonologized in this environment. 
Because of the 'Ach-laut' allophony rule (§ 5.3.1) the underlying fricative 
becomes velar-uvular after back vowels. Consequently, in this position it 
strongly resembles the sonorant /R/ and "vowel lengthening is most easily 
obtained if the segment which is lost is a sonorant (although other cases are 
not infrequently attested)" (Sezer & Wetzels 1986: 6). Nevertheless the dialect 
feature is applied less often, though not significantly so, after back vowels 
than after front vowels. It should be stressed, however, that underlyingly the 
/z/ following a back vowel is not a sonorant. Given the findings regarding the 
first linguistic dimension (discussed in the preceding paragraph) it is in fact 
not inconceivable that the index for the use of this dialect feature after 
front vowels would have been higher if /x/ had been excluded from this 
condition. 
The fact that the feature is applied less often if /V ç/ and /t/ are divided 
by a syllable boundary may have to do with the different position and status of 
/t/ in the two types (cf. § 5.3.4). 
In our elicited data the overall use of this dialect feature shows a 
significant apparent time change. The findings are presented in Table 6.10. 
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age group df Ζ var 
0 
M 
Y 
9 
9 
9 
7 7 . 9 6 
7 2 . 1 6 
4 7 . 5 5 
1 0 . 4 0 
9 . 1 9 
2 9 . 1 9 
6.7377 2,24 .0048 31.89 
entire sample 65.89 22.40 
Table 6.10 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the dialectal rule for dorsal fricative deletion in the three age 
groups; the probability and the explained variance 
The decrease in use of this dialect feature is considerably less dramatic than 
in the case of the 'Ach-laut' allophone and the j"-weakening rule, and the age 
group pattern is also different. In the case of this feature, the gap between 
the Older and the Middle group is relatively small and not significant. 
Statistically they form one homogeneous subset, in contrast to the allophony 
where all three age groups formed separate subsets10 and ^-weakening, where 
the Middle group forms one homogeneous subset with the Younger speakers. 
Linguistically, the loss of this dialect feature was not expected, since there 
seems to be no reason to consider /V:t/ as more marked than /Vçt/. 
Significant age group effects in the use of this dialect feature occur in 
all linguistic conditions that were investigated - vid. Table 6.11. 
10. As was established by way of the Student-Newnan-Keula test for multiple comparison between means (a-.05). 
The subsete computed in relation with the much more conaervative Schef fé test (Ferguson 19811 307-12), also 
applied with an α of .05, are Older on the one hand and Middle and Younger on the other. Henceforth, if 
findings from tests for multiple comparison between means and/or homogeneous subsets are presented without 
specification of the type of test (SNK or Scheffé), both tests produced identical results. 
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after / ι / 
after other vowel 
after front vowel 
after back vowel 
before $ 
'split· by $ 
signif. interac 
F 
5.9660 
4.7680 
3.6189 
7.6133 
7.9460 
3.6504 
tion effect 
df 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2.24 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0079 
.0180 
.0423 
.0028 
.0022 
.0413 
χ ling.dj 
Ζ var 
20.37 
24.29 
19.11 
31.31 
34.88 
21.09 
un. 7 
-
-
-
Table 6.11 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialectal rule for dorsal fricative deletion in 
several linguistic conditions. The significance of the effect of the 
interaction between age group and linguistic dimension 
The age group pattern in the use of the dialect feature after /i/ deviates from 
the ideal-typical pattern of loss: 
Older 59.26 Middle 64.81 Younger 29.61 
The Middle age group scores higher than the Older one; the standard deviation 
and hence the variance are also higher, however. Besides, the difference 
between Middle and Older is not significant, and both groups even constitute 
one homogeneous subset 1 1. Far more interesting with respect to the dimension 
'quality of preceding vowel' is the fact that loss appears to have proceeded 
further after /l/ than after other vowels. The means for the latter condition 
are: 
Older 84.27 Middle 80.21 Younger 55.73 
As was pointed out above, there is a certain degree of formal variation when 
the stem vowel is /z/. In this environment fricative deletion is not categori­
cally followed by compensatory lengthening. Indeed, the finding that loss has 
proceeded further in this condition may be due to the fact that rule tele­
scoping has not been completed after /i/. 
Levelling appears to depend even less on other aspects of the vowel quality: 
significant age group effects of the type 0 > M > Y occur in the case of both 
front and back vowels, and only the Younger speakers show an interesting 
difference in use of the dialect feature between the two environments: 59.57 
and 43.38, respectively. 
11. According to both SHK and Schafft taata (both «1th a-.OS) for tha anltlpla eoaparlaon of aaana and for 
tha calculation of hoaoganaou« aubaata. 
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Finally, levelling manifests itself more clearly if /Vçt/ is divided by a 
syllable boundary, i.e. if a syllable boundary occurs between the dorsal 
fricative and /t/. In this condition as well as in the condition that the 
syllable boundary follows /t/, the use of the dialect feature displays the 
ideal-typical and statistically significant pattern of loss 0 > M > Y, however. 
As was to be expected from the age group patterns in the use of this dialect 
feature in the separate conditions, none of the three linguistic dimensions has 
a significant effect on its loss. 
6.3.5 Tal in Ηίπι-ΐτιιιΐ-ive suffix - A morphophonology 
Between a noun ending in a velar consonant and the diminutive suffix an 
epenthetic /s/ is inserted. In contrast to the surrounding dialects, the 
Rimburg dialect does not subject this /s/ to the general rule for the 
palatalization of /s/ in onset clusters - e.g. 
(6) tang-etje -
boek-je 
brug-getje 
maag-je 
teng[s]ke 
buk[s]ke 
bruk[s]ke 
meeag[s]ke 
'(pair of) tweezers-DIM' 
'book-DIM· 
'bridge-DIM' 
'stomach-DIM' 
The use of the non-palatal [s] in the diminutive suffix after a simplex ending 
in a velar consonant (overall sample mean 45.15, в»37.66) was related to two 
linguistic dimensions. One of them turns out to have a significant effect - see 
Table 6.12. 
after nasal 41.97 
t--0.78 df-26 P-.445 
+ after velar 49.61 > 
t-2.57 df-26 P-.016 
obstruent 46.21 
derived palato-velar 31.79 
Table 6.12 The use of the dialect feature *[s] in the diminutive suffix* 
in several linguistic conditions: means and the significance of the 
differences between the means 
The use of this feature turns out to be constrained articulatorily - i.e. by a 
place distinction: in words ending in /x/ lexically, this segment changes into 
Ici in the diminutive form of the word. This is brought about by the fact that 
diminutivizatlon also involves umlauting of the stem vowel12, which in turn 
bleeds the 'Ach-laut' allophony rule, e.g.: 
L2. Cf. the overview of Che role of ualauclng In cha dialecte at leena following ( 5.3.18 on 'noun 
pluralization - С morphology'. 
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(7) ma.ζ 'stomach' DIM те:эС8кэ 
1о.эх 'layer' І0іэс8кэ 
Of course, simplex forms with a front vowel preceding a dorsal fricative have a 
palato-velar final segment in the lexical representation already, so that all 
in all no velar (or velar-uvular) fricatives occur in diminutives. 
This dialect feature appears to be undergoing levelling. As may be re­
collected from Ch. 5, the Rlmburg dialect used to form a small enclave in which 
the /s/ In the diminutive allomorph /ska/ does not palatalize. Our findings 
(Table 6.13) Indicate that this situation is changing. 
age group X s F df ρ Zvar 
0 9 76.85 28.29 7.0557 2,24 .0039 30.23 
M 9 31.52 33.06 
Y 9 27.08 31.77 
entire sample 45.15 37.66 
Table 6.13 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the dialect feature ' [s] in the diminutive suffix' in the three age 
groups ; the probability and the explained variance 
The levelling out of this dialect feature does not result in a decrease of 
structural distance to the standard language, however. After all, the /s/ is 
traded in -so to speak- for the palatal /ƒ/, which is relatively uncommon in 
standard Dutch. In other, surrounding Limburg dialects it is a common segment, 
and in onset clusters (preceding another consonant) it is even the only 
permitted realization; cf. S 2.4 above. 
The same holds, mutatis mutandis, for the loss of the 'Ach-laut' allophony 
and yi-weakening, which are A-features as well. Levelling of the 'Ach-laut' 
allophony rule consists of the loss of the velar-uvular /x/-allophone, which is 
identical with the standard segment. The two allophones merge into the palato-
velar allophone /ç/, which is the only one in all B- and C-type Limburg 
dialects. Loss of the y'-weakening rule means giving up the glide in favour of 
the palato-velar fricative - not in favour of the velar-uvular fricative which 
exists in the standard language. Maintenance and adoption of the velar-uvular 
fricative, respectively, in these two cases is excluded on structural grounds, 
namely by the presence of the uvular liquid /R/, which is auditorily more or 
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less fricative 13. Perceptually, this /R/ is very similar to the velar-uvular 
fricative, so their coexistence within one segment inventory would come close 
to a merger. 
The levelling of the 'Ach-laut' allophony, the y ι -weakening rule, and the 
non-palatalization of the /s/ in the diminutive allomorph /ska/ are part of the 
development as a result of which the Rimburg dialect is becoming more like the 
Limburg dialects of the B- and C-type. This movement does not imply a shift in 
the direction of the standard language. On the contrary, the loss of these 
three dialect features leads to structural divergence away from standard 
(morpho-)phonology. In these cases levelling of interdialectal variation is 
therefore not identical to levelling on the dialect-standard axis. 
Like use itself, apparent time changes in the use of the non-palatalized /s/ 
in the diminutive suffix were related to two linguistic dimensions. Both 
concern the preceding segment, that is, the final segment of the noun. The 
findings can be found in Table 6.14. 
after nasal 
after obstruent 
after velar 
signif. interaction effect 
F df 
5.9455 2,24 
6.2511 2,24 
7.8810 2,24 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0080 
.0065 
.0023 
χ ling.dim. 7 
2 var 
23.08 
29.35 
31.89 
-
-
Table 6.14 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialect feature '[s] in the diminutive suffix' in 
several linguistic conditions. The significance of the effect of the 
interaction between age group and linguistic dimension 
For the dimension 'natural class of the final segment of the simplex' the 
condition 'nasal' displays a deviant age group pattern since the Younger 
speakers apply the rule somewhat more often than the members of the Middle age 
group: 
Older 77.78 Middle 22.21 Younger 25.92 
the difference between Middle and Young is not significant, however, and both 
groups even constitute a homogeneous subset. 
13. This Is the exact opposite of what happened In the northern and western parts of the country. The Dutch 
spoken there "has been much less ready to accept the uvular /R/ Innovation than Its neighbouring French and 
German. One explanation for this may be the fact that there already exists In Dutch a back velar or uvular 
fricative, correapondlng to orthographic g" (Chambers i Trudglll 1980: 204). 
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The dimension 'place of articulation of the preceding segment' seems to have 
a separating effect: levelling occurs after velars, but apparently not after 
palato-velarβ. As we pointed out already, a considerable part of the palato-
velar fricatives in this context is derivedt dimlnutlvization causes umlauting 
of the stem vowel of the simplex form. This in turn prevents the allophony rule 
to apply. Consequently, /x/ surfaces as palato-velar Ici. Irrespective of 
whether a final palato-velar fricative is lexically present or derived, in this 
context the dialect rule is applied least frequently (overall mean for our 
sample 31.79 with a relatively high standard deviation - cf. Table 6.11 above). 
This may be due to the fact that of all relevant dorsal consonants Ici is 
articulatorily closest to palatal /ƒ/. Use of the dialect feature in this 
environment displays a gradual decrease. The relatively high standard de­
viations and hence high variance14 in the use of the dialect feature in this 
condition within the separate age groups may explain why this gradual decrease 
does not reach the level of significance. 
Despite the difference between the two conditions with regard to apparent 
time levelling, the linguistic dimension 'place of articulation' does not 
interact significantly with the variable age group. Not surprisingly, the first 
dimension does not either, so we are led to conclude that these two linguistic 
dimensions do not have a clear effect on the process of levelling of the 
dialect feature. 
6.3.6 R-deletion - В phonology 
A post-vocalic /R/ preceding an alveolar obstruent is deleted in words such 
(8) soort - so[:3]t 'sort' N 
kaars - ke[:3]ts 'candle' 
eerst - і[: э]/ 'first' 
dwars - dwe[:a]J 'diagonal' 
baard - baa[:]d 'beard' 
Some words never occur R-lessly. Of course, the tests we constructed to elicit 
application or non-application of this rule only contained words in which /s/ 
is usually deleted in the dialect. In view of the fact that our indexes range 
between 0 and 100, the finding that the sample mean for the overall use of this 
dialect feature is 94.75 (s-6.34) lends support to our earlier impression 
(§ 5.3.6) that R-deletion has probably been lexicalized - as we pointed out in 
S 6.3. If this is indeed the case, then each instance of non-use of the R-Іевв 
variant is either a code-switch (or input-switch in Dressier's model - cf. 
M. In othar «orda, th« large aaount of variation batman tha noo-palatallaad and pal arali lad for 
bacvaan application and шш-appllcation of tha dialect feature. 
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Moosmllller 1987: 36 ff.) or one of the first steps in a process of relexifica-
tion. 
Almost all linguistic dimensions that were investigated in relation to the 
use of R-deletion turn out to be relevant statistically, but even the lowest 
mean is only slightly less than 90. The results from the relevant analyses are 
presented in Table 6.15. 
+ after front vowel 97.25 > back vowel 90.15 
t-3.11 df-26 P-.004 
+ after short vowel 89.57 < long vowel 96.70 
t--2.88 df-26 P-.008 
- tone-contour HL 93.91 - HLH 95.16 
t--.099 df-26 Р-.329 
+ before /te/ 98.89 > /d/-[t] 98.15 > /d/-[d] 97.22 > /t/-[t] 90.25 > 
/ƒ/ 89.24 
F-8.85 df-4,104 p-.OOO 
+ in: R obstr $ // 93.57 > R $ obstr V 89.59 
t-2.64 df-26 P-.014 
Table 6.15 The use of the dialect feature R-deletion in several linguis-
tic conditions: means and the significance of the differences between the 
means 
/R/ is deleted more often following front vowels than following back vowels. 
Syllable weight also plays a role, witness the fact that /R/ is deleted more 
often after a long vowel than after a short one. On the other hand, the tone 
contour of the rhyme (which varies in the words with a long vowel - the words 
with a short vowel invariably have HL) does not appear to have much influence. 
As for the right-hand environment, the nature of the following alveolar 
obstruent affects the rate of R-deletion. The highest average rate of 
R-deletion is found before the affricate, and the lowest before the fricative, 
with following stops ranging in between. It is rather remarkable that the 
lowest mean is related to the following fricative /ƒ/, although this sound is 
'typically Limburgian'. The fact that R-deletion has the lowest mean in this 
environment is even more surprising since this is the only linguistic condition 
in which the rule operates in East-Limburg dialects (as was pointed out in 
§ 5.3.6 above). 
The difference in effect on the average R-deletion scores between the three 
stops has also been tested independently; it turned out to be highly signifi-
cant (F-8.85 df-2,52 p-.OOO). It is quite interesting that the underlying 
status of phonetic [t], as well as the phonetic nature of underlying /d/ makes 
a difference as far as R-deletion is concerned: the highest mean can be found 
before an underlying /d/ which, as a result of final devoicing, becomes 
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voiceless. The average rate of R-deletion is highest before underlying /d/ 
generally, that is, irrespective of its phonetic nature. As far as these three 
stops are concerned, the average R-deletion index is lowest before an under-
lying ¡tl. 
Finally, the fact that this dialect feature is also applied less often when 
its conditioning environment is divided by a syllable boundary, e.g. in 
(9) 'word' - 'worden' '(to) become' 
wor $ den 
'kers' - 'kersen' 'cherry - cherries' 
ker $ sen 
supports our interpretation of this phenomenon as motivated by syllable 
structure (see S 5.3.6 above). 
The overall use of the R-deletion rule does not show significantly different 
age group patterns, let alone levelling. On linguistic grounds no levelling was 
to be expected since the phenomenon, which changes superheavy into heavy 
syllables, results in a less marked structure. 
Whereas the use of R-deletion does not show levelling on the overall level, 
it does so in five out of thirteen linguistic conditions; the most important 
results for these five conditions can be found in Table 6.16. 
after back vowel 
after short vowel 
tone contour HL 
before /t/-[t] 
in: R $ obstr (obstr) V 
signif. interac 
F 
6.9595 
7.5994 
7.6554 
3.4329 
4.1244 
tion effect 
df 
2,24 
2.24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0041 
.0028 
.0027 
.0488 
.0289 
χ ling.dj 
Ζ var 
29.55 
21.94 
18.20 
10.60 
25.36 
im.? 
+ 
+ 
-
-
-
Table 6.16 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialect feature R-deletion in several linguistic 
conditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction between age 
group and linguistic dimension 
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Interestingly, each of these conditions is part of a separate linguistic 
dimension. The loss of R-deletion after back vowels 
Older 96.41 Middle 95.12 Younger 78.92 
seems to suggest a relationship between this rule and the 'Ach-laut' allophony 
rule, which produces the R-like /x/ or /K/ after back vowels. The coexistence 
of the two rules within the same granmar, the fact that phonetically and 
distributionally the output of the one (allophony) resembles the input of the 
other (R-deletion), and the fact that nowadays they are both in the process of 
being levelled out (albeit not in overall use as far as R-deletion is 
concerned) may Imply that these rules are structurally akin. 
The levelling out of R-deletion after short vowels15 
Older 93.12 Middle 96.83 Younger 78.77 
but not after long vowels bears out the prediction of the phonological modelt 
the rule will disappear first where it is needed least, namely in the heavy 
rather than in the superheavy syllables. 
No straightforward explanation can be given for the finding that R-deletion 
is being levelled out 
- in HL-bearing words but not (in a statistically significant degree) in 
HLH-bearing words, and 
- before a phonemic /t/, but not before a merely phonetic [t], nor preceding 
the affricate /ts/ or the fricative /ƒ/. 
Anyway, R-deletion does not appear to be undergoing loss before /ƒ/, that is, 
in the only environment in which it occurs also in C-type Limburg dialects. 
The decrease in the use of R-less variants when a syllable boundary occurs 
between the /R/ and the following alveolar obstruent again supports our 
interpretation of this feature as motivated by syllable structure (see § 5.3.6 
above). 
R-deletion is the first of the dialect features studied so far in the use of 
which linguistic dimensions maintain a significant interaction effect with the 
speakers' age groups. The dimensions 'place of articulation' (F-9.87 df-2,24 
P-.001) and 'length of the preceding vowel' (F-3.65 df-2,2A P-.041) apparently 
affect the decrease in use of this dialect feature. 
6.3.7 n-deletlon - В phonology 
In monosyllabic words ending in a short vowel followed by Infi, the final 
segment can be deleted - e.g. 
15. The membere of the Middle age group ecora higher than tha Older Infornante, but the difference la not 
significant. 
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(10) van 
In 
en 
dan 
ken 
-
-
-
-
_ 
να 
I 
e 
da 
кіт 
'of, from' 
•in' 
•and' 
'than, 
'know' 
then' 
pres. 
Prep. 
Prep. 
indie. 1 
or 
or 
or 
Adv. 
Adv. 
3 sing 
The sample mean for the overall use of this rule is 35.55 (s-13.90). The 
frequency of application of the rule appears to be heavily influenced by the 
word class. It also depends on the nature of the right-hand phonological 
environment, as can be seen in Table 6.17. 
in preposition 60.73 > 
F-45.46 df-3,78 p-.OOO 
in monomorphemic word 38.27 
t--0.94 df-26 ρ-.35β 
before pause 63.58 > before consonant 55.44 
F-57.22 df-2,52 p-.OOO 
adverb 52.78 > verb 21.67 > conjunction 7.04 
first member of a compound 41.90 
> vowel 12.07 
Table 6.17 The use of the dialectal η-deletion rule in several linguis­
tic conditions: means and the significance of the differences between the 
means 
The word class with the lowest average η-deletion index is 'conjunction'. This 
is the only class which contains only one word that is relevant to the rule for 
final η-deletion in monosyllabic words with a short vowel, namely en, 'and'. 
If a monosyllabic word functions as the first member of a compound it is 
slightly more susceptible to η-deletion than when used in isolation. However, 
as was predicted by prosodie theory, this difference does not reach a statisti­
cally significant level. 
Before a pause, i.e. at the end of a sentence, η-deletion occurs clearly 
more often than in other positions. Independent testing shows that this dif­
ference is also highly significant (before a pause 63.58 > before a segment 
25.61, t-7.18 df-26 p-.OOO). This finding is very evidently at odds with the 
tendency of standard Dutch and German to avoid lax vowels in open position (cf. 
Wiese 1986: 4), so one might speculate that the A- and B-dialects do not have 
this constraint. They do conform to the universal tendency towards the maximal­
ly unmarked syllable structure CV, witness the finding that our Rimburg infor­
mants deleted final /n/ much more often before a consonant than before a vowel. 
Age group effects or dialect levelling do not occur in the overall use of 
this dialect feature, but these do occur in the use of the feature in a 
specific linguistic condition. After R-deletion, final η-deletion is the second 
dialect feature analysed so far that displays apparent time levelling only in 
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certain linguistic conditions, but not at the level of overall use. Consider 
Table 6.18. 
before С 
signif. interaction effect age gr. 
F df ρ 
4.0086 2,24 .0315 
χ ling.dijn.? 
Zvar 
24.55 
-
Table 6.18 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialectal η-deletion rule in several linguistic 
conditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction between age 
group and linguistic dimension 
The use of this dialect feature does not show significant age group effects 
related to the dimensions 
- word class (four conditions) 
- the number of morphemes (i.e. there is no significant difference between 
η-deletion in monomorphemic words and that in compounds) 
However, the application of the rule before consonants is decreasing, which 
means that the phonetic realization of the final /n/ in the relevant words 
preceding a consonant-initial word is increasing. In connection with the 
η-deletion rule the dialect is thus moving away from the maximally unmarked CV 
or CV$CV syllable structure. Because of the universal tendency towards CV$CV 
sequences, loss of the η-deletion rule was to be expected to be most likely 
before vowels, where application of the rule produces hiatuses: 
CV[n] /# V -> n-del -> CV #* V 
Indeed, application of the rule, which is already relatively limited on the 
overall level, decreases in these types of structures, witness the mean indexes 
of use of the rule before vowels: 
Older 14.64 Middle 11.11 Younger 10.46 
However, this decrease is not significant, and neither are the differences 
between the age group patterns in the use of the rule in the three right-hand 
phonological environments. 
The ongoing loss of the dialectal η-deletion rule before consonants seems to 
be determined exclusively by extralinguistic factors. One of these factors is 
doubtless the fact that the rule does not exist in the standard language nor in 
the C-type Limburg dialects. The relatively limited use of the rule before 
vowels, which may result from an earlier levelling process, is moreover sup­
ported by universal linguistic tendencies regarding the structure of syllables. 
Further on in this study we will return to the unsatisfactory epithet 
'certain monosyllabic words' in the description of the η-deletion rule and to 
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the interrelationship between this rule and the one which lowers /i/ before /n/ 
and /rj/, described in §§ 5.3.3 and 6.3.3 above. 
6.3.8 Derivational auffii -'lie' - В morphophonology 
The final segment of the standard language derivational suffix -'lijk' is a 
fricative rather than a stop - e.g. 
(11) vriend-e-lijk - vruntli[ç] 'friendly· 
eer-lijk-e - i^RlifyiJe 'honest' 
einde-lijk - entli[ç] 'finally' 
gewoon-lijk - geweunli[ç] 'usually' 
The latter dialect variant occurs in Collón (MS) as 'geweunlich'. The mean 
overall use of this dialect feature in the elicited output of the speakers in 
our sample is 56.69 (в-28.34, with n-23). The occurrence of a fricative rather 
than a plosive last segment in the derivational suffix appears to be sensitive 
to two of the three linguistic dimensions investigated. Consider Table 6.19. 
+ adjective 51.32 < adverb 72.79 
t--3.45 df-22 P-.002 
+ adjective: predicative 63.77 > attributive 45.10 
t-2.56 df-22 P-.018 
- followed by inflectional shwa 55.43 - no shwa 57.10 
t--0.34 df-22 Р-.737 
Table 6.19 The use of the dialectal derivational suffix -'liç' in 
several linguistic conditions: means and the significance of the dif-
ferences between the means 
The dialect feature is used more often in adverbs than in adjectives, and more 
often in predicative adjectives than in attributive ones; of all conditions 
studied, the dialect feature is used least often in the latter one. With the 
presence (in attributive adjectives in sing. msec, and fem. and plur.) or 
absence (in all other cases) of an inflectional shwa, the position in the 
syllable of the morpheme-final segment varies between onset and coda. However, 
this does not appear to cause a statistically interesting difference in the use 
of the dialect feature. 
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Judging from the age group pattern, the use of this dialect feature appears 
to be decreasing. Consider Table 6.20:16 
age group df Zvar 
0 
M 
Y 
β 
6 
9 
80.16 
66.25 
29.45 
13.07 
18.64 
19.68 
19.2895 2,20 .0000 62.57 
entire sample 56.69 28.34 
Table 6.20 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the dialectal derivational suffix -'liç' in the three age groups; the 
probability and the explained variance 
It is tempting to try to reconstruct the history of the geographical spread of 
the fricative in this morpheme, even though only few older data are available. 
In the following matrix the presence ('+') vs. absence ('-') of the feature is 
given at several points during the last century, as attested in several 
studies17 for the C-type dialect of Sittard, for the B-type dialects spoken in 
Heerlen, Schaesberg, Nieuwenhagen, Waubach and in the A-type dialect of 
Rimburg. The latter ordering reflects the relative geographical ordering from 
southwest to northeast. 
С Sittard 
В Heerlen 
Schaesberg 
Nieuwenhagen 
Waubach 
A Rlmburg 
1884 
Jongeneel 
+ 
1886 
Willeme 
« 
+ 
1915 
SGV 
_ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1932 
DC 
+ 
1948 
RND 
_ 
-
-
-
+ 
1987 
[FH] 
_ 
-
-
-
variable 
variable 
Figure 6.1 [+cont] final segment in the derivational suffix -4lijk· in 
several Limburg dialects during the last one hundred years 
16. The indication 'entire »ample· in this table should not be taken literally, since there are eome 
reeponeea miseing for eone apeakera* Rather, the indication refers to the 'valid response'. This holda for 
ell caaes where the number of apeekers who supplied a sufficient amount of data is smaller then 27. 
17. All aourcea were sketched in | 4.2.2 above. Unfortunately, Winkler 1874 doea not contain any of the 
relevant worde. 
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As there are too many empty cells in this matrix (indicating that no data were 
available), no clear pattern emerges. However, the available data suggest the 
type of geographical development which was predicted by Schrijnen in 1920 on 
the basis of the SGV-data on the one hand and findings by the famous German 
dialectologist Fringe on the other. With respect to the isogloae demarcating 
this very dialect feature18, Schrijnen wrote ι 'it is inevitable that the line 
will continue to move southward" (1920: 38 - my translation, FH). Six years 
later, Frings himself pointed out that 'Dutch -lijk is ousting High-German -
lieh from the Limburg dialect area' (Fringe in Aubin et al. 1926: 185 - my 
translation, FH). As far as the direction is concerned, it should be added that 
nowadays the feature still appears to be relatively unaffected in the dialects 
spoken in Kerkrade. In all, it seems that Schrijnen's prediction and Frings' 
observation are borne out by the facts. 
If the above reconstruction of the spatial history of the feature is 
correct, then the interpretation of the LV sketched in § 5.3.8 can now be 
completed. In our view, the dialect feature constitutes either a lexicalized 
residue (a relic) or a lexicalized 'front' of the Second or High-German sound 
shift, which took place in the early Middle Ages, and which has moved westward. 
During the last fifty years or so this beachhead is giving way to the standard 
language annex East-Limburg morphophonology, be it in a spatially gradual way. 
This scenario can be metaphorically described as a wave: in the suffix -'liik' 
the feature [+cont] has reached its maximum areal spread19 either on the top 
or as a spin-off of the expanding wave of the Second or High-German sound 
shift. Some twelve hundred years later20 the feature is being gradually pushed 
back and out of the Dutch language area by the wave of the Dutch standard 
language, which coincides with and is thus reinforced by the East-Limburg 
dialects in this respect. The findings from a small-scale study by Daan (1971) 
suggest a comparable development -also with respect to the directionality- in 
connection with a phonological and a morphological phenomenon in a group of 
dialects spoken in the Veluwe, an area in the east of the Dutch language area. 
The loss of the dialectal derivational suffix -liç disrupts the natural 
unidirectional development from phonological to 'morphonological' to allomor-
phic morphological rules as postulated by Dressier, among others (A. Kaye 1988: 
529). The first step has been made, but the second one will most probably not 
be completed. 
18. Of course, glvan tha data in SGV 1913, on Schrijnen'· вар (p. 38) tha dialacta apokan In Baarlan and 
Schaaabarg ware atilL Located aaat of tha iaogloaa. 
19. Apart from tha faw word« (aainly paraonal pronoun· - aaa I 3.3.8) in which the aonad ahift la praaarrad 
•van in tha C-typa Liabuxg dialacta. 
20. A· a point of rafarenca «a uaa Sondaraggar'a dating, aa atmarizad in Wolf 19831 1119. 
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The levelling out of the dialectal use of a fricative rather than plosive 
final segment in this derivational suffix occurs in all three linguistic 
dimensions studied. 
in adjectives 
in adverbs 
adjectives: attributive 
followed by an inflect. 
not followed by a shwa 
signif. interaction effect 
F 
16.5361 
7.04 5 
24.7443 
shwa 25.2466 
13.1558 
df 
2,20 
2,24 
2,20 
2,24 
2,20 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0001 
.0039 
.0000 
.0000 
.0002 
ζ ling.d: 
Ζ var 
57.41 
36.89 
69.29 
67.62 
51.46 
Lm.? 
-
-
+ 
Table 6.21 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialectal derivational suffix -'liç' in several 
linguistic conditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction 
between age group and linguistic dimension 
On the dimension 'word class' loss is most clearly manifest (i.e. has proceeded 
furthest) in adjectives, as could be expected on the basis of the finding that 
the dialect feature is used less often in adjectives than in adverbs. Within 
the class of adjectives, levelling is not an undifferentiated process: it 
occurs in attributively, but not in predicatively used adjectives21. In this 
respect, Jeanine Treffers* (1989) findings regarding the integration of French 
loans in the Brussels variety of Flemish constitute an interesting parallel. 
Her findings lead her to the conclusion that borrowed adjectives occur much 
more frequently in predicative (total 70Z in Treffers' data) than in attri-
butive position (maximally 15Z). This is related in part to the fact that 
grammatical integration of attributive adjectives involves integration of both 
morphological (gender and number) and syntactic aspects (position relative to 
the noun), as against predicative ones, which need no further adaptations. 
Abstracting away from differences between both investigations, the findings 
- that loaned adjectives come into predicative use long before they become 
sufficiently integrated to be used attributively, and 
- that the dialectal fricative segment of our derivational suffix is more 
resistant to loss in predicative than in attributive adjectives 
21. It ehouLd be added that In pradlcatlvely uaed adjectivea the use of tb· dialect feature appaerà to b« 
decreaelng aa wall. Thla age group affect doaa not reach tba .05 levai of significance, though, and hence 
doae not meet one of the criteria for levelling. 
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seem to suggest that the predicative position is the 'stronger' one. It might 
be worthwhile to check whether the assumptions regarding (main) syntactic 
categories, barriers and language indexes which Treffers proposes to explain 
her findings can be studied for our data, and if so, whether or to what extent 
they are borne out by our findings. 
The correlation between predicative vs. attributive use of adjectives on the 
one hand and analytical vs. synthetic constructions on the other, and any 
related differences in relative markedness may supplement or even support 
Treffers' type of explanation. 
The last dimension studied in connection with the use of the derivational 
suffix -'liç*. the presence or absence of an inflectional shwa and consequently 
the position in the syllable of the morpheme-final segment, does not seem to be 
an important determining factor in the levelling process: levelling takes place 
in both conditions and the age group patterns are comparable. However, it 
appears to be the only one of the three linguistic dimensions that affects the 
process of the levelling of this dialect feature to a significant extent 
(F°4.43 df-2,20 P-.025). The indexes representing the use of the dialect 
feature in the three age groups display a much steeper decline and a wider 
range in the shwa-bearing forms: 
Older 92.78 Middle 53.33 Younger 20.00 
than in the shwa-less ones: 
Older 76.25 Middle 68.33 Younger 32.60 
The fact that the shwa-bearing forms run ahead in the loss may well be related 
to the fact that in these forms after resyllabification the segment at stake is 
in onset position. In case the dialect feature is used, there is a fricative 
rather than a plosive morpheme-final velar obstruent in syllable-initial 
position - where it does not undergo final devoicing, and hence surfaces as 
1/4, which may in turn fall prey to the A-type postlexical rule of 
Г' -weakening. 
Before we have a look at the results, we first present the five LVs 
concerning Verb morphology. 
6.3.9 Preterite suffix - В morphology 
In contrast to the standard language and the C-type Limburg dialects, in the 
A- and B-type dialects the preterite suffix of weak verbs is -at. Some 
examples: 
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(12) maak-te - maak[at] 'made' sing.l or 3 
dans-te - dansfat-s] 'danced' sing.2 
leef-de-n - le:®v[at-a] 'lived* plur. 
nies-de - ne.ζ[at] 'sneezed' sing.l or 3 
kam-de - kem[8t] 'combed' sing.l or 3 
haal-de - ho:al[at] 'got, pulled, fetched' 
sing.l or 3 
bouw-de - Ъэ uw[3t] 'built' sing.l or 3 
6.3.10 Prefiiless past participle - В morphology 
Verbs of a small and closed class have a prefizless past participle - e.g. 
the dialect variants of 
(13) gekomen - ko:9ma 'come' 
geworden - wu:8da 'become' 
gekregen - кіііэг'а 'got' 
6.3.11 Subjunctive - В morphology 
In the standard language the subjunctive mood is frequently expressed by 
means of the preterite form; for a group of verbs in the dialect there is a 
separate subjunctive form - e.g. 
(14) ik wou dat hij ging - dial, prêter.: ... wol ... y'o T¡ 
dial. subj . : w0l y'œ Г| 
'I wish-subj. he would go' 
6.3.12 Strong/irregular versua weak conjugation - В / С morphology 
В morphology 
There is a difference in the conjugation of certain verbs between the dialects 
of the A- and B-types on the one hand and the C-type dialects and the standard 
language on the other - e.g. 
(15) vroeg - vro.x / vroi3lfat 'asked' 1 or 3 sing. 
hoor-de - hy:aRat / hu:at 'heard' 1 or 3 sing. 
С morphology 
Similar to the B-feature above, a limited group of verbs is irregular in all 
three dialect types А, В and C, but weak in the standard language - e.g. 
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(16) zette - zat 'sat' 
legde - laç 'laid, put' 
6.3.13 Stem vowel 2 Ь 3 sing, prea. indie, strong verba - С morphology 
In the 2 & 3 sing. pres. forms of certain strong verbs the stem vowel is lax 
and fronted, and the tone contour is HL - e.g. 
(17) Ібрэ 'to walk' 
sing. plur. 
1 Ιδρ lops 
2 li^ ps liVt) 
3 ló^pU) Ібрэ 
Our analyses of the use of the dialect features regarding verbal morphology 
differ from those of all other features. Since none of the separate dialect 
features in this group were investigated along linguistic dimensions, we can 
only compare the patterns of overall use of the several features. This can be 
done along various lines, however. Consider Table 6.22. 
+ B-type features 
strong/irreg. - weak conjug. 75.63 > prêter, suffix weak verbs 71.90 > 
prefixless past participles 31.27 > subjunctive 18.68 
F-34.97 df-3,78 D-.OOO 
+ B- and C-type features 
С stem V 2 & 3 sing. pres. 81.27 > strong/irreg. - weak conj. В 75.63 > 
В. prêter, suffix weak verbs 71.90 > strong/irreg. - weak conj. С 62.42 > 
В prefixless past participles 31.27 > B. subjunctive 18.68 
F-27.31 df-5,130 D-.OOO 
- B- vs. C-type features 
strong/irreg. - weak verb conj.ι В 75.63 - С 62.42 
t-1.55 df-26 P-.134 
Table 6.22 The use of five dialect features regarding verbal morphology: 
means and the significance of the differences between the means 
On the basis of the relative frequency of use, two clusters of dialect features 
can be distinguished within the B-set: 'strong/irregular vs. weak conjugation' 
and 'preterite suffix' on the one hand, and 'prefixless past participles' and 
'subjunctive' on the other. A tentative explanation for this finding is that 
the first two do not yield forms that are radically different from the C-
dialect and standard variants. As for the latter two dialect features: the 
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prefixless past participles have a strikingly different form, whereas the 
subjunctive, which is used least often, no longer exists in the verbal 
morphology of the standard language. In this explanation the notion of 
'saliency' (Trudgill 1986: 11, 37) plays a role. 
When we compare the relative use of all dialect features concerning verbal 
morphology, i.e. those in the B- and the C-set taken together, the same pattern 
emerges. As was to be expected, the highest frequency of use can be found in 
the C-set. 
As was explained in § 5.3.12 above, the LV 'strong/irregular vs. weak 
conjugation' can be divided into two dialect features: one cluster of verbs 
distinguishes the A- and B-type dialects from the C-type dialects and the 
standard language, while the other distinguishes the A-, B- and C-type dialects 
from the standard language. In contrast to what might have been expected, the 
dialect variants of the verbs that distinguishes the A- and B-type dialects 
from the rest are used more often than the geographically more widespread ones, 
i.e. those which also occur in the C-type Limburg dialects. However, the 
difference does not reach a statistically significant level. 
Of the four morphological dialect features in the B-set that were investi­
gated only the one concerning the shape of the preterite suffix does not show 
signs of levelling. The use of the dialectal prefixless past participle of a 
closed group of verbs with a perfective meaning appears to be decreasing 
dramatically. Consider Table 6.23. 
age group X s F df ρ Zvar 
2,24 .0000 56.19 0 
M 
Y 
9 
9 
9 
67.28 
26.54 
0.00 
34.97 
26.91 
0.00 
15.9221 
entire sample 31.27 37.34 
Table 6.23 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the B-type dialect feature prefixless past participles in the three 
age groups; the probability and the explained variance 
It may very well be the case that 'dramatic' is not the right term here. If 
-for the moment- we assume that the speed at which different dialect features 
are levelled out is more or less constant22, the levelling out of this feature 
may simply have started a longer time ago, so that it has proceeded further. 
22. Which it Le evldently noti witness e.g. the differences in the part of the variance related to age (Xvar) 
betiraen the eleven dialect features displaying loss in the overall TUO. 
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None of the Younger speakers used preflxless past participles in our elicited 
data. The latter fact means that the assumption of homogeneity, which underlies 
the analysis of variance, is violated. However, in general this technique is 
fairly robust in this respect. 
The use of the (past) subjunctive mood, which was obviously already under 
heavy pressure in the dialect of the Older speakers, appears to decrease to 
less than two out of a hundred cases in which the LV occurs in the speech of 
the Younger speakers; see Table 6.24. 
age group X s F df ρ Zvar 
0 9 3S.66 31.41 4.2194 2,24 .0269 26.01 
M 9 18.52 28.49 
Y 9 1.85 5.56 
entire sample 18.68 27.58 
Table 6.24 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the В-type dialect feature 'subjunctive' in the three age groups; the 
probability and the explained variance 
In all cases where the subjunctive was not used, the preterite of the in­
dicative occurred instead, which formally differs from the subjunctive in that 
the stem vowel does not show umlauting. Additional, concomitant changes are 
syntactic. First, whereas the word order in the embedded sentence is optional 
(SVO or SOV) in case the subjunctive is used, with the preterite the order SVO 
is excluded. Secondly, the indicative requires a conjunction, as the COMP 
position is no longer occupied by the subjunctive. The levelling out of this 
part of the Tense-Mood-Aspect system is a development from -broadly speaking-
more morphology and less syntax to less morphology and more syntax: the loss of 
the subjunctive mood, as a reduction of the morphological means of expressing 
doubt, etc., restricts syntactic freedom and hence must be compensated for -as 
it were- by an increasing of syntactic restrictions23. 
This development may be compared to the case of 'functional compensation' 
described by Hochberg (1986): one of the features of Puerto Riсan Spanish is 
s-deletion. Among other things, this feature affects the verbal morphology, as 
a result of which 2 sing, forms lose marking which is non-redundant in this 
originally pro-dropping system. This, in turn, leads to the increased use of 
23. Cf. KcMfoad 1978i 24, « | Huyakan 1978l 186. The procaaa Crlggared by Cha loaa of tba robjunctlve la 
aiapla in coaparlaon to tha loaa of (especially ayntaetie) argativity in 'dying Dyirbal' (A. Schaidc 1985). 
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the subject pronoun, especially in the case of verb forms which are rendered 
ambiguous by s-deletion. 
As such, the gradual replacement of the subjunctive by the preterite of the 
indicative and its syntactic consequences constitute a case of 'markedness 
reversal'. For this phenomenon Mayerthaler and Markey drew up the following 
formulas, which are essentially equivalent: 
(18a) < > > 
m -> m / m-context 
(b) > < 
m •* m Mayerthaler (1988: 36 ff.) 
(19) > < 
m / -m •* m / +m Markey (MS: 3; 1981: 16, 23) 
In a relatively marked context an otherwise unmarked form becomes a marked 
option (18a) and is therefore changed into an unmarked form (18b). Vice versa, 
a relatively marked form in a relatively unmarked context changes into a 
relatively unmarked form in a relatively marked context (19). 
In the above case the starting-point is the past subjunctive, which is a 
morphologically marked form, occurring in a syntactically unspecified environ­
ment (SVO, which in Dutch is the surface structure of the matrix clause, hence 
the unmarked syntactic context). The subjunctive then gives way to the 
preterite indicative, the morphologically less marked option, which is limited 
to a specific type of syntactic context, however, namely the syntactic pattern 
SOV, which is restricted to embedded sentences. It will be clear that this two-
step process cannot be called 'reduction' in the sense of the "actual loss of 
some part of a language, without resulting complication of another component to 
make up for that loss" (Schmidt 1985: 395). 
It would be interesting to establish how the loss of the subjunctive 
proceeds lexically. If subjunctive formation is governed by a morpholexical 
rule, the subjunctive would be predicted to vanish by way of an increasing 
number of 'exceptions' to the rule, i.e. through a decrease of the number of 
relevant verbs (Booij 1981: 142, 158). 
The LV 'strong or irregular vs. weak conjugation' falls into two dialect-
geographically and structurally distinct clusters of verbs. The deviant 
conjugation of one cluster of verbs distinguishes the A- and B-type Limburg 
dialects from the rest, that of the second one occurs also in the C-type 
dialects. 
As we established above, there is no significant difference in use and 
variation in use between the cluster with the smaller areal spread and the one 
with the wider geographical distribution. With respect to levelling, however, 
the LV behaves in conformity with our second hypothesis, in that the dialect 
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feature with the smallest areal spread (B) is undergoing loss (Table 6.25), as 
against the one with the wider spread, which is stable. The difference between 
the age group patterns in the use of the B- and the C-type dialect feature is 
highly significant (the interaction effect age group χ В/С reaches F-6.65 
df-2,24 P-.005). 
Compared to the other two features of the dialectal verb morphology that 
were found to be undergoing loss (prefixless past participles and the subjunc­
tive), the decrease in use of this specific feature is much less dramatic. See 
Table 6.25. 
age group 
0 9 
M 9 
Y 9 
Χ 
92. 
85. 
49. 
.60 
.20 
.08 
s 
14.68 
17.55 
34.48 
df Zvar 
8.5494 2,24 .0016 36.33 
entire sample 75.63 30.04 
Table 6.25 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the B-type dialect feature strong/irreg. - weak conj. in the three age 
groups; the probability and the explained variance 
The loss of the B-type dialect feature could be expected because of two 
reasons: 
(1) in the A- and B-type dialects the relevant verbs displayed 
- either variation between weak and irregular conjugation (whereas in the C-
dialects and the standard language their conjugation is irregular), 
- or variation between strong and weak conjugation (whereas in the C-dialects 
and the standard language their conjugation is weak). In none of these two 
cases does the conjugation of the cluster of verbs in the C-type dialect 
feature show internal variation; 
(2) the use of the dialectal conjugation shows more variation in the verbs of 
the B-type (8-30.04) than in the verbs of the C-type dialect feature (в-26.49). 
The decreasing use of this specific B-type dialect feature adds up to the 
loss of 
- the weak in favour of the irregular conjugation in the relevant subcluster of 
verbs. This shows that the development need not necessarily be one from strong 
or irregular to the more transparent weak conjugation - as happened in 
Afrikaans ; 
- the strong in favour of the weak conjugation in the other subcluster of 
verbs. Bakkes (1967: 159) described a similar recent development in the case of 
the verb kennen. 'to know', in the dialect of Montfort near Roermond. 
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Giving up the strong in favour of the weak conjugation may in turn accelerate 
the loss of the subjunctive. After all, all verbs with a past subjunctive form 
have either an irregular or a strong conjugation (cf. § 5.3.11 above). 
The last LV regarding verbal morphology was labelled 'stem vowel 2 & 3 sing. 
pres. indie, of certain strong verbs*. The use of this C-type dialect feature 
does not show statistically interesting age group effects, let alone loss. 
6.3.14 t-deletion - С phonology 
Word-final [t] is deleted variably following obstruents. Some examples are: 
(20a) inkt - itjk 'ink' 
echt - eç ' r e a l f l y ) · 
(b) loop-t, - Ice ρ 'walkCs)* p r e s . i n d i e . 3 s ing. 
or 2 plur. 
ge-werk-t. - j^awin^ 'worked' past partie. 
The process also occurs in grammatical structures in which word-final [t] does 
not occur in the Dutch standard variety or other dialects: 
(20c) э lef kigk ·* э lef-t. 'a sweet child', 'a sweet [one]' 
mi kigk -* at min-t. 'my child', 'the mine' 
The format we prepared for the elicitation of dialect use contained several 
instances where final t-deletion could have been applied, instances other than 
the test items by which scores for the LV t-deletion itself were meant to be 
elicited. In order not to confront the speakers with 'unnatural' stimuli, this 
[t] was deleted from the written form, although only in a part of the relevant 
items, because at the same time we did not want to sensitivize our speakers 
into any direction. Still, in some of the cases where t-deletion had been 
applied in the format with the elicitation tasks, this gave rise to comments 
from a few informants ("We say it with a 't' at the end"). 
In the elicited dialect use, the frequency of deletion of final [t] (overall 
sample mean 41.62 s-14.38) appears to be sensitive to a range of linguistic 
dimensions, as shown by the results from our analyses. They are presented in 
Table 6.26. 
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+ part of lexeme 72.25 > 'pronominal' 22.20 > morpheme 20.76 
F-75.22 df-2,52 p-.OOO 
+ morpheme: pres. indie. 22.34 > past participle 14.44 
t-2.37 df-26 P-.026 
+ morpheme: pres.: 3 sing. 29.40 > 2 plur. 15.28 
t-3.21 df-26 P-.003 
morpheme: pres.: unmarked synt. order 25.23 - inversion 19.44 
t-1.25 df-26 P-.223 
+ after stop 30.30 < fricative 52.94 
t--7.90 df-26 p-.OOO 
Table 6.26 The use of the dialectal t-deletion rule in several linguis-
tic conditions: means and the significance of the differences between the 
means 
We will first discuss the effect of the status of word-final [t] on its 
deletion. Then we will zoom in on several different linguistic dimensions that 
can be distinguished for [t]e which have a morphemic status. Finally we will 
consider the effect of the phonological nature of the preceding obstruent. 
Of the three types of status that a word-final [t] can have, [t]s which are 
part of a lexeme, such as those in (20a), are deleted by far most frequently in 
this part of the data; [t]s which are 'pronominal' (20c) or morphemic (20b) are 
affected significantly less frequently. Irrespective of whether this is 
regarded as t-deletion or as 'non-affiliation of an untimed [t]', one would 
expect the following pattern: 
part of lexeme > morpheme > 'pronominal' 
A [t] which is part of a lexeme is already present at the deepest level, a 
morphemic [t] is added at the level where inflection takes place (the lexical 
component), whereas a 'pronominal' [t] is the result of a syntactic operation 
and probably exists no earlier than the postlexical level. Moreover, the deeper 
the level, the more optional t-affillation seems to be. Consequently, the 
'deeper' the [t], the larger its chances not to be affiliated. If, however, 
t-affillation only takes place in the lexical component, then there should be a 
quantitative break between 'lexemic' and morphemic [t] on the one hand and the 
'pronominal' [t] on the other as regards deletion. 
Our finding contradicts both scenarios, since the difference in deletion 
between 'pronominal' and morphemic [t]s is not significant. 
One possible explanation is that we are dealing with an artefact: with 
respect to the 'pronominal' [t] several informants sometimes used neither the 
variant with [t] nor the [t]-le8s one, but instead some paraphrase or a form 
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with shwa instead of the [t] . For both types of realization a 'missing 
value' was assigned. As a consequence, the denominators of the indexes for 
deletion of 'pronominal' [t] are relatively small (although for each speaker 
they are at least 4). Another possible explanation for the unexpected pattern 
is that the 'pronominal' [t] is not assigned postlexically, in other words, 
that it already exists lexically. The small difference between the means for 
deletion of 'pronominal' and morphemic [t]s points in this direction (t-0.30 
df-26 P-.763). The fact that morphemic [t] is more frequent both distribu-
tionally and in actual use might also lead one to expect morphemic [t]s to be 
deleted more often than 'pronominal' [t]B. From a dialect-geographical point of 
view the relative proportion of t-deletion in our data is not surprising t the 
'pronominal' [t] has a smaller areal spread than the morphemic one. The fact 
that it is deleted more often is in line with the part of the second hypothesis 
according to which dialect levelling is spatially gradual. Seen from this 
perspective, the statistical insignificance of the difference is problematic, 
however. We will leave this matter for what it is and take a more detailed look 
at the deletion of [t]s that form part of the lexical representation and at 
that of morphemic [t]s. 
The relative degree of deletion of [t]s which form part of the lexeme on the 
one hand and morphemic [t]a on the other that emerges from our elicited data is 
highly similar to the one found by Labov in New York City (summarized neatly in 
Kiparsky 19721 223) and by eeveral scholars for a range of Anglo-American 
dialects (cf. Guy 1980: 5), but unlike Dutch findings. Van Hout's (1989: 106-
107) word list data for the city dialect of Nijmegen show no effect of the 
status of final [t] upon t-deletion. In the urban dialects of Utrecht (in the 
centre) and Leiden (in the west) morphemic [t] appears to be deleted more often 
than 'lexemic' ones25. 
With respect to the deletion of morphemic [t]e, two of the three dimensions 
turn out to be important: surprisingly enough, the relatively redundant [t] 
that is part of the discontinuous affix in past participles is deleted 
significantly less often than the 'porte-manteau' [t] in the present indica­
tive. Within the latter category, the [t] marking second person plural is in 
turn deleted considerably less than the one marking the third person singular -
which person and number combination is generally used more often. Our finding, 
in combination with the fact that Jongeneel (18Θ4: 13, 26) and Munch (1904: 
169) mentioned t-apocope after obstruents in 3 sing, only, suggests that the 2 
plur. ending is a relatively recent 'target' of the rule. 
In connection with the [t] in the present indicative which marks either 
second person plural or third person singular we also studied the effect of the 
word order. The reason for this is the fact that (at least the cliticized forms 
24. A shwa Lnatead of [t] occurred in the matarial produced by evo speakers from the Older and two from the 
Younger age group. 
25. See Van Bout 19θ9ι 10β for references and discussion. 
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of) the relevant subject pronouns have a vowel as the first segment. Our 
hypothesis was that in inversion the [t] would be deleted less often if it was 
followed by any of these (cliticized) pronouns exactly because they have a 
vowel as their initial segment. This is indeed the case, but the difference in 
the average t-deletion indexes between both conditions is not significant. 
Next to more or less grammatical constraints, also a purely phonological one 
was involved in the investigation of t-deletion, namely the sonority hierarchy. 
According to some of those who have investigated this issue26, fricatives have 
a higher sonority value than stops. If this is true, a coda formed by a 
fricative followed by a [t] is slightly more highly valued than one consisting 
of a stop followed by [t], which is itself a stop. Hence, one would expect 
t-deletion to occur more often after a stop than after a fricative. The reverse 
appears to be the case in our data, however27. To the extent that this is an 
appropriate test for the claim that fricatives have a higher sonority value 
than plosives, this claim must be rejected at least for these speakers of the 
Rlmburg dialect. It would be premature, however, to decide that the sonority 
scaling of both types of obstruents is exactly the other way round. Our finding 
might also be seen as evidence against the position (Clements 1987) that 
fricatives and plosives constitute one sonority class, because there is a 
significant difference in t-deletion between the two classes of segments, in 
favour of fricatives, but we feel that no conclusive evidence is available 
here. Besides, in evaluating the finding regarding the effect of the 
[+/-continuant] nature of the preceding segment, account should be taken of 
(a) the fact that the natural class of the fricatives contains also the 
sibilants /s/ and /ƒ/. The homorganic /s/ has been reported to behave dif­
ferently from other fricatives in that it triggers extra-ordinarily high levels 
of final t-deletion (cf. Van Hout 1989: 112 and the work he refers to); 
(b) the fact that the number of different fricatives that can occupy the 
position before a final [t] is four (namely /f/, /s/, /ƒ/ and {/;/, /x/}), 
whereas the number of plosives is only two (/p/ and /k/). 
The Impact of the nature of the following segment upon t-deletion has not 
been studied in the elicited data. 
No loss appears to be taking place in the overall use of the t-deletion 
rule. On the contrary, t-deletion may even be slightly gaining ground 
Older 42.36 Middle 36.93 Younger 45.59 
but the age group effect is far from significant. 
26. E.g. Blooafi.ld 1933. 120-211 Uparaky 19791 « 2 | Booij 19811 891 Tropf 1983-11 214| Schaoti 1985aι 9*| 
Van dar Bulat t Smith 19851 401 and Wiaaa 1986i 10 - cf. { 2.4.3 abova. 
27. Aa mil aa in Tan Hout'a 19891 102, 106 word-Hat data ragarding t-dalatlon in tha urban dialect of 
Hijaagan. 
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No significant age group effects, let alone levelling, were found with 
respect to the application of the t-deletion rule in any of the 11 linguistic 
conditions. Neither did any of the 'underlying' five linguistic dimensions 
entertain a significant interaction with the speakers' age groups. 
6.3.15 Sandhl voicing - С phonology 
Sandhi voicing refers to regressive voicing assimilation between words, not 
only if the second segment is a voiced stop, but also if it is a vowel - e.g. 
(21a) pech-dag 
lief dier 
pefy')da:x 
le[v]de:eR 
'bad-luck day' 
'sweet animal' 
(21b) uit-ademen 
kerk-uil 
soep en aardappels 
dat ook 
u:[d]o:sma 
km 3 [Si?1 
8u[b]cniR3pal 
da[d]o χ 
'breathe out' 
'barn owl' 
'soup and potatoes' 
•that too' 
As was announced already, the rule for sandhi voicing was investigated in 
the elicited material not only in dialect production but also perceptually. The 
perception approach was chosen specifically for the sake of our discussion of 
the two constraints on application of the rule that were proposed by Le enen 
(1954 - summarized in S 5.3.15). However, in this specific connection our study 
is also based on data regarding dialect production. The data concerning 
perception were not related to the age group of the informants, as patterns of 
change or levelling did not seem to be of much relevance in this specific 
respect. 
Let us first of all take a look at the findings for speech production. The 
overall sample mean for the productive use of this rule was 64.78 ( -5.80). 
Dialect use containing realizations of the LV sandhi voicing was elicited28 
such that the effect of several linguistic dimensions in both the left-hand and 
the right-hand environment could be systematically studied. The linguistic 
dimensions in the right-hand environment are visualized in Figure 6.2. 
28. Eapeciallj in the caaa of thia LV tha alicitation techniquaa contained aavaral 'tricka', like diatraetor 
eienente and the uae of blanka (in tha sentencee which served as e model for the 'reaponae') to divert 
attention both from tha word(a) concerned and the reading task itaelf. 
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_ # . 
_ tt · 
in isol. 
In sent. 
Noun 
other 
word class 
_ - /d/ 
— 
total 
. V 
only after 
resyll. 
Figure 6.2 Aspects of the right-hand environment studied in connection 
with the LV sandhi voicing 
The main findings are presented in Table 6.27a. 
Following environment-
+ /d/ 55.89 < Vowel after resyllabification 98.50 
t--16.59 df-26 p-.OOO 
+ t 87.48 > ФФ 63.23 
t-16.85 df-26 p-.OOO 
- t (compounds)ι in isolation 87.90 - words in a sentence 85.81 
t-1.07 df-25 P-.294 
+ #fd: noun 76.79 > other relevant word classes 14.70 
t-12.71 df-26 p-.OOO 
+ Vowel: total 44.39 < only after resyllabification 98.50 
t--21.08 df-26 p-.OOO 
Table 6.27a The productive use of the rule for sandhi voicing in several 
linguistic conditions: means and the significance of the differences 
between the means 
As far as the right-hand environment is concerned, our findings show that 
assimilation takes place much less often when a /d/ follows (the sort of 
environment where the standard language norm allows assimilation as well) than 
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when a vowel follows after reeyllabification (the 'typically Limburg* environ­
ment). Still, when a /d/ follows the average index of sandhi voicing is 55.89. 
For practical reasons our analyses of sandhi voicing across syllable boundaries 
were limited to following /d/'s, but the essence of our argument can be 
extended to /b/; the segment /β/, which is not endogenous in the Dutch standard 
language in contrast to these dialects, hardly occurs in onset position. 
Consider the following examples: 
(22a) -Id/ 'kerk i deur' 
[9] 
'kerk ft daar' 
[9] 
-It/ 'kerk t toren' 
'de kerk ΦΦ tarten' 
-ІЫ 'fiets t bel' 
[•] 
'de fiets #f brengen' 
[*] 
-/p/ 'fiets t pedaal' 
Vi 
'een fiets pikken' 
'church door' 
'church there* 
'church tower' 
'to defy the church' 
'bicycle bell* 
'(to) bring the bicycle* 
'bicycle pedal' 
'(to) steal a bicycle' 
In all relevant cases sandhi voicing can be formalized as follows: 
(22b) 
\ / 
X X 
I I 
[-son 1] Г-son "I 
L-contJ 
+ xl 
[-V] [+v] 
In addition, we found that between the parts of a compound word voicing 
assimilation occurs more easily than between independent words. It does not 
make any (significant) difference whether the compounds are elicited in 
isolation or in the context of a sentence to the frequency of voicing assimila­
tion between the parts of a compound word. 
A result which (for the sake of clarity) is not included in Table 6.27a is 
that in compound words voicing assimilation takes place less often before /d/ 
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than before a vowel after resyllabification, the indexes being 75.15 and 98.56 
respectively (t--6.58 df-25 p-.OOO). Another outcome which was not included in 
the table is the fact that between independent words voicing assimilation also 
takes place much less before /d/ than before a vowel - albeit only after 
resyllabification29. The indexes are 45.74 and 98.21 respectively (t--20.92 
df-26 p-.OOO). 
To return to the results presented in Table 6.27a, between two independent 
words, the second one of which has a /d/ as a first segment, assimilation takes 
place much more often if this second word is a noun than if it belongs to a 
group consisting of a specific definite article and specific adverbs or 
demonstrative / relative / personal / possessive pronouns. This finding 
supports the first constraint upon regressive voicing assimilation formulated 
by Leenen (1954: 3). According to this constraint, assimilation is progressive 
rather than regressive in the relevant contexts, i.e. a following /d/ becomes 
[t] in the definite article 'de', specific demonstrative, relative, personal 
and possessive (2 sing.) pronouns and specific adverbs30. According to Leenen, 
this constraint (as well as a second one, which will be tested below) is 
typical of Limburg dialects. However, at least synchronically it is still not 
clear what is so typical of Limburg about this constraint. 
In all cases where a vowel follows, aseimilation takes place significantly 
more often after resyllabification has occurred31. This follows from the last 
result in Table 6.27a, and from the results of similar analyses carried out on 
a more detailed level which were not included in the table. These results 
pertain to the effect of resyllabification on sandhi voicing caused by a 
following vowel within compound words and between adjacent independent words. 
In both environments the indexes are almost identical to the Overall' ones and 
the effect is also highly significant (p-.OOO). 
We will now examine the issue of resyllabification in this type of configu­
ration from a wider perspective. As we pointed out in the preceding chapter, in 
connection with sandhi voicing before a vowel three types of realization were 
distinguished in our analyses: 
a - [-resyllabification and, of course, -regr.assim. ], i.e. final 
devoicing-cum-glottal stop insertion, as we put it in § 5.3.15; 
b0 - [+resyllabification and -regr.assim.], i.e. final devoicing-cum-
resyllabification; 
M - [-t-resyllabification and +regr.assim. ], i.e. resyllabification-cum-
sandhi voicing. 
29. Bafor« ffVcnnl tha 'total' avaraga aaalallatlcm Indu la 41.07. Tha dlffaranca with ІІІЛІ la not 
algnifleant (t-0.97 df-26 p-.340). 
30. S«· | 5.3.15 for a au»ary of and aoaa critical notaa regarding L««n«n'a а І ш Ы « atudy. 
31. Rhathar or not najllablflcatlon occurred vee datermlned by 'auditory enalyelo', 1.·. by careful 
llatening. 
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So with respect to -/+ sandhi voicing only the b-conditions, i.e. after 
resyllabification seem relevant. In connection with this, two indexes were 
calculated for each speaker for each specific subcontext ; 
totali Ы / (a + Ъ0 + bl) 
after resyllabification only: Ы / (Ь0 + M ) 
Of course, for the sake of methodological 'purity' we should have compared 
indexes 
Ы / (Ь0 + M ) 
and al / (a0 + al) 
However, sandhi voicing without resyllabification ('al') is an option which 
does not occur. To be more exact, in the total elicitation corpus of maximally 
81 scores for this variable in this condition for each of the 27 speakers, i.e. 
in a total of 2187 scores, it occurred four times, so it would have been 
senseless to calculate an index of the latter type. This finding supports the 
analysis we proposed in Ch. 5 above, which amounts to the claim that syllables 
with a phonologlcally empty Onset phonetically fill this position with a 
glottal stop. Consequently, the final segment of the preceding syllable is not 
resyllabified, and hence does not occupy the Onset-position of the next 
syllable, which is why it cannot become voiced. 
In our data sandhi voicing virtually does not occur without resyllabifica­
tion, and after resyllabification the mean indexes for sandhi voicing are 
always (1) higher than 95.00, and (2) significantly higher than 'in total'. For 
these reasons, we feel confident that the findings of this part of our study 
indicate that resyllabification is a necessary condition for regressive voicing 
assimilation to take place before vowels. 
As we have established, in the Limburg dialect types under investigation 
sandhi voicing may occur not only before stops (as in the standard language), 
but also before vowels (the dialect feature). Whereas before stops voicing 
assimilation takes place across the syllable boundary, our findings strongly 
indicate that before vowels voicing assimilation occurs only after resyllabifi­
cation. 
The study of the effects of the segment precedine the one that may undergo 
sandhi voicing has been limited to cases where a vowel follows, i.e. to the 
application of the dialect feature. 
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Following environment-vowel, preceding segment-
+ short vowel: total 67.59 < after resyllabification 99.26 
t--10.79 df-26 D-.000 
+ long vowelt total 30.00 < after resyllabification 100.00 
t--10.99 df-9 p-.OOO 
+ consonant: total 68.06 < after resyllabification 95.83 
t--5.46 df-23 p-.OOO 
+ total: short vowel 68.27 > consonant 61.55 > long vowel 11.54 
F-73.88 df-2,50 p-.OOO 
- after resyllab.: cons. 100.00 - long vowel 100.00 - short vowel 98.00 
F-1.00 df-2,18 P-.387 
Table 6.27b The productive use of the rule for sandhi voicing in several 
linguistic conditions: means and the significance of the differences 
between the means 
These findings show that in all cases (i.e. following a consonant, following a 
long vowel, and following a short vowel) sandhi voicing applies almost 
categorically after resyllabification. In total, after a short vowel the 
dialect feature is used more often than after a consonant, and after a 
consonant in turn much more frequently than after a long vowel. This patterning 
is statistically significant, unlike the one that reflects use of the dialect 
feature after resyllabification only. Under the latter condition, the mean 
sample index for all three types of preceding segment range between 98.00 and 
100; what is more, after a consonant and a long vowel the indexes for sandhi 
voicing show no variance. 
As far as the mean frequencies for regressive voicing assimilation are 
concerned, the context 'preceding long vowel', e.g. in 
(23a) 'kaak # operatie' 'jaw surgery' 
'loop ## eens' 'walk once' 
σ σ 
/ I «¡f / I 
l o p e 
k a k o 
fvl 
[-v][+v] 
shifts from the relatively lowest ('in total') to the maximal score ('after 
resyllabification only', where the sample mean is 100.00). This shift to the 
maximum can be understood in the light of the fact that a syllable boundary 
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occurs most naturally after a long vowel. However, in interpreting this finding 
we should keep in mind that the latter analysis was based on the dialect use of 
only 10 speakers, as against 26 in the former case. 
In Dutch a consonant following a short vowel usually cannot be dissociated 
from its syllable of origin, cf. 
(23b) 'op # eens' 'at once' 
' s top ## eens' 'stop once' 
σ σ 
/ \/l 
Ρ e 
[-νΠ+ν] 
instead, it becomes ambisyllabic. As we saw, however, after reeyllabification 
there are no statistically significant differences in the frequency of sandhi 
voicing which are due to the preceding segment. 
Finally, the high average indexes of application of the rule on obstruents 
preceded by some consonant (61.55 all, 100.00 after reeyllabification) seem 
good evidence to argue that sandhi voicing is not identical to intervocalic 
voicing. 
Recall from the last part of S 5.3.15 that the second restriction on 
regressive voicing assimilation formulated by Leenen (1954: 4) says that 
assimilation is progressive rather than regressive, i.e. the initial /d/ 
becomes [t] in the three nouns 'dak', 'ding' and 'dorp' ('roof', 'thing', 
'village') if it is preceded by one of the three words 'het', 'dit' or 'dat' 
(the definite article, 'this' and 'that', all three of which are marked for 
neuter). This is the part of Leenen's proposal that we do not agree with. In 
our view, regressive voicing assimilation is blocked on grammatical grounds in 
№
[def Art + N] if N - [neuter] and the initial segment of the noun is /d/: 
if sandhi voicing took place, after (obligatory) degemination the output 
structure would be phonetically identical to a structure containing the 
indefinite article. However, no homophony would occur in case the demonstra­
tives underwent this assimilation. Our reanalysis implies that the group of 
determiners consists of the definite article only, whereas the group of nouns 
consists of all neuter words with initial /d/. 
We investigated this in our speakers' production and perception. The 
productive part consisted of a written as well as an oral presentation of 
sentences in the standard language containing NPs of the relevant structure; 
the informants were asked to translate each stimulus sentence into their 
dialect. This task was designed such that they would focus their attention on 
another part of the sentence, in that the dialect equivalent of the sentence 
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was already partly given on their format, leaving blanks in another part of the 
sentence. For example, one of the test items read: 
(24) "Wat zit daar nou op 't dak?" "Wat zit oop 't daak?" 
lit. 'What sits there now on the roof?' 
Of course, the underscored part in the standard language stimulus sentence is a 
distractor element. In our analysis of the dialectal response to this specific 
stimulus we focused on the PP, scoring the voice quality of the final segment 
of the article which in connected speech is at the same time the first one of 
the N. So in our speakers' response it was the 'choice' between [t] and [d] for 
underlying Itttdl that was of interest. 
The perception part of the test consisted of the translation by the 
informants into the standard language of NPs and of sentences containing those 
same NPs that were orally presented to them in the dialect by the investigator. 
The stimulus contained either a [t] or a [d] and the part of the response of 
interest was the article, which in the standard language is more clearly marked 
for (in)definitenes8. The results of both the production (one item) and the 
perception test (four items per stimulus) are presented in Table 6.28 below. 
PROD. 
stimulus 
at#fd 
dat//d 
9##d 
response 
t 
14 
7 
0 
d 
β 
19 
27 
missing 
value 
5 
1 
0 
total 
27 
27 
27 
valid response 
confirm, hyp. 
Le«K«n 
14/22 - 63.6Z 
7/26 - 26.9 
Ρ ERC. 
stimulus 
at 
ad 
response 
def. indef. 
12 
9 
108 
108 
64/96 - 66.7 
73/99 - 73.7 
Table 6.28 Testing Leenen's second constraint upon regressive voicing 
assimilation 
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Since in Leenen's second restriction the part which concerns nouns is so 
obviously off the mark, both in the production and in the perception stimuli of 
our tests only the determiner-part was systematically investigated: to keep the 
design as 'clean' as possible, only the nouns mentioned in Leenen's second 
constraint were used in our stimuli. As far as production is concerned, the 
sequence [3#fd], i.e. the indefinite article followed by one of these nouns, 
was primarily included as control. 
About 642 of the response confirms the view that the definite article 
resists assimilation. However, only a relatively small proportion of the 
product-iv „haviour (26.9Z) is in line with Leenen's claim that not only the 
definite . rticle (i.e. /at/), but also the demonstrative pronoun (i.e. /dit/) 
is resistant to assimilation. The relevant part of the table, i.e. the part 
within the box, has been treated as a contingency table forming the input for a 
test of independence. We found that x2=6.53 df-1 p<.02. Since, with df-1, one 
of the CJIIB has an expected frequency less than 10 (Spence et al. 1976: 227), 
chi square «ras recomputed with 'Yates' correction for continuity". Now the 
result was :..'=5.12 p<.05. This means that the stimulus [at##d] and the response 
[t], and the stimulus [datf/d] and the response [d], respectively, are by no 
means independent. Their relationship is different from what Leenen's second 
constraint predicted. These findings can be seen as evidence in favour of our 
reanalysis; it should be noted, however, that the empirical basis consists of 
only one realization per type of determiner per speaker. 
The perception data suffer from this weakness to a lesser extent. They lend 
further support to our view that the reason why sandhi voicing is blocked is 
the preservation of the grammatical definite/indefinite distinction, since in 
about 67Z of the cases [et] is interpreted as the definite article and the 
first segment of the noun, e.g. 
(25a) [staik] segmented as /at it da:k/ 'the roof' 
whereas in almost 74Z of the cases [ad] is interpreted as the indefinite 
article followed by the first segment of the noun, e.g. 
(25b) [ada:k] segmented as /a ft da:k/ 'a roof' 
Here, too, the relevant part of the table within the box served as input for a 
test of independence. We found x2-32.02 df-1 p«.001. so that perceptually the 
relationship between stimulus [at] and response def.art., and stimulus [ad] and 
response indef.art., respectively, is also systematic, as was predicted on the 
basis of our reanalysis of Leenen's second constraint. 
So much for the use of sandhi voicing in various contexts throughout our 
sample of speakers, unrelated to their age groups. 
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In apparent time the productive use of sandhi voicing appears to be highly 
stable: 
Older 63.22 Middle 65.57 Younger 65.54 
This impression is supported by the fact that the overall age group effect is 
far from significant. On purely linguistic grounds lose of this phenomenon is 
just as unlikely as in the case of word-final t-deletion. 
Sandhi voicing is the third of the dialect features that display significant 
apparent time change in certain linguistic conditions, but not at the overall 
level (the other two being R- and η-deletion). Consider Table 6.29. 
before /d/ 
before #/d: 
signif. interaction effect 
F df 
3.4841 2,24 
other word class 6.4150 2,24 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0469 
.0059 
χ ling.dim.7 
Ζ var 
β. 23 
2.04 
+ 
-
Table 6.29 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the rule for sandhi voicing in several linguistic 
conditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction between age 
group and linguistic dimension 
As was pointed out, in the Limburg dialects sandhi voicing may occur not only 
before stops (as in the standard language), but also before vowels. In our data 
significant age group effects can be found only before /d/, and therefore do 
not concern the dialect feature. Moreover, the relevant age group patterns can 
hardly be interpreted as loss. Before /d/ the mean indexes are: 
Older 48.08 Middle 62.63 Younger 56.95 
Before a Vowel after resyllabification the mean indexes for all three age 
groups are about 98.00, so in this linguistic condition rule application is 
extremely stable. We conclude that the significant interaction between the 
linguistic dimension 'following /d/ or Vowel' (cf. Fig. 6.2 above - F-4.38 
df-2,24 P-.024) is not interesting. We also found a significant age group 
effect on sandhi voicing before ttd in other word classes32: 
Older 6.36 Middle 26.37 Younger 11.39 
This pattern does not seem to be very relevant to dialect levelling either. Our 
impression that no loss is taking place in these two conditions is supported by 
the fact that only a very small part of the variance in the use of the 
assimilation rule is related to the age group of the speakers. 
32. Other word elaaiaa than noun, la thia caaa the definite article and apaclfic denonatrative, relative, 
peraonal and poaaeaalve pronouna, aa well aa apeciflc adverbe. Thla dlchotony waa needed to check Leenend 
flrat conatralnt on the application of the rule (aae above and S 5.3.15). 
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A significant interaction effect with age group is also maintained by the 
linguistic dimension 'before i*/d/ vs. ##Vowel· total (F-3.65 df-2,24 P-.041). 
In the first condition the application of the rule for sandhi voicing shows a 
slight, 'curvi-linear' increase, in the second one a slight, curvi-linear 
decrease. As was pointed out above, the difference between the sample means for 
application of the assimilation rule in these conditions is not significant; 
neither is the main effect for linguistic dimension in the analysis of 
variance. 
Finally, a significant effect is exerted by the interaction between age 
group and *' (closely related) linguistic dimension 'before #//d/ vs. ƒ#Vowel 
after resj .labification' (F-4.00 df-2,24 P-.032). As was just pointed out, in 
the first condition the use of the rule for sandhi voicing shows a weak, 
'curvi-linear' increase, before /#Vowel after resyllabification the mean 
frequencies of sandhi voicing for all three age groups are about 98.00, so the 
use of the rule in this condition appears to be extremely stable. 
Statistic.lly these two interaction effects are thought-provoking, especial-
ly since n.Ie application in the separate linguistic conditions does not 
display significant age group effects (it is for this reason that they were 
announced in § 6.2.3). However interesting these findings may be from a 
statistical point of view, they are clearly not so in connection with dialect 
levelling. 
6.3.16 Derivational suffix -'da' - С morpi.ophonology 
The first segment of the dialect equivalent of the standard language 
derivational suffix -'ta* is voiced - e.g. 
(26) warm-te - wER^fdJa 'warmth' 
leng-te - lEi)[d]a 'length' 
schaam-te - Jam[d]a 'shame' N. 
ge-kook-t-e - rlakog[d]a 'boiled' Adj. 
ge-streep-t-e - j'iaJtRib[d]a 'striped' 
The use of the dialect variant of this derivational suffix (overall sample 
mean 42.53 s-23.66) was related only to the grammatical nature of the word it 
forms. See Table 6.30. 
+ nominalizations 20.37 < adj. used past participles; deadjectival nouns 64.69 
t--8.25 df-26 p-.OOO 
Table 6.30 The use of the dialectal derivational suffix -'da' in several 
linguistic conditions! means and the significance of the differences 
between the means 
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The dialectal -'da' turns out to be used significantly less often in nominali­
zations of original adjectives than in adjectivalizations of the past par­
ticiple of weak verbs and deadjectival nouns, i.e. than in the forms with 
'gs'-. A possible explanation for this finding is the difference in 'lexical 
incidence' between the derivational procedures: in Dutch the number of 
adjective nominalizations is relatively small compared to the number of past 
participles used as adjectives and deadjectival nouns. Moreover, the latter 
procedure still seems to be much more productive. 
The use of the dialect variant of this derivational suffix seems to be 
decreasing: 
Older 57.12 Middle 36.88 Younger 33.59 
but the pattern does not reach the .05 level of significance. So our initial 
impression that in the community grammar the lexical form of the suffix is 
gradually changing into -'ta', the standard variant, is not firmly underpinned 
by the statistical analyses of the data regarding elicited dialect use on the 
overall level. 
We do find loss on a specific level. The derivational suffix -'da' is thus 
the last of the four dialect features showing significant apparent time change 
only in specific linguistic conditions. The use of the dialectal form of the 
suffix seems to be decreasing gradually in nominalizations of original 
adjectives as well as in adjectivalizations of the past participles of weak 
verbs and deadjectival nouns, but levelling occurs only in the former category. 
in nominalizations 
signif. interaction effect age gr. 
F df ρ 
5.3020 2,24 .0124 
χ ling.dim.7 
Zvar 
23.31 
-
Table 6.31 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialectal derivational suffix -'da' in several 
linguistic conditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction 
between age group and linguistic dimension 
This finding is in accordance with the fact that overall the dialect feature is 
used much less frequently in nominalizations. These patterns may be related to 
differences in incidence and productivity between the procedures, both of which 
are lowest in nominalized adjectives and deadjectival nouns. 
From our historical reconstruction (presented in § 5.3.16), -'ta', the 
standard language variant of this derivational suffix, emerged as the 
lexicalized form of what once must have been merely a phonetic variant, the 
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allomorph following roots ending in a voiceless obstruent33. Under this 
scenario, the grammatically gradual loss of the Limburg derivational suffix 
-'da' can be interpreted as an overtaking manoeuvre. The levelling process 
seems to be conditioned grammatically, although the linguistic dimension 
'grammatical nature of the derived word' does not maintain a significant 
interaction effect with the age group of the speakers. Closer examination of 
the findings leads us to suspect that in this function the dialect variant of 
the suffix most probably will not survive in any part of the grammar. 
6.3.17 Absence -tnflprtlonal shwa - С morphophonology 
Preceding a sing. fem. or plur. head, adnominal elements of a certain 
structural type may occur without the inflectional shwa which is obligatory 
both in all other adnominal elements and in the standard language generally -
e.g. 
(27) een hog-e deur 'a high door' 
mijn blauw-e muts 'my blue cap' 
mijn blauw-e 'my blue [one/ones]' 
grijz-e wolk-en 48 г еУ clouds' 
ander-e mens-en 'other people' 
Three linguistic dimensions played a role in the study of the use of the 
shwa-less inflection (overall sample mean 85.10 9-19.91). One of them appears 
to bring about statistically interesting differences in the use of this dialect 
feature, as can be seen in Table 6.32. 
adjectives 84.54 - indefinite, demonstrative, possessive34 pronouns 90.93 
t--1.64 df-26 Р-.114 
one adjective 89.00 > two adjectives per NP 80.07 
t-2.91 df-26 P-.007 
sing. 83.22 - plur. 86.98 
t--1.79 df-26 P-.085 
Table 6.32 The use of the dialect feature 'absence inflectional shwa' in 
several linguistic conditions: means and the significance of the dif­
ferences between the means 
33. In the atandard language weak verba with a stem that underlTingly enda in a volcaleaa obatruent 'select' 
-'ta' rather than -*dV aa the preterite suffix - see ( 5.3.9. 
34. Possessive pronouns for 1st and 2nd peraon plural only ~ cf. $ 3.3.17. 
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The grammatical class of the adnominal element nor the number of the NP It Is 
part of seem to be of much Importance. In the case of adjectives, however, the 
number of adjectives appears to Influence the use of the rulei In NPs of the 
type 
(28a) Barbara le а Гyoung woman] 
These are [different chairs] 
containing only one adjective, the rule Is applied significantly more often 
than In NPs of the type 
(28b) So you still have that Г lop-sided, low cupboard] 
How do you like my fnew, yellow shoes] 7 
containing two adjectives which in the dialect meet the phonological as well as 
the grammatical conditions for an adnominal element to occur ehwa-lessly. This 
finding seems to call for some psycholinguistic explanation. 
The age group pattern in the overall use of shwa-less adnominal elements 
suggests that this dialect feature is undergoing loss. See Table 6.33. 
age group X s F df ρ Zvar 
4.1189 2,24 .0290 16.47 0 
M 
Y 
9 
9 
9 
9 0 . 6 5 
9 3 . 4 3 
7 1 . 2 2 
1 4 . 1 6 
1 0 . 5 5 
2 5 . 4 5 
entire sample 85.10 19.91 
Table 6.33 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the dialect feature 'absence inflectional shwa' in the three age 
groups ; the probability and the explained variance 
Remarkably, the dialect feature appears to be used slightly more often in the 
Middle than in the Older group. This difference is not significant, however, as 
shown by the results of the tests for multiple comparison between means. In 
short, these results confirm the impression that the most important difference 
is the one between the Younger speakers on the one hand and the ones from the 
Middle and Older age groups on the other. 
Still, the use of the shwa-less forms appears to decrease, at least in 
apparent time, which does not come as a surprise. As was shown in §§ 5.3.14 and 
5.3.17 above, in the A-, B- and C-type Limburg dialects the inflection of 
adnominal elements is determined by four parameters ι 
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- gender, 
- number, 
- whether or not the noun is lexically expressed, and 
- certain phonological characteristics of the adnominal, an important one of 
which is the underlying [voice] value of the final segment. 
The third parameter is relevant only for sing, neuter, where a [t] is suffixed 
to the adnominal element in case the noun is not expressed lexically. The 
fourth parameter determines whether or not the inflectional shwa surfaces; this 
is a complicated and relatively abstract structural parameter. 
The -1 ' .ing out of the shwa-less inflection has two important advantages: 
first, it reduces the internal multiformity 
(29) M F η M F η 
sing. -э -э 0 1 -t -э 0 0/ -t 
plur. -э -э - 0 0 0 
by homogenizing the paradigm. Second, it reduces the inter-systemic variation 
between the dialect and the standard language. So in all, the rule for 
shwa-deletion seems to be threatened by a conspiracy of drift on the one hand 
and the pressure which is exerted by the prestige variety on the other. If the 
rule is really in the process of being levelled out, this process has only just 
set in - as appears from the findings presented in Table 6.33. 
Loss of the shwa-less inflection takes place in one condition in each of the 
three linguistic dimensions studied. Vid. Table 6.34. 
in pronouns 
one adject, per NP 
sing. 
signif. interaction effect age gr. 
F df ρ 
5.7031 2,24 .0094 
3.9594 2,24 .0327 
4.2299 2,24 .0267 
χ ling.dim.? 
Ζ var 
24.16 
17.38 
15.12 
-
-
-
Table 6.34 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialect feature 'absence inflectional shwa' in 
several linguistic conditions. The significance of the effect of the 
interaction between age group and linguistic dimension 
Strikingly, in five out of the six single linguistic conditions in which the 
use of shwa-less forms was investigated, the speakers of the Middle age group 
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score somewhat higher than those of the Older age group35. In all conditions, 
the Younger group scores considerably lower than the other two groups, so that 
all in all in apparent time loss of the shwa-less inflection occurs nonetheless 
- significantly so in the three conditions in Table 6.34. Moreover, the 
difference between Older and Middle is never significant, and in all six 
conditions both age groups together form one homogeneous subset. 
Although shwa-less forms are more frequently used in (adnominal) pronouns 
than in adjectives, both overall and in each of the three age groups, levelling 
strictu sensu only occurs in pronouns. The same holds regardless of whether one 
or two adjectives occur in an NP. From a quantitative perspective, the third 
dimension, singular vs. plural, is the least discriminatory; the probability of 
the age group pattern in the use of the dialectal deletion rule in plural 
phrases (namely .0511) is just slightly above the cut-off point. However, the 
non-significance of the interaction which each linguistic dimension maintains 
with the speakers' age group leads us to conclude that none of these three 
dimensions has a clear discriminating effect on the age group patterns in the 
use of this dialect feature. In other words, none of the three linguistic 
dimensions has a statistically significant impact on the levelling process. 
6.3.18 Houn plurallzatlon - С morphology 
Apart from three different suffixes, there are also several types of root-
internal morphological operations to form the plural of nouns. Moreover, 
combinations of external and internal operations occur - e.g. 
(30) kind 
kigk 
kraai 
кноі
э 
balk 
Ъа1эк 
dag 
däx 
muis 
mus 
1 kind-er-en 
' кхд-эя 
f kraai-en 
1 kRo: se 
f balk-en 
bElak 
f dag-en 
1 däx 
f muiz-en 
my s 
'child 
'crow 
'beam 
'day 
'mouse 
children' 
crows' 
beams' 
days' 
mice' 
The findings concerning the use of the traditional dialectal morphology for 
noun plurallzatlon (overall sample mean 85.80 8-4.95) are presented in 
Table 6.35. 
33. In the pronoone both age group· have un ST«rag· ehva-l«*aneoa index of 100. 
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root-internally: 
+ no alteration 79.20 < alteration 90.76 
t--3.81 df-15 P-.002 
+ /t)k/ -> /D/ 98.96 > HLH -» HL 96.87 > 'mixed' 96.62 > 
umlaut 92.19 > no alteration 79.20 > lengthening 63.80 
F-15.99 df-5,75 p-.OOO 
root-" .anally: 
+ no suffix 90.48 > suffix 83.47 
t-3.28 df-15 P-.005 
+ -s 100.00 > no suffix 90.48 > -эн 86.16 > -э 73.08 
F-Іб.Ы df-3,45 p-.OOO 
globally: 
+ purely internal 94.99 > purely external purely suffixation 85.74 
> suffixation & phonol. alteration 80.42 
F-12.80 df-2,34 p-.OOO 
- one operation 84.43 - more (morphol./morphol. & phonol.) operations 86.35 
- more (purely morphol.) operations 90.78 
F-3.21 df-2,30 P-.054 
Table 6.35 The use of the several dialectal noun pluralization opera­
tions: means and the significance of the differences between the means 
Before discussing any of these findings we wish to point out that most outcomes 
are based on data for no more than 16 speakers; this is mainly due to the fact 
that the tests of significance exclude missing values on an analysis-by-
analysis basis. 
Regarding internal morphology, the pattern ('no alteration' shows less 
'correct' use of the dialectal pluralization morphology than 'alteration') is 
the exact opposite of the pattern regarding 'external' morphology (where 'no 
suffix' or the zero-suffix shows more 'correct' use than suffixation). 
With respect to internal alteration 
- generally the category 'mixed operations* scores relatively high; 
- the fact that lengthening and subsequent tone contour alteration HL -> HLH 
scores lowest may not be too surprising in view of the fact that this operation 
does not occur independently and is triggered by the output of other (external) 
operations. 
There are two outcomes we did not include in Table 6.35 for reasons of 
clarity. They concern the use of the operations umlaut and tone contour 
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alteration HLH ·» HL. As can be seen in Fig. 5.1 (§ 5.3.18) both operations can 
occur independently and in combination with other operations. In the elicited 
dialect use we established whether there are differences in the degree of 
control over single and mixed operations. No significant difference appears to 
exist with respect to the tone contour alteration. In connection with umlaut 
there appears to be such a difference, albeit an unexpected one. We found: 
umlaut proper 89.66 < including relevant 'mixed' categories 94.26 (t--2.81 
df-26 P-.009). The fact that umlaut 'proper' scores lower than umlaut 'in 
total' reflects the general ordering of the use of internal operations. 
With respect to external morphology we will first consider the contrast with 
the Dutch standard language. Whereas the suffix -an (phonetically usually 
limited to shwa) has the widest distribution in the standard system, in the 
Rimburg dialect this suffix is the one with the lowest 'correct' use in our 
sample of speakers. The -s suffix, which is the second most important one in 
the standard language (ANS 19841 55, 62), shows the maximal index of 'correct' 
use in the elicited dialect of our speakers; 
Again there are two results which were not included in the table. They 
concern the nouns which in the dialect are pluralized by suffixation alone, 
hence without root-internal morphological operations (the top row in Fig. 5.1). 
For this group we established whether the speakers' control over pluralization 
is different if either the sing, or the plur. form undergoes only some 
phonological (i.e. not morphological) alteration. No difference was found when 
the subgroup of nouns was included which do not show any alteration at all 
(i.e. the zero-suffix, no internal morphological operation; phonological 
alteration never occurs in this subgroup). When this subgroup was excluded from 
analysis, an effect appeared to exist. We found: 
only suffixation 85.74 > suffixation & phonol. alteration 80.42 (t°2.45 df-17 
P-.025). So fewer 'correct' dialectal plural forms are used when, apart from 
suffixation, there is a phonological alteration in the sing, or plur. form than 
when the difference between the forms consists only of the suffix. So ad­
ditional, lexically unspecified, productive phonology appears to hamper control 
over noun pluralization a little bit. 
Generalizing: 
- purely internal morphological alterations (a type of operation that does not 
exist in the standard language) appear to be controlled better than the purely 
external ones, both without and with lexically unspecified phonological 
alteration, in that order. This finding may imply that grosso modo no high 
degree of loss should be expected in this specific part of the morphology; 
- the number of alterations (one or more, and, if more, only morphological or 
also phonological) seems to have no statistically significant effect, witness 
the probability value of .054. However, in the overarching analysis of variance 
this linguistic dimension unexpectedly shows a significant main effect (F-5.17 
df-2,26 P-.013). This is the only case where such a difference between analyses 
was found (cf. § 6.2.3 above). 
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The finding that 'one single operation' shows less 'correct' use than 'more, 
merely morphological operations' disproves predictions regarding simplicity and 
complexity that would have been made on the basis of considerations regarding 
naturalness. The fact that 'more, purely morphological operations' show more 
'correct' use than 'more, morphological or morphological and phonological 
alterations' forms a confirmation of what we already established with respect 
to external morphology. Moreover, it may be taken as an indication that the 
more transparent correspondences between singular and plural are the more 
easily controlled ones. 
The пш ber of representatives of the three age groups who produced valid 
data for all separate indexes on which the overarching dependent variable 'noun 
plurallzatlon' is based is relatively small, especially in the Middle group. 
Therefore we should be cautious in generalizing the findings regarding the 
overall ;.ge group effect, which suggests loss of this dialect feature. Consider 
Table 6.36. 
age group X s F df ρ Zvar 
0 6 90.48 4.19 11.2521 2,13 .0015 62.82 
M 3 85.34 2.90 
Y 7 82.00 2.24 
entire sample 85.80 4.95 
Table 6.36 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the dialectal noun plurallzatlon morphology in the three age groups; 
the probability and the explained variance 
Remarkably, the variance as well as the differences between the age groups are 
small. From the Older to the Younger age group there appears to be a slight but 
significant decrease in the 'correct' use of the spectrum of operations for 
noun plurallzatlon. The results of the two tests for multiple comparison 
between means indicate that the difference between these means is significant. 
The findings from the SNK indicate that the difference between the means for 
Older and Middle is also significant (1 < .05), but in view of the small number 
of speakers especially of the Middle age group we attach less generalizing 
weight to this fact. 
The individual cells in the grid of internal and external plurallzatlon 
operations (Fig. 5.1 in § 5.3.18) were not investigated for age group effects 
because in the dialect use elicited the average number of realizations per 
informant per cell rarely exceeds 2. Our analyses concentrated on operations 
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and bundles of operations. In five out of twenty-five cases the age group 
effect turned out to be significant. These are presented in Table 6.37. 
signif. interaction effect age gr. χ ling.dim.7 
root-ext.: 
root-ext.: 
root-ext.: 
root-ext.: 
F 
suffixation generally 
7.Θ650 
suffix -an 20.0876 
suffix & phonol. alteration (no 
5.8957 
+/- suffix & phonol. alteration 
6.8473 
globali more (morphol./morphol. Б phonol.) 
9.0611 
df ρ Zvar 
2,13 .0058 53.69 
2,24 .0000 39.31 
internal morph. oper.) 
2,15 .0129 38.61 
(no internal morph. oper.) 
2,15 .0077 45.32 
operations 
2,21 .0014 46.20 
-
+ 
-
-
-
Table 6.37 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of several aspects of the dialectal noun pluralizatlon 
morphology. The significance of the effect of the interaction between age 
group and linguistic dimension 
The first remarkable thing is the fact that no Internal operations appear to be 
involved in a process of change. This is in accordance with the expectation we 
expressed above in connection with the finding that purely internal morphology 
appears to be controlled significantly better than purely external morphology. 
The fact that internal pluralizatlon morphology, which does not exist in the 
standard language, thus appears to be relatively stable shows that dialect 
levelling is not necessarily equivalent to structural convergence to the 
standard. 
Four out of five significant apparent time changes concern external 
morphology, i.e. suffixation. It is quite striking that suffixation in general 
is undergoing dialect loss and the zero suffix, which hardly occurs in the 
standard language, is not. 
The suffix -aa, which shows a significant age group effect, is the only of 
the three dialectal plural suffixes which is no longer in use as a 
pluralizatlon marker in the standard language. The age group pattern for the 
use of this suffix deviates from the ideal-typical pattern of loss, vid. 
Older 98.41 Middle 76.19 Younger 79.37 
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The Younger speakers score higher than the ones from the Middle age group, but 
the difference is not significant. The other four significant age group effects 
on the use of a specific aspect of the dialectal plurallzation morphology take 
on the ideal-typical pattern 0 > M > Y. However, the cases of loss of external 
plurallzation morphology are based upon relatively small numbers of speakers, 
with the exception of the suffix -эк. Moreover, the linguistic dimension 
'suffix type' is the only one which appears to affect the loss process, as is 
evident from the significance of the interaction between each of the linguistic 
dimensions on the one hand and age group on the other. For the interaction 
effect I -en the dimension 'suffix type' and age group we found F-2.53 
df-6,39 p=_ 036. 
The fact that levelling applies in the purely external type of operation 
suffix & phonological alteration, as against the (also exclusively external) 
type of operation suffixation tout court, may be interpreted as simplification. 
The same could be said about the finding that the purely external type of 
operation +'- suffix36 & phonological alteration is in the process of being 
levelled ouc, as opposed to the (also exclusively external) type +/- suf­
fixation. It seems as though in each of the latter two operations which are 
apparently threatened, it is the lexically unspecified phonological alteration 
that brings about the loss. 
On a more global level, loss occurs in the category 'more (morphological or 
morphological and phonological) operations', but not in the categories 'one 
operation' or 'more, but only morphological operations'. This seems to be 
another instance where the relatively most complicated plural forms are prone 
to levelling. Still, in the levelling within the dialectal plurallzation system 
there is no general, pervading tendency in the direction of a simpler system. 
If this were the case, then internal morphology would certainly be involved, 
especially in the cases where several internal operation types interact; above 
they were called 'mixed operations'. They form the only cell (the 'appendix' in 
the grid in Fig. 5.1) that was as such studied for apparent time change. Since 
it contains seven scores for each speaker, detailed study makes sense in this 
case. The age group effect is far from significant, however. 
A structural change may be taking place in the case of nouns which form 
their plural with the suffix -su and delete intervocalic /d/, e.g. 
(31) bla/d/ : bla.R 'leaf - leaves' 
ra/d/ : на.к 'wheel(s)' 
The change that seems to be taking place consists of the addition of the 
umlauting rule, which is also in use as a plurallzation operation, both 
36. 1.«. the oouna which fon thair plunla axclualvaly by auf fixation and rha aubgronp of nonna which do not 
ahow any alteration at ail (tha zaro-auffix, no internal norphological opération; phonological alteration 
never occura in this subgroup). 
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Independently and In combination with other operations. In other words, nouns 
of the type of (31) may be moving towards another cell In the grid of opera­
tions. Consider Table 6.38. 
age group 
bla.R 
Ra.R 
ble.3R 
Re.eR other form 
0 
M 
Y 
18 
3 
О 
О 
14 
15 
1 - [bla.der] 
3 - 2 χ [bla.dsR] 1 χ st.1.variant 
Table 6.38 The realizations of the bla/d/ 
in three age groups (x2»44.63 df-4 p<.001) 
bla.R plurallzation type 
This finding, which deserves further study, points towards a change which can 
only be evaluated as a grammatical complication - which is the reverse of 
simplification. This complication is the result of rule addition. 
6.3.19 Oblique forms of certain pronouns - С morphosyntax 
Unlike the standard language, the dialects have separate oblique forms of 
certain demonstrative, relative and interrogative pronouns. Thus whereas the 
standard language has the forma wie and die ('who', 'that') in both subject and 
object functions, the dialect equivalents of these words have different 
nominative and oblique forms - e.g. 
(32) wie is daar? - we: 3 
wie heb je gezien? - wem 
wie heb je 't gegeven? - wem 
die gaat nooit weg - de:9 
die ken ik niet - dem 
'who is there?' 
'whom did you see?' 
'whom did you give it?' 
'that one/he never leaves' 
'I do not know that one/him' 
Our speakers' use of the original oblique dialect forms (overall sample 
mean 66.10 в=25.24) does not appear to differ significantly between die and 
wie. It does differ when related to the dimensions word class and syntactic 
position, however. This can be seen in Table 6.39. 
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- die 61.70 - wie 70.50 
t--1.52 df-26 Ρ-.142 
+ demonstrative 81.91 > relative pronoun 21.30 
t-8.94 df-26 p-.OOO 
+ subject position 62.78 < object position 90.56 
t--5.08 df-26 p-.OOO 
Table 6.39 The use of the dialect feature 'oblique forms of certain 
ргопоч- xn several linguistic conditions: means and the significance of 
the dil erences between the means 
The dialect feature is used much more often in demonstrative than in relative 
pronouns. (In the dialects the latter function cannot be fulfilled by /we3/ -
/wem/, st.l. wie, 'who' - see § 5.3.19, fn 40). A possible explanation for the 
latter findj.ig is the fact that a relative pronoun is always initial in the 
embedded ser.Lence. This explanation is supported by the further finding that 
the original oblique dialect forms are used significantly less frequently in 
subject than in object position, which may well be a manifestation of the 
tendency to optimize the isomorphism regarding form (in this connection: 
position) and meaning. 
Our speakers' overall use of this dialect feature does not show significant 
age group effects, let alone loss. Nor did we find any statistically in­
teresting age group patterns in the use of the oblique forms of these pronouns 
in any of the six conditions investigated. 
As appears from their interaction with the variable age group, the linguis­
tic dimensions do not bring about any significant apparent time change. This is 
not particularly surprising, as the dialect feature does not show any age group 
effects (not to mention levelling) at the overall level or in any of the 
linguistic conditions. The recent tendency of Limburg dialects to dismantle 
this area of morphology (§ 5.3.19) has apparently not reached Rimburg yet. 
6.3.20 Expletive elements - С morphosyntax 
The dialect has two variants of the standard language expletive element er, 
hdtttdy [at] in first position, and 0 in other positions, for instance: 
(33) er is nog soep - /at/ is nog soep 'there is still soup (left)' 
is ет_ nog soep? - is nog soep 7 'is there any soup (left)?' 
The linguistic dimension that seemed most relevant to the use of the dialect 
variants of the standard Dutch expletive 'er' (overall sample mean 80.13 
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s-24.13) is its syntactic position. Indeed this appears to have a significant 
effect - see Table 6.40. 
+ first position 64.10 < other position 89.74 
t--3.36 df-25 P-.003 
Table 6.40 The use of the dialectal expletive elements in several 
linguistic conditions: means and the significance of the difference 
between the means 
The dialect gramolar is used significantly less often in sentences with the 
expletive element in initial position (the NP /at/) than in sentences which in 
the standard language have the expletive er, in some non-initial position (which 
in the dialect is 0). 
The overall use of the dialect variants of the standard Dutch expletive er 
appears to be decreasing, as the figures in Table 6.41 show. 
age group Χ β F df ρ Zvar 
2,23 .0004 49.91 0 
M 
Y 
9 
θ 
9 
1 0 0 . 0 0 
8 0 . 6 2 
5 9 . 8 1 
0 .00 
1 8 . 9 8 
2 4 . 4 2 
11.4663 
entire sample 80.13 24.13 
Table 6.41 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the dialectal expletive elements in the three age groups; the proba­
bility and the explained variance 
First of all, it is quite striking that the Older speakers as a group score 
100; in the light of this finding it is no surprise that the variance in the 
use of the dialect variants across the three age groups is skewed. Second, the 
apparent time decrease seems to be almost perfectly regular; each of the three 
age groups constitutes a homogeneous subset37 in itself. 
The question arises whether the levelling process is similar for the two 
dialect variants of standard expletive er. To begin with, the loss of the part 
of the dialectal morphosyntax corresponding to standard Dutch expletive er 
37. Obtained with STO.With Schaff« (α-,OS) they a n Old+МШІ· u d Middla+Young. In thl« unbalanced eaaa, 
homoganaoua aubaata were coaputed on tha baala of harmonizad naana. 
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takes place both in initial (/at/) and in non-initial position (0, as in 
German). Consider Table 6.42. 
first position 
other η' ' ¿on 
signif. interaction effect age gr. 
F df ρ 
9.8127 2,23 .0008 
4.5263 2,24 .0215 
χ ling.dim.? 
2 var 
44.37 
23.41 
+ 
Table 6.Ί2 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the dialectal expletive elements in several linguis­
tic conditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction between 
age group and linguistic dimension 
The loss of <-he two dialect variants of standard expletive er does not proceed 
along similar lines, as appears from 
(a) the large difference in the part of the variance in the use of the dialect 
grammar in the two conditions which is explained by the speakers' age groups 
(Zvar), and 
(b) the probability of the interaction between this linguistic dimension and 
the variable age group (F-3.61 df-2,23 P-.043). 
This becomes clearer if we compare the mean indexes of use of the dialect 
feature in initial position 
Older 100.00 Middle 56.25 Younger 35.19 
with those for non-initial position 
Older 100.00 Middle 96.30 Younger 74.07 
These age group patterns suggest that the loss started relatively recently, and 
that it proceeds much faster in initial syntactic position than in other 
positions. As a result, speakers of the Younger age group appear to control 
this part of the dialect grammar much better in non-initial than in initial 
position. In other words, in the initial syntactic position the shift in the 
direction of the standard language has advanced considerably further than in 
other positions. 
Given the age group patterns, it seems probable that the shift started in 
initial position. The presumable scenario of the shift is sketched in Figure 
6.3 below. 
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time Initial position other position grammatical type 
at German 
NP 
relexification 
with standard 
variant 
daR 
- NP 
grammatical 
reanalysis 
on the standard 
model 
daR 
- PP 
daR 
- PP 
dan 
- PP 
Dutch 
Figure 6.3 Possible scenario of the levelling out of the dialectal 
morphosyntax corresponding to standard Dutch expletive er 
The relexification by way of which /at/ was traded in for /daR/, the step from 
t0 to tj, amounts to a change in 'outer form' 3e. This change is a convergence 
to the standard language, which has /daR/ as the colloquial variant of er. The 
relexification was undoubtedly supported by the fact that in the dialect /daR/ 
and the full form /do.9/ were already present in the meaning of er. - locative 
and pronominal adverb (see § 5.3.20). The second step t1 -> t2 consists of a 
grammatical reinterpretation of this 'new' expletive /daR/ in initial position 
as a PP, a change in 'inner form' 39. This cleared the way for the syntactic 
38. Wilhela von Humboldt'· 'Kuaaere Sprachfora' (Buasaann 1983i 212). 
39. Cf. Muyeken 197θι 187-89 for a conperable ceaa. Unlike the other atepa In our «cenarlo, thia one la not 
corroborated by the quantltltlve fecta and muet therefore be coneldered to be epeculatlon. It could very vail 
be that the changea tn-» t. and t. -» t^ cone about In one atep tQ-> t2. 
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change (t2 -> t3) as a result of which expletive /аэн/ is now permitted in non-
first position. The entire process thus consists of a divergence from the 
German and a convergence to the Dutch standard grammatical type. 
As a side remark, we wish to point out that the dialect is not only changing 
with respect to expletive er.. The dialect equivalents of standard 
- partitive er, namely the genitive /as/, and 
- separated pronominal adverb er. namely /do.a/ in /do.9/ ... χ ... Ρ 
are also giving way to the colloquial standard variant I dai I *0. So the 
levelling out of the dialectal morphosyntax corresponding to standard Dutch 
expletiva . -LS part of a broader shift in the direction of standard .er and its 
syntactic .orollaries. 
6.4 General patterns and tendencies. Conclusions and discussion 
In th^e final section we will first of all present an overview of the 
findings on dialect levelling that emerged from our analyses of the elicited 
dialect use. Furthermore, we will attempt to detect patterns and tendencies 
that surpass the level of the individual dialect feature. In doing so, we will 
evaluate the first two hypotheses deduced from the sociolinguistic model of 
dialect levelling (§§ 1.4.2 - 1.4.3 above). 
6.4.1 An overall picture of the findings. Evaluating the first hypothesis 
The following table gives an overview of the dialect features which appear 
to be undergoing loss and of the proportion of the linguistic conditions and 
dimensions involved in the analyses which play a role in that respect. 
40. Examples can be found In Hinakena 19831 166, 169-70 and Hlnakana 1985bI 127-29. 
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LOSS 7 
overall conditions dimensions 
A 'Ach-laut' allophony 
γ' -weakening 
I-lowering 
dorsal fricative deletion 
[s] in dimin. suffix 
В R-deletion 
n-deletion 
deriv. suffix -'liç' 
V prêter, suffix weak verbs 
V prefixless past participles 
V subjunctive 
V strong/irreg. - weak conjug. 
10/14 
7/7 
0/6 
6/6 
3/4 
5/13 
1/9 
5/6 
0/6 
0/3 
0/3 
0/3 
0/2 
2/5 
0/3 
1/3 
С t-deletion 
sandhi voicing 
deriv. suffix -'da' 
absence inflectional shwa 
noun pluralization 
V strong/irreg. - weak conjug. 
V stem V 2 & 3 sing. pres. indie. 
oblique form of certain pronouns 
expletive element 
0/11 
0/30 
1/2 
3/6 
5/25 
0/6 
2/2 
0/5 
0/14 
0/1 
0/3 
1/10 
0/3 
1/1 
Table 6.43 An overview of the findings regarding apparent time loss of 
the dialect features in the elicited speech material 
The three following observations are intended to clarify the above table. 
First, the column 'LOSS conditions' indicates the proportion of the linguistic 
conditions studied under which loss of a given dialect feature takes place. 
'LOSS dimensions' indicates the proportion of the linguistic dimensions studied 
which turn out to have a significant effect on the process of loss. 
Second, as pointed out in SS 6.3.9-13, in our analyses the use of the 
dialect featuree concerning Verb morphology was not related to linguistic 
dimensions. 
Third, the fact that according to this table the proportion of loss with 
respect to sandhi voicing is null may be surprising if compared to the findings 
presented in the tables in § 6.3.15. In the latter subsection we saw that two 
of the thirty linguistic conditions in which sandhi voicing was investigated 
revealed a significant age group effect. Moreover, it was also found that three 
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of the thirteen linguistic dimensions had a significant impact on the age group 
patterns in the application of the rule. In all cases, however, we concluded 
that these were not instances of dialect loss. 
On the level of overall use, eleven of the twenty-one dialect features 
appear to be in the process of being levelled out. 
Three of the eleven dialect features, namely R-deletion, η-deletion, and the 
derivational suffix -'da', exhibit significant age group effects which imply 
decreasing use and therefore loss only in specific linguistic conditions and 
not in г - д.1 use. In the elicited material we also found significant age 
group effects on the use of the rule for sandhi voicing in certain linguistic 
conditions but not overall. With respect to sandhi voicing there are various 
reasons to assume that no dialect levelling is taking place. 
Of the fifteen dialect features that were studied in relation with families 
of condicione (linguistic dimensions) five show one or more significant 
interactions between linguistic dimension(8) and age group. Since one of these 
five features is sandhi voicing, we may conclude that only four dialect 
features show a levelling process which is motivated by some linguistic 
dimension, namely R-deletion, the derivational suffix -'liç', noun 
pluralization and the expletive elements. 
We will now consider the findings presented in this chapter to the extent 
that they concern the hypotheses presented in Ch. 1. According to hypothesis I, 
dialect levelling is a two-dimensional process in that it affects not only 
variation on the dialect - standard language dimension but also variation 
across dialects. Hypothesis II says that dialect levelling proceeds gradually 
both linguistically and extra-linguisticslly. In the latter connection we 
concentrate on the parameters time and geographical space. Hypothesis III says 
that dialect levelling is reflected in accommodation. 
The first and second hypothesis can both be exhaustively tested on the basis 
of the elicited data. The structural consequences of the loss of the 'Achlaut'-
allophony rule, the yi-weakening rule and the non-palatalization of the 
epenthetic /s/ in the diminutive allomorph -'ska' form the most striking pieces 
of evidence in favour of the hypothesis that the levelling of interdialectal 
variation is not necessarily identical to levelling of structural variation 
between the dialect and the standard language. The process of levelling out 
that appears to be taking place in eight other dialect features reduces the 
variation on the dialect - standard language axis. 
The two parts of hypothesis II will be evaluated in separate subsections. 
6.4.2 Testing the second hypothesis. Extralinguistic aspects 
Hypothesis II says that the process of dialect levelling is gradual both in 
linguistic and extralinguistic respects. Before considering the structural 
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aspects both on a global and a detailed level, we will discuss relevant 
extralinguistic parameters. 
The first of these parameters is time. As a process, dialect levelling is 
inevitably related to time (cf. our operationalization of the notion of dialect 
levelling as a significant decrease in structural variation in apparent time -
§ 4.1 above). This apparent time approach is especially suited to test the 
first part of the hypothesis. In ten out of eleven cases, dialect levelling 
turns out to be gradual temporally, in that the degree of use of the dialect 
features decreases step-by-step from the Older to the Middle to the Younger age 
group. 
The other extralinguistic parameter that is relevant to the second hypo­
thesis is geographical space. In this connection we will discuss three points, 
which will be presented in order of decreasing globality. They concern 
levelling in the three dialect-geographical sets of features, a specific aspect 
of the interaction between time and geographical space, and the speech variety 
which we labelled 'regional standard language'. 
Space 
The parameter space is represented in our study by the areal spread of the 
dialect features investigated, where A < В < С. If we compare these sets with 
respect to the ratio [ dialect features showing overall levelling / dialect 
features investigated ] we find: 
A: 4/5 (80.00Z) B: 4/7 (57.14Z) C: 3/9 (33.33Z) 
from which we might conclude that dialect levelling is indeed gradual geo­
graphically. A more precise interpretation of this finding requires that the 
mean overall use of the dialect features in each of the three sets be related 
to age group. Therefore, we carried out an analysis of variance with geogra­
phical spread (within subjects - repeated measures) and age group (between 
subjects) as independent variables and the mean use of all dialect features in 
each set as dependent variable. The findings are presented in Tables 6.44 a and 
b. 
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0 
M 
Y 
5 
3 
7 
A 
63.06 
36.76 
19.16 
В 
75.09 
66.87 
50.80 
С 
78.87 
75.98 
72.85 
entire sample 37.32 62.11 75.48 
Tabxe ' +a Mean use by speakers of the three age groups 
twenty one dialect features, ordered according to areal spread 
of the 
sourer df MS 
between ! ... 
within cells 
age group 
12 
2 
1078.15 
26914.67 24.96 .000 
within ss. 
within cells 
areal spread dial.features 
interaction age group 
ζ areal spread dial.f. 
24 
2 
4 
654.35 
''5556.06 
5381.05 
69.62 
8.22 
.000 
.000 
Table 6.44b Analysis of variance. The effects of the speakers' age 
groups and the areal spread of the dialect features on the elicited 
dialect use (both factors fixed) 
Given the hypothesis we are satisfied with the interaction effect between age 
group and areal spread. One specific aspect of this interaction will be 
considered in more detail below. 
We should, however, take account of the fact that the sets В and, even more 
so, С include LVs in linguistic components that are not represented in the A 
set. Hence, to exclude skewing we should limit our comparison to those 
linguistic components that were investigated in all three sets, namely 
phonology and morphophonology41. The ratios [ dialect features showing 
levelling / dialect features investigated ] are 
41. The faftture· '[s] in diminutive auffix' and 'abeanca of infLactlonal shva' ara beat regarded aa wrpbo-
lexlcal phenooena in the aenee attached to thia notion by e.g. BooiJ (198І1 116, ef. 136)1 rulee concerning 
phonological alternations which вау be conditioned by one or several specific norphenaa or words, by a 
specific granmatical feature, etc. 
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A: A/5 (80.00Z) B: 1/3 (33.33Z) C: 1/4 (25.00Z) 
from which we may again conclude that dialect levelling is indeed geographical­
ly gradual. The results of the related analysis of variance with geographical 
spread of the LVs as within subjects factor (repeated measures) are: 
0 
M 
Y 
θ 
6 
9 
A 
61.39 
35.09 
17.09 
В 
74.11 
67.15 
60.82 
С 
62.52 
60.06 
58.43 
entire sample 37.19 67.09 60.28 
Table 6.45a Mean use by speakers of the three age groups of the phono­
logical and morphophonological dialect features, ordered according to 
areal spread 
The implicational pattern in the dialect use observed in Table 6.44a is partly 
upset in Table 6.45a. However, in the latter case there are fewer missing 
values. The strength of the effects of the two independent variables is the 
following: 
source df MS F ρ 
between ss. 
within cells 20 889.03 
age group 2 26918.01 30.28 .000 
within ss. 
within cells 
areal spread dial.features 2 53073.40 57.72 .000 
40 
4 
919, 
, 
9454, 
.54 
.
.73 
interaction age group 
ζ areal spread dial.f. 54 10.28 .000 
Table 6.45b Analysis of variance. The effects of the speakers' age 
groups and the areal spread of the dialect features on the elicited use 
of dialect features in the phonological and morphophonological components 
Whereas overall use of the phonological and the morphophonological dialect 
features appears to be highest in the В set, dialect levelling still displays 
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the predicted pattern. This supports the part of hypothesis II according to 
which dialect levelling is geographically gradual. 
Our findings regarding the dialect features in the province of Verb 
morphology in two respects confirm the part of hypothesis II that says that 
dialect levelling is geographically gradual. First, on a general level, all 
dialect features concerning Verb morphology that appear to be subject to loss 
are B-type features. So loss occurs in the case of the less diffused but not of 
the more diffused dialect features. Second, on a more detailed level, the LV 
'strong «·· ' regular vs. weak conjugation' falls into two dialect-geographical-
ly and st.acturally distinct clusters of verbs. The deviant conjugation of one 
cluster of verbs distinguishes the A- and B-type Limburg dialects from the rest 
(B feature). That of the second occurs also in the C-type dialects (which is 
why we call it a С feature). The dialect feature with the most limited areal 
spread (I.) is undergoing loss - in contrast to the one with the larger spread, 
which is strble. The difference between the age group patterns in the use of 
the B- and tue C-type dialect feature under this LV is highly significant. 
The case of the [+/-cont] final segment of the derivational suffix -'llç' 
constitutes an illustration of how the levelling out of a single dialect 
feature may be gradual in geographical space. As was shown in § 6.3.8 above, 
older data in combination with data on the recent geographical distribution of 
the LV and the results of our analyses of the elicited speech material suggest 
that the prediction which was made by Schrijnen in 1920 ("it is inevitable that 
the isogloss will continue to move into a southward direction" 19201 38 - my 
translation, FH) was most probably correct. 
Our reconstruction of the spatial history of the feature suggests the 
metaphor of a wave slowly ebbing away into the direction where it came from 
more than a thousand years ago. However, this reconstruction is under-
represented by the data, both spatially and temporally. Following Besch we 
therefore plead for 'Regionalstudien' to make it possible to describe changes 
in language use from the point of view of the dialect landscape (Besch 1981: 
260 - my translation, FH). 
Our hypothesis regarding the withdrawal of at least the isogloss demarcating 
the presence of [+cont] in the final segment of this suffix can be further 
tested diachronically on the basis of available monographical and comparative 
data. 
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Time and space 
In our findings there is an interesting aspect in the interaction42 between 
the parameters time and space. Roughly speaking, members of the Middle age 
group behave more like the Younger speakers with respect to the dialect 
features with the smallest areal spread (Α-set), whereas their use of features 
with a wider areal spread (B-set) is more like that of the Older speakers. This 
is evidenced by Table 6.46 (based on Table 6.44a above), which gives the 
differences in mean use of the A- and B-features between Older and Middle on 
the one hand and Middle and Younger on the other. 
A B C 
0-M 26.30 B.22 2.89 
M-Y 17.60 16.07 3.13 
Table 6.46 Differences in the mean use of the features in the three 
dialect-geographical sets between adjacent age groups 
The features with the largest geographical distribution (C-set) are hardly 
involved in this interaction. The nature of the interaction forms additional 
support in favour of the part of hypothesis II according to which dialect 
levelling is geographically gradual. 
To the extent that it is comparable, this finding may be seen as a further 
specification of that by Hout (1989: 302) for the city dialect of Nijmegen. 
This author found that the knowledge of the dialect of the Middle generation 
(only men) was most similar to that of the Older generation. With respect to 
dialect use, however, the Middle generation resembled the speakers of the 
Younger age groups more than it did that of the Older generation. Ve have to be 
cautious with our conclusions because of the relatively small number of 
speakers of the Middle age group involved in the present analysis. 
If we restrict the comparison to the age group patterns in the use of the 
eleven dialect features which appear to be in the process of being levelled out 
in overall use, the interaction is less clearly visible. Three out of four 
features in the A set conform to the pattern 0-M > M-Y (the exception being 
dorsal fricative deletion), and two out of four features in the В set display 
the reverse pattern 0-M < M-Y. In the В set, the prefixless past participles 
form a clear exception, whereas the differences 0-M and M-Y are almost equal in 
the case of the subjunctive. 
42. This Incaraction la highly algnlflcant both on tha noat ganaral lavai and In the phonological and 
aorphophonologlcal componente only (Tablee 6.44Ъ and 6.45b). 
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If we confine the comparison to the phonological and morphophonological 
phenomena (Table 6.45a above) then it appears that the members of the Middle 
age group behave more like the Younger speakers with respect to the dialect 
features with the smallest areal spread (Α-set). The other two dialect-
geographical sets of features (B and C) are hardly involved in the interaction. 
'Regional standard language' 
The dialect features in the C-set can be divided into two groups: features 
that may ¿rfere in standard language production (which is then labelled 
'regional standard language' - cf. § 4.4.2 above) and those that never do. The 
dialect features, the mean global use and the relative degree of levelling of 
both groups are as follows: 
dialect 
features 
mean overal] 
use 
overall 
loss 
+regional standard 1. 
t-deletion 
sandhi voicing 
expletive elements 
L 
61.15 
1/3 
-regional standard 1. 
deriv.suffix -'da' 
absence inflect, shwa 
V str./irreg. - weak conj. 
V stem V 2 6 3 sing. pres. 
noun pluralization 
oblique forms certain pron. 
72.10 
2/6 
Table 6.47 C-type dialect features that may and C-type dialect features 
that do not occur in the regional standard language; use and loss 
It is quite remarkable that the dialect features which are so resistant that 
they may interfere in standard language production occur less frequently in the 
elicited dialect use (t--2.77 df-15 P-.014). This may have a psychological 
explanation. It does not appear unlikely that by some kind of normative 
monitoring (Hagen 1981), features that may show up in standard language use are 
marked as 'incorrect' (cf. Giesbers 1989: 247), unlike features that never 
cause standard language production to differ from the presumably supraregional 
standard. This mechanism may have been at work in the elicitation sessions, 
because of the fact that language as such was explicitly at stake. Moreover, 
language production was elicited essentially via a written medium; the 
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modalities writing and reading are associated with the standard language, as 
the dialect is an almost exclusively oral code. 
Despite the difference in use, the proportion [ dialect features showing 
loss / dialect features investigated ] is equal for both groups of LVs. This 
finding is supported at the level of the mean overall use of the dialect 
features in the C-set in the three age groups. Vid. Tables 6.48a and b. 
0 
M 
Y 
6 
3 
7 
+reg.st.l. 
68.50 
53.63 
58.07 
-reg.st.1. 
72.67 
78.10 
69.04 
entire sample 61.15 72.10 
Table 6.48a Mean use by speakers of the three age groups of the dialect 
features in the C-set, ordered according to their occurrence (+/-) in the 
regional standard language 
source 
between ss. 
within cells 
age group 
within ss. 
within cells 
+/- reg.stand.lang. 
interaction age 
χ +/- reg. 
group 
stand. 
ι 
lang. 
df 
13 
2 
13 
1 
2 
MS 
1587.19 
1617.75 
1115.68 
12201.71 
2062.93 
F 
1.02 
10.94 
1.85 
Ρ 
.388 
.006 
.196 
Table 6.48b Analysis of variance. The effects of the speakers' age 
groups and the dialect features' occurrence (+/-) in the regional 
standard language on the elicited dialect use 
Indeed there appears to be no meaningful difference in dialect levelling 
between the features that may occur in the regional standard language and the 
ones which never occur in this variety. This follows from the non-significance 
of the interaction effect between [+/-reg.et.l. ] and age group on the use of 
the dialect features in the C-set. 
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6.4.3 Testing the second hypothesis. Linguistic aspects 
According to our second hypothesis, the process of dialect levelling is 
gradual not only in eztrallnguistlc but also in linguistic respects. The second 
part of this claim can be tested on two different levels: a global level and a 
more detailed one. In the first part of this subsection we will limit our 
attention to the dialect features which are apparently in the process of being 
levelled out in overall use; in this connection we will not dig into struc­
tural-linguistic details. In the second part of this subsection we will take 
stock of results concerning the structural-linguistic details and we will 
try to fOi-nulate general statements about the structural path followed by the 
loss of individual dialect features. 
General trends 
On a gen'ral level two highly tentative conclusions may be drawn about the 
role of whac we will call Overarching' parameters. Despite their name, these 
parameters have a relatively narrow scope. The first one concerns phonology and 
morphophonology, the second is morphological. 
The first overarching parameter is the well-known typology of possible sound 
differences between linguistic systems: 
inventory / distribution / incidence / realization. 
This typical product of structuralism has been applied to dialects by Weinreich 
(1954), among others43. The several types concern inter-systemic differences 
in the total inventory of phonemes as such, differences in the distribution of 
phonemes over types of phonological environment or sets of morphemes, and 
systematic differences in the pronunciation of segments that may exist between 
languages or language varieties, respectively. 
We adopt this typology not on a 'phonematic', but on a systematic-phonetic 
level. The fourth type (differences of realization) does not appear to be 
represented in our investigation. If we nevertheless decided to consider this 
type as well, we could describe for instance the palato-velar realization of 
the dorsal fricative or the uvular realization of 'r', [R]. However, at present 
these phenomena are not of interest with respect to dialect levelling. 
The other types are represented as follows: 
43. Much of the critical discuaalon baa been aunmarLzad Ъу Patyt 1980: 18-23, 103-105, and aapecially 118 ff. 
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inventory 'Ach-laut' allophony 
distribution yi -weakening 
I-lowering 
dorsal fricative deletion 
[s] in diminutive suffix 
t-deletion 
absence inflectional shwa 
incidence R-deletion 
n-deletion 
derivational suffix -'liç' 
derivational suffix -'da' 
Since the LV 'sandhi voicing' does not concern any specific segment, it cannot 
be classified. Although the number of 'tokens' for each type is too small, 
especially in the first type ('inventory'), it is still interesting to note 
that the ratio [ dialect features showing levelling / dialect features 
investigated ] decreasest 
inventory 1/1 
distribution 4/6 
incidence 1/4 
It should again be stressed that this crude comparison does not allow sweeping 
statements about the relationship between the above typology and dialect 
levelling. However, it seems legitimate to hypothesize that there is a tendency 
for dialect features to disappear to the degree in which they cause structural 
differences with other varieties. In this light the above parameter might be 
fruitfully studied in relation with structural loss. 
The second overarching parameter concerns the relative resistance of two 
types of morphological operations. Van Bree hypothesized that in processes of 
structural dialect loss, inflection will be more resistant than derivation. The 
findings of an investigation he conducted on two dialects spoken in the 
northeast of the Dutch language area led him to conclude that the overall 
picture is fairly inconsistent (Van Bree 1985b: 10, 28). In the process of 
language death affecting Dyirbal, derivation is more resistant than inflection 
(Bavin 1988: 443, paraphrasing Annette Schmidt). In connection with language 
contact in general, Moravcsik hypothesizes that no inflectional morphology will 
be borrowed before at least one derivational suffix is borrowed (Geerts 1986: 
10) - in other words that inflection is 'stronger' than derivation. 
In our elicited dialect use eleven dialect features were studied which are 
more or less relevant to this issue: 
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derivation [9] in dimin. suffix 
derivational suffix -'liç' 
derivational suffix -'da' 
inflection all six dialect features regarding Verb morphology 
absence inflectional shwa 
noun pluralization 
oblique forms of certain pronouns 
The dialect features concerning derivation are of course partly phonological in 
nature. "' ліво holds for the dialect feature 'absence of inflectional shwa'. 
Analogous!.·, the dialect feature 'oblique forms of certain pronouns' partly 
pertains to syntax. Nevertheless all eleven dialect features concern the form 
of (allo)morphemes. 
We can now proceed to examine the relative degree of loss in the overall use 
of the features in these two types of operation. The ratio [ dialect features 
showing leve-ling / dialect features investigated ] for the two types is: 
derivation 2/3 
inflection 5/9 
Derivation exhibits slightly more loss than inflection. It is not clear whether 
and to what extent this is brought about by the fact that this type contains an 
Α-feature. As we saw above, the A set of dialect features in general displays a 
higher degree of loss than the other two dialect-geographical sets of features. 
All in all, the relevance of the above two overarching parameters to 
processes of dialect levelling cannot be convincingly investigated in the 
present study; but it should be kept in mind that this investigation was not 
designed for this purpose. Consequently, we will make no attempt to analyse the 
effect of these two parameters in a more precise way. This is not to say that 
these exercises were useless: we are now in a position to advance and operatio-
nalize fruitful hypotheses about the role of such traditional typologies in the 
process of dialect levelling. 
In the next part of this subsection our findings on dialect levelling will 
be considered from a relatively microscopic linguistic perspective. We will try 
to isolate trends concerning the structural path along which the loss of 
individual dialect features may proceed. In such an approach, testing the 
second hypothesis can be completed as far as the elicited data are concerned. 
Linguistic conditions and dimensions 
We established that on the overall level 11 out of 21 dialect features 
studied are in the process of being levelled out. Of the 21 dialect features 15 
were studied in specific linguistic conditions. The б LVs the use of which was 
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not related to any (families of) linguistic conditions all concern verb 
morphology; three of these were found to display overall levelling. 
Despite the reduced number of LVs which were studied in specific linguistic 
conditions, the number of LVs undergoing dialect levelling again turned out to 
be 11, as can be seen in the following scheme. 
number of dialect features 
investigated undergoing levelling 
overall 21 11 
in certain ling, conditions 15 11 
The reason for this is the fact that three LVs (R-deletion, η-deletion and the 
derivational suffix -'da'), which do not show dialect levelling on the overall 
level, do so in specific linguistic conditions4*. 
The fact that the LVs which do not show levelling at the overall level but 
do so in specific linguistic conditions are all more or less phonological 
phenomena** may constitute an argument in favour of the position that dialect 
levelling, like certain types of linguistic change (cf. Bailey 1973: 32), takes 
an 'etic' start before the results manifest themselves at a more 'ernie' level. 
It may be hypothesized that in the case of the three dialect features which 
appear to be undergoing loss only in certain linguistic conditions, the process 
has not vet reached the overall level. The more restricted the structural 
domain of a dialect feature, the more difficult the correct use of that 
specific feature and (even more important) its acquisition, and hence the 
weaker its position will be. This hypothesis is in line with the conviction 
that in processes of language loss or death "rules become less general" (Markey 
198ІІ 16; cf. 1986t 3). 
In all, the 15 dialect features have been studied in 147 conditions. Of 
these 147 conditions, 50 show significant age group effects. Only 2 of these 50 
instances of apparent time change do not involve loss; these concern sandhi 
voicing. On neither level (overall; linguistic conditions) is the latter 
feature involved in a process of loss. In eight out of the 50 linguistic 
conditions displaying a significant age group effect, the use of the relevant 
dialect feature deviates from the ideal-typical 'pattern of loss' Older > 
Middle > Younger. Two of these eight deviant cases concern sandhi voicing. In 
the other six cases a clear decrease (from Older to Younger) in the use of the 
dialect feature takes place. In 42 out of 48 cases of the levelling out of a 
dialect feature in a specific linguistic environment, the process is gradual in 
time. 
44. Aa vaa to be expected, the opposite does not occur. It should be repeated, however, that the relavant 
analyeea are not available for the LVa concerning verb norphology. 
45. R-deletion and η-deletion are phonological rules, the form of the derivational suffix -'«3» (rather than 
- Ά ' ) is an LV of a 'aorphophonological' nature. 
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26 / 37 
11 / 28 
13 / 82 
- 70.27Z 
- 39.29 
- 15.85 
More than half of the 50 significant age group effects, namely 26, occur in 
the A set, i.e. for those LVs with the smallest relative geographical spread. 
The exact figures regarding apparent time change are: 
A 
В 
С 
If we restrict ourselves to the dialect features undergoing loss, the ratios 
per set n*--
A 
В 
С 
Only the ratio for set С changes, because only in the case of the C-feature 
sandhi voic-ug the age group effect, occurring in 2 out of 30 linguistic 
conditions, is not equivalent to loss. It can hardly be called surprising that 
the average degree of levelling per set is the mirror image of the relative use 
of the dialect features. 
There are, however, two biases in these comparisons. First, the number of 
conditions in which the use of the dialect features was investigated (and hence 
the denominators in the ratios) gradually increases from A via В to C. This 
becomes evident when we compare the ratios [ total number of conditions in 
which the use of the dialect features in a set was investigated / number of 
dialect features per set ]: 
26 / 37 
11 / 28 
11 / 52 
- 70.27Z 
- 39.29 
- 21.15 
(unaltered) 
(unaltered) 
relevant 
change -
loss 
change -
loss 
change 
to: 
37 / 5 
28 / 3 
82 / 7 
- 7.40 
- 9.33 
- 11.71 
loss 5 2 / 6 - 8.67 
The bias exists mainly with respect to the relative number of significant age 
group effects (apparent time change) as such. Moreover, there is no reason why 
the number of conditions In which apparent time change or significant apparent 
time decrease occurs should not increase proportionally to the number of 
conditions investigated. 
The second locus of Imbalance concerns the fact that for the A- and B-eets, 
only phonological and morphophonoloeical phenomena are involved in the 
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comparison. Restricting the perspective to these two linguistic components for 
all three sets, the ratios are: 
change -
loss 
change -
loss 
change 
loss 
26 / 37 
11 / 2β 
6 / 49 
4 / 19 
- 70.27Z 
- 39.29 
- 12.24 
- 21.05 
Also when this correction has been made, dialect levelling turns out to be 
geographically gradual. 
If we consider the question for which dialect features the linguistic 
dimensions bring about significantly different age group patterns, a different 
pattern emerges. For the relevant dialect features, the proportion [ number of 
dimensions maintaining a significant interaction with the speakers' age group / 
number of linguistic dimensions investigated ] is: 
A 
В R-deletion 2 / 5 
deriv. suffix -'llç' 1 / 3 
С sandhi voicing 3 / 1 4 
noun pluralization 1 / 1 0 
expletive elements 1 / 1 
In the use of the rule for sandhi voicing no dialect levelling is taking place, 
so four dialect features remain which are undergoing loss that is linguistical­
ly motivated. 
A general look at the findings may cause one to suspect that there are many 
cases of a significant age group effect which can be interpreted as dialect 
levelling, but that there are only few cases where a linguistic dimension has a 
significant effect on the levelling process - so that linguistic factors are 
much less important than sociollnguistic ones. However, age group cannot be 
considered as a purely sociolinguistic factor; it is a non-directional, 
unspecific umbrella variable. Unlike each single linguistic dimension, the 
independent variable age group does not have any explanatory value. This 
implies that the various significant age group effects are not necessarily 
equivalent. Seen in this light, the findings acquire more of their true 
meaning. 
Moreover, what can it mean when a linguistic dimension does not maintain a 
significant interaction effect with the variable age group? If there is no 
significant interaction between a given linguistic dimension and age group, 
there is no clear difference between the age group patterns in the use of the 
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dialect feature In the several linguistic conditions involved. With some 
simplification, one could say that there are two possibilities: either all 
linguistic conditions involved show a similar significant age group (main) 
effect, or none of them shows a significant age group effect. In the case of 
the dialect features in the Α-eet, especially y·-weakening and dorsal fricative 
deletion, the first scenario holds for every linguistic dimension studied. The 
significant age group effects in all individual linguistic conditions 
invariably consist of loss. Most probably this means that, structurally, the 
loss of those A-type dialect features has already proceeded too far to allow 
different. group patterns to be observed. 
6.4.4 Discission 
We conclude this chapter with some remarks of a more detailed nature. First, 
our find'.ngs regarding the changes which are going on within the system for 
noun plurali zation constitute a good argument against an essential part of 
Trudgill's (.1.986) model. In his model, the notion levelling is reserved for the 
reduction of inter-systemic variation, whereas the intra-systemlc effects of 
contact between dialects (including the standard) all come down to simplifica­
tion46. In our view, levelling can be both inter- and intra-systemlc in 
nature. Moreover, intra-systemlcally its effects may, but need not be struc­
tural simplification. The levelling in the noun pluralization system that we 
established in our elicited data concern; the part of morphology where the 
differences between the dialect and other varieties of Dutch (including the 
standard language) are relatively small, leaving intact both the parts of the 
system that are most different from other dialects and the parts that are most 
complicated. At a certain place within the system there even seems to be a 
development in the direction of more complexity. 
If levelling is measured by the number of conditions (environments, 
functions, etc.) involved, different dialect features appear to be affected in 
different degrees. Given the general level, this conclusion can hardly be other 
than platitudinous. On the level of the individual LVs, our findings are less 
banal. Regarding the phenomenon called Canadian Raising, Trudgill (1986: 155) 
concludes "that there is a hierarchy of environments, with the change occurring 
first in the most favoured environment before spreading to others". This 
finding appears to be parallelled by the patterns of levelling of some of our 
dialect features - one could say that in these cases there is a hierarchy of 
environments, with the loss occurring first in the least favoured environment, 
etc. In this connection, especially syllable structure proved to be in­
teresting. As we established, the rules for t-deletion and sandhi voicing, 
among others, are motivated by aspects of syllable structure. Other aspects of 
syllable structure were shown to influence the application of the rules for 
46. Cf. our aummary and diacuaalon of Trudglll'e nodal in % 1.3.5 above. 
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yι-weakening, dorsal fricative deletion, R-deletion and η-deletion significant­
ly. More importantly, the structural path of the levelling process appears to 
be determined to a significant degree by syllable structure in the case of the 
R-deletion rule and the dialectal derivational suffix -'liç'. 
We have tried to avoid the 'drawback of traditional dialectology", that "it 
tended to treat linguistic forms in isolation rather than as parts of systems 
or structures' (Chambers & Trudgill 1980: 38, cf. also p. 126). First of all, 
structural coherence between LVs was one of the four criteria for their 
selection. On a descriptive level we pointed out some of the structural 
interrelations between several dialect features (e.g. between the 'Ach-laut' 
allophony rule and the rule for y'-weakening, or between sandhi voicing, -'liç' 
and yi-weakening, or between eandhi voicing and the Limburg derivational suffix 
-da). Far more important is the fact that certain dialect features are not only 
structurally related, but probably also in their patterns of loss. Findings 
here seem to indicate that this is the case with the dialect equivalents of the 
several standard language functions of er (§ 6.3.20 above) as well as with the 
'Ach-laut' allophony rule, dorsal fricative deletion, and R-deletion. Both the 
'Ach-laut' allophony rule, which operates after back vowels, and the rule for 
dorsal fricative deletion are undergoing loss in the overall use. The rule for 
R-deletion, which has most probably been lexicalized, only exhibits loss in 
certain linguistic conditions; the condition 'after back vowels* forms part of 
one of the (two) dimensions which appear to affect the process significantly. 
The use of the rule for dorsal fricative deletion also shows more loss after 
back vowels - but there the dimension of which this condition forms part does 
not have a clear impact on the loss. 
Although our study has hardly even been exploratory in this respect, we 
nevertheless conclude that the intricacies of the structural relations between 
dialect features may manifest themselves in processes of dialect levelling. 
This adds an interesting dimension to the general finding that dialect 
levelling is gradual in a linguistic sense as well. 

Chapter 7 Dialect levelling and structural dependence between linguistic 
variables 
7.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapter we paid attention to variation and apparent time 
changes in the occurrence of each of the twenty-one dialect features in the 
elicited speech material. In all cases attention was limited to single dialect 
features, i.e. every LV was considered separately. 
The data to which we applied the quantitative analyses for each LV consisted 
of two lists: one containing words in which only one of the selected LVs was 
present, and another one with words in which two (and sometimes even more) LVs 
occur. In the vast majority of the words in the second list, the LVs were not 
structurally dependent on one another. Put differently, in most of the words in 
the second list the presence or absence of the dialect feature in one LV did 
not in any way structurally influence the presence or absence of the dialect 
feature in the other LV(8). This type of relationship (or non-relationship, for 
that matter) can be characterized as mutual independence. For example, in the 
Rimburg dialect there are four equally well-formed variants of the word for 
'enough', depending on the application or non-application of the rules for 
fl-weakening (cf. S 5.3.2 above) and 'Ach-laut' allophony (§ 5.3.1): 
(1) jeno χ 
ι jeno ς 
j ι 
у
1
 ano χ 
Г'ano ç st.l. genoeg 
A similar relationship may hold between e.g. t-deletion (§ 5.3.14) and sandhi 
voicing (§ 5.3.15), as can be seen in the several possible realizations of 
(2) /do.a it la pt ## ma/ st.l. daar loopt iemand 
lit. 'there walks somebody' 
do.8 1ŒTb m a 'somebody is walking there' 
1<E ρ 
lœ'Sd 
lœ pt 
As in other 'deep' Limburg dialects, in the Rimburg dialect other types of 
relationship between several features also turn out to be possible. These will 
form the topic of this chapter. 
In this short chapter we present what is intended as a first exploration of 
a new approach. It can best be consumed as a 'dessert' after the main course 
which was served in Ch. 6. The chapters 8 to 11 will make up another meal. 
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7.2 Two types of structural dependence between dialect features and how 
they were studied 
Given the grammar of the Rimburg dialect and the set of 21 of its features 
we selected for analysis, three main types of structural relationship between 
dialect features can be observed. The type illustrated above we baptized mutual 
independence. Realizations of words in which several LVs are mutually indepen­
dent formed part of the data base for the quantitative analyses for each of the 
LVs involved. The findings from these analyses were presented in the preceding 
chapter. 
The oti ;r two types may be informally labelled disjunction (EITHER χ OR y, 
in logic cilled 'exclusive or') and conditionality (IF χ THEN y, in logic 
called 'strong implication'). Two dialect features which can enter into a 
disjunction relationship are strong / irregular - weak conjugation and -'at' 
rather thin -'da' as preterite suffix (see §§ 5.3.12 and 5.3.9). An example: 
(3) he./a infin. 
ho/ prêter. 
he.J-at prêter. st.l. heette 
'was called' 1 or 3 sing. 
Between the dialect features -'at' rather than -'da' as preterite suffix and 
yi-weakening, a relationship of the typt may hold that we referred to as 
conditionality in e.g. 
(4) wœ it^at 
wœ R3jat st.l. wurgde 
'strangled' 1 or 3 sing. 
The fact that j-i-weakening has applied implies that the preterite suffix has 
the form -'at* (wœ R^j^at). Had this not been the case (i.e. had the preterite 
form wœ R8j'''$da been used), then γ'-weakening would not have been relevant at 
all. 
We have just seen that EITHER χ OR y denotes a disjunction relationship. An 
alternative way of indicating this kind of relationship is IF χ THEN NOT y. 
This also reveals a fundamental difference between the two types of relation­
ship: disjunction relationships are reciprocal, whereas conditional relation­
ships are directional. 
Dialect use, it turns out, often consist of more than simply using certain 
features. In a dialect like the one spoken in Rimburg, which is structurally 
very different from the standard language and from other, especially East-
Limburg dialects, almost every word may show two, three or even more dialect 
features. The latter obviously also include features of the set we selected for 
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the present investigation. The examples above serve to demonstrate that when 
two or more dialect features are relevant for the realization of a particular 
word, they can be mutually related. 
We would like to underline the fact that here we are not dealing with 
covariation. Covariation is a statistical relation which can vary between -1 
and +1 (except 0). In the case of covariation, the chances that, for example, 
dialect features of different LVs are used are mutually dependent. More dialect 
features of LVB is often accompanied by more (positive covariation) or less 
(negative covariation) dialect features of LV0. Generally speaking, for each 
language variety (e.g. style level) for each pair of, say, dialect features the 
covariation can be determined. 
In his study of the Spanish dialect spoken in Ucieda (Cantabria, Spain), 
Holmquist (1988: 101-102) touches on what must be seen as an instance of a 
near-conditional relationship between two dialectal rules. If a word-final mid 
vowel is raised, i.e. if /o/ •» [u] or /e/ -» [i], then usually a metaphony rule 
operates in the tonic vowel, i.e. the vowel in the syllable bearing word 
stress. This relationship is, however, statistic in nature, witness the fact 
that sometimes (in at most 2.5Z of the cases) metaphony of the tonic vowel 
takes place even if word-final /o/ is realized as [o], as in standard Castillan 
Spanish. In short, the situation described by Holmquist is a case of co­
variation which approaches +1, cooccurrence of the two rules. Some of the 
problems regarding covariation and stylistic cooccurrence of features of a 
'deep' dialect of German (the Middle-Bavarian dialect of Ulrichsberg, Austria) 
are considered in Scheutz (1985a: 253-60, 1985b: 251-58). 
In certain branches of sociolingulstics and creolistics scalogram analysis 
is sometimes used to investigate whether and to what extent tendential, 
statistical implicational relationships (i.e. not 'strong' ones) exist between 
LVs. In order to avoid confusion with this type of relationship the term 
conditionality will be used in our case. 
Here we are concerned with relationships of a structural rather than a 
statistic nature. More specifically, we are dealing with types of dependence 
between rules and/or elements. A part of the elicited dialect use consisted of 
words in which several dialectal rules or elements are structurally related to 
each other. Detailed linguistic examination of these words revealed that there 
are only two types of local structural dependence relationships, namely the 
ones mentioned above. 
For the two types of structural dependence, the possible combinations of two 
dialect features within one word can in principle be expressed in pairs of '1' 
(presence) and '0' (absence of the dialect feature). The number of possible 
pairs is limited. For the type 'disjunction' the possible combinations of 
dialect features are 
(1.0) (0,1) (0.0) 
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For the type 'conditionality' the possible combinations are 
(1.1) (1.0) (0,0) 
In these combinations '0' can mean two things: 1. the dialect feature concerned 
cannot be applied (the underscored zeros), or 2. the feature could have been 
applied but was not applied. We will return to this below. 
Thus each realization of a word in which two features are related to each 
other can be characterised as a specific combination of two scores. In each 
single case, the realization types can be ordered according to their degree of 
dialectality. Needless to add, on a scale of dialectality realizations of the 
type (и,'1' r (0,0.) for that matter, score lowest. 
For ea^n of the two types of dependence between several dialect features in 
the realization of a word, a few cases were analysed in the elicited speech 
material. The several realization types that these dependence relatione make 
possible, along with occasional other realization types, were studied in 
apparent time. This approach thus provides an additional perspective on the 
process of dialect levelling. The findings were interpreted in the light of the 
hypotheses wiich form the basis of the whole research project: this part of the 
elicited dialect use also makes it possible to test hypotheses I and II. 
As was already hinted at, the common practice of investigating isolated LVs 
constitutes an atomistic approach to dialect use. This is especially true for 
dialects that are very different from the standard language, like the ones 
involved in the present study. Moreover, it should be noted that the choice of 
the LV as a unit of analysis is rather arbitrary. This might be a good reason 
for broadening the research scope so as to include analyses that transcend the 
level of the individual LV. A third argument against limiting research to LVs 
in isolation is that LVs do not seem to play a significant role in the 
consciousness of the average speaker - to the extent that they exist at all in 
his consciousness. As a matter of fact, most of the observations our informants 
made about the object of the present research concern the realization of 
individual words or types of words. 
Although the approach we introduce here does take realizations of single 
words as input, the perspective is not limited to lexical phenomena. Apart from 
morphophonological and morphological phenomena, the analyses will involve 
postlexical rules. These concern rules operating at word edges such as 
t-deletion and sandhi voicing. Put differently, the word rather than the LV 
serves as the unit of analysis. This comes close to the Neogrammarians' view on 
the word as "the linguistic unit par excellence: on the one hand it was a 
phonological unit consisting of sounds, on the other it was a lexical unit the 
different forms of which were described in the morphology and from which 
sentences were formed" (Bynon 1983: 25). 
Furthermore, even the 'deep' Limburg dialects studied here exhibit only few 
dialect features above the word level, i.e. in the (morpho-)syntactic compo­
nents. 
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In this chapter we will pay attention to the two types of local dependence 
relation 
- to the extent that they involve dialect features in the set we selected for 
investigation, and 
- to the extent that our elicited material contains realizations of relevant 
words. 
We will also pay attention to combinations of the two types of dependence 
relationship and to combinations in which also independence relations are 
involved. 
The type of mutual dependence between dialect features that we informally 
referred to as a disjunction relationship was empirically studied in two 
different cases, and the type of mutual dependence we labelled condltionallty 
in seven cases. Finally, four cases were investigated which constitute 
combinations of main types. In all, ten different dialect features are involved 
in these thirteen cases. 
The number of word realizations per case is equal for all speakers; between 
cases it ranges from 1 to 15. The relevant output of all speakers is therefore 
completely comparable. In the majority of cases there are several observations 
per speaker. The total number of words for the 13 cases is 55; on average we 
thus obtained 4.23 realizations per single case per speaker. 
7.3 Disjunction relationships 
To begin with, we will consider the first of our two cases of disjunction in 
detail. As may be recollected from § 5.3.10 above, there is a closed group of 
seven semantically perfective verbs with a prefixless past participle. For each 
of these participles we obtained a realization. Two of them were even elicited 
twice. So, for this case we have in principle 9 word realizations per speaker. 
A disjunction relationship turns out to exist between the application of the 
dialect feature at hand, i.e. the B-type feature 'prefixless past participles', 
and the A-type dialect rule fi-weakening, since the past participle prefix has 
the form 'утэ'-. Of course, using the prefixless variant of the past participle 
'bleeds' γ ι -weakening. For instance, in the dialect equivalents of standard 
Dutch gekomen, 'come' past part., the possible realizations are 
(5) коіЭт - (1,0) 
jeko:am8 - (0,1) 
yiako^ma - (0,0) 
In the first two types of realization '0' indicates that the feature concerned 
cannot be applied - for the simple reason that the other feature was chosen. As 
far as phonology and morphology is concerned, the prefix in the last type is 
essentially identical to the standard variant. 
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The distribution of these three realization types over the three age groups 
in our sample of speakers ist 
Older Middle Younger total 
(1,0) 53 22 0 75 
(0,1) 7 6 1 14 
(0,0) 15 52 76 143 
total 75 80 77 232 
Table 7.1 The use of the three types of realization in the case of the 
disjunction relationship between the dialect features 'prefixless past 
participles' and γ<-weakening in the three age groups 
As may be clear there were 6 (Older) + 1 (Middle) + 4 (Younger) - 11 'missing 
values'. The chi square1 is 102.47 df-4 p<.001. The figures in Table 7.1 show 
that in the relevant participle forms 
- the 'deepest' dialect variant (1,0) is used most frequently by the Older 
speakers, but never by the Younger ones, whereas the members of the Middle age 
group score in between; 
- realizations of the type (0,1), i.e. the non-use of the prefixless dialect 
variant of the past participle and the application of /'"'-weakening in the 
prefix, does not play the role of a transition form in the levelling process. 
On the contrary, its use is decreasing as well, so 
- both dialect features are in the process of being lost, although loss is most 
clearly manifest in the feature 'prefixless past participles'. The apparent 
time increase in the use of forms of the type (0,0) and especially the fact 
that 76 out of 77 realizations of speakers of the Younger age group are of this 
type strongly supports this conclusion. 
It should be pointed out, however, that in contrast to 'prefixless past 
participles' the feature yi-weakening is not a discrete, but rather a con­
tinuous variable. From the 11 'missing values', 7 indeed had a form in between 
(0,1) and (0,0): in these realizations the prefix was present and the 
y'-weakening rule seemed to have been applied only partly, so to speak, as the 
first segment of the suffix is something in between [}"] and [j]. 
To summarize, the age group pattern in the realization of past participles 
of this group exhibits the levelling out of each of the two rules which 
generate ('deep') dialect variants. As far as these dialect features are 
l. Important conditions for the application of the chi square test are : the natrlx should contain the raw 
scorci, there should be one observation per subject, and for each single cell In the matrix the expected 
frequency must be larger than 5. The present case violates the second condition - although the aggregation of 
data for Individual subjects Is common practice In soelollngulatlcs. Still, In this respect our approach 
leaves room for Improvement. 
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concerned, we have thus reached the insight that one does not take over from 
the other in the course of the process of dialect levelling. More generally, 
this approach improves our knowledge of the relation between LVs in the 
levelling process, since it extends beyond the level of individual LVs. 
The second case of disjunctive ordering concerns the Α-feature dorsal 
fricative deletion (§ 5.3.4) and the C-feature t-deletion. As was pointed out 
in S 5.3.14, in lexical morphemes with a final rhyme of the structure 
/Vowel ç t/, the dorsal fricative deletion operates first in the A-type Limburg 
dialects, blocking the more general rule for word-final t-deletion after 
obstruents, which applies elsewhere. Let us try to establish whether words of 
the relevant structure exhibit dialect levelling and, if so, whether the 
linguistically and areally more constrained rule gives way to the more general 
one. 
The possible realizations of e.g. the dialect equivalent of standard Dutch 
slecht, 'baddy)·, are 
(6) ;ie.at - (1,0) 
/leç - (0,1) 
JleÇt - (0,0) 
As far as these two rules are concerned, (0,0) is identical to the standard 
variant. For this case we elicited realizations of four different words per 
speaker. 
The use of the geographically and phonologically much more restricted rule 
for dorsal fricative deletion - which results in realizations of the type (1,0) 
can hardly be said to be decreasing. This type was used 35 times by the Older 
speakers and no less than 32 times by the members of the Younger age group. 
There is a certain increase in the use of the (0,1) type: from 0 (Older) via 3 
(Middle) to 5 (Younger speakers). The standard variant (0,0) was not used at 
all. Except the three types in (6), no other forms were used. The little 
'leak' from the A-type (1,0) to the areally more widespread B-type (0,1) is 
statistically not significant (x2-4.90 df-4). 
7.4 Relationships of conditionality 
Conditionality relationships between two dialect features within one word 
were empirically studied in seven cases. The first case to be considered here 
concerns the B-feature -'liç' (underlyingly /liyi/, -'ly', see § 5.3.8) and the 
Α-feature г*-weakening. Since Ігч only occurs in syllable onsets, for the 
weakening rule to be relevant word-internally the suffix -Ίις' must be 
followed by a shwa suffix; it must therefore be part of a fully inflected 
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adjective. In our elicited dialect use this occurs five times per speaker. The 
possible realizations are2 
(7) lija - (1,1) 
ІіИэ - (1.0) 
Іікэ - (0,0) 
(0,0) is the С-type annex standard variant. 
The distribution of these three realizations over the three age groups in 
our sampj LH: 
(1.1) 
(1.0) 
(0,0) 
total 
Older 
18 
16 
3 
37 
Middle 
2 
15 
20 
37 
Younger 
1 
7 
35 
43 
total 
21 
38 
58 
117 
Table 7.2 The use of the three types of realization in the case of the 
conditionality relationship between *-he dialectal derivational suffix 
-'liç* and ^ l-weakening in the three age groups 
with x2-55.82 df-4 p<.001. The figures in Table 7.2 suggest that there is a 
change going on from (1,1) via (1,0) to (0,0). Variants of the most typically 
dialectal type (1,1) are used almost exclusively by Older speakers, and the 
dialect variant in which only the first feature is present seems to be 
disappearing as well, albeit at a slower speed. The standard variants are found 
most often with the Younger speakers. Of the 18 'missing values' 
- 13 realizations (Older 8 + Middle 4 + Younger 1) had a ІуЧ that was only 
partly weakened to [j] ; 
- 2 (produced by one speaker of the Middle age group) had a [q], which is 
phonetically half-way between /И/ and /k/, in that it shares the feature 
[+voice] with ІуЧ and the feature [-cont] with /k/; 
- 2 (produced by speakers of the Middle age group) had the form [liça], which 
is phonetically in between (1,0) and (0,0) in that the final segment of the 
derivational suffix is a fricative (as in the first dialect feature), albeit 
voiceless (as if the first dialect feature was not applied). We will return to 
this in section 7.5. 
The fact that the loss of the areally most limited rule clearly proceeds 
faster than the areally less limited feature on which it is parasitic in this 
2. The quality of the vowel In the derivational suffix wae not taken Into eonalderatlon. 
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case lends support to the hypothesis according to which dialect levelling is 
geographically gradual. The use of structurally intermediate forms suggests 
that the levelling process is also linguistically gradual. 
Another case of conditional ordering concerns the B-feature 'V preterite 
suffix of weak verbs' and the Α-feature ^-weakening - as in (4) above. This 
was investigated only in the dialect equivalent of the standard verb form 
verzorgde, 'took care' 1 or 3 sing. The possible realizations are 
(8) veRz<ERajet - (1,1) 
vaizoBR^et - (1,0) 
vaRzoeR3}'! da - ( 0 , 0 ) 
Again, (0,0) is the C-type annex standard variant. 
In our sample of speakers, no clear or significant realization type χ age 
group pattern emerged. 
The same holds for the conditional relationship between the B-feature 
'strong or irregular - weak conjugation' and the Α-feature dorsal fricative 
deletion in the dialect equivalent of the standard verb form legde, 'laid, put 
down' prêter. 1 & 3 sing., 2 plur. In the standard language this verb is 
invariably weak. In the dialect the several possible realizations are 
(9) la.t - (1,1) 
lax / laç - (1,0) 
legat - (0,0) 
The use of the 'deepest' variant (1,1) is decreasing, but there la no age group 
pattern in the use of the other two variants. The overall apparent time pattern 
is not statistically significant either. 
The fourth case of a conditional relationship between two dialect features 
concerns the rule for final t-deletion and the A-feature [в] in diminutive 
suffix after velar consonants (§ 5.3.5). As far as stops are concerned, the 
only t-preceding velar which is relevant in connection with the other dialect 
feature is /k/. Since the incidence of relevant3 words in the dialect is very 
small, our investigation of this case was limited to preceding fricatives. 
These are /ç/ and its allophone /x/, but as we explained in § 6.3.5 in 
diminutives both surface as [ç]. 
The possible realizations of the dialect equivalent of e.g. standard Dutch 
aanrecht ie. 'draining board-DIM' are 
Э. Excluding a group of about 20 loanvorda, which, aa 'laarnad' fona, ar· hardly uaad In tha dialect. 
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(10) a.REçska - (1,1) 
а.нсс/к - (1,0) 
a.R£ç/t/ja - (0,0) 
The allomorph of the diminutive suffix shows whether 'deep' lexical t-deletlon 
has taken place. Also In the dialect the -'ja' allomorph can occur after a 
phonetically t-less root; In that case the deletion rule operated later. Put 
differently, If the -'ja' allomorph Is selected, the /t/ must have been present 
at least until the level at which the allomorph Is selected. As far as the 
relevant ^Ve are concerned, (0,0) is identical to the standard type. 
For thi: case we elicited realizations of three different words per speaker. 
Variants of the (0,0) type were used only three times, and only by speakers of 
the Middle age group. Speakers of the Older age group use A-type variants (1,1) 
and the B-type, hence more widespread, variants (1,0) equally, but the members 
of the hiiddle and Younger age groups almost exclusively use (1,0). This 
realization type χ age group pattern is highly significant (x2-22.61 df-4 
p<.001). 
There are, however, 33 missing values. Of these 
- fourteen not only show t-deletion, but also deletion of the preceding 
fricative Ici or /x/; in none of the cases does the root vowel show compen­
satory lengthening. An example is 
(10a) а.НЕ/кэ 
The age group distribution (Older 2 + Middle 5 + Younger 7) suggests a recent 
development. In no more than 1 out of these 14 realizations was the A-feature 
used4, all other realizations show the palatal /ƒ/ - again a B-type realiza-
tion; 
- eighteen consist of the standard variant both of the simplex and of the 
diminutive suffix. As far as the simplex is concerned, this is evident from the 
phonetic presence of the /n/ in the case of the word in (10), for example. Of 
these eighteen 'missing values' 14 show t-deletion. In this respect there are 
hardly any differences between the three age groups. 
- the remaining one is in between (1,1) and (1,0), in that the /s/ is partly 
palatalized. 
In short, in this case levelling clearly affects cross-dialectal variation, 
but hardly variation on the dialect - standard language dimension. 
Another case of a local conditionality relationship between two rules 
concerns the C-features absence of inflectional shwa and sandhi voicing - as 
application of the former rule is automatically followed by final devoicing. 
4. This one lors vas produced by а арегкег of thu Older age group. 
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The possible realizations of e.g. standard Dutch lleve dieren, 'dear animals', 
are 
(11) lev de:aii8 - (1,1) 
lef - (1,0) 
leva - (0,0) 
As far as the relevant LVs are concerned, the latter type of realization is 
identical to the standard variant. For this case two realizations were elicited 
per speaker; in both cases the second word had /d/ as its initial segment. 
As far as connected speech realizations are concerned, the distribution of 
the three types of realization over the three age groups in our sample was : 
Older Middle Younger total 
(1,1) 8 15 9 32 
(1,0) 7 3 0 10 
(0,0) 1 0 8 9 
total 16 18 17 51 
Table 7.3 The use of the three types of realization in the case of the 
conditionality relationship between 'absence of inflectional shwa' and 
eandhi voicing in the three age groups 
with x2-22.75 df-4 p<.001. It is remarkable that the Older speakers use (1,1) 
and (1,0) variants in equal proportions, members of the Middle age group 
predominantly use (1,1), and the Younger speakers fluctuate between (1,1) and 
(0,0). Looking at the results from another angle, we see that variants of the 
type (1,1) are used most often by members of the Middle age group, the (1,0) 
ones by the Older speakers and (0,0) by members of the Younger age group. 
Nonetheless, no clear realization type ζ age group pattern emerges. 
These findings cannot be interpreted as an instance of dialect levelling. 
After all, eandhi voicing before a voiced stop is not very typical of Limburg 
dialects - as opposed to eandhi voicing before a vowel (cf. § 5.3.15 above). 
Finally, two cases were studied which are a bit more complicated in that 
they consist of three rather than two steps. In both cases the relationship may 
be informally characterized as 
(12) IF 1. resyllabification and 2. sandhi voicing THEN y"!-weakening. 
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The first case concerns compound words like /dœ Raç # e:/, 'confused'. The 
realization types are: 
(13) doeV $ je: - (1,1) 
d œ V $ ^е: - (1,0) 
dœ Raç $ îe: - (0,0) 
Per speaker 2 realizations were investigated. 
The г' .nation type χ age group pattern, which is highly significant 
(xz-22.31 ι f-4 p<.001). is clearcut: variants of the type (0,0) were used only 
4 out of 4J times, and all other realizations show a dramatic apparent time 
shift from (1,1) to (1,0), i.e. from the A- to the C-type. From the 5 missing 
values 4 are intermediate forms between (1,1) and (1,0) in that the 
yi-weakening rule was applied only partly, as it were. 
The findings for this specific case unmistakably attest levelling on the 
cross-dialecLal, but not on the dialect - standard axis. For some speakers this 
process may be structurally gradual. 
In the second case of the conditional relationship between resyllabification 
and sandhi voicing on the one hand and j^-weakening on the other, for which 15 
realizations were investigated per speaker, a boundary between two independent 
words is involved. For instance, the dialect equivalent of standard Dutch zich 
ook, 'himself too', can be realized as: 
(14) zijo-Sc - (1.1) 
zlr^^i - (1,0) 
ziç $ 2o χ - (0,0) 
For the relevant LVs the type (0,0) is identical to the standard variant. 
Although a word boundary occurs, we are interested in the realization of only 
one of the words involved, namely the first of the two, and specifically its 
last segment. 
The realization type χ age group pattern is again highly significant 
(x2=60.10 df-4 p<.001). Variants of the type (1,1) were used no more than 22 
times, 21 times of which by Older speakers. The type (1,0) shows a gradual 
apparent time increase from 30 (Older) to 75 (Younger speakers), and (0,0) 
attracts most scores overall. For speakers of the Older and Middle age groups 
the latter type constituted the largest category. This may be due to the 
restricted compatibility of our elicitation techniques, in which reading was 
important, with connected speech phenomena. Of the 60 missing values 22 
(Older 16 + Middle 5 + Younger 1) were in between (1,1) and (1,0) in that Ir^l 
was only partly weakened. 
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In this case the levelling takes place on both the cross-dialectal and the 
dialect - standard dimension. Here, too, the data suggest that the process may 
be structurally gradual. 
7.5 Combiiiations of types of relationships 
Four cases were studied of combinations of the three types of relationship 
between dialect features within one wordi mutual independence, disjunction and 
conditionality. The first one, 
(15) IP 'strong or irregular - weak conjugation' 
THEN EITHER dorsal fricative deletion OR t-deletion 
is a mixture of conditionality and disjunction dependences. It concerns the 
dialect equivalent of the standard verb form legde, 'laid, put down', prêter. 
1 & 3 sing. This item has been studied already as a case of conditional 
ordering5. We now broaden the scope so that every relevant dialect feature 
involved is considered. On the basis of this more refined analysis, the four 
'missing values' can also be assigned to a realization type. The possible 
realization types are, from least to most standard-like: 
(16) la.t - (1,1,0) 
lax / laç - (1,0,1) 
any weak form (incl. standard variant) - (0,0,0) 
Although, again, there appears to be a decrease in the use of the 'deepest' 
variant (1,1,0), there is no demonstrable age group pattern in the use of the 
other two variants. Overall, no clear, statistically significant realization 
type χ age group pattern emerges. 
Also in the second 'mixed' case three dialect features are involved. Another 
similarity with the preceding case is the fact that conditionality and 
disjunction relationships are involved (which is different from the case above, 
where the order was the opposite), vid. 
(17) EITHER dorsal fricative deletion 
OR IF t-deletion THEN '[s] in diminutive suffix' 
The possible realization types of e.g. nicht ie. 'niece-DIM' are 
5. Namely IF »trong or Irregular - «aak ooojugatlon TEEN doraal fricativa delación - et. (9) ID I 7.4 аЪота. 
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(18) ni:3tj3 - (1,0,0) 
шсзкэ - (0,1,1) 
niç/ka - (0,1,0) 
The type (0,0,0) Is the standard variant. For this case the elicited material 
contained three word realizations per speaker. The realization type ζ age group 
pattern in our sample turns out to be significant (x2-13.22 df-4 p<.025) and 
comes down to a shift from the 'deepest' A-variants (1,0,0) to the dialect-
geographi' ./ less specific B-type (0,1,0). Older speakers use the 'deepest' 
Α-variant lost, the B-variant is used mainly by the Younger ones, with speakers 
of the Middle age group scoring in both categories, but somewhat higher in the 
latter. The variant type (0,1,1) is used relatively very little. There were 
eighteen 'missing values'. Of these 
- three i.ere standard forms, i.e. of the type (0,0,0) 
- seven werr standard forms as far as the suffix is concerned, but not as far 
as the simplex is concerned, because of the application of the t-deletion rule 
(which must therefore have operated later in the derivation) 
- one is in between the two latter types, in that the /t/ was only partly 
released, so that the t-deletion was applied incompletely, so to speak. 
The levelling which occurs in this case consists of a shift of the A-type 
towards the B-type variant; in other words, the areally restricted variant is 
being given up in favour of the areally moire widely dispersed dialect variant. 
Finally, two cases were studied of intertwining of the main types 
conditionality and mutual independence, vid. 
(19) IF 1. -'liç' and 2. sandhi voicing THEN j^-weakening. 
In the first case, a morpheme boundary is involved. Since /γ·I occurs only in 
syllable onsets, the suffix -'Ixç' must be followed by a shwa suffix. It must 
therefore be part of a fully inflected adjective - in the standard language the 
adjective then ends in -'Hike'. Per speaker we elicited five realizations of 
adjectives with this morphological structure. 
This issue was analysed already as a case of conditional ordering6. We now 
widen the perspective such that the 'missing values' can be assigned to a 
realization type as well. This implies that the range of possible realization 
types must be extended with the combination (1,1,0.5). This somewhat strange 
indication is used to refer to realizations in which the ¡γ· I LB only partially 
weakened (cf. § 4.5.3), which occurred 13 times in this section of the elicited 
speech. Another important extension concerns the condition: the weakening of 
І1Г'I depends not only on the use of the dialectal form of the derivational 
6. Namely Ι? - Ί Ι ; ' THEN jT-iraakening - cf. (7) in i 7.4 »bove. 
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suffix -'lic', but also on the value for voicing of the fricative. The use of 
the dialectal suffix -'liç' and 'voicing' (or rather: the non-application of 
final devoicing if no syllable boundary occurs) turn out to be mutually 
independent, however. This second extension of the analysis enables us to 
include the other 'missing values'7. Given this constellation: 
(20) < (-'liç') ('voicing') > < (r'-weakening) > 
the possible realization types are, from least to most standard-like: 
(21) l i j a 
ІіИ.а 
l i ^ a 
l i c e 
І ідэ 
l ike 
- ( 1 , 1 . 1 ) 
- ( 1 , 1 . 0 . 5 ) 
- ( 1 . 1 . 0 ) 
- ( 1 . 0 , 0 ) 
- ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) 
- ( 0 , 0 . 0 ) 
(0,0,0) is the standard variant, which is identical to the C-type variant. The 
distribution of these several realizations over the three age groups in our 
sample was: 
(1.1.1) 
(1.1,0.5) 
(1.1,0) 
(1.0,0) 
(0,1,0) 
(0,0.0) 
total 
Older 
1Θ 
θ 
16 
0 
0 
3 
45 
Middle 
2 
4 
15 
2 
2 
20 
45 
Younger 
1 
1 
7 
0 
0 
35 
44 
total 
21 
13 
38 
2 
2 
SB 
134 
Table 7.4 The use of six types of realization in the case of the 
conditionality χ mutual independence relationship between -'liç ', 
'voicing' and y· -weakening before inflectional shwa in the three age 
groups 
A shift appears to be taking place into the direction of the standard variant 
(x2-70.07 df-10 p<.001). The use of (entirely or partly) weakened forms of the 
dialectal derivational suffix, as well as the use of the dialectal form of the 
suffix as such, is decreasing in favour of the use of the C-type annex standard 
7. One obaarvmtlon m a really lacking. 
зов 
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variant. The types [Іісэ] and [liqs] constitute interesting structurally 
intermediate forms. The fact that they were used by Middle but not by Younger 
age group speakers seems to suggest that in the future they will play no role 
in the levelling process. 
The last case is even more complicated. Here four rather than three steps 
are involved: 
(22) IF 1. -'liç' and 2. IF resyllabification THEN sandhi voicing 
.Λ γι -weakening. 
This ordering makes it possible for the final segment of the dialect variant of 
the derivational suffix to surface as /j/ before a word boundary followed by a 
vowel, as occurs in the 'deepest' A-type Limburg dialects in e.g. 
(23) naty:'Rlijo χ < / naty:aR-liç ft э ç / 
natuurlijk ook. 'of course also' 
The possible realization types are, from least to most standard-like8: 
(2«) lij ## V - (1,1,1) 
iir1 - (1,1,0) 
i i ç - α , o . o ) 
119 " С 0· 1· 0) 
lik - (0,0,0) 
Again, (0,0,0) is the C-type annex standard variant of the inflected form of 
the suffix. 
For this specific case we obtained three realizations per speaker. The 
distribution of the five types of realization over the three age groups studied 
was: 
B. The second condition 'IT reayllabificatlon THEN aandbi voicing' waa anaiyaed aa one aingle atep. A acore 
'1' in the second position therefore neans that reayllabifleation and aandhi voicing both took place. 
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(1.1.1) 
(1.1.0) 
(1,0.0) 
(0.1.0) 
(0.0,0) 
total 
Older 
0 
0 
θ 
2 
0 
10 
Middle 
0 
0 
7 
0 
5 
12 
Younger 
0 
0 
5 
1 
17 
23 
total 
0 
0 
20 
3 
22 
A5 
Table 7.5 The use of the five types of realization in the case of the 
conditional χ partly mutual independence relationship between -'liç', 
resyllabification and sandhi voicing, and )"-weakening before a word 
boundary in the three age groups 
Remarkably, the forms [lij] and [ІіИ] were not used at all. This is most 
probably due to the fact that the elicitation techniques (essentially reading) 
were well-nigh incompatible with the connected speech nature of these specific 
forms. The relatively high number of 'missing values' can be explained in the 
same way: quite often a pause occurred between the derivational suffix and the 
following word. 
Still, the results of the chi square measurement9 justify the assumption 
that there may be a change going on in the use of the remaining three realiza­
tion types, namely a shift from the fricative variant (B-type) to plosive 
forms. So it appears that the C-type annex standard language variant is gaining 
ground. 
In connection with the latter, it should finally be pointed out that in this 
case, in contrast to the preceding one, the variant [lig] results from 
assimilation and should therefore not be interpreted as α structurally 
intermediate form. 
7.6 Evaluation of the hypotheses, conclusions and outlook 
The approach developed and applied in this chapter provides additional 
perspectives on structural aspects of the process of dialect levelling. In at 
least two respects this approach complements the one adopted in Ch. 6. First, 
it makes it possible to analyse units larger than the individual LV. Since the 
analyses surpass the level of the use of individual LVs, the present approach 
may be said to be non-atomistic. Moreover, it also seems closer to everyday 
language behaviour - at least insofar as words and their several realizations 
2 
9. Hanely χ -17.65 df-8 Р-.02Д. Since all celle In the two top rove Ъд е ucpected frequenciea of leea than 5, 
chi equnre was recomputed for the reaaining three rowa. The outcomaa are x^*20.20 dfB4 p<.001. 
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play a role in the consciousness of the ordinary speaker. LVs hardly seem to do 
so. 
The second reason why the current approach complements the one in Ch. 6 is 
that quantitative, apparent time analysis can be combined with a more profound 
examination of structural relations between elements and/or rules on a local 
level. 
In any case, it should be added that this approach is by no means perfect. 
It is clear that it still needs refinement on certain points, which is not 
surprising given its innovative character. 
As reg. rds the net results of this approach: at the beginning of this 
chapter we observed that dialect use is more than the mere use of individual 
dialect features. On the basis of the findings from this small part of our 
research one could conclude that dialect levelling is something more than the 
mere decrease in the use of individual dialect features. 
In nine rf the thirteen cases of dependence between LVs in the realization 
of a word ti.at were studied above, significant realization type χ age group 
patterns were found, eight of which amount to dialect levelling. The findings 
are summarized in the following table. In this table 'S' stands for the 
dialect - standard language dimension and 'D' for the interdialectal dimension. 
In five cases the levelling occurs on both dimensions, which is indicated by 
•D+S'. 
disjunctive 
conditional 
combination 
number of cases 
studied 3 
2 
7 
4 
> signif. : 
age group 
effect 
1 
5 
3 
» levelling 
1 
4 
3 
• dimension 
D+S 
D+S , D , D , D+S 
D , D+S , D+S 
Table 7.6 A summary of the findings discussed in the present chapter, 
and their interpretation in view of hypothesis I 
The only case in which a significant age group effect cannot be interpreted as 
dialect levelling concerns the conditional relationship between the dialect 
features absence of inflectional shwa (which produces a structure in which 
final devoicing applies) and sandhi voicing. 
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In at least three cases the levelling bolls down to a structural convergence 
to more western Limburg dialects (I.e. A ·» В, В -> С and even A-> C) but not to 
the standard language. These developments may therefore be called regionallza-
tlon. In other cases reglonalizatlon coincides with convergence to the standard 
language. Hence, also in cases of structural dependence between several dialect 
features levelling affects both dialect - standard and interdialectal varia­
tion. This finding provides further support for our hypothesis I. 
In short, dialect levelling again turns out to be a two-dimensional process 
of giving up dialect variants in favour of areally more widespread forms. These 
latter forms may be of a supra-local or supra-regional dialectal, or even of a 
national standard nature. Put otherwise: dialect-geographically, levelling 
results in an increase in scale. 
The manifestations of dialect levelling presented in this chapter again show 
that this process is gradual with respect to all three parameters relevant to 
hypothesis II, namely time, geographical space and linguistic structure. The 
temporal graduality is apparent from the fact that the age group patterns in 
the data are usually smooth. In a geographical sense, the gradual character of 
dialect levelling is revealed by the fact that there is a tendency for less 
widely distributed dialect features to be replaced by more widely distributed 
ones. Finally, the gradual nature of dialect levelling was observed also in 
linguistic structure. Besides the types (1,1) or (1,0), (0,1), and (0,0) we 
found structurally intermediate forms. Certain intermediate forms may be seen 
as the product of both structurally and geographically gradual levelling. 
Here we will expand on that part of hypothesis II which says that dialect 
levelling is a geographically gradual process. According to Sapir's famous 
dictum10, all grammars leak. The leakage in the grammar of the Rimburg dialect 
causes geographically small-scale features to escape. In some cases at the same 
time larger-scale features manage to intrude or gain more ground. 
In Ch. 4 the notion of dialect levelling was operationalized as a signifi­
cant apparent time reduction of structural variation. In the findings presented 
in Ch. 6 dialect levelling invariably took the form of a significant decrease 
in the use of dialect features. An operationalization of the latter type turns 
out to be too narrow in scope. The results of the analyses introduced in the 
present chapter contribute to establishing that dialect levelling may have 
other manifestations. Not all that should be interpreted as levelling consists 
of the loss of dialect features. On the basis of this consideration it seems 
necessary to define dialect levelling in a broader sense. 
Within the framework of the approach introduced in this chapter it is also 
possible to bring up other questions. The question that seems most crucial is 
10. км qusud by Bickarton 19751 178. 
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the following. In this chapter we have considered the age group patterns in the 
use of dialect features which are involved in a relationship of structural 
dependence with (an)other dialect feature(s) in the realization of a word or 
phrase or, more generalij, in language production. Is there a difference in use 
and levelling of dialect features between such cases and cases in which such a 
relationship does not occur? In other words: does the presence or absence of a 
structural dependence relationship with other features on a local level affect 
the use and levelling of a dialect feature? 
So mi)'-' 'jr the elicited part of the recorded speech material. In the next 
chapter \ • will consider the final selection of LVs. The findings regarding the 
occurrence and levelling out of these features in the spontaneous dialect use 
will be presented in chapters 9, 10 and 11. 
Part IV. The deeper approach 
Chapter θ Selection and analysis of the linguistic variables in the 
spontaneous data 
8.1 Introduction 
In view of both the feasibility and the desired deepening of our investiga­
tion, the number of LVs to be studied in the spontaneous speech material had to 
be drastically reduced. Deepening was required both linguistically and with 
respect to extra-linguistic parameters of a macro-social (speaker background) 
and a micro-social kind (interactional situation). The incorporation of micro-
social parameters was needed to test the third hypothesis. 
The criteria applied and the result of the second selection will be 
presented in sections 8.2 and 8.3. Three LVs were selected; they form a proper 
subset of those studied in the elicited dialect use. In section 8.4 we will 
examine the phonological nature of one of the LVs in our final sample, namely 
η-deletion, in more detail. As we announced in § 6.3.7, the linguistic 
motivation for this variable rule, as well as the limits on its application, 
still remain to be clarified. As will be seen, this clarification leads to a 
more profound analysis of the use of the rule in the spontaneous speech in the 
conversations. Section 8.5 contains additional methodological considerations 
pertaining to the analysis of the occurrence of the dialect features in the 
conversational speech material. 
8.2 The selection procedure 
The LVs to be analysed in the conversations were selected from the twenty1 
LVs studied in the elicited material. Seven criteria were used in this second 
selection, four of which also played a role in the initial selection (discussed 
in § 4.2.1 above). 
The first criterion was again the dialect-geographical one. The LVs had to 
represent the Rimburg dialect and at the same time they had to represent 
several values of the parameter dialect-geographical space. As may be re­
collected from the preceding chapters 4, 5 and 6, LVs with three degrees of 
geographical spread are being investigated: the features in set A separate the 
Rimburg (Ripuarian) from the other two Ubach over Worms dialects, which fall 
within the transition zone Ripuarian-East-Limburg. The B-features distinguish 
the Ripuarian and Ripuarian-East-Limburg dialects from the East-Limburg 
dialects (represented by the dialect of Sittard). The features in set С set off 
the Limburg dialects as a group from the standard language. We decided to 
restrict our further analyses to one dialect feature of each set. 
1. These cover 21 dialect features, since the LV strong or irregular - weak conjugation falls into a B-type 
and a C-typ· feature (see S 3.3.11). 
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In our initial selection the second criterion concerned the linguistic 
component; the phonological, the morphophonological, the morphological and the 
morphosyntactic components were represented to the extent that these were at 
all present in the A-, B- and C-parte of the total inventory of LVs. In this 
final selection, however, the factor 'linguistic components' was held constant. 
Since the only linguistic components for which we traced LVs in all three sets 
А, В and С were the phonological and the morphophonological ones, our final 
selection was to consist of either phonological or morphophonological dialect 
features. 
The tb4-J consideration was relevance to the phonological model of syllable 
structure waich was presented in Ch. 2 and applied to certain LVs in Chs. 5 and 
6. This model will occupy a larger place in the analyses of the spontaneous 
speech material. 
The 'îiret criterion, areal spread, was used to enable us to test the 
sociolingui'tic model, and the third one was included to test the phonological 
model. The .econd criterion, linguistic components, was intended to ensure a 
minimum of mutual comparability between the LVs. Since the first three criteria 
constitute necessary conditions, they were applied first (as a fyke net, so to 
speak). This resulted in a provisional selection of two LVs in each of the 
three sets2. Vid. Table 8.1. 
set LV 
A yi -weakening 
dorsal fricative deletion 
В R-deletion 
n-deletion 
С t-deletion 
sandhi voicing 
Table 8.1 The six LVs which remain after the first round in the final 
selection 
The first three criteria constituted something like a sieve, with the aid of 
which we delimited the initial selection of LVs to a workable subset. The 
definitive choice will be made in the second round of this selection procedure 
with the aid of the remaining four criteria. 
2. Although the domain of the A-type dialect rule for l-Lowering before non-labial naeale ie the eyllable 
(cf. § 5.3.3), there етз to be no way in which the findings concerned could aerva а a teat of the 
phonological nodel. 
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The fourth criterion for selection was structural coherence. It is easy to 
see that the possibilities of mutual structural coherence between three LVs are 
limited compared to those between twenty LVs. Our point of departure in this 
respect therefore consisted of the interrelations within the initial selection 
of dialect features. To give an example, as was pointed out in § 5.3.6, 
R-deletion is structurally related not only to the realization of 'r' and of 
the fricative 'g', but also to the weakening of the latter segment, the 
existence of the 'Ach-laut' allophony and to dorsal fricative deletion-cum-
compensatory lengthening. As far as structural coherence is concerned, 
R-deletion therefore scores considerably higher than n-deletion. 
The fifth requirement was a reasonable average frequency of use. This time, 
however, the frequency criterion was not only applied to dialect use but also 
to the dialect as a linguistic system, i.e. the relative distribution or 
incidence of LVs. For example, because of its relatively non-specific nature, 
the distribution of /yi/ is much wider than that of the morpheme-internal 
sequence /V ç t/. Partly for that reason Ιγ-'Ι occurs much more often in 
language use than a dorsal fricative which is preceded by a vowel and followed 
by ¡tl, and where, moreover, they all occur within one morpheme. So with 
respect to the criterion 'frequency' the LV j-i-weakening scores higher than the 
LV dorsal fricative deletion. 
Two criteria were added to the initial set. What we will call the 'relative 
distinguishability' of the variants of the LVs served as the sixth considera-
tion. Consider for instance the remaining LVs in set A; as will be clear, the 
variants of the LV dorsal fricative deletion can be distinguished more easily 
than those of the variable y'-weakening, if only because in the Rimburg dialect 
the first one behaves as a discrete (nominal) variable, as against the second, 
which is phonetically continuous. 
The seventh consideration has been labelled 'relative statistic salience', 
for want of a better designation. To implement this criterion, we made use of 
the results of the analyses of the elicited data. Statistic salience was 
operationalized as both variability and vulnerability to loss. 
From the point of view of variability, sandhi voicing, for instance, is not 
a particularly interesting feature, since its application does not show much 
variation, especially in the environment of a following vowel, which was found 
to trigger application of the rule in no less than 98.50 out of 100 cases at 
average (Table 6.27a in § 6.3.15). For each LV the variability in the overall 
use of the dialect feature can be determined by the standard deviation ('s' in 
Table 6.1 in S 6.3). Squaring this measure yields the amount of variance. With 
the exception of their variability, the data regarding the occurrence3 of the 
twenty-one dialect features in the elicited material did not play a role in 
this phase of the investigation. 
3. That la, uaa aa auch, unrelated to the age group of the apeakara. 
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Just like the variability, the relative vulnerability to loss of dialect 
features did not and could not play a role in the initial selection. As we 
pointed out in § 4.2.1 above, without preliminary investigation there is no way 
of knowing in advance what the vulnerability of each of the several dialect 
features is. When the relevant findings became available for the elicited data, 
they could be taken into consideration in our final selection of dialect 
features. In connection with their vulnerability we distinguished between loss 
(significant decrease in use) on the level of overall use and loss in specific 
linguistic conditions. The relevant findings were presented in section 6.3 and 
summari/.p^ ' . § 6.4.1 above. 
On the overall level, vulnerability is a binary variable, since loss either 
takes place or it does not. Problems arise, however, with regard to the 
assessment of the vulnerability of dialect features in connection with 
linguistic conditions. On this level the vulnerability of dialect features is 
relative in two respects: relative to the linguistic conditions in which it 
occurs and relative to other LVs. Several approaches are Imaginable to 
construct a' index of vulnerability. One possibility would be to calculate the 
ratio [ number of linguistic conditions showing loss / number of linguistic 
conditions investigated ] for each single dialect features4 and to compare the 
ratios for each pair of features. A very obvious disadvantage of this approach 
is that an imaginable dialect feature undergoing loss in each of the two 
linguistic conditions investigated would score higher than a feature undergoing 
loss in, say, 5 out of 6 environments, 'ihis approach was therefore rejected. 
Another possibility would be to take only the number of linguistic conditions 
in which the dialect feature appears to be undergoing loss as an indication of 
vulnerability. However, this approach leads to an inadmissible loss of 
information. In our approach, account was taken of both the number of linguis­
tic conditions exhibiting loss and the number of linguistic conditions 
investigated, without computing the ratio. The procedure adopted was as 
follows. First we rank-ordered the dialect features in each pair according to 
the number of linguistic conditions showing loss as well as according to the 
number of linguistic conditions investigated. Subsequently a rank-order was 
established on the basis of the previous two rank-orders. 
The four criteria adopted in the second round of this selection procedure 
all concern mutually unrelated characteristics of LVs. Since the relative 
importance of these latter criteria cannot be established, they were not 
mutually weighted. The fourth one, structural coherence, was applied to 
guarantee generalizability to the dialect as a linguistic system. The fifth and 
sixth criteria are practical ones. Investigating LVs that are infrequent in use 
requires much material. The relative distinguishability of the variants to a 
high degree determines the effort. Just like the frequency of occurrence of an 
4. All *га ' ratios ara prasented in Table 6.43 abova. 
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LV, the distinguishability of the variants determines the time needed for 
analysis of sufficient speech material. Distributional frequency again 
guarantees a certain internal generalizability. 'Statistic salience', the 
seventh and last criterion, was applied first of all to favour LVs with a high 
variability. In view of the aim of the present study, it would have been unwise 
not to make use of the findings from the elicited data regarding the relative 
vulnerability to loss of the dialect features. 
In the following table the three pairs of LVs left over for the final 
selection were confronted with the criteria four to seven. For all criteria 
except 7b, this confrontation consisted of a comparison of the two remaining 
LVs within each set. 
set 
A 
В 
С 
LVs 
И-weakening 
dorsal fricative deletion 
R-deletion 
n-deletion 
t-deletion 
sandhi voicing 
criteria 
4 5 6 7a b с 
> > 1 > 
> > 1 
> 0 > 
> > > 0 
> > 0 -
> > 0 -
total 
4 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
criteria: 
4 - relative structural coherence 
5 - relative frequency 
6 - relative distinguishability of the variants 
7a - relative variability 
7b - 'overall' loss 
7c - relative degree of loss in relation with linguistic conditions. 
score types: 
re 4, 5, 6, 7a and 7c: *>' means scoring higher; 
re 7b: '1' means loss, '0' means no loss taking place. 
Table 8.2 The second round in the final selection 
In none of the three sets does a single LV score highest on all criteria. 
For the sub-criterion 7c it was possible to assign scores in the case of sets A 
and B, but not in the case of set C. As we saw in Ch. 6 above, neither of the 
two dialect features is apparently undergoing loss, neither 'overall', nor in 
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specific linguistic dimensions. The latter fact is designated by ·-' under 7c. 
This means that whichever of these LVs we finally choose, it apparently is not 
undergoing loss. That, however, is no objection; as we pointed out above, the 
last four criteria (including 7b and 7c) are not mutually weighted. Our 
investigation is not limited in principle to dialect features which are in the 
process of being lost. Moreover, so far our findings have been merely based on 
elicited data, and we cannot exclude the possibility beforehand that patterns 
vary between types of output. 
It ія " xt awkward that, in contrast to what is the case in sets A and B, 
no definitive choice can yet be made in set С on the basis of the above 
criteria. However, closer inspection reveals that, although both t-deletion and 
sandhi voicing are relevant to the phonological model of syllable structure 
(criterion 3), the former LV appears to be somewhat more interesting from that 
perspective. One reason for this is the fact that t-deletion is also relevant 
to the par . of the model regarding the distribution of sonority over the 
syllable. 
There is another argument in favour of choosing t-deletion. Our analyses of 
the elicited data showed that, although neither t-deletion nor sandhi voicing 
appear to be undergoing loss (criterion 7b), the use of sandhi voicing is 
comparatively stable, whereas t-deletion may be slightly gaining ground.3 In 
our findings from the elicited data for each single LV presented in Ch. 6 
dialect levelling only took the form of a (significant) apparent time decrease 
in the use of dialect features. However, our definition of dialect levelling as 
the reduction of structural variation (in S 1.1 among others) as well as our 
operationalization of this notion (in § 4.1) explicitly permit including cases 
of increasing use of geographically widespread dialect features - some 
instances of which were brought to light by the analyses presented in the 
preceding chapter 7. After all, both types of development amount to a reduction 
of structural variation, hence to growing structural homogeneity. An increase 
in the use of a relatively widespread phenomenon like t-deletion should thus 
also be seen as an instance of dialect levelling'. From this perspective, loss 
nor levelling takes place with respect to sandhi voicing; in the use of 
t-deletion loss does not occur either, but dialect levelling may be taking 
place. This consideration not only resolves our stalemate position, but at the 
same time it is an additional reason why it is no problem that we are forced to 
make a choice between two LVs neither of which is apparently undergoing dialect 
loss. 
5. In neither caae the overall age group effect reachea the level of aignificance. For aona detalla aea 
И 6.3.14 and 15 above. 
6. One night object that there ia alao an apparent tine increase of aandhi voicing before /d/, generally and 
in a apecific linguistic condition, and that in both ¿авва the age group effect le even aignificant 
(S 6.3.15, Table 6.26). Hovever, aandhi voicing before a voiced atop occaaionally also occurs In the atandard 
language{ tha dialect feature in connection with thla aaainilation process concerns aandhi voicing before a 
vowel. The two findinga therefore do not concern a dialect or aven a non-standard feature. The application of 
the sandhi voicing rule before /d/ waa atudied for another reaaon (cf. $ 5.3.15). 
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A third argument In favour of t-deletion Is the fact that this LV has 
already been studied In quite a number of other dialects, both in the Dutch and 
in the English language area. This facilitates comparison of research 
findings7 (Hlnekens 1986b: 63). It should be kept in mind, however, that in 
the Limburg dialects we are dealing with final t-deletion after obstruents. 
The final selection, then, results in choosing for further analysis in the 
spontaneous dialect usei 
А И -weakening 
To refresh the memory, recall that this rule changes IrV, spelled 'g', into 
[j] in, for instance: 
(1) gas 
glas 
gras 
morgen 
ge-daan 
mee-ge-daan 
-
-
-
-
-
-
ja.β 
jlais 
jRais 
ШЕЕ
8
 ja 
jedoi3 
mitjado:9 
'gas' 
'glass' 
'grass' 
'tomorrow' 
'done' 
'participated' 
past partie. 
past partie. 
В η-deletion; 
in certain monosyllabic words ending in a short vowel and /n/, the latter 
segment can be deleted - e.g. 
(2) van 
in 
en 
dan 
ken 
-
-
-
-
-
vo 
I 
e 
do 
кіт 
'of, from' Prep, or Adv. 
'in' Prep, or Adv. 
'and' 
'than, then ' 
'know' pres.indie. 1 or 3 sing. 
С t-deletion; 
the variable deletion of word-final [t] after obstruents - in, for instance: 
(3) inkt 
echt 
loop-t, 
-
-
-
igk 
eç 
, 1 
lœ ρ 
ge-werk-1, - yiewiB^ 
All three LVs in our final sample occur in words like 
'ink' 
'real(ly)· 
'walk(s)' pres.indie. 
or 2 plur. 
'worked' past partie. 
3 sing. 
7. This «111 also be possible for y -weakening, which was Investigated by e.g. Hagen 1981 for the dialect 
epoken in Kerkrade and so» surrounding places, as well as by Schloblnski 1987 for the dialect epoken in 
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(4) stand. Dutch Ingemaakt 
deepest dialect ijsrnak 'preserved, conserved, 
slaughtered' 
8.3 Properties of the selected dialect features 
To briefly recapitulate the major relevant findings presented in Ch. 6, 
consider the mean use and the standard deviation in the use of these dialect 
features in the elicited data: 
Α )Ί-weakening 26.59 31.44 
В n-deletion 35.55 13.90 
С t-deletion 41.62 14.38 
Table 8.3 Mean and standard deviation of the use of the dialect features 
selected for analysis in the spontaneous speech; findings from the 
elicited data for the entire sample (n-27) 
The mean use of the three dialect features by the speakers of the three age 
groups is visualized in Figure 8.1. 
100-
-+- ^-weakening 
-Э- n-deletion 
-*·- t-deletion 
Figure 8.1 Mean use in the three age groups of the dialect features 
selected for analysis in the spontaneous speech; findings from the 
elicited data 
The dramatic apparent time change in the relationships between the three 
features, in particular the decrease of the use of the least widespread LV in 
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favour of the most widespread one -as it were- is clearly visible in this 
figure. Of these three dialect features only r ι-weakening was found to be 
undergoing loss on the Overall' level. On a linguistically more detailed 
level, the loss of the three dialect features, expressed in the ratio [ number 
of linguistic conditions showing loss / number of linguistic conditions 
investigated ] ist 
A r' -weakening 7 / 7 
В n-deletion 1 / 9 
С t-deletion 0 / 11 
Table 8.4 The relative number of linguistic conditions in which the use 
of the dialect features selected for analysis in the spontaneous speech 
undergoes loss; findings from the elicited data 
In none of these LVs does any of the 'families of conditions' (or linguistic 
dimensions, as we labelled them) significantly affect the age group distribu­
tion of the use of the dialect feature - as can be seen in Table 6.43 in 
§ 6.4.1. This is a similarity, albeit a negative one, between the features in 
our final sample. 
On the basis of the data from the elicited speech material for the entire 
sample of speakers, we also calculated the correlation coefficients between the 
overall indexes of use of these three dialect features - consider Table 8.5. 
η-deletion t-deletion 
И-weakening .1912 -.1725 
(.170) (.195) 
n-deletion .4402 
(.011) 
Table 8.5 Pearson correlation coefficients between the dialect features 
selected for analysis in the spontaneous speech; findings from the 
elicited data for the entire sample (one-tailed probabilities) 
All three correlations are weak, even the one between n-deletion and 
t-deletion, which is the only statistically significant one. That there may be 
a trading relationship between ^-weakening and t-deletion is clear from the 
(non-significant) negative correlation. The fact that the correlation between 
the latter two features, which represent extremes on our scale of geographical 
dispersion, is so very low and the general weakness of the correlations between 
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the three features suggest that each of them forms part of a different 
dimension. 
To conclude this section, we will briefly and In very general terms compare 
the LVs In our final sample In linguistic and soclollngulstlc respects. As far 
as linguistics Is concerned, next to being phonological phenomena which are 
relevant to our model of syllable structure, the LVs that we chose for the 
analysis of the spontaneous data share three other characteristics: 
1. they are all postlexical processes affecting the realization of a 
specific Segment, 
2. they all concern a consonant, and 
3. they all operate at an 'edge' of the syllable. 
Lacking data regarding the use of the three LVs in our final sample in 
different speech styles, they cannot be compared to one another with respect to 
sociolinguirtic status, as expressed by Labov's typology indicator / marker / 
stereotype (1972a: 178-80). However, Trudgill (1986: 11) lists four "factors 
which lead to greater awareness and thus to an indicator becoming a marker". In 
Table 8.6 our three dialect features are evaluated for these factors, which, 
according to Trudgill (p. 37), determine the salience of an LV: 
γ' -weakening η-deletion t-deletion 
l.a. overt stigmatization; 
Jb dialect variant does not 
•tally with the orthography" 
2. "involved in linguistic 
change" 
3. "variants are phonetically 
radically different" 
4. "involved in the maintenance 
of phonological contrasts, 
minimal pairs" 
Table 8.6 Applying Trudgill's criteria for the salience of LVs to the 
ones selected for analysis in the spontaneous speech 
Since we have not been concerned with evaluation, we have no clues as to 
whether or not these dialect features are stigmatized (the first part of the 
first factor). Especially in the use of this criterion, Trudgill's typology 
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differs from the one introduced by Labov. In Labov's tripartition stigmatized 
variants are called stereotypes. 
We interpreted linguistic change, the second factor, as apparent time 
change. A significant age group effect on the frequency of their overall use 
was established only for y'-weakening. 
The third factor speaks for itself, and with respect to the fourth one, 
pairs like the following are relevant) 
(5) r^o.a - jo.e 'to go' - 'yes' 
j-iek - jsk 'mad' or 'madman' - 'reefer jacket' 
(6) ksin - kRi 'get, take' pres. 1 sing. - ibidem imper. 
informal 
(7) zakt - zak 'drop, sink' pres. 3 sing, or 2 plur. -
pres. 1 sing, or 'sack, bag' N 
¡"amakt - у'этак 'made' past partie. - 'comfort, ease' N 
More generally, each of the variants of these three LVs is involved in 
contrasts throughout the phonological system: Ir4 contrasts with other 
fricatives, / j / contrasts with other glides, /n/ with other nasals, and /t/ 
with other stops, to mention only the most obvious segmental contrasts. All 
these segments except /r·/ occur and contrast also in other phonotactic 
positions than the ones considered here. 
In all, all three rules score positively with respect to three out of four 
factors. We conclude that, despite certain differences, the three LVs we chose 
for further study seem to be reasonably comparable with respect to salience. 
8.4 Phonological aspects of the rule for final η-deletion. Introduction 
Usually one reports on an investigation as a series of linearly ordered, 
logically successive steps. However, part of the phonological model of syllable 
structure presented in Ch. 2 was elaborated as our research progressed. This is 
the reason why the quantitative analysis of the use of /I-weakening, final 
η-deletion and final t-deletion in the spontaneous material was extended so as 
also to include additional linguistic dimensions. For instance, although the 
effect of the following segment on final t-deletion was not studied in the 
elicited data, it was analysed in the data from the conversations, reported on 
in the next chapters. 
The phonological analysis of the variable rule of final η-deletion in 
certain monosyllabic words was also elaborated as the investigation went along. 
This analysis, which makes crucial use both of the kind of recent phonological 
insights sketched in Ch. 2 and of insights which emerged during our quantita­
tive analyses of the use of this LV in the elicited material, will be presented 
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in this section. For the sake of this analysis, we will first consider the 
domain of the rule, beginning with its lexical incidence. Throughout the 
present section we will be concerned mainly with two questions: 
(a) what exactly is it that distinguishes the words that can undergo final 
η-deletion from words that cannot? This issue will be considered in §§ β.4.1 
and 8.4.2; 
(b) in certain, as yet undefined, contexts the rule does not apply; what is the 
essential difference between the contexts in which the relevant words cannot 
undergo final η-deletion and those in which they can? This question will be 
centrai і^ ' 3.4.4. 
β.4.1 Final /η/, stress and tone contour 
rule applies 
and what happens if the deletion 
As we pointed out in Ch. 5, the variable rule of final η-deletion operates 
on the level of the phonological word: ]
и
. It can affect the following 
words8: 
(8) 
/van/ 
/m/ 
/an/ 
leni 
/dan/ 
/nun/ 
/hm/ 
PREPOSITIONS 
van 
In 
aan 
CONJUNCTION 
en 
ADVERBS 
dan 
nu, nou 
heen 
'of, from* 
'in* 
'on' (iff realized with a short vowel) 
'and' 
'then, than' 
'now* 
'away, to' 
8* In each case, che first fon la л broad phonetic rendering of the dialect variant. This ie followed by the 
orthographical représentation of the standard variant and the gloss. The first three nonosyllabic, n-finai 
words are classified as prepoeitionet however, under certain granmatical conditions they function as adverbs. 
We will return to this issue in S β.5.2. 
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Vfln (1 st person sing, present Indie.) 
/И on/ 
/k*in/ 
/han/ 
/dA/ 
/zan/ 
/zin/ 
/Jto-n/ 
//іэп/ 
/kan/ 
/kiTn/ 
/bin/ 
/kan/ 
/ham / 
Vfin 
£§. 
krilR. 
heb 
doe 
zeR 
zie 
eta 
sla 
kan 
ken 
ben 
(3 rd 
kan 
Vinfln 
hebben 
'go' 
'get' 
'have' 
'do' 
'say' 
'see' 
'stand' 
'beat' 
'can' 
'know' 
«am» 
person sing 
•can' 
'to have 
present Indie.) 
In the A- and B-type Limburg dialects, the dialect variants of these twenty 
words all 
- have a short, lax vowel preceding the final /η/, 
- with the exception of /en/ (standard Dutch en, 'and'), they can all occupy 
the final position in S, 
- may but need not attract a certain degree of stress (in contrast to e.g. 
nouns and adjectives), and 
- may but need not be realized with a tone contour. 
Now, as may be recollected from § 2.3.5 above, Limburg dialects generally 
have two contrastlve tone contours: HL and HLH. All words in (8) may surface 
with HL; only the subset in (9) can be realized with either HL or HLH: 
(9) PREPOSITIONS 
/van/ van 'of' 
/in/ in 'in' 
ADVERBS 
/dan/ dan 'then, than' 
/nun/ nu, nou' 'now' 
Vinfln 
/han:/ hebben 'to have' 
Among the entire group of words In (8), the preposition aan, 'on', and the 
adverb nou, nu. 'now', are the only ones with three rather than two dialect 
variants: 
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standard 
Table 8.7 Dialect variants of the preposition aan, 'on', and the adverb 
nou, nu. 'now' 
In the с se of aan, one dialect variant9 has a long vowel and is invariably 
η-less; i1- nevertheless constitutes a superheavy syllable. The other two 
variants both have a short vowel; the differences between them result from the 
application of the rule of final n-deletion. 
One of the η-dialect variants of the adverb nou is superheavy as well; 
however, unlike aan, this word does not have an n-less dialect variant forming 
a superheavy syllable. For the moment, the somewhat complicated situation with 
respect to these two words does not seem to have further relevance as such, so 
we will leave this part out of consideration. 
All other words in (8) constitute heavy syllables. The words of this group, 
including the two short vowel variants of the words 'aan' and 'nou', never have 
the tone contour HLH: n-forme like /an/ and /nun/ may have HL, whereas n-less 
variants like /a/ and /nu/ never have any tone contour at all. Somehow, final 
η-deletion therefore seems to be related to tone contour. Let us try to 
establish the exact nature of this relationship. 
For the words in (9), i.e. the subset of words in (8) which can variably 
have HL or HLH, the HLH situation can be informally represented as follows (we 
take the adverb dan 'than, then', as an example)! 
(10a) dan HLH 
+ stress1 
+ [n] 
For the other words in (8), which can only have HL, the relevant properties can 
be informally represented as follows (we take the finite verb form /bin/, 
standard language (ik) ben. '(I) am', as an example) 
9. This variant function« aa an adverb. 
10. Since word stress as well aa intonational stress are not binary propertiee, thia representation is a 
aimplification, used for expository purposes only. 
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(10b) bin HL 
+ stress 
+ [n] 
Since the subset of worde in (9) can also have HL, for this tone contour an 
integrated representation is required! 
(10c) subset (9) 
dan 
rest of 
set (8) 
bin HL 
+ stress 
+ [n] 
and, after n-delet iom 
(lOd) subset (9) 
da 
rest of 
set (8) 
bi no tone contour 
+ stress 
- [n] 
When they have [n], the two forms of the verb 'to have', namely the infinitive 
and the finite pres. sg. 1 conjugatlonal forms, differ in tone contour. In 
n-less shape they are no longer phonetically distinct: 
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(11) infinitive! j - -, 
/han/ 
finite: 
/hon/ 
ψ \ ' 
n-deletion 
[ha ] [ha ] 
Final η-deletion neutralizes the contrast in tone contour; what is more, after 
η-deletion it is no longer possible to realize any tone contour. We conclude 
that in the words in (8), final /n/ plays an essential role with respect to the 
realization of a tone contour. 
As may be recalled from § 2.3.5 and as may have been inferred from (10) and 
(11) above, in these dialects a certain degree of stress is a necessary 
condition for the realization of a tone contour. As we have just established, 
in the words in (8) the realization of a tone contour (be it HL or HLH) 
moreover requires the /n/ to be present phonetically. Obviously, in these words 
final /n/ is a tone-bearing unit. In the specific constellation [+ stress], 
henceforth *, and n-lessness, these words never have a tone contour. Whereas 
the words in subset (9) can surface in each of the following four different 
forms: 
(12) HLH * + [n] 
HL * + [n] 
no tone contour * - [n] 
no tone contour no * - [n] 
the words in (6) which are not part of the subset (9) can only take on the 
forms indicated in the bottom three rows in (12). 
In (12) we have explicitly indicated that η-deletion is not only allowed if 
the relevant monosyllabic word is unstressed; it may also take place when the 
word bears stress. 
HLH 
+ stress 
+ [n] 
HL 
+ stress 
+ [n] 
no tone contour 
+ stress 
- [n] 
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So far, we have seen that all words which variably undergo final n-deletion 
may be realized with a tone contour. Furthermore, we have established that in 
these words no tone contour occurs without * nor without final /η/, since this 
/n/ bears tone. 
Putting things in the proper order yields: 
1. each of the relevant words consists of one syllable with a rhyme formed by a 
short, lax vowel followed by /n/; 
2. if the /n/ is not deleted and the word bears stress (*), it may be assigned 
a tone contour; 
3. in these dialects a tone contour consists of either HLH or HL. 
Schematically: 
final Ini 
phonet. present * HLH 
+ + + - (9) 
+ + - (9) & rest (8): HL 
+ - -
Table 8.θ Relationships between final /n/, stress and tone contour in 
the dialects under investigation 
As far as the phenomenon tone contour as such is concerned, our account 
follows Hermans' (198A) autosegmental analysis. Hermans observed that Limburg 
dialects are pitch-accent systems since the domain of tone is the stressed 
syllable (p. SS). Not every stressed syllable will do, however: tone contour 
assignment requires the syllable to contain two βonorante (p. 49), i.e. a long 
vowel or a diphthong or a short vowel plus a sonorant consonant. Our formaliza­
tion is given in (13): 
(13) * 
I 
σ 
/ I \ 
X X [-consTf+son] + ОС 
Thus, the first requirement is stress. The second condition, which in a way 
forms a restriction on the first one, is a language-specific option: only 
[+son] segments count as tone-bearing units. This restriction is not uncommon 
in tone languages. 
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If both conditions are met, the rule for tone contour-insertion applies, 
which Hermans (1984: 56) formalizes ast 
(14) Hermans' rule for tone contour-insertion in Limburg dialects: 
0 •* HL / (H) 
The rule ¿presses the fact that the vowel in a stressed syllable is associated 
with the tone contour HL. In the lexical representation of certain words, a 
floating high tone H is either already present or generated by a phonological 
rule11. Application of Hermans' rule and of the well-formedness conditions 
(WFCs) rjsults in the tone contour HLH. The two n-forms of the verb 'to have', 
which are only suprasegmentally distinct (example (11) above), differ from one 
another in 'ihat the non-finite one has an H in its lexical representation, 
unlike the finite one, which does not. 
Application of this approach to (lOa-d) results in the following deriva-
tions: 
(ISa) in the case of a HLH 
+ stress 
+ [n] 
output: 
1. word with lexical H is stressed: * 
2. H 
d a n 
σ 
to which Hermans' rule (14) and the WFCs apply 
11· "Waitern European pitch accent eyetens" typically hava an "opposition between H-narked and unmarked 
•orphemsa" (Van der Hulst 6 Smith 1968; xx). As far as Limburg dialects ara concerned, in cases where this H 
la not lexically present, its presence resulta from the application of the rul« for H-ineertlon (Barmans 
1984t 59) which operates in syllables containing a short vowel followed by a aonorant consonant and a stop, 
as In ramp 'disaster', kind 'child', etc. 
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3. H L Η 
ι ι/ 
d α ni 
\ | / 
σ 
I 
(15b) in the case of HL 
+ stress 
+ [n] 
1. word is stressed: * 
2. b i n 
\|/ 
σ 
H L 
I I 
b i n 
\\l 
σ 
I 
to which Hermans' rule (14) and the WFCs apply 
(15c) in the stressed, η-less cases: no tone contour 
+ stress 
- [n] 
1. word (with or without lexical H) is stressed: * 
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H 
d a n b i n 
\|/ \i/ 
σ σ 
I I 
to both of which Hermane' rule (14) and the WFCs apply 
Η L Η H L 
I I / I l 
d a n : b i n 
\ι/ \i/ 
σ σ 
: ι 
to both of which η-deletion applies 
4. Η L Η H L 
I I 
da b ι 
\l \l 
σ σ 
I I 
tones which are not linked are eliminated by the Stray Erasure 
principle, which deletes or leaves unpronounced unsyllablfled 
segments (Steriade - cf. Hermans 1984: 58) or, more generally, 
floating material at the end of a derivation 
5. H H 
I I 
da b ι 
\l \l 
σ σ 
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(ISd) and in the unstressed, n-less casest no tone contour 
- stress 
- [n] 
d a n 
\|/ 
σ 
b i n 
\|/ 
σ 
to both of which the final η-deletion rule applies 
d α 
\l 
σ 
b ι 
\l 
σ 
since in a pitch accent system a tone segment or contour cannot be 
associated with an unstressed syllable, Η remains unassociated, and 
is therefore eliminated by Stray Erasure 
3. d α 
\l 
σ 
b ι 
\| 
σ 
The derivations (15c) and (d) formally express the fact that, disregarding 
stress, the output forms of the types indicated in the last two rows in (12) 
are identical both segmentally and as regards (the absence of) tone contour. 
One characteristic of the derived form (15a-3) and of the pre-n-deletion 
form (15c-3) is still to be accounted for, namely the lengthening of the 
segments in the rhyme in the case of a tone contour HLH (also pointed out by J. 
Schmidt 1986: 207). One might assume that this results from mora addition, 
itself motivated by the fact that each tone requires a moralzt 
12. In the above derivations no noras or tlnlng units bave been Included for the sake of clarity. The 
relatlonehlp between tone contour and the number of moraa has been eetabllehed by historical Ungulata for 
Indo-European on the basis of regularities In Gothic (cf. Bussnann 19 Э{ 109). 
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(15a, с) 
3. H L H 
I I I 
-> m m m 
/ι ι/ 
d a n : 
\|/ 
σ 
I 
* 
This account seems to be supported by the fact that in certain C-type Limburg 
dialects to words of this specific make-up a shwa may be appended when they are 
stressed: 
(16) [ dan 9 ] 
In these dialects, rather than being lengthened, the final /n/ is followed by a 
shwa. 
8.4.2 Structurally similar but granmatically and prosodlcally different words. 
Synthesis 
As we have pointed out, in the A- and B-type dialects the variant of aan 
with a long vowel is invariably n-less. The same holds for a number of other 
words consisting of a single superheavy syllable. In the same dialects, 
however, other superheavy monosyllabic words are invariably realized with [n]. 
In both cases, there is no variation as to the presence or absence of the post-
vocalic final /n/. In Table B.9 some examples are given, classified both 
according to the nature of the vocalic part and to their tone contour. 
2 ' . H L Η 
I I I 
m m 
/I I 
d a n 
\ |/ 
H L H 
I I I 
Ш Ш Ш 
/ I I / 
d a n 
\|/ 
σ 
I 
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long vowel 
diphthong 
HLH 
/main/ man 'man' 
/be:/ been 'leg' 
/kniin/ koniin 'rabbit' 
/tHEin/ trein 'train' 
/fein/ fi1n 'nice' 
/elei/ Dlein 'sauare' noun13 
HL 
/han/ haan 'rooster' 
/klon/ clown 'clown' 
//on/ schoen(en) 'shoe(e)' 
Table .9 Some words consisting of a single superheavy syllable which do 
not undergo variable n-deletion 
Apart from their weight (a.), these words have at least three more things in 
common: 
b. final n-deletion is not variable: it either takes place categorically (or 
rather, the n-less forms have been lexicalized, as in the dialect variants of 
been and plein). or not at all; 
c.. final /n/ does not bear tone. Indeed, as could be predicted on the basis of 
(13) above, the entire tone contour is realized on the (long) vocalic part of 
the rhyme; 
d. all words are content words, and consequently are relatively invariable as 
far as stress is concerned. 
Some discussion is required here with respect to (a), (b) and (d). 
re a, and t>: 
Words of the type represented by those in Table 8.9 form superheavy syllables, 
as is the case in the first of the three dialect variants of aan (which is n-
less) and nou (where final /n/ is present) presented in Table 8.7 above. 
Whereas the presence of final /n/ is invariable in such words, it is variable 
in the words in (8), all of which consist of a single heavy syllable. 
re d: 
From the words in (8), the prepositions, the conjunction and the auxiliaries 
'can', 'have' and 'be' (which also serves as a copula) are function words. As 
such, and because of the fact that (with the exception of the conjunction en) 
they may all occupy the final position in the sentence, they are variable as 
far as stress is concerned. This also holds for the adverbs and the other verbs 
involved. 
This brings us to their status within the prosodie hierarchy. With the 
exception of the verbs, none of the words in (8) is a lexical head; therefore, 
except for the verbs, these words never constitute a phonological phrase (ξ). 
13. Saver·! other diphthong· exist «part fron /£1/, but no шопоауИаЫс word· heve been found thet conteln 
one of th*ee diphthongs followed by a (deleted or undeleted) final /n/. 
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In ordinary Dutch language use, auxiliaries (half of the verbe in (8)) are 
often immediately followed by either an infinitive or a past participle. The 
main verb then forms a phonological phrase of its own. Syntactically, the 
relationship between the two adjacent phonological phrases, the second one of 
which is nonbranchlng, is one of complementation. In such a structure, the rule 
for Ж restructuring may be triggered, with the effect that the two phonological 
phrases are joined into one (Nespor & Vogel 1986: 173). In the resulting, 
extended phonological phrase, the auxiliary is in a weak position. 
Hence, within their phonological phrase, some of the words of the set in (8) 
are аі чу^ and the others are often in a weak position - in sharp contrast to 
words ot the type represented by those in Table 8.9. As lexical heads, the 
latter alwiys bear a certain degree of stress, witness the fact that they are 
always assigned a tone contour. Most probably, the highly variable behaviour of 
the words in (8) with respect to stress explains the fact that the final /n/ is 
variably deleted. 
In case the /n/ is phonetically present, the segmental condition for HL-
ineertion io fulfilled; if the word is sufficiently stressed, then the 
suprasegmental requirement for HL-insertion is also met, and the word will be 
realized with a tone contour. If, on the other hand, the final /n/ is deleted, 
then one of the two conditions for the assignment of a tone contour is not 
fulfilled. This is why these words may surface n-lessly even when they are 
stressed - see e.g. 
(17a) idœ^ija 
induwen 'push in' 
(b) leg st do.α man ι 
lee 't daar maar in 'put it in there' 
(c) wat w0lsta j'le^R ha 
wat zou ie graag willen hebben 7 'what would you like to have?' 
So the 'etic' variable [+/- stress] is not directly related to n-deletion - cf. 
(12) above. At the same time, however, the generally high variability of the 
words in (8) with respect to stress appears to be the genetic explanation for 
their variably undergoing η-deletion. In this respect the deletion is com­
parable to that of post-shwa word-final η-deletion in most varieties of modern 
Dutch, including the dialects at issue. After all, a syllable with shwa is 
never stressed. The latter rule, although variable, is well-nigh categorical in 
almost all speech styles. It operates independently of the morphological status 
of I ant I (Van Oas & Gussenhoven 1984; cf. also § 2.4.4 above). It therefore has 
some of the primary characteristics of a postlexical process. 
Because in Limburg dialects the final /n/ in the words in (8) is a tone-
bearing unit, its phonetic presence is a necessary (but not a sufficient) 
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condition for the realization of a tone contour. If the /n/ is deleted, the 
realization of a tone contour is therefore impossible. 
8.4.3 Final η-deletion, syllable structure and syllable sequencing 
The change from a CVC to a CV syllable, which results from word-final 
η-deletion, may as such be evaluated as a natural process, since universally CV 
is the maximally unmarked syllable type (e.g. Kaye & Lowenstamm 1981: 290-96) 
and, accordingly, CV$CV$CV is the preferred syllable sequencing. However, final 
η-deletion in the words in (8) results in a CV-syllable in which the vowel is 
short and lax. Except in case a shwa is involved, such a structure is avoided 
if not altogether ill-formed at least in Dutch, German and English14. As we 
saw in Ch. 6 above, in the dialect use elicited in a sample of 27 speakers of 
the Rimburg variety the η-deletion rule is not applied very often (witness the 
mean index value of 35.55). However, overall no apparent time manifestations of 
rule loss were brought to light. 
With respect to the effect of the right-hand environment on the application 
of the rule, one of the results of our statistical analyses of the elicited 
data is most remarkable. In the context 'preceding a pause', that is, in a 
monomorphemic word at the end of a sentence, final /n/ was deleted much more 
often than before another segment. Our expectations regarding the effect of the 
nature of a following segment were confirmed: before a C, the n-deletion 
indexes turned out to be much higher than before a V 1S. This latter finding 
supports our analysis of word-final η-deletion as a postlexical rule. 
In the elicited dialect use of the speakers in our sample, significant 
apparent time loss was established only in the application of the rule before a 
С (both generally and in monomorphemic words), not before a vowel or a pause. 
So in the case of this dialect feature, the levelling process is not struc­
turally motivated in the first place. On the other hand, the relatively limited 
use of the rule before vowels is supported by universal linguistic tendencies 
regarding syllable structure and syllable sequencing. If this interpretation is 
correct, these findings in a way parallel the ones presented by Hundley (1986) 
regarding two phonological processes of Peruvian Spanish, which are each 
other's opposites, summarized in § 2.5.1 above. 
14. ?от Dutch aee Bool] 198ІІ 84, Kagar at al. 19871 199 and Van dar Bulat i Van U t 1987ι 181, 183, 184) 
Rietveld 1983ι 119-22, 252 la baaed on the reaulta of a phonetic axperlnant. For Geraan, aee Van Laaaen 
Kloaka 19821 10 and Wleaa 19861 5 - cited In Ch. S above. For Engllah, aee Schana 19731 13, anong othera. The 
dialect apoken In Kerkrada, which aa an A-type Llnburg dialect has tha final n-deletlon rule, has at laaat 
three Interjections conalatlng of a nonosyliable word ending In a ahort, lax vowel (KKD 19871 16). 
15. àa the reanlts of tha t-test and the analyaaa of variance presented In $ 6.3.7 show, the naln effecta of 
the llngulatlc dlnanalons following pausa va. following segment and following С va. following V, respecti­
vely, as wall aa the naln affect of tha overarching llngulatlc dlaanslon right-hand context are all highly 
algnlflcant. 
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8.4.4 Two blocking conditions 
As was pointed out in the preceding subsection, final η-deletion is subject 
to several conflicting linguistic forces. Some of these seem to catalyse use of 
the rule, whereas others seem to inhibit its application. It is no surprise 
that within the dialect grammar η-deletion is a variable rule. In this final 
subsection we will briefly present other inhibiting forces. These ones are not 
tendential, though, but categorical. 
First of all, unlike full vowels, a following shwa blocks n-deletion: 
(18a) dot ka(n) if 
'fhat can I' 
(b) iç ka*(n) at 
'I can if 
(c) iç ha*(n) es э χ al yUhat di .. . 
'I have ones also already had that' 
'I ла е also already had ones that ...' 
The difference between ehwa and other vowels in the right-hand context suggests 
that the η-deletion rule is blocked because the following word cliticizes onto 
the target word. Whereas the prosodie structure of the relevant part of (18a) 
is1« 
С 
Pro η-deletion okay 
in the case of (18b) and (18c), where η-deletion is blocked, it is 
\ 
clit 
I 
Pro η-deletion blocked 
The relevant constraint can consequently be formalized as: 
(20) no η-deletion in the context ] M [ эС0 ] (, l l t ] c 
16. Although neither of the two phonological worde In (19a) Incorporâtes a clitic, they both fora в clitic 
group of their own. This Is required by the Strict Layer Hypotheela (Nespor i Vogel 1986: 7, 25). 
(19a) 
M 
(19b) С 
I 
м 
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I.e. final /n/ cannot be deleted If the following word Is a ehwa-initial clitic 
which hence becomes incorporated in the relevant, monosyllabic η-final word, 
thus forming a clitic group with it (Nespor & Vogel 1986: Ch. 5). 
Whereas η-deletion is categorically blocked whenever a shwa-initial clitic 
follows, the rule is sometimes prevented from operating in case the following 
word has an initial /d/; the rest of the segmental structure of the following 
word does not play a role in this connection. 
The fact that the rule is never blocked if the following word has say /t/, 
/s/ or /z/ as its initial segment makes it easy to understand the segmental 
part of this second constraint: the features [+volce] and [-cont], and the 
partial gemination of /n/ and /d/ apparently have something to do with it. 
Feature identity on the laryngeal and the (eupralaryngeal) manner and place 
tiers thus forms the essence of the segmental part of this blocking con­
straint17. 
However, this still does not explain why the blocking effect in this case 
should be variable. The apparent unpredictability of blocking if a d-initial 
word follows, in combination with the fact that η-deletion as such is already a 
variable rule, makes it difficult to further elucidate the linguistic moti­
vation for this blocking. We suspect that a prosodie factor is at work here as 
well. We will therefore start by trying to delimit the domain of this specific 
constraint by determining in which cases η-deletion may take place if a /d/ 
follows. 
As was already clear, η-deletion is never blocked if the relevant word is 
the first member of a compound (cf. (17a) above). It was exactly because of 
this fact that we concluded (in Ch. 5 above) that final η-deletion operates at 
the level of the phonological word, and is therefore a domain limit rule. It 
may operate on the juncture of two intonational phrases ('I'), as is evidenced 
by the following example - which, like all other examples given in this 
section, is taken from the spontaneous dialect use recorded for this study. 
(21) mar zç sa(n) dot is 
'but I say ι 'that is ...' 
These facts suggest that the apparently coincidental blocking of the n-deletion 
rule in case the initial segment in the following word is /d/, has the prosodie 
levels in between the phonological word and the intonational phrase as its 
domain; these are the levels of the clitic group and the phonological phrase (Ф). 
Having approximately determined the prosodie domain, we will now consider 
more examples in order to establish the exact nature of the constraint. Final 
η-deletion is not allowed and never occurs in: 
17. A aiallar phsnoaanon, typical of a eluatar of Eaat-Limburg dialect·, ia cantral in S 4.2 of Uattala 1992 
(to appear). 
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(22a) va*(n) da(R) ... 
'of the ...· 
(b) i\n) d3(R) ... 
' in the 
Here again we may be dealing with clitics - in this case the cliticized forms 
of articles. The prosodie structure then is: 
(23) Φ 
M dit M 
I I I 
Ρ Art N η-deletion blocked 
Articles ne.J not be realized in a phonetically drastically reduced fashion. If 
they are not, they are not incorporated into the clitic group, and constitute a 
phonological word of their own. However, η-deletion is still blocked in that 
case. In the following example, the /d/-initial word is a demonstrative. It is 
not cliticized (in this specific realization it was even heavily stressed, 
which is why it has been underlined), but η-deletion is blocked all the same: 
(24) i*(n) dot filia.1 
'in that branch' 
In this case, the prosodie structure is: 
Φ 
I 
С 
N η-deletion blocked 
Had the demonstrative not been stressed, η-deletion would also have been 
blocked. 
Let us now consider some cases where η-deletion is allowed before a 
/d/-initial word. 
(25) 
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(26a) a(n) dem 
'on/to him* 
(b) vo(n) die 
'of you' 
Assuming that personal pronouns count as lexical heads If they are stressed 
(cf. Neljt 1985: 185), the prosodie structure of such configurations isi 
(27) Φ 
/ I 
С С 
I I 
M M 
I I 
Ρ Pro η-deletion okay 
However, In other cases where the /d/-lnltlal word Is a pronoun, the final 
n-deletlon rule Is blocked, as for example In: 
(28) ic ka*(n) diç (...) Vlnfin 
' I can you ' 
Here the following pronoun Is unstressed, and behaves like a clitic (cf. Keljt 
1985: 186): 
\ 
clit 
I 
Pro n-deletlon blocked 
However, had the following pronoun been stressed, n-deletlon would not have 
been blocked. In case the pronoun Is stressed. It le a phonological word of Its 
own. What Is more, when stressed. It counts as a lexical head: 
(29b) Φ Φ 
I I 
С С 
I I 
M M 
I I 
V Pro η-deletion okay 
(29a) Φ 
I 
С 
I 
M 
I 
V 
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This leads us to the solution to the problem regarding the non-segmental part 
of this second blocking constraint: 
(30) In case the following word has an initial /d/, final η-deletion is 
allowed iff the following word is 
(a) not encliticized, and 
(b) a lexical head, thus forming a phonological phrase. 
An interesting aspect of the non-segmental part of (30) is that condition (a) 
implies '"" , the first blocking constraint. 
8.4.5 Finnl remarks 
Throughout this section we have dealt with the rule of word-final 
n-deletijn. This led to a better understanding of the rule itself and of the 
prosodie conditions on its application. In the following three chapters we will 
try to establish 
- if and how the rule appears to be involved in a process of dialect levelling 
in spontaneous dialect use, and if so, 
- the relationship between its linguistic nature on the one hand and the 
levelling process on the other. 
First, however, some additional methodological considerations are necessary, 
not only with respect to the use of the final η-deletion rule, but also to the 
occurrence of ^1-weakening and t-deletion. 
8.5 Additional methodological considerations: the analysis of the spontaneous 
speech 
In S 4.1 above we operationalized the three hypotheses derived from the 
sociolinguistic model and identified the independent variables needed to test 
the operational hypotheses. In § 4.4.3 we made clear which of these independent 
variables can be studied, and hence which hypotheses can be tested on the basis 
of the three types of speech material recorded for the present study. 
In section 4.3 a number of additional independent variables (the so-called 
speaker background variables) were presented. These variables are not needed to 
test the three hypotheses. As was pointed out also in other parts of this book, 
the speaker background variables were analysed only in connection with the 
relatively spontaneous data, i.e. the data for the conversations. 
All of the twenty dependent, linguistic variables from the initial selection 
were studied only in the elicited data. The analyses of the use and levelling 
of the three remaining LVs in the spontaneous data were 'deepened' both 
linguistically and extra-linguistically. The linguistic deepening of the 
analyses of the use and levelling of r'-weakening, η-deletion and t-deletion in 
the spontaneous material manifests itself among other things in the increased 
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number of linguistic dimensions and conditions in which they were analysed ι for 
j'ι-weakening one and one, and for η-deletion three and five extra dimensions 
and conditions, respectively. Two of the linguistic dimensions in which the 
elicited data for t-deletion were studied were removed but two new ones were 
added; this resulted in the elimination of five linguistic conditions and the 
incorporation of five new ones. The total number of dimensions and conditions 
involved in the analyses of the three LVs in the spontaneous speech material 
thus amounts to 
LV η ling, dimensions η ling, conditions 
γ< -weakening 4 β 
η-deletion б 14 
t-deletion 5 11 
Table 8.10 The number of linguistic dimensions and conditions involved 
in the analyses of each dialect feature in the spontaneous speech 
Extralinguistically, the analyses were deepened in two respects. The first 
one concerns the testing of hypothesis III. According to this hypothesis, the 
long-term process of dialect levelling is foreshadowed in accommodation in 
dialect use. Testing this hypothesis required a design which makes it possible 
to compare dialect use in different contact situations. The situations were 
systematically varied with respect to the dialects with which our speakers were 
confronted via the speech of their interlocutors; the dimension on which these 
dialects had to differ was their distance from the Rlmburg dialect. In S 4.4.2 
we explained how the spontaneous speech was collected to make it possible to 
study this factor. The spontaneous material thus enables testing all three 
hypotheses - in contrast to the elicited data, which only permitted testing 
hypotheses I and II. 
The analyses were also made more profound in macro-social respects, in that 
dialect use was related to the speaker background variables autochthony, 
geographical mobility, educational background, occupation and socio-economic 
background. In §§ 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 we paid attention both to the considerations 
that played a role in the choice of these variables, and to the way they were 
operationalized. In S 4.3.3 we used the correlations between these speaker 
background variables to explore the internal structure of our sample of 
speakers as far as these independent variables are concerned. 
On the basis of findings for the urban dialect of Nijmegen, Van Hout 
observes that an "age effect is not a self-contained effect, [rather] it is an 
effect brought about by general societal developments" (1989: 323-24, cf. 
273-77). Most probably, such societal developments are reflected in the speaker 
background variables in a far more direct way than in the speakers' age. 
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However, although age is not as such a social, let alone an explanatory 
variable, it will keep a central place in our analyses: what other ways do we 
have in this synchronic study to assess whether or not levelling is taking 
place? 
In the remainder of this section we shall be concerned only with metho­
dological aspects of the linguistic analyses of the use of the three dialect 
features in the corpora with spontaneous speech. To each feature a separate 
subsection is dedicated (§§ 8.5.1 to 8.5.3). The chapter will be concluded with 
some csn*
1
-' ations on two linguistic aspects of the analyses of two different 
dialect ¿atures and on a linguistic dimension which is involved in the 
analysis o" all three dialect features (§ 8.5.4). 
8.5.1 Methodological aspects of the analysis of j"-weakening 
With res lect to the analysis of ^-weakening the following aspects of the 
linguistic dimensions should be accounted for: 
From the elicited data it emerged that the use of the weakened [j] dialect 
variant of /}-'/ depends, among other things, on the nature of the following 
segment. In this respect, the question of whether a shwa or a full vowel 
follows turned out to be of no Importance, however (the overall mean indexes of 
use of the dialect feature being 22.93 and 23.89, respectively with t-0.29 
df-26 P-.778). For this reason, we decided not to differentiate between these 
two conditions any further in the analyses of the spontaneous data. Henceforth, 
in this dimension the condition 'following vowel' (as opposed to 'following 
liquid') thus covers both shwa and full vowel. 
On the other hand, the analyses of the use of this LV in the spontaneous 
speech were extended with the dimension 'within words vs. between words'. It 
should be added that ¡"-weakening across word boundaries may only occur if the 
next word has a vowel as the initial segment and resyllabificatlon with 
subsequent sandhi voicing has taken place (cf. § 5.3.2 above). 
Examples of application of the dialect feature across word boundaries are: 
(31a) miç #ί ins -» mitins -» mijins 'me once' 
(b) wiR3k-liç í# ins -» wii^kliy'ina -> wiHaklijin3 
'truly a' 
In the last part of § 7.4 we paid attention to the findings from analyses of 
fifteen cases of the type of (31a); in the final part of § 7.5 those for three 
cases of type (31b) were considered. From the point of view of dialect 
levelling, the findings turned out to be especially interesting. Apart from 
these cases, the use of the /<-weakening rule in the condition 'between words' 
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did not come out well in the elicited material, because the tasks were not 
designed so as to enable systematic analysis of the effect of the linguistic 
dimension 'prosodie level'. 
In the spontaneous speech material the use of this rule was systematically 
related to this linguistic dimension. 
As for the linguistic dimension 'grammatical statue: part of lexeme vs. part 
of morpheme', in the analyses of the spontaneous speech the latter condition 
included not only past participles (which generally have a prefix 'ge-' as part 
of a discontinuous affix), but also adjectivalized past participles and 
pseudo-participles. 
Special care was taken in case a [i] or [j] preceded, since these segments 
can cause place assimilation. 
Excluded from analysis were 
1.. all cases in which [ç] or [x] preceded; 
2.. cases in which a tautomorphemic non-high back vowel preceded - because these 
segments trigger the 'conflicting' allophony rule; 
3.. cases like /Иі0. э/, 'to believe', which have a Dutch equivalent 'geloven', 
but a German one 'glauben'. In such cases it is not clear whether or not a shwa 
precedes the liquid in the dialect variant of the word; 
4.. the verb /kri:je/, 'to get' and its past participle. In these two specific 
cases, the variants with /j/ appear to have an areal spread which extends the 
dialect-geographical area of the 'true' Ripuarian dialects, the so-called 
A-type dialects, in all of which ^-weakening is still productive. In other 
words, weakened variants of these two forms of this verb can be found in 
several dialects in the transition zone Ripuarian - East-Limburg (the B-type). 
8.5.2 Methodological aspects of the analysis of n-deletion 
As we pointed out in § 5.3.7, there are good reasons to assume that the 
(variable) rules I-lowering before non-labial nasals and final η-deletion are 
naturally ordered, i.e. that a word like in first undergoes the lowering rule 
and then final η-deletion. This issue did not play a role as such in the 
analyses of the elicited dialect use, but it will in the spontaneous data. To 
this end, we distinguished between words that may undergo I-lowering and words 
that may not, in order to see whether the two groups behave differently with 
respect to η-deletion. The words that may undergo the lowering rule (namely 
/in/, 'in', /hin/, 'away', 'to', /bin/, '(I) am') are relatively evenly 
distributed amongst the word classes (preposition, adverb, verb) and the 
possible tone contours (HLH and HL). Therefore no skewing covariation of other 
linguistic dimensions need be feared. 
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The phonological analysis of the η-deletion rule presented in the preceding 
section has a number of methodological consequences. The first ones are of a 
dialect-geographical nature. 
In the dialect spoken in Sittard, which represents the C-type Limburg 
dialects in our study18, the verb forms which are equivalent to standard Dutch 
(ik) kriie. '(I) get', heb, 'have', zee, 'say', and hebben, 'to have' (infin.), 
have another final segment than /n/. All other relevant words,19 however, do 
have a final /n/ in the Sittard dialect. Of this latter subset of words the 
equivalents of standard Dutch van, 'of', in, 'in', aan, 'on', dan, 'then, 
than', я*- ' ¿u, 'now', have been found to undergo final η-deletion occasionally 
also in L te Sittard dialect. This seems to contradict our dialect-geographical 
classifica'ion of the rule as a B-type dialect feature. Three things should be 
added, however. First, in the Sittard dialect final η-deletion is restricted to 
these words. Second, even in these few words, the rule was used very rarely in 
the more-than-two-hour 'in-group' recording of three Sittard Nonmobile Older 
relatively ^ural Males we made to enlarge and update the basis of the initial 
selection ol LVs (see § 4.2.2 above). Third, even for these few words the rule 
appears to have almost been lost, since the younger speakers of the Sittard 
dialect who were consulted decidedly rejected η-less variants of the relevant 
words. We conclude that there is no real problem here. 
In connection with the first point, some additional remarks are in order. In 
the preposition aan the Rimburg dialect, unlike the Sittard one, has variable 
final η-deletion iff the word is realized with a short vowel (as can be seen in 
Table 8.7 in the preceding section). Our analyses of the spontaneous dialect 
use were therefore of course restricted to short vowel variants also in the 
case of this particular word. 
Much more important is the observation that the words that variably undergo 
final η-deletion in the Sittard dialect all form part of the subset that can be 
realized with either of both tone contours HL or HLH. This means that compared 
to the Rimburg dialect the domain of the rule in the Sittard dialect is 
structurally restricted: of the words in ( ) in § 8.4.1 only the ones that can 
be assigned a tone contour HLH may undergo the final η-deletion rule. This 
implies that we should distinguish between the words that can be assigned a 
tone contour HLH and those that can at most be assigned HL, i.e. the ones with 
and those without a lexical H. Taking these facts into consideration, it comes 
down to the fact that variable final η-deletion separates the two dialects in 
the dialect equivalents of the words: 
18. Aa va aaid in I 4.4.2, it wna one of the three varietiea with which apeakara ware confronted in the 'out-
group' conditiona. 
19. The entire aet of relevant word can be found in (8) in che preceding aection. 
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( 8 ' ) CONJUNCTION 
/εη/ en 'and ' 
ADVERBS 
/hm/ heen 'away, to' 
Vfin (1 st person sing, present indie.) 
/r^on/ 
/d3Xn/ 
/zin/ 
IJto-nl 
IJloal 
/kan/ 
/km/ 
/bin/ 
/kan/ 
Vfin 
№. 
doe 
zie 
sta 
sla 
kan 
ken 
ben 
(3 
kan 
rd pe: 
'go' 
'do' 
'see' 
'stand' 
'beat' 
'can' 
'know' 
'am' 
rson sing. 
'can' 
present indie. ) 
In the Rimburg dialect these words may, but in the Sittard dialect these words 
may not undergo the deletion rule. 
Another reason to distinguish between the words with and those without a 
lexical H is that the words with a lexical H may surface with a tone contour 
HLH but also with HL only. This internal variation seems to make the matter 
even more complicated. However, as may be clear in the light of our phono­
logical analysis of the final η-deletion rule, this variation only exists if 
the /n/ is not deleted. As we demonstrated, no tone contour is possible if the 
/n/ is not phonetically present, since [n] is a tone bearing unit. 
In case a member of the subset of words with a lexical H, i.e. the subset in 
(9) in the preceding section, was realized with [n] and has a tone contour HL, 
then for that specific instance the word was not treated as a member of the 
potentially HLH-bearing subset. Instead, it was scored as a maximally HL-
bearing member of the set of variably η-deleting words in (8). However, in all 
other cases this linguistic dimension was treated in principle as an 'emic' 
fact. 
Inspection of Table 8.8 in § 8.4.1 above makes plain that in case the /n/ is 
phonetically present, i.e. in the first three rows, there is still variation on 
two dimensions, namely with respect to tone contour and stress. In the 
paragraphs above we dwelled upon methodological details regarding tone contour, 
both from a dialect-geographical and from an internal perspective. It goes 
without saying that in our analyses also [+/-stress] was treated as an 
independent linguistic variable. The main reason for this is the fact that /n/ 
can also be deleted in case the word is stressed, which is not expressed in 
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Table β.θ 20. In other words, both unstressed and stressed forms occur with 
and without [n]. The presence or absence of stress and the presence or absence 
of a lexical Η are the main phonological dimensions of variation we will 
Investigate. 
In present-day phonology stress is usually operationalized as the potential 
of a syllable to form a prosodie foot. Phonetically, this potential requires a 
certain minimum degree of 'dynamic accent'. In the prosodie hierarchy, feet 
form the level of constituents intermediate between the syllables and the 
phonological word: a phonological word contains one or more feet, such that 
boundarie" ~-. the higher level coincide with boundaries on the lower level (see 
§ 2.3.2 a ove). 
In connection with our analysis of the data for final η-deletion, however, 
we are referring to a type of feet that may very well exceed the word boundary. 
This type of metrical unit may correspond to 'Abercrombian' feet, i.e. 
"sequenc.s of one stressed syllable followed by a number of unstressed 
syllables, tntil we come across the next stressed syllable which starts a foot 
of its own21. Since these feet may combine syllables from different words, 
e.g. 
(good de) (térgents) 
the category 'prosodie word' as a supercategory of the category 'foot' is 
simply Impossible' given this definition iBooij 1989: 224). 
In the analyses of the spontaneous dialect use, we operationalized the 
dimension [+/-stress] as the presence or absence of sufficient stress to form 
an 'Abercrombian foot', i.e. the phonetic type of foot that may consist of 
syllables from different words. We do not draw the theoretical conclusions 
suggested by Booij. Needless to add, in our analyses the linguistic dimension 
'stress' was approached as an 'etic' fact. 
With respect to the variable rule for final η-deletion, there are 20 words 
that "in the material studied effectively occur with the old dialect variant" 
and thus constitute the rule's 'pragmatic potential' (Van Hout 1989: 144 - my 
translation, FH). These words belong to one of four classes: prepositions, 
adverbs, verb forms and the conjunction en, 'and'. 
The analyses of the elicited data revealed that η-deletion occurs least 
frequently in this conjunction: whereas the grand mean over all four word 
classes for the entire sample of speakers is 35.55, for the conjunction alone 
this index does not exceed 7.04 (cf. § 6.3.7 above). Analyses of the spon­
taneous 'in-group' dialect use of the nine speakers of the Older age group 
20. So«, howavar, (12) in S В.4.1. 
21. Aa Abercroabia'a (1967: 131) oparationalitation of cha noción, tbia appllaa to tha metrical 'aurfaca' 
acruccure - ΓΗ. 
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showed even less η-deletion in the conjunction: 4 / 78. These four cases of use 
of the n-less form were realized by no more than three out of the nine speakers 
in this age group. We concluded that the conjunction en can hardly be con­
sidered to be part of the 'restrictive potential' of the rule, i.e. the group 
of words that are frequently realized with the dialect variant (terminology by 
Van Hout 1989: 144 - my paraphrase, FH). 
In view of the obvious discrepancy between the pragmatic and the restrictive 
potential as far as the conjunction is concerned, and particularly because of 
the finding that the conjunction appears to be relatively uninteresting for the 
study of the use of the η-deletion rule, we decided not to include it in our 
analyses of the spontaneous speech material. 
With respect to the remaining classes of words that may undergo final 
η-deletion some very detailed remarks have to be made. 
The words van, aan and in do not always function as prepositions; in cases 
like e.g. eraan, lit. 'on PRO' or aaneen, 'together', they are part of an 
adverb. The same holds in case they function as the floating particle of a 
'separable composite verb' (Du. 'scheidbaar samengesteld werkwoord') like 
induwen. 'to push in', aangeven, 'to hand, to declare, to notify', etc. 
In present-day spoken Dutch, van is very frequently used as a conjunction 
introducing direct speech, e.g. in 
(32) Ik dacht van "Dat kan niet" 
'I thought of "That is impossible"' 
The latter function of van was excluded from the analyses; anyway, it turned 
out to be rare in the spontaneous dialect use studied. 
Unlike the standard language, the dialect traditionally uses dan only as an 
adverb. In comparatives (type 'bigger than') the word /wi/ or /ESWÍ/ mostly 
serves as a conjunction; the relatively few cases in which /dan/ was used were 
left out of our analyses of the spontaneous speech. In the other cases in which 
the standard language uses dan as a conjunction (Van Dale 1984: 559) the 
dialect has another word. In conditional constructions of the general format 
'if x, then y* in the dialect /dan/ is used - as is the case in the standard 
language; in this function /dan/ is an adverb (ANS 1984: 659). 
Of the verb forms the auxiliaries (ik) heb and hebben. '(I) have' and 'to 
have' respectively, as well as (ik) ben. '(I) am', which is also a copula, are 
by far the most frequently used ones in our corpora. 
As far as the right-hand environment is concerned: 
1. the linguistic dimension 'monomorphemic word vs. first member of a compound 
word', i.e. / #(#) segment/ was not further taken into account. ProeodicaHy 
it does not seem to make any difference anyway; 
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2. we drew the obvious methodological consequence of the existence of the two 
blocking conditions (discussed in § 8.4.4), and excluded from our analyses the 
cases in which final η-deletion is blocked. For this purpose, we could base 
ourselves not only on our understanding of the blocking conditions, but as a 
speaker of the dialects under discussion also on our intuitions which, as we 
pointed out already, are straightforward in this connection. As a matter of 
fact, these intuitions also enabled us to leave out such cases from the 
elicitation tasks; 
¿. cases in which [m] or [n] followed were again excluded from analysis; 
4.. the rei a*-J vre sonority of the following segment was not taken into considera-
tion, sii -e in Dutch, and also in the Limburg dialects, /n/ can only be 
syllable-initial if a vowel follows. In other words, only the difference 
between consonants and vowels is relevant. 
8.5.3 Methodological aspects of the analysis of t-deletion 
As we demonstrated in § 5.3.14, the Limburg dialects concerned have word-
final [t]s with three different types of grammatical status. The first one is 
part of the lexical representation (e.g. kast, 'cupboard', echt, 'true', 
'truely', leued -» jeug[t], 'youth'). The second one is the morphemic -.t; it 
occurs in verb inflection, and the two subtypes we studied are part of the 
inflectional system of the present indicative and of the past participle22. 
The third type was baptized 'pronominal' [t], for want of a better designation. 
This designation is used to refer to cases of the format 
(33) np[Det + Adnom.-t + 0 ] 
condition: N - [neuter] 
as im 
(34a) э dik me:atja 
a dik-t 
(b) mi bo.к 
at min-t, 
In constituents of this type, -t in the adnominal word serves as a pronominal 
affix which marks [neuter] and functions as the head of a nounless group. As 
such it identifies a morphologically caseless NP as an argument. 
Whereas final t-deletion after obstruents was studied in the elicited 
material for all three grammatical types, the spontaneous dialect use was 
analysed for the first two types only. The main reason for this was the very 
22. In S S.3.1* wa showed that in the»· dialect» the lattar ia underlyliigly /al. It ia aubjact to the 
autonatic rule of final devoicing. 
'a fat girl' 
'a fat [one]' 
'my book' 
'the mine [one]' 
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low mean frequency of use of constituents of the type in (33) and (34). In the 
majority of cases not even the minimum amount of four relevant observations per 
speaker per conversation would have been reached. The analyses of the LV 
t-deletion were thus limited to the first two grammatical types, 'lexical' and 
morphemic (present indie, and past participle) ones. 
Whereas, compared to the analyses of the elicited data for the LV 
t-deletion, the range of grammatical types studied was reduced, the analyses 
were extended in a phonological respect by adding the nature of the following 
segment to the linguistic dimensions of variation. Independently of the 
questions 
a) whether one should speak about t-deletion or rather about 'non-affiliation 
of an untimed, floating Iti', 
b) whether the phenomenon operates once or several times during the derivation 
(cf. § 5.3.14), 
с.) whether or not t-deletion and t-reduction (which was assigned a score 0.5) 
are the same phenomenon (Van Hout 19Θ7: 8-9), and 
d) whether or not t-deletion is as such a phonotactic rule motivated by 
syllable structure, 
in several studies both the preceding and the following segment were found to 
influence the amount of t-deletion. 
In connection with the preceding segment we continued to distinguish between 
fricatives and stops. With respect to the following segment two different 
hypotheses will be tested. One is: the Vocalic vs. Consonantal nature of the 
following segment is relevant to final t-deletion after obstruents. Since 
/Obstruent t ## Vowel/ is a less 'complicated' cluster than /Obstruent t tt 
Consonant/, t-deletion can be expected to occur less often before vowels than 
before consonants. The other hypothesis is more subtle in that it assumes 
t-deletion to be gradually dependent on the relative sonority of the following 
segment. The higher the sonority value of the next segment, the higher the 
chances are that the /t/ or /d/ will be involved in a process of resyllabifica-
tion, so that deletion is expected to take place less often, and vice versa23. 
In contrast to final η-deletion, the sonority scale 
0 < N < L < G < V 
does appear to be relevant in this connection, witness the existence of words 
with initial clusters /t Glide/, for example 
(35a) twee 'two' 
twinkelen 'to twinkle' 
tia 'well, humph' interj. 
tjokvol 'chock-full' 
23. Cf. HooaoUllar 19871 45 footnote 64| Van Bout 19871 13. 
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and It Liquid/, at least as far as 'r' Is concerned e.g. 
(35b) trap 'stairs, kick' 
trillen 'vlbrate, tremble' 
To test both hypotheses, with respect to the right-hand environment In the 
analyses of the spontaneous speech we used two classifications: 
- С or V (or pause), and 
- sonority: 1 to 5. 
In case a following vowel was preceded by an audible glottal stop, then this 
stop was pf course treated as the following segment, namely as a consonant in 
the first classification and as an obstruent24 In the second. The exact 
relationship between the classifications adopted to test the above hypotheses 
is visualized in Table 8.11. 
24. Unlike Schana 1973i 20 and Halle l elementa 19831 33, η do not ragaTd [1] aa a glide. At leaat in thia 
dialect, articulatorily [I] haa an umaiatalLably 'ploaive' character. Moreover and more importantly, dlatrl-
butionally it la only partly comparable to other glides in the dialect, in particular to /j/ or Ivi. First, 
it is nevar part of the lexical repreaentation. Second, it occurs not only in heteroayllabic aequences of 
certain vowels (nattpen, 'to imitate', beamen, 'to aaaant to', paella, 'paella'), aa ia the caae with glides, 
but alao in underlylngly vowel-initial Dutch worda - or probably in onaetless aylLablea generally. Cf. 
S 5.3.IS; also Sluytera 1992i 48-50. 
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C/V/p 
cons 
vowel 
pause 
2 major 
class 
features 
+cone 
-son 
+СОП8 
+βοη 
-cone 
+son 
natural class 
obstruent 
nasal 
liquid 
glide 
vowel 
sonority value 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Table 8.11 The classification of the right-hand environment in con­
nection with the LV t-deletion 
To test the first hypothesis, for each speaker for each condition, i.e. for 
C, for V and for pause, we calculated indexes of the regular type 
[ η cases of use of the dialect feature / η cases of use of the LV ] 
For these indexes, t-deletion was treated as a continuous variable: the 
realizations were scored on a three-point scale (see § 4.5.3). 
To test the second hypothesis two indexes were calculated per speaker per 
conversation: 
[ sum of the sonority values for all cases of no t-del / η cases ] 
and 
[ sum of the sonority values for all cases of t-del / η cases ] 
For these indexes, t-deletion was treated as a binary variable, and only 
complete absence of [t] was scored as a case of deletion. The five positions on 
the sonority scale are represented in roughly equal proportions in this part of 
the data. By calculating indexes of this type we treat the ordinal variable 
sonority as an interval variable - although this does not imply that we look 
upon sonority as such. The numbers of observations per speaker certainly allow 
this approach. 
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Excluded from the analyses were 
1^ . all cases in which a [t] or [d] followed, 
2. all instances in which a 'lexical' [t] was part of the first member of a 
compound word (cf. § 5.3.14), and 
3.. all cases where the [t] was not word-final because it was followed by e.g. 
the diminutive suffix - independently of the allomorph used (cf. §§ 5.3.5, 
5.3.14 and 7.4). 
β.5.4 Remarks of a more general nature 
With ι spect to both η-deletion and t-deletion, and independently of whether 
or not the rules were applied, following "erm" was in principle classified as 
constituting a following vowel, since it has a shwa as initial segment. 
Under certain conditions the analysis of a following vowel in connection 
with n-dele'-.ion differs from that with respect to t-deletion. With respect to 
the LV n-del3tion, independently of whether or not a glottal stop was inserted, 
a following vowel was always interpreted as a following vowel. In case the rule 
is applied before a vowel, the presence of a glottal stop is a consequence of 
the resulting structure, namely the hiatus that needs to be filled between two 
adjacent vowels. With respect to the LV t-deletion after obstruents, however, a 
following glottal stop has another status. Its occurrence does not appear to be 
dependent on whether the rule is applied or not. Since neither application nor 
non-application of the t-deletion rule results in hiatus, the presence of a 
glottal stop must be independent of the rule. So irrespective of application or 
non-application 
- with respect to η-deletion both [ V] and [ 2 V] were analysed as V; 
- in connection with t-deletion, [ V] was analyzed as V, but [ ? V] was 
analysed as a stop (an obstruent and а С respectively). 
Of course, with respect to t-deletion, in each single instance of a following 
[ î V] the question can be asked which was first: non-resyllabification (in 
which case /7/ must be inserted) or the insertion of /7/ (in which case 
resyllabification is excluded). This problem plays a much smaller role than the 
general consideration that, apparently independent of whether or not [t] is 
deleted, in these cases the following syllable simply does not have a phoneti-
cally empty onset. 
A linguistic dimension common to the analyses of the use of all three LVs in 
the spontaneous speech material was the vocalic vs. consonantal nature of the 
following segment. Even on this point there are some differences, though. In 
the dialects studied, the only С that can possibly follow a syllable-initial 
If4 and its weakened variant is a liquid. In connection with final n- and 
t-deletion it should be noted that the following segment is always preceded by 
a word boundary. Finally, with regard to the two deletion variables it should 
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be noted that a word-final /t/ after an obstruent is extrasyllablc, so that in 
a way it is less tightly incorporated in prosodie structure than /n/. 

Chapter 9 Findings for the In-group conversations 
9.1 Introduction 
As may be recalled, the spontaneous speech material that we collected 
consists of two corpora, namely those of in-group and out-group conversations. 
Whereas in the out-group conversations each speaker was confronted individually 
with a speaker of another variety, in the in-group conversations three speakers 
of the same age group participated. For that sake, the nine representatives of 
each age group were divided over three groups of three speakers. In the present 
chapter, attention will be focused on the findings for the in-group dialect use 
and the processes of levelling it reflects. In the next chapter we will discuss 
the findings for the out-group conversational speech. In Ch. 11 the two will be 
systematically compared in order to test the third sociolinguistic hypothesis. 
The recordings of each of the nine conversations all lasted about an hour; 
from each conversation between 20 and 30 minutes of interactive dialect use was 
analysed (depending mainly on the speaker and the LV concerned). These first 
analyses of the speech material itself led to 2698 observations for the entire 
sample of speakers, which comes down to an average of 900 per LV, 100 per 
speaker, and 33 per speaker per LV. 
The analyses of these data and their results will be presented in the same 
manner as those regarding the elicited dialect use in Ch. 6: first, the use of 
each single dialect feature as such will be examined (section 9.2), then the 
use will be related to age group in order to assess whether or not changes are 
taking place (section 9.3). Use as well as apparent time changes in the use 
will be related to both linguistic and extra-linguistic factors. As we 
announced in the previous chapter, the analyses will gain depth by introducing 
'new' independent variables, linguistic ones and extra-linguistic ones. Section 
9.4 contains a summary of the main findings and an evaluation of hypotheses I 
and II. 
9.2 Пае of the dialect features. Overall patterns 
In this section we will first look at overall patterns in the occurrence of 
the dialect features. Next ve will relate the occurrence of the dialect 
features to the linguistic dimensions studied (S 9.2.1). Then we will try to 
detect patterns of covariation in the linguistic dimensions which were involved 
in the study of several dialect features (§ 9.2.2). In SS 9.2.3 and 9.2.4 we 
will establish the role of the speaker background variables in the in-group use 
of the dialect features. 
In Table 9.1 the average frequency of use of the three dialect features in 
the in-group conversations is presented along with the standard deviation. The 
figures show that the variance (s2) in the use of these features turns out to 
be inversely proportional to their mean use. 
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χ s 
f"!-weakening 31.62 32.06 
η-deletion 45.06 13.18 
t-deletion 80.32 11.91 
Table 9.1 Mean and standard deviation of the in-group use of the dialect 
features 
Another ι ing which deserves attention is the fact that the average use of the 
dialect fi tures increases with their areal spread. The effect of the spread of 
the dialect features on their in-group use is highly significant (F=37.26 
df-2,52 p-.OOO). 
Morec /er, as far as their use is concerned, the dialect features are not 
significant у correlated, so they do not covary to an interesting degree. 
Rather, Lhe three dialect features appear to have their own specific patterns 
of occurrence - cf. Table 9.2. 
η-deletion t-deletion 
y' -weakening .3244 -.2957 
(.099) (.134) 
n-deletion -.3579 
(.067) 
Table 9.2 Pearson correlation coefficients between the dialect features 
(two-tailed probabilities; n-27) 
Apparently there are no clear linear relationships between these dialect 
features. This finding suggests that each of the three features indeed forms an 
independent dimension. 
In the two subsections to follow we will consider the use of the dialect 
features in connection with linguistic dimensions. 
9.2.1 Use of the dialect features: linguistic dimensions 
Before we consider the findings regarding the effect of the linguistic 
dimensions on the occurrence of the dialect features, two remarks must be made 
of a more technical nature. First, for reasons we will make clear in § 12.4.1, 
no comparisons will be made between the findings from the spontaneous and those 
from the elicited dialect use. Nonetheless, as will have become clear in 
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section β.5 above, the linguistic dimensions involved in the study of the 
occurrence of the three dialect features in the spontaneous speech material by 
and large correspond to those investigated in the elicited data. 
The second remark concerns the statistical analysis of the data. The 
linguistic dimensions involved in this study can be classified in two ways. One 
concerns the number of linguistic conditions that they define, and the other is 
the question whether or not there is a hypothesis regarding the direction of 
their effect - derived, for instance, from the phonological model sketched in 
Ch. 2. To test the hypothesis regarding the effect of a linguistic dimension 
consisting of two conditions, in principle one-tailed t-tests could have been 
applied. For a number of linguistic dimensions with two conditions we did not 
have specific predictions. In such cases, the two-tailed probability of the 
t-value must be determined, since this test is more conservative. We decided to 
rely on two-tailed tests also in connection with the linguistic dimensions for 
which we did have a hypothesis; in so doing we chose the safe option. We thus 
proceeded in the same way as we did when analysing the elicited data (cf. 
S 6.2.1 above). The same holds for the analysis of the data in connection with 
linguistic dimensions which involve more than two conditions: jus; as in the 
study of the elicited data, in those cases one-way analysis of variance with 
repeated measures was applied. As in the analysis of the elicited data (cf. 
§ 6.2.3), as a check the outcomes of these analyses of variance as well as 
those from the t-tests (which will be presented in this subsection) were 
compared to the outcomes of analyses of variance including the between-subjects 
variable age group. In all cases the outcomes regarding the significance of the 
(main) effect of the linguistic dimension were essentially identical. The 
outcomes of the latter analyses will be extensively considered in section 9.3. 
И -weakening 
The findings regarding the effect of several linguistic dimensions on the 
application of the yi-weakening rule are presented in Table 9.3. 
between words 34.40 - within words 30.47 
t-1.04 df-26 P-.310 
part of lexeme 28.88 - part of morpheme 34.31 
t--1.59 df-26 Р-.125 
word-initial 29.91 - word-internal 32.98 
t--1.04 df-26 P-.309 
before vowel 31.85 > before liquid 19.55 
t-4.14 df-25 p-.OOO 
Table 9.3 The use of the fi-weakening rule in several linguistic condi­
tions; means and the significance of the differences between the means 
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The only dimension which appears to be of significance is the nature of the 
following segment. The finding that the weakened dialect variant, [j], is used 
more often before a vowel (type gas, 'gas') than before a liquid (glas. 
'glass', eras, 'grass') supports the part of our phonological model which 
relates syllable structure to the sonority distance between adjacent segments. 
Neither the grammatical status of the segment nor its position within the 
(morphological) word appears to have much influence on the application of the 
rule. 'Prosodie level', the first dimension mentioned in the table, does not 
seem to be of Importance either. As it stands, the comparison of y'-weakening 
between words with that within words (a condition which includes the three 
other 1. jistic dimensions) is biased, however. Between words, y'-weakening 
only occuis if the second word is vowel-initial1, as in 
(1) yç té ант jullie/Ü naar binnen 'you [go] inside' 
As far as the 'within words' condition is concerned, the comparison should 
therefore '.ч confined to cases in which a vowel follows. However, the dif­
ference between these means is not significantly different either (t-.29 df-26 
Р-.775). This finding implies that we are dealing with a 'late' rule which is 
only sensitive to syllable structure. 
Given the nature of his data, Schlobinski's findings for a structurally 
similar rule of the Berlin vernacular which changes /q/ into [j] can best be 
compared to those from our Rimburg in-group conversations. Schlobinski (1987: 
98-111, 162-63) found a very marked, and directionally identical effect of the 
nature of the following segment, - although his data do not contain any cases 
of a following liquid /1/. A reanalysis of Schlobinski's data makes clear that, 
in contrast to the Rimburg dialect speakers, for the 37 speakers of the Berlin 
vernacular in his sample the position of the segment in the word does have a 
pronounced effect: word-initial (1023 / 1694) • 60.39Z vs. word-internal 
(477 / 1159) - 41.16Z [j] for /q/. Further on we will return to other aspects 
of Schlobinski's findings for this dialect feature. 
n-deletion 
Four out of six linguistic dimensions studied turn out to have significant 
effects on the frequency of n-deletion - see Table 9.4. 
1. An additional requirement la that reayllablflcatlon and aandhl voicing have taken place. Cf. (S 5.3.2 and 
8.5.1 above. 
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- I-lowering relevant 41.52 - not relevant 46.44 
t--.95 df-26 P-.349 
+ in adverbs 59.97 > prepositions 48.14 > verb forms 28.30 
F-24.92 df-2,52 p-.OOO 
- verb forms: dial.Sittard final /n/ 23.32 - other final segment 32.00 
t--1.78 d£-23 ρ-.08β 
+ stressed 33.81 < unstressed 59.99 
t--5.09 df-26 p-.OOO 
+ lexical Η 61.43 > no lexical Η 25.64 
t-8.96 df-26 p-.OOO 
+ before consonant 60.10 > pause 56.06 > vowel 21.29 
F-21.37 df-2,42 p-.OOO 
Table 9.4 The use of the η-deletion rule in several linguistic conditions; 
means and the significance of the differences between the means 
The frequency of the use of the rule does not appear to be significantly 
affected by whether or not I-lowering may apply. As such, this finding does not 
tell us anything about rule ordering. However, let us try to go one step 
further, although this complicates things somewhat. Since both I-lowering and 
η-deletion are variable rules, it is difficult to establish their mutual 
ordering. There is, however, one clear indication: variants of the type 
(2) [hiT] or 
[he1] 
underlyingly /hm/ heen 'away, towards' 
are only possible if the two rules are in a natural, i.e. counter-bleeding 
order. Generally speaking: even if for all relevant observations the set 
[+ I-lowering, + η-deletion], i.e. of variants of the type in (2), turns out to 
be empty, this does not prove that the rules are in bleeding order, given the 
optional character of both rules. Conversely, each separate realization of the 
type [+ I-lowering, + η-deletion] proves that the rules are in counter-bleeding 
order - at least in that specific case. Now in 3 of the 99 realizations in our 
in-group speech material of the subgroup of variably η-deleting and I-lowering 
words, both rules applied2. They were produced by three different speakers, 
one of the Kiddle and two of the Younger age group. This is an indication that 
the rules are naturally ordered at least for these few speakers. 
2. ?or thla little alde-ahow, we United ouraelvas to Inatancaa of conpiate n-laaeneaa. ТЪа proportion of 
n-dalatlon (taken aa a contlnuoua variable) In tha calculation alao tha 0.5 acoraa ware Included) In the 
aubgroup of varlablj 1-lovarlng «orda la 102.3 / 230. 
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Quite remarkably, the rank-order of the three word classes3 with regard to 
the proportion of n-deletion is identical to that of French liaison. On the 
basis of a quantitative analysis of the spoken French in the corpus of Orléans, 
Daan de Jong (19881 87) presented a scale on which granmatical categories are 
ordered according to the extent to which they are subject to liaison, or rather 
to the degree of their "favouring effect upon the realization of liaison 
consonants". The extent to which liaison takes place apparently decreases from 
modifying adverbs (position 2 in the rank-order) via prepositions (position 3) 
to verbs (positions 5, 7, 9 and 10). 
At least as far as η-deletion in the Rimburg dialect is concerned, what 
seems a .d class effect may at least partly be a matter of stress. After all, 
it seems much more plausible for a postlexical rule to be determined by a 
stress effect than by word class; apart from the verbs, none of the variably 
η-deleting words is a lexical head, and even the verbs often do not form a 
phonological phrase of their own (cf. $ 8.4.2 above). In language use, 
prepositions in general seldom bear the amount of stress required to form an 
Abercrombiea foot; verb forms (even the auxiliaries) are comparatively often 
stressed. This conjecture is supported by the patterns of covariation of 
η-deletion in the relevant conditions: as far as the use of this deletion rule 
is concerned, there appears to be a strong linear relationship between pre­
positions and not being stressed on the one hand and between verb forms and 
being stressed on the other4. Consider Table 9.5. 
unstressed stressed 
adverbs .3438 .5657 
(.079) (.002) 
prepositions .8141 -.0010 
(.000) (-996) 
verb forms .1624 .8288 
(.418) (.000) 
Table 9.5 Pearson correlation coefficients between several linguistic 
conditions as regards η-deletion (two-tailed probabilities) 
The fact that η-deletion was applied least frequently in verb forms is 
remarkable also in the light of the geographical and grammatical diffusion of 
the rule: in the (geographically relatively contiguous C-type) dialect spoken 
3. 7or aoae of tha relevant worda, word claaa aamberahip changea with graomatlcal function - cf. S β.5.2 
above. 
4. A more direct way to teat our conjecture would require data vatrixaa in which each linguittic condition ia 
f
croaeed' with and can hence be atudied in relation to all other conditiona. Our data mattixee have another 
organization, and the poasibllitiea for analyaea of the relationahipa between linguiatic dinenaiona are 
Halted. We will return to thia laaua in S 12.2.3. 
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In Slttard, final n-deletlon does not occur In verb forms at all. On a more 
specific level, the question of whether or not the Slttard equivalent of a 
relevant verb form has a final /n/ does not appear to Influence the frequency 
of n-deletlon significantly. 
The finding that n-deletlon occurs significantly more often in unstressed 
than in stressed words confirms our view that the high general variability of 
the relevant words with respect to stress is the genetic explanation of their 
variably undergoing this deletion process (§ 8.4.2). The fact that n-deletion 
takes place less often in stressed words may lead to an interpretation of 
η-deletion as a rule which has the secondary function of a 'no nonsense'-
measure: when the word is unstressed, it cannot have a tone contour, so in that 
respect the weight is disfunctional and therefore the non-tone-bearing /n/ may 
be deleted. 
The finding that η-deletion occurs significantly more often in words with a 
lexical H than in words without a lexical H means that η-deletion is applied 
more often in words with a potential tone contour that varies between HLH and 
HL (i.e. in words with a lexical H that need not surface phonetically) than in 
words with an invariable potential tone contour HL 5. Hence, as far as the 
segmental requirements for the realization of a tone contour are concerned, 
amongst the group of words that may undergo final η-deletion, those with a 
potential tone contour HL can realize their contour considerably more often 
than those with a potential tone contour HLH. 
It is difficult to consider tone contour to be the explanation for the 
variation in η-deletion. On closer inspection, the tone contour seemed to be at 
best an intervening factor; the hypothesis emerged that it is really the 
frequency of occurrence of the respective words that determines their relative 
vulnerability to η-deletion. To test this hypothesis we proceeded as follows: 
for each of the words in the two groups, we determined the total frequency of 
occurrence in the corpua of spoken Dutch on which Eveline de Jong (ed.) (1979) 
is based6. The total corpus frequencies of use of all words in each of the two 
groups were then added up and the means were calculated. The outcomes are given 
in (1): 
(3) mean frequency of use of the η-final monosyllabic words which in the 
dialect may bear HLH: 1258.80 (standard deviation 756.54) 
mean frequency of use of the η-final monosyllabic words which in the 
dialect may bear HL 7: 130.75 (standard deviation 131.72) 
3. Recall cbnt In the Limburg dlalecta the reellzatlon of e tone contour la poaalble only In e atreaaad 
aylleble. 
6. Known ea the *Corpne Delkena'; the epeech material wee collected In AmeterdAa. We baaed our calculatlona 
on the data In Hat 'Al' (pp. 27-78) In the book juat mentioned, which la one of the étendard accounta of 
word frequenclea In apoken Dutch. 
7. Since we excluded the conjunction en, 'and', from our eualyaea of n-deletlon In the epontanaoua dialect 
uaa (for the reaaona that were expounded In S β.5.2), we preaent figurée for the group excluding thla word. 
Inclualon renderà а шап frequency of 317.54 and а-6в5.18. 
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The mean frequencies of use of the words in the two groups in the corpus 
analysed by Eveline de Jong c.s. were then compared with the proportion of 
η-deletion in the two groups in our data. On average, the words which may be 
realized with a tone contour HLH, i.e. those with a lexical H, appear to be 
used much more often than those which may be realized with HL, i.e. those 
without a lexical H. This indicates that it may very well be the difference in 
general frequency of occurrence between the words in the two groups which 
brings about their difference in the amount of η-deletion. In that case we are 
dealing with different degrees of wear and tear. (In a future follow-up study, 
the data regarding the frequency of occurrence of the words in the two groups 
might al je distilled from the Rimburg spontaneous speech material.) 
The finding that n-deletion is applied more often in words with a lexical H 
than in words without one is also interesting from a dialect-geographical 
perspective. As we pointed out in § 8.5.2 above, as far as η-deletion is 
concerned, the C-type Limburg dialect spoken in Sittard differs in two respects 
from the 6- and A-type Limburg dialects. First, there is a segmental dif­
ference: in the Sittard dialect some of the relevant verb forms simply do not 
have /n/ as the final segment. We have already discussed this factor. The 
second difference is a suprasegmental one: only the words which may bear a tone 
contour HLH occasionally undergo n-deletion in older phases of the Sittard 
dialect. In other words, the occurrence of the rule in the Sittard dialect is 
limited to the small subset of words the* can be assigned either of both tone 
contours, i.e. the words with a lexical H. Our finding that n-deletion occurs 
significantly more often in the words of that subset than in the words of the 
other subset may therefore also be interpreted in the light of the hypothesis 
that the wider a dialect feature is distributed in geographical space, the less 
vulnerable it is to dialect loss. The pattern emerging from our n-deletion data 
may result from a process of geographically gradual dialect levelling (cf. our 
hypothesis II) - but of course this interpretation can only be a suggestion at 
this point. 
The right-hand environment, the last dimension mentioned in Table 9.4, also 
appears to have a very considerable effect on the use of the deletion rule. As 
such this is not surprising; the direction of the effect is a surprise, 
however, although only partly so. The fact that the rule is used most frequent­
ly before consonants and least before vowels was to be expected, given the 
universally preferred syllable sequencing CV$CV. The surprising part concerns 
the relatively high frequency of use of the rule before a pause8. Application 
of the n-deletion rule generally results in an ill-formed syllable and violates 
the phonotactic restrictions of Dutch and German. An open syllable with a 
short, lax vowel before a pause is doubly marked, so to speak. Nevertheless, as 
β. Th« difference in the uean frequency of application of the n-deletion rule between the conditlona before 
pause and before conaonant ia not significant (t-.09 df-21 p-.929). 
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our in-group data indicate, in the majority of cases this fact does not prevent 
the rule from applying in that environment. 
t-deletion 
The frequency of t-deletion appears to be dependent on each of the three 
main linguistic dimensions investigated. The fourth dimension studied does not 
cause significant differences in the use of the rule; however, this latter 
dimension cannot be considered as autonomous, since it constitutes a further 
refinement of a condition in one of the three other dimensions. See Table 9.6. 
+ part of lexeme 88.SO > morpheme 72.10 
t-3.56 df-26 p-.OOl 
- morpheme: pres.indie. 78.33 - past part. 80.73 
t--.37 df-15 P-.717 
+ after stop 73.05 < fricative 84.72 
t--2.55 df-25 P-.017 
+ before consonant 89.33 > vowel 78.60 > pause 72.56 
F-7.14 df-2,44 P-.002 
Table 9.6 The use of the t-deletion rule in several linguistic conditions; 
means and the significance of the differences between the means 
The fact that the deletion affects [t]s which are part of a lexeme, i.e. the 
final [t]s in words such as 
(4) recht 'straight, right' 
post 'post' 
significantly more often than morphemic ones, e.g. 
(5a) sleep-t 'drag(s)' pres.indie. 2 or 3 sing, or 2 plur. 
(b) ge-schok-t 'shocked' past partie. 
suggests that t-deletion is not only a postlexical rule. After all, postlexical 
rules are not sensitive to word-internal (morphological) structure (cf. § 2.3.2 
above). On the other hand, the difference in deletion between lexemic and 
morphemic [tjs confirms the view according to which final [t]s following an 
obstruent are extra-syllabic or floating. Since derivationally a [t] which 
forms part of the lexical representation becomes affiliated earlier than a 
morphemic one, its chances not to reach the phonetic surface are bigger, on the 
assumption that the deletion rule operates at several levels of derivation 
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(§§ 5.3.14, 6.3.14). Moreover, In contrast to the morphemic ones, lexemic [t]s 
are grammatically functionless. 
No significant difference In vulnerability to deletion seems to exist 
between the two types of morphemic [t] that were studied. It should be pointed 
out, however, that we are most probably dealing with an artefact of the data. 
The number of speakers who produced valid data (i.e. at least 4 realizations) 
for the inflectional [t] in the present indicative, as in (5a), is 1Θ, and for 
the past participle, such as (5b), it is 24. The intersection, i.e. the number 
of speakers who produced valid data of both types of verb forms is 16. This 
means that the basis of comparison is relatively limited, so that not too much 
importali snould be attached to this result. This becomes even more obvious if 
one conslcers the mean indexes of t-deletion for all valid observations in each 
of the two morpheme types separately: pres.indie. 78.65 vs. past part. 73.57. 
Here, the direction of the difference is the reverse. In short, in this case we 
are dealing with a distortion due to lacking observations. 
The effect of the [+/- cont] specification of the preceding obstruent was 
studied in jrder to test the claim that fricatives have a higher sonority value 
than stops (see footnote 26 in § 6.3.14 for references). If this is the case, 
then a coda formed by a fricative followed by a /t/ is more highly valued than 
one consisting of a stop followed by /t/, which is a stop itself; in the latter 
case, the sonority distance between adjacent segments is nil. Therefore, our 
operationalization of the above claim is that one would expect t-deletion to 
occur more often after a stop than after a fricative. Our data contradict this 
expectation, however. Not even the null-hypothesis ("no difference") is 
supported by our findings. Rather, the opposite appears to be the case: final 
[t] is deleted more often after a fricative than after a stop - at least for 26 
speakers of the Rimburg dialect9. One should take account of the fact that the 
number of different stops that can occupy the position preceding final [t] is 
only two, whereas the number of fricatives is four. Moreover, the latter 
include the sibilants /s/ and /ƒ/, which in other studies have been found to be 
partly unpredictable in this respect. This may in part be due to the fact that 
they have the same place of articulation as [t]. For these reasons, we cannot 
conclude that our findings show that the sonority scaling of both groups of 
obstruents is exactly the other way round, nor that fricatives and stops 
constitute a single sonority class. 
Our study of the impact of the following segment on t-deletion was based on 
two different hypotheses. One is that the Vocalic vs. Consonantal nature of the 
following segment is relevant to word-final t-deletion after obstruents. Since 
/Obstruent t tt Vowel/ is a less complex cluster than /Obstruent t ## Con-
9. Inapecclon of Che relevenc cables (findings foe 'lexemic' and morphemic [t] in paac parcic.) reveela chac 
Che aame holds for the spontaneous speech by the 143 Nijmegen speakers studied by Van Hout 19θ9ι 1B7, 188. A 
comparison between the Nijmegen and Rimburg pattarne of t-deletlon in apontaneoue apeech ie preaented in 
Binskene t Van Bout 1990 (Co eppear). 
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sonant/, t-deletlon can be expected to occur less frequently before vowels than 
before consonants. Our findings confirm this hypothesis (t-2.78 df-23 one-
tailed p-.OOSS). It Is quite remarkable that for t-deletlon before a consonant 
- the variance Is relatively very small (etand.dev.-8.75), and 
- the lowest Index In the entire sample Is no less than 73.81. 
The fact that the Index of t-deletlon before a vowel Is approximately 79, and 
not 100 makes plain that timing of the [t] before a vowel Is categorical only 
if the two segments are separated by a morpheme boundary, i.e. in cases like 
(6) [kis] 'case', 'box' sing. *[кіээ] plur. 
[kzsta] plur. 
when the [t] is not word-final. The fact that t-deletion may apply in case the 
following vowel is part of the next word but not if it is part of a suffix 
clearly bears witness to the postlexical status of the rule. 
Following up on the first hypothesis, we also studied final t-deletion 
before a pause. In that condition, the rule turned out to be used least often, 
but still reaches an average index value of about 73. As can be seen in 
Table 9.6, the effect of the three-value linguistic dimension right-hand 
environment is highly significant. The relative importance of the three 
conditions for use of the rule is consonant > vowel > pause. Also in this 
respect Van Hout's (1989! 87-88) figures for t-deletion in Nijmegen show an 
identical pattern. There is an interesting similarity between these findings 
and the ones presented in Chambers & Trudgill (1980: 153) regarding consonant 
cluster simplification in 'the lects of Northern England'; according to the 
relevant part of the implications! scale, in those lects the three types of 
right-hand environment have the same relative weight. 
For a further investigation into the cases where there is no pause fol­
lowing, the distinction C-V seems too crude. This is provided for by the second 
hypothesis regarding the effect of right-hand segments on t-deletion. In this 
second hypothesis the application of the rule is related to the scalar feature 
sonority. The hypothesis says that t-deletion is gradually dependent on the 
relative sonority of the following segment: the higher the sonority value of 
the next segment, the better the chances that the /t/ or /d/ will be involved 
in a process of resyllabification, and hence that deletion is expected to take 
place less often, and vice versa. 
To test the second hypothesis, per speaker two indexes were calculated; on 
the basis of these indexes the mean sonority of the following segment was 
computed for deletion and for non-deletion, respectively. Here, t-deletion was 
treated as a binary rather than a continuous variable, and only complete 
absence of [t] was scored as a case of deletion. Given a scale ranging from 1 
(lowest-obstruents) to 5 (highest-vowels - see § 8.5.3 above), the mean 
sonority value of the following segment in the cases of non-deletion was 3.95, 
in the cases of deletion it was 3.15 (t-3.30 df-23 one-tailed p-.0015). These 
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findings provide positive evidence for the hypothesis regarding the effect of 
the sonority of the next segment on the frequency of t-deletion. 
We conclude that in the Rlmburg dialect final t-deletion is sensitive to 
several aspects of the following context. In this connection, our further 
analyses of the LV t-deletion will be limited to the three-value dimension 
{ С , V , pause}. The reasons for this decision are that (a) the indexes 
for the sonority of the following segment are of a deviant nature, so that the 
results would be relatively difficult to interpret, and (b) indexes for the 
sonority of the following segment do not allow studying the effect of a 
following pause. Sonority will therefore no longer play a role in this chapter. 
9.2.2 Usi of the dialect features: covariation and linguistic dimensions 
In our study of the spontaneous dialect use three linguistic dimensions are 
involved in the analyses of more than one LV. With regard to the effect of 
these 'shared' linguistic dimensions two opposite hypotheses are conceivable. 
The first predicts that, since on the level of overall use the correlations 
between the three dialect features are very weak (cf. Table 9.2), in specific 
linguistic conditions their connectedness will also be very weak. The opposite 
hypothesis assumes that on the level of overall use the tendential similarities 
in the use of the dialect features are obscured by constellations of other 
factors. Isolating the shared conditions will reveal much stronger 
correlational patterns. 
One of the dimensions whose effect was studied for both of the LVs 
y'-weakening and t-deletion is the grammatical status of the segment concerned. 
The findings regarding the covariation in the use of both dialect features in 
the relevant conditions are presented in Table 9.7. 
t-del lex t-del morph 
}-i-weakening .0816 -.2496 
lex (.686) (.209) 
Г"!-weakening .0101 -.3863 
morph (.960) (.047) 
Table 9.7 Pearson correlation coefficients between the occurrence of 
yi-weakening and t-deletion in comparable linguistic conditions (two-
tailed probabilities). Underscored r_ is significant for p<.05 
One of the two coefficients of interest reaches the level of significance: it 
concerns the very weak, negative correlation between the occurrence of the 
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dialect features in case the segment is (part of) a morpheme. It will be clear 
that this finding does not point in the direction of a similar effect of the 
dimension 'grammatical status' on the use of the two dialect features. 
The only linguistic dimension common to the analyses of the use of all three 
LVs is the vocalic vs. consonantal nature of the following segment. The 
linguistic differences which exist between the three LVs even in these shared 
linguistic conditions10 may explain why they have so little in common quanti­
tatively - see Table 9.Θ. 
yi -weakening 
liq 
Гі-weakening .9043 
voc (.000) 
Г ' -weakening 
liq 
n-deletion 
voc 
n-deletion 
cons 
t-deletion 
voc 
n-del 
voc 
.2458 
(.217) 
.2502 
(.218) 
n-del 
cons 
.4460 
(.020) 
.4209 
(.032) 
.3606 
(.065) 
t-del 
voc 
.0060 
(.978) 
-.0502 
(.820) 
-.3438 
(.100) 
-.1401 
(.514) 
t-del 
cons 
-.0615 
(.760) 
-.1935 
(.344) 
-.1555 
(.439) 
-.0754 
(.708) 
.3478 
(.096) 
Table 9.8 Pearson correlation coefficients between the occurrence of the 
three dialect features in comparable linguistic conditions (two-tailed 
probabilities). Underscored Γ,'β are significant for p<.05 
As will be clear, there are six correlations which are relevant to the two 
hypotheses sketched above. Only one of these correlations turns out to be 
significant - and it is only weak: j-i -weakening and n-deletion before a 
consonant. In the complementary condition (before a vowel) pi -weakening and 
n-deletion do not exhibit statistically interesting covariation. Instead, a 
significant correlation is found between fi-weakening before a vowel and 
n-deletion before a consonant. It is quite striking that no significant 
10. As v« pointed out In I 5.3.2, tha only conaonAnt that can poaalbly follow a ayllabla-inltial /^ / and Ita 
weakened variant la a liquid. Moreover, aa we pointed out in S 8.5.4, in contrast to f^-weakening, in connec­
tion with final n- and t-deletion a following aegment ia alwaya preceded by a word-boundary. Ae nay be re­
called, 2f -weakuning before vowela can take place both within and between words. To keep the compariaon of 
Jf -weakening before consonante and before vowels as 'dean' аа possible, in this case ¿^-weakening before 
vowels only concerna the context *within worde'. In the representation of the relevsAt words, final /t/ is 
phonologically lese tightly incorporated into ayllable etructure than /n/ and I}{1. 
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covariation appears to exist between η-deletion and t-deletion before a 
consonant, despite the fact that (for the three-value dimension right-hand 
environment) a following consonant is the most favourable condition for the 
occurrence of both deletion rules. 
Let us, for a moment, look at the 'within LVs' effects of this linguistic 
dimension. Looking at the results from this point of view, the very tight 
relation between r'-weakening before a liquid and that before a vowel im­
mediately attracts our attention. This findings is remarkable in the light of 
the difference in the use of the rule between the two conditions (which is 
highly significant also in the case of the other two dialect features, n- and 
t-deletj. . This may mean that, despite the big difference in frequency of use 
of the ru e between both conditions, and perhaps because of the relatively low 
average use, speakers are generally rather consistent in their use of this 
dialect feature. In any case, the covariation between yi-weakening in the two 
conditions is very strong. 
This comparison of the effects of the following phonological context finally 
leads us tr the second aspect common to the analyses of two of our three LVs: 
the condition 'before a pause'. The Pearson correlation coefficient for the 
frequency of η-deletion before a pause and the frequency of t-deletion before a 
pause is .2247 (p=.328). This relation also turns out to be non-significant. 
One of the explanations of this fact is undoubtedly the finding (from the 
analysis of the effect of the three-value dimension right-hand environment in 
the preceding subsection) that pause ccupies a middle position with respect 
to η-deletion, but the lowest one with respect to t-deletion: a pause is the 
least favourable following context for t-deletion. 
In short, the linguistic dimensions which were studied for two or all three 
LVs hardly ever have similar effects. In a small minority of the cases in which 
different LVs were analysed in the same linguistic condition(s) a significant 
correlation was found; moreover, those few significant correlations were only 
weak. In other words, at least for the LVs analysed, the effect of a linguistic 
dimension appears to be specific to individual LVs, and cannot be predicted on 
general grounds. 
These findings support the 'null' hypothesis which said that in specific 
linguistic conditions the correlations between the three dialect features are 
just as weak as they are on the level of overall use. It must be added, 
however, that we do not seem to have the methodological tools that are really 
needed to uncover the similarities in the occurrence of the dialect features 
which are brought about by linguistic forces alone. 
9.2.3 The role of speaker background variables 
On the basis of their answers to ten questions concerning socio-biographical 
facts, for all speakers in our sample (except one) six indexes were calculated 
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regarding macro-social variables11. Two bundles of background variables can be 
distinguished, the first of which Is a geographical, and the second a socio­
economic group of variables. The variable age group will not be considered 
until section 9.3, as an instrument to track down dialect levelling; in the 
present section we concentrate on patterns in the dialect use as such. 
The first step in our study of the role of these speaker background 
variables consisted of the calculation of their correlation with the overall 
use of the three dialect features. Ve had specific expectations regarding the 
direction of the effect of each of these variables: whereas dialect use in 
general can be expected to be positively related to the autochthony of the 
speakers, the factors geographical mobility, educational background and 
occupational level can in general be assumed to be negatively related with 
dialect use. For this reason, one-tailed probability values of the correlation 
coefficients were determined12. Consider Table 9.9. 
autochthony 
geogr. mob. a 
geogr. mob. b 
education 
occupation 
SE background 
j'i -weakening 
.3404 
(.044) 
-.6353 
(.000) 
-.7159 
(.000) 
-.5086 
(.004) 
— 
-.3656 
(.033) 
n-deletion 
.3428 
(.043) 
-.3450 
(.042) 
-.3498 
(.040) 
-.3366 
(.046) 
— 
-.3443 
(.042) 
t-deletion 
_ 
-.3291 
(.050) 
Table 9.9 Significant correlations between the use of the three dialect 
features and the speaker background variables (one-tailed probabilities) 
One of the most remarkable findings is the fact that the significant cor­
relations between the speaker background variables and the dialect features 
show a complementary pattern. More specifically, both ^-weakening and 
η-deletion are significantly correlated with the speakers' autochthony, with 
the two indexes for geographical mobility, the one for education and with SE 
11. In Π 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 above m preaanted relevant detalla and conalderationa. In $ 4.3.3 we dlacuaaed the 
internal atructure of tbe aample of apeakera aa far aa theaa variablae are concarnad. Ganaral conalderationa 
regarding the inclualon of the speaker background variablaa in the analyeee of the apontaneoua data can be 
found in I 8.5 above. 
12. Beeauae tbeae apeakar background variablea vere operatlonalised aa ordinal variablaa, non-paranetrie 
correlation coefficienta were calculated. The table contains Spearvan'a rho'a. 
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background, but not with occupation. Word-final t-deletlon, on the other hand, 
is not significantly associated with any of these speaker background variables, 
but does correlate with the speakers' occupational level. 
All significant correlations have the predicted direction. Some of the 
'effects' exercised on r'-weakening are moderate to strong (geogr. mob. b), but 
those on the other two dialect features are very weak. 
The situation that SE background correlates significantly with an LV without 
education or occupational level doing so as well does not occur. In both cases 
in which SE background exhibits a significant relation with a dialect feature, 
there ai ars to be a moderate relation with education as well. For this 
reason, i. was decided to eliminate the 'umbrella variable' SE background. As 
far as the socio-economic dimension is concerned, further analyses were thus 
restricted to the 'simple variables' education and occupational level. 
A comparable decision had to be made regarding the geographical dimension, 
and specifically with respect to the index for geographical mobility13. For 
this variatie, two indexes were constructed, in both of which the places west 
of the Benrath line have a special status. This isogloss bundle demarcates the 
western edge of the A-type Limburg dialects. For the construction of the 
¿.-index, the kilometres west of the Benrath line were doubled. For the b-index 
only the kilometres west of the isogloss bundle (which were not doubled this 
time) were added up. On the basis of the total amount of kilometres per 
speaker, for both indexes the rank-order of all speakers was determined (see 
i 4.3.3 above for a complete account). The findings regarding the correlation 
of both indexes with the frequency of use of the three dialect features, 
presented in Table 9.9, provide a basis for choosing between the two indexes. 
Although a and b do not differ with respect to the (number of) LVs with which 
they are significantly correlated, index Ъ shows higher coefficients. For this 
reason, as far as the speaker background variable geographical mobility is 
concerned, further analyses were restricted to the b-index. 
Four speaker background variables remain, two in each 'dimension'. These 
four variables served as predictors in stepwise multiple regression 
analyses14. These analyses were performed to determine whether and to which 
degree the speaker background variables contribute to the use of each of the 
three dialect features. The technique also makes it possible to establish 
whether together they produce a better picture than separately. 
13. This concept Is partly comparable to Mattheler's (19в0а, 19вЗЪ) 'OrtaloyalltSt', I.e. loyalty to tha 
local comunity, orientation to local Ufa and valuaa. Соврвга tha ranarka In thla connection «ade In ( 4.3.3 
above. 
14. The probability of 7-to-anter was .05 and the probability of F-to-remove waa .10. By Involving tham In 
regression analyses, we treat the speaker background variables aa If they ware continuous varlablea, although 
they were aeaaured on an ordinal lavai. The data regarding the uaa of the three dialect featurea are continu­
ous In nature. 
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The application of the rule for j-i-weakening appeared to be sensitive only 
to the geographical mobility of the speakers (β--.575 and Zvar-33.0 p-.002). 
Geographical mobility also turned out to be the only significant macro-social 
feature which is capable of 'explaining' an interesting part of the variance in 
our speakers' use of the η-deletion rule (β--.421 and Zvar-17.8 p-.032). With 
respect to t-deletion, findings are even 'worse') none of the four speaker 
background variables studied reached the .05 level for predictors to be entered 
into the equation. In other words, none of these speaker features can be said 
to contribute significantly to the variation in the use of the rule for word-
final t-deletion. 
To summarize, the application of both the rule for yi-weakening and the rule 
for η-deletion appears only to be sensitive to one and the same speaker 
background variable, which lies in the geographical dimension. The frequency of 
t-deletion does not appear to be sensitive to any of the variables in the two 
dimensions of speaker background. Seen from another angle, in the geographical 
dimension it is only mobility that appears to count, in the socio-economic 
dimension none of the variables seems to play a role as far as the use of (two 
of) the dialect features in in-group conversations is concerned. The returns of 
these analyses are poor, but not really surprising with regard to their 
content, when compared to the results in Table 9.9. 
9.2.4 Use of the dialect features: linguistic dimensions and speaker 
background variables 
So far, the impact of the speaker background variables on dialect use was 
studied in relation with the overall frequency of use of the dialect features. 
This has the obvious drawback that the effects of the speaker background 
variables on the use of dialect features in specific linguistic conditions 
remain invisible. We tried to overcome this objection at least partly. Analyses 
were carried out to determine the relation between linguistic and extra-
linguistic dimensions. These analyses were limited to the calculation of the 
correlation coefficients between the frequency of use of the dialect features 
in the (8 + 14 + 9 )- 31 linguistic conditions concerned on the one hand and 
the speaker background variables on the other. The findings are summarized in 
Table 9.10. 
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autochthony 
geogr. mob. b 
education 
occupation 
{''-weakening 8 
1 
0 
between words 
.3719 (.031) 
β 
θ 
between words 
-.6715 (.000) 
7 
2 
before vowel 
-.5381 (.002) 
0 
0 
before liquid 
.2819 (.086) 
n-deletion 14 
1 
0 
before pause 
.4065 (.034) 
4 
0 
I-lowering relevant 
-.3694 (.032) 
6 
1 
with lexical Η 
-.5306 (.003) 
1 
1 
before pause 
-.5452 (.005) 
t-deletion 9 
0 
0 
before vowel 
.2908 (.089) 
0 
0 
morph.» p.part. 
.2334 (.142) 
3 
2 
morph.: pres. 
-.6147 (.004) 
2 
0 
before vowel 
-.4690 (.012) 
Table 9.10 Correlations between the use of the dialect features in the 
linguistic conditions studied on the one hand and speaker background 
variables on the other (one-tailed probabilities): number of significant 
correlations, number of coefficients > |.5| and the strongest correlation 
As far as these four speaker background features are concerned, the pattern is 
roughly similar to that of the correlation coefficients with the overall 
indexes, presented in Table 9.9 above. From the point of view of the macro-
social variables, one of the more remarkable differences is the fact that the 
speakers' educational level now appears to be of importance to their t-deletion 
behaviour - namely in 3 of the 9 linguistic conditions studied. Occupation, 
finally, appears to have some effect on the frequency at which one deletes [n], 
at least in one linguistic condition. 
Compared to the findings from the multiple regression analyses (summarized 
in the last paragraphs of the preceding subsection), the above results are even 
more insightful13. The speaker background variable education appears to play a 
role in the use of all three dialect features in several linguistic conditions. 
As far as the individual dialect features are concerned: although education 
15· Coaparison la, however, not unproblematlcal (a) becauae of the differences between the two statistical 
techniques, and (b) because the regression analyses concerned the overall level of use of the dialect 
features. 
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does not play an interesting role in the overall application of the ^'-weaken­
ing rule according to the findings from the multiple regression analysis, it 
appears to do so in no less than seven out of eight linguistic conditions in 
which the rule was studied. In almost half of the conditions in which the use 
of η-deletion was analysed, education appears to play a significant role. 
Education as well as occupation show significant correlations with t-deletion 
in 3 and 2 linguistic conditions, respectively. 
One of the most interesting single findings from the analyses summarized in 
Table 9.11 is the moderate, negative correlation (-.6147 p-.004) between 
education and the deletion of the morphemic [t] in present tense verb forms. 
Since the school is one of the oldest domains where the Dutch standard language 
is used in our research area (cf. § 3.3.3 above), the negative effect on the 
deletion exercized by education may be a manifestation of the standard 
grammatical norm. If this interpretation is correct, we are dealing with an 
instance of interference. 
All in all, there are only few cases in which the effect can be called 
interesting - and even then it is at best moderate. Among those cases are the 
latter correlation and the ones between ]"-weakening and geographical mobility. 
In general the effects are weak to very weak, which is also evident from the 
small number of correlations > |·5|. Just as was the case on the level of 
overall use, also on this level of analysis all significant correlations have 
the predicted direction. 
Finally, at an equally general level, two tendencies can be perceived. In 
connection with the extra-linguistic variables ι with increasing areal spread of 
the LVs, the impact of the geographical dimension in the speaker background 
decreases, while the Impact of the socio-economic variable occupation increases 
- albeit not in the same degree. This is evident especially from the number of 
significant correlations. 
Amongst the most striking findings from a linguistic point of view is the 
fact that, in the case of both ^-weakening and η-deletion, the linguistic 
dimensions which systematically show the strongest correlations with the 
speaker background variables are phonological in nature. In the case of 
yi-weakening, the dimensions are prosodie level and the nature of the following 
segment; in the case of n-deletion they are relevance of the I-lowering rule, 
the lexical presence of an H, and again the right-hand environment. A following 
pause shows the strongest correlation with no less than two of the four speaker 
background variables. Finally, the phonological dimension right-hand environ­
ment again turns up twice in connection with t-deletion; as far as the 
frequency of use of this rule is concerned, the strongest correlations with 
both autochthony and occupation are to be found before a vowel. 
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9.3 Apparent time changes in the use of the dialect features: overall patterns 
Having gained some understanding of the use of the three dialect features in 
the in-group conversations, we can now try to trace levelling. 
In the first chapter, the notion of dialect levelling was defined as the 
reduction of structural variation. As we concluded in Ch. 7 and argued in 
§ 8.2, not all that should be interpreted as dialect levelling consists of the 
loss of dialect features. A growth of the structural homogeneity across 
dialects can result either from a decrease in the occurrence of small-scale 
dialect features or from an increase in the occurrence of areally relatively 
wldesprt pnenomena. 
Indepetdent of the direction it takes, an ongoing process of dialect 
levelling may manifest itself synchronically in dialect use, in which case the 
apparent time method may make it visible. Now dialect use as such has been 
considered in the preceding section 9.2. Here we will study dialect use in 
relation to the age group of the speakers, and thus trace dialect levelling in 
apparent tiiie. 
As a first step we will look at the age group patterns in the overall 
occurrence of the dialect features. Then we will relate the age group patterns 
in the use of the dialect features to the linguistic dimensions (§ 9.3.1). In 
S§ 9.3.2 and 9.3.3 we will attempt to assess the role of the speaker background 
variables in the apparent time patterns in the in-group use of the dialect 
features. 
yi -weakening 
The ^'-weakening rule has not been lexicalized and is still productive, 
witness the fact that recent loanwords like /pRO^Rom/, 'program', are some­
times realized with a [j]. Nevertheless, an extremely dramatic decrease in use 
of the rule appears to be taking place, as can be seen in Table 9.11. 
age group X s F df ρ Zvar 
number of sprs 
31.313 2,24 .0000 65.19 Older 9 
Middle 9 
Younger 9 
entire sample 
68.65 
19.76 
6.44 
31.62 
20.60 
21.66 
5.67 
32.06 
Table 9.11 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the fi-weakening rule in the three age groups; the probability and the 
explained variance 
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For the Roennond dialect, Hamans (19Θ5) argues against dialect loss on the 
basis of hie finding that In this dialect the morphophonologlcal rule of 
umlauting is still generally productive. The above facts prove that pro­
ductivity Is no guarantee against loss. 
Remarkably, In the Berlin vernacular the use of the rule which changes /q/ 
Into [j], which is structurally similar and historically identical to Rimburg 
γ>-weakening, does not exhibit any age group effects (Schlobinski 1987: 117, 
162). This may mean that there is nothing in the nature of the dialect feature 
itself which causes loss. It must be noted, however, that the German standard 
variant Iql differs from the Dutch one, which is Irl or Ir'l · 
n-deletion 
Although the age group effect on the use of the rule for final n-deletion 
just does not reach the .05 level of significance, it is obvious that the use 
of this rule cannot be considered to be stable. Rather, there appears to be a 
wave-like, downward movement. Consider Table 9.12. 
age group Χ β F df ρ Zvar 
3.184 2,24 .0594 9.84 0 
M 
Y 
9 
9 
9 
5 3 . 0 8 
3 8 . 9 5 
4 3 . 1 4 
1 1 . 5 5 
5 . 1 6 
1 6 . 9 2 
entire sample 45.06 13.18 
Table 9.12 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the n-deletion rule in the three age groups; the probability and the 
explained variance 
The age group effect is not significant, and the differences between the 
separate age groups are not significant either16. Nonetheless, there seems to 
be a tendency for this dialect feature to waver away. 
t-deletion 
The age group effect on the use of the rule for the deletion of word-final 
[t] after obstruents is very significant. However, instead of loss, this 
dialect feature appears to be undergoing an increase in use. See Table 9.13. 
16. Witnoaa Cba reaulte of both the Studant-Hawnan-Keula and tha Schaf f A ranga-taata no two groupa ara 
•ignificantly different at the .05 level. 
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age group X s F df ρ Zvar 
0 9 73.14 9.21 4.379 2,24 .0239 26.67 
M 9 79.89 12.06 
У 9 87.93 10.37 
entire sample Θ0.32 11.91 
Table 9.13 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of ti --deletion rule in the three age groups; the probability and the 
expiait ed variance 
The findings regarding the apparent time patterns in the use of the three 
dialect features presented so far sufficiently explain the negative cor­
relations between t-deletion and the other two dialect features (see Table 9.2 
above). 
The main extra-linguistic difference between the three dialect features is 
their geographical spread. Whereas }"-weakening, a rule with a relatively small 
geographical spread in the Dutch language area, is apparently in the process of 
being lost, final t-deletion, a rule with a very wide areal diffusion, displays 
an increase in use. This finding is in line with Thelander's conclusion that 
'the most powerful basis for determining the vitality of a dialect variant in 
present-day Burträsk would seem to be its geographical dispersion" (Thelander 
1982: 72 - cf. § 1.4.3 above). The two possible manifestations of dialect 
levelling, a decrease in the use of small-scale dialect features and an 
increase in the use of geographically relatively widespread dialect features, 
appear to cooccur in the Rimburg dialect. On a more general level, the net 
result of each of these two types of development is, of course, a more even and 
uniform dialect landscape. Final η-deletion, a rule with a geographical spread 
which is intermediate between that of the other two, does not show a signifi­
cant age group effect17. No change appears to be taking place in the occur­
rence of this dialect feature, but it is not stable either. See Figure 9.1. 
17. The part of the variance in tha naa bound by th· variable aga group ia asalleat in the caaa of n-
deletion. 
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100 
80 
60-
40 
20 
-t- γ -weakening 
- - n-deletion 
·*· t-delet¡on 
O M Y 
Figure 9.1 The In-group use of the three dialect features In the three 
age groups 
To test whether the apparent time patterns In the use of the three dialect 
features are significantly different, we performed an analysis of variance with 
features (within subjects) and age group (between subjects) as Independent 
variables and the overall use of the dialect features as dependent variable. 
The findings are presented in Table 9.14. 
df MS 
between ss. 
within cells 
age group 
within ss. 
within cells 
dialect feature 
interaction age 
χ dialect 
8 
group 
features 
24 
2 
48 
2 
4 
192.86 
3229.38 
188.52 
17085.33 
3698.52 
16.75 
90.63 
19.62 
.000 
.000 
.000 
Table 9.14 Analysis of the variance. The effect of the speakers' age 
group on the in-group use of the dialect features (both factors fixed) 
Our interpretation of the differences between the apparent time patterns of 
these dialect features is supported by the high significance of the interaction 
effect. The main effects for both age group and dialect features are signifi­
cant. The latter is visible in the figures regarding the mean overall use of 
the features presented in Table 9.1 above. The interpretation of the age group 
effect only makes sense in the light of the interaction between the speakers' 
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age groups and the dialect features described above. From the behaviour of 
these features in the course of (apparent) time it seems as though the three 
dialect-geographical types of LV we distinguished are taking shape. 
So far, the findings support the hypotheses 
I. the levelling process concerns variation on the dialect - standard language 
level (namely with respect to t-deletion, which occurs in the regional standard 
variety) as well as variation of the interdialectal type (with respect to 
j'ι-weakening - albeit in the opposite direction), and 
IX. levelling is gradual in time (age groups) and in space (areal spread of the 
three LVs). 
9.3.1 Apparent time changes in the use of the dialect features: linguistic 
dimensions 
As we saw in § 9.2.1, the spontaneous in-group use of the dialect features 
varies along linguistic dimensions; each dimension defines a small number of 
linguistic conditions. In this subsection we will try to find out whether and 
how levelling is specific to linguistic conditions. The answer to this question 
will enable us to evaluate also the part of the second hypothesis according to 
which levelling is gradual linguistically. 
у• -weakening 
The use of the ρΊ-weakening rule shows a significant decrease in all eight 
linguistic conditions studied. The most important results of the statistical 
analyses are presented in Table 9.15. 
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between words (before 
within words 
part of lexeme 
part of morpheme 
word-initial 
word-internal 
(within words) before 
before liquid 
signif. interaction effect 
F 
vowel) 10.258 
34.045 
23.702 
74.793 
28.258 
27.217 
vowel 35.256 
30.623 
df 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,24 
2,23 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0006 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
χ ling.d; 
Ζ var 
43.88 
65.25 
59.11 
75.09 
64.09 
55.76 
66.10 
58.87 
Lm.? 
-
-
-
-
Table 9.15 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the γ>-weakening rule in several linguistic con­
ditions. The significance of the effect of the interaction between age 
group and linguistic dimension 
In each single linguistic condition, the use of the rule takes on the ideal-
typical pattern of loss: Older > Middle > Younger. For each condition, the 
differences in mean use between 0 and M as well as those between 0 and Y are 
significant (SNK and Scheffé, p<.05). In their use of this LV in each single 
linguistic condition, the speakers of the Middle and Younger age groups 
together form one homogeneous subset. In short, the differences in the 
frequency in the use of the f'-weakening rule between the Middle and the 
Younger age group are never significant. This means that, independent of the 
linguistic condition, there is a sharp break between the Older speakers and 
those of the Middle age group. However, for each separate condition, the means 
per age group show that the decline continues from Middle to Young, so to 
speak. 
As far as our in-group data are concerned, before a liquid 
- the speakers of the Middle age group have an average y'-weakening index of no 
more than 3.37; 
- none of the Younger speakers was ever found to apply the rule. 
Nevertheless, even the dimension 'nature of the following segment' does not 
appear to have a clear effect on the levelling process (any more, we inter-
pret), and neither do the other three linguistic dimensions, as appears from 
the absence of a significant interaction effect between age group and 
dimension. 
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n-deletion 
In spite of the absence of a significant age group effect on the overall in-
group use of the η-deletion rule, in 4 of the 14 linguistic conditions in which 
this LV was studied an apparent time change appears to be taking place - see 
Table 9.16. 
1-lowering not relevant 
adverbs 
with lexical H 
before consonants 
signif. interaction effect 
F df 
3.438 2,24 
7.934 2,24 
4.914 2,24 
4.459 2,24 
age gr. 
Ρ 
.0486 
.0023 
.0163 
.0226 
χ ling.dj 
Zvar 
9.30 
25.31 
13.64 
22.98 
im.? 
-
-
-
+ 
Table 9.16 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age 
group on the use of the η-deletion rule in several linguistic conditions. 
The significance of the effect of the interaction between age group and 
linguistic dimension 
Four of the six linguistic dimensions studied seem to be of interest with 
respect to the changes that appear to be going on in the use of the rule. Of 
these four dimensions, three were found to significantly affect use as such 
(S 9.2.1 above). The dimension +/- stress, which causes a highly significant 
difference in use, does not appear to be of much importance in connection with 
apparent time change. Whether or not I-lowering applies, on the other hand, was 
not found to cause interesting differences in use; it does seem of some 
interest in connection with changes in the use, however. Only the - linguistic 
dimension underlying the last condition mentioned in the table, i.e. the nature 
of the right-hand environment, appears to have a significant effect on the 
change in the use of the rule (F-2.65 df-4,38 P-.048). 
In the first three linguistic conditions listed in Table 9.16, the apparent 
time pattern in the use of the η-deletion rule appears to be 0 > Υ > Μ 1β. 
However, except for the condition 'I-lowering not relevant', the differences 
between the means for the Middle and the Younger age groups are not signifi­
cant. The ideal-typical pattern of loss О > M > Y only occurs before con­
io. This Bg« group pattern vae also found on the Level of overeLL uee (Table 9.12). On that level. It doee 
not reach the .05 level of eignlfleance, however. 
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sonants - which forms part of the only dimension that is of importance to the 
process of the loss of this rule. 
Let us consider the linguistic conditions in which the application of the 
η-deletion rule shows significant differences between the age groups. It seems 
as if relevance of the rule for I-lowering has a conserving effect on the 
η-deletion rule. That is, use of the n-deletion rule does not decline in words 
that end in in#, but it does in words that do not end in in#. This finding 
supports the assumption that the rules are naturally ordered; in case the rules 
had been in a bleeding order (1. n-deletion, 2. I-lowering), one might have 
expected the loss of the n-deletion rule to be more advanced in words which 
also satisfy the structural description of the variably I-lowering words, for 
that would have undone the bleeding. After all, giving up the deletion rule is 
relatively easy because of its variability. 
The only word class in which the occurrence of the final n-deletion rule 
shows a significant apparent time decrease is the adverb. This is quite 
remarkable in the light of the earlier finding that adverbs are the word class 
in which the rule applies most often. In prepositions and verbs the use of the 
n-deletion rule seems to be decreasing as well (with the same age group pattern 
0 > Y > M), but in those classes the change does not reach the level of 
significance. 
As far as tone is concerned, the use of the n-deletion rule also shows a 
significant, decrease in the condition with the highest sample mean in the use 
of the n-deletion rule. The chance for a significant age group effect to occur 
in case the sample mean is 61.43 may be bigger than in case the sample mean is 
25.64 (see Table 9.4) on a scale ranging between 0 and 100. Moreover, it is 
hard to see why lexical information regarding tone contour, which in these 
dialects need not be phonetically realized anyway, should determine changes in 
the- Use of a postlexical rule like final n-deletion. In $ 9.2.1 we discovered 
that the variably η-deleting words with a lexical Η are much more frequent in 
use; the question now arises whether the higher frequency in use may explain 
the loss of the n-deletion rule. We have no plausible answer to this question. 
As far as the right-hand environment is concerned, it is quite striking that 
the only significant apparent time decrease in the application of the n-dele­
tion rule occurs before consonants, the only condition where a decrease would 
not have been predicted on linguistic grounds. Before a vowel the rule is also 
losing ground - the process is even temporally gradual: 
Older 29.36 Middle 19.20 Younger 13.66 
but the age group effect is not significant. The most remarkable finding in 
connection with the right-hand environment is, however, the enormous increase 
in the use of the rule before a pause: 
Older 44.69 Middle 43.89 Younger 73.29 
but here the age group effect is not significant either. Just as is the case in 
the condition 'before a vowel', the reason is the relatively large amount of 
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within age group variance. The amount of variation in the use of the rule in 
these conditions within each of the three age groups is too large to allow for 
the conclusion that the variation between the age groups is of significance. 
The essence of the interaction effect between linguistic dimension and age 
group is the fact that the application of the deletion rule is diminishing 
before consonants and vowels but increasing before pauses. 
As we pointed out already, linguistic forces do not seem to be responsible 
for the loss of η-deletion before consonants, the right-hand context in which 
the rule is used most often. However, on a more general level there is still a 
negative factor of an extra-linguistic nature, namely the dialect-geographical 
isolatie г the rule. 
Despite the clear overall increase in the use of the t-deletion rule, no 
significant age group effects were found in its use in any of the nine 
linguistic conditions. Not surprisingly, none of the four linguistic dimensions 
that these conditions constitute have a significant effect on the age group 
patterns in the application of the rule. 
The fact that the proportion of linguistic conditions in which levelling 
occurs decreases from yi-weakening (8/8) via n-deletion (4/14) to t-deletion 
(0/9) can be seen as additional evidence in favour of the hypothesis according 
to which levelling is gradual. This manifestation of graduality is complicated, 
however. The best way to describe it may be to say that we are dealing with an 
interplay between linguistic and geographical graduality. 
9.3.2 The role of speaker background variables in apparent time changes in the 
use of the dialect features 
In the first part of the present chapter (specifically in §§ 9.2.3 and 
9.2.4) we studied the effect of some macro-social speaker background variables 
on the in-group use of the three dialect features. In the analyses we presented 
in this connection, the use of the dialect features was eventually related to 
four speaker background variables: the indexes for autochthony and geographical 
mobility (b) were selected to represent the geographical dimension, the indexes 
for education and occupational level were chosen to represent the socio­
economic dimension in the speakers' background. 
In this section, we have so far studied the effect of the speaker variable 
age group on the use of the LVs, which enabled us to trace instances of dialect 
levelling. As we pointed out already (§ 8.5 above), age group cannot as such be 
considered as an explanatory factor, and neither can age group effects be 
considered as self-contained effects. In the preceding subsection we es­
tablished that the linguistic dimensions involved in our analyses of the use of 
the three dialect features do not explain very much of the age group patterns. 
In the last part of this chapter, we will therefore try to find out how the 
four macro-social background variables are related to the age of the speakers 
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as far as their use of the dialect features is concerned. This may enable us to 
explain (in a probabilistic way) the instances of levelling we have detected in 
the Rimburg dialect. There are two ways of tackling this problem. However, 
first of all we should consider the question whether the required analyses 
should be based on the speakers' age group or rather on their years of age. 
In the above analyses, we were dealing with age group, with the values 
Younger (20-30 years). Middle (40-50) and Older (60-75). In connection with the 
apparent time method applied and the related statistical techniques, this 
operationalization satisfies our purposes very well. For the purpose of the 
further analyses, however, years of age is preferable, because it is numerical­
ly non-reduced and therefore more precise. Moreover, since it is a continuous 
variable, it is a more natural operationalization of the factor time. Table 
9.17 contains the results of linear regression analyses with the non-tricho-
tomized index years of age as the predictor variable. 
predictor criterion b β t ρ Zvar 
years of age r^-weak. 1.426 .860 8.440 .000 74.0 
n-del. .244 .345 1.839 .078 11.9 
t-del. -.293 -.457 -2.572 .016 20.9 
Table 9.17 Findings from linear regression analyses for the speakers' 
years of age 
It is worthwhile to compare the probability values and the parts of the 
explained variance in the use of the three dialect features with those for the 
variable age group in Tables 9.11 to 9.13 above. No differences exist as 
regards the significance of the effects: again r'-weakening and t-deletion turn 
out to be significantly related to the speakers' age. The findings for Zvar, 
however, show that the index years of age has a higher discriminatory capacity. 
Hence, using years of age is not an essentially different approach, although it 
increases the accuracy of our analyses. 
As far as dialect use is concerned, the interrelatedness of the speakers' 
ages and the four macro-social speaker background variables can be traced in 
two ways. The first approach is based on the assumption that there is a 
triangular connection between age (i.e. time), speaker background (in which Van 
Hout's 'societal developments" are probably reflected - cf. $ 8.5 above) and 
dialect use. This insight can be depicted as in Figure 9.2. 
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Figure 9.2 The Interrelatedness of the speakers' age, background and 
dialect use to be investigated 
All three relations have already been studied quantitatively: 
• years of age - background (Table 4.2 in § 4.3.3) 
• background - use of the three dialect features (§§ 9.2.3 and 9.2.4) 
• age - . of the three dialect features (§ 9.3; Table 9.17). 
Since significant relations were found in each of the three respects, it 
appears wise to calculate partial correlation coefficients with the use of the 
dialect features, in order to separate the age effect from the effects 
exercized by the four macro-social variables. Table 9.18 contains the coef­
ficients for the correlation between years of age and the use of the three 
dialect features, both before and after partlalling out the macro-social 
background variables. 
γ> -weakening η-deletion t-deletion 
years of age .8604 .3451 
(.000) (.039) 
years of age partial .7954 .3011 
(.000) (.087) 
Table 9.18 Correlation and partial correlation coefficients between the 
use of the three dialect features and the speakers' years of age 
(one-tailed probabilities) 
Partlalling out the four speaker background variables leads to a weakening of 
the correlation between age on the one hand and fi-weakening and η-deletion on 
the other; the association between age and η-deletion is no longer significant. 
In other words, in the case of these two dialectal rules, a part of the age 
effect is clearly due to variation in the four background variables. The 
correlation coefficient between age and the use of the rule for word-final 
t-deletion, on the other hand, increases as a result of the elimination of the 
part of the effects due to the four macro-social variables; with this increase, 
the role of chance is further reduced. 
This analysis gives us an idea of the part of the effect of the speakers' 
age that is independent of the four speaker background variables. If we square 
the correlation coefficients, this part can be expressed in percentages of 
-.4574 
(.008) 
-.5408 
(.005) 
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explained variance (Zvar). The Zvarв in the use of the three dialect features 
of the speakers' years of age before partialling out the four macro-social 
background variables were given in Table 9.17 above. After having partialled 
out these variables, the Zvar of years of age in the use of the yi-weakening 
rule is 63.3, in η-deletion it is 9.1Z, and in t-deletion 29.ZZ. So the part of 
the variance in the application of the y'-weakening rule which is explained by 
our speaker background variables rather than by age is 10.7Z; in connection 
with the application of the η-deletion rule it is only 2.8Z. Quite strikingly, 
the four background variables appear to suppress rather than contribute 8.3Z of 
the variance in the use of the t-deletion rule which is explained by the age of 
the speakers. 
This approach permitted a first insight into the relation between the 
speakers' age and the four macro-social background variables as regards the use 
of the dialect features. 
In the remainder of this subsection we will consider the second way of 
tackling the problem how the speakers' age is related to the four macro-social 
speaker background variables as far as dialect use is concerned. This second 
approach consists of 'weighing' the importance of age and each of the four 
speaker background variables to the use of the dialect features. In the 
analyses that were performed for this purpose, all variables are simultaneously 
involved - as they are in 'real life'. This exercise has the secondary goal of 
explicitly testing the assumption that age effects can be traced back to 
"general societal developments" (Mattheier 1980a: 140-58; Van Hout 1989: 324; 
§ 8.5 above). As far as the developments alluded to are reflected in our macro-
social background variables, the assumption would be borne out if the speakers' 
years of age would be outweighed by the macro-social background variables. 
Multiple regression analyses were performed to test this prediction; the 
results are presented in Table 9.19 (see next page). 
As we saw in S 9-3 (as well as in Table 9.17), two of our dialect features 
show significant age effects, namely γ·-weakening and t-deletion. For these two 
features the prediction should be borne out. However, in both cases the 
speakers' age occupies the major place amongst the predictor variables; in 
neither of the cases is age ousted by any of the speaker background variables. 
To a certain extent, this even holds for the use of the final η-deletion rule: 
as was to be expected anyhow in the light of the earlier findings (effect age 
group P-.059; effect years of age p-.078), years of age was not entered into 
the regression equation. 
We establish that the macro-social speaker background variables do not take 
over the role of the variable years of age in the cases where we expected it 
to, i.e. in connection with the use of the dialect features γ·-weakening and 
t-deletion. However, instead of concluding that the assumption is not correct, 
for the moment we will take the position that there is something wrong with our 
speaker background variables: either they are not the right ones, or their 
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yi -weakening 
step predictor b β t ρ MR Zvar 
I years of age 1.479 .854 8.026 .000 .654 72.9 
(F-64.41 df-1,24 p-.000) 
II 1.years of age 1.288 .743 7.012 .000 .887 78.7 
-ugr.mob.b -1.815 -.265 -2.502 .020 
(F-42.3i> df-2,23 p-.000) 
n-deletion 
step predictor b β t ρ MR Zvar 
I geogr.mob.b -1.207 -.421 -2.277 .032 .421 17.8 
(F-5.1B df-1,24 P-.032) 
t-deletlon 
step predictor b β t ρ MR Zvar 
I years of age -.304 -.461 -2.548 .018 .461 21.3 
(F-6.493 df-1,24 p-.018) 
II 1.years of age -.448 -.680 -3.720 .001 .627 39.3 
2.education -.055 -.477 -2.609 .016 
(F-7.43 df-2,23 p-.003) 
Table 9.19 Findings from stepwise multiple regression analysis for years 
of age and the four speaker background variables 
operationallzatlon is not adequate. In connection with these background 
variables there are indeed two methodological reasons why the present approach 
is partly illegitimate. The first is the fact that we keep treating the four 
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macro-social background variables as continuous variables, although they were 
measured on an ordinal scale (pointed out in S 9.2.3 above). The second is the 
fact that only the factor age group was systematically varied in our sample of 
speakers. We tried to homogenize the sample in the first place for the speaker 
background variables autochthony, education and occupational level. Within the 
margins that we set (§ 4.3.3 above), the sample-internal variation in 
autochthony is relatively limited, whereas that in educational and occupational 
level is moderate - as is the variation in geographical mobility. In short, 
with respect to these speaker background variables we should take into account 
a possible 'restriction of range' effect. On the other hand, on the basis of 
our knowledge of the Rimburg community we can say that our speaker sample 
certainly includes the modi in the distribution of these speaker background 
variables in the population. 
Another possible explanation why age is not supplanted by any of the macro-
social background variables as predictor for the use of yi -weakening or 
t-deletion is that our sample of speakers is simply too small to allow testing 
the assumption. After all, it was borne out in Van Hout's (1989) study of the 
language use of 143 natives of Nijmegen. 
Moreover, as we saw in Table 4.2, within our sample of speakers (as such, 
that is, from a demographic point of view) significant correlations exist, 
between years of age on the one hand and geographical mobility, education and 
occupation on the other. These correlations are weak, so we can safely assume 
that the relations are not linear. Nonetheless, in our sample the speakers' age 
always contains a margin of error due to covariation in the background 
variables mobility, education and occupation. 
Last but not least, apart from extra-linguistic forces like the macro-social 
speaker background features, also linguistic forces can be reflected in the 
variable years of age. With respect to И-weakening and t-deletion, the forces 
motivated by syllable structure may very well be involved. The age effect may 
contain the effects of the interplay of language acquisition and Universal 
Grammar. As we pointed out in the section on explanation (§ 2.2.1 above), 
according to recent formal models, linguistic change may be a consequence of 
the pressure that is constantly being exerted by Universal Grammar upon points 
of tension within the grammar of a specific language (or language variety, for 
that matter). In the two LVs at issue, from the perspective of syllable 
structure, these points of tension are the variation between an obstruent and 
its weakened (glide) equivalent in syllable onsets, and obstruent clusters in 
the right-hand syllable margin or an extra-syllabic or floating /t/ (depending 
on the analysis) in word-final position, respectively. The pressure to get rid 
of such marked structures may become so high that the acquisitional intake may 
eventually differ from the input. This involves a process of reanalysis and 
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reorganization. The results of such a process may become manifest cross-
generationally19. It is not inconceivable that the age effects in the applica­
tion of the rules for yi-weakening and t-deletion contain the results of this 
kind of process. 
So much for the four possible explanations that we can think of for the 
findings regarding the role of the variable years of age in in-group dialect 
use. How about the macro-social background variables? The use of both 
j'l-weakening and η-deletion shows a significant effect of the speakers' 
mobility, a variable on the geographical dimension. Final t-deletion, on the 
other hi , can be predicted from a speaker's education, a variable on the 
socio-ecoi omic dimension in the speakers' background. It is important to point 
out the inversely proportional nature of the latter relation. Since y"l-weaken­
ing is on the wane, whereas t-deletion is gaining ground, these findings seem 
to support the view that dialects in the traditional sense20 are gradually 
being supplanted by a new type of variety with primarily social connotations 
(cf. Edgar Vadtke 1987: 1500 for references to studies with comparable findings 
for Italy and France). 
If we, finally, compare the results of the multiple regression analyses 
above to those summarized in the last paragraphs of § 9.2.3 (in which age was 
not included) then first of all the high degree of similarity catches the eye. 
Furthermore, there is at least one aspect per LV which attracts our attention. 
- Whereas geographical mobility was found to bind 33.0Z of the variation in the 
application of the ^-weakening rule, the inclusion of age changes the picture: 
age takes over the first place, followed by geographical mobility. The 
speakers' age and mobility account for no less than 78.7Z of the variation. 
- The inclusion of age as a predictor variable does not cause any change 
whatsoever in the results of the analysis regarding η-deletion. This underlines 
the irrelevance of the factor time in connection with this dialect feature. The 
only macro-social feature studied that appears to be significant to the 
variance in the application of the η-deletion rule is geographical mobility. 
Final η-deletion therefore seems to be a relatively stable dialect feature. As 
we saw in § 9.3 above, however, η-deletion may also be endangered. 
- No (combination of) macro-social speaker background агіаЫе(в) enables one 
to reliably predict the frequency of t-deletion. However, addition of age to 
the list of predictor variables dramatically changes the picture: whereas years 
of age alone accounts for 21.ЪХ of the variance, the combination of age and 
19. In connection with procaa.es of creollsatlon, comparabLa hypothaaaa can ba found In a.g. Glv£n 1979i 
notaa 15 and 19. 
20. Compare a finding by Margaa, vbo atudled the external linguiatic davelopoanta in the part of the Lower 
Rhine dletrlct which cuta aerosa the present-day German-Dutch border. Some ten of the aixty inhabitanta of 
the region who were interviewed by Merges consider the dialect mainly aa a "means of coaminieation for the 
people of one geographical area'' - the traditional meaning of the notion (Merges 19771 349, 357, 370 - my 
translation, ΓΗ). 
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education binds almost 40Z of the variance. The comparison of the outcomes of 
the analyses without and with age as a predictor variable suggests that, 
whereas the four speaker background variables together obscure a part of the 
effect of age (Table 9.18), in the first instance age in turn removes the 
explanatory weight of education. This latter finding does not come as a 
surprise in view of the fact that after the Second World War the general level 
of education in the Netherlands has increased considerably21. 
9.3.3 Apparent time changes in the application of the η-deletion rule: 
linguistic dimensions and speaker background variables 
As we saw in % 9.3.1 above, significant apparent time loss in the in-group 
use of the γ>-weakening rule was found not only on the overall level, but also 
in all eight linguistic conditions studied. Final t-deletion, on the other 
hand, shows a significant increase in use on the overall level, although no 
interesting age group effects were detected in any of the nine linguistic 
conditions. In neither of the two V/e do the linguistic dimensions underlying 
the conditions determine the direction of the levelling process. So, as far as 
the two LVs displaying levelling are concerned, the linguistic side of the 
process does not seem to be very telling from the point of view of quantitative 
tendencies. Things are different in the case of η-deletion: despite the absence 
of a convincing age group pattern on the overall level, in four of the fourteen 
linguistic conditions a significant apparent time decrease occurs. In one of 
these four conditions (namely before consonants), the decrease takes on the 
ideal-typical pattern of loss 0 > M > Y. This condition is part of the only 
linguistic dimension which appears to have a clear effect on the process of the 
loss of this deletion rule. In the rest of this subsection we will concentrate 
on the four conditions in which the application of the rule is decreasing. 
For the linguistic conditions in which the η-deletion rule is significantly 
losing ground, analyses were performed to determine the interrelatedness of the 
speakers' age and the four macro-social speaker background variables. These 
analyses were expected to provide an insight into the possible interplay 
between linguistic and social forces in what may be the initial stages of a 
process of rule loss. Consider the results in Table 9.20. 
21. Сошраг· th« aignificant, waak negativa correlation batwaan tba c m varlablaa In our aaapla of apaakara -
Table li.2. 
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criterium predictor b β t ρ Zvar 
I-low not rel 
adverbs y.o.age .442 .490 2.754 .011 24.0 
with lex H education -.062 -.426 -2.308 .030 1Θ.2 
before cons education -.079 -.480 -2.682 .013 23.1 
Table 9.20 Findinge from stepwise multiple regression analysis for years 
of age and the four speaker background variables. Criteria: η-deletion in 
lingu j.с conditions showing loss. Predictors within the .05 probability 
level lor variables to be entered 
The fact that not even years of age is entered into the equation for n-deletion 
in words in which the I-lowering rule is not relevant, means that the age 
effect must be rather weak, so that after all the use of the rule in this 
condition iJ perhaps not really endangered (as yet, one might speculate). Age 
appears to have a clear effect on η-deletion only in adverbs. As we saw, there 
is a sharp fall in use after the Older age group, such that the speakers of the 
Middle and Younger groups form one homogeneous subset, even though the Younger 
speakers use the rule somewhat more frequently than the ones from the Middle 
age group. The difference between the means for the speakers from the latter 
two groups is not significant, however. 
The (similarly more or less decreasing) use of the rule in words with a 
lexical H, as well as in cases where a consonant follows, can be predicted from 
a speaker's educational level - albeit in the negative sense: the higher one's 
educational background, the poorer the chance that one applies the rule in 
these conditions and vice versa: the lower one's educational background, the 
better the chances that the rule is applied. Since the general educational 
level, which has increased very clearly during the past, say, forty years, is 
not expected to decline in the near future, we predict that the use of the rule 
will continue to dwindle in these conditions. Moreover, a growing awareness of 
the arising social connotations of applying the η-deletion rule in these 
environments may weaken its position. 
The very fact that the use of the η-deletion rule in the latter two 
conditions is sensitive to a speaker's educational background is very re­
markable in the light of the finding that on the overall level geographical 
mobility is the only significant predictor (see Table 9.19 above). Comparing 
these two facts leads us to the interpretation that η-deletion is no longer 
just a dialect feature in the traditional sense. If this interpretation is 
correct, then η-deletion may be changing into an LV with characteristics in 
between those of r'-weakening, which has only geographical connotations and has 
almost disappeared, and t-deletion, which has social connotations overall and 
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shows Increasing use. This, In turn, may explain why the n-deletlon rule seems 
to hesitate -as It were- between loss and maintenance. 
The linguistic side of the Interplay between linguistic and social forces 
that makes education the predictor for the (reluctant decrease In) application 
of the n-deletlon rule In these exact conditions seems hard to fathom: why are 
exactly these linguistic conditions relevant? We refrain from further specula­
tions, and leave this question unanswered. 
9.4 Sunmary 
For this investigation, relatively spontaneous dialect use was recorded in 
in-group and in out-group contact situations. In these two corpora, three LVs 
were studied, all three of which consisted of postlexical phonological rules. 
Our findings regarding the in-group data, presented in this chapter, started 
with analyses of dialect use as such, unrelated to the speakers' age groups. We 
established that the rule for j"-weakening, the LV with the smallest geo­
graphical spread, is used considerably less often than the rule for final 
η-deletion, which, in turn, is used considerably less often than the rule for 
word-final t-deletion, the feature with the widest areal spread. 
Other extra-linguistic as well as linguistic patterns were found to 
influence the use of the dialect features. The linguistic patterns underlying 
the use of the r"i-weakening rule confirmed our analysis of the rule (§ 5.3.2) 
as a late, postlexical rule the use of which is sensitive only to syllable 
structure. In connection with the application of the η-deletion rule, stress 
and the right-hand environment turned out to be major linguistic dimensions. 
The findings seem to support our scenario (presented in § 8.4.2) for this rule. 
The findings regarding the effect on η-deletion of the lexical presence or 
absence of an H tone, which determines the tone contour a word may bear, posed 
an interpretation problem. We then established that this suprasegmental 
variable may be an intervening variable, the true explanation being the 
frequency of use of the words in the two groups. The use of the rule for final 
t-deletion was found to be sensitive to the grammatical statue of the [t], to 
the [+/- continuant] nature of the preceding obstruent and to several aspects 
of the right-hand environment, such as the scalar feature sonority. Three 
linguistic dimensions common to the analyses of two or all three LVs allowed 
studying linguistic covariation. The effects of these linguistic dimensions 
appeared to be largely specific to individual LVs, however. 
The search for extra-linguistic patterns underlying the use of the three 
dialect features was limited to macro-social features regarding the geo­
graphical and the socio-economic dimension of the speakers' backgrounds. One of 
the major findings indicates that both j-i-weakening rule and η-deletion are 
only sensitive to the speakers' geographical mobility. The use of the t-dele­
tion rule does not appear to be affected by any of the features in the two 
dimensions of speaker background. 
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As far as the use of the three dialect features is concerned, finally a 
modest attempt was made to study the intertwining of linguistic and extra-
linguistic patterns. With very few exceptions, the correlations between the two 
appeared to be moderate to weak. On a global level, there are two very 
remarkable tendencies. It is interesting that with increasing areal spread of 
the LVs, the impact of the speaker background variables in the geographical 
dimension decreases, while the Impact of the socio-economic variable occupation 
increases - albeit more slowly. From a linguistic perspective it is quite 
striking that the phonological dimensions show the strongest correlations with 
all macro-social speaker background variables in the case of y ι-weakening and 
n-deletJ and with half of the speaker background features in connection with 
t-deletioi. In this respect, the dimension 'nature of the right-hand environ­
ment' appears to be of central importance to all three LVs. 
Dialect levelling was studied in apparent time, through the analysis of 
dialect use in relation with the age group of the speakers. The dialect feature 
with the гmallest geographical spread, yi -weakening, is apparently in the 
process of being lost. Word-final t-deletion, on the other hand, the LV with 
the widest areal diffusion, displays a further rise in use. The two possible 
manifestations of dialect levelling thus both appear to be taking place in the 
Rlmburg dialect. Final η-deletion, which has a geographical spread intermediate 
between that of the other two, does not show a significant age group effect, 
but is certainly not stable either. By and large, the frequency of application 
of the rule is clearly decreasing. The difference between the age group 
patterns in the use of the three dialect features is highly significant. 
This part of the findings supports the hypotheses 
I. levelling affects variation on the dialect - standard language level 
(t-deletion, which also occurs in the regional variety of the standard 
language) as well as variation of the interdialectal type ( j-1-weakening ), and 
II. levelling is gradual in time (age groups) and in space (areal spread of 
the three LVs). 
None of the linguistic dimensions studied appears to have a clear effect on 
the levelling out of j"-weakening22, and loss appears to occur in all (eight) 
linguistic conditions that were studied. Although no significant age group 
effect on the use of the final η-deletion rule was found on the overall level, 
in four of the fourteen linguistic conditions in which it was studied, the use 
of the rule is decreasing (at least in apparent time). One of the six linguis­
tic dimensions studied turns out to be significant with respect to the changes 
that appear to be going on in the use of the rule, namely 'nature of the right-
hand environment'. One of the most surprising findings is the loss of n-dele-
tion before consonants, for which linguistic forces do not seem to be res-
22. One is inclined to mad 'anyaor·'. Но е пг, euch an interpretation would be beyond the amplrlcal baela our 
•ynchronic data afford. 
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ponelble. The fact that loss appears to be taking place only in a part of the 
linguistic environments that we examined may as such be considered as support 
for the (third) part of the second hypothesis according to which levelling is 
gradual also linguistically. One may hypothesize that the levelling process has 
not yet reached the overall level, but that sooner or later this will happen. 
After all, the restriction of a rule's domain usually implies a complication of 
its use and, more importantly, acquisition, and will thus weaken its position. 
The overall application of the final t-deletion rule was found to be in­
creasing; no significant age group effects were found in any of the nine 
linguistic conditions, however. Neither do any of the four linguistic dimen­
sions underlying these conditions have an impact on the levelling process. 
Additional evidence in favour of the hypothesis that says that levelling is 
gradual is the finding that the proportion of linguistic conditions in which 
levelling occurs decreases from γ^-weakening (8/8) via n-deletion (4/14) to 
t-deletion (0/9). 
Additional analyses enabled us to raise a tiny corner of the veil regarding 
the extra-linguistic part of the explanation for the patterns of levelling that 
were found in the in-group data. Two types of analysis were performed to 
investigate the role of the macro-social speaker background features. The 
outcomes of the first type of analysis suggested that the four speaker 
background variables together explain about 112 of the loss ofi the )"-weakening 
rule and slightly less than 3Z of the 'wavering' loss of the η-deletion rule. 
Remarkably enough, the small cluster of macro-social background variables 
obscures over 82 of the effect of age on t-deletion. The results of the second 
type of analysis did not seem to support the assumption that age group effects 
can be traced back to "general societal developments". Ve did not, however, 
conclude that the assumption is not correct, because the finding may have been 
due to methodological shortcomings. Moreover, the age effects may contain the 
effects of linguistic forces. As far as the macro-social variables are 
concerned, the analyses of the second type show that the use of the rules for 
Г' -weakening and η-deletion shows a significant effect of the speakers' 
geographical mobility. Final t-deletion, on the other hand, is related 
primarily (but negatively) to education, a variable in the socio-economic 
dimension in the speakers' background. The latter finding is not surprising in 
the light of the fact that dialect-geographically t-deletion is not a very 
specific phenomenon. Since j'i-weakening is undergoing loss, whereas the use of 
t-deletion is increasing, these findings suggest that the Rimburg dialect is 
gradually giving way to a variety with social, and no longer just geographical, 
connotations. 
The intertwining of linguistic and extra-linguistic patterns in dialect 
levelling was studied only in connection with η-deletion. In two of the four 
linguistic conditions in which the application of this rule shows significant 
age group effects, it is sensitive to a speaker's educational background, which 
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is most remarkable In view of the finding that on the level of overall use only 
geographical mobility plays a role. This may mean that the rule is changing 
from a dialect feature in the traditional sense, with only geographical 
connotations, into an LV with social connotations. This, in turn, may explain 
why the η-deletion rule seems to hesitate between loss and maintenance. 
Like the elicited data, the data for the spontaneous dialect use in the in-
group conversations permitted testing the hypotheses I and II in extenso, and 
our findings can be said to confirm the hypotheses. Except for the part of the 
second hypothesis according to which dialect levelling is linguistically 
gradual, .e testing of the hypotheses only gave us an idea of 'the how', but 
not of 'tie why' of the levelling process. For that reason, additional analyses 
were carried out regarding the role of four macro-social variables. However, 
statistically neither the linguistic dimensions nor the few speaker background 
variables explain very much. 
In all, hypothesis III, which says that dialect levelling is foreshadowed in 
accommodation in dialect use, still remains to be tested. This will be done on 
the basis of analyses of both the in-group and the out-group dialect use 
(chapter 11). First, however, we will consider the out-group use as such 
(chapter 10). 
Chapter 10 Findings for the out-group conversations 
10.1 Introduction 
The spontaneous speech material studied for this investigation consisted of 
two corpora. The one containing in-group dialect use was the topic of the 
previous chapter. In the present chapter the out-group dialect use will be 
analysed. As may be recollected, in the conversations recorded for this latter 
corpus each of the 27 speakers was confronted individually with a speaker of 
another variety. These other varieties were the Waubach/Groenstraat dialect, 
representing what we have termed the B-type Limburg dialects, the dialect 
spoken in Sittard, which represents the C-type dialects, and the regional 
variety of the standard language. The out-group contact situations were 
labelled C2, C3 and C4, respectively. Three representatives of each age group 
in our sample were assigned to each of these three out-group contact situ­
ations. Each of the nine cells in the matrix age groups ζ out-group contact 
situations thus contains three speakers (see Table 4.3 in § 4.4.2). 
Since another independent variable was introduced while the number of 
speakers remained constant, the number of observations was increased. From each 
of the 27 recordings, which had a mean duration of almost 44 minutes, several 
samples were chosen for analysis1. Expressed in units of time, the total 
amount of speech material that was analysed again varies considerably between 
speakers. Expressed in numbers of realizations of each of the three LVs, the 
between speaker variation is reasonably small, not in the least because the 
bottom margin was fixed at four observations per LV per linguistic condition 
per speaker. The initial analyses of our recordings of out-group conversations 
resulted in 3577 observations for the entire sample of speakers. This comes 
down to an average of almost 1200 per LV, 132.5 per speaker, and 44.2 observa­
tions per speaker per LV. 
The main aim of studying these data is testing hypothesis III, which says 
that accommodation in dialect use foreshadows dialect levelling. Testing this 
hypothesis will consist of comparing in-group levelling (to the extent that it 
becomes visible when dialect use is related to the speakers' age groups) with 
accommodation. Acconmodation will be tracked down through the analysis of the 
differences in dialect use of each single speaker between in- and out-group 
contact. Accommodation in dialect use and testing the third hypothesis will be 
the subject of Ch. 11. In the present chapter we concentrate on out-group 
dialect use as such. We will not try to systematically uncover processes of 
dialect levelling in these data; we are interested in out-group dialect use 
mainly as it enables us to study accommodation. We will nonetheless pay due 
attention to the effects of the age factor. 
Our approach to the out-group data will be very similar to the one regarding 
the in-group data. First, the use of each separate dialect feature will as such 
1. The criteria for aelectlon wer· presented In I 4.5.1 ebove. 
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be examined (section 10.2), and then it will be related to the speakers' age 
groups (section 10.3). Use and apparent time changes in the use will be related 
to linguistic as well as eztralinguistic factors. As we pointed out above, the 
analyses will be extended with the independent variable out-group contact 
situation. In section 10.4 we summarize the main findings. 
10.2 Use of the dialect features: overall patterns 
In this section we will first consider overall patterns in the out-group use 
of the dialect features. Next, the occurrence of the dialect features will be 
related - the linguistic dimensions studied (§ 10.2.1), and in § 10.2.2 we 
will look into the patterns of covariation in the linguistic dimensions 
involved in the analysis of several dialect features. Then we will investigate 
the role of four speaker background variables in the out-group use of the 
dialect features (§§ 10.2.3 and 10.2.4). Apart from studying these aspects of 
the out-group dialect use, we will also present a rough comparison of the 
relevant findings for the out-group data with those regarding in-group dialect 
use (indicated as I vs. 0). In this way we will gain a first impression of the 
accommodation in our speakers' dialect use. Finally, in §§ 10.2.5 and 10.2.6 we 
will examine whether there are differences in the use of dialect features 
between the three out-group contact situations. 
Table 10.1 contains the figures for tre mean frequency of use of the three 
dialect features in the out-group corpus along with the standard deviation. As 
was the case in the in-group data, the variance in the use of these dialect 
features is inversely proportional to their average use. 
X 8 
И-weakening 22.26 24.87 
n-deletion 39.31 15.43 
t-deletion 76.52 12.92 
Table 10.1 Mean and standard deviation of the out-group use of the 
dialect features 
Again, the average occurrence of the dialect features turns out to increase 
with their geographical spread. The effect of the geographical dispersion of 
the dialect features on their occurrence in the out-group conversations is 
highly significant (F-62.13 df-2,52 p-.OOO). 
Although this overall pattern is identical to the one found for in-group 
dialect use, the out-group means are systematically lower. It is particularly 
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interesting that the I ve. 0 differences are smaller as the areal spread of the 
dialect features is wider. Consider Table 10.2. 
I О d ρ 
^-weakening 31.62 22.26 9.36 .000 
n-deletion 45.06 39.31 5.75 .022 
t-deletion 80.32 76.52 3.80 .032 
Table 10.2 Mean use of the dialect features in in-group and out-group 
contact, the difference between the means and the one-tailed probability 
of the difference2 
A second important difference between the two types of conversational data is 
that in the out-group conditions the dialect features do not seem to be 
completely independent of each other, witness their patterns of covariation in 
Table 10.3. 
η-deletion t-deletion 
γ' -weakening .4107 -.4447 
(.033) (.020) 
n-deletion .0243 
(.904) 
Table 10.3 Pearson correlation coefficients between the dialect features 
(two-tailed probabilities; n-27) 
The figures show that yi-weakening maintains significant correlations with the 
other two rules. However, these relations are weak. Moreover, the one with 
t-deletion is negative. The correlation between n-deletion and t-deletion is 
almost nil. In all, the mutual dependence of these three dialect features in 
the out-group data is really only rather weak. 
2. In comuctlon »1th the I ve. 0 dlfferanc«· uu-tallad probmbilltl·» m r . d.tensLn.d, aine· the relevant 
bypothe.la waa 'directional11 vore dialect uae occora In ln-group than In out-group contact. The reault of a 
teat of the effect of the geographical apread of the dialect feeturee (aaong other thlnga) on aeconnodatlon 
vili b. preaanted In | 11.4.1. 
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10.2.1 Use of the dialect features: linguistic dimensions 
Before we turn to a discussion of the three rules separately, a few remarks 
must be made in connection with statistical analyses. 
In this subsection we will consider the effects of the linguistic dimensions 
on the out-group application of each rule. To establish the effect of the 
linguistic dimensions which involve two conditions, the two-tailed probability 
of the t-value was determined, even when there was a hypothesis regarding the 
direction of the effect. By relying on the (relatively conservative) two-tailed 
t-tests in a'l cases, we chose the safe option. In doing so we operated in the 
same way <±ü we did when analysing the elicited and the in-group data (cf. 
SS 6.2.1 and 9.2.1 above). This is also true for the analysis of the effect of 
linguistic dimensions consisting of more than two conditions: just as in the 
analysis of the elicited and the in-group data, in those cases one-way analysis 
of variaice with repeated measures was applied. 
For each dialect feature per linguistic dimension we also performed an 
analysis of variance including the between-subjects variables age group and 
out-group contact situation. As in the study of the elicited and the in-group 
data, the results of these analyses for the (main) effects of the linguistic 
dimensions served as a check. They will be explicitly considered only when they 
differ from the ones from the less 'complex' analyses: as we will see, this 
situation occurs only once. The results of the 'comprehensive' analyses 
regarding the interaction effects in vhich the linguistic dimensions are 
involved will be presented in S 10.2.6 and in section 10.3. 
r> -weakening 
The main findings regarding the effects of the linguistic dimensions on the 
out-group use of the ^-weakening rule are summarized in Table 10.4. 
- between words 24.40 - within words 21.4 
t-1.08 df-26 Р-.289 
- part of lexeme 20.46 - part of morpheme 24.42 
t--1.83 df-26 P-.079 
- word-initial 22.27 - word-internal 22.29 
t--.01 df-25 P-.994 
+ before vowel 23.74 > before liquid 10.0 
t-3.55 df-26 P-.002 
Table 10.4 The use of the j-i-weakening rule in several linguistic con­
ditions ; means and the significance of the differences between the means 
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Just as in the in-group dialect use, only the nature of the following segment 
seems to have a significant effect. However, from the 'comprehensive' analysis 
of variance it appears that the dimension 'grammatical status' also has a 
significant (main) effect on the out-group use of this rule (F-4.89 df-1,18 
P-.040). 
As for the dimension 'prosodie level', we pointed out in S 9.2.1 above that 
between words the rule is only allowed to operate if the second word is vowel-
initial. In order to avoid a bias we should therefore consider the difference 
between the application of the rule in the conditions between words and within 
words before a vowel. However, this difference does not turn out to be 
significant either (t-.24 df-26 p-.812). 
The comparison I vs. 0 reveals that in out-group contact the rule is used 
significantly less frequently in each single linguistic condition that was 
analysed. 
n-deletion 
From the six linguistic dimensions studied in connection with the application 
of the final η-deletion rule, four turn out to have significant effects, as can 
be seen in Table 10.5. 
- I-lowering relevant 37.59 - not relevant 39.43 
t--.48 df-26 P-.632 
+ in adverbs 52.89 > prepositions 39.38 > verb forms 21.16 
F-22.51 df-2,52 p-.OOO 
- verb forms: dial.Sittard final /n/ 23.24 - other final segment 19.35 
t-1.07 df-24 P-.297 
+ stressed 25.12 < unstressed 56.51 
t--6.91 df-26 p-.OOO 
+ lexical H 53.25 > no lexical H 18.39 
t-7.92 df-26 p-.OOO 
+ before consonant 55.65 > pause 27.04 > vowel 23.06 
F-26.06 df-2,52 p-.OOO 
Table 10.5 The use of the η-deletion rule in several linguistic con­
ditions ; means and the significance of the differences between the means 
No difference exists between the out-group and the in-group data as far as the 
significance of the effects of these six dimensions is concerned. Again the 
question of whether or not the (also variable) rule for I-lowering may apply 
does not appear to be relevant. Neither is the phonological shape of the 
variant of the relevant verb forms in the relatively contiguous C-type dialect 
spoken in Sittard. The word class, the question of whether or not the word 
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bears a certain degree of stress (an 'etic' fact), the lexical presence or 
absence of a high tone (which in principle was treated as an 'ernie' fact - see 
S В.S.2) and the right-hand environment again appear to have a clear influence. 
The direction of the several influences is also identical to what was found for 
the in-group data. 
Just as appeared to be the case in the in-group dialect use, in the out-
group data the word class effect does not seem to be autonomous. Rather, it may 
be a consequence of the fact that verb forms are usually stressed3, whereas 
prepositions usually are not. The patterns of covariation in the application of 
the n-deleHin rule in the relevant linguistic conditions (Table 10.6) show 
that in L w group contact adverbs are even more indeterminate as regards stress 
than they were in the in-group data. 
unstressed stressed 
adverbs .8258 .6019 
(.000) (.001) 
prepositions .8240 .2598 
(.000) (.191) 
verb forms .1927 .7611 
(.336) (.000) 
Table 10.6 Pearson correlation coefficients between several linguistic 
conditions as regards η-deletion (two-tailed probabilities) 
As far as the dimension 'lexical presence or absence of a high tone', and hence 
tone contour is concerned, in § 9.2.1 we demonstrated that it is very likely 
that the difference in the degree of application of η-deletion between the 
words in the two groups is explained by the large difference in their frequency 
of use. In general the words with a lexical H, which appear to undergo 
η-deletion significantly more often also in out-group contact, are used much 
more frequently than the words without. 
The nature of the right-hand environment brings about significant diffe­
rences in use of the η-deletion rule in both types of conversational data. 
However, before a pause, where η-deletion results in doubly marked structures, 
as it were (cf. $ 9.2.1), the rule appears to be used much less often in out-
group than in in-group situations. Although in both types of conversational 
data this right-hand context occupies an intermediate position as far as the 
frequency of n-deletion is concerned, in out-group contact the frequency is 
closest to the lowest scoring condition 'before a vowel', in contrast to what 
was found in in-group dialect use. The difference in the average out-group 
3. Although auxiliftrie* and copula« ahow considerable variation in this respect. 
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application of the rule between the conditions before a pause and before a 
vowel is not significant (t-.ΘΙ df-26 p-.424). 
In each single linguistic condition the η-deletion rule applies less 
frequently in out-group than in in-group contact; in the conditions 'verb 
formst dialect Sittard other final segment', 'stressed', 'no lexical H' and 
'before a pause' the difference is significant4. In the right-hand environment 
'before a vowel' the deletion rule is used slightly more often in out-group 
than in in-group contact; this difference is not significant, however. 
t-deletion 
The use of the rule for word-final t-deletion in the spontaneous speech 
material was related to four linguistic dimensions; three of these appear to be 
relevant in the out-group data. Consider Table 10.7. 
-I- part of lexeme 85.56 > morpheme 68.91 
t-4.67 df-26 p-.OOO 
- morpheme ι pres.indie. 71.19 - past part. 69.67 
t-.40 df-24 P-.692 
+ after stop 67.59 < fricative 81.70 
t=-4.68 df-26 p-.OOO 
+ before consonant 85.20 > vowel 75.53 > pause 63.52 
F-11.86 df-2,50 p-.OOO 
Table 10.7 The use of the t-deletion rule in several linguistic conditions; 
means and the significance of the differences between the means 
Also in connection with t-deletion, it appears that the significant linguistic 
dimensions are exactly those that were found to have a significant effect in 
the in-group dialect use. The direction of these effects is identical as well. 
With respect to the right-hand environment, again two hypotheses were 
tested. The first of these claims that the Vocalic vs. Consonantal quality of 
the following segment is relevant to word-final t-deletion after obstruents. 
The data for out-group dialect use support this claim. The mean deletion index 
before a consonant is 86.32, and 75.54 before vowels. The difference between 
these means is highly significant (t-3.10 df-25 one-tailed P-.0025). 
Just as in in-group dialect use, in out-group contact t-deletion was not 
only studied before segments, but also preceding a pause. In this latter 
condition the rule again appears to be applied least often, although in our 
sample of speakers it still attains an average index value of almost 64. As a 
4. Aa can b« «atn in Tabla 11.S in I 11.4.1 - although thi· la looking a bit far ahead. 
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three-value linguistic dimension the right-hand environment also has a highly 
significant effect on the frequency of application of the t-deletion rule (see 
Table 10.7). Just as in the in-group data, ordered according to the degree of 
their 'favouring* effect, the relative importance of the three conditions for 
the use of the rule is consonant > vowel > pause. 
For a more detailed analysis of the cases where no pause follows, the 
distinction between consonants and vowels is too coarse. This is where the 
second hypothesis steps in. According to this hypothesis, t-deletion is 
gradually dependent on the relative sonority of the following segment. More 
specificali^, this hypothesis posits that the higher the sonority value of the 
next set jit, the better the chances that /t/ or /d/ will become part of the 
next syllable, and hence that deletion is less likely. Our operationalization 
of t-deletion as well as the index type adopted to test this hypothesis were of 
a deviant nature. To test this hypothesis, t-deletion was treated as a binary 
variable, and only a total absence of [t] was scored as a case of deletion. On 
a scale ranging from 1 (lowestaobstruents) to 5 (highest-vowels), the mean 
sonority \elue of the following segment in the cases of non-deletion in the 
out-group data was 3.64, whereas in the cases of deletion it was 3.10, a highly 
significant difference (t-2.47 df-25 one-tailed p-.Oll). These findings, like 
the ones for in-group dialect use, constitute evidence in favour of the 
hypothesis regarding the effect of the sonority of the following segment on the 
frequency of t-deletion. 
Word-final t-deletion in the Rimburg i'ialect again turns out to be sensitive 
to several aspects of the right-hand context. For this context, our analyses of 
the LV t-deletion will further be limited to the three-value dimension 
{ С , V , pause} for the reasons given in § 9.2.1 above. The indexes used 
to study this dimension have the regular format, and t-deletion is again 
treated as a continuous variable. 
Our out-group data, and also the data for the in-group conversations and the 
elicited dialect use show that the deletion affects [t]s which are part of a 
lexeme significantly more often than morphemic ones. The finding that 
t-deletion is quantitatively sensitive to the grammatical 'status' of the [t], 
and hence to morphological structure, suggests that we are dealing with a 
lexical rule. The finding that t-deletion is sensitive to the right-hand 
context (discussed above), on the other hand, suggests that it is a postlexical 
rule. On the basis of the latter finding, and in view of the direction of the 
effect of the dimension 'grammatical status', we again reach the conclusion 
that t-deletion is a rule which operates at several levels in the derivation -
just as we did in §§ 5.3.14, 6.3.14 and 9.2.1 above. 
The comparison I vs. 0 shows that the application of the rule is also 
determined by aspects of the interactional situation: in each of the nine 
linguistic conditions studied, t-deletion is used more frequently in in-group 
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than in out-group contact. The difference is only significant in the right-hand 
context 'before a pause', however. 
10.2.2 Use of the dialect features: covariation and linguistic dimensions 
Three instances again occur where a specific linguistic dimension is 
involved in the analyses of several LVs. Just as in the in-group data, the 
findings regarding the relationships between the three LVs on the level of 
overall use (Table 10.3 above) give rise to the suspicion that in specific 
linguistic conditions their relation will be rather weak. However, one may also 
start from the opposite hypothesis that in the indexes for the overall use of 
the dialect features the correspondences in their use are blurred by bundles of 
other factors. According to this hypothesis, isolating the shared conditions 
will bring to light more pronounced patterns of covariation. 
The first dimension to be presented concerns the grammatical status of [t] 
and / ) " / : part of the lexical representation vs. (part of a) bound morpheme. 
This dimension was studied in the occurrence of both И-weakening and t-dele­
tlon. Table 10.β contains the correlation coefficients between the use of the 
two dialect features in the two conditions. 
t-del lex t-del morph 
И-weakening .1785 -.6687 
lex (.373) (.000) 
yl-weakening .1437 -.6929 
morph (.475) (.000) 
Table 10.8 Pearson correlation coefficients between the occurrence of 
j'i-weakening and t-deletion in comparable linguistic conditions (two-
tailed probabilities). Underscored ¿'s are significant for p<.05 
We are, of course, interested in the correlation between the application of the 
two rules in the linguistic condition 'part of lexeme' and in the condition 
'(part of a) bound morpheme'. The latter of the two turns out to be signifi-
cant, negative and moderate to strong. It is noteworthy that the other 
correlation with 'morphemic' t-deletion also turns out to be significant, but 
it does not come as a big surprise that these two significant relations are 
negative. We will return to this finding in § 10.3.1 below. 
Contrasting I vs. 0 with respect to the results of this particular analysis, 
we notice that in out-group dialect use all relations are etronger, though 
their relative strength is the same. So although (both overall and in these 
specific conditions) the quantity of dialect use is sensitive to the in-group 
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vs. out-group character of the 
linguistic forces do not change. 
interactional situation, the underlying 
The effect of the nature of the following segment was studied in the use of 
all three dialect features. The correlation coefficients between these features 
as they are used before a vowel and a consonant respectively are presented in 
Table 10.9. 
И-
yi-weakening 
voc 
Г' -weakening 
liq 
n-deletion 
voc 
-weakening 
liq 
.6838 
(.000) 
n-del 
voc 
.1712 
(.393) 
-.0429 
(.832) 
n-del 
cons 
.5167 
(.006) 
.1301 
(.518) 
.4176 
(.030) 
t-del 
voc 
-.3544 
(.076) 
-.2810 
(.164) 
-.0718 
(.727) 
t-del 
cons 
-.4802 
(.011) 
-.1473 
(.464) 
-.3237 
(.100) 
n-deletion 
cons 
.0345 -.1368 
(.867) (.496) 
t-deletion 
voc 
.4062 
(.040) 
Table 10.9 Pearson correlation coefficients between the occurrence of 
the three dialect features in comparable linguistic conditions (two-
tailed probabilities). Underscored r_'s are significant for p<.05 
Five relations are significant. Three of them can be found on the diagonal 
axis: they concern the use of each separate dialect feature in the two 
conditions at issue. Neither of the other two belongs to the set of six 
coefficients of interest, however. 
In contrast to the in-group data the correlation between j-"!-weakening before 
a liquid and n-deletion before a consonant is not significant. From a linguis­
tic point of view a significant negative link could be expected: unlike 
n-deletion before a consonant, γ·-weakening before a liquid yields a highly 
marked structure. 
As far as the strength of the significant correlations is concerned, the 
differences between the findings from the in-group and the out-group data do 
not show any pattern whatsoever: some are stronger in in-group dialect use, and 
others in out-group dialect use, but nothing of a structure emerges. 
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The third and final linguistic condition common to the analyses of several 
LVs concerns the right-hand phonological context 'before a pause'. In out-group 
dialect use, a relation between the frequency of η-deletion before a pause and 
that of t-deletion before a pause cannot be said to exist, witness the Pearson 
correlation coefficient of -.0771 (p».702). 
In the in-group data a significant correlation was not found either. 
Linguistic considerations led us to expect a significant negative correlation, 
since η-deletion before a pause results in a 'doubly marked' structure, whereas 
t-deletion generally results in a less marked structure. Our explanation for 
the absence of such a relation in the in-group data to the extent that it is 
caused by the statistical patterns (offered in § 9.2.2 above) also applies to 
the finding for out-group dialect use. 
Surveying the results for covariation along linguistic dimensions in out-
group dialect use, we conclude that the null hypothesis receives most support. 
According to this hypothesis, in specific linguistic conditions the cor­
relations between the dialect features are just as weak as they are on the 
level of overall use. 
As we saw in §§ 10.2 and 10.2.1 above, in out-group contact the use of the 
individual dialect features is compressed -as it were- both overall and in 
specific linguistic conditions. Going through the findings regarding the 
covariation in the occurrence of the dialect features along linguistic 
dimensions, it appears that the same holds for parts of the common phonological 
and grammatical conditions (manifested in the 'strengthening' of covariation). 
These parts of the findings suggest that dialect contact may speed up internal­
ly motivated tendencies. In the majority of cases, however, one finds either 
opposite or diffuse, and linguistically unpredictable tendencies. In all, one 
may therefore tentatively conclude that in the case of the Rimburg dialect, 
out-group contact has a slightly destabilizing effect on linguistic structure. 
10.2.3 Macro-social forces: the role of speaker background variables 
As far as extralinguistic factors are concerned, in the analyses of the out-
group dialect use a distinction will be made between micro- and macro-social 
variables. The first, which pertain to an aspect of the contact situation which 
is relevant to the third hypothesis, will be considered in §§10.2.5 and 
10.2.6. The macro-social factors originally concerned six speaker background 
variables. The first step in the study of their role in in-group dialect use 
(§ 9.2.3) led to a reduction to four variables. As may be recollected, these 
variables can be clustered on conceptual grounds into two bundles: autochthony 
and geographical mobility form part of the geographical dimension of the 
speakers' background, whereas in the socio-economic dimension the variables 
education and occupational level can be distinguished. As we pointed out in the 
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same subsection, with respect to these variables our analyses started from 
specific predictions regarding the direction of their effects on dialect use. 
From the findings in Table 10.10 it emerges that the speakers' autochthony 
does not appear to have a clear effect on the out-group use of any of the three 
dialect features. 
yi-weakening η-deletion t-deletion 
autochthony 
geogr. mob. 1J -.5463 
(.002) 
education -.4891 
(.006) 
occupation 
Table 10.10 Significant correlations between the use of the three 
dialect features and the speaker background variables (one-tailed 
probabilities) 
The out-group application of the yi-weakening rule is related to both the 
geographical and the socio-economic dimension (education), while n-deletion 
only has geographical, and t-deletion only has socio-economic associations 
(occupation). Of these relatione, which all have the predicted direction, none 
is strong, however. 
The differences between these findings and those for the in-group dialect 
use (presented in Table 9.9) are 
1. the fact that in out-group contact yi-weakening and η-deletion are not 
affected by the autochthony of the speakers, and 
2. the fact that in out-group contact η-deletion apparently is not related to 
the speaker's educational level, and thus only has geographical significance. 
The occurrence of the other significant correlations in the two corpora of 
spontaneous dialect use is the same. It is quite striking, though, that, 
_3. compared to what was found for the in-group data, in out-group contact the 
correlations with yi-weakening are weaker, whereas those with the two deletion 
rules are stronger. So in connection with the macro-social variables studied, 
the hypothesis could be considered that out-group contact leads to a slight 
shift of accent in the direction of the dialect features with a wider areal 
spread. 
Stepwise multiple regression analyses were then performed with the four 
speaker background variables as predictors. With a probability of F-to-enter of 
-.4699 
(.008) 
-.4507 
(.010) 
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<.05, in the equations for j^-weakening and η-deletion only one variable is 
included. In both cases this predictor is geographical mobility (negative 
relationship), and in both cases the explained variance is about 22Z. As far as 
the four speaker background variables are concerned, the out-group application 
of the rule for word-final t-deletion can be accounted for by occupational 
level (negative relationship) and, to a slightly lesser extent, by geographical 
mobility (positive relationship). Together, these two variables bind over 3SZ 
of the variance in our speakers' t-deletion behaviour in out-group dialect use. 
The comparison of the results of these regression analyses with those for 
the in-group data reveals differences regarding t-deletion, but not regarding 
y ι-weakening or η-deletion. Whereas the frequency of t-deletion can in part be 
predicted from two of the four macro-social variables in out-group contact, 
none of the variables were found to allow significant predictions regarding its 
in-group use. Thus, also these comparisons seem to suggest that in connection 
with the role of these few speaker background variables out-group contact leads 
to a shift of accent towards the dialect features with a wider areal distribu­
tion. 
10.2.4 Macro-social and linguistic forces in the use of the dialect features 
Up to now our approach to the relations between out-group dialect use and 
macro-social variables was restricted to the overall occurrence of the three 
dialect features. In order to gain some insight into the intertwining of macro-
social and linguistic dimensions, we calculated the correlation coefficients 
between the frequency of the out-group occurrence of the dialect features in 
the (8 + 14 + 9 )- 31 linguistic conditions on the one hand and the four 
speaker background variables on the other. Since a complete presentation of all 
results would require too much space, the main findings are summarized in 
Table 10.11. 
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autochthony 
geogr. mob. b 
education 
occupation 
И-weakening 8 
0 
0 
between words 
.3193 (.056) 
7 
4 
within worde 
-.6338 (.000) 
7 
0 
between words 
-.4876 (.006) 
1 
0 
before liquid 
.3629 (.034) 
n-deletion 14 
1 
0 
unstressed 
.3388 (.045) 
8 
4 
prepositions 
-.6168 (.000) 
1 
0 
before conson. 
-.3306 (.050) 
0 
0 
verb dSitt no /n/ 
-.3239 (.061) 
t-deletion 9 
0 
0 
before vowel 
.1747 (.202) 
2 
0 
after fricatives 
.3508 (.039) 
0 
0 
before pause 
-.2911 (.075) 
3 
0 
after stop 
-.4625 (.009) 
Table 10.11 Correlations between the use of the dialect features in the 
linguistic conditions studied on the one hand and speaker background 
variables on the other (one-tailed probabilities): number of significant 
correlations, number of coefficients > |.5| and the strongest correlation 
As far as the numbers of significant relations in each 'cell' are concerned, 
these findings are highly similar to those regarding the overall indexes. The 
only difference of some importance is the fact that in two of the nine 
conditions t-deletion shows a significant correlation with geographical 
mobility - whereas such an association was not found on the overall level. 
To the extent that the above findings can be compared at all with those from 
the multiple regression analyses (summarized in the last part of the preceding 
subsection), there appears to be only one essential difference. Whereas the 
regression analysis indicated that geographical mobility is the sole signifi­
cant predictor for the overall use of γ< -weakening, the application of this 
rule shows significant correlations not only with the speakers' geographical 
mobility but also with their educational background in seven of the eight 
linguistic conditions studied here. The significance of education for the out-
group use of the weakening rule is also evident from the correlation coef­
ficients with the overall index (Table 10.10 above). 
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The numbers of correlations >|.S| show that the only relations which are at 
least moderate are the ones between geographical mobility on the one hand and 
the LVe yi-weakening and η-deletion on the other. This is also clear from the 
last of the three bits of information supplied in each of the 12 cells in 
Table 10.11, i.e. the strongest correlations. So in all, the relation between 
the four speaker background variables and the linguistic conditions studied is 
quite loose. 
There are three significant correlations which have the opposite of the 
expected sign. Two of these can be found in the table, namely the one holding 
between occupation and 7-1-weakening before liquids and the one between geo­
graphical mobility and t-deletion after fricatives. The third one also concerns 
geographical mobility and t-deletion - in morphemic [t]s this time. This 
correlation is .3405 (P-.044). Since all three correlations are very weak, we 
should not attach too much weight to them. Remarkably, however, all nine 
correlations between geographical mobility and t-deletion have the 'wrong' 
sign. In view of the general increase in geographical mobility5, the finding 
that in out-group dialect use the frequency of application of the t-deletion 
rule increases with the geographical mobility of the speakers (significantly in 
two conditions) suggests that the rule is in the process of gaining more and 
more ground in the dialect. Hence the present finding may be another indication 
that we are dealing with an instance of dialect levelling which consists of the 
growing use of a dialect feature which has a relatively wide geographical 
spread6. 
Comparing the above findings with their in-group equivalents yields both 
differences and similarities. The most striking differences are: 
1. in the in-group data the number of significant correlations between the 
speakers' macro-social background features and the linguistic conditions (33) 
is a little larger than in the out-group data (30); 
2. in the in-group data the number of correlations > |.S| is much larger than 
in the out-group data (in-group 14 vs. out-group 8); 
3.. comparing the last of the three bits of information summarized in each of 
the 'cells' In Tables 9.11 and 10.11, i.e. the strongest correlations, makes 
plain that in nine out of twelve cases the tightest associations are found in 
in-group dialect use. In connection with the nature of the linguistic con­
ditions in this respect, a notable difference can be found for n-deletion: 
whereas in in-group use all four strongest correlations concern phonological 
dimensions, in out-group dialect use this holds for only half of them. 
5. In th» N«tliarl«nd· in genaral and also in our aaapl« of apukora - of. Tabla 4.2 in I 4.3.3. 
6. Сократ* {| 7.4, and 7.3, 8.2 and 9.3 to 9.3.2 abova for aiadlar findinga for t-dalation in tha othar two 
corpora. 
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In all, in our out-group data the interplay between the four macro-social 
speaker background variables on the one hand and the linguistic conditions on 
the other is generally less pronounced than in in-group dialect use. 
More striking than the differences, however, are the similarities between 
the in-group and the out-group data with respect to the intertwining of 
linguistic and macro-social factors. The general patterns that Tables 9.10 and 
10.11 show are highly similar. A very striking similarity between the findings 
for in-group and out-group data is, for instance, the marginal impact of the 
speakers' autochthony on their dialect use. One of the reasons why autochthony 
has so little influence on the occurrence of the three dialect features, on the 
overall level as well as in specific linguistic conditions, is undoubtedly the 
fact that our sample of speakers is fairly homogeneous in this respect. Another 
interesting similarity between in-group and out-group dialect use is the fact 
that the strongest correlations between γ< -weakening and the speakers' 
autochthony and occupational level and between t-deletion and the speakers' 
autochthony, respectively, concern the same linguistic conditions, namely 
between words and before liquids and before vowels, respectively. This seems to 
indicate that the general 'meaning' of one's ^-weakening and t-deletion 
behaviour in these conditions is relatively stable. 
10.2.5 Micro-social forcee: the contact situation 
So far, the data for the dialect use in the three out-group contact 
situations were lumped together and treated as one aggregated set. In the 
subsections to follow we will consider the out-group dialect use in relation 
with the extra-linguistic variable out-group contact situation. For the study 
of this relationship, the data were again approached quantitatively: the 
relative frequency of use of each of the three dialect features was related to 
the out-group contact situation, in the same way as it has so far been related 
to the speakers' age groups. 
As we pointed out, the out-group corpus consists of conversations between 
each of the speakers in our sample and a speaker of another variety. Three 
other varieties were involved: the Waubach/Groenstraat dialect (the related 
contact situation was labelled C2), the dialect spoken in Sittard (C3), and the 
regional variety of the standard language (C4), respectively. Three representa­
tives of each age group were assigned to each of the three out-group contact 
situations. Of course, in the analyses to be presented below, account was taken 
of the fact that in the out-group data the contact situation and age group were 
simultaneously varied. Since in the design of the out-group corpus both age 
group and out-group contact situation constituted between subjects factors, 
their effects were studied in the first place by way of two-way analyses of 
variance. However, in this last part of the section on out-group dialect use as 
such, we will limit our attention to the findings regarding the effect of the 
factor contact situation. 
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V'-weakening 
The findings regarding the relative use of the ¡"-weakening rule In the three 
out-group contact situations are presented In Table 10.12. Although these 
results as well as those for η-deletion and t-deletlon (Tables 10.13 and 10.14 
below) were obtained by two-way ANOVAs, the values for F, ρ and Zvar only 
concern the variable contact situation. The degrees of freedom presented In the 
tables concern the factor out-group contact situation and the residual (within 
groups), respectively. 
out-gr.cont.sit. X s F df ρ Zvar 
number of sprs 
1.398 2,18 .273 3.61 C2 
C3 
C4 
9 
9 
9 
22.70 
16.30 
27.78 
22.70 
23.59 
29.40 
entire sample 22.26 24.87 
Table 10.12 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the j-l-weakening rule In the three out-group contact situations; the 
probability and the explained variance 
Despite the differences between the mean frequencies of use of the r'-weakening 
rule in C2, C3 and C4, the effect of the out-group contact situation on the use 
of this dialect feature is far from significant. 
n-deletion 
In the dialect spoken in Sittard, which represents the C-type Limburg dialects 
in our investigation, the η-deletion rule does not occur7, let alone in the 
regional variety of the standard language. Therefore one would expect the 
application of the rule to decrease in the contact situations C3 and C4. 
Consider Table 10.13. 
7. Generally apeftkingi «ее f 8.5.2 abon for a non praciea daacrlpcion of tha ataca of affaira. 
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out-gr.cont.eit. X s F df ρ Zvar 
3.538 2,18 .051 20.25 C2 
C3 
C4 
9 
9 
9 
48.95 
35.01 
33.97 
9.32 
16.99 
15.51 
entire sample 39.31 15.43 
Table 10.13 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the η-deletion rule in the three out-group contact situations; the 
probability and the explained variance 
We expected the frequency of application of the rule to taper off -as it were-
with increasing distance of the variety involved in the contact, that is, 
C2 > C3 > C4. The observed pattern tallies with the one we expected, displaying 
gradually decreasing use of this dialect feature, although these figures show 
that the main difference is between C2 on the one hand and C3 and C4 on the 
other. The pattern is all but significant at the .05 level. 
t-deletion 
The only one of the three LVs at issue that occurs not only in the A- and B-, 
but also in the C-type Limburg dialects and occasionally even in the regional 
variety of the standard language is word-final t-deletion. Since application of 
this rule can consequently not be interpreted as divergence from any of the 
three contact varieties at hand, no significant effect can be expected from the 
variable out-group contact situation on the use of this dialect feature. 
out-gr.cont.sit. X s F df ρ Zvar 
.974 2,18 .396 4.84 C2 
C3 
C4 
9 
9 
9 
74.18 
80.45 
74.94 
10.39 
12.18 
16.11 
entire sample 76.52 12.92 
Table 10.14 Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use 
of the t-deletion rule in the three out-group contact situations; the 
probability and the explained variance 
The findings presented in Table 10.14, and specifically the non-significance of 
the effect of the out-group contact situations, confirm our prediction. 
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Let us consider these findings from a somewhat more general point of view. 
The only dialect feature on the use of which the variable out-group contact 
situation appears to exert a nearly significant effect is n-deletion8. One 
might object that we cannot be sure whether (the distance between the Rimburg 
dialect and) the contact varieties spoken by our speakers' interlocutors in the 
out-group situations alone explain this effect. Admittedly, the types of 
variables that are controlled in, for instance, matched guise experiments (like 
medium-term and long-term voice features, para- and non-linguistic behaviour, 
personality traits etc.) indeed vary between the three interlocutors in C2, C3 
and C4. In general their role-playing,, involvedness and interest hardly seem 
to, however, and as we said in $ 4.4.2, they hardly differed from each other in 
age and socio-economic background. All these variables concern the interlocu­
tor; the topic and content of the interaction is another control variable in 
many socio-psychological studies of language variation. The thematic 'organiza­
tion' of the out-group conversations by the interlocutors and our selection of 
the samples to be analysed9 guaranteed a high degree of similarity of the out-
group data of our 27 speakers also in this connection. We therefore brush aside 
the interlocutors and the topic organization as sources of underlying determi­
nants for the above findings, in favour of the variable out-group contact 
situation. 
The finding that η-deletion is the only LV whose use is affected by the out-
group contact situation, moreover displaying the predicted pattern, suggests an 
interaction between the variables out-group contact situation and dialect 
features. The outcomes of an analysis of variance10 clearly confirm this 
inference (F-3.84 df=4,36 p-.Oll). 
Interestingly, the micro-social variable out-group contact situation turns 
out to be significant only to η-deletion, the only dialect feature whose 
overall use does not show an age group effect. In the following chapter 
($ 11.2) we will further examine this finding in connection with the third 
hypothesis. 
10.2.6 Micro-social and linguistic forces in the use of the dialect features 
The analysis of the impact of the factor out-group contact situation on the 
use of the three dialect features in the linguistic conditions that were 
distinguished revealed no more than three significant effects. The main results 
of the relevant analyses are presented in Table 10.15. 
. Tb· dlfferanc« betvean the dialact faaturaa in Chi· reapact la alao avidant from the diffarance» In the 
part of cha variance In chair uaa bound by cha variable ouc-group concacc alcuacion (Zvar). 
9. Diacuaead in H 4.4.2 and 4.5.1 above, respectively. 
10. The out-group data were approached aa a three-factor deaign with repeated naaeurea on the factor dialact 
faaturaa. Tha reaulca of thla analyaia will be presented in Table 10.16 in section 10.3 below. 
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signlf. Interaction effect 
F 
^-weaken, before liquid 4.033 
η-del. I-lowering not relev. 3.948 
η-del. stressed 3.882 
outgr. contact sit. 
df ρ 
2,18 .036 
2,18 .038 
2,18 .040 
χ ling.dim.? 
Ζ var 
10.89 
23.04 
25.00 
+ 
-
-
Table 10.15 Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable 
out-group contact situation on the use of the dialect features in 
individual linguistic conditions. The significance of the effect of the 
interaction between out-group contact situation and linguistic dimension 
y' -weakening 
Although the use of the ^-weakening rule did not show a significant effect of 
the between subjects variable out-group contact situation on the overall level, 
it did before liquids. On closer inspection, the outcomes of the analysis 
turned out to have an additional surprise in störet the pattern of use of the 
^-weakening rule in this specific condition is C2 < C3 < C4. It turns out that 
this pattern is due to the behaviour of the three groups of three Older 
speakers, who 'score' 2.78, 25.60 and 55.29 in C2, C3 and C4 respectively. This 
forces us to look ahead at some results which are discussed in the next 
section. Indeed, the application of the y' -weakening rule before liquids 
undergoes a highly significant main effect of the variable age group (F-14.06 
df-2,18 P-.000) and a strong interaction effect between the variables age group 
and out-group contact (F=4.77 df-4,18 p-.OOB). However, in view of the small 
number of speakers per cell we attach little generalizing importance to the 
latter finding. 
As we said in § 10.2.1, we also performed analyses of variance with the 
variables age group and out-group contact situation for each dialect feature 
per linguistic dimension. From these 'comprehensive' analyses (as we baptized 
them) it appears that the linguistic dimension 'nature of the following 
segment* is involved in significant interaction effects. The effect brought 
about by the interaction between this linguistic dimension and the variable 
out-group contact situation (F-4.82 df=2,18 P-.021) is mainly the result of the 
fact that before vowels the pattern is different, namely C3 < C2 < C4. The 
effect of the second-order interaction between this linguistic dimension, the 
factor out-group contact situation and the speakers' age groups also appears to 
be significant (F-5.77 df-4,18 p-.OOA). This does not come as a surprise in the 
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light of the yi-weakening behaviour before liquids of the three groups of three 
Older speakers pointed out above. 
n-deletion 
On the overall level, the out-group use of the n-deletlon rule was found to 
take on the pattern C2 > C3 > CA (the probability of the exact distribution 
found being .051). Of the fourteen linguistic conditions in which n-deletion 
was studied, eight likewise show decreasing use with increasing distance of the 
variety with which the speakers were brought into contact. In only one of these 
conditions the effect is significant, however. The condition concerned is 
'I-lowering not relevant'. As can be seen in Table 10.15, there is still 
another linguistic condition in which the out-group contact situation has a 
significant effect on the use of the n-deletion rule, namely when the concerned 
words are 'stressed'. However, in that condition the use takes on the pattern 
C2 > C4 > C3, which deviates from the pattern that would have been predicted 
given the geographical spread of this dialect feature. 
In neither of the two cases the application of the n-deletion rule is 
significantly affected by the interaction between the factor out-group contact 
situation and linguistic dimension. Therefore it seems that the linguistic 
dimensions '(ir)relevance of the I-lowering rule' and +/- stress do not 
influence the effect of the out-group contact situation on n-deletion. 
In none of the nine linguistic conditions studied, the use of the t-deletion 
rule was found to be significantly affected by the out-group contact situation. 
Also the four linguistic dimensions turn out not to be interesting in this 
respect. The effect of the factor out-group contact situation on t-deletion in 
each single linguistic condition is not essentially different from that in the 
other condition(8) in the same dimension, nor from that on the overall level. 
10.3 Apparent time changes in the use of the dialect features: overall 
patterns 
In the introduction to this chapter we pointed out that the out-group data 
were not collected for the apparent time study of processes of dialect 
levelling. Nonetheless, we do not intend to ignore the effects of the factor 
age on the out-group dialect use. The present section contains a very brief 
account of the effect of the speakers' age on their out-group dialect use and 
some of its linguistic and extralinguistic aspects. 
First we will consider the age group patterns in the overall use of the 
dialect features. These age group patterns will then be related to the 
linguistic dimensions (§ 10.3.1). In § 10.3.2 we will try to establish the role 
of the macro-social speaker background variables in the apparent time patterns 
in the out-group use of the dialect features. In S 10.3.3, finally, we briefly 
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discuss the findings regarding the relationship between age and the micro-
social variable out-group contact situation. The organization of this section 
is therefore in principle the same as that of its counterpart in the previous 
chapter, on the understanding 1.. that with respect to the dynamism in the 
occurrence of the three dialect features we also pay attention to the possible 
effects of the out-group contact situation, and 2_. that the presentation here 
is much briefer. 
The variables age group, out-group contact situation and dialect features 
were included in an analysis of variance, the results of which are presented in 
Table 10.16. 
source 
between ss. 
within cells 
age group 
out-gr. contact 
interaction age 
χ out-gr. ( 
situati 
group 
:ontact 
on 
sit. 
df 
18 
2 
2 
4 
MS 
269.82 
1793.59 
152.96 
115.00 
F 
6.65 
.57 
.43 
Ρ 
.007 
.577 
.788 
within 88. 
within cells 
dialect features 2 20790.35 181.30 .000 
36 
4 
114.68 
2625.50 22.89 
interaction age group 
ζ dialect features .000 
interaction out-gr. contact sit. 
ζ dialect features 4 440.01 3.84 .011 
interaction age group 
ζ out-gr. contact sit. 
ζ dialect features 8 126.37 1.10 .385 
Table 10.16 Analysis of variance. The effects of the speakers' age 
group, the out-group contact situation and the dialect features on 
dialect use (all factors fixed) 
Two of the three main effects turn out to be significant. Equally, of the three 
first-order interaction effects two are significant, whereas the second-order 
interaction is not. 
The significant main effects concern the speakers' age groups and the 
dialect features; the variable out-group contact situation as such has no 
significant effect. However, the first-order interaction effect between out-
group contact situation and dialect features is significant; as we saw in the 
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preceding subsection, this interaction comes down to the fact that the only 
dialect feature on the use of which the out-group contact situation has a clear 
effect is η-deletion. The other significant first-order interaction concerns 
the variables age group and dialect features; both interactions will be 
considered in this subsection. Both the first-order interaction between age 
group and out-group contact situation, as well as the (equally non-significant) 
second-order interaction between age group, out-group contact situation and 
dialect features are not significant. In § 10.3.3 we will briefly return to the 
latter two results. 
It is not very useful to dwell on significant main effects, if the concerned 
variables are involved in significant interactions - as is obviously the case 
with the factors age group and dialect features. 
Both first-order interactions in which the factor dialect features is 
involved are significant. One of them concerns the variable out-group contact 
situation. As we saw in the preceding section (Tables 10.12 - 10.14 above), the 
out-group contact situation only has a clear effect on the occurrence of 
η-deletion. The interaction between the factors out-group contact situation and 
LVs is visually represented in Figure 10.1. 
100-, 
80 -*—. 
¡к-—·""•"' *""—- * 
60 
40 ^.^ 
^-s о 
0-I . , •-
02 C3 C4 
Figure 10.1 The use of the three dialect features in the three out-group 
contact situations 
It is remarkable that the contact with a speaker of the Sittard dialect (C3), 
rather than with a speaker of the regional variety of the standard language 
(C4), has the highest separating effect on the frequencies of use of the two 
dialect features which occupy the pole positions on the geographical continuum. 
The other first-order interaction in which the factor dialect features is 
involved is at the same time the only significant one for the factor age group. 
Consider Table 10.17. 
-+- ^-weakening 
-Э- n-deletion 
•*· t-deletion 
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^-weaken. 
η-deletion 
t-deletion 
age groups 
0 
51.11 
A7.05 
68.09 
M 
11.54 
36.64 
74.01 
Y 
4.14 
34.23 
87.47 
Ρ 
.000 
.124 
.003 
Ζ va г 
70.56 
13.69 
40.96 
years of age 
Ζ var 
67.54 
13.61 
32.15 
Table 10.17 The average out-group use of the three dialect features in 
the three age groups, the probability of the age group effect and the 
part of the variance explained by the variables age group and years of 
age 1 1 
The interaction comes down to apparent time patterns which are highly similar 
to the ones found for in-group dialect use. On the one hand the use of the 
)"-weakening rule is apparently undergoing a sharp decrease, and the applica­
tion of the η-deletion rule shows a clear, though non-significant, decrease. On 
the other hand, the use of the t-deletion rule turns out to be increasing con­
siderably. The apparent time patterns are shown in Figure 10.2. 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
..-··* 
..„ «*" 
-+- yH-weakening 
-Э- n-deletion 
•*• t-deletion 
О M Y 
Figure 10.2 The out-group use of the three dialect features in the three 
age groups 
11. The findings for tha variable age group concern tvo-vay analyses of variance (cf. S 10.2.5 above), those 
for the variable years of age result from linear regression analyses. 
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10.3.1 Apparent time changes in the use of the dialect features: linguistic 
dimensions 
In this subsection we will briefly consider the structural aspects of the 
apparent time changes that emerge from our out-group data. Apparent time 
patterns in the occurrence of each dialect feature in each single linguistic 
condition were traced by means of the two-way ANOVAs (mentioned in § 10.2.S 
above) with age group and out-group contact situation as independent variables. 
The effect of the linguistic dimensions on apparent time changes in the use of 
the dialect features was established by means of the 'comprehensive' analyses 
described in § 10.2.1 above. 
From the 31 linguistic conditions that were distinguished, 17 show a 
significant age group effect. Six of these concern t-deletion and three pertain 
to the use of the η-deletion rule. All eight linguistic conditions in which 
γι -weakening was studied show age group effects. These eight conditions form 
four linguistic dimensions. Of these four dimensions, three appear to affect 
the loss of the j"-weakening rule. The effect of the dimension 'grammatical 
status' (F-5.48 df-2,18 p-.OlA) consists of the fact that for /И/s which are 
part of a lexeme the curve of the loss pattern is a little less steep than that 
for /yi/s which form part of a morpheme. The dimension 'position in the word' 
determines the levelling process (F-5.23 df-2,17 P-.017) in the sense that in 
word-initial /y'/s the loss of the rule is much more abrupt than in word-
internal ones. In § 10.2.6 we already saw that the nature of the following 
segment has a very marked effect: before liquids the decrease in the applica­
tion of the rule is much more dramatic than before vowels (F-9.62 df-2,18 
p-.OOl). In each single condition the dramatism especially consists of the 
break which occurs between the Older and the Middle age group; after the Middle 
age group we are over the hump. 
Clear age group effects on the use of the η-deletion rule were found in 
three conditions. Each condition forms part of a separate linguistic dimension; 
all three dimensions are phonological in nature. 
The apparent time decrease which appears to take place in the application of 
the rule before consonants is just not significant (p-.051). The underlying 
linguistic dimension 'right-hand environment' does not significantly affect the 
age group pattern in the use of the η-deletion rule. The apparent time drop in 
the use of this rule in 'unstressed' words and in words with a lexical High 
tone is statistically significant, and so is the effect exerted by the 
underlying linguistic dimensions on the loss of the rule. As far as the 
dimension +/- stress is concerned: rule loss only occurs in unstressed words, 
the indexes of η-deletion in stressed words of the three age groups are all 
approximately 25.00 (F-9.32 df-2,18 P-.002). As for the dimension 'presence or 
absence of a High tone': loss is only taking place in words with a lexical H. 
The application of the η-deletion rule in words without a lexical H is around 
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18.40, with a very slight and gradual apparent time increase (F-4.71 df-2,18 
P-.023). 
In § 10.2.5 above we saw that on the level of overall use η-deletion is 
affected by the out-group contact situation but not by the age of the speakers. 
On a linguistically more detailed level things are a little less clear-cut. 
After all, the number of linguistic conditions in which η-deletion shows an 
effect of the out-group contact situation (n-2 - see § 10.2.6) does not exceed 
the number of linguistic conditions showing age group effects. 
In the case of both j"-weakening and final η-deletion, all changes consist 
of a gradual loss (witness the age group pattern 0 > M > Y). On the other hand, 
all six linguistic conditions in which the application of the t-deletion rule 
is significantly affected by the speakers' age groups show the opposite pattern 
0 < M < Y , i.e. a gradual increase. The three environments in which t-deletion 
appears to be 'immune' to age group effects in situations of out-group contact 
are 'before a pause', 'before a consonant', and 'part of a lexeme'. The first 
two conditions form part of the linguistic dimension 'right-hand environment'. 
This dimension does not appear to significantly affect the age group patterns 
in the application of the rule. This is different in the case of the dimension 
'grammatical status'. The indexes for the deletion of lexemic [t]s are already 
fairly high, although a small dip occurs in the Middle age group; at the same 
time there is a very considerable, but again gradual increase going on in the 
deletion of morphemic [t]s (F-16.06 df=2,18 p-.000). 
The latter fact, in combination with the finding that the application of the 
j-i -weakening rule shows the opposite age group pattern for both types of 
•grammatical status' of the morpheme containing the segment, explains the main 
findings presented in Table 10.8 above. There we saw that in the out-group data 
there is a moderate to strong, negative correlation between the use of the 
f"!-weakening rule in lexemes and morphemes on the one hand and that of the 
t-deletion rule in morphemes on the other. 
10.3.2 Apparent time changes in the use of the dialect features: macro-social 
forces 
In order to explain age effects on dialect use at least partly as manifes­
tations of general macro-social changes, we tried to assess how the factor age 
is related to the four speaker background variables in the use of the three 
LVs. To this end, multiple regression analyses were performed. Table 10.18 
allows comparison of the main findings with those of the multiple regression 
analyses for the four macro-social variables alone, without years of age 
(y.o.a.) as a predictor variable. The latter were already briefly discussed in 
§ 10.2.3 above. 
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^-weaken. 
n-deletion 
t-deletion 
y.о.a. excluded 
geogr. mobility 
21.79 
geogr. mobility 
22.40 
1. occupation 
2. geogr. mobility 
35.26 
y.o.a. included 
y.o.a. 
71.13 
geogr. mobility 
22.40 
1. y.o.a. 
2. education 
42.66 
Table 10.18 Findings from stepwise multiple regression analysis for the 
four speaker background variables excluding and including years of age: 
significant predictors and explained variance (Zvar) 
The introduction of the variable years of age appears to change the picture in 
connection with the rules for y·-weakening and t-deletion. The speakers' years 
of age pushes aside their relative geographical mobility as the one and only 
significant predictor of the use of the f ι-weakening rule. At the same time, 
the part of the variance in the use of the rule bound by the significant 
predictor rises from about 22Z to over 71Z. The scenario regarding the weight 
of our macro-social features to the out-group application of the t-deletion 
rule changes quite drastically as a result of the inclusion of age as a 
predictor variable. The variables occupational level and geographical mobility 
disappear as significant predictors. Their roles are taken over by age, 
followed by educational background; the latter entertains a negative relation 
with t-deletion. The resulting increase in the proportion of explained variance 
is much less striking than in the case of j-i-weakening, however. 
The fact that including age does not cause any change in the findings 
regarding η-deletion strengthens our impression that time, or at least the 
speakers' age, is relatively unimportant to the use of this rule. 
Of course, again we have to take into account the methodological reserva­
tions that were discussed in § 9.3.2. But as far as these findings are valid, 
the relatively great weight of the speakers' age in connection with )-'-weaken­
ing and t-deletion seems to suggest that our few macro-social background 
variables do not explain very much of the dynamics in the out-group occurrence 
of these dialect features. 
10.3.3 Apparent time changes In the use of the dialect features in relation 
with the micro-social factor 
The results of the statistical analysis presented in Table 10.16 above show 
that in our out-group data no significant interaction exists between the 
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speakers' age groups, the out-group contact situation and the LVs. This means 
that there are no differences in the use of the three dialect features between 
the speakers of the three age groups which are related to the out-group contact 
situation. 
The same analysis made clear that the interaction effect between age group 
and out-group contact situation is not significant either. This amounts to 
saying that there are no statistically interesting differences in dialect use 
generally between the three age groups which can be meaningfully related to the 
out-group contact situation. 
The latter interaction was also studied for each LV separately on three 
levels: overall, in the relevant linguistic dimensions and in each of the 31 
linguistic conditions12. On the overall level, none of the three LVs shows a 
significant interaction effect. In this connection it is quite remarkable that, 
from the point of view of the significance of the main effects, the factors age 
group and out-group contact situation appear to maintain a complementary 
relationship. We will return to this finding in the following chapter (§ 11.2). 
In none of the linguistic dimensions involved in the study of the three 
dialect features the out-group contact situation was found to act on the 
apparent time patterns. 
In the entire set of 31 linguistic conditions in which the use of the 
dialect features was investigated, only one instance was found of a significant 
interaction effect between age group and out-group contact situation; it 
concerns the frequency of γ· -weakening before liquids. The nature of this 
particular interaction was described in § 10.2.6 above. 
In all, in our data the out-group contact situation hardly affects the age 
group patterns (or vice versa) in the use of the three dialect features. This 
means that we can be reasonably certain that in our data these two factors are 
not related, as a result of which the relevant findings can be interpreted more 
straightforwardly. However, since the cells in the design resulting from 
'crossing' the between subjects factors age group and out-group contact 
situation contain no more than three speakers, this finding does not allow far-
reaching conclusions. 
10.4 Sunmary 
In the present chapter attention was focused on the third type of data 
collected for this investigation: the ones distilled from the spontaneous 
dialect use in situations of out-group contact. In studying these data, we 
mainly concentrated on dialect use as such, unrelated to the speakers' age. The 
12. In the two-way analyaea of Tariance, in the ao-callad 'comprahanaiva1 analyaee of variance and, again, in 
the two-way analyaea of variance, respectively. See §S 10.2.1, 10.2.5 and 10.3.1 above. 
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findings were compared to those regarding dialect use in in-group conversa­
tions . 
At the overall level, the mean frequency of occurrence of the three dialect 
features turns out to increase considerably with their geographical distribu­
tion. In this respect the out-group means display the same pattern as the in-
group ones. The differences between the in- and out-group means become smaller 
with increasing areal spread of the dialect features. As far as their out-group 
use is concerned, the LVs do not appear to be completely independent of each 
other - in contrast to what was found in the in-group data. 
The out-group use of the dialect features was related to linguistic as well 
as to social parameters of several kinds. Linguistically, just as in the in-
group dialect use, jr·-weakening appears to be significantly affected by the 
nature of the following segment. In the out-group dialect use, the grammatical 
status of the Iru also plays a role, however. Overall and in every single 
linguistic condition the rule was used significantly more often in in-group 
contact. 
For η-deletion, the out-group findings regarding the significance of the 
effect of the linguistic dimensions do not show any differences from the in-
group ones. Just as in in-group dialect use, the significant effect of the 
dimension word class may very well partly be a matter of covariation of the 
(equally significant) dimension stress. In four out of the fourteen linguistic 
conditions studied, the η-deletion rule was applied significantly more often in 
the in-group than in the out-group data. For the single condition in which the 
proportion is the other way round, the difference between the two corpora is 
not significant. 
Also for word-final t-deletion, the linguistic dimensions that were found to 
be significant for the out-group use turned out to be identical to those that 
were important for the in-group use of the rule. As regards the right-hand 
environment, the vocalic vs. consonantal specification as well as the relative 
sonority of the following segment were again found to have the predicted 
effect, and again the rule turned out to be used least frequently before a 
pause. We interpreted the sensitivity of the rule to the right-hand environment 
as well as to word-internal structure as an indication that it operates at 
several stages in the derivation. Moreover, it turns out to be sensitive to 
aspects of the interactional situation, witness the fact that overall and in 
one of the linguistic conditions studied it appeared to be used significantly 
less frequently in out-group than in in-group contact. 
The three linguistic dimensions common to the analyses of several dialect 
features concerned grammatical statue and two phonological aspects of the 
right-hand context. To judge from the correlation coefficients, in the vast 
majority of cases identical linguistic dimensions do not have identical effects 
on the occurrence of several different dialect features; in specific linguistic 
conditions the relations between the dialect features are generally just as 
little pronounced as they are on the level of overall use. The same was found 
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for ln-group dialect use. Detailed comparison of the relevant in-group and out-
group findings makes clear that In a considerable number of cases the conse­
quences of out-group contact for linguistic covariation cannot be predicted on 
structural grounds. This suggests that dialect use in situations of out-group 
contact may have a somewhat disrupting effect on linguistic structure. 
The out-group dialect use was studied in connection with two types of social 
parameters. The first type, the so-called macro-social variables, concerned a 
small set of speaker background features, which can on conceptual grounds be 
collapsed into two bundles: geographical and socio-economical. The main 
analyses show that from the few macro-social variables studied the speakers' 
geographical mobility is related to the application of the rules for 
yi-weakening and η-deletion, whereas t-deletion is sensitive to occupational 
level in the first place but also to geographical mobility. Comparison with the 
findings for in-group dialect use indicates that, as far as the associations 
with the involved speaker background variables are concerned, out-group contact 
may lead to a shift of accent towards the LVs with a wider geographical 
distribution. 
Our small set of speaker background variables was also studied, in a 
preliminary fashion, in more linguistic detail. It appears that the interplay 
of the four speaker background variables with the use of the dialect features 
in specific linguistic conditions is generally rather loose. Other parts of the 
outcomes strengthen our impression that t-deletion is a feature which is still 
in the process of gaining more ground, thus constituting a case of dialect 
levelling by way of increasing use of geographically widespread nonstandard 
features. In general, the intertwining of linguistic and macro-social patterns 
seems to be less pronounced in the out-group than in the in-group dialect use. 
The finding that the speakers' autochthony appears to be of marginal importance 
to the use of the dialect features, overall and in specific linguistic 
conditions, in out-group as well as in in-group dialect use, is most probably 
due to the relatively limited variation in that respect between the speakers in 
our sample. Another similarity between the out-group and the in-group data 
seems to suggest that the representational meaning of the use of the t-deletion 
rule before vowels and of r'-weakening between words as well as before liquids 
is fairly stable. 
The second type of social parameter whose effect was studied in these data 
concerns the three-value micro-social variable 'out-group contact situation', 
the distance between the speakers' dialect and the variety spoken by the 
interlocutor. From the results it appears that η-deletion is the only one of 
our three dialect features on the use of which this factor has an effect. In 
the dialect use of the speakers of our sample this effect consists of the 
tapering off of the application of the η-deletion rule as the distance to the 
contact variety increases. On a linguistically more detailed level, the out-
group contact situation appears to affect two dialect features in no more than 
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three linguistic conditions. Two of these concern η-deletion. In one of the two 
conditions in which η-deletion displays a significant out-group contact effect 
the use of the rule shows the predicted pattern; in the other one it does not. 
Before liquids the application of the f '-weakening rule turns out to be 
sensitive also to this variable, but closer inspection of the data reveals that 
this effect is mainly due to the behaviour of the Older speakers in our sample. 
In all, the Impact of the out-group contact situation is influenced only by the 
linguistic dimension 'nature of the following segment' in relation with 
γ'-weakening, of which the condition 'before liquids' is a part. 
It should be stressed that the types of contact situations studied in the 
out-group corpus are far from rare in everyday life in Rimburg or the Mine 
District in general. As we pointed out in Ch. 3, the demographic changes 
brought about by the process of industrialization of the region during the 
first decades of this century led to a coexistence of (mainly Limburg) 
varieties. Consequently, nowadays dialect contact is a permanent feature of 
everyday life. 
Since the ultimate aim of the study of out-group dialect use is to test the 
third hypothesis, the data were not systematically scanned for apparent time 
indications of processes of dialect levelling in these data. Some attention was 
nevertheless paid to the effects of the factor age. The analyses resulted in 
the following insights: 
- On the level of overall use, the out-group application of the j^-weakening 
rule is suffering a sharp loss, and η-deletion may be undergoing a clear, 
though much less dramatic loss. The use of the rule for word-final t-deletion, 
on the other hand, shows a very considerable increase. 
- On a linguistically more detailed level, one finds exactly the same apparent 
time dynamics in the use of the dialect features. Loss is occurring in all 
eight linguistic conditions in which the use of the {"-weakening rule was 
studied; only one of the four linguistic dimensions underlying these conditions 
does not appear to affect the process. The age group effects in three out of 
the fourteen linguistic conditions in which η-deletion was studied also come 
down to a gradual apparent time loss (pattern 0 > M > Y). Two of them are part 
of a linguistic dimension which determines the direction of the process; both 
dimensions are phonological in nature. The opposite age group pattern, 
0 < M < Y, i.e. gradual increase, emerges from the application of the 
t-deletion rule in six (out of nine) linguistic conditions exhibiting an age 
group effect. Only one of the four linguistic dimensions involved can be said 
to influence the developments, however. This dimension is a grammatical one. 
- The small set of macro-social speaker background variables analysed do not 
appear to explain very much of the dynamics in the out-group use of the rules 
for γ'-weakening and t-deletion. On the other hand, the speakers' age turns out 
to be relatively unimportant to the use of the η-deletion rule. In connection 
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with this dialect feature, the speaker background variable geographical 
mobility appears to be of great weight. 
- Finally, the question was considered whether the differences in dialect use 
between the speakers of the three age groups are related to the variable out-
group contact situation. On almost no level of analysis were age-related 
differences in dialect use found which can be meaningfully related to the out-
group contact situation - or vice versa. 
Chapter 11 Dialect levelling and accommodationι testing the third hypothesis 
11.1 Introduction 
According to the third hypothesis derived from our sociolinguistic model, 
the long-term process of dialect levelling is foreshadowed in accommodation. 
This claim, which will be tested in the present chapter, parallels the central 
assumption of Trudgill's Dialects in contact (1986), that the impetus for 
dialect levelling is interactional, hence short-term in nature. 
Our third hypothesis will be tested on the basis of the data regarding 
spontaneous dialect use; for this purpose the findings for levelling will be 
confronted with those for accommodation. As for levelling, our finding that the 
age group patterns in out-group dialect use are highly similar to the ones in 
the in-group data (§ 10.3 above) is interesting particularly in the light of 
the methodological insight which Labov worded as follows ι "the value of new 
data for confirming and interpreting old data is directly proportional to the 
differences in the methods used to gather it" (1972b: 102). The striking 
similarity between the two types of spontaneous dialect use with respect to the 
effects of the factor age group can be taken as an indication that our findings 
have a certain validity. 
Nevertheless, to test the third hypothesis we decided to rely only on the 
findings regarding levelling for the in-group data. For this decision there was 
an important methodological reason. In the design for the out-group data the 
factor age group was crossed with the factor out-group contact situation, and 
each of the nine cells resulting from the crossing of both 'between subjects* 
factors contains only three speakers. The age group effects in the in-group 
data are relatively 'pure' and hence probably yield a better insight into the 
process of dialect levelling. 
Linguistic accommodation may be defined as the variation in language use 
which is related to the interactional situation. In our spontaneous data, 
accommodation can be brought to light by comparing the in-group dialect use of 
each single speaker with his dialect use in the out-group contact situation 
(see §§ 4.1 and 10.1 above). The two types of spontaneous, conversational data 
collected for the present investigation therefore enable us to operationalize 
the notion of accommodation as a 'within subjects' phenomenon. 
In this chapter we will focus on accommodation in dialect use (sections 11.3 
and 11.4). Special attention will be paid to dialect-geographical aspects of 
the accommodation in our data (§ 11.4.2). In section 11.5 the main findings for 
accommodation in our speakers' spontaneous dialect use will be briefly listed 
and critically discussed. Testing the third hypothesis (§ 11.6) then consists 
of a comparison between the findings for accommodation and those with respect 
to levelling. Especially in the latter connection, we can elaborate on a number 
of points that were already presented, especially in chapter 9. Section 11.7, 
finally, contains a summary of the procedure and the main findings. First of 
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all, however, we will consider an earlier finding which at first sight appears 
to be relevant, but will turn out not to be, to our third hypothesis (§ 11.2). 
11.2 Age group versus out-group contact situation 
In S 10.2.5 above we established that η-deletion is the only of our three 
dialect features whose overall use is affected by the variable out-group 
contact situation, and is at the same time the only LV whose use was not found 
to show age group effects - in in-group and in out-group dialect use1. This 
finding is summarized visually in Table 11.1. 
type of data 
independ. variables 
depend, variables j^-weaken. 
n-deletion 
t-deletion 
In-group 
and 
Out-group 
age group 
+ 
+ 
Out-group 
out-gr.cont. 
situation 
+ 
Table 11.1 Significant main effects of the between subjects factors age 
group and out-group contact situation on the use of the dialect features 
in the relevant data 
From this point of view, the two independent variables appear to be complemen­
tary, which is especially interesting since the one, age group, has a long-term 
and the other, out-group contact situation, a short-term character. The rules 
for yi-weakening and t-deletion seem to be losing their characteristics of 
variable rules in the course of time, albeit in opposite ways. The n-deletion 
rule, on the other hand, is a much more stable LV, the use of which appears to 
be determined mainly by immediate, situational factors such as the degree of 
Openness' of the contact situation. 
It should however be noted that 
(1) the probability2 of the effect of the factor out-group contact situation 
on n-deletion is only .051; 
(2) as far as levelling is concerned, we will limit our attention to the 
findings from the in-eroup data. After all, in these data the age group effect 
1. For the absence of a aignifLeant age group effact on the out-group application of the n-deLetlon rule oee 
Table 10.17 in 5 10.3 above. 
2. In a two-way ANOVA, with age group aa the other factor. 
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cannot be contaminated with an effect of the factor out-group contact situ-
ation. Though relevant to accommodation, the effect of the factor out-group 
contact situation as such does not permit a direct insight into the process; as 
we just argued, accommodation should be studied within subjects. 
Finally, the most important thing to be noted is the fact that 
(3) hypothesis III does not concern the statistical significance of the effects 
of the factors age group and out-group contact situation on dialect use, nor 
the relation between the effects of both factors. Rather, it predicts that the 
patterns of levelling are reflected in those regarding acconmodation. In the 
next sections we will approach the hypothesis from this angle. First, however, 
we will sharpen our operationalization of the notion of accommodation. 
11.3 Tracing accommodation 
An adequate approach to the problem seems to consist of two successive 
steps: first, to try to isolate instances of levelling and accommodation as 
such, and then to compare the overall findings regarding both phenomena to one 
another. The first part of the first step has already been taken: especially 
with respect to the dialectal rules for r'-weakening, n- and t-deletion, the 
analyses performed so far have given us a fairly clear and detailed impression 
of the processes of dialect levelling which are taking place in the Rimburg 
dialect. We have, however, hardly considered accommodation so far. 
In view of the testability of our third hypothesis, i.e. the comparability 
of the findings regarding levelling and accommodation, our study of the latter 
phenomenon will be limited to manifestations of what is referred to as 
objective linguistic accommodation (in the terminology proposed by Thakerar, 
Giles & Cheshire 1982, as summarized and discussed in Knops 1987: 67-71). 
We are interested in linguistic, rather than in psychological accommodation, 
since the latter concerns a speaker's intention and conviction regarding his or 
her interactional behaviour in general - something we did not study, of course. 
As far as linguistic accommodation is concerned, we are only interested 
(1) in de facto, hence empirically traceable and measurable phenomena; 
(2) in convergence as far as this la manifested in a decrease in the use of 
dialect features, rather than in divergence which, in this line of reasoning, 
would consist of an increase in the use of features of one's own language 
variety in a situation of contact with a speaker of another variety3. 
In our speakers' spontaneous dialect use accommodation in this restricted 
sense resulted In such things as 
the systematic non-application by informant 31 of the j^-weakening rule in 
his interaction with the regional etandard speaking interlocutor (out-group 
contact situation C4), versus the application of the same rule in an incidental 
3. The teralnology la ueed In the sense described In e.g. Knops 19B7i 65-67. The relationship between the 
concepts of accomodation, divergence, convergence and dialect levelling «are sketchad In 9 1.4.4 above. 
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remark made to the dialect-speaking investigator (who generally played the role 
of an 'auditor' - Bell 1984: 159 ff.); 
- the non-use of the n-less form of the superheavy monosyllable 
/a:n/ 'on' 
by speaker 28 in situation C3, and the non-use of the η-less forms of this 
preposition as well as of 
/be:n/ 'leg' 
/e:n/ 'one' 
by informant 37 in situation C4. 
The varieties spoken by our informants' interlocutors in out-group contact 
situations C3 (Slttard dialect) and C4 (regional standard variety) do not allow 
n-deletlon, and certainly not in words of this structure. Apart from the words 
just mentioned, all other words consisting of one superheavy syllable with an 
/n/ in post-vocalic position in which η-deletion has been lezicalized were 
realized n-lessly by the same two speakers, thus conforming to the phonology of 
their native dialect;4 
- the behaviour of speaker 26 in out-group contact situation C3 (talking to an 
interlocutor who speaks the C-type Limburg dialect of Slttard) during the 
following interaction: 
INFORMANT [having told that the local brass band, of which he is 
a member, usually takes part in the carnival pageant. 
However, he himself would rather go on holiday] 
a.rjaj çœ IJ iç ma f in vut 
Otherwise I would probably go away' [on holiday] 
INTERLOCUTOR [apparently doesn't understand] 
ne.t 
'not?' i.e. 'wouldn't you?' 
INFORMANT y'll] IÇ WEÇ 
'I would go away' 
4. Sea Table 8.7 In S 8.4.1 and Tabla 8.9 In 9 8.4.2. 
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When he repeats what he said, our informant replaces 
1. the subjunctive form Ιγ'α"^!, which is limited to the A- and B-type dialects 
(see S 5.3.11), by /j'iir)/, one of the two preterite indicative options avail­
able for this verb3, and 
2. the 'deeply dialectal' heteronym /vut/ 'away' by the variant /weç/, which is 
used throughout the Dutch language area; at the same time it is the only 
variant available in the vast majority of C-type dialects. 
This last piece of accommodation is ultra-short-term'. 
These few examples are instances of accommodation which occurred during one 
and the same conversation. Below, we will only be concerned with accommodation 
in the application of the rules for j"-weakening, η-deletion and t-deletion to 
the extent that this is manifested in clear differences in the frequency of 
application of these rules between the in- and out-group conversations. Our 
approach to accommodation in dialect use will therefore consist of a quantita­
tive comparison between the data distilled from the out-group conversations and 
those representing in-group dialect use. We will, in other words, rely on the 
effect of the independent, within subjects variable in-group versus out-group 
contact. 
A fuller understanding of this approach may be obtained by confronting it 
with the preconditions formulated by Le Page & Tabouret-Keller for the 
modification of one's behaviour in the direction of social groups other than 
one's own: 
"We can only behave according to the behavioural patterns of groups we 
find it desirable to identify with to the extent that (i) we can identify 
the groups (ii) we have both adequate access to the groups and ability to 
analyse their behavioural patterns (iii) the motivation to join the 
groups is sufficiently powerful, and is either reinforced or reversed by 
feedback from the groups (iv) we have the ability to modify our be­
haviour" (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985: 182) 
As far as the speakers of the Rlmburg dialect and our out-group contact 
situations are concerned, all four preconditions are met: 
re (1) and (ii): in general, there is regular contact with speakers of 
dialects of the transition zone, East-Limburg dialects and the regional 
standard language (cf. §§ 3.3.3 and 10.4 above). Such varieties must therefore 
be reasonably familiar also to the speakers in our sample. Specifically in 
connection with the out-group conversations, (ii) is fulfilled because our 
recordings had a mean duration of about 44 minutes (cf. S 10.1), which is ample 
3. The other one, which ie th· nor« frequently need dialect variant, le ΙΥ э η/. 
6. All ехавріев happen to be taken from the saterial produced by apeekara of the Middle and Younger age 
groupa. However, the Older apeakara' out-group dialect nee aleo conteina авріе Inatancea of accomaodation. 
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time for our speakers to 'analyse' the patterns of linguistic behaviour of 
their interlocutor. 
re (iii)i in general it is far from exceptional for speakers of Ripuarian 
and transition zone dialects to evaluate their own dialect negatively vis-à-vis 
the (more standard-like) East-Limburg ones. During the out-group conversations 
recorded for our study, there was no objective reason for our speakers to 
linguistically dissociate from their interlocutor by keeping to their own 
'normal' dialect use. 
re (iv): finally, modifying one's dialect use in the sense of our operatio-
nal iza t ion of the notion accommodation does not require the adoption of 
features which are specific of the contact variety, but only a reduction of the 
use of the features of one's own dialect. Evidently, our speakers are capable 
of this, witness the fact that even in the in-group conversations none of them 
was found to use all three dialect features in all cases. Of the 27 χ 3 » 81 
overall indexes, the only instance of a score of 100 concerned the in-group 
t-deletion behaviour of a representative of the Younger age group (informant 
38). As far as the 27 χ 31 - Θ37 ratios for the use of the dialect features in 
specific linguistic conditions are concerned, a score of 100 occurred in 61 
cases. These 61 cases involve 19 speakers. We discerned neither a sociological 
nor a linguistic pattern in the distribution of these 61 cases. 
11.4 Acconmodation in spontaneous dialect use 
In the preceding section we said that so far we have not paid much attention 
to accommodation. Nevertheless, we did already present findings relevant to 
this phenomenon. In section 10.2 of the previous chapter, the findings for out-
group dialect use were compared to those for in-group dialect use. As may be 
recollected, these 'I vs. 0' comparisons yielded the following insights: 
- overall patterns: all three dialect features are used significantly less 
frequently in the out-group contact situations, but the differences between the 
in-group and the out-group use of the three dialect features become smaller 
with increasing geographical spread of the features involved. In contrast to 
in-group dialect use, in the out-group contact situations the three features 
are not completely independent of each other as far as their occurrence is 
concerned; 
- linguistic dimensions: hardly any differences were found in (the significance 
and the direction of) the effects of the several linguistic dimensions between 
the in- and the out-group data; 
- a comparison of the patterns of covariation of different LVs along linguistic 
dimensions made it clear that in a considerable number of cases the effects of 
out-group contact cannot be predicted. This seems to suggest that accommodation 
•nay destabilize parts of the internal structure of one's dialect use; 
- finally, as regards the four macro-social speaker background variables: out-
group contact was repeatedly found to lead to a shift towards dialect features 
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with a wider areal distribution. I vs. 0 comparisons were also performed for 
the findings regarding the relatione between the four speaker background 
variables on the one hand and the use of the three dialect features in the 
several linguistic conditions on the other. The outcomes suggest that in out-
group contact the intertwining between macro-social factors and linguistic 
conditions is loose, compared to what is the case in in-group contact. The 
possibility cannot be ruled out that this is partly a consequence of the 
aggregation of the data for the three out-group contact situations C2, C3 and 
C4. 
All analyses on which these findings are based were performed on the data 
for in-group and out-group use of the LVs fi-weakening, η-deletion and 
t-deletion separately. Merging the data for in- and out-group contact makes it 
possible to study spontaneous dialect use in general - so this is what we did. 
By means of an analysis of variance the effect was studied of the variable in-
vs. out-group contact on our speakers' spontaneous dialect use, and hence of 
accommodation. 
11.4.1 The findings for acconmodatlon on two levels of analysis 
To study accommodation on the most general level of analysis, the sets of 
data for in-group and out-group dialect use were lumped together, representing 
spontaneous dialect use tout court. In this aggregated set we studied the 
effect of 
- the within subjects factor in- vs. out-group contact, thus accommodation, 
along with the effects of 
- the age groups of the speakers, and 
- the dialect features, 
as well as the interactions between these factors. The results of the 
analysis7 are presented in Table 11.2 (see next page). 
All three main effects are highly significant. Of these, in- vs. out-group 
contact is the only one which is not involved in a significant interaction. As 
was to be expected given the earlier findings, the main effect, i.e. the nature 
of acconmodatlon, consists of a higher proportion of dialect use in in-group 
(grand mean 52.33) than in out-group contact (46.03). 
7* UndarLyliig th· aaAlyai· of variance applied on tb· out-groop data (prasantod In Table 10.16 In $ 10.3 
above) la a three-factor deelgn with repeated aaaaoraa on one factor. Tha preaent one baa repeated neasuraa 
on two of th* three factora. 
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source 
between ss. 
within cells 
age group 
within ss. 
within cells 
In- vs. outgr. 
dialect features 
interaction age group 
ζ in- vs. outgr. 
within cells 
interaction age group 
χ dialect features 
within cells 
interaction in- vs. outgr. 
TL dialect features 
interaction age group 
χ in- vs. outgr. 
χ dialect features 
df 
24 
2 
48 
1 
2 
2 
24 
4 
48 
2 
4 
MS 
321.24 
4908.16 
60.98 
1608.00 
37768.42 
114.81 
105.89 
6204.72 
271.27 
107.26 
119.30 
F 
15.28 
15.19 
139.23 
1.08 
22.87 
1.76 
1.96 
Ρ 
.000 
.001 
.000 
.354 
.000 
.183 
.116 
Table 11.2 Analysis of variance. The effects of the speakers' age 
groups, the in- vs. out-group nature of the contact situation, and the 
dialect features on spontaneous dialect use (all factors fixed) 
In this connection, it may be interesting to consider Le Page & Tabouret-
Keller's claim: "to the extent that [a speaker] modifies his behaviour to 
accomnodate to others it may for a time become more variable, more diffuse' 
(1985: 181). In the present case, this would mean that the out-group dialect 
use is more heterogeneous than the in-group dialect use. Taking the variance 
(s2) as an indication of heterogeneity, the claim is not borne out, though. The 
relevant values are 118.16 for the out-group data and 142.09 for the in-group 
ones. It should, however, be noted that this finding relates to the entire 
sample of speakers, rather than to individual speakers - which Le Page & 
Tabouret-Keller's claim was about. 
To return to the results in Table 11.2 above: the only significant inter­
action effect is the first-order one between age group and dialect features. In 
view of the similarities between the age group patterns in the two corpora 
separately, it is not surprising that in spontaneous dialect use in general the 
interaction between age group and dialect features takes on the pattern that 
was already found in each of the two corpora separately. This pattern consists 
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of apparent time loss of the dialect features γ'-weakening and η-deletion, 
dramatic in the former case, slight in the latter, as against increasing use of 
the t-deletion rule. Consider Table 11.3, visualized in Figure 11.1. 
j-i -weaken. 
n-deletion 
t-deletion 
0 
59.88 
50.06 
70.62 
M 
15.65 
37.80 
76.95 
Y 
5.29 
38.69 
87.70 
Table 11.3 The average occurrence of the dialect features in the three 
age groups in the two corpora of spontaneous dialect use taken together 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
»•·-
и-y "'-weakening 
-a- n-deletion 
·«•- t-deletion 
О M Y 
Figure 11.1 The average occurrence of the dialect features in the three 
age groups in the two corpora of spontaneous dialect use taken together 
The fact that the effect of the interaction between the speakers' age groups 
and the in- vs. out-group nature of the interactional situation is not 
significant supports our interpretation8 of the age group patterns in both 
corpora as similar. The non-significance of the interaction between the in- vs. 
out-group contact on the one hand and the three dialect features on the other 
seems to indicate that there are no meaningful differences in the degree of 
accommodation between the three LVs. This contrasts with our finding that the 
in- vs. out-group differences in dialect use are inversely proportional to the 
8. Given in tha preceding paragraph, but alao in IS 10.3 and 11.1 above. 
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geographical spread of the three features9. Finally, the non-significance of 
the second-order interaction effect keeps the patterns relatively easy to 
interpret. 
This exercise gives us a first impression of the process of accommodation, 
albeit on a fairly general level. The outcomes of the analysis indicate that, 
at least on this level, accommodation is not related to the speakers' age 
groups or to the dialect features that were studied. 
The above analysis is too general to afford any insight into the linguistic 
side of the accommodation processes at work in the spontaneous dialect use of 
our speakers. For that purpose, we need analyses on the level of the individual 
dialect features. Just like dialect levelling, accommodation may well be 
linguistically gradual to the extent that it only occurs in certain conditions. 
This is why we will exploit the opportunity that our data offer to refine our 
approach in this respect. Accommodation will therefore be studied in the use of 
each of the dialect features, both on the overall level and in specific 
linguistic conditions. In the remainder of this subsection we will present the 
outcomes of the analyses that we carried out for this purpose. However, some 
preliminary remarks are called for. 
For the sake of these analyses, a partly new extralinguistic independent 
variable was introduced. In a way, this variable was already involved in the 
study of the data regarding out-group dialect use. There it was labelled 'out-
group contact situation' (o.c.s.), and it took on the values 
C2 - contact with a speaker of the Waubach/Groenstraat dialect varieties, 
- C3 - contact with a speaker of the Sittard dialect, and 
- C4 - contact with a speaker of the regional variety of the standard 
language. 
The label CI is reserved for the in-group contact situation10. 
As will be recalled, the nine representatives of each of the three age 
groups in our sample were each assigned to one of the three out-group 
interactional conditions. So apart from three age groups, our speaker sample 
contains three (what we will henceforth refer to as) 'c-groups'. In short, 
instead of 'out-group contact situation' or o.c.s. (for the analyses of the 
out-group data alone), in connection with the analyses regarding accommodation 
we will speak of 'c-groups'. The three values of this variable are labelled 
gC2, gC3 and gC4; in these labels 'g' stands for 'group'. See Fig. 11.2. 
9. Presented in Table 10.2 in { 10.2 and aunmarlzed In 5 11.4 above. To Judge froa the results of t-tests, 
the accoKDOdation effect on the uae of each separate dialect feature le aignificant. 
10. See Table 4.3 in i 4.4.2 above. 
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In-group - CI 
Out-group 
gC2 
C2 
gC3 
C3 
gC4 
C4 
Figure 11.2 The three values of the variable c-group 
Of course, we would prefer not to find significant main effects for this 
between subjects factor, since that could mean that our speaker sample is 
biased in the use of the relevant dialect feature. The possibility should, 
however, be taken into account. 
Table 11.4 below allows comparison of the three main types of analysis 
performed for this study from the point of view of the number and nature of the 
factors that were systematically varied; hence, the macro-social speaker 
background variables have been left out of consideration. As far as the 
independent variables are concerned, the information in the table is further­
more restricted to extrallngulstic and non-dlalectologlcal factors. By way of 
the former restriction we leave linguistic dimensions out of the picture. With 
the latter restriction we exclude the factor areal spread of the dialect 
features, which constituted one of the variables in the analysis presented in 
Table 11.2. 
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type of 
data 
Elicited, 
In-group 
Out-group 
In- & Out-gr. 
object 
levell. 
levell. 
accomm. 
independent extralinguistic, 
non-dialectological variables 
number 
1 
2 
3 
label 
age group 
age group 
o.e.s. / c-group 
age group 
o.e.s. / c-group 
in- ve. out-group contact 
within / 
between 
subjects 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
w 
Table 11.4 Number and nature of the manipulated independent variables 
involved in the analyses of the use of the dialect features from three 
perspectives 
Hence, the following analyses contain three systematically varied extra-
linguistic, non-dialectological factors, one more than those involved in the 
study of the out-group data alone. In order not to complicate analyses 
unnecessarily, the linguistic dimensions will not be included11. Accommodation 
in the use of the dialect features will be studied in each single linguistic 
condition separately. The underlying linguistic dimensions will therefore not 
be investigated as possible determinants of accommodation. 
The main outcomes of the analyses are presented in Table 11.5. For the sake 
of readibility, the table only contains the probability of the significant (and 
nearly significant) effecte. Moreover, only cases are included in which 
accommodation turned out to exert a (nearly) significant main or interaction 
effect. After all, the goal of these analyses is the detection of accommodation 
in dialect use, which in turn serves to test the hypothesis that dialect 
levelling is reflected in accommodation in dialect use. 
In the rest of the present subsection we will briefly pay attention to the 
main effects of the factors 
- in- vs. out-group contact (abbreviated as 'IvsO' in the table) 
- age group 
11. Four, racber than three, factors would make the nuaber of poaeible affecta Inconveniently large. Apart 
fron four main effects, we would have to take account of six (first-order) pLua four (second-order) plus one 
(third-order) interaction effects. 
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- c-group, 
and to the interaction effects between 
- age group and c-group 
- age group and in- ve out-group contact. 
The interaction effects 
- c-group χ in- vs. out-group contact, and 
- age group χ c-group χ in- vs. out-group contact 
will be discussed in the next subsection. 
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Between ss Within ss 
r* -weakening 
age gr 
c-gr 
age χ с 
Ψ 
IvsO age χ с χ IvsO 
, 
age χ IvsO 
с χ IvsO 
' 
overall .000 
f between words .000 
within words .000 
/ part of lexeme .000 
part of morpheme .000 
t word-initial .000 
word-internal .000 
# before vowel .000 
before liquid .000 
.025 
.022 
001 
007 
001 
002 
008 
006 
011 
004 
003 
.037 
.026 
.034 
.003 
.001 
(.055) 
n-deletlon 
overall .011 
# I-lower. not relevant .012 
# in verb forms 
f verbs: d.Sitt. no /n/ 
# stressed 
unstressed .009 
f lexical Η .002 
no lexical Ы 
t before pause .020 
004 
016 
008 
003 
016 
000 
(.065) 
(.065) 
(.067) 
.023 
.019 
(.060) 
.044 
.000 
.014 .036 
.002 
t-deletion 
overall 
f after stop 
f before pause 
.006 .048 
.013 
.044 
.036 
Table 11.5 Analyses of variance for the spontaneous dialect use; 
accommodation as the repeated measures factor in- vs. out-group contact 
('IvsO'; all three factors fixed). Probabilities of the effects. The 
symbol # indicates a linguistic condition which is part of a separate 
linguistic dimension 
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In all cases where the factor In- vs. out-group contact was found to have a 
significant main effect, this comes down to less use of the relevant dialect 
feature in out-group contact, hence to accommodation (or more precisely, con-
vergence) in the sense that we attached to this notion in the preceding 
section. 
As far as the y'-weakening rule is concerned, this significantly reduced 
out-group use occurs overall and in all linguistic conditions that were 
distinguished. In all cases, there is also a highly significant age group 
effect, which comes down to apparent time loss. A significant c-group effect 
only occurs if the underlying Ir4 is part of a bound morpheme, i.e. in the 
prefix ¿e-. Inspection of the means makes clear that in this environment the 
weakening rule was used most often by the group of speakers who, in the out-
group interaction, talked to a speaker of the regional standard variety (gC4), 
and least often by those who talked to a speaker of the Sittard dialect (gC3). 
Except for this case, with respect to γ"-weakening our sample of speakers 
appears to be unbiased as far as the factor c-group is concerned. 
Interaction effects between in- vs. out-group contact and age group on the 
application of the ^-weakening rule were established on the overall level and 
in the linguistic conditions 'within words', in case the / ) " / is 'part of a 
lexeme', 'word-internal' and occurs before a liquid, hence once in every 
linguistic dimension. They can all be interpreted as 'bottom-effects': 
accommodation is clearest in the dialect use of the speakers of the Older age 
group, somewhat less in the output of the representatives of the Middle, and 
least in the speech of the members of the Younger age group. This effect was to 
be expected in view of the distribution of the use of the rule amongst the 
three generations, i.e. in view of the dramatic apparent time decrease. 
The only instance of a significant interaction effect of the factors age 
group and c-group on our informants' spontaneous dialect use can be found in 
the use of the weakening rule before liquids. In this environment, the 
frequency of use by the Older speakers increases from gC2 via gC3 to gC4 12. 
For the other two age groups, the reverse pattern was found. 
In the overall use of the n-deletlon rule, accommodation does not reach 
significance at the .05 level. Overall and, specifically, in words in which 
I-lowering is not relevant, in verb forms and in words with a lexically present 
High tone, the effect of the factor in- vs. out-group contact reaches probabi­
lity levels of about .065. This justifies speaking of a 'trend', which is the 
reason why we chose not to exclude these cases from our study of accommodation. 
Furthermore, in words which do not have a lexical H, in verb forms the Sittard 
12. In I 10.2.6 above we reported on a aimilar finding for f^weakaning before liquida in the out-group data 
alone. However, aa can be aeen in Table 11.5, Che effect of the interaction between the factors c-groups and 
in- vs. out-group contact on the uae of the rule in this condition does not reach the level of (near) signi­
ficance, and neither does the second-order Interaction. 
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dialect equivalents of which have another final segment, in stressed position 
and before a pause, the effect of the factor in- vs. out-group contact on the 
use of the η-deletion rule is significant to highly significant. In short, 
significant or nearly significant accommodation occurs in every linguistic 
dimension that we distinguished for the analysis of the occurrence of the n-
deletion rule. 
There are five instances in which, apart from accommodation, there is at the 
same time a significant age group effect. Except in the condition 'before a 
pause', these age group effects come down to apparent time loss of the deletion 
rule. In all four cases, the difference between the means for the Middle-aged 
and the Younger speakers is fairly small. In three of the four cases, a 
consistent decrease appears to be taking place, witness the age group pattern: 
Older > Middle > Younger. The one case of apparent time loss which does not 
show this age group pattern concerns the overall use of the rule (cf. 
Table 11.3 above). 
In six of the instances where (nearly) significant accommodation occurs, the 
factor c-group appears to have a significant effect as well. One of these 
instances concerns the overall use of the rule. In all six cases, the c-group 
effect amounts to a pattern gC2 > gC4 > gC3. This means that, as far as the 
use of the η-deletion rule in the relevant cases is concerned, there are dif­
ferences between groups of speakers in our sample; the groups coincide with the 
division relevant to the between subjects factor out-group contact situation. 
However, this bias is alleviated by the fact that across the six relevant cases 
the proportions η-deletion between the three c-groups are far from constant. 
An interaction effect of the factors in- vs. out-group contact and age group 
only occurs in unstressed words. It is peculiar that in that condition the 
Older speakers apply the η-deletion rule more often in out-group interaction. 
For the representatives of the Middle age group, in- and out-group means are 
almost equal, and the Younger speakers use the rule more often in in- than in 
out-group contact in this condition. 
Very few instances of accommodation were found in the application of the 
t-deletion rule. Significant (or nearly significant) effects of the factor in-
vs. out-group contact occur in the overall use of the rule, and specifically 
before a pause. It does not come as a big surprise that before a pause word-
final [t]s are deleted clearly less often in out-group contact, for in that 
position deletion is highly salient. 
In addition to the accommodation effect, there is also a significant age 
group effect on the overall frequency of t-deletion throughout the spontaneous 
dialect use. This effect comes down to an apparent time increase. However, as 
far as the overall indexes are concerned, no interesting interaction occurs 
between the factors age group and in- vs. out-group contact. Neither does it 
occur in any of the linguistic conditions that we distinguished in the analysis 
of our speakers' application of the t-deletion rule. Hence, in contrast to what 
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might have been expected in the light of the findings for yi-weakening, 
acconmodatlon in the application of the t-deletion rule does not become more 
evident in the course of time. A remarkable, though extreme, case in point is 
the Younger speaker mentioned at the end of $ 11.3 above, who had an overall 
t-deletion score of 25 / 25 for the in-group conversation. In the conversation 
with a speaker of the regional standard variety (out-group contact situation 
C4), he hardly accommodated his t-deletion behaviour, scoring 32 / 33 overall. 
11.4.2 The third level of analysis: accanmodation as a function of the 
distance of the contact variety 
In chapter 10 some attention was paid to the differences in dialect use 
between the three out-group contact situations. In the preceding subsection, we 
concentrated on accommodation in dialect use towards speakers of other, though 
related varieties. Accommodation was traced by comparing our speakers' out-
group dialect use to their in-group dialect use. 
The three dialect features studied in this connection differ gradually in 
their geographical spread. As can be seen in Table 11.5 above, the relative 
number of different linguistic conditions in which accommodation occurs is 
inversely proportional to the geographical spread of a dialect feature. In this 
pattern of accommodation there is something of a trading relationship between 
dialect-geographical and structural gradualness. 
On the assumption that language accommodation is interactionally determined, 
it must be related not only to a speaker's 'normal', everyday language use, but 
also to the language use of his interlocutor. In our data the first point of 
reference is our speakers' in-group dialect use (CI); the other one, the 
variety spoken by the interlocutor, was systematically varied between the three 
out-group contact situations C2, C3 and C4. Comparing the speakers' out-group 
dialect use to their in-group speech (CI) shows whether accommodation occurs. 
Relating accommodation to C2, C3 and C4 makes it possible to establish to what 
extent accommodation is determined by the language variety spoken by the 
interlocutors. 
In the present subsection, the data for out-group dialect use will again be 
compared to the in-group ones, but this time accommodation will be broken down 
for the three out-group contact situations. To be able to interpret the 
results, it is necessary to first outline our idea and the way it was imple-
mented. 
In his unsurpassed paper from 1984, "Language style as audience design", 
Bell investigated, among other things, the hypothesis that 'a sociolinguistic 
variable which is differentiated by certain speaker characteristics (e.g. by 
class or gender or age) tends to be differentiated in speech to addressees with 
those same characteristics". That is, speakers are inclined to shift relative 
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to "their addressees' levels for specific linguistic variables" (Bell 19Θ4: 
167). 
Following this line of reasoning, we predict accommodation to increase with 
the distance between the varieties involved in the out-group contact. 
The varieties spoken by our speakers' interlocutors in the out-group contact 
situatione were the Waubach/Groenstraat dialect varieties (in C2), the Sittard 
dialect (in C3) and the regional variety of the Dutch standard language (in 
C4). These varieties were chosen so that the degrees of geographical and 
structural distance to the Rimburg dialect match13. We operationalize struc­
tural distance as the number of LVs which the varieties involved In the contact 
do not have in common. The varieties involved in our data for spontaneous 
dialect use can be ordered according to their structural distance also for the 
three LVs that we selected. The γ·-weakening rule exists only in the Rimburg 
dialect itself (CI). The rule for η-deletion occurs in the Rimburg and in the 
Waubach/Groenstraat dialects (01 and 02), and the rule for word-final 
t-deletion is common to the Rimburg, the Waubach/Groenstraat as well as the 
Sittard dialects (CI, C2 and C3). Word-final t-deletion also occurs in the 
regional standard variety (C4), although to a much lesser extent. In other 
words, as far as their geographical spread is concerned our three LVs can be 
ordered on a scale - as in Table 11.6 below. 
yi -weakening 
n-deletion 
t-deletion 
CI 
+ 
+ 
+ 
C2 
-
+ 
+ 
03 
-
-
+ 
04 
-
-
+ 
Table 11.6 The occurrence of the three dialect features in the four 
contact varieties involved in the conversations 
Taking this scale as a starting-point, i.e. given the presence or absence of 
each of the rules in the varieties spoken by our speakers' interlocutors, our 
approach to accommodation in dialect use can be considerably refined. This 
approach is based on the data regarding the relative frequency of occurrence of 
each of the three dialect features in the in-group and in each of the three 
out-group contact situations. In Table 11.7 these data are presented for the 
entire sample - undifferentiated for both the speakers' age groups and linguis­
tic conditions. 
13. Cf. IS 4.1, 4.2.1, 4.4.2 and β.2 above. 
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И-weakening 
η-deletion 
t-deletion 
In-group 
Cl 
31.62 
45.06 
80.32 
Out-group 
C2 
22.70 
48.95 
74.18 
C3 
16.30 
35.01 
80.45 
C4 
27.78 
33.97 
74.94 
Table 11.7 The mean use of the three dialect features in the four 
interactional conditions 
For j'i-weakening and t-deletion, the numerical patterns do not seem to look 
very promising at first sight. However, we should take account of the fact that 
the averages for CI are based on the speech of all 27 people in the sample, 
whereas those for each of the out-group conditions C2, C3 and C4 are based on 
the speech of the 9 members of the respective c-groups. 
Given the presence or absence of each dialect feature in the three out-group 
contact varieties, accommodation theory predicts the following significant 
effects (cf. Fig. 11.3): 
In-
r< -weakening 
n-deletion 
t-deletion 
CI 
CI 
CI 
Out-group 
C2 C3 C4 
C2 C3 C4 
C2 C3 <—> C4 
Figure 11.3 Predictions regarding accommodation as a function of the 
distance of the three out-group contact varieties (C2, C3 and C4) 
Explicitly, in connection with the use of the yi-weakening rule, differences 
are to be expected between 
- CI and C2, 
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- CI and C3, and 
- CI and C4, 
not, however, between 
- C2 and C3, 
- C2 and C4, and 
- C3 and Ot. 
For the use of the η-deletion rule, differences are to be expected between 
- CI and C3, 
- CI and C4, 
- C2 and C3, and 
- C2 and C4, 
not, however, between 
- CI and C2, and 
- C3 and CA. 
Finally, for the use of the t-deletion rule, differences are to be expected 
between 
- CI and C4, 
- C2 and C4, and 
- C3 and C4, 
not, however, between 
- CI and C2, 
- CI and C3, and 
- C2 and C3. 
This amounts to the following three predictions14: 
(1) As we just saw, in contrast to the two deletion rules, the j^-weakening 
rule only occurs in the in-group contact variety (CI), and not in any of the 
out-group contact varieties in C2, C3 and C4 (see Table 11.6). Hence, the 
different c-groups are not expected to differ in accommodation ('IvsO') in the 
use of this rule. Therefore we predict that in the use of the fi-weakening 
rule, there is no significant interaction effect between the factors in- vs. 
out-group contact and c-group. In the use of the two deletion rules, on the 
other hand, this interaction effect is predicted to be significant. Moreover, 
(2) the cases that meet prediction (1) should, at the same time, display the 
above patterns regarding the significance of the differences in dialect use 
between the out-group contact situations C2, C3 en C4. 
(3) In case we would establish for each of the three c-groups separately 
whether their use of the dialect features shows significant accommodation, we 
should find the patterns visualized in Table 11.8: 
14. Before ve can dlacuee the aaln flndlnga, a few final pointa of oethodology mat be aada explicit which 
are of neceaalty rather technical. 
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γ' -weakening 
n-deletlon 
t-deletlon 
gC2 
+ 
-
-
gC3 
+ 
+ 
-
gC4 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Table 11.8 Predictions regarding the significance of the differences in 
the mean use of the dialect features between the in-group (Cl) and the 
three out-group contact situations (C2, C3 and C4) 
Each of these three predictions is a necessary, but not a sufficient 
condition. Prediction (1) only concerns the probability of the interaction 
effect. The predictions (2) and (3) only concern the direction -so to speak- of 
the interaction effect, i.e. the 'site' where the break should occur, seen from 
two different perspectives. Apart from the absence ( )"-weakening) and the 
presence of such an interaction effect (η-deletion and t-deletion), respecti­
vely, the above conditions regarding the differences in dialect use and in 
accommodation between C2, C3 and C4 should also be satisfied. This is why the 
predictions (2) and (3) were formulated. 
The three predictions are therefore complementary. Something will only be 
considered a case of geographically gradual accommodation in the sense of the 
model outlined above if all three predictions are simultaneously true. 
Of course, to check whether these three requirements are met, we did not 
limit ourselves to the use of the dialect features on the overall level. Again, 
it was also investigated in the several linguistic conditions. 
Actually, the outcomes relevant to the first prediction are already at our 
disposal. They can be found in Table 11.5 above, and they are one of the two 
types of interaction effect we did not discuss in the preceding subsection; the 
other one is the second-order interaction, i.e. the one between age group, 
c-group and in- vs. out-group contact. The (nearly) significant instances of 
both interaction effects were presented in the rightmost two columns in 
Table 11.5. To test the second prediction, which should be seen as a complement 
to the first one, mean range tests13 were performed on the out-group data 
alone. The last of the three, logically related, predictions was tested through 
analyses of variance run for each of the c-groups separately. Of course, the 
latter analyses were performed with in- vs. out-group contact as within 
subjects (repeated measures) factor and age group as between subjects factor; 
15. Namaly tha Studant-Navmn-Keul· »• wall aa tha Schaffe tast for milclpla-coinpariaon batwean »ansi Ια 
both taste α waa sat at the .05 lavai. On the basis of tha outcome, homogeneous subsets were determined. In 
all tha caaea dlacussad hare, tha two testa produced Identical results. 
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in the results of these analyses, we were mainly interested in the main effect 
for accommodation16. 
As we pointed out above: what counts is only the intersection, that is, 
those cases that meet all three conditions. Taking this insight as our 
guideline, let us inspect Table 11.9 (see next page). In this table the main 
outcomes are summarized of the tests of the three predictions regarding 
accommodation as a function of the distance of the contact variety. 
It is quite clear from Table 11.9 that none of the three LVs meet all three 
predictions. For ^'-weakening and η-deletion the third prediction is not borne 
out; for η-deletion and t-deletion the second prediction fails. What follows in 
the remainder of this subsection does not alter the fact that this part of our 
research shows no evidence in favour of our idea. Nevertheless, a few interes­
ting aspects can be pointed out in the patterns that we found. 
With respect to η-deletion some additional remarks are in order in connec­
tion with the analyses whose outcomes served to test the first and the third 
prediction. As far as the outcomes of the analyses presented in Table 11.5 are 
concerned, it is rather striking that no (nearly) significant interaction 
effect was found between accommodation and c-group in the use of the rule in 
verb forms whose Sittard dialect variants have a final segment other than /n/. 
In view of the structural distance that already exists between the lexical 
representations of the relevant verb forms in the two dialects, one might have 
expected a 'dip', i.e. extra accommodation, in the use of the η-deletion rule 
in this condition by the subgroup of informants who talked to a speaker of the 
Sittard dialect (gC3). After all, the rule hardly occurs at all in the Sittard 
dialect17. No clear accommodation took place in that particular interactional 
situation, however; this is also evident from the results of the analyses which 
were performed for each of the three c-groups separately to test prediction 
(3). 
16 • Very few cases were found of a signifie Ant interaction between in- va. out-group contact and the 
speakers* aga groups. 
17, See f 8.5.2 above for an exact description. 
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LV predicted 
j'i -weakening 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
n-deletion 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
t-deletion 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
no signif. interaction effect 
accomm. ζ c-group 
no signif. differences between 
C2 and C3, 
C2 and C4, 
C3 and C4 
+ + + 
signif. interaction effect 
acconm. ζ c-group 
signif. differences between 
C2 and C3. 
C2 and C4, 
no signif. difference between 
C3 and C4 
- + + 
signif. interaction effect 
accomm. ζ c-group 
signif. differences between 
C2 and C4, 
C3 and CA, 
no signif. difference between 
C2 and C3 
- - + 
observed 
on the overall level and 
in all ling, conditions except 
'part of lezeme' 
okay 
nowhere 
in the ling, condition 'before 
a pause' 
no single difference is signif. 
nowhere 
in the ling, condition 'before 
a pause' 
no single difference is signif. 
on the overall level and 
in the ling, condition 'bound 
morpheme' 
Table 11.9 An evaluation of the predictions regarding accommodation as a 
function of the distance of the contact variety 
In the use of the η-deletion rule in relatively unstressed words we found a 
significant second-order interaction effect. The nature of this interaction is 
as follows: in their conversations with a speaker of the Waubach/Groenstraat 
varieties (gC2) and with a speaker of the Sittard dialect (gC3), the respective 
representatives of the Older age group deleted more final /n/s than in in-group 
interaction. The same pattern, i.e. increased application of the n-deletion 
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rule in unstressed words, occurred in the dialect use of the subgroup of 
Middle-aged speakers who talked to a speaker of the Waubach/Groenstraat 
varieties (gC2). In all other subgroups, the out-group dialect use showed 
accommodation in the sense we attached to that notion. 
An interesting second-order interaction effect on the application of the 
t-deletion rule occurs in the condition 'after stops'. In their conversations 
with a speaker of the Waubach/Groenstraat varieties (gC2), the representatives 
of the Older and Middle age groups deleted more [t]e than they did in in-group 
interaction. The same pattern, i.e. increased t-deletion after stops, occurred 
in the conversation with a speaker of the Sittard dialect (gC3) and with a 
speaker of the regional standard variety (gC4) of speakers from the Younger age 
group. In all other subgroups, the use of the t-deletion rule in this condition 
showed accommodation in the sense of a decrease in the use of a dialect 
feature. The increased use of the t-deletion rule by the Younger speakers of 
the Rimburg dialect in situations of contact with speakers of relatively 
distant varieties seems interesting in the light of the growing use of this, 
areally comparatively widespread, LV. 
In § 11.4.1 we determined that our data contain many convincing indications 
of accommodation in dialect use. In the present subsection, however, we 
discovered that there is no evidence for the idea that this kind of accommoda­
tion is related to the variety spoken by the out-group interlocutor. 
11.5 The findings regarding acconmodation: outline and evaluation 
In the preceding two subsections we have attempted to trace accommodation in 
spontaneous dialect use. Accommodation in the use of the y>-weakening rule was 
found on the overall level and in each single linguistic condition. In the 
application of the η-deletion rule, accommodation occurs on every linguistic 
dimension, but not in every linguistic condition. Some of the instances of 
accommodation are just outside the limits set for statistical significance; 
this is also the case in the overall use of the rule. In six of the instances 
in which accommodation in the application of the η-deletion rule is (nearly) 
significant, at the same time differences occur in the use of the rule between 
groups of speakers in our sample; the groups involved are identical to those 
distinguished in connection with the between subjects factor out-group contact 
situation. This bias does not invalidate the findings regarding accommodation, 
but it certainly does not make them more reliable. Especially from the 
perspective of the number of linguistic conditions studied, accommodation in 
the application of the rule for word-final t-deletion turned out to be rare. 
Except in the overall use, it was established in the use of the rule before a 
pause. In this environment the accommodation in the use of both deletion rules 
is highly significant. 
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From these findings it appears that, taking into account the relative number 
of different linguistic conditions, accommodation is more evident as the areal 
spread of the dialect feature concerned is smaller. So in this particular 
respect, accommodation is dialect-geographically gradual. The question whether 
or not accommodation is dialect-geographically gradual can, however, be 
approached from two different angles. The one just pointed out concerns the 
relative geographical dispersion of the LVs involved. The second perspective 
from which accommodation may be assumed to be dialect-geographically gradual 
concerns the distance of the contact variety, in terms of the existence or 
absence of the LVs in the variety spoken by the interlocutor. 
The outcomes of more refined statistical analyses suggest that the model in 
which accommodation is gradually dependent on the distance of the contact 
variety has to be rejected. Ho single instance was found in which the use 
(either overall or in a specific linguistic condition) of any of our three LVs 
meets all three, logically related, relevant predictions. We therefore conclude 
that there is no indication that speech accommodation18 is a dialect-geo­
graphically gradual phenomenon to the extent that the existence or absence of 
LVs in the variety spoken by the interlocutor plays a significant role. 
This latter finding contrasts with the former one that the relative areal 
spread of the features of the speaker's dialect is of importance to the 
accommodation process. In short, the claim according to which accommodation in 
dialect use is dialect-geographically gradual is 
- supported insofar as the degree in which LVs are unique for the speaker's 
dialect allows predictions about the relative number of different linguistic 
conditions in which accommodation occurs, 
- rejected insofar as the structural distance of interlocutor's variety is 
concerned. 
How certain can we be about the latter finding? After all, the data for the 
relevant part of our investigation were distilled from the dialect use of no 
more than three speakers per age group in each of the three out-group contact 
situations. We should therefore realize that there is a considerable risk of a 
Type II-error, i.e. of rejecting a claim (in this case the claim that accommo­
dation is a function of the distance from the contact variety) when it is true. 
This is not the only methodological reservation, which is a reason for caution 
in this connection. An equally important one, which has a more general bearing, 
concerns the selection of LVs. However carefully the final choice was made, we 
cannot be sure whether we would have obtained similar results for other dialect 
features. 
As we pointed out explicitly throughout the preceding subsection, in extra-
linguistic respects our approach has been one-sidedly dialect-geographical. 
However, the findings presented in Che. 9 and 10 made clear that, apart from 
1Θ. la the reatrlecad meaning attached to that notion In I 11.3 above. 
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dialectological, also socio-economic factors such as educational background and 
occupational level play a certain role, particularly in the use of the two 
deletion rules. So if we had manipulated the interlocutors' socio-economic 
background instead of the contact variety spoken by them, we might have found 
more instances of accommodation in the use of the deletion rules. 
An even more fundamental question is: must accommodation manifest itself 
quantitatively to such a degree that statistically significant differences with 
one's day-to-day (in-group) speech are reached? Or may just one or very few 
adaptations be sufficient to be evaluated as accommodation?19 Do different LVs 
behave differently in this respect? In the case of the (hypothetical) LVs for 
which the latter of the two scenarios holds, the mechanisms to which Trudglll's 
thesis and our third hypothesis refer very obviously do not apply. 
11.6 Testing hypothesis III 
So how about our hypothesis regarding the foreshadowing of processes of 
dialect levelling in accommodation? Clearly, dialect levelling and accommoda­
tion in dialect use appeal to different dimensions - at least in the design of 
our investigation. Dialect levelling was studied in apparent time, whereas 
accommodation was operationalized as convergence, and specifically a decrease 
in the use of dialect features, in situations of contact with speakers of less 
'deep' varieties. As was argued in § 11.1, as far as levelling is concerned, 
testing the third hypothesis will be limited to the findings for the in-group 
data. 
Does this method produce any evidence for the reflection of levelling in 
accommodation? The answer depends partly on how the notion of dialect levelling 
is operationalized. 
If it is operationalized20 as either the loss of geographically limited 
dialect features, or the growing use of widely distributed ones, the hypothesis 
is supported by our findings. It is supported, first of all, on a general 
level. The effects of the variables age group (which were found to come down to 
levelling) and in- vs. out-group contact21 (accommodation) show identical 
patterns across the three dialect features. Both reach statistical significance 
in the use of the rules for y'-weakening and word-final t-deletion, but not in 
our speakers' application of the η-deletion rule. On the level of the indivi­
dual dialect features, positive evidence for the third hypothesis is very 
clearly provided by our findings for j'i-weakening: on the overall level and in 
all separate linguistic conditions, the application of this rule is subject to 
both accommodation and levelling. As for η-deletion, it is most remarkable that 
19. Cf. Bovaa at al. 19901 67 and, ñora generally on the ро ІЫа aubtlty and complexity of auch proceaaae, 
Le Faga I Tabouret-Keller 19851 185-86. 
20. Aa we did) cf. IS 4.1 and 8.2 above. 
21. Of course, we taat conaervatlvely In limiting ouraelvea to the nain affecta of the variable. 
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the effects of the factors age group (ρ-.0594) and in- vs. out-group contact 
(P-.065) on the overall use are both just outside the level of significance. 
Both levelling and accommodation seem to hesitate, as it were, in the overall 
application of the η-deletion rule. Two out of the four linguistic conditions 
in which this deletion rule is undergoing significant levelling22 (namely in 
words which are not relevant to the I-lowering rule and in words with a lexical 
High tone), exhibit nearly significant accommodation effects. As far as 
t-deletion is concerned, levelling appeared to be taking place only in overall 
use; except on that general level, accommodation effects were found only in the 
linguistic condition before a pause. 
In sum, there is sufficient support for our third hypothesis in case 
levelling is defined as structural homogenization across dialects and operatio-
nalized as either the loss of dialect features with a relatively restricted 
areal spread (j"-weakening and η-deletion) or the increasing use of fairly 
widespread features (t-deletion). If, however, the meaning of the notion 
dialect levelling is restricted to the loss of dialect features, there is 
considerably less evidence in favour of our last hypothesis, since the use of 
the t-deletion rule shows accommodation but the opposite of loss. Consider 
Table 11.10. 
У· -weakening η-deletion t-deletion 
levelling 
- structural 
homogenization 
across dialects + 'trend* + 
» loss of dialect 
features + 'trend' 
accommodation + 'trend' + 
Table 11.10 The effects of levelling and accommodation in the overall 
use of the three dialect features in the spontaneous data 
In Trudgill's (1986) conception of dialect levelling as reflected in accommo­
dation, the notion dialect levelling only refers to the loss of features that 
distinguish individual dialects or groups of dialects from other ones -
especially the standard language. It does not concern the growing use of non­
standard features (like our rule for word-final t-deletion) at the expense of 
22. Cf. Tabla 9.16 In i 9.3.1 above. 
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dialect-geographically limited ones. As far as our findings are concerned, the 
hypothesis is correct if we look upon dialect levelling from a somewhat wider 
perspective, namely as a process of homogenization through structural unifica­
tion of different dialects. 
In a recent paper, Farida Abu-Haidar (1990) reported on a study of the 
Arabic dialect spoken by the members of the Christian minority of Baghdad. She 
addressed the question whether the accommodation in 'accent patterns' towards 
the variety spoken by the Muslim majority is only short-term or whether it 
leads to 'dialect shift', i.e. dialect loss in our terminology (see § 1.3.1 
above). Her data led her to the conclusion that for some 'Christian' features 
the accommodation indeed results in their loss. For other features, and 
especially for features which are shared with similar dialects, the process 
remains restricted to situational, short-term accommodation. 
In our data similar cases can be found in the patterns in the use of the 
η-deletion rule in a few linguistic conditions, such as 'stress' and in verb 
forms, the Sittard dialect equivalents of which have another final segment23. 
It may well be the case that in the course of time the accommodation in the 
application of the rule in these conditions will result in further erosion of 
the rule, so that after one or two generations from now levelling might also be 
detected in these conditions. 
Although it does not encompass comparison of dialect levelling and accommo­
dation as such, there is one more finding that we feel should be mentioned 
here. In the overall use of the )"-weakening rule, and in one condition in each 
of the four linguistic dimensions in which the application of the rule was 
studied, accommodation decreases with decreasing age of the speakers. This did 
not come as a big surprise in the light of the earlier finding24 that the use 
of the j'ι-weakening rule shows a dramatic loss. One might have expected the 
opposite development in accommodation in the application of the t-deletion 
rule, the use of which was found to be growing considerably. As we already 
pointed out in S 11.4.1 above, the outcomes of the statistical analyses do not 
indicate such a development, however: despite the increasing frequency of 
application of the t-deletion rule, accommodation in the use of the rule does 
not become more evident in the course of time. 
In short, in contrast to the apparent time dynamics in their use, the 
apparent time patterns in accommodation in the use of the rules for γ<-weaken­
ing and t-deletion are not mirror images of one another. The explanation seems 
obvious: unlike уі-weakening, word-final t-deletion occurs in the varieties 
spoken by our speakers' interlocutors in the out-group conversations. The 
23. As becomes clear by comparing the relevant findings presented in Table 11.5 with those in Table 9.16 in 
S 9.3.1 above. 
24. From the sponteneoue (in-group and out-group) as well as the elicited dialect use. 
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problem with this explanation Is, that In the overall out-group use of the 
t-deletlon rule accommodation in the sense of decreasing application did occur. 
In the linguistic condition 'before a pause', the accommodation in t-deletion 
even appeared to depend on the contact variety (cf. Table 11.5 above). 
So although we have finally succeeded in evaluating the hypothesis regarding 
the reflection of dialect levelling in accommodation, we conclude this section 
and the investigation proper with an unresolved problem. However, this problem 
is only tangentially related to hypothesis III. 
11.7 Sunmary 
According to our sociolinguistic model, dialect levelling is the linguistic 
consequence of sustained, frequent accommodation on the part of its speakers. 
This is why accommodation and levelling are predicted to show analogous pat­
terns. The main aim of this chapter was to test the hypothesis that levelling 
is reflected in accommodation in dialect use. 
Throughout this investigation dialect levelling was studied in apparent 
time, i.e. via the speakers' age groups. To study accommodation, spontaneous 
dialect use was recorded in in-group and in out-group contact situations. Three 
out-group contact situations were created, which differed from one another in 
the structural distance between our speakers' dialect and the variety spoken by 
their interlocutors. Like age group, out-group contact situation was treated as 
a between subjects factor. 
As was established partly in the preceding chapter already, in the relevant 
types of spontaneous data the effects of the factors age group and out-group 
contact situation on the use of the dialect features are complementary: the 
factor age group affects the use of the rules for ρ ι-weakening and t-deletion, 
but not the use of the η-deletion rule. The use of the latter dialect feature, 
on the other hand, varies systematically with the out-group contact situation, 
which does not affect y'-weakening or t-deletion (§ 11.2). Since the variable 
age group is indicative of long-term developments, whereas out-group contact is 
a situational, short-term variable, this finding is particularly thought-
provoking. While interesting, it is not directly relevant to the third 
hypothesis, which predicts that levelling is foreshadowed in accommodation. 
In the remainder of this chapter, attention was focused on accommodation. In 
section 11.3 our operational definition of the notion was further refined on 
the basis of some of the relevant recent literature. It should be stressed that 
our approach to accommodation is a restricted one. Mainly for the sake of the 
testability of the hypothesis, we chose to limit ourselves to instances of 
objective linguistic accommodation, consisting of convergence manifested in a 
decrease in dialect use. This was operationalized as a lower frequency of use 
of dialect features in out-group than in in-group contact situations. 
In § 11.4 we summarized our earlier findings relevant to accommodation. In 
S 11.4.1 we first presented the results of an analysis on a fairly general 
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level. For the sake of these analyses and the following ones, the two col­
lections of conversational dialect use (in in-group and out-group contact 
respectively) were treated as one corpus of spontaneous speech. A clear 
accommodation effect was established for overall dialect use. Furthermore, 
accommodation turned out to be independent of both the speakers' age groups and 
the LVs studied. However, additional analyses regarding the use of the 
individual LVs made clear that the relative number of linguistic conditions in 
which accommodation occurs is highest for j"-weakening and lowest for 
t-deletion. Moreover, mainly in connection with y'-weakening, the 'degree' of 
accommodation drops with the speakers' age group - parallel to the average 
application of the rule. 
As is suggested by the finding that the proportion of linguistic conditions 
which are subject to accommodation is highest in y'-weakening and lowest in 
t-deletion, accommodation is dialect-geographically gradual insofar as the 
relative areal spread of a dialect feature is concerned. The more an LV is 
unique for a speaker's dialect, the more he will accomnodate its use in 
situations of out-group contact. The dialect-geographical gradualness of 
accommodation was also studied from the point of view of the interlocutor's 
variety. Our findings did not provide any evidence in favour of the idea that 
accommodation is related to the structural distance of the interlocutor's 
variety (§ 11.4.2). It should however be noted that relatively few speakers 
were involved in this latter part of the study, namely three representatives 
per age group for each of the three out-group contact situations. 
The evaluation of the third hypothesis (§ 11.6) merely consisted of 
comparing the findings for accommodation as such with those concerning 
levelling. It was found that the support for the hypothesis depends partly on 
the operational definition of the notion of dialect levelling. If one operatio-
nalizes it (as we did) as either the loss of geographically limited dialect 
features (i.e. γ'-weakening and η-deletion), or the increasing use of fairly 
widespread phenomena (t-deletion), the hypothesis is clearly supported. 
However, dialect levelling may also be operationalized as the loss of features 
which distinguish individual dialects or groups of dialects from other ones, as 
is the case in Trudgill's (1986) conception of the hypothesis. In case this 
more restrictive operationalization is applied, the data show considerably less 
evidence in favour of the hypothesis which predicts levelling to be fore­
shadowed in accommodation. 
Quite independent of these results, part of the value of this final part of 
our study lies in the fact that a relatively simple and feasible method was 
proposed to test this claim on the basis of synchronic data. 
Fart V. Sizing up and looking ahead 
Chapter 12 Discussion and some issues for further research 
12.1 Introduction 
The main findings of this study were summarized in the final sections of 
chapters 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11. In this final chapter these findings will be 
considered from a general perpective. They will be discussed in the light of 
the sociolinguistic and phonological models adopted in this investigation 
(sections 12.2 and 12.3), as well as from a methodological point of view 
(section 12.4). Some of our findings will also be compared with those from 
other studies. 
Each section will end with some issues for further research. 
12.2 The sociolinguistic model of dialect levelling 
In this section we will present some concluding remarks regarding the 
sociolinguistic model of dialect levelling which was developed and tested in 
the present investigation. In § 12.2.1 we will discuss our approach to the 
hypotheses derived from this model and the main findings. In § 12.2.2 we will 
present some issues which we think are relevant to the development of a 
sociolinguistic theory of dialect levelling. In § 12.2.3 some issues will be 
offered that further research might focus on. 
12.2.1 Discussion: the three hypotheses 
We have found much evidence in favour of our three hypotheses. On some 
points in the data, however, such positive evidence is lacking, and in a small 
number of cases the observed patterns are even opposite to what we predicted on 
the basis of our model. 
From a Popperian position even the slightest falsification should lead to 
the rejection or, at least, revision of one's model or theory. So far we have 
not drawn this consequence, however, and we would only do so if no other option 
were available. Meanwhile, we would examine each single 'counter-finding' and 
try to prove that it is not in fact counterevidence. Also in this connection we 
need to further ponder the question how and to what extent the strict Popperian 
view and the probabilistic approach are compatible. We will not be concerned 
with this issue here, however. 
According to HYPOTHESIS I, dialect levelling is a two-dimensional process in 
that it affects not only variation on the dialect - standard language dimension 
but also cross-dialectal variation. Of course, this hypothesis can be thorough-
ly tested only on the basis of dialects which are structurally sufficiently 
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different from both the standard language and from surrounding dialects - as is 
the case with the Rimburg dialect. 
Although nowadays the levelling out of differences between dialect and 
standard language appears to be the more common case, historically the 
levelling of cross-dialectal variation is most probably the older of the two 
forms (cf. § 1.4.2 above). However, levelling out variation between related 
dialects is still not uncommon nowadays, witness e.g. one of the findings 
presented in Dunaj (1989: 40). In a study of the social stratification of 
Polish in Cracow, Dunaj found indications that differences between the urban 
vernacular and surrounding rural dialects were levelled out. However, rather 
than being independent of the process of standardization, this development is a 
consequence of standardization: it results both from avoiding non-standard and 
from introducing standard segments. Edgar Radtke (1987: 1498) sketches a case 
of de-dialectalization through the loss of a phonological rule in a variety of 
Italian spoken in the province of Catanzaro. This change amounts to levelling 
not only on the dialect - standard axis, but at the same time to levelling of 
differences between closely related Calabrian dialects. 
In the loss of the deeply dialectal ^-weakening rule, evident in all three 
types of data analysed in the present investigation, levelling on the cross-
dialectal dimension does not completely coincide with levelling on the 
dialect - standard dimension. The fact that the rule does not exist in the 
East-Limburg nor in the transition zone dialects does not yet make this change 
an instance of levelling in the interdialectal dimension alone. However, if the 
weakening rule is not used, as in the case of loss, the Іуч remains a palato-
velar fricative, as it is in the East-Limburg and in the transition zone 
dialects (see Map 2 in Ch. 3). Hence its place of articulation is not velar-
uvular, as it is in the standard Dutch realization. 
Ve also traced developments which show that levelling can occur in the 
interdialectal dimension independently of the dialect - standard axis. One of 
these developments consists of the loss of the 'Ach-laut' allophony rule 
(SS 5.3.1, 6.3.1). After the loss of the allophony rule, /ç/ remains and 
occupies the place of the former /x/ allophone. The segment /x/ is identical to 
the equivalent of standard Dutch, which does not have this allophony rule. The 
'surviving' /ç/, on the other hand, is identical to the distributionally 
corresponding segment in the East-Limburg and transition zone dialects, which 
also lack the allophony rule. Hence the loss of allophony is a clear case of 
levelling on the dialectal dimension alone. 
Many Limburg dialects have a rule which palatalizes /s/ in onset position if 
it is followed by another consonant (cf. S 2.S). In the dialect spoken in 
Rimburg, however, this rule is not allowed to apply to the /s/ which is 
inserted between the dialectal diminutive suffix -кэ and a noun which ends in a 
velar consonant. In Ubach over Worms, the non-application of the s-palataliza-
tion in this context originally had the same relative geographical spread as 
Г'-weakening and the 'Ach-laut' allophony rule. However, it appears that in the 
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Rlmburg dialect the palatalization rule is increasingly allowed to operate in 
this specific position. The allomorph [ska] is therefore changing to [/кэ]. 
This is a remarkable development, since originally [/кэ] can only be found in 
the neighbouring transition zone dialects. The non-contiguous East-Limburg 
dialects, which are in turn situated west of the transition zone, likewise have 
[ska], i.e. palatalization of the epenthetic /β/ does not occur, but there the 
situation is stable. Also in this connection the Rimburg dialect is therefore 
undergoing interdialectal levelling, since in the standard language the 
diminutive suffix [кэ] and its allomorph [ska] or [/кэ] do not occur - let 
alone the s-palatalization rule. 
In the case of the loss of the 'Ach-laut' allophony and of the non-
palatalized [s] in the diminutive suffix (§§ 5.3.5, 6.3.5), dialect levelling 
leads to a decrease of the structural distance from surrounding dialects, but 
at the same time to an increase of the structural distance from the standard 
language, i.e. divergence. 
Pluralization in Limburg dialects is much more complex than in standard 
Dutch. The bulk of the difference is that the number of different operations is 
much larger. Whereas the productive standard pluralization morphology is 
restricted to concatenative procedures, Limburg dialects also have a number of 
root-intemal procedures at their disposal (§ 5.3.18). When it comes to 
levelling, however, the latter strikingly enough turn out to remain exempt from 
this process (§ 6.3.18). It again appears that dialect levelling is not 
necessarily equivalent to convergence to the standard language. 
With respect to the developments concerning word-final t-deletion after 
obstruents we noted that both dimensions can differ in essential respects as 
far as levelling is concerned. This is also evident from one of the findings of 
Van Hout'e (1989: 254 ff.) investigation of the linguistic situation in 
Nijmegen. Local and regional dialect forms are being pushed out by their 
standard equivalents. On the other hand, the use of dialect features which are 
characteristic of the variation in the standard - non-standard dimension in 
present-day spoken Dutch shows patterns typical of the emergence of new 
variants. 
A similar conclusion is drawn by Holmquist (1988) in connection with the 
changes taking place in the Spanish dialect of Ucieda (Cantabria, northern 
Spain). On the basis of the age group patterns in the use of some thirteen LVs, 
Holmquist distinguishes three clusters of dialect features. The ones in the 
first cluster are undergoing loss, whereas those in the third cluster show a 
'possible reversal". The features in the second cluster are resistant for 
various reasons. Remarkably, all dialect features undergoing loss are 'directly 
associated to the dialect area", in contrast to the ones which according to 
Holmquist experience a revival. They "are not limited in scope or in as­
sociation to the dialect area" (p. 92). Whereas the development in the former 
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cluster goes in the direction of Castillan, i.e. standard Spanish, in the 
latter cases the movement is towards a new nonstandard (94; cf. 117-25). 
HYPOTHESIS II said that dialect levelling proceeds gradually in both 
linguistic and eztralinguistic respects. We operationalized this as gradualness 
in structural respects, in dialect-geographical space, and in time. 
Since this investigation was based on synchronic data, the course of time 
had to be simulated. Generally, the apparent time approach to linguistic change 
consists of the comparison of the language use by representatives of several 
age groups. Throughout this investigation, our strategy assumed that if there 
was no statistically significant age group effect on dialect use, then no 
process of levelling was going on. However, significant apparent time diffe­
rences in dialect use constituted only a necessary, but not a sufficient 
condition for dialect levelling. Of course, a significant age group effect does 
not necessarily mean gradualness of the process in time. But in no single case 
of a significant age group effect which could be interpreted as an instance of 
dialect levelling did the apparent time pattern indicate abrupt change. In some 
of the relevant cases, the relation between age group and dialect use was not 
linear1; a question we have not satisfactorily considered is whether they 
constitute another type of gradualness of the process in time. 
In $ 12.4.2 we will return to the relationship between age and time, and 
sketch a complementary method for the study of the process of dialect 
levelling. 
In our investigation, geographical space was represented by the geographical 
spread of the LVs. Three degrees of geographical spread were distinguished. As 
we showed in the first part of § 6.4.2 for the entire set of 20 LVs studied in 
the elicited dialect use, in general the process of dialect levelling is 
strongest in the LVs with the narrowest areal spread, and weakest in the LVs 
with the widest areal spread. The same patterns were found in the two types of 
spontaneous dialect use. The analyses of the latter corpora were confined to 
one LV for each degree of areal distribution. In Che. 9 and 10 we saw that the 
application of the rule for t-deletion, the LV with the widest spatial 
diffusion, even shows apparent time increase. In sum, we can conclude that the 
part of the second hypothesis according to which dialect levelling is geo­
graphically gradual is borne out by our data. The finding that the smaller the 
areal spread of a dialect feature, the more it is affected by loss, in other 
words, that there is a high positive correlation between the areal spread of an 
LV and its resistance to loss, is also evident in the outcomes of a study of 
the dialect of Burträsk in northern Sweden carried out by Thelander (1980; 1982 
- cf. § 1.4.3 above). 
1. Since chare is no reaaon со а ашм linearity in proceaaaa of dialect levelling (cf. I 1.4.3), there la no 
naad to perform teats of linearity. 
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Such findings raise an interesting question: are certain dialect features 
more vulnerable because of their narrow geographical distribution or is their 
geographical distribution so narrow as a result of earlier processes of dialect 
loss? In the latter case, other motivating forces may have been at work. 
Insofar as these forces are of a linguistic kind, the question may be con­
sidered whether, and if so how the 'changes owe their nature to the distance 
between the polar grammars of- the continuum* (Bickerton 1975: 167), in the 
present case the grammars of the standard language on the one hand and of the 
several Limburg dialect types on the other. When we try to imagine the 
cartographical reflections of the dynamics we traced (Besch 1981: 260), it 
becomes clear that Bloomfield was right when he stated: 'It is a very naive 
error to mistake isoglosses for the limits of simple linguistic changes. The 
results of dialect geography tell us of linguistic borrowing" (1933: 480) i.e. 
of developments which in most cases turn out to be externally motivated. 
Finally, the levelling which consists of the increasing use of the relative­
ly widespread t-deletion rule becomes even more intriguing in the light of the 
fact that the use of this feature is mainly, and negatively, correlated with 
the speaker background variables educational and occupational level (Chs. 9 and 
10). This can be interpreted as an instance of a new tendency for which there 
is an accumulating body of evidence from several language areas, especially in 
the Old World: in processes of linguistic change there appears to be a growing 
tendency for the geographical dimension to lose importance in favour of factors 
of a socio-economic nature (e.g. J. Goossens 1986: 260; E. Radtke 1987: 1500) 
It may seem strange to use the term borrowing in the case of dialect 
levelling, especially if the levelling consists of rule loss. For the moment we 
will nevertheless adopt this notion, albeit in a more abstract meaning. The 
term is used to make clear that (from the perspective of the Neogrammarian 
typology of linguistic change - cf. § 1.2.1 above) dialect levelling is not 
motivated by structural forces exclusively or by analogy. Nonetheless, internal 
forces were found to play an important guiding role. Structurally, only few of 
the cases of levelling in the use of individual LVs turned out to be context-
insensitive. 
One of the most interesting findings in this respect comes from our analyses 
of the elicited data presented in Ch. 6. Three instances were found where the 
levelling process has not reached statistical significance on the level of the 
overall use of a specific dialect feature, although its effects (loss) are 
already visible in the application of the feature concerned in certain 
linguistic conditions. 
The loss of the η-deletion rule was found to be structurally gradual in this 
respect in all three types of data. On the level of overall use, the applica­
tion of the n-deletlon rule does not show statistically significant age group 
effects in any of the three data sets. However, such effects do occur in 
specific linguistic conditions (in one of nine conditions in the elicited data, 
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in four and three of fourteen conditions in in-group and in out-group dialect 
use, respectively). The levelling out of this deletion rule was found to be 
guided by one (in-group) and two (out-group) of the six linguistic dimensions 
studied. In each relevant condition, η-deletion appears to be undergoing loss. 
Some of these conditions display rule loss in several types of data: in both 
types of spontaneous data the η-deletion rule was found to be losing ground in 
words with a lexical High tone as well as in the position before a consonant. 
In the latter context loss is also manifest in the age group patterns in the 
elicited data. 
One of the insights resulting from the present investigation is that the 
process of dialect levelling can have various manifestations. In this con­
nection it is interesting to consider the dialect feature we referred to as 
dorsal fricative deletion, which was studied in the elicited data (cf. §§ 5.3.4 
and 6.3.4). Apart from dialects with / Vç(t) / variants on the one hand and 
dialects with I Vit I on the other, i.e. variants which do not and variants 
which do have the feature, respectively, there is a third group of dialects 
having variants with the structure / V:ç(t) /. Ordered on a geographical 
(east - west) and, at the same time, on a structural-linguistic dimension, 
between these three types of dialects one thus finds variation of the type: 
( D Ç 1 A 
n a ç ( t ) - η a: ç (t) - n a : t 'night' 
1 ι ç (t) - 1 ei ç (t) - 1 l:a t 'light' etc. 
The Vç(t) variants mentioned first are the ones which are used throughout the 
major part of the Limburg dialect area, i.e the dialects which we labelled as 
being of the C-type, better known as East-Limburg dialects. The ones mentioned 
last, the V:t ones, result from application of the rule referred to above. 
These last variants are confined to the Ripuarian dialects (our A-type). 
Fonnally intermediate variants occur in the dialects spoken in the transition 
zone between Ripuarian and East-Limburg dialects (our B-type). In these 
particular dialects they occur side by side with variants of the form Vç(t). It 
is particularly interesting that the existence of the formally intermediate 
variants is limited to dialects which are geographically situated between those 
with Vç(t) and those with V:t. This cartographical configuration suggests that 
the intermediate variants result from a historical levelling process which has 
stabilized structurally halfway. 
Structural gradualness of processes of dialect levelling beyond the level of 
the single LVs may be supposed to exist between different linguistic com-
ponents. Interesting in this respect are claims such as 
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'Dauzat'e Law', which contends thatt the lexicon is most exposed to 
influence; then come the sounds; then syntax; while morphology, "the 
fortress of a language, surrenders last.' (Dauzat, paraphrase and 
translated quote by Markey 1986: 2) 
Hagen & MUnstennann (1985: 82-83) claim that, although there is no universal 
order of attrition or loss between linguistic components, investigators 
unanimously conclude that in general phonology is the most resistant part of a 
minority language or dialect. Van Bree (1985bi 10) hypothesizes among other 
things that, in processes of structural dialect loss, vulnerability decreases 
from lexicon via morphology to syntax. At least for the latter two components, 
the findings of an investigation performed by Van Bree in a sample of 30 
speakers of two peripheral Dutch dialects (1985b: 26) confirm the hypothesis. 
As far as the present study is concerned, such claims can be tested on the 
basis of the findings for the elicited dialect use presented in Ch. 6. The 
dialect features in set C, i.e. the ones with the widest areal distribution, 
were evenly selected from phonology, morphophonology, morphology and morpho-
syntax. None of the two dialect features in the phonological component was 
found to be undergoing loss. On the other hand, the two morphophonological 
phenomena both appeared to be in the process of attrition, although one of the 
two appears to be undergoing loss only in a specific linguistic condition, 
hence not on the level of overall use. One of the dialect features in the realm 
of morphology was found to undergo loss, and the same holds for morphosyntax. 
Insofar as these results allow generalization, for the Rimburg dialect the 
order of vulnerability is : 
(2) morphophonology > morphosyntax and morphology > phonology 
In section 12.3 we will return to a few linguistics aspects of our study, 
and especially to the findings regarding the role of syllable structure in the 
process of dialect levelling. In this way we will briefly evaluate the 
'applicability' and the predictive power of the phonological model sketched in 
Ch. 2. 
According to HYPOTHESIS III, dialect levelling is reflected in accommodation 
in dialect use. The idea behind this claim is that dialect levelling is the 
organic result of frequent accommodation during a long-lasting period of 
intensive contact between related varieties. Therefore accommodation can be 
expected to foreshadow what in the long run will result in dialect levelling. 
The findings from our investigation provided clear support for this hypothesis. 
In our approach, the notion of accommodation was disrobed from its usual 
socio-psychological context (see, for instance, Boveβ & Knops 1989), and it was 
operationalized very restrictively. Moreover, it was studied on aggregated data 
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(entire sample of speakers, age groups, 'c-groups'), hence not on the level of 
the individual speakers alone. 
Of the four audience roles distinguished by Bell (1984: 159 ff.), our 
investigation of accommodation in dialect use was restricted to the addressee. 
Through the addressee or interlocutor, the contact variety was systematically 
varied. All three dialect features studied were used significantly less fre-
quently in out-group contact than in in-group contact; however, the occurrence 
or absence of each of these dialect features in the varieties spoken by our 
speakers' interlocutors in the three out-group contact situations did not 
appear to have systematic effects on accommodation. This finding amounts to a 
falsification of Bell's hypothesis that a dialect feature which is differen-
tiated by certain speaker characteristics, say dialect background, is differen-
tiated in speech to addressees with those characteristics, in this case 
according to the dialect spoken by the addressee (Bell 1984: 167 - cf. § 11.4.2 
above). 
As we pointed out, the last of the three hypotheses deduced from our 
sociolinguistic model closely resembles the thesis which forms the starting-
point of Trudgill (1986). According to Trudgill, the impetus for dialect 
levelling is interactional. However, even on this common conceptual ground, 
there are two important differences between Trudgill's view and the one 
advanced here. 
First, in Trudgill's conception, the notions of dialect levelling and 
accommodation do not have exactly the same meaning as they do in our model. To 
Trudgill, the notion of dialect levelling is confined to the loss of structural 
'peculiarities' of a dialect or group of dialects. The term accommodation, on 
the other hand, is used mainly to refer to a speaker's adoption of features of 
the language variety spoken by the interlocutor. In the present study the 
notions dialect levelling and accommodation were used in a wider and in a 
partly different sense, respectively. 
Secondly, in the course of the first chapter of Trudgill (1986), the author 
mentions no less than seventeen factors which he assumes (and in a number of 
cases shows) to influence accommodation. We made an inventory and classifica-
tion of those factors, which -by the way- does no justice to the possible 
relations between them that Trudgill points out. We distinguished the following 
five classes of factors: 
- extralinguistic characteristics of LVs, 
- linguistic factors, 
- variable aspects of the language contact situation, 
- speaker variables, and 
- interlocutor variables. 
As far as the extralinguistic forces are concerned, we restricted our study 
of accommodation in dialect use to the speaker variable age group and, more 
importantly, to the interplay between the factors geographical distribution of 
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the dialect features (an extralinguistic characteristic of the LVe) and contact 
variety (a variable feature of the interlocutor and the language contact 
situation). 
Undoubtedly, we did not take sufficient account of these two fundamental 
differences in evaluating Trudgill's central thesis on the basis of our 
findings. 
From a wide range of recent, sociologically inspired, studies of reported 
language behaviour it appears that in general one is relatively little inclined 
to speak dialect in situations which score high on the dimension public / 
societal / instrumental. Examples are 'talking to strangers', 'answering the 
telephone' and 'talking to a civil servant in the town hall'. Usually the 
reported dialect use is much higher in situations scoring high on the (partly 
independent) dimension intimate / solidary / sentimental, such as 'at home' and 
'talking to one's brothers and sisters' 2. One might assume 
(a) that situations of the latter type are perceived more as in-group and the 
former more as out-group contact, and 
(b) that there is a simple relationship between the probability of dialect use 
and the degree in which dialect use is considered appropriate in a certain 
interactional situation on the one hand and characteristics of dialect use in 
that situation on the other (cf. Mattheier 1980b: 409-11, 1984a: 9-11). 
Given the findings from the present study, these two assumptions would then 
lead one to hypothesize that 
- accommodation occurs also between speakers of the same dialect, and 
- the rate of the levelling process differs between day-to-day interactional 
situations or, more generally, between domains of language use (Fiehman 1965). 
12.2.2 From model to theory: some socio-geographical issues 
In the first chapter we sketched a sociolinguistic model of dialect 
levelling. This model was central in our investigation. On the basis of the 
findings from this and other studies, a sociolinguistic theory of dialect 
levelling may be developed. We will not be so ambitious as to attempt this 
here. However, we should like to make some preliminary proposals. As far as 
extralinguistic factors are concerned, such a theory should in part be based on 
a clearly articulated socio-geographical theory. In that connection, it should 
be explicit on a number of relevant issues. In this subsection we will briefly 
present four of these issues. 
(a) The decline of the 'multi-generational family', and the rise of the 
'nuclear family'. This development (briefly mentioned by Clyne 1984: 59) is one 
2. Theee ехлпріаэ are taken from the findlnge of Che empirical atodj reported O D In Cnccblarlnl к Hlnakena 
1988. See 5 3.3.3 above for other referencea. 
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of the micro-social consequences of the historical transition from predominant-
ly agrarian to Industrial economies, and hence of the emergence of the affluent 
society typical of the Western World. 
Growing up In a nuclear family differs In many respects from growing up in a 
house-hold shared by one's grandparents and other kin. As far as language 
acquisition is concerned, the effects on the variability in linguistic input 
are evident. Ineofar as the dialect is transferred to the new generation, in 
the nuclear family it will be the variety spoken by the younger or at most the 
middle age group. It is likely that this variety will be structurally reduced 
compared to the one spoken by the older age groups. 
In the ideal theory the speed of the levelling process might be related to 
the type of family that is predominant in different societies or in different 
groups within the same society. 
(b) There has been a recent general increase in level of education. In the 
present-day Dutch society a negative correlation therefore exists between the 
speakers' age and their educational background. In our sample of speakers, for 
instance, Spearman's rho for the relation between both variables is -.4176 
(P-.017). In the light of this, two questions arise: 
- how generalizable is this recent tendency? How long will it remain to exist 
in the future? How is the situation in other countries? and 
- how predictable is its impact on dialect use? 
In our operationalization of the notion of dialect levelling, the age group 
effect on dialect use played a crucial role. But the effects of the factors age 
and educational background are only in part mutually independent. In § 9.3.2 we 
saw that after removing the part of the effect that is brought about by the 
several speaker background variables, including educational level, the 
spontaneous in-group use of the rules for y'-weakening and t-deletion still 
turns out to be significantly related to the speakers' age, the partial 
correlation coefficients being .7954 (one-tailed p-.000) and -.5408 (.005) 
respectively. On the other hand -and this is not included in Ch. 9- after 
elimination of the part of the effect which is due to both the remaining 
speaker background variables and the speakers' age, educational background 
still appeared to influence the application of the t-deletion rule 
(-.4940 p-.OlO). 
This issue has also been studied for the sociolinguistic situation in the 
city of Nijmegen (Van Hout 1989). On the basis of the outcomes of a factor 
analysis performed on the data for spontaneous speech, the author constructed 
two indexes, one of which represented the use of a cluster of features of the 
local or regional dialect. An analysis of covariance then showed that the age 
effect on the latter index literally fades into insignificance beside that of 
the factor education (Van Hout 1989: 255, 273-75). That is, the changes in the 
use of the dialect features concerned turn out to be substantially due to the 
increase in educational level. 
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It should be stressed that, apart from obvious technical discrepancies, 
there Is a range of Important methodological differences between Van Hout's 
study and the present one. One of these differences Is the fact that In our 
sample the speakers' educational background was not systematically varied. But 
from both research projects It turns out that the factors age, educational 
background and dialect use are mutually related. A theory of dialect levelling 
should certainly be able to generate hypotheses on this complex relationship. 
(c) The demographic and cultural concomitants of Industrialization and 
urbanization. Amongst the geographical effects of urbanization, the growth of 
towns should be distinguished from their administrative 'usurpation' of 
neighbouring villages or hamlets. Related demographic changes (e.g. in the 
relative density of the population of communities and areas) are, in turn, 
connected with the world-wide, nearly explosive development of transport, 
Infrastructure and traffic. The latter developments are of obvious importance 
to commuting and other manifestations of growing geographical mobility. 
These dynamics can have a number of cultural consequences, such as changes 
in the position and structure of dialects. Changes in the position of a dialect 
may have to do with sociologically and socio-psychologically relevant develop­
ments like decreasing 'Orteloyalltat' (cf. §§ 4.3.3 and 9.2.3 above) or, more 
specifically, changes in the attitudes towards the dialect. Changes of a more 
structural nature may lead to the emergence of new supra-local varieties, 
intermediate between the several dialects on the one hand and the standard 
language on the other. These developments may thus result in a regional koiné 
vernacular or in a regional variety of the standard language (to which we will 
return in S 12.2.3). 
It seems improbable that relationships between phenomena such as indus-
trialization, urbanization, demographic shifts, growing traffic flows, 
structural increases in geographical mobility, and evaluative or structural 
dialect change are linear. Rather, most of these processes will tend to occur 
at the same time, thus forming a complex agglomerate of interacting forces. Of 
the few sociolinguistic attempts to model this complex or parts of it, those of 
the German scholars Mattheier (1980a: 142-58), Schildt (1987: 1517-20) and E. 
Radtke (1987: 1495-97) are relatively recent. Considerably more numerous are 
the studies in which changes in position or structure of a dialect are related 
to societal dynamics of the types mentioned - certainly in the present-day 
western European context. 
As far as our research area is concerned, in the course of the process of 
industrialization, which started in the first decades of the twentieth century, 
Heerlen and Kerkrade have developed into the centres of an agglomeration - of 
which Rimburg is a part (cf. section 3.2 above). During that development, 
Kerkrade's relative importance has clearly diminished as compared to Heerlen, 
which became the administrative centre for the coalmining industry. In 
connection with the Rimburg dialect, this assertion can be substantiated by 
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means of Trudgill's formula for linguistic influence3. This formula is es-
sentially a refinement of a formula used in social geography to describe 
intercity migration processes (Jones & Eyles 1977: 194 ff.). The parameters in 
Trudgill's formula are the population of and the distance between the centres, 
as well as their 'prior-existing linguistic similarity'. Incidentally, Kloeke 
(1927: 39-43) already saw the population growth as an indicator of, or better 
yet, as 'a secondary effect of the expansive power* of urban centres (my 
translation, FH). 
We applied the formula and calculated the linguistic influence of Heerlen 
and Kerkrade on the Rimburg dialect in the year 1900, immediately before the 
emergence of coalmining, and in 1988, i.e. after its decline. For population we 
used the figures presented in Ch. 3, and distance was calculated in kilometres. 
To determine the values of the index of linguistic similarity, we based 
ourselves on our set of 20 LVs studied in the elicited dialect use. With the 
exception of what we referred to as '[s] in diminutive suffix' (§§ 5.3.5, 
6.3.5), all these LVs occur in the Kerkrade dialect as well, which, like the 
Rimburg one, is an A-type Limburg dialect. Only 15 of the 20 LVs of the Rimburg 
dialect that we studied characterize the (B-type) dialect traditionally spoken 
in Heerlen. The resulting figures were divided by 1,000,000 and truncated after 
three decimals. Consider Table 12.1. 
1900 1988 
Kerkrade 1.025 11.799 
Heerlen 0.253 7.807 
Table 12.1 Linguistic influence on Rimburg of the two urban centres in 
the region before the rise and after the decline of the coalmining 
industry 
These figures show that from 1900 to 1988 the influence of Kerkrade has 
multiplied by 11.51, whereas the importance of Heerlen has multiplied by no 
less than 30.86. In 1900 Kerkrade was 4.05 times as influential as Heerlen, but 
in 1988 Kerkrade's influence was only 1.51 times greater than that of Heerlen. 
In sum, the linguistic importance to Rimburg of both centres is predicted to 
have grown, but that of Heerlen much more than that of Kerkrade. 
Our analyses of the elicited dialect use of our 27 Rimburg speakers4 made 
it clear that three of the four A-features, i.e. those that distinguish the 
dialects spoken in Kerkrade and Rimburg from those in spoken in Heerlen 
3. We «111 base ourselves on Chambers i Trudgill 19801 196-202. A slightly uodifled version «as applied by 
Gerritsen t Jansen 1980 In a study of the historical radiation of features of the Âasterdaa dialect. 
4. The findings were aimnarlted In Table 6.43 In S 6.4.1 above. 
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(B-type) and Sittard (C-type), are In the process of being levelled out; the B-
and especially C-type features appeared to be much less endangered. With 
respect to the parameter geographical spread of the LVs, highly similar 
patterns of dialect levelling were found in our analyses of the two types of 
spontaneous dialect use (Chs. 9, 10 and 11). So socio-geographical and 
linguistic shifts appear to coincide nicely. But what exactly is the nature of 
this relationship? In (d) below we will propose a hypothesis in which the 
complex of factors related to urbanization, geographical mobility, etc., also 
plays a role. 
Apart from conceptual questions there are issues of a more technical kind. 
With respect to Trudglll's formula, the question arises how to incorporate 
economic factors such as opportunities for employment. After all, these 
determine, among other things, commuting and are thus among the main aspects 
determining the relative socio-geographical gravity of a place. Are there other 
models of spatial diffusion (either through expansion or reallocation) which 
are as easy to apply and modify as Trudglll's formula? 
(d) National unification. In the course of the process which gradually 
transforms a state into a nation, the contacts between inhabitants of different 
regions become more frequent and more intensive, while the inhabitants become 
more similar and more dependent on one another. In other words, developments 
generally occur as regards 
- infrastructure: transport and communication, including mass media; 
- economy: the increase in scale of production and trade; 
- politics: growing importance of the central government, the participation of 
increasingly large groups in national politics; 
- culture: gradual elimination of local and regional culture. 
Between the developments in these dimensions complex, rather than simple 
relationships exist (cf. Wilterdink 1988). The intricacies of this machinery 
were already appreciated by Bloomfield, who pointed out the importance for this 
"process of centralization' of the growth of economic and political units, and 
the improvement of the means of communication (1933: 481, 485). 
Two closely related cultural aspects of the unification process are 
linguistic homogenization and standardization, the latter of which seems to be 
the counterpart of dialect loss in several respects. The nature of these 
processes should be further elucidated as such, in connection with other 
cultural changes, and in relation to developments in the other dimensions in 
the process of national unification. 
In general, the processes of national unification and linguistic 
homogenization do not appear to run exactly parallel; the former does not stop 
after a nation state has taken shape, while the latter may require even more 
time. In a country like Italy, which in its present shape by European standards 
is still a relatively young state, the geographical and social spread of the 
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-originally Tuscan- standard variety Is far from complete as yet (Hall 1980; Dl 
Luzio 1987). 
In the course of the process during which a dialect attains the status of 
standard variety, it may start to 
"influence the surrounding dialects at wider range and more pervasively 
as it gains in prestige. It affects especially provincial centers and, 
through them, their satellite dialects. [···] Both in the gradual 
assimilation of lesser dialects and in the conversion of individuals and 
families to standard speech, the result is usually Imperfect and is to be 
described as sub-standard or, in the favorable case, as provincially 
colored standard." (Bloomfield 1933: 485) 
Whether or not the standard language exerts its influence through 'parachuting' 
or jumping from town to town according to their size3 Is an empirical 
question. The second claim seems much more generalizable: structural and 
functional dialect loss lead to the development of new varieties, intermediate 
between the former dialects and the standard language. Different sorts of 
evidence for developments of this type from the German, French and Italian 
language areas is briefly mentioned in E. Radtke (1987: 1499-1500); Hoppen­
brouwers (1983a) presents similar findings for a Brabant dialect of Dutch. 
The hypothesis may be considered that the levelling out of variation on the 
dialect - standard language dimension is mainly associated with developments in 
the sphere of national unification, whereas the reduction of cross-dialectal 
variation is related first of all to factors in the sphere of increasing 
geographical mobility, urbanization etc. - discussed under (c) above. Of 
course, the theory will have to elaborate this hypothesis. 
12.2.3 Issues for further research 
In Popper's approach scientific work comes down to testing theories, with 
the explicit aim of falsifying them. While in this approach in the end the 
competition between theories is central, in practice much scientific work 
amounts to the extension of the domain of a theory or the interpretation of new 
facts in the light of an existing theory. In order to confront a theory with 
relevant empirical facts, strategies are required for further research to 
supply such facts. The application of these strategies is one of the charac­
teristics of what according to Kuhn is 'normal science' '. 
5. Cf. Heijnan 1977) 11| СЪдвЬага t Trudglll 1980: 192. ТЪіа idaa underliaa tha 'gravity' aodal applied 
abova. 
6. Kuhn 19621 114, 156 ff. Cf. Scknabol 1989. 
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In this subsection, we will present some strategies for further research; 
however, these strategies concern substantive rather than methodological 
Issues. Some strategies of a methodological nature will be proposed in section 
12.4 below. 
One of the sociolinguistic questions for further research that were already 
brought up is the following. In Ch. 7 we focused on apparent time changes in 
the occurrence of dialect features which are involved in a relationship of 
structural dependence with (an)other dialect feature(8) in the realization of a 
word or phrase. In the concluding § 7.6 we advocated further research along 
these lines, and specifically regarding the question whether there are 
systematic differences in the use and levelling of dialect features between 
such cases of structural dependence on a local level and cases in which such a 
relationship does not exist. 
In addition to this, further research may focus on the following issues: 
- Regional standard language. We have been fairly vague with respect to the 
nature of the contact variety in out-group contact situation C4, the regional 
standard language. The problem is that in reality there is no such thing as the 
regional standard language, but this problem is not specific to our research 
area. It is not even specific to the Dutch language area - where the phenomenon 
has received very little linguistic attention as yet. German linguists and 
especially dialectologists, on the other hand, have shown considerable interest 
in what is usually referred to as 'Umgangssprache'. A huge pile of earlier 
literature was summarized by Ingulf Radtke (1973), who also proposed more exact 
definitions. Rein (1983: 1445-46) suggested to distinguish in general three 
levels of Umgangssprache, mainly depending on the characteristics relative to 
the local dialect(s) on the one hand and the standard norms on the other. 
Despite the fact that the notion of regional standard language is difficult 
to flesh out, at least for the present-day situation in our research area it is 
not problematic to indicate exactly which dialect features may and which may 
not occur in this highly diffuse variety. One of the questions that arise is 
what this distinction is related to. To the geographical spread of the 
features? After all, of the 21 dialect features studied in the elicited dialect 
use only the ones in the C-set, i.e. the ones with the widest areal distribu­
tion, can be categorized in this respect - as we did in the third part of 
S 6.4.2. Dialect features with a more limited geographical distribution never 
occur in the regional standard language. Our analyses of spontaneous dialect 
use were confined to one phonological variable for each of the three sets of 
phenomena. Therefore we could not do justice to the factor *+/-occurrence in 
the regional standard language'. However, to the best of our knowledge, we 
cannot think of any C-type dialect feature of a phonological nature which does 
not occasionally occur in regional standard production. So it seems as though 
the distinction is also related to linguistic components. It should, however, 
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be noted that we can only make statements about our research area - without 
having studied the issue systematically. 
This is one of the many questions regarding this elusive variety, the 
importance of which will doubtlessly grow very fast in the near future. 
- For the speech of hie 37 informants, Schlobinski (1987: 149-51) calculated 
the implicational order in the use of six phonological features of the Berlin 
dialect. 
A comparable approach may be feasible to answer the question whether there 
is an implicational order in the process of the levelling of different dialect 
features. In other words, is it possible to order dialect features on a scale 
of levelling? If it is, then in this respect dialect levelling may resemble 
decreolization (Bickerton 1975) and language acquisition (Van Hout et al. 
1985). 
The same question may be considered on the level of the individual dialect 
feature: are linguistic conditions implicationally ordered in the process of 
the levelling of a dialect feature? Further analyses in this vein may deepen 
the insight into the linguistic nature of the process. 
- In our analyses of the use and levelling of each single dialect feature, the 
linguistic dimensions were treated independently of one another. Therefore it 
may seem as though we assume mutual independence of linguistic dimensions - in 
conformity with the position taken in Sankoff & Labov (1979). However, our 
choice was not a principled one, as it was motivated only by the explorative 
nature of our investigation and its wide scope in linguistic respects. 
The adequacy of our approach in this connection cannot be determined, since 
the method does not allow studying the interaction effects of the linguistic 
dimensions involved in the analyses of the use of each dialect feature - in 
contrast to the variable rule programme (Sankoff & Labov 1979: 205-206). Even 
the earlier versions of the programme already permitted testing the null 
hypothesis of mutual dependence. In the latter days of variation studies on the 
basis of variable rule methodology, the no-interaction assumption was aban­
doned . 
For our two types of spontaneous Rimburg dialect use it is not difficult to 
extend the data sets so as to enable empirical study of the interaction between 
linguistic constraints; it may be feasible even for parts of the elicited 
dialect use. On the extended and adapted data sets statistic techniques such as 
logistic regression analysis could also be applied to gain insight into the 
interplay between linguistic dimensions of variation. This will make it 
possible to establish the validity of the several linguistic dimensions which 
seem to be relevant to the use of each single LV - which may have interesting 
theoretical implications. Hence, what we should aim at, then, is a multi­
variate analysis of linguistic dimensions. 
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The next step could then be the integration of the resulting insights into a 
method that enables more refined linguistic analyses of processes of dialect 
levelling. 
12.3 Linguistic aspects - and especially the phonological model 
In this section we will consider the linguistic part of the investigation. 
Most attention will be paid to the phonological model sketched in Ch. 2; a 
number of other structural aspects have already been touched upon in the 
previous section in connection with the evaluation of the second 
sociolinguistic hypothesis. 
Although the research project as a whole was largely explorative, our 
approach to the phonological model differed from the way we dealt with the 
sociolinguistic model. Broadly speaking, the latter was tested much more 
systematically, and it consequently received more explicit attention. 
The present section consists of two parts: after a discussion of the most 
important aspects of method and findings (§ 12.3.1), we will present some 
issues that might be taken up in further research (§ 12.3.2). 
12.3.1 Discuseion 
Taking separate dialect features or LVs as the units of analysis is, of 
course, a reductionistic or even atomistic approach to dialect use and 
levelling. On the other hand, it has the advantage that it makes a certain 
degree of linguistic refinement possible. 
In § 4.2.3 we discussed problems regarding the formal representation of our 
LVs. We settled upon a compromise, which consisted of a representation of a 
specific dialect feature as a conversion rule or correspondence rule (Schatz 
1986: 61), much as in Weinreich's (1954) diasystem. The general format is: 
(3) dialectl A - dialect2 В / X Y 
In case a correspondence is not exceptionless, a diacritic may be used to 
indicate lexicalization. A formal representation of the type in (3) captures as 
many relevant facts as possible in the most economical way. Furthermore, 
processes that level a specific dialect feature may have the structural effect 
that the correspondence between the dialect at issue and other varieties 
gradually becomes more constrained contextually, and therefore less pre­
dictable. The result of such a development can be discounted in the right-hand 
part of the formalization. If this type of development occurs in a phonological 
rule, the resulting increase in contextual specificness may eventually change 
it into a minor or morpholexical rule (cf. Van Coetsem & Buccini 1990: 179-81). 
Vhen the dialect feature disappears altogether (the extreme distributional 
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consequence of this general scenario), the result will be a maximal reduction 
of the structural distance from other varieties. 
In the vast majority of LVs we studied, the use of the dialect feature was 
related to one or several small sets of mutually complementary linguistic 
conditions. Only in a minority of the cases in which an LV was found to be 
undergoing dialect levelling, this process turned out to occur in all environ­
ments. Underlying each single set of linguistic conditions in which the use of 
a given LV was studied is what we called a linguistic dimension. In a number of 
LVs, the levelling process is directional in one or more of these dimensions, 
in that it started earlier or proceeds faster in a specific condition than in 
the other one(8). 
Our analyses of the elicited dialect use also revealed a few instances where 
the effects of the levelling process are significant only in certain linguistic 
conditions, not on the level of the overall use of the dialect features 
concerned. From these findings it appears that in a way the process of dialect 
levelling may be the mirror image of Kiparsky's modelling of the way in which 
quantitative variation related to 'functional' (e.g. phonotactic or paradig­
matic) factors sneaks into linguistic competence: 
"Functional conditions, then, enter the linguistic system in a grammati-
calized form. At that point they begin to interact and conflict not only 
with each other, but with formal generality" (1972: 224) 
Decreasing application of a dialect feature in certain linguistic conditions 
may lead to the narrowing of the rule to a limited set of environments. This 
process of the decrease of the scope of a rule is the opposite of simplifica­
tion. As we said in the second part of § 6.4.3, such grammatical complication 
may impede the acquisition of the feature by next generations of dialect 
speakers. Moreover, at least in the case of R-deletion, apparent time levelling 
was found to be directional in several linguistic dimensions at the same time. 
In the case of this rule, the process can therefore be said to be linguistical­
ly multi-dimensional. 
Of the linguistic dimensions in our approach to variation and levelling in 
dialect use, much attention was paid to those connected to syllable structure. 
Certain constraints on syllable structure which are universal may be "deter­
mined to some degree by the biological limitations of man' (Yaeger-Dror 1987: 
1591), pertaining to e.g. motor system and speech organ. In the present study, 
the phonological model of syllable structure played a role 
1. in the selection of dialect features to be studied, 
2. in the description, formalization and explanation of a number of dialect 
features, and 
3. in our analyses of structural patterns and apparent time changes in the 
use of those dialect features. 
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Aspects 1. and 2. bear on the 'applicability' of the model. The third one 
concerns the predictive value of the model. Syllable structure served as the 
main signpost in our attempts to study dialect levelling as a special type of 
'language change through ungoing, historically directed processes of vari­
ation", to paraphrase Cherubim & Objartel (quoted by Scheutz 19B7: 1607 - my 
translation, FH). 
In a considerable number of cases the syllable as a phonological constituent 
was found to constrain the direction of dialect levelling, in that the process 
sets in or proceeds relatively easily in conditions where use of the dialect 
feature is at odds with the optimal syllable structure. A very clear example is 
the use of the rule of ^1-weakening. In Dutch dialects, the voiced realization 
of this fricative (and of obstruents generally) only occurs syllable-initi­
ally - if at all. If a liquid follows, the weakening of a Іуч , a phenomenon 
which variably occurs in the dialect under study, results in a heavily marked 
sequence. On the other hand, application of the rule before a vowel (prac­
tically the only alternative class of segments which can be found to follow 
/r'/) does not result in an ill-formed syllable. There is a sharp and highly 
significant decrease in the use of the rule both overall and before vowels, but 
the process of loss of the rule is much more advanced before liquids. 
The loss of the j" -weakening rule also appears to play a role in the 
directionality of the loss of the final fricative rather than plosive of the 
derivational suffix -lie (standard Dutch and most related Limburg dialects 
-lUk). If the suffix is followed by an inflectional shwa the decline in the 
use of the dialectal form of the suffix appears to be much steeper than if no 
shwa follows. Our explanation for this finding is that in shwa-bearing forms 
after resyllabification the segment at stake is in syllable-initial position -
where final devoicing does not apply. Therefore, when the dialectal form of the 
suffix is used and a shwa is attached, the underlying If'I surfaces. Avoiding 
ρΐ-weakening is easy if there is no /y'/, hence if the dialectal form of the 
suffix is not used. 
Two other examples of linguistic directionality of the levelling process 
impelled by syllable structure pertain to the deletion of a postvocalic /R/ 
before an alveolar obstruent. This occurs in a limited group of Limburg 
dialects, including the one which is central in the present study. The use of 
this rule, which has most probably been lexicalized, shows loss after short 
vowels, but not after long ones. This finding confirms the prediction that the 
phonological model would make: the rule will first disappear where it is 
'needed' least, namely in heavy rather than in superheavy syllables. Further 
support for our interpretation of this dialect rule as originally motivated by 
syllable structure (§ 5.3.6) is the fact that the rule is being lost when a 
syllable boundary occurs between the /R/ and the following coronal obstruent -
as in (4b) (examples are given in standard Dutch orthography): 
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(4a) kort 'short', a monosyllabic word 
(b) kort-er 'shorter', which is syllabified as [kor $ ter] 
Processes such as those optimizing syllable structure or linguistic forces 
in general cannot be expected to provide causal explanations for structural 
regularities in language variation or dialect levelling. In view of the multi-
causality of language change ($ 2.2.2), internal forces may provide at best 
probabilistic explanations. In this respect, our phonological model of syllable 
structure has proven to be satisfactory. From the model, claims were derived 
regarding tendencies in dialect use and levelling, and many of these claims 
were borne out by the data. 
Conversely, we must be cautious as regards the importance of our findings 
for evaluating the phonological model. One reason why theoreticians might think 
that the outcomes from the present study cannot serve as a Popperian test of 
the phonological model is the predominantly sociolinguistic nature of our 
investigation and hence of the data. A connected reason is that, for generative 
theory, findings regarding processes of dialect levelling have another status 
than they do in connection with the sociolinguistic model. Insofar as they are 
in line with the predictions of the phonological model, findings like the ones 
from our study will be considered as external, additional evidence. Similarly, 
Tropf's study of the acquisition of German by Spanish immigrant workers, and 
especially of regularities of the emerging interlanguage, produced findings 
which constitute external, 'additional evidence to take formal account of the 
syllable as a relevant phonological domain' (1983-11: 233-34 - my translation, 
FH). Central to the theory are structural facts, usually regarding inventory or 
distribution - hence the designation internal evidence. 
According to Fasold (1986: 361-62), there are two main reasons why genera­
tive linguists do not consider language use an appropriate source of data for 
theory development: first, it is practically impossible to obtain a clear, 
unobfuscated insight into an individual's linguistic competence, and secondly, 
no single speaker speaks a well-defined, homogeneous language. But we never 
intended to deal with language as a mental organ, nor is the empirical basis of 
our findings confined to the performance of one single speaker. We are 
interested in the question whether, and if so, how, dialect levelling is guided 
by linguistic forces. Nonlinear theories of syllable structure and lexicalist 
models provided a useful theoretical guideline. 
The time may have come for theoretically interested sociolinguists to adopt 
a less humble attitude and make a serious attempt to "develop a sociolinguistic 
aspect of general linguistic theory' (DeCamp 1970: 167). A possible methodo­
logical approach to research in this vein is to isolate a relevant and coherent 
part of current theory, to translate it into operational hypotheses and to 
properly embed it into the analysis of language use. This strategy is in line 
with the way in which in Kuhn'β view 'normal science' proceeds (cf. § 12.2.3 
above). On the basis of a balanced evaluation of the findings, one should then 
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be entitled to claim a room, if only a back room to begin with, in the big 
house of linguistic theory. There, one will be in a better position to convince 
the more orthodox inhabitants of the need to broaden their methodological 
windows to reckon with the findings from sociolinguistic research, and to 
attach more weight to external evidence in general. But the efforts must be 
two-sided, and cannot be limited to methodological issues alone ι theoretical 
linguists should cooperate to elaborate grammatical models in which systematic 
linguistic variation occupies a regular place (cf. John Harris 1988: 228). Such 
models should at the same time be theoretically interesting and testable with 
both generative and sociolinguistic methods. 
12.3.2 Issues for further research 
In the preceding chapters, some questions for further research were already 
briefly mentioned. They concerned amongst other things 
- the conditioning right-hand context of the I-lowering rule: why do tautosyl-
labic /n/ and /g/, but not /m/ trigger the rule? Did no endogenous words exist 
with /im$/ when the rule was phonologized? Are other factors involved? 
(§ 5.3.3); 
- implicit in the discussion of the findings for the final fricative in the 
dialect equivalent of the derivational suffix '-liik' (§ 6.3.8) was the 
question: is the dialect feature used more often than the standard variant, and 
is it therefore less susceptible to loss, in case the lexeme to which it is 
attached differs formally from the standard equivalent? I.e. is there cooccur­
rence with the lexical root? Compare in this respect Akere's (1982) finding 
that standard phonological variants are introduced first into cognate lexical 
items in the Ijebu dialect of Yoruba spoken in Nigeria; 
- the effect on final t-deletion after an obstruent of the linguistic dimen­
sion: preceding [s] or, more generally, sibilant vs. other fricatives (other 
obstruents). Although according to Bloomfield (1933: 120) [s] and [z] are more 
sonorous than other obstruents, several Dutch and American sociolinguistic 
investigations7 revealed that a preceding [s], or rather, any preceding 
sibilant 'triggers' the highest t-deletion scores. This may be motivated by the 
homorganicity of sibilants and [t]. With respect to what we referred to as 
morphemic [t], and specifically the one of verb inflection, our spontaneous 
data are still to be analysed as to the effect of the dimensions person & 
number of the subject (third person singular vs. second person plural), and 
unmarked syntactic order vs. inversion, especially in case the subject is a 
cliticized pronoun with an initial vowel. In the elicited dialect use, the 
morphological dimension did have an effect on the deletion scores, and the 
syntactic-prosodic one did not. 
7. For iiutaiice Guy 1980; Van Boat 1989! 112, 191 ! Juuan 19811 and Nsu 19801 49. 
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From the multitude of possible issues for further research, we pick out 
three questions that are more relevant to the phonological model. 
- As will be clear, the phonological model was not tested as exhaustively as 
the recorded speech material would have permitted. This holds especially for 
the spontaneous dialect use, the analyses of which were confined to the 
processes of y'-weakening, η-deletion and t-deletion. In the dialects at issue, 
all three LVs are postlexical rules. In general, postlexical rules are often 
variable, their application being related to both linguistic and extralinguis-
tic factors. One of the linguistic dimensions involved in the analyses of 
η-deletion was the variable [+/-etres8] on the level of the 'Abercrombian' foot 
(cf. S 8.5.2). 
It may be rewarding to include the variable stress in additional analyses of 
the application of the rules for j-i-weakening and t-deletion in the spontaneous 
speech. In connection with these two dialect features, the variable stress may 
be related to a characteristic of the word, namely the question whether or not 
the word is polysyllabic. In words of three or more syllables, however, stress 
is a multi-valued rather than a binary variable. Analyses would therefore have 
to be more sophisticated in this respect. The question could be considered if 
and how insights from metrical phonology could be integrated. 
- In the nonlinear model of the syllable as a phonological constituent, 
sketched in Ch. 2, the sonority hierarchy 
(5) Obstruents < Nasals < Liquids < Glides < Vowels 
played a role, along with the general insight that a number of universal and 
language-specific aspects of syllable structure can be expressed in terms of 
the distance in sonority between adjacent segments. In the analyses of our data 
for the Rimburg dialect, the sonority concept was considered in connection with 
the variable rule for final t-deletion after obstruents. The findings regarding 
the effect of the following segment are in line with the predictions. The 
results of the analyses of the effect of the [-(-/-continuant] specification of 
the preceding obstruent do not confirm claims based on the more refined 
sonority scales advocated in a part of the literature (some of which was 
referred to in section 2.4 and $ 6.3.14). 
In current phonological thinking, particularly in theories of feature 
geometry, proposals have been made to replace the non-primitive, multi-valued, 
scalar feature sonority by configurations of values of the major class features 
vocoid, approxlmant and sonorant. These three features are argued to be 
hierarchically ordered (Van der Hulst & Van Lit 1988; Wetzels 1989, among 
others). 
It may be fruitful to consider the feasibility of implementing models of 
feature geometry in the study of processes of language change and dialect 
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levelling. The findings may serve as a testing ground for competing models. We 
can go beyond a mere suggestion in this respect: the possibility may be 
considered of an algorithm which quantifies the relative distances between 
pairs of segments on the basis of nodes and hierarchical levels in feature 
organization. 
- We studied only one phonological variable regarding vowel quality, namely 
I-lowering. As may be recalled from § 6.3.3, our data did not contain any 
indication that this (geographically limited) dialect feature would be in the 
process of being levelled out. 
In general we have the impression that at present the dialects studied are 
not undergoing the levelling out of regular differences from other varieties in 
vowel quality and/or quantity. Even in cases of lexlcallzed vocalic variation 
no levelling seems to be taking place. Differences in vocalism between the 
dialects of our research area and other varieties seem completely stable. 
On the basis of the widespread idea that vowel quality is a continuous 
variable and consonant quality is a discrete one, probably the opposite would 
have been predicted, namely that vocalic variation is levelled out more easily 
than variation between consonants. However, the distinction between continuous 
and discrete properties may be phonetically grounded, but phonologically it is 
less useful. 
In a language such as Dutch, morphology is largely concatenative, and most 
processes involved in the derivation of surface forms affect the edges of 
morphemes. The hypothesis may be tested that in the dialects of such a language 
vowels are less subject to intra-systemic variation and levelling than in the 
dialects of a language which is different in this respect. 
12.4 Methodological aspects 
So far in this chapter we have already pointed out three important methodo­
logical issues: hypothesis testing, the distinction between Popperian inducti-
vistic and Kuhnian 'normal' science and, finally, the difference in status of 
findings regarding dialect levelling with respect to the sociolinguistic model 
on the one hand and phonological theory on the other. 
The methods on which this investigation was based are marked by the fact 
that the project involved both exploration and testing. Roughly speaking, the 
phonological part of the study was explorative in nature, in the first place as 
far as the Implementation of phonological insights into the methodology of the 
investigation was concerned. The testing involved the sociolinguistic model of 
dialect levelling developed in Ch. 1. In this final section we will not dwell 
on this issue. Instead, we will consider a few more concrete methodological 
aspects. In § 12.4.1 we will discuss three topics: limitations of the investi­
gation and their consequences to the external validity of our findings, the 
reasons why we did not compare the elicited data with the spontaneous ones, 
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and, finally, some limitations of our approach to the notion of dialect 
levelling. The one and only question for further research to be raised in 
§ 12.4.2 centres on the issue 'age versus time'. 
12.4.1 Discussion 
In determining the generallzabilitv of our findings. It should be taken into 
account that the present research was restricted in four respects: dialect-
geographically, with respect to the sex of the speakers and with respect to the 
dialect features studied. The fact that we confined our study to dialect 
speakers may seem self-evident in view of the object of the investigation, but 
it is far from trivial as regards the comparability of the findings with those 
from similar studies. We will briefly consider the Implications of each of 
these four points. 
The former eastern Mine District was chosen as the research area for a 
number of reasons. One is the fact that the investigator was born and bred 
there, and is himself a native speaker of one of the three dialects originally 
spoken in Ubach over Worms. Rimburg, where the fieldwork was carried out, is 
one of the three oldest parts of this community. Another Important conside­
ration was the fact that traditionally the degree of inter-systemic variation, 
i.e. the number of dialect features, is very high, so that there LB. something 
to be levelled out, both on the dialect - standard language axis and on the 
interdialectal dimension. A third important reason to conduct the investigation 
in this region was that for several decades it has constituted a natural 
laboratory of socio-demographic change. The extensive dialect contact which 
resulted was expected to function as a catalyst of processes of dialect 
levelling. Consequently, these processes may have set in earlier and progress 
at a higher rate than in other situations. But on the other hand, as we just 
said, the structural distance from other varieties is unusually large - which 
factors may compensate each other. 
When comparing our findings with those of sociolinguistic studies of related 
or identical dialect features, it should be kept in mind that our data were 
confined to the dialect use of dialect speakers. These two limitations do not 
hold for, for instance. Van Hout's (1989) investigation of language variation 
in the city of Nijmegen, or for Schlobinski's (1987) study of the Berlin 
vernacular. Consequently, our conclusions regarding processes of dialect 
levelling can be said to be more compelling than similar claims based on 
studies that were less specific in these respects. Moreover, in concentrating 
on dialect levelling, we limited ourselves to one of the two manifestations of 
dialect loss (see § 1.3.1 above). Apart from the reduction of structural 
variation, a related process is also taking place on the level of the entire 
community. This essentially social process, which we referred to as dialect 
shift (after Gal 1979), consists of the gradual decrease of the relative 
number of dialect speakers. It is closely connected with the decrease of 
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dialect use to domaine and situations of a non-public and non-instrumental 
nature (cf. SS 3.3.3 and 12.2.1 above). A wide range of recent studies from all 
over western Europe brought to light a growing general tendency to avoid using 
the dialect to raise one's children. From this wider perspective, the pros­
pects of geographical dialects look even bleaker. 
Furthermore, the empirical basis of our study was limited to dialect use of 
male speakers. Most investigations in which the speakers' sex was varied show 
that generally women are more 'progressive', i.e. less inclined to speak the 
(deep) dialect. Incidental exceptions to this general tendency may occur in 
isolated rural areas, such as parts of Schwaben, a region in the southwest of 
Germany (cf. Ammon 1973). Since our research region is certainly not an 
isolated rural area, we deduce that a replication of our study with a highly 
similar sample of female Rimburg dialect speakers would lead to the insight 
that women are ahead of men in the process of dialect levelling. More specifi­
cally, in connection with the three LVs to which we limited the analyses of the 
spontaneous dialect use of our 27 male speakers, we would expect women's speech 
to (a) show more advanced patterns of loss of the geographically limited rules 
of γ·-weakening and η-deletion, and (b) show less advanced apparent time 
increase of word-final t-deletion. From a dialect-geographical point of view, 
the latter rule is comparatively non-specific. On the other hand, it is one of 
the main characteristics of the emerging, as yet diffuse, non-standard Dutch 
spoken throughout the south and southwest of the Netherlands. In short, in the 
dialect use of women more variation may probably remain, especially on the 
standard - non-standard dimension. Sociologically and socio-psychologically 
such patterns may be very interesting, but they seem less central for deepening 
our insights into the linguistic side of the mechanism of dialect levelling. 
Finally, the set of dialect features studied in the elicited speech material 
was relatively broad and representative in several respects. The selection 
(Ch. 8) of LVs studied in the two types of spontaneous dialect use resulted in 
the choice of three dialect features which constitute a proper subset of the 
twenty LVs in the elicited data. Although we proceded very carefully in this 
final selection, this is a drastic reduction. It is therefore not easy to 
estimate how similar the patterns of levelling and accommodation would have 
been for other subsets of LVs. 
The question may be raised why the elicited data were not systematically 
compared to the spontaneous ones. A possible reason to do so could have been 
the desire to determine the degree and direction of the covariation in the use 
of the same dialect features in several different style levels. However, as we 
argued in S 4.4.1 above, our three types of data cannot be considered to 
represent values on a single, unidimensional scale which ranges from, for 
instance, formal to informal styles. Their comparison by means of correlation 
coefficients or in another way would therefore not have provided any insight 
into stylistic covariation. 
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The elicited and the spontaneous data are not only stylistically Incom-
parable; also In several other respects they differ so fundamentally that 
comparison would hardly be meaningful. Most of these other respects are related 
to each other and/or to the above considerations regarding style. We mention 
them briefly: 
- the elicitation was done by means of written stimuli (in a makeshift 
orthography, as the dialect is usually not written); 
- the elicited data concern reactive behaviour, i.e. behaviour which occurred 
in immediate dependence of the investigation (De Bot & Van Hout 1983: 147) - in 
our spontaneous data this is much less the case; 
- in the elicitation sessions, dialect was used in a vacuum, i.e. it was not 
directed towards an interlocutor, lacking any context of communicative 
intentions ; 
- the elicitation tasks fixed the speakers' attention on dialect use - the 
spontaneous, conversational data are much more natural in being communicative 
in nature; 
- the elicitation sessions constituted test situations - the conversational 
data are drawn from interactional dialect use in much more ordinary situations; 
- in applied linguistics, the type of elicitation tasks we used is known as a 
discrete-point test. According to Spolsky (1987: 934), tests of this type 
"elicit formal normative use". Our speakers' verbal behaviour provided reasons 
to assume that their dialect norm is constituted by their image of the way the 
dialect was spoken "in the old days" - as some put it. It is therefore 
conceivable that the elicited data reflect our speakers' oldest dialect 
competence more directly than do the conversational data. The latter are much 
more a reflection of ordinary dialect performance (cf. §§ 4.4, 4.4.1 and 6.3). 
Moreover, there are Important differences regarding our analyses of both 
types of speech material: 
- linguistically, the study of the elicited dialect use was less 'deep' than 
that of the conversational data. It involved fewer different linguistic 
dimensions, and no attempts were made to study covariation along 'shared' 
linguistic dimensions; 
- the only extralinguistic variables involved in the study of the elicited data 
were the speakers' age groups and the areal spread of the LVs. The spontaneous 
data were analysed also in relation with macro-social ('speaker background') 
variables and micro-social, situational factors. 
Comparisons of the findings from the analyses of the conversational data with 
those from the elicited data would therefore necessarily be rather limited in 
both linguistic and extralinguistic respects. 
With these reservations at the back of our mind, we nevertheless juxtaposed 
the results regarding the impact of the linguistic dimensions involved in the 
study of all three types of data. For each of the three LVs we found linguistic 
factors which have significant effects in all three types of dialect use. They 
concern the word class and the grammatical status of the relevant segment 
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(n- and t-deletion, respectively), as well as the nature of both the preceding 
segment (t-deletion) and the right-hand environment (г'-weakening and 
η-deletion). In slightly more general terms, in the analyses of the elicited 
and the spontaneous use of the rules for y'-weakening and t-deletion three 
linguistic dimensions keep recurring. For both dialect features the absence or 
presence of a significant influence of two of the three dimensions does not 
vary. There are two linguistic dimensions in which the application of the 
η-deletion rule was analysed in the elicited data as well as in both types of 
spontaneous data. The effect of these two dimensions does not appear to depend 
on the type of data. 
Our elicited data thus seem to give a fairly representative impression of 
the effect of linguistic forces. Hence, it seems that in this respect elicited 
data can have a reasonable validity. 
A general drawback of our operationalization of the notion of dialect 
levelling is that instances which are not visible in apparent time will not be 
detected. This will happen if the dynamics in the use of an LV do not show a 
statistically significant age group effect - e.g. when the levelling proceeds 
too slowly, as is also widely believed of syntactic change. In this latter 
connection, it is noteworthy that our elicited data clearly indicate loss of 
one of the two dialect features in the morphosyntactic subcomponent studied, 
namely the several dialect equivalents of expletive er., which differ according 
to the syntactic position (cf. §§ 5.3.20. 6.3.20). Admittedly, this is not an 
instance of linguistic change stricto sensu, and it concerns morphosyntax 
rather than syntax, but it is relevant all the same. 
The manifestations of dialect levelling in the elicited data were completely 
confined to loss (i.e. significant apparent time decrease in the use) of 
individual dialect features. In the second instance, our findings also appeared 
to contain indications for the introduction or further spread in dialect use of 
geographically less specific features - which especially appeared to be the 
case with respect to final t-deletion in the spontaneous data. In the end-
result, a development of the latter type does not differ from the loss of a 
dialect feature, as both lead to the decrease of structural variation, 
internally as well as between dialects. Levelling of the differences between 
varieties reduces the structural uniqueness of individual dialects. 
The fact that the operationalization of the notion of dialect levelling was 
not restricted to instances of the loss of dialect features means that the 
direction of the development relative to the dialect did not serve as a 
criterion. Statistical significance, on the other hand, was consistently 
applied as a criterion. In this respect, our approach may well have been too 
rigid, which may have caused type II-like errors. In this connection, type II 
errors consist of the rejection of the possibility that a certain LV is 
undergoing dialect levelling when in fact it is - though not at the .05 level 
of significance (cf. §§ 4.3.2 and 11.5 above). Not only possible instances of 
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dialect loss which proceed relatively slowly (graphically characterized by a 
gentle downward slope) were thus presumably excluded, but also those instances 
of levelling which have almost terminated. In such cases, the apparent time 
method will reveal no more than the tip of the tail of the process. Some 
dialect features were excluded from this investigation beforehand, precisely 
because we suspected that the process of their loss had already advanced too 
far: only older speakers occasionally apply euch features. 
On the other hand, our statistical approach may have been too liberal, or 
even irresponsibly tolerant, as we did not systematically test the homogeneity 
of variance in the dialect use within the separate age groups in the cases 
where a significant and meaningful age group effect occurred. Thus we risked 
type I-like errors. 
12.4.2 An issue for further research 
The synchronic approach to diachronic phenomenena is paradoxical. Comparing 
the linguistic output of representatives of different age groups will always 
remain an uncertain way of detecting processes of structural change going on in 
real time. 
In our study some measures were taken to reduce uncertainty: 
(a) the choice of the age group intervals: 20-30, 40-50 and 60-75. All speakers 
are adults; even for the youngest speakers in our sample, the process of 
linguistic socialization has certainly terminated; 
(b) the recording of three different types of dialect use per speaker; 
(c) the relatively large amounts of observations per speaker per LV per type of 
data. 
In combination with the striking similarities between the tendencies 
manifest in the age group distributions of the application of the rules for 
T"!-weakening, n- and t-deletion in the three types of data, these safeguards 
seem to warrant a certain generalizability. 
Nevertheless, the possibility must not be overlooked that the patterns we 
interpret as apparent time reflections of processes of dialect levelling are 
actually stable age grading. However, the near linearity of the apparent time 
patterns in the use of the rules for t-deletion (in both types of conversa-
tional data) and j^-weakening (in all types of data) are incongruous with what 
is perhaps the most common type of age grading: the curvi-linear pattern, with 
a 'dip' brought about by markedly less use of non-prestiguous features by 
members of the Middle age group. This sort of distribution is often explained 
by the fact that most people of this age group "are fully functioning members 
of the work force" (Schatz 1986: 108). In the findings for the three LVs 
analysed in all three data types, this pattern seemed to occur twice: in the 
elicited data regarding t-deletion, and in the in-group use of the n-deletion 
rule. But in the first case the age group effect was far from significant, and 
in the second one the probability was about .06, and so at any rate they did 
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not satisfy an Important requirement In our operatlonallzatlon of the notion of 
dialect levelling. Moreover, all three LVs are phonological In nature and, 
according to Labov (1981i 181-82), 'both internal and external evidence 
Indicate that In general, adults stay with the sound system of their youth', so 
that one may presuppose 'stable Individual patterns for sound change". If this 
applies also In the case of the Rimburg dialect, then the chance is small that 
the patterns we considered as indications of dialect levelling are in reality 
age grading. 
But however solid their empirical basis, in the present context these are 
mainly theoretical considerations. In general, there are three possibilities to 
independently control the value of findings from apparent time studies. The 
first one can be described as real time study in retrospect. This method 
consists of 'digging up data from the real past' (Labov 1981¡ 196), which can 
serve as a gauge or calibration for the 'time patterns' emerging from data for 
speakers of different age groups. For the time being, in most situations the 
only possible source for such data will be written material8. A wide range of 
important differences between data from present-day studies and data gained 
from documents written in an older stage of a language concern the selection of 
the 'informants', the conditions of language production, data regarding the 
informants' backgrounds and language attitudes, and the nature and dating of 
the linguistic data (after Van Reenen MS: Appendix). For these and comparable 
reasons, the possibilities of this method are still severely limited. For the 
same reasons, Labov (1981: 179) refers to historical linguistics as "the art of 
making the best use of bad data." 
Throughout this book, and especially in Ch. 5, we incidentally referred to 
attestations in older texts and in dialect descriptions for the existence in 
past stages of many of the twenty-one features studied here. Van Bree (1985a: 
205-209, 1986) has investigated the age vs. time issue using this method, by 
asking dialect speakers who had in the past filled out written questionnaires 
to do so again. 
The second method is also a real-time one, but instead of taking a past 
stage as the point of reference, the comparison is made at some moment in the 
future. In the best case, similar data are gathered about one or several 
generations later. If such a future replication renders patterns which continue 
the tendencies detected in the apparent time data of the original investiga-
tion, those findings constitute what is probably the most reliable confirmation 
of one's inferences (cf. Labov 1981: 177). This technique has recently been 
applied to the English dialect of Norwich, and to the French of Montreal9. 
The third possibility to independently assess the generalizability of the 
findings from apparent time studies is the dialect use of emigrants. The 
dialect of speakers (a) who after their emigration no longer had systematic 
8. S·· Hlnekens 1986bl 62-63 for ш aor· refined typology of eoiire··. 
9. TrudgtU 1988 and a.g. Thibault I Davaluy 1989. 
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contacts with speakers of the same or related varieties who did not move, and 
(b) whose competence did not deteriorate, may offer interesting possibilities 
for comparison. As a method of control, it therefore demands that the dialect 
use stabilized not later than immediately after emigration. Moosmliller (1987t 
74) argues that the desire of emigrants to conserve their former identity is a 
sufficient reason to assume that their mother language is conservative. She 
applied this technique in her investigation of Vienna German. Her findings led 
her to conclude that, for the phonological variables she studied, the verna-
cular did not change substantially (192; 201). 
Provided there are sufficient reasons to suppose the condition is met that 
the dialect of a speaker has stabilized immediately after emigration, it can be 
assumed that no external factors have affected the emigrants' dialect. However, 
it is not inconceivable that internally motivated change has taken place. 
Ve consider it desirable to control the conclusions drawn from our findings. 
As the last method seems to be the least reliable of the three, and in view of 
the fact that the first one has rigorous practical limits, we plead for a 
future replication of the present study, preferably on the basis of the same or 
highly comparable elicitation tasks and at least in-group conversations. 
The optimal approach is probably the combination of a trend study, i.e. 
taking a new sample of speakers of the same age groups, ceteris paribus, and a 
panel study (Labov 1981: 182-83). The latter technique will make it possible to 
draw up linguistic biographies of speakers who participated in our investiga-
tion; the same approach was applied by Van Bree (see above) with written data. 
An additional advantage of this technique is thus that it enables one to check 
a central claim underlying the apparent time method, namely the assumption that 
after adolescence the patterns in the language use of individual speakers no 
longer undergo fundamental changes ('linguistic stabilization' - § 4.1 above). 
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Appendix 
By way of illustration, all items that were used to investigate the linguistic 
variable 'Ach-laut allophony' from the battery of elicitation tasks (see 
§ 4.4.1) are presented below. Apart from these items, we also present the 
header that contained a short description of the task itself, and one of the 
two examples which were provided to make clear what was intended by each single 
task. All of this is presented in exactly the same way as it was on the forms 
used by the informants. 
In general, many items were used for more than one observation. In those 
cases it normally concerns the use of several linguistic variables. Apart from 
the items in the tasks, the numerals (for the microphone test) were also 
investigated for the use of a number of linguistic variables. 
For the microphone test, the cardinal numbers 
'8', 'IB' and '28' 
Eerst stil lezen, dan voorlezen 
voorbeeld Dooch ins effe de duuer toow 
1 Heea ejloog mich e blauw oog 
2 Hèt sjleet zich d'r kraag op teeage de kou 
3 Ze geet nit ailing. Ich gon ooch 
4 Och, vreujer koeët me nog laache t 
5 Geet e mit d'r vlieger of mit d'r tsoch ? 
6 Hèt hat 't an d'r maag en an de leeaver 
7 Ooch al is 't nog nit lang geli-je, doch weet ich 't nit mieB 
8 Dat fes doeBret dri-j daag an éé sjtuk 
Vertalen en invullen 
voorbeeld ZEVEN Ze hant ... katsei Ze hant zieBve katse 
10 ZIJN Ze — nog ummer nit heem 
12 ZIN Has te nog ... op e ieske 7 
13 GAAT Doe ... doch zieëker nooa heem ? ! 
14 VENSTER De ... εjtong wagewiet ooape 
45 MEEGEDAAN An ing klBpparti-j han ich nog noeBts ... 
47 OPGEBELD Hèt hat mich vur ing βjtond truuk nog ... 
56 DENKEN Ich mot ooch uueveraal aa ... 
57 GEKOCHT Has te dich ooch inne auto ... ? 
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Vertalen en Invullen 
voorbeeld STAAT Dooa ... inne noeëteboom: 
Dooa s Heet Inne noeëteboom 
87 DUIDELIJK Wie e-n-et nog Ine oet hauw jelaat, wooar 't mich 
94 NATUURLIJK Dat Ie ... ooch kwatsj 
97 KORT Dat hemme Is 'm ooch nog te — 
111 HATELIJK Deea Adolf is doch e ... keealke 
126 BEHOORLIJK Bis Roeëme is 't nog e ... sjtuk 
133 GERAAPT Ich han graad nog e voel pooasj-ei ... 
., DORST Has doe ooch zoene — 7 
158 HEBBEN ... ouwer luu dooa nog d'r ooam vuuer 7 
159 GEWOONTE Dat is ooch ailing mar ing — 
Vertalen 
voorbeelu Dat is niet zo lastig: 
1P3 Ik doe óók mee 
Dat is nit ezoe lestig 
Verleden tHd 
voorbeeld Heea moeit nit veuël: 
191 Heea laach winnig 
192 Zie vrieëe dich diene naam 
Heea moelet nit veuël 
Heea ... winnig 
Zie ... dich diene naam 
Vertalen en in de juiste УОЛП invullen 
voorbeeld LENEN Has doe die ge... kli-jer gewesje 7: 
Has doe die gelinde kli-jer gewesje 7 
218 STREPEN Heea droog ing ge... boks 
voorbeeld 
Zinnetjes vertalen 
Het voetballen is afgelopen 
230 Ik doe ook mee 
of 
't Foeballe is ...: 
't Foeballe ia aafgelope 
't Foeballe is gedooa 
Ich don ... 
Woordjes vertalen 
voorbeeld afscheren 
255 werkdag 
263 pechdag 
aafsjeeare 
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Vertalen en in de juiste огш invullen 
voorbeeld STERK Hubert is een sterke kerel 
D'r Hoebeeat is inne ... keeal: 
D'r Hoebeeat is inné s iterke keeal 
274 JONG Barbara is nog een jonge vrouw 
't Berb is nog ing ... vrouw 
voorbeeld 
296 
Meervoud 
Inné sjtool 
Inne daag 
twieë sjteul 
twiee ... 
Antwoorden 
voorbeeld Hat ieër nog bieëre 7 
(ging mieë) 
334 Has te nog kli-jer 7 
(nog genog) 
V'r hat es ging mieë 
Ich han ... nog genog 
Vertalen 
voorbeeld -Daar loopt een soldaat 
Da geht ein Soldat 
Dooa lup inne soldaat 
339 -Es sind noch viele Kartoffel da 
Er zijn nog veel aardappels 
nog veuël errepel 
Vertalen en invullen 
voorbeeld 
358 
360 
368 
370 
376 
379 
385 
387 
390 
394 
397 
399 
KLAAR 
ACHT (8) 
GENOEG 
OGEN 
ZEGGEN 
LACHEN 
DAGDIENST 
ZAGEN 
WERKDAG 
VOCHT 
AFDOEN 
KACHEL 
AKEN; BI 
400 ZAG 
Nog mar effe, da zint v'r ...: 
Nog mar effe, da zint v'r veeadig 
't Nuits begint urn ... oere 
Vieër hant nog eier ... 
Dat kengk hat groeëte ... 
Wits te noe nieks mieë te ... 7 
Vreuger koeët me nog .. 
Daagsj... 
Vieëer ... d'r Hoebeeat graat nog in 'De Troef' 
D'r vriedig is ooch inne ... 
Hèt houw die kni-j vol mit ... 
Doe darfs dich die βjlieps ooch ... 
Ze sjtooake nog mit inne kooale... 
OCHOLTZ 
Va ... bis ...is wieëniger wie 18 kilometer 
... doe mich lets nit op d'r maat 7 
514 Арр«шііх 
404 DEED Wat ... doe dooa gistermurrege ezoe vrug ? 
405 PECHDAG Gister wooar vur mich inné ... 
408 ZEGGEN Wat wilt dat ... 7 
Samenvatting (Summary In Dutch) 
In dit proefschrift wordt verslag gedaan van een onderzoek van het 
verschijnsel dialectnivellering, het proces van de vermindering van taai-
structurele variatie. Het onderzoek is uitgevoerd aan het Limburgse dialect van 
Rlmburg, een plaateje met ongeveer 1.000 inwoners dat deel uitmaakt van Ubach 
over Worms (gemeente Landgraaf, ongeveer acht km. noordoostelijk van Heerlen). 
In deel I worden, in twee hoofdstukken, het sociolinguïstieche repectie-
velijk het fonologische model geschetst die richting hebben gegeven aan het 
onderzoek. Deel II omvat hoofdstukken over achtereenvolgens de regio en plaats 
van het onderzoek, de belangrijkste etappen in de werkwijze en de taaivaria-
belen die onderzocht zijn. In deel III worden in twee hoofdstukken de bevin-
dingen gepresenteerd van de analyse van het dialectgebruik dat de deelnemers 
werd ontlokt door middel van een serie elicitatie-taken. Deel IV omvat vier 
hoofdstukken over de benadering van en de bevindingen uit het onderzoek van het 
spontane dialectgebruik van dezelfde sprekers in twee verschillende gesprekken. 
Deel V, tenslotte, omvat slechts één hoofdstuk. Daarin worden een aantal van de 
belangrijkste uitkomsten van dit onderzoek vergeleken met bevindingen uit 
verwant onderzoek - dit alles in het licht van zowel het sociolinguïstische als 
het fonologische model. Ook wordt er een kritische blik geworpen op enkele 
aspecten van de gang van zaken. In verband met het sociolinguïstische en het 
fonologische model en met betrekking tot een ook voor dit onderzoek wezenlijke 
methodologische kwestie worden er suggesties gedaan voor verder onderzoek. 
Hieronder zullen we nader ingaan op de inhoud van elk van de twaalf hoofd-
stukken. 
In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt de betekenis van het begrip dialectnivellering 
ingevuld door het in verband te brengen met het begrip taalverandering. Daartoe 
wordt er ingegaan op de wijze waarop taalverandering wordt onderzocht in 
achtereenvolgens de historische taalkunde, de dialectologie en de sociolin-
guïstiek. Vervolgens wordt het begrip dialectnivellering onderscheiden van de 
meer algemene noties taalverlies en dialectverlies, en afgepaald van verwante 
processen als convergentie, interferentie, koinéizering en decreolisatie. 
Tenslotte schetsen we een sociolinguïatlsch model van het proces van dialectni-
vellering. Van dit model zijn de volgende drie hypotheses afgeleid: 
I dialectnivellering is een twee-dimensionaal proces - dat wil 
zeggen het tast zowel de variatie tussen dialect en standaard-
taal aan als die tussen dialecten; 
II het proces van dialectnivellering is geleidelijk in zowel 
talige als in buitentalige opzichten - in dat laatste verband 
denken we aan de factoren tijd en (geografische) ruimte; 
III accommodatie in dialectgebruik vormt de voorafschaduwing 
van dialectnivellering. 
De linguïstische aspecten waaraan in hypothese II gerefereerd wordt staan, 
in algemene zin, centraal in hoofdstuk 2. In het eerste deel wordt kort 
stilgestaan bij het begrip 'verklaring', allereerst vanuit een wetenschaps-
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filosofische invalshoek. Daarna wordt nagegaan welke soorten van verklaring er 
zoal zijn voorgesteld voor processen van taalverandering. In de bonte veelheid 
van verklaringen laten zich structuralistische, 'functionalistische' en formele 
types onderscheiden; de laatste zijn vooral typisch voor de generatieve 
taaltheorie. In het tweede deel wordt in ruwe lijnen een beeld geschetst van 
enkele recente ontwikkelingen in de generatieve fonologie, vooral wat betreft 
aspecten van lettergreep-structuur. In het laatste deel presenteren we, aan de 
hand van enkele voorbeelden, onze visie op de onderlinge verhouding tussen 
talige (vooral fonologische) en buitentalige factoren voor de verklaring van 
taalverpr " ng en dialectnivellering. 
Hoofds uk 3 is gewijd aan de onderzoeksregio en in het bijzonder aan het 
plaatsje K-'mburg. Allereerst wordt er in vogelvlucht een beeld gegeven van de 
economische en sociaal-demografische geschiedenis van de regio. Die is in hoge 
mate bepaald door de steenkoolmijnbouw, die er in de eerste decennia van deze 
eeuw is jntstaan en op bijna explosieve wijze in omvang en belang is gegroeid. 
(Inmiddels β deze bedrijfstak ter ziele.) Door de vraag naar arbeidskrachten 
heeft er g.durende bijna vijftig jaar een enorme immigratie plaatsgevonden 
vanuit Oost- en Zuid-Europa en, meer nog, vanuit andere delen van Nederland, 
vooral Limburg. Dialect-geogafisch is het oostelijke deel van de voormalige 
Mijnstreek interessant omdat het grootste deel ervan behoort tot de overgangs­
zone tussen enerzijds de zogenaamde Ripuarische dialecten (die voor het 
merendeel gesproken worden in het Duitse Rijnland) en anderzijds de Oost-
Limburgse dialecten. Deze laatste worden gesproken in een brede en lang 
uitgerekte strook van de Nederlandse provincie Limburg. Terwijl het dialect van 
Rimburg vanouds behoort tot de Ripuarische groep, behoren de overige Ubach over 
Wormse variëteiten tot de dialecten van de overgangszone. Sedert het tweede 
kwart van deze eeuw speelt de Nederlandse standaardtaal een hoe langer hoe 
belangrijkere rol in de regio. Naast het locale dialect en (de regionale 
variëteit van) de standaardtaal worden er in Rimburg, evenals in overige 
plaatsen in de voormalige Mijnstreek, verschillende andere Limburgse dialecten 
gesproken - deze laatste door de vroegere nieuwkomers en hun families. 
In hoofdstuk 4 worden de belangrijkste methodologische aspecten van het 
onderzoek besproken. Allereerst laten we zien welke eisen er gesteld worden 
door de operationalisatie van de drie hypotheses die zijn ontleend aan het 
sociolingulstische model. Deze eisen bepalen verschillende aspecten van de 
opzet van het onderzoek. Eén van die aspecten is de keuze van de taai-
variabelen. (Vat de terminologie betreft: één variant van elke taalvariabele 
wordt gevormd door een dlalectkenmerk.) De keuze van taaivariabelen is op zijn 
beurt bepaald door verschillende criteria. Eén daarvan is de verbreiding in de 
geografische ruimte: er zijn taaivariabelen gekozen van drie verschillende 
graden van verbreiding. Sommige komt men alleen tegen in de Ripuarische 
dialecten, andere bestaan, behalve in de Ripuarische dialecten, ook in die van 
de over-gangszone, en tenslotte zijn er dialectkenmerken die niet alleen in de 
Ripuarische en overgangszone-dialecten voorkomen maar ook in de Oost-Limburgse 
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groep, bijvoorbeeld in de dialecten van Sittard en Roermond. Het gebruik van de 
(in totaal twintig) taalvarlabelen is onderzocht in het dialect van 27 
Rlmburgers van drie verschillende leeftijdsgroepen. Deze steekproef van 
Rlmburgse dialectsprekers is gehomogeniseerd voor geslacht (alleen mannen) en, 
binnen marges, voor autochthonie, onderwijsachtergrond en beroepsniveau. Per 
spreker zijn er opnames gemaakt van geëliciteerd en spontaan dialectgebruik. 
Het spontane dialect-gebruik betreft gesprekken in situaties van 'in-group' 
(Rlmburgers onder elkaar) en 'out-group' contact. In de analyse van de ongeveer 
64 uur aan opnames kunnen verschillende stappen onderscheiden worden, zoals de 
keuze van een aantal fragmenten uit elk gesprek, de benadering van aarzelende 
taaiproductie, de transcriptie, het meetbaar maken en het kwantificeren van het 
dialectgebruik in de drie opnames van elk der 27 sprekers. Daarbij wordt de 
aandacht beperkt tot de gekozen taalvarlabelen. 
In hoofdstuk 5 passeren de twintig taalvarlabelen de revue, geordend naar 
geografische verbreiding en taaicomponent (fonologie, morfo-fonologie, 
morfologie en morfo-syntaxis). Waar dat van belang is worden van de afzonder-
lijke taalvarlabelen, naast dialect-geografische, ook methodologische aspecten 
aangestipt. Voor de meeste taaivariabelen wordt ook een linguïstische analyse 
voorgesteld, waar mogelijk ondersteund door diachronische feiten. De meeste 
analyses monden uit in een formele verklaring. In enkele gevallen wordt er 
ingegaan op de structurele samenhang tussen verschillende dialectkenmerken. 
In hoofdstuk 6 presenteren we de bevindingen van de kwantitatieve analyses 
van het gebruik van elk dialectkenmerk door de sprekers in onze steekproef. 
Voor elk kenmerk kijken we naar het gemiddelde globale gebruik en naar het 
gemiddelde gebruik in een aantal linguïstische condities. Deze condities vormen 
linguïstische dimensies; in het onderzoek van de deletie van woord-finale [t]'s 
na obstruenten, bijvoorbeeld, vormen de linguïstische condities 'voorafgaande 
fricatief' en 'voorafgaande ploeief' samen de dimensie 'aard van de vooraf-
gaande obstruent'. Op grond van de uitkomsten van statistische analyses van het 
dialectgebruik in de verschillende leeftijds-groepen (de zogenoemde schijnbare 
tijd-methode) bepalen we per taalvariabele of er mogelijk dialectnivellering 
plaatsvindt. Ook deze analyses worden uitgevoerd op twee niveaus: 'globaal' en 
in specifieke linguïstische condities. Op globaal niveau blijken elf dialect-
kenmerken gaandeweg in onbruik te raken. Bij drie andere taalvarlabelen is het 
proces van dialectnivellering alleen nog maar zichtbaar in bepaalde linguïsti-
sche condities. Afgaande op de effecten van de onderzochte linguïstische 
dimensies wordt in elk geval van vier dialect-kenmerken het verliesproces 
gestuurd door taalstructurele factoren. De bevindingen bieden veel steun voor 
de hypotheses I (dialectnivellering is een twee-dimensionaal proces) en II 
(dialectnivellering verloopt in verschillende opzichten geleidelijk). Voor de 
toetsing van de derde hypothese is het geeiiciteerde dialectgebruik niet 
geschikt. 
De structurele afstand tussen verschillende taalvariëteiten kan onder meer 
bepaald worden op basis van het relatieve aantal gemeenschappelijke dialect-
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kenmerken. Aangezien het dialect van Rimburg gekenmerkt wordt door een 
betrekkelijk groot aantal minder verbreide taaivariabelen, ie de structurele 
afstand tussen enerzijds het Rimburgs en anderzijds de dialecten van de 
overgangszone, de Oost-Limburgse groep en (vooral) de standaardtaal tamelijk 
groot. Om dezelfde reden komt het vaak voor dat in de Rlmburgse realisatie van 
een bepaald woord meerdere taaivariabelen een rol spelen. In dergelijke 
gevallen kunnen de betrokken taaivariabelen onderling onafhankelijk zijn of 
juist onderling afhankelijk. In het eerste geval kunnen ze covariëren; in het 
tweede geval is er sprake van een structurele samenhang op lokaal niveau. De 
elicltat4 .ken die gehanteerd zijn maken het mogelijk ook (eventuele 
verander!, gen in) het gebruik van dit laatste type systematisch te onderzoeken. 
De uitkomsten van deze nieuwe benadering worden besproken in hoofdstuk 7. Zoals 
dialectgebruik meer is dan het gebruik van afzonderlijke dialectkenmerken, 
blijkt dialectnivellering meer te zijn dan het in onbruik raken van afzonder-
lijke dialectkenmerken. De manifestaties van dialect-nivellering op dit niveau 
worden geïnterpreteerd in het licht van de hypotheses I en II. De meerwaarde 
van de bevindingen van dit deel van het onderzoek is onder meer daarin gelegen 
dat uit enkele resultaten duidelijk wordt dat niet alles wat gezien kan worden 
als dialectnivellering neerkomt op dialectverlies; in enkele gevallen blijken 
geografisch kleinschalige dialectkenmerken als het ware plaats te maken voor 
grootschalige, betrekkelijk ver verbreide kenmerken. 
Hoofdstuk 8 is gewijd aan de selectie van taaivariabelen voor de analyse van 
het spontane dialectgebruik, dat wil zeggen van het dialectgebruik in de twee 
typen van gesprekken die per spreker zijn opgenomen. Op basis van een zevental 
criteria, waaronder relevantie voor het fonologische model, worden drie taai-
variabelen gekozen: fi-verzwakking, η-deletie en t-deletie. Ze vormen een 
deelverzameling van de twintig taaivariabelen die in het geëliciteerde dialect-
gebruik onderzocht zijn. Na een korte recapitulatie van de belangrijkste 
bevindingen voor deze drie postlexicale regels worden de drie met elkaar 
vergeleken in een aantal talige en buitentallge opzichten. Dan volgt er een 
verdere linguïstische analyse van de n-deletie-regel, met als doel meer vat te 
krijgen op de linguïstische aard van deze variabele regel. De regel blijkt 
samen te hangen met de factoren lettergreep-gewicht en klemtoon; toepassing van 
de regel maakt het onmogelijk het betreffende woord te realiseren met een 
tooncontour. De toepassing van de regel is geblokkeerd in bepaalde structuren. 
Deze structuren blijken op betrekkelijk eenvoudige wijze gedefinieerd te kunnen 
worden in segméntele en prosodische termen. In onze speurtocht naar aanwijzin-
gen voor nivellering in het dialectgebruik zijn de gevallen waarin de 
n-deletie-regel geblokkeerd is uiteraard buiten beschouwing gelaten. In het 
laatste deel van hoofdstuk 8 bespreken we een aantal methodologische overwegin-
gen in verband met de analyse van het gebruik van de drie taaivariabelen in de 
spontane data. 
Hoofdstuk 9 bevat de bevindingen voor het spontane dialectgebruik uit de 
'in-group' gesprekken. Allereerst onderzoeken we enkele aspecten van het 
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relatieve 'globale' gebruik van elk van de drie dialectkenmerken. De analyses 
waarin de gebruiksfrequentie van elk dlalectkenmerk gerelateerd wordt met een 
aantal relevante linguïstische dimensies vormen een bevestiging (en in één 
geval een verfijning) van onze linguïstische analyses van de taaivariabelen. 
Het onderzoek van de patronen van covariatie langs de linguïstische dimensies 
die gemeenschappelijk zijn aan het onderzoek van twee of drie dialectkenmerken 
maakt duidelijk dat de effecten van deze dimensies grotendeels specifiek zijn 
voor de afzonderlijke taalvarlabelen. Wat buitentalige determinanten betreft is 
ons onderzoek van het 'in-group' dialectgebruik beperkt tot een zestal spreker-
achtergrond variabelen, drie van geografische en drie van sociaal-economische 
aard. De vervlechting van talige en buitentalige patronen blijkt in het 
algemeen matig tot zwak. Toch worden er enkele interessante tendenzen bloot-
gelegd. 
Het dialectgebruik in de verschillende leeftijdsgroepen vertoont onmisken-
bare aanwijzingen voor nivellering in verband met twee taalvarlabelen. Terwijl 
de ^i-verzwakkingsregel, de variabele met de geringste geografische verbrei-
ding, een dramatisch verlies vertoont, blijkt het gebruik van de t-deletie-
regel, de variabele met de grootste verbreiding, verder te stijgen. Het gebruik 
van de n-deletie-regel, die qua geografische verbreiding tussen j'i-verzwakking 
en t-deletie inzit, vertoont geen statistisch overtuigende neiging tot 
verandering, maar is ook verre van stabiel. Geen van de onderzochte lin-
guïstische dimensies blijkt van belang voor de veranderingen in het gebruik van 
de regele voor /•<-verzwakking en t-deletie. De toepassing van de n-deletie-
regel, die op globaal niveau geen tekenen van verandering vertoont, ondergaat 
een beduidende teruggang in vier linguïstische condities. In elk geval één van 
de betrokken linguïstische dimensies blijkt het beginnende verliesproces te 
sturen. De bevindingen bieden veel steun voor de hypotheses I en II. Het is 
denkbaar dat het Rimburgs, als gevolg van de ontwikkelingen die weerspiegeld 
worden in onze data, op den duur verandert in een substandaard variëteit met 
een betrekkelijk geringe dialectaliteit (vergelijk Bellmann, aangehaald in 
Radtke 19Θ7: 1499). 
Door middel van de spreker-achtergrond variabelen wordt in dit hoofdstuk 
tenslotte nagegaan in hoeverre de getraceerde nivelleringeproceseen verklaard 
kunnen worden uit maatschappelijke veranderingen. De afname van het gebruik van 
de regele voor r'-verzwakking en η-deletie houdt verband met de groeiende 
geografische mobiliteit. Het weglaten van Blot-[t]'e in bepaalde condities 
heeft als zodanig een sociaal-economische betekenis: hoe meer een spreker dat 
doet, hoe lager in het algemeen zijn onderwij sacht ergrond. De Varían t'ii· in 
t-deletie op globaal niveau hangt ook met deze factor samen. Mogelijkerwijs 
verkeert η-deletie in de beginfase van een verandering van een dlalectkenmerk 
in de traditionele betekenis in een taalvariabele met vooral sociale connota­
ties. Methodologisch en statistisch zijn deze bevindingen echter minder stevig 
onderbouwd dan de overige. 
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In hoofdstuk 10 richten we ons op de bevindingen voor de 'out-group' 
gesprekken. Opnieuw wordt het relatieve gebruik van de drie dialectkenmerken 
benaderd vanuit een geografisch perspectief en vanuit verschillende linguïsti-
sche en sociolinguïetische hoeken; de laatste betreffen de spreker-achtergrond 
variabelen. Telkens worden de bevindingen vergeleken met die voor de 'in-group' 
gesprekken. Er blijken veel overeenkomsten en slechts weinig (hoewel soms 
veelzeggende) verschillen te bestaan. Het wezenlijke onderscheid tussen de 
beide typen van gesprekken is dat onze Rimburgse dialectsprekere voor de 'out-
group' gesprekken geconfronteerd zijn met sprekers van andere taalvariëteiten 
die in de ""nnalige Mijnstreek gesproken worden. Daarbij is de geografische en 
structure.i afstand tussen het Rlmburgs en de variëteit van de gesprekspartner 
systematisch gevarieerd. Als gevolg van de grootschalige demografische 
veranderingen die veroorzaakt zijn door de industrialisatie in de eerste helft 
van deze eeuw, zijn de drie typen van 'out-group' contactsituatie die vertegen-
woordigd zijn in dit deel van het corpus betrekkelijk gewoon geworden in het 
dagelijkse leven in Rimburg en omgeving. Centraal in hoofdstuk 10 staat de 
vergelijking van het gebruik van de dialect-kenmerken in de drie 'out-group' 
contactsituaties. Het enige dialect-kenmerk dat een beduidend effect vertoont 
is η-deletie; met een toename van de afstand tot de contact-variëteit neemt het 
gebruik ervan af. 
Hoewel het 'out-group' materiaal verzameld is voor de toetsing van hypothese 
III en dus niet primair ten behoeve van de studie van nivelleringsprocessen, 
analyseren we niettemin de leeft!jds(groep)-effecten op het gebruik van de drie 
taaivariabelen. Op globaal niveau blijken deze vrijwel identiek aan die in het 
'in-group' dialectgebruik. De invloed van de linguïstische dimensies op de 
nivellering in verband met η-deletie verschilt van die in het 'in-group' 
dialectgebruik. In de dynamiek in de toepassing van de regels voor y ι-verzwak­
king en t-deletie activeert het 'out-group' contact taalstructurele krachten 
die niet zichtbaar worden in de 'in-group' data. Alleen in het gebruik van de 
n-deletie-regel blijken de spreker-achtergrond variabelen zwaarder te wegen dan 
de leeftijd van de sprekers; de belangrijkste factor is daarbij weer de 
geografische mobiliteit van de sprekers. Op vrijwel geen enkel niveau vertonen 
de verschillen in dialectgebruik tussen de leeftijdsgroepen een beduidende 
samenhang met de variabele 'out-group' contactsituatie - of omgekeerd. 
In hoofdstuk 11 wordt de aandacht gericht op hypothese III, die luidt dat 
dialectnivellering wordt voorafgeschaduwd in accommodatie in het dialectgebruik 
in situaties van contact met sprekers van minder 'diepe' dialecten. Toetsing 
van deze hypothese is mogelijk op basis van het spontane dialectgebruik, dat 
wil zeggen op basis van de data uit de 'in-' en 'out-group' gesprekken. 
Allereerst scherpen we onze definitie van het begrip accommodatie verder aan; 
accommodatie wordt geoperationaliseerd ale minder gebruik van dialectkenmerken 
in 'out-group' dan in 'in-group' contactsituaties. Het dialectgebruik blijkt 
inderdaad accommodatie te vertonen - onafhankelijk zowel van de leeftijd van de 
sprekers als van de taaivariabelen. Uit analyses op het niveau van de afzonder-
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lljke taalvarlabelen wordt echter duidelijk dat accommodatie wel degelijk 
afhankelijk Is van de taalvarlabelen. Accommodatie treedt namelijk op in het 
gebruik van de regels voor y'-verzwakking en t-deletie; In de hantering van de 
n-deletie-regel is de accommodatie statistisch heel wat minder overtuigend. Het 
relatieve aantal verschillende linguïstische conditities waarin accommodatie 
optreedt is het grootst in yl-verzwakking, middelmatig in η-deletie en het 
kleinst in t-deletie. Bovendien neemt de mate van accommodatie in het gebruik 
van de fi-verzwakkingsregel af met de leeftijd van de spreker - wat gezien het 
afnemende gebruik van deze regel ook niet verwonderlijk is. 
In zekere zin Is accommodatie dus geleidelijk in dialect-geografisch 
opzicht: hoe typischer een taalvariabele is voor het dialect van een spreker, 
hoe groter het relatieve aantal verschillende linguïstische condities waarin 
die variabele accommodatie vertoont. Anderzijds lijkt de accommodatie echter 
niet samen te hangen met de afstand tot de variëteit die gesproken wordt door 
de gesprekspartner. 
Hypothese III wordt getoetst door vergelijking van de bevindingen in verband 
met accommodatie als zodanig met die aangaande dialectnivellering in de 'in-
group' data. Men kan dialectnivellering zien als het gevolg van 'hetzij het 
verlies van geografisch betrekkelijk weinig verbreide dialectkenmerken (zoals 
^-verzwakking en η-deletie) hetzij een toename in het gebruik van tamelijk ver 
verbreide verschijnselen (t-deletie). In dat geval bieden onze bevindingen veel 
steun voor de hypothese. Wanneer het begrip dialectnivellering echter gereser­
veerd wordt voor het verlies van kenmerken die individuele dialecten of groepen 
van dialecten onderscheiden van andere dan is er minder steun voor de hypo­
these. 
In het discussie-hoofdstuk 12 richten we ons om te beginnen op het sociolin-
guïstische model. Na de balans te hebben opgemaakt voor wat betreft benadering 
en bevindingen in verband met de drie hypotheses, schetsen we een viertal 
sociaal-geografische thema's die in een te ontwikkelen theorie over dialectni-
vellering een plaats verdienen. Eén van de vragen voor verder onderzoek heeft 
betrekking op het verschijnsel regionale standaardtaal, dat ook in onze 
onderzoeksregio snel aan belang lijkt te zullen winnen. Het tweede deel is 
gewijd aan linguïstische aspecten, en in het bijzonder aan het fonologische 
model. In algemene zin staan we stil bij het belang van bevindingen van dit en 
dergelijk onderzoek voor de fonologische theorie. Vervolgonderzoek zou zich 
onder meer kunnen richten op de vraag hoe modellen van feature-geometrie 
kwantitatief toetsbaar gemaakt kunnen worden. In het derde en laatste deel van 
dit hoofdstuk gaan we in op methodologische kwesties als de operationalisatie 
van het begrip dialectnivellering, en de generaliseerbaarheid van onze 
bevindingen. We pleiten voor vervolgonderzoek dat het mogelijk maakt na te gaan 
in hoeverre de conclusies die we trekken uit de leeftijdepatronen in het 
dialectgebruik juist zijn. 

STELLINGEN 
behorende bu het proefschrift 
Dialect levelling in Limburg. 
Structural and sociolinquistic aspects 
te verdedigen op 21 januari 1993 
door F.L.M.P. Hinskens 
1. Het Neogrammatische model van taalverandering is in de loop der tijd 
weliswaar in enkele opzichten uitgewerkt en verfijnd, maar in zijn geheel 
vooralsnog onovertroffen. (Dit proefschrift) 
2. Het adjectief 'empirisch' wordt door veel beoefenaars van 'hyphenated 
linguistics' heden ten dage gehanteerd op een wijze die ten onrechte 
suggereert dat andere takken van taalwetenschap een dergelijke basis 
ontberen. 
3. In de afgelopen jaren is door verschillende sociolinguisten gepleit voor 
meer experimenteel onderzoek - onder meer door Van Hout (1989: 304). 
Experimentele data zijn in het algemeen echter betrekkelijk arm en veelal 
slechts voor één bepaald onderzoek bruikbaar. 
4. De bevindingen van diachroon onderzoek van stadsdialecten laten 
voorspellingen toe over de nivelleringsprocessen die de omringende rurale 
dialecten nog te wachten staan. 
5. Gelexicaliseerde fonolcgische regels zijn betrekkelijk resistent tegen 
dialectnivellering. (Dit proefschrift) 
6. Hoewel de aard en de duur van de geschiedenis van het (inmiddels 
uitgestorven) Negerhollands zeer verschillen van die van de inheemse 
dialecten van het Nederlands, dient de structurele ontwikkeling van deze 
creooltaal gezien te worden als een nivelleringsproces. 
7. Wanneer recente tendenzen doorzetten, zullen diverse werkwoorden van het 
Nederlands over enkele generaties voor grote groepen taalgebruikers hun 
reflexieve karakter verloren hebben. 
Θ. De gewoonte van (opmerkelijkerwijs met uitsluitend) Nederlandse 
publicisten om zich neerbuigend en op bestraffende toon uit te laten over 
'Belgicismen' in Vlaams proza is een teken van kortzichtigheid en mogelijk 
een knieval voor de vermeende belangen van de uitgeverswereld. 
9. In de huidige conjunctuur kunnen veel van de aan de Nederlandse 
Letterenfaculteiten lopende VF-programma's weinig meer zijn dan utopieën. 
10. De voormalige Mijnstreek vormde vooral in het tweede kwart van deze eeuw 
een proeftuin voor wat later de verzorgingsstaat zou gaan heten. (Dit 
proefschrift) 
11. Nederlanders mogen dan de Chinezen van Europa zijn en Limburgers op hun 
beurt de "Chinezen van Nederland" (J. Notten 1974). de Chinezen van 
Limburg vindt men in elk geval met m Rimburg. 



